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Preface

Retroviruses are a large and diverse family of enveloped, single-strand RNA
viruses characterized by the unique replicative strategy that includes reverse tran-
scription of the virion RNA into linear double-stranded DNA and the subse-
quent integration of this DNA into the genome of the cells. Human retroviruses
are subdivided into three groups: oncoviruses, lentiviruses, and spumaviruses.
Oncoviruses have been associated with a variety of cancers. The first human
retrovirus, human T-lymphotropic virus type 1 (HTLV-1), was discovered in the
late 1970s, and was shown to cause adult T-cell leukemia and chronic neurologi-
cal conditions. A relative of HTLV-1, HTLV-II, has also been associated with
human leukemias. The most significant disease resulting from human retrovirus
infection is the acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), which is caused
by lentiviruses, human immunodeficiency viruses type 1 and type 2 (HIV-1 and
HIV-2). Spumaviruses cause no known disease in humans and interest in this
category is relatively recent.

Although there are differences in the genetic composition of different types
of retroviruses, all carry three basic coding genes in the same order: gag, encod-
ing internal structural proteins that form the matrix, the capsid, and the nucleo
protein structures; pol, encoding the reverse transcriptase and integrase enzymes;
and env, encoding the surface and transmembrane components of the viral enve-
lope protein. These three genes and their coded proteins are the major focus of
studies on the virology, serology, and molecular biology of human retroviruses.

In the last two decades, research on human retroviruses has been pro-
gressing at a rapid pace. Not surprisingly, recent studies of human retroviruses
have focused largely on HIV-1 and HIV-2. Therefore, most of our present
knowledge of human retroviruses is derived from studies on HIV-1. In addi-
tion, studies on HIV-1 have significantly advanced our understanding of biol-
ogy and development of new biotechnologies. The prospect of acquiring a
broad view of a field with so many viruses and associated technologies may
seem daunting. In hopes of attenuating such concerns, we have organized
Human Retrovirus Protocols: Virology and Molecular Biology by focusing
on methodologies of the virology and molecular biology of human retroviruses.
The first of two sections primarily explores methods for the isolation and
detection of human retroviruses; the second looks at the interplay between the
viruses and the host, focusing on the phenotype of human retroviruses. This
division is not intended to be rigid or absolute; the PCR-based assays in the
first section are typically molecular techniques.



Part I begins with a chapter on the quantitative isolation of HIV-1 from
latently infected resting T-cells from the laboratory that developed this revo-
lutionary technique. Nine chapters follow on methods for the isolation and
propagation of HIV, HTLV, and foamy virus from the peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC), blood monocytes, brain tissues, cerebrospinal fluids,
semen, vagina, and lymph nodes. The succeeding chapters constitute proto-
cols for detection and quantification of different retrovirus genes, antigens,
and antibodies, for which we have placed greater emphasis on “universal”
assays for detection of different subtypes of HIV-1 and HIV-2.

Part II begins with biological assays for determining cell tropism of
HIV-1 from the laboratory that initially developed the techniques. The next
two chapters describe “popular” assays for the determination of co-receptor
usage of HIV-1. Three chapters follow on assays recently developed in each
author's laboratory for phenotyping HIV-1 infected monocytes and examining
HIV-1 fitness with an effective cloning system. The next five chapters are on
cloning, construction, and characterization of full-length HIV-1, HIV-2,
HTLV-II, and spumaretrovirus. A chapter for assessing drug efficacy follows.
Human Retrovirus Protocols: Virology and Molecular Biology concludes with
two chapters describing new technologies for determining human gene
expression with HIV-1 infection by microarrays and assessing genetic
polymorphisms in two recently identified HIV-1 co-factors, DC-SIGN and
DC-SIGNR.

All chapters offer the detailed steps necessary to carry out the assays,
and provide discussion of problems and pitfalls that may be encountered. Most
of these protocols can be applied directly, or can be adapted easily.

The editor would like to thank all of the contributors for their high-qual-
ity submissions, and the Series Editor, John Walker, for his valuable advice
throughout the entire process of producing this volume.

Tuofu Zhu

vi          Preface
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Enhanced Culture Assay for Detection
and Quantitation of Latently Infected, Resting
CD4+ T-Cells Carrying Replication-Competent
Virus in HIV-1-Infected Individuals

Janet D. Siliciano and Robert F. Siliciano

Summary
Highly active antiretroviral therapy can decrease plasma HIV-1 levels to below the

limit of detection. However, HIV-1 persists in latently infected resting-memory CD4+ T-
cells carrying an integrated copy of the viral genome. The pool of latently infected cells
is extremely stable and represents a major barrier to HIV-1 eradication. Identification
and characterization of this reservoir required the development of methods for purifying
resting CD4+ T-cells from HIV-1-infected individuals, activating the cells to induce
virus production, and detecting and quantitating cells capable of releasing infectious
virus. The development of an enhanced viral culture assay to quantitate the number of
latently infected cells carrying replication competent virus is described here.

Key Words: HIV-1; latency; resting CD4+ T-cells; reservoir; enhanced viral culture
assay; replication-competent virus.

1. Introduction
Analysis of viral load in HIV-1 infection has contributed to our understand-

ing of the pathogenesis and management of the disease. Elegant studies by Wei
et al. (1) and Ho et al. (2) demonstrated that virus production in infected indi-
viduals is a highly dynamic process in which there is rapid turnover of both
free virus and of productively infected cells. Highly active antiretroviral
therapy (HAART) can decrease plasma HIV-1 levels to below the current limit
of detection (<50 copies of HIV-1 RNA/mL) (3). This therapy, which involves
drugs that specifically inhibit HIV-1 reverse transcriptase and protease, can
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prevent new rounds of infection, producing a dramatic drop in plasma virus
levels. This decrease reflects the decay of both plasma virus and the cells that
produce most of the plasma virus, namely productively infected, activated
CD4+ T-cells. In patients treated with HAART, plasma virus levels usually
drop below the limit of detection within 2 to 4 mo of initiation of therapy, and
thereafter it becomes difficult to culture virus from the blood. Mathematical
modeling of the decay of plasma virus and infected peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC) allowed Perelson et al. to make the first rational predic-
tions of the time it would take to eradicate HIV-1 in an infected individual,
provided there were no stable viral reservoirs (3). Although this work raised
hopes that eradication of the infection with HAART might be possible, it is
now clear that HIV-1 persists in an extremely stable reservoir of latently in-
fected, resting-memory CD4+ T-cells with integrated provirus (4–10).

Identification, characterization, and quantitation of the major reservoir for
latent HIV-1 required the development of a novel assay in which resting CD4+

T-cells were purified to greater than 99.9% purity and then stimulated in a
limiting dilution culture assay. Because latently infected cells do not produce
virus without cellular activation (4,11), it was necessary to induce uniform in
vitro activation of the resting cells. With this approach, replication-competent
HIV-1 could reproducibly be recovered from the resting CD4+ cells of all in-
fected individuals studied (5,8–10,12). Longitudinal studies of HIV-1-infected
adults who maintained long-term suppression of viremia on HAART demon-
strated the extraordinary stability of this reservoir. The frequency of latently
infected cells in patients on HAART ranged within 0.03–3 infectious units per
million (IUPM) resting CD4+ T-cells (8–10). Statistical analysis, using a ran-
dom-effects regression model for decay with first-order kinetics, provided an
estimate of the decay rate of the pool of latently infected resting CD4+ T-cells.
The half-life of decay was 44.2 mo. At this decay rate, eradication of a reser-
voir of only 106 cells would require 73 yr of antiretroviral therapy. Therefore,
the culture assay for detecting replication competent HIV-1 in resting CD4+ T-
cells has provided the most definitive evidence to date that eradication of HIV-
1 infection with antiretroviral therapy alone is unlikely. We describe here the
method used to quantitate latently infected cells.

2. Materials
1. Ficoll-Paque™ PLUS (Amersham).
2. 60-mL sterile syringes.
3. Wash media (WM): phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4, 2% heat-inacti-

vated newborn calf serum, 0.1% glucose, 20 U/mL penicillin, 20 µg/mL strepto-
mycin, 12 mM HEPES, pH 7.4.

4. Heparin, sodium salt (Sigma): diluted to 1000 U/mL in WM, filter-sterilized, and
stored at 4°C.
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5. Purified phytohemagglutinin (PHA; Murex): 150 µg/mL stock in WM, filter-
sterilized; stock aliquots stored at –80°C (see Note 1).

6. Complete media (CM): RPMI-1640 with GlutaMAX™ (GibcoBRL), 20 U/mL
penicillin, 20 µg streptomycin, 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS)
(see Note 2).

7. Complete media + IL-2 (CM + IL-2): RPMI-1640 with GlutaMAX, 20 U/mL
penicillin, 20 µg/mL streptomycin, 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum, 2%
T-cell growth factor (see Note 3), 100 U/mL recombinant human IL-2.

8. Dynabeads® M-450 sheep anti-mouse immunoglobulin (IgG) magnetic beads
(Dynal).

9. Dynabeads M-450 anti-CD8 magnetic beads (Dynal).
10. Dynal MPC-1 magnetic particle concentrator (Dynal).
11. Multiwell™ 24-well sterile tissue culture plate with flat bottom and low evapora-

tion lid (Becton Dickinson).
12. Multiwell 6-well sterile tissue culture plate with flat bottom and low evaporation

lid (Becton Dickinson).
13. Mouse anti-human monoclonal antibodies: anti-CD8, clone 3B5 (Caltag); anti-

Class II, clone L243 (see Note 4); anti-CD19, clone SJ25-C1 (Caltag); anti-CD25,
clone 3G10 (Caltag); anti-CD14, clone TüK4 (Caltag); anti-CD16, clone 3G8
(Caltag); anti-CD69, clone L78 (Bectin-Dickinson).

14. Fluorochrome conjugated mouse antihuman monoclonal antibodies (Becton-
Dickinson): PE-anti-CD4, clone SK3; FITC-HLADR, clone L243.

15. Coulter® HIV-1 p24 Antigen Assay (Beckman Coulter).
16. 50-mL and 15-mL sterile polypropylene centrifuge tubes (Corning).

3. Methods

In this enhanced virus culture assay, three important modifications were
made to previously described virus culture assays (13–16). These modifica-
tions allow routine detection and quantification of latently infected resting
CD4+ T-cells capable of releasing replication competent virus following in
vitro activation. First, the cells that are put into the culture assay are highly
purified resting CD4+ T-cells. Resting CD4+ T-cells represent the major long-
term reservoir for the virus (5,8–10,12), and therefore virus isolation is facili-
tated by starting with purified resting CD4+ T-cells. Resting CD4+ T-cells are
obtained from PBMC by initially removing unwanted cell populations (CD8+

T-cells, monocytes, natural killer [NK] cells, B-cells, and activated CD4+ T-
cells) using monoclonal antibodies to specific cell surface markers on these
populations and magnetic beads conjugated with sheep anti-mouse Ig. Cells
that have bound antibodies and beads are subsequently removed with a mag-
net. Flow cytometry is next used in a second purification step to positively
select for resting CD4+ T-cells. This two-step procedure routinely yields a
highly purified population of cells that are 99.9% resting CD4+ T-cells.
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A second important modification was the use of a procedure that induces
uniform activation of resting CD4+ T-cells. This is critical because cellular
activation results in a number of changes that allow gene expression from the
HIV-1 long terminal repeat (LTR). Previous virus culture assays did not in-
clude a specific activation step other than addition of allogeneic lymphoblasts.
In our procedure, the addition of both PHA and a 10-fold excess of irradiated,
allogeneic PBMC ensures that all latently infected cells in the culture will be
uniformly activated (17). The irradiated PBMC are required for high-efficiency
activation, possibly because they serve as a source of macrophages and den-
dritic cells.

A third important modification is that CD4+ lymphoblasts from normal do-
nors are added to amplify virus that is released from latently infected cells.
Unlike other culture methods, CD8+ T-cells, which can suppress viral replica-
tion, are depleted from the lymphoblasts that are added to the enhanced culture
assay.

It is important to note that this assay will detect resting CD4+ T-cells in both
pre- and postintegration states of latency (5,18). Viral entry and reverse tran-
scription can occur in resting CD4+ T-cells (19). However, completion of re-
verse transcription occurs much more slowly in resting CD4+ T-cells than in
activated CD4+ T-cells (19). In addition, reverse transcribed HIV-1 cDNA in
resting cells does not integrate into the host cell genome owing to a block in
nuclear import of the preintegration complex (PIC) (20). The PIC eventually
decays and the life cycle of the virus is aborted (19). However, if resting cells
in this preintegration stage are activated shortly after infection, the PIC can
enter the nucleus and the viral cDNA can integrate into host cell genomic DNA.
Production of virus can then take place. Therefore, cells in both pre- and
postintegration latency will be measured in this culture assay. In patients who
are viremic, the level of latently infected cells can be 100-fold higher than that
observed in patients on HAART. When the frequency of latently infected cells
is measured before and at various times after initiation of HAART, a biphasic
decay in the frequency is observed (18). The rapid intial decay in the first few
months of treatment likely represents the loss of cells in the preintegration
stage of latency. After the first few months, there is little additional decay ow-
ing to the stability of the postintegration form of latency described above. Be-
cause the preintegration state of latency is labile, the culture assay can be used
to measure postintegration latency in patients who have been on HAART for 6
mo with suppression of viremia to <50 copies/mL.

3.1. Production of CD4+ Lymphoblasts

Because the amount of viral antigen released into the culture supernatant
from a single latently infected cell that has been activated in vitro is below the
limit of detection of enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), it is nec-
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essary to amplify virus through the addition of activated CD4+ blasts to the
culture assay. Blasts should be prepared 2–3 d before they are added to the
culture assay so that they are fully permissive for viral infection at the time of
addition. PBMC are obtained by discontinuous density gradient centrifugation
of heparinized blood from an HIV-1 negative donor, and cells are subsequently
activated with PHA. One hundred twenty mL of blood (approx 120–300 × 106

PBMC) is drawn into two 60-cc sterile syringes, each containing filter-steril-
ized heparin (10 U/mL of blood). The syringes are inverted one to three times
to prevent clotting of the blood. Thirty milliliters of blood is carefully layered
onto 15 mL Ficoll in each of four 50-mL sterile polypropylene centrifuge tubes.
PBMC are separated from red blood cells and granulocytes by centrifuging the
tubes at 470g in a Sorvall H-1000B swinging bucket rotor for 25 min at room
temperature. Fifteen to 20 mL of the top layer of plasma is carefully removed
so as not to disturb the PBMC at the interface of the two layers. The band of
PBMC from each tube is carefully removed with a sterile 10-mL pipet and
placed in separate fresh 50-mL centrifuge tubes. WM is added to each of the
four tubes to a final volume of 45 mL, and the tubes are centrifuged at 470g for
15 min. WM is completely removed by aspiration, and the cell pellets are re-
suspended in 45 mL WM. The tubes are then centrifuged at 470g for 8 min.
After removal of the WM by aspiration, the cell pellet is resuspended in 30 mL
CM+IL-2 to which PHA has been added to a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL.
Typical yields of PBMC are 150–300 × 106 cells; therefore, the concentration
ranges from 5 to 10 × 106 cells/mL. Once resuspended, the cells are added to a
T75 tissue culture flask and the flask is incubated in an upright position for 2 d
at 37°C in a humidified, 5% CO2 incubator.

Because CD8+ T-cells can suppress virus replication, the resulting lympho-
blasts are depleted of CD8+ T-cells using Dynal anti-CD8 magnetic beads.
Briefly, the PHA-stimulated cells are counted, centrifuged to pellet the cells,
and resuspended in 10 mL WM. One hundred microliters Dynal anti-CD8
beads/107 cells are aliquoted into a 15-mL sterile polypropylene centrifuge
tube. It is critical that the beads that are to be added to the cells are washed
once in WM to remove alcohol present in the bead solution. This is done by
adding 10 mL of WM to the appropriate volume of beads and then placing the
15-mL tube into the Dynal MPC magnet. The liquid is removed by aspiration.
The cell suspension is quickly added to the beads so that the beads do not dry.
Cells and beads are mixed by gently pipetting up and down twice. The cells are
incubated with the beads for 20–25 min at 4°C, with gentle rocking. Incubation
with beads for longer than 25 min will greatly decrease cell viability. The Dynal
magnet is then used to pull out the bead-coated CD8+ T cells. The cells that do
not bind to the magnet are collected. The beads are gently washed once to
collect any cells that may be nonspecifically trapped within the beads. Again,
the cells that do not bind to the magnet are collected, combined with the cells
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from the first pass, pelleted by centrifugation, and resuspended in CM +
interleukin (IL)-2. Suspensions of CD4+ T lymphoblasts prepared in this way
are added to the virus cultures on d 2 and d 9 (see Note 5). Blasts added to the
culture on d 2 are resuspended at a concentration of 0.67 × 106 cells/mL,
whereas blasts added on d 9 are resuspended at 1 × 106 cells/mL.

3.2. Preparation of Irradiated PBMC

In order to culture virus from latently infected, resting CD4+ T-cells, it is
very important to uniformly activate all resting cells in culture. This is accom-
plished through the addition of both PHA and irradiated PBMC isolated from
an HIV-1-negative donor. Irradiated PBMC are prepared the day that the cul-
ture assay is set up (d 1; see Note 5). For efficient activation, a 10-fold higher
number of irradiated PBMC than purified resting CD4+ T-cells are needed.
Therefore, it is necessary to collect 120–180 cc blood from an uninfected do-
nor, depending on how many patient cells will be put into culture. After blood
is drawn into heparinized syringes, it is transferred into 50-mL sterile polypro-
pylene tubes and cells are inactivated by -irradiation with 5000R in a cesium
source irradiator. Irradiated PBMC are then isolated by discontinuous density
gradient centrifugation and washed as described in Subheading 3.1. The irra-
diated PBMC are resuspended in CM + IL-2 at a concentration of 2.5 × 106

cells/mL. PHA is added to a final concentration of 1 µg/mL and the tube is
immediately placed on ice until use to prevent macrophages from adhering to
the walls of the centrifuge tube.

3.3. Isolation and Purification of Resting
CD4+ T-Cells From Infected Individuals

All experiments with blood and cells from HIV-positive individuals are car-
ried out in a biological safety cabinet following standard BSL-3 protocols. One
hundred eighty cc of blood is drawn from an HIV-1-positive individual into
three 60-cc syringes containing heparin, as described above. PBMC are col-
lected by discontinuous density gradient centrifugation and washed as de-
scribed in Subheading 3.1. In the enhanced viral culture assay, d 0 refers to the
day that blood is drawn from the infected patient (see Note 5). PBMC are re-
suspended in 30 mL CM, added to a T75 tissue culture flask, and placed, lying
flat, at 37°C in a humidified, 5% CO2 incubator. Incubation at 37°C allows
monocytes to adhere to the tissue culture flask, thereby removing them from
the population of cells that will be further purified. The length of incubation
time can vary from 2 h to 18 h. Monocyte-depleted PBMC are collected from
the flask, an aliquot is counted, and the remainder of the cells collected by
centrifugation. The supernatant is removed, and the cells are placed on ice. The
cells are incubated with saturating concentrations of monoclonal antibodies to
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CD8 (30 µL/107 cells), CD19 (7 µL/107 cells), Class II (3 µL/107 cells), CD69
(6 µL/107), CD25 (3 µL/107 cells), CD14 (3 µL/107 cells), and CD16 (2 µL/
107 cells) on ice for 25 min, with occasional mixing. Unbound antibodies are
removed by washing the cells twice in ice-cold WM. It is very important that
incubation of cells with antibody and subsequent washes are carried out at 4°C
to prevent endocytosis of cell surface antigens bound to antibody. Cells with
bound antibody are removed from the population by incubation with sheep
anti-mouse Dynal magnetic beads. Prior to adding cells, beads are washed as
described in Subheading 3.1. Cells and beads are incubated with rocking at
4°C for 25 min. The Dynal magnet is used to pull out bead-coated cells as
described in Subheading 3.1. An aliquot of the cells not removed by the mag-
net is counted; the remaining unbound cells are collected by centrifugation and
placed on ice.

Further purification of resting CD4+ T-cells is achieved by flow-cytometric
sorting for small lymphocytes that express CD4 but not HLA-DR. To prepare
cells for sorting, partially purified cells are labeled with saturating amounts of
PE-conjugated anti-CD4 (67 µL/107 cells) and FITC-conjugated anti-HLADR
(67 µL/107 cells) for 25 min on ice, with occasional mixing. To prevent
photobleaching of the fluorochrome-labeled antibodies, the ice bucket is cov-
ered with aluminum foil and the fluorescent light in the laminar flow hood
turned off. The labeled cells are washed twice in ice-cold WM to remove un-
bound antibodies, and the pellet resuspended in ice-cold WM to a final concen-
tration of 2 × 107 mL. Cells are kept on ice in the dark until they are sorted. The
sorting is done in a BSL-3 facility with aerosol protection. During the sorting,
activated CD4+ T cells are removed based on cell size and expression of HLA-
DR. Sorted cells are collected by centrifugation, counted, and put into the cul-
ture assay (see Subheading 3.4.). This two-step method of purification
routinely yields a population of highly purified resting CD4+ T-cells that is
>99% free of contaminating activated CD4+ T-cells.

3.4. Enhanced Virus Culture Assay

A limiting dilution culture assay is set up to detect and quantitate the fre-
quency of latently infected resting CD4+ T-cells. Day 1 of the enhanced viral
culture assay is the day that the purified resting CD4+ T-cells are put into cul-
ture and activated with PHA and irradiated PBMC (see Note 5). Purified rest-
ing cells (see Subheading 3.3.) are carefully counted and resuspended to 1 ×
106 cells/mL in CM + IL-2 (Tube A). The number of cells in Tube A will vary
depending on how many resting CD4+ T-cells are recovered from the sort. Five
15-mL centrifuge tubes are labeled B–F; 2.2 mL of CM + IL-2 is added to each
of them. Serial fivefold dilutions are made by first taking 550 µL of cells from
Tube A and adding the cells to Tube B. The cell suspension is gently mixed
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with a 2-mL pipet and 550 µL is removed and added to Tube C. Three addi-
tional fivefold serial dilutions are made in the same manner. Therefore, tubes
A–F contain 1 × 106 cells/mL (Tube A), 200,000 cells/mL (Tube B), 40,000
cells/mL (Tube C), 8000 cells/mL (Tube D), 1600 cells/mL (Tube E), and 320
cells/mL (Tube F), respectively. One mL from each of these tubes is added to
the appropriate tissue culture well (discussed later).

The limiting dilution assay with fivefold serial dilutions of patient cells is
set up as follows: All tissue culture plates are set up in duplicate. Both 6-well
and 24-well tissue culture plates are used, with the higher cell concentrations
plated in the 6-well plate. The maximum number of resting CD4+ T-cells that
are put into one well of a 6-well plate is 1 × 106. Two individual wells of a 6-
well tissue culture plate are labeled “1A” and “2A.” This plate is labeled the 1
× 106 plate. To prevent contamination of virus from one well into another,
wells are separated by an empty well. In addition to the resting CD4+ T-cells (1
mL of cells from Tube A), each well also has 1 × 107 irradiated PBMC + PHA
(see Subheading 3.2.) and 3 mL CM + IL-2, for a final volume of 8 mL/well.
If more than 2.5 × 106 resting CD4+ cells are obtained from sorting, additional
wells of a 6-well plate are set up, each containing 1 × 106 resting CD4+ T cells.
Five such wells, considered together, provide for the next highest cell dose in
the dilution series.

 Cell concentrations below 1 × 106 are cultured in 24-well tissue culture
plates. Wells labeled B–G are set up on duplicate plates, taking care not to
place cells in wells that are directly adjacent to each other. Well G serves as a
negative control; no patient cells are added to this well. Each well of the 24-
well tissue culture plate is set up with 2.5 × 106 irradiated PBMC + PHA (1
mL; see Subheading 3.2.), and 1 mL of cells from the appropriate dilution
tube. For example, 1 mL of cells from Tube B cells will be put into well B of
each plate. Control well G has irradiated PBMC and 1.0 mL of CM + IL-2. The
final volume of cells and media in the wells of a 24-well plate is 2 mL.

Plates are stacked, four plates per stack, wrapped in aluminum foil, and
placed at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator.

On d 2 (see Note 5), PHA-containing supernatants are removed from all
wells of the tissue culture plates, being very careful not to remove any cells. It
is important to remove PHA because prolonged exposure will cause cell death.
A different pipet must be used for each well to prevent cells and/or virus from
one well contaminating another well. Typically, 6 mL is removed from each
well of the 6-well plates and 1.5 mL is removed from each well of the 24-well
plates. In order to ensure that all the PHA has been removed, the same volume
of CM + IL-2 is carefully added to all wells. Cells are allowed to settle for two
hours at 37°C, and then the supernatants are once again carefully removed.
Blasts are now added to the culture. Each well of a 6-well plate receives 4 × 106
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blasts in 6 mL of CM + IL-2. Each well of a 24-well plate receives 1 × 106

blasts in 1.5 mL CM + IL-2.
It is important to monitor the pH of the culture media by visual inspection of

the plates every day. Typically, the media will turn yellow by d 5 of the assay
owing to the proliferation of both blasts and patient cells. Therefore, 3 mL of
media are removed from each of the large wells and 0.75 mL is removed from
all small wells; all wells are replenished with the same volume of fresh CM +
IL-2. On d 7, all wells are split in half. Cells and media are gently mixed by
pipetting and half of each well is discarded into a bleach bucket. A different
pipet is used for each well. A second addition of blasts, prepared two days
earlier (see Subheading 3.1.), is added to all wells. Plates are further incubated
at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. On d 10, wells are again fed
with fresh media, as on d 5. On d 14, the cultures are tested for the presence of
HIV-1 antigen using the Coulter HIV-1 p24 Antigen Assay kit per the
manufacturer’s instructions. Two hundred microliters of culture supernatant is
removed from each well for the analysis. A third addition of blasts may be
added to the culture and the plates further incubated for an additional week in
the same manner if p24 results are negative.

3.5. Statistical Analysis

Infected cell frequencies are determined by the maximum likelihood method
(21) and were expressed as IUPM resting CD4+ T-cells. The precision of the
measurement depends on the number of replicates tested at each cell dilution.
In general, the yield of purified resting CD4+ T-cells is only few million cells;
thus the assay is generally set up as a duplicate fivefold dilution series. For
assays set up in this format, frequencies can be determined from a tabulated set
of calculated frequencies representing the maximum likelihood estimate for
each possible outcome in such a dilution series. This table may be obtained
from the ACTG. Frequencies for common outcomes are given in Table 1. The
confidence intervals for individual determinations are ± 0.7 log IUPM.

4. Notes
1. Once a stock tube of 150 µg/mL PHA has been thawed, it can be stored at 4°C for

up to 7 d.
2. Multiple lots of FBS are tested to find one that will support optimal growth of

mitogen-stimulated primary human T-cells. A proliferation assay with CD4+

blasts and media containing a specific lot of FBS is set up in the following man-
ner: CD4+ blasts are prepared as described in Subheading 3.1. The blasts are
resuspended in CM at a concentration of 5 × 105 cells/mL. Using a multichannel
pipettor, 0.1 mL of cells is added to the appropriate number of wells of a 96-well,
round-bottom tissue culture plate. Then 0.1-mL aliquots of RPMI-1640 + 20% of
the FBS lots to be tested are added to each well. The plate is incubated at 37°C in
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Table 1
Limiting Dilution Analysis of the Frequencies of Latently Infected Cells

Input Number of wells positive for virus growth at the indicated number of input cellsb

number of
cells/wella

25,000,000 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
5,000,000 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1,000,000 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

200,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
40,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

8000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2 2 2
1600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 2

320 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2

Frequency
(IUPM)c 0.023 0.053 0.12 0.32 0.51 1.6 3.2 8.1 16 41 82 206 421 1121 2503 5608

aPurified resting CD4+ T-cells are cultured in duplicate fivefold dilution series as described in Subheading 3.4. For the 25 million and 5 million
cell dilutions, multiple wells with 1 million cells/well are set up and treated as a group.

bFor duplicate dilution series. This table indicates the most common patterns. For analysis of other patterns, tabulated frequencies are available
from the ACTG Virology Core.

cBased on maximum likelihood analysis (21). IUPM, infectious units per million.
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a humidified, 5% CO2 incubator for 48 h. One microcurie of 3H-thymidine in 50
µL CM is added to each well. The plates are further incubated at 37°C for 24 h.
Labeled cells are collected onto a filter using a cell harvestor. Once dry, the filter
is counted to determine the amount of radioactivity incorporated into the cells.
Lots giving maximal proliferation are selected.

3. T-cell growth factor is a general name given to human IL-2 containing superna-
tants of mitogen-activated PBMC. The supernatants are prepared from PBMC in
the following manner: two leukopaks are collected from two different donors by
trained individuals in a hemaphoresis laboratory. PBMC are isolated by density
gradient centrifugation and washed as described in Subheading 3.1. Typically,
approx 1.5 × 109 cells from each donor are obtained. The cells from each donor
are cultured together in 500 mL RPMI-1640 with Glutamax, 2.5% heat-inacti-
vated AB human serum (Gemini), 20 µg/mL streptomycin, and 20 U/mL penicil-
lin in 150 cm2 tissue culture flasks, 70–75 mL/flask. The cells are incubated
overnight at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2. The next day, PHA
and PMA (Phorbol 12-myristate 13 acetate; Sigma) are added to each flask to a
final concentration of 2 µg/mL and 5 ng/mL, respectively. The cells are further
incubated for 4 h at 37°C. The supernatants from each flask are gently poured out
and the flasks rinsed with 15 mL prewarmed WM, three times/flask. Then, 75
mL RPMI-1640 with Glutamax, 2.5% heat-inactivated AB human serum, 20 µg/
mL streptomycin, and 20 U/mL penicillin is added to each flask. Cells are cul-
tured for 40 h at 37°C. Supernatants from the activated cells are collected, centri-
fuged at 470g to remove cells, filtered through 0.45-µm Nalgene filters, and
stored in 45-mL aliquots at –20°C. Supernatants are assayed in a proliferation
assay (see Note 2). The concentration that gives 50–75% maximal proliferation
is added to CM.

4. Hybridoma clone L243 IgG was produced by the Monoclonal Antibody Core of
the Johns Hopkins University Center for AIDS Research. The hybridoma line
L243 was weaned for growth in serum-free medium (CD Hybridoma Medium;
Invitrogen) and then grown in an Integra culture flask (IBS, Switzerland) to den-
sities greater than 108/mL. Supernatants containing mg/mL quantities of IgG were
collected every 3 to 4 d and pooled. The pooled supernatants were dialyzed
against PBS. The antibody was titered using freshly prepared PBMC.

5. Day 0 of the culture assay is the day that blood is drawn from an HIV-positive
individual. The day that purified resting CD4+ T-cells are put into culture with
irradiated PBMC and PHA is d 1. PHA is removed and lymphoblasts are added to
the culture on d 2.
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Isolation, Propagation, and Titration of Human
Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1 From Peripheral
Blood of Infected Individuals

Hanneke Schuitemaker and Neeltje A. Kootstra

Summary
HIV-1 can be isolated from peripheral blood mononuclear cells and is easily propa-

gated on primary cells in vitro. Here we describe the method for bulk isolation of the
HIV-1 quasispecies and a limiting dilution virus isolation protocol by which single coex-
isting clones can be obtained. In addition, methods for propagation and titration of HIV-
1 are provided.

Key Words: HIV isolation; bulk isolate; HIV variant; TCID50; stock preparation.

1. Introduction
To study biological properties of the human immunodeficiency virus type 1

(HIV-1) in relation to the clinical course of infection, the in vitro preservation
of phenotypical characteristics of the virus that may be relevant in vivo is es-
sential. Even in the early days of HIV-1 research, it was clearly recognized that
passage through immortalized T-cell lines was successful with only some of
the viruses (1). In addition, adaptation to T-cell lines changed the viral pheno-
type (2). Thus, primary HIV-1 isolates should be isolated and propagated on
primary peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), as this provides the most
optimal preservation of the biological phenotype of the virus. This chapter de-
scribes the isolation, propagation, and titration of HIV-1 bulk isolates and bio-
logically cloned HIV variants.

2. Materials
1. Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM; BioWhittaker).
2. Heparin.
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3. Trisodium citrate dihydrate (TNC, Merck).
4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
5. Fetal calf serum (FCS; Hyclone).
6. Recombinant interleukin-2 (rIL-2; Chiron Benelux).
7. Penicillin (Pen), 100 U/mL (GibcoBRL).
8. Streptomycin (Strep), 100 U/mL (GibcoBRL).
9. Phytohaemagglutinin (PHA; Wellcome).

10. Heparinized peripheral blood or buffy coat.
11. Ficoll-Isopaque (Pharmacia).
12. Sterile 10-mL pipets.
13. Sterile 25-mL pipets.
14. Sterile 50-mL plastic tubes.
15. Pasteur pipets.
16. PFH medium: PBS supplemented with 5% FCS and 10 U/mL heparin.
17. PFT medium: PBS supplemented with 5% FCS, 10% TNC.
18. IF medium: IMDM supplemented with 5% FCS.
19. PHA medium: IMDM supplemented with 10% FCS, 1 µg/mL PHA, Pen/Strep.
20. Interleukin (IL)-2 medium: IMDM supplemented with 10% FCS, Pen/Strep, 10

U/mL rIL-2.
21. 0.2% Triton X-100 solution: PBS supplemented with 0.2% Triton X-100.
22. 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plates.
23. Multichannel pipet.
24. Sterile pipet tips.

3. Methods
The methods described below outline (1) the isolation of peripheral blood

mononuclear cells from patient blood and buffy coat, (2) the virus isolation
from patient PBMC in bulk, (3) HIV isolation under limiting dilution condi-
tions to obtain biological virus clones, (4) the propagation of primary HIV
isolates and variants, and (5) the titration of virus stocks (see Note 1).

3.1. Isolation of PBMC From Patient Blood and Buffy Coats

Transfer heparinized venous patient blood to plastic 50-mL tubes (maxi-
mum of 25 mL patient blood per tube) and dilute with an equal volume of PFH
medium. When citrate has been used as an anticoagulant, add an equal volume
of PFT medium. When PBMC are isolated from a buffy coat, transfer the buffy
coat to a 250-mL flask and add PFT medium to a final volume of 150 mL.
Gently load 25 mL of diluted blood on top of 12.5 mL of a Ficoll Isopaque
solution with a density of 1.077 g/mL in a 50-mL tube. Centrifuge at 760g for
20 min at room temperature. Collect the cell band on top of the Ficoll layer.
Wash the harvested cells twice by adding IMDM to a total volume of 50 mL
and centrifuge at 425g for 10 min. PBMC can now either be cryopreserved in
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IMDM containing 10% FCS and 10% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or directly
used (see Note 2).

3.2. Isolation of Human Immunodeficiency Virus on Donor PBMC
3.2.1. Selection of Donor PBMC

PBMC may vary in their susceptibility to infection with HIV. To optimize
the efficiency of the isolation procedure, it may therefore be useful to select
optimal susceptible donor PBMC.

3.2.2. Exclusion of PBMC From Donors With a 32-Basepair
Deletion in CCR5 Gene

HIV-1 susceptibility is most obviously determined by the CCR5 genotype
and associated -chemokine production levels. The CCR5 gene encodes for
the coreceptor for R5 HIV variants. To achieve optimal susceptible target cells
during virus isolation, it is recommended to exclude buffy coats from donors
who are homozygous or heterozygous for the 32-basepair (bp) deletion in
CCR5 that results in a premature stop codon and the absence of functional
CCR5 on the cell membrane. The presence of this 32-bp deletion is rapidly
determined with a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (3). Genomic DNA can be
most conveniently isolated from donor PBMC using the Qiagen blood kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Subsequently, 100 ng of DNA can be used for
PCR analysis with primers (sense, position 612 to 635 in CCR5, 5'-
GATAGGTACCTGGCTGTCGTCCAT-3'; antisense, position 829 to 850 in
CCR5, 5'-AGATAGTCATCTTGGGGCTGGT-3') flanking the described 32-
nucleotide deletion in the CCR5 gene. Samples are amplified with 1 U of Taq
polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI) in the buffer provided by the manufac-
turer, with a final MgCl2 concentration of 3 mmol/L. Conditions for PCR reac-
tion are: 5 min of denaturation at 95°C; 30 cycles of 1 min at 95°C, 1 min at
56°C, and 2 min at 72°C; and 5 min of elongation at 72°C in a Perkin-Elmer
Cetus DNA thermal cycler 480 (Perkin-Elmer, Foster City, CA). The PCR prod-
uct lengths are 238 bp for the wild-type allele and 202 bp for the mutant allele.
DNA samples that show both bands are obviously from donors with a CCR5
D32 heterozygous genotype. PCR products can be analyzed by 2% agarose gel
electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining.

3.2.3. Measurement of HIV Susceptibility of PBMC

To determine relative HIV susceptibility of donor PBMC, a cell-free virus
stock of a R5 HIV isolate is titrated in quadruplicate on PBMC from different
donors in microtiter plates. PBMC from donors in which the highest TCID50

value is achieved are selected for further use. For a detailed description of the
TCID50 assay, see Subheading 3.5.
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3.3. Isolation of Primary HIV-1 on PBMC

Primary HIV-1 can be isolated either in bulk or under limiting dilution con-
ditions to obtain biological clonal virus variants. For both methods, PBMC
from a healthy blood donor volunteer are used as target cells. These donor
PBMC are stimulated with PHA medium for 2 to 3 d, starting at a cell density
of 5 × 106/mL. PHA-stimulated cells are then centrifuged at 425g and resus-
pended in IL-2 medium at a cell density of 1 × 106/mL.

3.3.1. Isolation of Bulk HIV (the “Quasi-Species”)

Mix 5 mL of the PHA-stimulated donor PBMC suspension with 1 to 3 mL
of isolated patient PBMC at a cell density of 1 × 106 in IL-2 medium in a 15-
mL tube (see Note 3). Spin the cells down and incubate the cell pellet in a 37°C
water bath for 1 h prior to culture in a 25-cm2 flask. Alternatively, put the cells
directly in the 25-cm2 flask and culture the cells overnight in the 37°C incuba-
tor standing under a 45° angle, allowing the cells to settle and be in close con-
tact in a corner of the flask. Afterwards, place the flask in an upright position
and further incubate the cells. Four days after the start of the co-cultivation,
cells are collected, centrifuged, and resuspended in the original volume of fresh
IL-2 medium. Collected supernatant is tested for the presence of p24 gag anti-
gen reflecting virus production (see Note 4). On d 7, cells are centrifuged and
the supernatant is again tested for the presence of p24 antigen. To half of the
cell pellet, 5 × 106 fresh 2–3 d PHA-stimulated donor PBMC are added to a
total volume of 8 mL IL-2 medium and cultures are maintained. The other half
of the pellet can be cryopreserved in IMDM with 10% DMSO. Medium
changes are repeated on d 11, 18, and 25. The addition of fresh PHA-stimu-
lated cells is repeated on d 14, 21, and 28. In general, cultures are continued for
4 to 5 wk. Supernatant is stored in small aliquots (1–1.5 mL/ampule) at –80°C.

3.3.2. Isolation of Biological HIV Clones

Molecular studies have demonstrated that in HIV-1-infected individuals at
each moment a large number of related but different virus variants may co-
exist. Virus isolation as described in Subheading 3.2.1. will result in the rapid
outgrowth of one or few of the infectious HIV-1 variants present in the patient’s
PBMC with the most fit phenotype under these isolation conditions. To obtain
a more complete picture of the diversity of the HIV quasispecies present in an
individual in vivo, a virus isolation protocol was developed that allows for the
isolation of multiple HIV-1 variants from a single PBMC sample, avoiding
overgrowth and loss of slowly replicating variants (Fig. 1) (4).

Biological virus clones can be obtained by cocultivation of patient PBMC
with PHA-stimulated healthy blood donor PBMC (donor PHA-PBMC) under
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Fig. 1. Isolation of biological HIV-1 clones is achieved by co-culture of limiting
dilutions of HIV-1-infected patient peripheral blood mononuclear cells (suggested cell
numbers in figure are 5000, 20,000, and 40,000 patient cells per well; 32 wells per
patient cell number) with phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-stimulated healthy donor pe-
ripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL). Step 1 is the initiation of the co-culture, step 2 is
the harvesting of 50 µL supernatant for analysis of virus production in a p24 enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay to be performed weekly, step 3 is the transfer of 50 µL of
the cell suspension to a MT2 co-culture to monitor the presence of X4 viruses that will
induce large syncytia in MT2 cells, step 4 is the transfer of 50 µL of the cell suspen-
sion to fresh PHA-stimulated healthy-donor PBL for continuation of the primary cul-
ture. From this plate, steps 2, 3, and 4 are repeated at d 14. At d 21, steps 2, 3, and 4 are
repeated from the primary co-culture plate that was established at d 14, and so forth.
See text for further details.
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limiting dilution conditions (see Note 4). Patient PBMC are isolated by Ficoll
density gradient centrifugation as described above and diluted in medium to
cell concentrations of 5 × 104, 10 × 104, 20 × 104, and 40 × 104 cells/mL IL-2
medium. These cell suspensions are then seeded in 96-well microtiter plates,
100 µL/well and 32 to 48 wells per cell concentration (see Note 5). Subse-
quently, 105 PHA-stimulated healthy donor PBMC in 50 mL IL-2 medium are
added to each well and cultures are incubated in an incubator at 37°C, with a
humidified atmosphere and 5% CO2. Every week, 50 µL culture supernatant is
transferred from all wells, row by row, to wells of a new 96-well plate, using a
multichannel pipet. With the same pipet tips, the remaining cells in that row of
the microtiter plate are resuspended and 50 µL is transferred from each well of
that row to the corresponding row in a new 96-well microtiter plate. Subse-
quently, 105 freshly prepared PHA-stimulated healthy donor PBMC in 100 µL
IL-2 medium are added to propagate the culture. Microcultures are continued
in an incubator as described above. To each well of the original 96-well plate,
add 50 µL of the initial PBMC co-culture and 100 µL of 105 MT2 cells in log
phase. These cultures will be microscopically studied with a ×40 magnifica-
tion at d 5 after start of the MT2 co-culture for the presence of syncytia, which
indicates that the HIV variant present in the co-culture has the capacity to use
HIV coreceptor CXCR4.

To reveal virus production in the original PBMC co-cultures, the presence
of p24 antigen in the supernatants is tested using a p24 specific antigen capture
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (see Note 3). Prior to perform-
ing the ELISA, infectious HIV that may be present in the supernatant should be
inactivated by adding 50 µL of 0.2% Triton X-100 solution.

The whole procedure is repeated at d 14, 21, and 28. The frequency of in-
fected PBMC is estimated using the formula for Poisson distribution (u = –
lnF0, in which F0 is the fraction of negative cultures). Isolates can be considered
clonal if 37% or less of the cultures become positive, which corresponds to
�0.5 infected cells/well.

3.4. Propagation of Primary HIV

Once virus replication is detected by p24 ELISA (see Note 3), the virus
should be stored as quickly as possible to minimize the number of passages, as
this may lead to adaptation of the virus to in vitro conditions. Virus can be
stored as cell-free supernatant at –80°C, or as infected viable frozen PBMC at
–80°C or in liquid nitrogen.

3.4.1. Expansion of Primary HIV From Cell-Free Supernatant

To expand HIV from cell-free supernatant, PHA-stimulated PBMC are pre-
pared as described above (see Subheadings 3.1. and 3.2.). For each inocula-
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tion, a cell suspension with an absolute cell number of 8 × 106 cells is trans-
ferred to a 15-mL tube. Cells are centrifuged (425g, 10 min at room tempera-
ture) and the supernatant is decanted. The cell pellet is then resuspended in
1–1.5 mL HIV-positive supernatant from the thawed ampule and incubated for
2 h in a 37°C shaking water bath. Subsequently, 7 mL IL-2 medium is added
and the cell suspension is transferred to a 25-cm2 tissue culture flask and cul-
tured at 37°C. Every 3–4 d, 100 µL is sampled from the supernatant to monitor
for virus production in a p24 antigen capture ELISA. At d 4, 11, 18, and 25,
half of the medium is replaced with fresh IL-2 medium. At d 7, 14, and 21, half
of the cell suspension is removed and 4 ×106 fresh PHA-stimulated PBMC are
added. When the optical density (OD) of the sample in the p24 ELISA is four
times the OD of the negative control, the supernatant is aliquoted in 1–1.5-mL
samples and stored at –80°C until further use.

3.4.2. Expansion of Primary HIV From Viable Frozen HIV-Infected PBMC

The propagation of HIV from HIV-infected viable frozen PBMC is identical
to the procedure described for virus isolation from HIV-infected patient PBMC
(see Subheading 3.3.1.).

3.5. Determination of Infectious Titer of HIV in Supernatant

To establish the titer of a virus stock, serial 1:5 dilutions of the stock are
made in IL-2 medium. For each virus, six 15-mL tubes with 2 mL IL-2 me-
dium each are prepared. Then 0.5 mL from the original virus stock is trans-
ferred to the first 15-mL tube with 2 mL IL-2 medium. After thorough mixing,
0.5 mL is transferred from this tube to the next tube with 2 mL IL-2 medium.
This is repeated until six dilutions have been made.

From 2-d PHA-stimulated PBMC, a cell suspension of 106/mL IL-2 me-
dium is prepared. This suspension is then seeded in a 96-well plate, 100 µL per
well, 4 columns (32 wells) per virus titration. Subsequently, undiluted virus
stock is added to 4 wells in row A of the plate, 50 µL/well. The 1:5 dilution of
the virus stock is added to 4 wells in row B, the 1:25 dilution of the virus stock
is added to 4 wells in row C, and so on. There is room for three virus titrations
on one 96-well plate. Cultures are incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidi-
fied atmosphere. On d 7 and 10, 75 µL supernatant is harvested using a
multichannel pipet and transferred to a new plate to be inactivated with 75 µL/
well of a 0.2% Triton X-100 solution. On d 7, subsequently 75 µL fresh IL-2
medium is added to each well, to propagate the cultures. Cultures are termi-
nated after supernatant sampling on d 10.

The 50% tissue culture infectious dose (TCID50) in the supernatant is calcu-
lated as follows:
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–log TCID50 endpoint = –log a– [(b – 0.5) × log c], in which a = the lowest virus
dilution in the assay (e.g., 10–1); b = sum of the percent p24 positive cultures at each
dilution; and c = the dilution factor.

4. Notes
1. Working with replication-competent HIV-1 requires a laboratory at biological

safety level 2 (BSL-2).
2. Working with primary cells from blood donor and HIV-infected patients may

result in the frequent introduction of mycoplasma. Not only should precautions
be taken to prevent infection of permanent cell lines that are being used in the
laboratory, but it is also recommended to add cyproxin to the cultures, to inhibit
replication of mycoplasma.

3. An inhibitory effect of CD8 cells on HIV replication has been reported. When an
attempt is made to isolate virus from an HIV-infected individual with low virus
load, it is recommended to deplete CD8 cells from patient PBMC and from PHA-
stimulated PBMC. The latter should be performed after PHA stimulation, as the
absence of CD8 cells seems to interfere with PHA stimulation.

4. As an alternative for the p24 antigen capture ELISA, a reverse transcriptase (RT)
assay can be performed to detect virus production.

5. It is possible to isolate HIV-1 variants from specific peripheral-blood T-cell sub-
sets. For this purpose, the cells of choice should be sorted on a Fluorescence
Activated Cell Sorter (FACS) first and then used for virus isolation according to
one of the protocols described earlier.
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Isolation of Human Immunodeficiency Virus
Type 1 From Peripheral Blood Monocytes

Paul R. Gorry, Secondo Sonza, Katherine Kedzierska,
and Suzanne M. Crowe

Summary
Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) can infect circulating peripheral

blood monocytes and resting CD4+ T lymphocytes despite sustained suppression of
plasma viremia to undetectable levels. These persistently infected cell populations pose
a barrier for virus eradication by highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART), and are
a significant reservoir of HIV-1 contributing to viral rebound following cessation or
failure of HAART. This chapter provides a protocol for isolating replication-competent
HIV-1 from peripheral blood monocytes of HIV-1-infected individuals, including those
with sustained plasma HIV-1 RNA levels below 50 copies/mL, by co-culture with CD8-
depleted, phytohemagglutinin-activated donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells. In
our laboratory, this protocol has the sensitivity to achieve a success rate of positive HIV-
1 isolation in approx 70% of cases. The study of HIV-1 strains harbored by peripheral
blood monocytes of patients undergoing HAART will contribute to the understanding of
viral persistence in cellular reservoirs that impede effective HAART.

Key Words: Monocyte; macrophage; human immunodeficiency virus; HIV-1; mono-
cyte isolation; HAART; CD8-depleted PBMC; co-culture.

1. Introduction
The ability to isolate HIV-1 strains from different cell types assists in eluci-

dating the phenotypic and/or genetic properties of particular viral strains that
enable them to persist in various cellular compartments. However, success rates
in isolating virus vary greatly depending on the source of tissue and method
employed (1). Because fewer monocytes are thought to harbor HIV-1 in vivo
compared with T-lymphocytes and tissue macrophages, and because mono-
cytes are less permissive to productive virus replication compared with the
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latter cell types, the isolation of HIV-1 from peripheral blood monocytes re-
quires techniques with a greater level of sensitivity. However, our laboratory
and other investigators have shown that isolation of HIV-1 from peripheral
blood monocytes is readily achievable even from patients undergoing highly
active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) for periods of up to 80 wk, with unde-
tectable plasma viral loads (2–4).

Although patterns of virus isolation vary from patient to patient, HIV-1 can
generally be detected in culture supernatants by 14 to 21 d of co-culture of
monocytes with CD8-depleted, phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-activated periph-
eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC). The levels of HIV-1 recovered from
monocytes are typically very low compared with levels normally isolated from
other cell types such as PBMC, and tissues such as lymph node, spleen, and
brain (1). Subsequently, the detection of virus in culture supernatants is often
achievable only by measurement of HIV-1 RNA by reverse transcriptase (RT)-
polymerase chain reaction (PCR), especially when isolating virus from mono-
cytes of patients undergoing HAART with suppressed plasma viremia.

There is no apparent correlation between the period of viral suppression by
HAART and the ability to recover infectious virus from patients’ monocytes.
Although it is well established that resting-memory CD4+ (CD45RO+) T lym-
phocytes constitute a significant latent reservoir of HIV-1 in individuals re-
ceiving HAART (5–10), it is unlikely that monocytes represent a latently
infected cellular reservoir, because monocytes have a relatively short period of
circulation within blood before differentiation into specific tissue macroph-
ages. In fact, our studies and those of other investigators have demonstrated
the presence of circular viral DNA and spliced RNA in HIV-1-infected mono-
cytes, albeit at very low levels (2,11), suggesting that their infection is recent
and transcriptionally active rather than latent. Futhermore, findings of genetic
evolution of HIV-1 in peripheral blood monocytes indicates HIV-1 replicates
in monocytes in vivo in patients with (11) and without HAART (12).

The protocol for isolating HIV-1 from peripheral blood monocytes described
in this chapter involves three major procedures: (1) isolation of peripheral blood
monocytes from PBMC of HIV-1-infected individuals; (2) preparation of CD8-
depleted, PHA-activated donor PBMC; and (3) co-culture of patient mono-
cytes with donor CD8-depleted, PHA-activated PBMC.

2. Materials
2.1. Materials Required for Isolation of Peripheral Blood Monocytes
From PBMC of HIV-1-Infected Individuals

1. 30 mL of anticoagulated patient blood (see Notes 1 and 2).
2. Supplemented Iscove’s medium (Iscove’s medium containing penicillin [100 U/
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mL], streptomycin [100 µg/mL], L-glutamine [25 µg/mL], and 10–20% [v/v]
heat-inactivated AB+ human serum) (see Note 3).

3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
4. PBS, calcium- and magnesium-free (PBS-CMF).
5. Heat-inactivated fetal calf serum (FCS).
6. Ficoll-Hypaque (Amersham-Pharmacia, cat. no. 17-1440-03).
7. Anti-CD14 mouse monoclonal antibody (Mab) conjugated to phycoerythrin

(CD14-PE; Becton Dickinson, cat. no. 347497).
8. Anti-CD3 mouse Mab conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (CD3-FITC;

Becton Dickinson, cat. no. 349201).
9. 150-cm2 plastic tissue culture plates (e.g., Nunc, cat. no. 168381).

10. 50-mL conical centrifuge tubes (e.g., Corning, cat. no. 430828).
11. 5-mL polypropylene round-bottom tubes (Becton Dickinson, cat. no. 35-2063).
12. Cell scrapers (e.g., Nunc, cat. no. 179707).
13. 3% (v/v) ultrapure formaldehyde.

2.2. Materials Required for Preparation of CD8-Depleted,
PHA-Activated Donor PBMC

1. Buffy coat packs from healthy HIV-1-seronegative individuals (obtained from
the blood bank).

2. Supplemented Iscove’s medium (see Subheading 2.1.).
3. Supplemented RPMI medium (RPMI-1640 medium containing penicillin [100

U/mL], streptomycin [100 µg/mL], L-glutamine [25 µg/mL], and 10% [v/v] heat-
inactivated FCS).

4. Ficoll-Hypaque (Amersham-Pharmacia, cat. no. 17-1440-03).
5. PBS.
6. Interleukin (IL)-2 (e.g., Roche, cat. no. 799 068).
7. PHA (e.g., Murex Diagnostics, cat. no. HA15).
8. 50-mL conical centrifuge tubes (e.g., Corning, cat. no. 430828).
9. 15-mL conical tubes (e.g., Corning, cat. no. 430790).

10. 75-cm2 tissue-culture flasks (e.g., Nunc, cat. no. 156472).
11. Anti-CD8 magnetic beads (Dynal, cat. no. 111.08).
12. Magnetic particle concentrator (Dynal, cat. no. 120.21).
13. Sample mixer (e.g., Dynal, cat. no. 159-03).

2.3. Materials Required for Co-Culture of Patient Monocytes
With Donor CD8-Depleted, PHA-Activated PBMC

1. Supplemented Iscove’s medium (see Subheading 2.1.).
2. Freshly purified peripheral blood monocytes from HIV-1-infected individuals

(from Subheading 3.1.).
3. CD8-depleted, PHA-activated donor PBMC (from Subheading 3.2.).
4. IL-2 (e.g., Roche, cat. no. 799 068).
5. 24-well tissue culture plates (e.g., Costar, cat. no. 3524).
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6. 1.0-mL cryovials (e.g., Nunc, cat. no. 377224).
7. HIV-1 p24 antigen detection kit (e.g., Perkin Elmer, cat. no. NEK050B001KT).
8. Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor v1.5 kit (Roche Diagnostics, cat. no. 1118390) (see

Note 4).

3. Methods
3.1. Isolation of Peripheral Blood Monocytes
From PBMC of HIV-1-Infected Individuals

The isolation of peripheral blood monocytes requires (1) the preparation of
the PBMC fraction from peripheral blood, (2) the isolation of monocytes from
the total PBMC, and (3) testing the purity of the isolated monocytes by flow
cytometry.

3.1.1. Preparation of PBMC Fraction From Peripheral Blood

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells are isolated from the patient blood by
first diluting the blood 1:2 with PBS-CMF and gently overlaying 30 mL of the
diluted blood onto 15 mL of Ficoll-Hypaque in two 50-mL conical centrifuge
tubes. The tubes are then centrifuged at 700g for 20 min at room temperature
with the centrifuge brake turned off. Keeping the brake turned off during this
step is necessary to ensure that efficient separation of the red and white cell
fractions occurs. The buffy coat fraction is then collected into a fresh 50-mL
tube and washed once by resuspension in 50 mL of PBS-CMF followed by
centrifugation at 500g for 7 min at room temperature. The cells are then washed
a further two times by resuspension in 50 mL of PBS-CMF and centrifugation
at low speed (300g) for 7 min at room temperature to remove platelets. The
resulting PBMC are counted with a hemocytometer, and resuspended at 2 ×
107 cells/mL in prewarmed (37°C) supplemented Iscove’s medium.

3.1.2. Isolation of Monocytes From Total PBMC

The resuspended cells are added to 150-cm2 tissue culture plates at a density
of no more than 3 × 108 cells per plate (usually 10 to 15 mL per plate), and
incubated for 1 to 2 h in a humidified CO2 incubator at 37°C. The adherence
properties of monocytes allows them to remain adherent to the plastic during
this step, whereas nonmonocytes will remain nonadherent. After this incuba-
tion, plates are examined with an inverted phase contrast microscope to check
that they contain adherent cells. The nonadherent cells are removed by repeated
gentle washing and aspiration using warm (37°C) PBS. PBS is aspirated using
a plastic pipet attached to a suction system. This process is repeated six to eight
times, during which the culture plates are repeatedly examined for floating
cells using an inverted phase contrast microscope. After a quick wash with
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cold (4°C) PBS-CMF to remove any remaining PBS containing magnesium
and calcium, the adherent monocytes are detached by incubating the cells with
20 mL of cold (4°C) PBS-CMF for 15 min on ice. The cells are gently lifted
with a cell scraper and isolated monocytes are collected into 50-mL centrifuge
tubes containing 2.5 mL of FCS. The plates are washed twice with cold (4°C)
PBS-CMF, and the remaining cells gently lifted and collected into the same
50-mL tubes. A final check under the inverted phase contrast microscope will
ensure that plates do not still contain adherent monocytes. The cells within the
tube are centrifuged at 500g for 7 min at 4°C. Monocytes are resuspended in 10
mL of supplemented Iscove’s medium and a cell count performed using a
hemocytometer.

3.1.3. Testing the Purity of the Isolated Monocytes by Flow Cytometry

To test the purity of the freshly isolated monocytes, 2 × 105 cells are placed
into 5-mL polypropylene round-bottom tubes (one tube for specific Mab, and
one tube for control Mab), washed once with cold PBS-CMF, centrifuged at
500g to pellet the cells, and PBS-CMF aspirated, leaving approx 100 µL. Fol-
lowing this, the cells are incubated with 1 µg of anti-CD14-PE and anti-CD3-
FITC for 30 min on ice. An isotype-matched control Mab conjugated to FITC
or PE must be included in each assay. The cells are then washed with cold
(4°C) PBS-CMF, fixed with 3% (v/v) ultrapure formaldehyde, and analyzed
by flow cytometry.

3.2. Preparation of CD8-Depleted, PHA-Activated Donor PBMC

The next procedure in the protocol to isolate HIV-1 from peripheral blood
monocytes is the preparation of CD8-depleted, PHA-activated donor PBMC
that are to be used to co-culture with the patient monocytes. This procedure
requires (1) the preparation and PHA-activation of PBMC from buffy coat
packs obtained from healthy, HIV-1-seronegative donors, and (2) the deple-
tion of CD8+ cells from the PBMC.

3.2.1. Preparation of PBMC From Buffy Coat Packs

The buffy coat is diluted 1:2 with PBS, and 30 mL gently overlaid onto 15
mL of Ficoll-Hypaque in each of several (usually four) 50-mL conical centri-
fuge tubes. Following this step, the method for isolating PBMC from the buffy
coat is the same as for isolating PBMC from patient’s peripheral blood, which
is outlined in Subheading 3.1.1. The only difference is that after the low-speed
centrifugation steps to remove platelets, the cells are counted and resuspended
in supplemented RPMI medium at a concentration of 2 × 106 cells/mL, and
then added to 75-cm2 tissue culture flasks. The PBMC are then stimulated with
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PHA (5 µg/mL) and incubated for 3 d in a humidified CO2 incubator at 37°C
(see Note 5).

3.2.2. Depletion of CD8+ T Cells From PBMC

After activation of the PBMC with PHA, a cell count should be performed
using a hemocytometer and PBMCs pooled from different donors at a ratio of
1:1. The cells are centrifuged at 500g for 7 min and resuspended in 5 mL
supplemented RPMI medium. The CD8+ T-cells (approx 10% of total PBMC)
are depleted using anti-CD8 beads according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions. First, the anti-CD8 beads are washed by transferring the required num-
ber of beads (100 µL of beads per 1 × 107 PBMC) into a 15-mL tube and
resuspending them in 1 mL of supplemented RPMI medium. The tube is placed
on a magnetic particle concentrator for 3 min and then the medium is gently
removed using a sterile transfer pipet. One mL of supplemented RPMI me-
dium is added and the process of washing the beads is repeated. The anti-CD8
beads are mixed with the PBMC suspension in a 15-mL tube and incubated on
a rotary sample mixer for 30 min at 4°C. The tube is placed on a magnetic
particle concentrator for 3 min and the CD8-depleted PBMCs collected in a
new tube. This step should remove >95% of the CD8+ T cells. If desired, a
second round of CD8 depletion to remove any remaining CD8+ T cells can be
performed but is generally not required. This second time, the PBMCs are in-
cubated with only 10 µL of prewashed beads per 1 × 107 cells, and then the
method proceeds as for the first round of depletion. The CD8-depleted PBMCs
are transferred into a 15-mL tube, centrifuged at 500g for 7 min, the medium
aspirated, and cells resuspended at a concentration of 1 × 106/mL in supple-
mented Iscove’s medium containing 10 U/mL IL-2.

3.3. Co-Culture of Patient Monocytes With Donor CD8-Depleted,
PHA-Activated PBMC

The final procedure in this protocol utilizes the purified cell populations
outlined in Subheadings 3.1. and 3.2. in co-culture experiments to isolate rep-
lication-competent HIV-1 from the patient monocytes.

The freshly isolated monocytes (described in Subheading 3.1.) are resus-
pended in supplemented Iscove’s medium at a density of 5 × 105 cells/mL. One
mL of this suspension (i.e., 5 × 105 monocytes) is placed into wells of 24-well
plates and the cells are allowed to adhere for 1 h at 37°C in a humidified CO2

incubator. This is followed by a thorough wash to remove any residual con-
taminating nonadherent cells (see Note 6). One mL of the CD8-depleted, PHA-
activated PBMCs from HIV-1-negative donors at a concentration of 1 × 106

cells/mL (prepared in Subheading 3.2.) is added to each well containing 5 ×
105 monocytes (i.e., at a PBMC to monocyte ratio of 2:1) and the cultures
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incubated at 37°C in a humidified CO2 incubator for 3 wk (see Notes 7 and 8).
The culture medium is replaced twice weekly. This is done by transferring 1
mL of the culture supernatant into 15-mL conical tubes, centrifuging at 700g
for 10 min (to clarify viral supernatant) and resuspending the cell pellet in 1
mL of fresh supplemented Iscove’s medium containing 10 U/mL IL-2 before
adding back to the co-cultures. The viral supernatant is filtered through 0.22-
µm filters, and stored in 1-mL cryovials at –70°C. The virus stocks are tested
by quantifying HIV-1 p24 antigen (using a commercial p24 kit) or, if levels of
HIV-1 are low, by HIV-1 RNA (using the Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor v1.5 kit)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 4).

4. Notes

1. Ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) or acid citrate dextrose (ACD) are suit-
able anticoagulants that can be used in patient blood samples. The use of heparin
is avoided because of the inhibitory effect that heparin has on RT-PCR reactions.
It is perhaps unlikely that the detection of HIV-1, produced by cells that have
been cultured for several weeks, by RT-PCR will be impeded by the presence of
heparin in the initial blood sample. However, its use as an anticoagulant in these
studies should nonetheless be avoided if possible.

2. Procedures described in this chapter involve the use of human blood, cells ob-
tained from HIV-1-seropositive individuals and HIV-1 virus stocks. Appropriate
biosafety procedures must be observed while working with human blood, whereas
BSL-3 biosafety practices must be performed at all times while handling virus
stocks and HIV-1-infected cells.

3. As an alternative to Iscove’s medium, supplemented RPMI medium may also be
used (see Subheading 2.2.). All incubations are performed in a humidified 5%
CO2 incubator at 37°C unless otherwise noted. Media should be heated to 37°C,
except where specified. All solutions must be endotoxin-free and sterile, and
proper sterile techniques are required. Culture supernatants, reagents, and media
need to be tested to exclude the presence of endotoxin, as lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) contamination has been shown to affect HIV-1 replication in monocyte/
macrophages (13). Each new batch of AB+ human serum should be tested for
toxicity and sterility and the ability to support monocyte culture.

4. In some isolation attempts, very low concentrations of HIV-1 may be recovered;
in these cases, the concentration of p24 antigen in culture supernatants may be
below the limit of detection of commercial kits. The occurrence of undetectable
p24 antigen in culture supernatants is more frequent in isolations from mono-
cytes of patients undergoing HAART with plasma HIV-1 RNA levels below de-
tection, compared to untreated viremic patients or patients failing HAART. In
these cases it is advisable to quantify HIV-1 RNA in culture supernatants using
the Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor v1.5 kit because of the ultrasensitivity of this assay.
However, because of the higher cost associated with measuring HIV-1 RNA, it
may be prudent to first test for the presence of HIV-1 by measurement of p24
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antigen, and then quantify HIV-1 RNA if necessary.
5. PBMCs from two different HIV-1-negative donors are required for the most suc-

cessful amplification of primary HIV-1 isolates. PBMC from different donors
are cultured separately for the first 3 d after isolation and then pooled prior to
CD8 depletion and incubation with monocytes isolated from HIV-1-infected in-
dividuals. It is recommended that at least 1 × 107 PBMCs from each donor are
stimulated on the day of isolation.

6. The purity of the isolated monocytes is very important for these studies, because
HIV-1 harbored by any contaminating T-cells may be amplified in the co-cul-
ture. Thorough washing to remove nonadherent cells is usually sufficient to mini-
mize T-cell contamination. The use of AB+ human serum instead of FCS
enhances the adherence of monocytes to plastic, and adherence may be enhanced
further if necessary by increasing the concentration of AB+ human serum from
10% (v/v) to 20% (v/v). The additional adherence step described in Subheading
3.3. increases the purity of the monocyte population to approx 99% (2). The level
of T-cell contamination in this purified monocyte population can be determined
down to a sensitivity of 1 contaminating T cell in 104 monocytes by analysis of
TcR mRNA using RT-PCR (2).

7. In this protocol care is taken to avoid the presence of LPS in all solutions, media,
and media supplements because of the ability of LPS to modulate HIV-1 replica-
tion in monocytes/macrophages. However, it should be noted that methods to
isolate HIV-1 from patient monocytes employed by other investigators utilize
LPS stimulation of the monocytes to activate virus replication (4). We have also
found that LPS stimulation of patient monocytes, or stimulation with other agents
including M-CSF or tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-  prior to co-culture with CD8-
depleted PHA-activated PBMC, may increase the amount of virus isolated, or
decrease the number of monocytes required for successful virus isolation. How-
ever, successful virus isolation can be achieved in approx 70% of cases without
any prior stimulation step (2).

8. A common concern during the monocyte-PBMC co-culture is the relatively high
density at which the cells are cultured. The co-culture starts at an initial density
of 1.5 × 106 cells/mL (ie., 5 × 105 monocytes with 1 × 106 PBMC), but the pres-
ence of IL-2 in the culture medium promotes the proliferation of the PBMC dur-
ing the course of the 3 wk that the cells are cultured. This results in the cell
density increasing significantly, and commonly causes the culture medium to
turn a yellow shade. In practice, however, this does not appear to have any ad-
verse effect on cell viability nor the ability to successfully isolate HIV-1 from
monocytes.
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Isolation, Propagation, and HIV-1 Infection
of Monocyte-Derived Macrophages and Recovery
of Virus From Brain and Cerebrospinal Fluid

Santhi Gorantla, Myhanh Che, and Howard E. Gendelman

Summary
Mononuclear phagocytes (MP: monocytes, dendritic cells, and tissue macrophages)

are host cells for the human immunodeficiency viruses types 1 and 2. MPs are both the
first lines of defense and vehicles for viral dissemination in the infected human host.
Viral infection of MP can affect the disease directly during interstitial pneumonitis and
HIV encephalitis. Both revolve around MP secretions of immune regulatory and neuro-
toxic factors. Clearly, laboratory models that mimic disease need to include primary
human MP infected with viral isolates obtained from diseased tissues. Over the past two
decades our laboratory has developed state-of-the-art methods for isolation and propaga-
tion of monocytes from peripheral blood. This technology directly supports work at the
University of Nebraska Medical Center as well as research performed throughout the
United States, including the laboratories of Drs. Mario Stevenson, William Tyor, David
Volsky, Loyda Melendez, and Mary-Jane Potash, among others. The importance of these
cells as targets for virus and reservoirs of persistent infection are discussed.

Key Words: Monocytes; macrophages; elutriation; HIV-1 infection; mycoplasma;
endotoxin contamination.

1. Introduction
Cells of mononuclear phagocyte lineage (MP: monocytes, dendritic cells,

and tissue macrophages) are primary cellular targets for HIV infection and
viral dissemination (1–4). They also serve as reservoirs of virus throughout
body compartments including, most notably, peripheral blood, lung, and the
central nervous system (CNS) (5–7). Macrophage-tropic HIV-1 can be propa-
gated directly onto monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM) from infected body
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fluids and tissues including plasma, blood, lung, brain, and cerebrospinal flu-
ids (8,9). Monocytes can be maintained in culture for more than 3 mo and thus
provide susceptible targets for the propagation of virus from patient samples.
Permissiveness of macrophages to productive HIV infection depends on the
differentiation state of the cells (10). Viability and differentiation of mono-
cytes isolated from peripheral blood are maximized when cultivated with re-
combinant human macrophage colony stimulating factor type 1 (referred to as
MCSF). Such control conditions also permit increased susceptibility to HIV-1
infection (9).

Viral recovery from infected brain samples or cerebrospinal fluid directly
onto MDM is appropriate as MP disseminate virus to the CNS and are produc-
tively infected during the disease. Moreover, viral production is often continu-
ous in MP. Macrophage indicator systems represent adherent cell targets where
virus-induced cytopathicity is readily observed. Isolation of monocytes by
countercurrent centrifugal elutriation allows the isolation of a large number of
relatively pure cell populations (11). Alternatively, isolation of cells by adher-
ence or gradient systems diminishes cell purity and may change the cell pheno-
type (12). In this chapter, we describe the isolation of monocytes as well as
quality control measures for achieving optimal cell culture conditions free of
microbial contamination for the purpose of studies of HIV-host cell interac-
tions as they may occur during disease.

2. Materials
2.1. Isolation and Propagation of Human Monocytes

1. Leukocyte-enriched whole blood (leukopak), from HIV-1,-2 and hepatitis B se-
ronegative donors, is obtained from a blood bank and processed within 6 h of
collection.

2. Lymphocyte separation medium (LSM).
3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), filter-sterilize through 0.2-µm filter unit or au-

toclave for sterilization.
4. Elutriation, J6-MI centrifuge with a JE-5.0 elutriation system (Beckman, Fuller-

ton, CA).
5. Cell counter and size analyzer (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA).
6. Isoton diluent (Beckman Coulter).
7. Percoll gradient (1.087 g/mL): 12.5 mL of Percoll, 5.5 mL of sterile distilled

water, 2 mL of 10X PBS.
8. Dulbecco’s minimal essential medium (DMEM) without L-glutamine
9. Human AB serum (HS), heat inactivated at 56°C for 30 min.

10. L-glutamine.
11. Gentamicin.
12. Ciprofloxacin.
13. Recombinant human MCSF.
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14. Monocyte medium without MCSF: DMEM, 10% HS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 µg/
mL gentamicin, 10 µg ciprofloxacin. Filter-sterilize using 0.2 µm filter unit. Store
at 4°C. Discard after 2 wk.

15. Monocyte medium with MCSF: DMEM, 10% HS, 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 µg/mL
gentamicin, 10 µg ciprofloxacin, 1000 U/mL rhMCSF-1. Filter-sterilize using
0.2-µm filter unit. 16. Store at 4°C. Discard after 2 wk.

16. Trypan blue solution, 0.4 % in saline or PBS.

Aliquot reagents 8, 9, 11, and 12 for use in 500-mL bottles of DMEM. Re-
agents are stored at –20°C and freeze–thaw cycles are minimized.

2.2. Propagation of HIV-1 From Brain Tissue

1. Kevlar gloves or cut-resistant gloves.
2. Scalpels and forceps, sterile.
3. Monocyte medium with and without MCSF (as described in Subheading 2.1.).

2.3. Reverse Transcriptase (RT) Assay
1. Solution A (disruption buffer): 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM

dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.1% NP40.
2. Solution B (RT reaction mix): 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 150 mM KCl, 5 mM

DTT, 15 mM MgCl2, 0.05% NP40, 10 µg/mL Poly A, 0.25 U/mL oligo dt pd(T)12–

18, 4 µCi/mL 3H-thymidine (add 3H-thymidine just before use; 3H-thymidine is
radioactive and must be handled carefully according to radiation safety proce-
dures). Solution A and solution B can be stored as aliquots at –20°C for up to 6 mo.

3. 10% trichloroacetic acid (TCA).
4. Standard RT enzyme.
5. Cell harvester.
6. Liquid scintillation counter.

2.4. Screening for Mycoplasma and Endotoxin Contamination
1. Pyrotell Limulus Amebocyte Lysate (LAL) (Associates of Cape Cod, Inc., East

Falmouth, MA).
2. Control standard endotoxin (CSE) (Associates of Cape Cod).
3. Pyrotubes (Associates of Cape Cod).
4. LAL reagent water (Associates of Cape Cod).
5. Triton X-100.
6. Tributylphosphate.
7. Mycoalert (Cambrex Bio Science Rockland, Rockland, ME).
8. Luminometer.

3. Methods
3.1. Isolation of Monocytes From Peripheral Blood

Countercurrent centrifugal isolation is performed on leukocyte-enriched
blood samples of approx 100 mL. The yield of monocytes by this method is 1.5
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to 2 billion cells. An alternative method to isolate monocytes from smaller
volumes (<50 mL) of blood is by Percoll gradient separation or by adherence.
In this section we describe all three methods for monocyte isolation.

3.1.1. Donor Screening

Donors are screened for HIV-1 and 2 and hepatitis B and C. Leukopaks are
obtained only from seronegative individuals for monocyte isolation. The do-
nors are screened for ABO Rh and antibodies against hepatitis B surface (HBS)
or core antigen (HCV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), HIV, human T lymphotropic
virus (HTLV), cytomegalovirus (CMV), and syphilis per the institutional regu-
lations.

Donors are chosen without heart, lung, and liver disease. Those with anemia
regardless of cause and pregnancy are excluded. Donors undergo a physical
examination by a physician before being qualified for leukophoresis. On the
day the procedure is performed, the donor’s hematocrit and platelet count are
checked and must be �38% and 150 × 1010/mL, respectively.

3.1.2. Countercurrent Centrifugal Elutriation

The procedure is carried out in a biological safety cabinet (BSC) under ster-
ile conditions (see Note 1); biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) practices are required for
handling human specimens, given the risks associated with their use. BSL-2
and BSL-3 practices are followed per National Institutes of Health guidelines;
these include wearing laboratory coats and gloves and decontaminating liquid
waste with 50% bleach. All materials are autoclaved before being discarded.

3.1.2.1. PREPARATION OF ELUTRIATION SETUP

1. Prepare the elutriation setup before starting to process the blood sample.
2. Assemble the chambers and the rotor per the instrument instruction manual.
3. Connect the input tubing and the output tubing to the rotor chamber.
4. The input tubing is connected through a peristalitic pump that controls the flow

rate. To the other end of the input tube connect a three-way stopcock, which is
used to control the input of either PBS or cells pumped from two separate reser-
voirs (the manual provides detailed instructions for the setup). The output tubing
goes directly into a waste container while collecting washes, or a sterile bottle
while collecting the cells (see Note 2).

5. Sterilize the chamber and the tubing by pumping 95% ethanol (approx 200 mL)
through the system (see Note 3).

6. Fill PBS in both reservoirs and flush the system with PBS to remove air bubbles.
Use at least 400 mL of PBS.

7. Flush PBS through the system by increasing the pump setting to maximum. This
is to ensure that the setup can handle the pressure. Check the system for any air
bubbles and prevent them by flushing the system again with more PBS.

8. Now proceed to processing the leukopak.
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3.1.2.2. ISOLATION OF MONOCYTES

1. Transfer the blood sample from the leukopak into a 250-mL centrifuge tube. Use
sterile scissors to cut the leukopak. Dilute the blood sample by adding enough
PBS to make up to a total of 250 mL. Pipet up and down to mix gently.

2. Aliquot 10 mL of LSM into each of the 10 50-mL centrifuge tubes.
3. Layer 25 mL of diluted blood sample carefully onto the LSM without disturbing

the interface. To maintain the interface, the tube is held at a 45° angle.
4. Centrifuge at 600g at room temperature for 20 min without brake.
5. After centrifugation, transfer the tubes from the centrifuge to the BSC without

disturbing the gradient. Red blood cells settle at the bottom and the peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) form a buffy coat layer at the LSM and plasma
interface. This is shown in Fig. 1. Aspirate the top layer containing diluted plasma
and platelets directly above the buffy coat.

6. Collect the buffy coat containing PBMC from each of the gradient tubes and
transfer the recovered cells to a fresh 250-mL centrifuge tube.

7. Make the volume up to 250-mL by adding PBS. Mix well by gently pipetting up
and down.

8. Centrifuge for 10 min at 400g at room temperature.
9. Decant supernatant and resuspend the cell pellet in 250 mL of PBS and repeat

step 8. Finally, suspend the cells in 25 mL of PBS.

Fig. 1. Lymphocyte separation medium (LSM) gradient. Separation of whole blood
using LSM and showing a buffy coat at plasma and media interface.
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10. Replace one of the reservoirs in the elutriation setup with the tube containing the
cell suspension.

11. With PBS flow open (controlled with the stopcock), turn on the pump at a flow
rate of 40 mL/min. Let PBS flow through the system.

12. Turn on the centrifuge and when the rotor reaches 1960 rpm (see Note 4), stop
PBS flow and load the cells by turning the stopcock. After all the cells are loaded,
turn the stopcock back to allow PBS flow. Wait for 10–15 min to allow the cells
to separate by size within the rotor chamber.

13. Turn the pump to a flow rate of 45 mL/min and wait for 2 min to remove the
remaining red blood cells.

14. Turn the pump to 50 mL/min and collect peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL).
15. Collect aliquots of cell suspension (10 µL) at each speed setting of the pump.

Dilute the cell aliquot with 10 mL of isoton diluent. Count and analyze the cells
using an electronic counting device (Beckman Coulter cell counter and analyzer),
which also gives a profile indicating the cell size. Calibrate the cell analyzer with
latex beads of known size before analyzing the cells. Lymphocyte profile will be
that of approx 6–8 µm-diameter cells. Use the cell counter according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 5).

16. Turn the pump up to 55 mL/min to collect more PBL. Count the cells; if it shows
>500 cells/mL increase the pump flow by 5 mL/min at a time until all the PBL
are eluted.

17. When a profile of monocytes starts showing (refer to the cell analyzer manual;
the profile of cells should be same as that obtained for cells of 8–10 mm diam-
eter), stop the centrifuge, set the pump to 200 mL/min, and collect all the mono-
cytes.

18. Centrifuge tubes with PBL or monocytes at 400g for 10 min at room temperature.
Decant the supernatant and resuspend the cells in 25 mL of PBS.

19. Use a small aliquot (10 mL) to count the cells and calculate the total number of
cells.

20. To check the purity of PBL and monocyte populations, make a cell smear on a
glass slide using a small aliquot from each cell suspension and stain with hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E). Observe under the light microscope. Figure 2 shows
H&E-stained monocytes and PBL separated by this procedure. Monocytes have
distinct kidney-shaped nuclei and can be easily identified.

3.1.3. Percoll Gradients

1. Dilute blood sample 1:1 with PBS.
2. In 15-mL conical tubes take 4 mL of Percoll, adjusted to 1.087 g/mL density, and

layer 8 mL of diluted blood carefully over the Percoll gradient without disturbing
the interface.

3. Centrifuge the tubes at 600g at room temperature for 30 min without brake.
4. Red blood cells will settle in the bottom and PBMC will form a buffy coat layer

at the interface of the Percoll (bottom layer) and the plasma (top layer). Aspirate
the plasma carefully up to the buffy coat layer without disturbing it. Transfer the
buffy coat into a fresh 15-mL conical tube and dilute with 10 mL PBS.
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5. Spin the tubes at 400g for 5 min and decant the supernatant.
6. Suspend the cells in 10 mL of PBS and repeat step 5.
7. Finally, suspend the cells in 5 mL of monocyte PBS and count the cells by using

trypan blue and a hemocytometer.

3.1.4. Adherence

1. Dilute the blood sample 1:1 with PBS.
2. In 15-mL conical tubes take 4 mL of LSM and layer 8 mL of diluted blood with-

out disturbing the interface.
3. Centrifuge the tubes at 600g for 20 min at room temperature without brake.
4. Collect the buffy coat as described in Subheading 3.1.2.2., step 5.
5. Dilute with 10–15 mL PBS and centrifuge the tubes at 400g for 10 min.

Fig. 2. Lymphocytes and monocytes isolated by elutriation. Cell fractions of pe-
ripheral blood lymphocytes (A) and monocytes (B) isolated by countercurrent cen-
trifugal elutriation are stained with H&E, original magnification ×40.
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6. Resuspend the pellet in 10 mL PBS by pipetting up and down gently and repeat
step 5.

7. Suspend the pellet in 10 mL monocyte medium without MCSF. Take a 10-µL
aliquot to count the cells using trypan blue and a hemocytometer.

8. Adjust the cell suspension to 2–3 × 106 cells/mL and add an appropriate volume
of cell suspension to the culture dish. Take 20 mL in a 75 cm2 flask, 5 mL/well in
a 6-well plate, 2 mL/well in a 24-well plate, 1 mL/well in a 12-well plate, or 200
µL/well in a 96-well plate. Choose the size of the culture dish according to the
cell number and also how it will be used in further experiments (see Note 6).

9. Incubate the culture at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity for 2–3 h.
10. After 2–3 h cells will adhere to the plastic. Aspirate the supernatant containing

nonadherent cells without disturbing the adherent cells. Wash the cells at least 4
times by adding fresh monocyte medium without MCSF without disturbing the
adhered cells, swirl the flask, and aspirate the medium to remove as many lym-
phocytes as possible.

11. Replace with the same amount of fresh monocyte medium with MCSF. Add me-
dium to the sides of the culture dish to prevent cells from coming off of the
surface. Incubate the culture under the same conditions (step 9).

12. On d 3 and d 5, feed the cells with fresh monocyte medium containing MCSF by
doing a half-exchange as described in Subheading 3.2., step 5.

13. On d 7, cells can be used for HIV-1 infection.

3.2. Monocyte Propagation

1. Suspend monocytes in monocyte medium with MCSF at 1 × 106 cells/mL. Gen-
tly mix the cells by pipetting to obtain uniform suspension. Plate the cells imme-
diately after elutriation.

2. Plate an appropriate volume of cells for type of plate or culture dish (see Table 1).
3. Incubate at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity.
4. On d 3, add additional monocyte medium with MCSF (as shown in Table 1) and

incubate under the same conditions. By this time cells adhere to the bottom of the
culture dish, forming a monolayer.

Table 1
Cell Number and Volume of Medium
To Be Used According to Size of Culture Dish

Culture dish Cell no. (×106) Media added d 3 (mL)

75-cm2 flask 30/flask in 20 mL 15
6-well plate 3/well in 3 mL 2
24-well plate 0.75/well in 0.75 mL 0.75
48-well plate 0.25/well in 0.25 mL 0.25
96-well plate 0.1/well in 0.1 mL 0.1
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5. Half-exchange with fresh medium every 2 d as follows: remove half of the total
volume of medium from the culture, without disturbing the cells (see Note 7),
and replace with an equal volume of monocyte medium with MCSF.

6. From d 7, use monocyte medium without MCSF (see Note 8).

3.3. HIV Infection of MDM

All procedures handling infected specimens should be carried out in at least
BSL-2 containment facilities. BSL-3 is recommended for handling high-titer
virus preparations.

3.3.1. Laboratory HIV-1 Isolates

Viral production stays in an exponential state depending on the size of the
culture. In a 6-well plate it will be from approx d 7 to d 21. In a 75-cm2 flask
there is a higher cell number; therefore, the viral production will be in an expo-
nential state for up to 1 mo. The size of the culture to be used for infection
depends on the amount of viral stock needed.

1. Culture monocytes in an appropriate dish as described in Subheading 3.2.
2. On d 7, remove all medium from the culture and infect with HIV stock diluted in

monocyte medium without MCSF at 0.01 multiplicity of infection (MOI). Refer
to Table 2 for the volume of medium containing the virus to be used for each
type of culture dish (see Notes 9 and 10).

3. Incubate at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity for 4 h.
4. Add monocyte medium without MCSF (see Table 2 for the volume), without

removing the virus, and incubate overnight under the same conditions.
5. The following morning, remove all the infection medium from the culture and

add the same amount of fresh monocyte medium without MCSF.
6. On d 10, collect culture supernatant during half-exchange of the media (as de-

scribed in step 5 of Subheading 3.2.) instead of discarding. Reserve 30–50 µL
for RT assay and store the rest at 4°C (see Note 11).

Table 2
Amount of Virus Used for Infection According to Size of Culture Dish

Culture dish Volume (mL) Media added
HIV (MOI of 0.01) after 4 h (mL)

75-cm2 flask 10 20
6-well plate 3 2
24-well plate 1 0.5
48-well plate 0.25 0.25
96-well plate 0.1 0.1

MOI, multiplicity of infection.
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7. Repeat step 6 on d 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, and 25 (see Note 12).
8. Obtain the RT results (perform RT assay as described in Subheading 3.4.) and

pool the supernatants with peak RT values.
9. Centrifuge at 300g for 15 min at 4°C, remove the supernatant, and aliquot into

cryovials for storage either at –80°C or in a liquid nitrogen tank (see Note 13).

HIV-infected MDM form multinucleated giant cells (fusion of infected and
uninfected cells, Fig. 3B). HIV-infected MDM express HIV-p24 (Fig. 3D).

3.3.2. Isolation of HIV From Infected Cerebrospinal Fluid (CSF)

1. Monocytes cultured in a 6-well plate are obtained as described in Subheading
3.2.

2. On d 7, add 1 mL of diluted patient CSF/well for infection or directly inoculate
100 µL of fluid into 1 mL total culture fluid volume.

3. Incubate the cells at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity for 24 h.
4. After 24 h incubation add an additional 4 mL of fresh monocyte medium without

MCSF.

Fig. 3. Cytopathicity of HIV-1-infected monocyte-derived machrophages (MDM).
MDM (A) and HIV-1ADA infected MDM (B) are cultivated in 6-well plates.
Cytopreparations of MDM (C) and HIV-1ADA infected MDM (D) were immunostained
with antibodies against HIV-1 p24. Virus-positive cells are black, original magnifica-
tion ×20. Arrows show multinucleated virus infected cells.
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5. Every other day, collect the samples by replacing one half of culture media (per
Subheading 3.3.1.). Samples are tested for RT activity and stored as described.

3.3.3. Isolation of HIV From Infected Brain Tissue
1. Prepare monocyte culture for infection as described in Subheading 3.2. On d 7,

cocultivation of infected brain tissue and MDM is initiated.
2. HIV-infected brain tissue obtained by autopsy is processed in a biological safety

cabinet following at least BSL-2 practices. Basal ganglia or frontal cortex are
optimal brain regions for viral rescue. Virus recovery is optimal if tissue is pro-
cessed immediately after autopsy. Brain tissue can be frozen but freeze–thaw
cycles diminish viral yields.

3. Wear cut-resistant Kevlar gloves during tissue slicing.
4. Transfer tissue into a sterile Petri dish, then wash and remove excess blood with

PBS. Using scalpels, chop the tissue into 2–3-cm2 pieces. Remove any excess
blood vessels and connective tissue with forceps.

5. Remove the PBS and cover the tissue pieces with monocyte medium without
MCSF. Slice the tissue into 1–2-mm2 pieces using scalpels.

6. Aspirate medium from the monocyte culture and transfer equivalent amount of
media containing the brain pieces. No more than 30–40% of the monolayer should
be covered with the tissue pieces.

7. Incubate the culture over night at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity.
8. The following day (d 8), remove tissue pieces along with the medium using a

pipet without disturbing the cells. Replace with the equal amounts of monocyte
media without MCSF.

9. From d 10, do half-exchange and collect samples every 2 d as described in Sub-
heading 3.3.1. Pool the samples that contain peak RT activity and store (Sub-
heading 3.3.1.).

3.4. RT Assay
1. Pipet 10 µL of solution A into an appropriate number of wells in a 96-well round-

bottom plate. Assay in quadruplicate. A blank (media), standards, and unknown
samples are included in the assay. Use different dilutions of the standard, ranging
from 0.1 to 10 U/10 µL. Dilute the standards immediately before use.

2. Add 10 µL of each sample to appropriate wells and mix by swirling the plate.
3. Incubate the plate for 15 min at 37°C with 95% humidity.
4. Add 25 µL of solution B to each well. Solution B contains radioactive thymidine,

appropriate cautions need to be taken while handling the radioactive material.
5. Incubate the reaction plate for 18–24 h at 37°C with 95% humidity.
6. After the incubation add 50 µL of ice-cold 10% TCA to each well and keep the

plate at 4°C for at least 15 min.
7. Collect the precipitate by harvesting the plate using a cell harvester.
8. Place the filter paper disks separately into vials containing the scintillation fluid

and count the radioactivity.
9. Calculate the amount of RT activity in the unknown samples from the standard

curve made by using different dilutions of commercial standard RT.
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3.5. Screening for Endotoxin and Mycoplasma

Endotoxin and mycoplasma contaminations are serious problems associated
with cell culture (see Note 14). If they are left undetected, it is hard to conclude
a negative result affected by these contaminations. HIV propagated on human
cells, cell culture supernatants, and any homemade cell culture reagent are rou-
tinely tested for endotoxin and mycoplasma. All other cell culture reagents
procured directly from the companies undergo equivalent quality control mea-
sures before being supplied.

3.5.1. Endotoxin Assays

1. Use pyrotubes for dilution of standards and the assay. The procedure must be
performed in a biological safety cabinet (see Note 15).

2. Prepare the various dilutions of CSE in reagent water: 100 pg/mL, 50 pg/mL, 25
pg/mL, and 12.5 pg/mL.

3. Transfer 100 µL of each dilution into fresh pyrotubes for the assay, to prepare the
standard curve. Use 100 µL of reagent water for the blank.

4. Make at least two dilutions of the sample to be tested and take 100 µL of undi-
luted and diluted samples for the assay.

5. Reconstitute LAL with 2 mL of reagent water (see Note 16). Add 100 µL of LAL
reagent to the assay tubes with the samples. Vortex the tube immediately after
adding LAL. Once the tube is set back in the test-tube rack, do not move the tube.

6. After adding LAL to all the tubes, incubate at 37°C for 60 min. Any disturbance
to the tubes during the incubation will cause false negatives.

7. After 60 min observe each tube carefully for the gel clot. Take the tubes out of
the rack one by one with minimal disturbance for observation.

8. A positive (+) reaction appears as a gel clot. A positive/negative (±) reaction
appears as a gel that breaks, or turbid precipitate. A negative (–) reaction has no
gel formation.

3.5.2. Mycoplasma

1. Take 2 mL of the sample to be tested for mycoplasma detection assay.
2. HIV must be inactivated before the assay. For inactivation, add 3 µL of

tribatylphosphate and 20 µL of Triton X-100 (to get a final concentration of 1%
Triton X-100) to 2 mL of virus and incubate at 37°C overnight.

3. The following day, perform mycoplasma detection according to the kit
manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 17).

4. Notes
1. Cell isolation and cell culture procedures must be carried out strictly under sterile

conditions in a BSC. All pipets, centrifuge tubes, and tips must be sterile, and the
packages should be opened only inside the BSC. The working area of the BSC
should be wiped with 75% ethanol for sterilization.
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2. Do not insert the tubing directly into either PBS or cell suspension. Connect a
sterile aspirating pipet to the tubing and insert the pipet into the reservoir. Do not
let the reservoirs become empty while the pump is on, as air bubbles can enter the
system. Connect another sterile aspirating pipet to the output tubing and put it in
the collection bottle.

3. Before and after using the elutriation system, it is very important to take proper
precautions to clean and maintain the system to avoid clogging and to maintain
sterile conditions.

4. The flow rate, rotor speed to elute a particular cell type, is determined by the
nomogram given in the instruction manual provided with the elutriation system.
In the protocol, the rotor speed is mentioned in rpm as obtained from the nomo-
gram to retain particles of 6 µm or larger at a flow rate of 40 mL/min.

5. Cell analysis should be done fast without time delay as the pump cannot be
stopped during elutriation. Otherwise, there can be loss of cells.

6. Removing adhered monocytes either by cell scraping or trypsinization is not rec-
ommended for reculture, as the physiology of monocytes can get affected.

7. Monocytes are adherent cells, so the supernatants can be collected carefully with-
out disturbing the cells. If there are any loose cells present, spin the supernatant
at 400g for 5 min, collect the supernatant, and transfer the cells back into the
corresponding well.

8. Human monocytes require MCSF for differentiation. After 6–7 d into culture, the
cells begin making their own MCSF, and supplementation is no longer required
(hence the change to monocyte medium without MCSF).

9. Incubating the cells with HIV in a minimal volume for the first 4–5 h facilitates
maximum HIV-cell interaction to enhance infection levels.

10. Monocytes cultured between 6–9 d can be used for HIV infection. HIV-mac-
rophage infection is highly dependent on cellular differentiation state. Between d
6 and d 7 of culture, the cells are differentiated enough to obtain successful viral
infection.

11. Two consecutive cultures showing RT activity indicates successful viral infection.
12. The infected cultures should be closely monitored. The supernatants can be col-

lected as long as there is an intact monolayer without complete loss of cells. An
active cell culture is also indicated by the pH change to an acidic side (yellow)
after 24 h of medium change.

13. Storing viral aliquots in liquid nitrogen is recommended for long-term usage to
retain the infectivity.

14. Excellent tissue culture practices are extremely important, both for the safety of
the personnel and for preventing endotoxin contamination. Human sweat, dust,
and the like, are potential sources of endotoxin.

15. Throughout the assay, it is important to note that improperly performed proce-
dures can lead to false negatives, and that false positives can occur as a result of
the introduction of endotoxin during the assay. Sterility and careful handling of
reagents is crucial.
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16. Do not make up LAL in advance. Reconstituted LAL left to sit can cause both
false-negatives and false-positives.

17. Samples infected with mycoplasma will give a final ratio greater than 1, as de-
tected by the luminometer.
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Isolation and HIV-1 Infection of Primary Human
Microglia From Fetal and Adult Tissue

Kathleen Borgmann, Howard E. Gendelman, and Anuja Ghorpade

Summary
Glial inflammation, principally involving astrocytes and microglia, underlies the

pathogenesis of a broad range of neurodegenerative disorders, including, most notably,
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1)-associated dementia. Indeed, for the latter, dis-
ease mechanisms are attributed to viral infection and activation of microglia and perivas-
cular macrophages and their resultant neurotoxic activities. Although monocyte-derived
macrophages have served as models for microglia, they are limited both qualitatively
and quantitatively in their immune responses and susceptibility to viral infection. Thus,
the acquisition of primary human microglial cells is critical for laboratory studies of
human neurological disease. In this chapter, we provide detailed methods of isolation,
cultivation, characterization, HIV-1 infection, and experimental applications of primary
human fetal and adult microglial cells, with particular emphasis on studies of HIV-1
neuropathogenesis.

Key Words: Neuroimmunology; microglia; human immunodeficiency virus; human
microglia; microglial activation; neuroinflammation; HIV-1-associated dementia.

1. Introduction
In 1932, del Rio-Hortega gave the first suggestions for the origins of micro-

glia by stating that, unlike the neural and other glial elements of the central
nervous system (CNS), they were of mesenchymal origin (1). The observa-
tions that microglial cells apparently invaded the brain from the meninges and
that they had features similar to these of blood leukocytes suggested to del Rio-
Hortega that they were probably blood-borne cells arising “from polyblasts or
embryonic cells of the meninges” (1). Until recently and within the past 20 yr,
microglia were a relatively underrecognized, widely distributed cell popula-
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tion within brain parenchyma constituting about 1% to 2% of all cells. Yet, in
the mid-1980s, the microglial cell “came out of the closet” to become the cell
of the brain decade (2). The biology and function of microglia is central to a
variety of diseases of the nervous system. Microglia and brain macrophages
have been recognized to play crucial roles in important diseases such as viral
infections, autoimmunity, and neurodegenerative disorders (3–8). Human im-
munodeficiency virus (HIV)-associated dementia (HAD), multiple sclerosis,
and Alzheimer’s disease are examples where understanding the role of micro-
glia promises to hold essential information concerning disease pathogenesis
(8–10). To researchers who study the disease process involved in the CNS
neuroinflammatory disorders and HAD in particular, it is imperative to use
primary human microglial cells as in vitro tools to address questions regarding
pathogenesis and mechanisms and to uncover therapeutic targets. In this chap-
ter, we describe the protocols utilized for obtaining primary human microglial
cells. Human fetal tissue has been the more commonly used source of human
microglia because of advantages in yield and quality of cells and the ease of
preparation and manipulation. Human adult microglia, although more difficult
to obtain, are valuable systems for confirmatory studies, as several of the dis-
eases that involve microglial activation are of the adult brain.

The procedures involved in the preparation of microglia at both the fetal and
adult developmental stages are based on the principal of tissue dissociation,
followed by enzymatic digestion with or without a gradient to remove debris,
and then purification of microglia by preferential adhesion. The term “prefer-
ential adhesion” is coined to indicate the high preference and speed with which
microglial cells adhere to tissue culture-treated plastic surfaces. Although both
types of cells use the principle of preferential adhesion, there is an important
technical distinction in this process. In fetal tissue preparations, microglia are
obtained as the nonadherent population released from a confluent monolayer
of mixed glial cells over a period of time and then purified by preferential
adhesion. In adult microglial cells, it is indeed the microglial population that
will preferentially adhere in the primary culture followed by removal of
nonadherent, nonmicroglial cells. The procedures for HIV-1 infection of mi-
croglial cells are similar as those applied to human monocyte-derived mac-
rophages. Yet the susceptibility of microglia to viral infection is different from
those of monocyte-derived macrophages (MDM), perhaps as a result of their
terminally differentiated quiescent status in the brain parenchyma. In this chap-
ter, we describe, in detail, the preliminary dissociation and purification of hu-
man microglia from fetal and adult brain tissue and their infection with
macrophage-tropic HIV-1.
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2. Materials
2.1. Fetal Tissue

1. Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), 1X with/without (w/o): calcium chloride,
magnesium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and phenol red.

2. Petri dishes 150 × 20 mm size, disposable, sterile, polystyrene.
3. Forceps, stainless steel, sterile, 5.5 in long.
4. Serological pipets: 1, 2, 5, 10, and 25 mL sizes, sterile, individually wrapped.
5. Trypsin 2.5% thawed 1X previously and aliquoted into 5-mL amounts and stored

at –20°C.
6. Heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS).
7. Pasteur pipet, 7-in, sterile.
8. Microglia medium: Dulbeco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), 10% FBS, 20

mM/mL L-glutamine, 1% penicillin/streptomycin/neomycin, 1000 U/mL mac-
rophage colony stimulating factor (MCSF) (Genetics Institute).

9. 70-µm filter, sterile, individually wrapped.
10. Cell-culture-treated plates or flasks: sterile, individually wrapped.
11. Conical tubes, 50-mL, polypropylene, sterile.
12. Trypan blue stain 0.4%.
13. Hemocytometer and cover slips.

2.2. Adult Tissue

1. HBSS, 1X w/o: calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and
phenol red.

2. Conical tubes, 50 mL, polypropylene, sterile.
3. Forceps, stainless steel, sterile, 5.5 in long.
4. Scalpel, sterile and individually wrapped (size 10).
5. Strainer spoon, sterile.
6. Petri dishes 150 × 20 mm size, disposable, sterile, polystyrene.
7. Kevlar gloves.
8. Surgical gloves, sterile.
9. Razor blades, one-sided blade, sterile.

10. 250-mL flask with lid, sterile.
11. DNAse: 20 mg lyophilized, diluted in the above HBSS at 2 mg/mL, aliquoted

into 5-mL aliquots and stored at –20°C.
12. Trypsin 2.5% thawed 1X previously, aliquoted into 5-mL amounts and stored at

–20°C.
13. Rotary shaker water bath.
14. Parafilm.
15. Sodium dodecylsufate (SDS) 10%, premade solution for decontaminating any-

thing that may corrode in NaOH.
16. NaOH, 2 N, premade stock solution for decontaminating glassware.
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17. 95% alcohol in squirt bottle.
18. 100% bleach in squirt bottle.
19. Heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS).
20. Serological pipet: 1, 5, 10, and 25 mL sizes, sterile, individually wrapped.
21. Spinal needles: 18G, 3.5 inches, sterile, individually wrapped.
22. Syringe: 60 mL, with leur lock, sterile, individually wrapped.
23. Screen cups, for cell dissociation with 200 µm, 100 µm, 60 µm mesh screens,

assembled, sterile.
24. Beakers, 250 mL, sterile.
25. Centrifuge tubes, for ultracentrifuge, 175 mL, sterile.
26. Centrifuge tube adaptors.
27. Ultracentrifuge.
28. Adult microglia medium: DMEM 1X, w/high glucose, w/L-glutamine, w/sodium

pyruvate, w/pyridoxine hydrochloride, 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 2% HEPES
buffer solution, 0.1% gentamicin.

29. Trypan blue stain 0.4%.
30. Hemocytometer and cover slips.
31. Cell culture-treated plates or flasks: sterile, individually wrapped, 48-well.

2.3. Reverse Transcriptase Assay
1. Solution A (disruption buffer): 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM

DTT, 0.1% NP40.
2. Solution B (RT reaction mix): 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9, 150 mM KCl, 5 mM

DTT, 15 mM MgCl2, 0.05% NP40, 10 µg/mL Poly A, 0.25 U/mL oligo dt pd(T)12–

18, 4 µCi/mL 3H-thymidine (add 3H-thymidine just before use; 3H-thymidine is
radioactive and must be handled carefully according to radiation safety proce-
dures). Solution A and solution B can be stored as aliquots at –20°C up to 6 mo.

3. 10% Trichloroacetic acid (TCA).
4. Standard RT enzyme.
5. Cell harvester.
6. Liquid scintillation counter.

3. Methods
3.1. Fetal Tissue

The methods outlined below are divided into the following sections: (1)
obtaining fetal tissue specimens in accordance to institutional, state, and Na-
tional Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines; (2) cleaning and enzymatic disso-
ciation; (3) preparation of a single-cell suspension, culture, and maintenance;
and (4) characterization and experimental applications. We and others have
previously described this method in multiple publications (11–16).

3.1.1. Obtaining Fetal Tissue Specimens

In the recent past, obtaining fetal brain tissue specimens has emerged as a
controversial endeavor depending on the location in the United States. Regard-
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less, tissue should be obtained with strict guidelines that follow appropriately
documented informed consent. Individual institutions and state guidelines
should be followed in addition to NIH ethical guidelines. Tissue should be
stored in HBSS at 4°C and transported back to the laboratory in wet ice. All
tissues should be recorded in a logbook without any additional identifiers. All
procedures outlined below should be performed in a minimum of biosafety
level 2 (BSL-2) type of tissue culture facility given the risks associated with
use of human tissue.

3.1.2. Cleaning and Enzymatic Dissociation

Overall, the tissue specimens obtained are very clean and contain little
meninges and blood vessels. However, it is important to ensure that the enzy-
matic digestion is performed on brain tissue free of other contamination. Also,
tissue should be carefully washed to remove any blood vessels. As it is easier
to clean the tissue, wash the brain tissue in HBSS w/o phenol red. Transfer the
tissue from the tube to a Petri dish and use a forceps to get rid of any adherent
meninges. Gestational age ideal for microglial isolation is early to mid second
trimester (see Note 1).

1. Pipet the tissue to a fresh Petri dish with a 5.0-mL pipet. Simultaneously (tissue
will usually dissociate with only one pass through the pipet tip), triturate it gently
by pipetting up and down through a 5.0-mL pipet. This will dissociate the bigger
pieces of tissue.

2. Incubate it with trypsin in the above-mentioned covered Petri dish (diluted in
HBSS w/o Ca2+ and Mg2+ at 37°C in the incubator) for 30–45 min (final volume
of tissue: total trypsination volume is 1:5 and the final trypsin concentration is
0.25%).

3. At the end of the incubation period, transfer the tissue with a pipet to a conical
tube containing cold heat-inactivated FBS (final concentration of FBS  10%).
Triturate gently with a 5-mL pipet a few times. Allow it to stand for 2–3 min on
ice (see Note 2).

3.1.3. Preparation of Single-Cell Suspension, Culture, and Maintenance

1. Add cold HBSS (ratio of 40 mL HBSS for every 10 mL of tissue). Triturate
gently to mix. Centrifuge at 500g for 10 min. Decant off the supernatant and
repeat wash with the same volume of cold HBSS two times.

2. Resuspend the tissue in 30 mL microglia medium (see composition described
earlier). Triturate with a 5.0-mL pipet followed by a 2.0- and a 1.0-mL pipet. At
the end of these steps, triturate with a 7-in Pasteur pipet. Trituration should not be
so harsh that it would cause more cell death. Allow it to stand for about 5 min or
until tissue settles down.

3. Collect the supernatant in a fresh tube without collecting any tissue fragments.
Add more fresh microglia medium and repeat step 2. Repeat step 2 several times
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until there is very little tissue left at the bottom of the tube. The volume of the
supernatant collected should not exceed 150–200 mL. If need be, re-use the cell
suspension instead of fresh medium for trituration.

4. Filter the single cell suspension (see Note 3) through a 70-µm filter and then
count the cell yield. As per our experience, 5–7 cc of tissue should give about
300–400 million cells. Seed in T-75 flasks at a density of 80–100 million cells/
total 25 mL medium (3.2–4 × 106 cells/mL).

5. Incubate undisturbed for a week (see Note 4). At d 7, very carefully replace the
entire 25 mL medium and incubate for additional 7 d. Floating cells will be seen
on an adherent layer of astrocytes at the end of this incubation period. Purify by
preferential adhesion as described later.

3.1.4. Purification of Microglia by Preferential Adhesion

1. Gently withdraw the supernatant from the primary flasks (T-75 flasks) on d 14,
21, and 28. Collect in a fresh tube (see Note 5).

2. Centrifuge at 500g at room temperature for 10 min. Decant off as much of the
supernatant as possible by pipetting with a 5-mL pipet and resuspend cells in a
minimal volume (see Note 6).

3. Count the microglia. Only the bigger, ameboid or round sometimes-granulated
cells should be counted. The other smaller or tiny cells should be disregarded, as
they are not microglia and would be washed off during processing. Usually, the
cells are 100% viable; and the density of the cells at this juncture should be about
1–2.0 × 106/mL.

4. Culture the microglia from the concentrated cell suspension at appropriate den-
sity (1 × 106/mL stock concentration). You will not need to precoat any culture
dishes. The density is as follows: 50,000 cells/50 µL/well for 96-well plates and
8-mm chamber-tech slides; 100,000 cells/75–100 µL/well for 24-well plates (Co-
Star) (placed as a drop in the center prior to wash below); 450–500,000 micro-
glia/500 µL/well for 6-well plates (for PCR/conditioned media experiments) (see
Note 7).

5. Allow the cells to adhere for 2–4 h (see Note 8). Add fresh microglia medium
from the edge of the well and not directly in the center. Remove the medium, still
leaving some medium, so that the cells do not dry. Final volume for 96-well
plates is 200 µL/well; for 8-mm chamber-tech slides, 400 µL/well; and for 24
well plates, 500 µL/well. Wash a few wells at a time taking care that they do not dry.

6. Incubate further for 7 d. Supplement thereafter with culture medium without any
MCSF addition. MCSF only jump-starts the differentiation procedure. Regard-
less, media should be replaced twice a week. Cells are ready for experiments.
Figure 1 demonstrates the morphology of cells in mixed culture (Fig. 1A) and
after preferential adhesion (Fig. 1B). Cells harbor bipolar processes and also nu-
merous fine fimbriae-like projections (Fig. 1C,D). Immunocytochemically, cells
are highly positive for CD68, vimentin, and seldom for HLA-DR (Fig. 1). HIV-
1 infection can be performed as early as 4 d as described below.
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Fig. 1. Characterization of human fetal microglial cultures. Human fetal microglia
are isolated from a mixed dissociated brain tissue culture (A). Microglial cells are
released from a dense monolayer of mixed glia (arrow in A). Upon purification of the
floating population as described by preferential adhesion, microglial cells differenti-
ate to develop polar processes and in some instances multiple fine fimbriae-like pro-
jections (B). These morphological features are enhanced with Wright’s staining (data
not shown) on reduction of 3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium
bromide (MTT), a chromogen, to form purple zymosan crystals by metabolically ac-
tive microglia (C). These cells are all immunoreactive to the mononuclear phagocyte
marker CD68 (D) and a subpopulation expressed elevated levels of human major his-
tocompatibility (MHC) class II (HLA-DR) as shown in E. Vimentin, a mononuclear
phagocyte-specific intermediate filament protein, readily stains human microglial cells
with strong immunoreactivity (F). Original magnifications ×200 for A–C, E, and F,
×100 for D.
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3.1.5. Characterization and Experimental Application

Human fetal microglial cells prepared under these conditions are >99% pure
by CD68 staining. In all cultures, maintain a few wells in a chamber-tech slide
or a 48-well plate for immunocytochemistry analysis of microglial cells (13–
15). Antibodies to CD68 (a mononuclear phagocyte marker), glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP, an astrocyte marker), and mouse immunoglobulin (Ig)G
(for nonspecific control) should be used in all cases. In addition, other markers
specific for the research purposes can be used successfully for these cells using
immunofluorescence or immunocytochemistry analysis with peroxidase color
development. Vimentin is highly expressed, typical of mononuclear phago-
cytes, and a subpopulation of these cells can be activated and express HLA-DR
(Fig. 1).

3.2. Adult Tissue

The methods below outline the process of isolating adult microglia from
rapid autopsy tissue by (1) obtaining tissue, (2) cleaning and enzymatic disas-
sociation, (3) mechanical dissociation, (4) Percoll gradient, and (5) plating,
care, and use. The following protocol was developed with modifications to
other previously published methods (17–21).

3.2.1. Obtaining Adult Autopsy Tissue Specimens

Tissue is obtained in a number of ways, depending on each institution’s
rules and regulations. However, issues of safety, sterility, and time must be
considered.

3.2.1.1. DONOR ELIGIBILITY

1. The donor should be free of infectious disease (HIV, tuberculosis, viral hepatitis,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, undocumented dementia, and so on), as they pose risk
to those processing the tissue.

2. The donor should be free from head trauma, prolonged hypoxia, or prolonged
respirator brain death, as the viability of the microglia could be significantly reduced.

3. The donor should be free of sepsis and/or meningitis to avoid contamination of
cells post isolation.

4. The postmortem interval (PMI) should be less than 24 h and preferably close to
4 h (22).

3.2.1.2. HARVESTING OF TISSUE

1. Frontal cortex and corpus collossum brain tissue should be harvested in a sterile
manner using presterilized saw blades, forceps, scalpels, and gloves. A total of
20–60 g of tissue is ideal for significant cell retrieval.

2. Tissue should be collected into a preweighed sterile 50-mL conical tube contain-
ing 15–20 mL of ice-cold, sterile HBSS.
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3. The tissue should be transported back to the processing area on wet ice and pro-
cessing should begin as soon as possible.

3.2.2. Cleaning and Enzymatic Dissociation of Tissue

During the washing and chopping procedure, blood, blood vessels, and con-
nective tissues are removed to improve the effectiveness of the enzymatic di-
gestion and to prevent contamination of the final cell culture.

The methods from here to the end should be performed under BSL-2 pre-
cautions, including but not limited to: lab coat, exam gloves, sterile laminar
flow hood, bleach bucket, and autoclaving, and proper disposal of biohazard
trash. Also, for the safety of the processors and the purity of the tissue, the
work area and instruments used are decontaminated.

3.2.2.1. WASHING AND DEBRIS REMOVAL

1. Weigh the 50-mL conical tubes containing the tissue and subtract the preweight
from the new weight to get the actual tissue weight. Record this weight for pro-
cessing purposes (see Note 9).

2. Rinse the exterior of the 50-mL conical tubes with alcohol and place the tubes in
the culture hood.

3. Wash each tissue by filling the tube with HBSS and gently shaking and inverting
it to mix the tissue with the HBSS. The tissue should move freely inside the tube
for proper removal of blood residue. The tissue should be allowed to settle and
the excess liquid should be decanted off into the bleach bucket. This process
should be repeated 10–15 times or until the decanted liquid is clear.

4. Place the tissue in a sterile Petri dish, cover with HBSS, and use sterile forceps to
remove any meninges and blood vessels (see Note 10).

5. Using a sterile scalpel, cut tissue into approx 2.5-cm3 pieces. During this wash-
ing and chopping procedure, continue to remove blood vessels and connective
tissue.

6. Place tissue in a fresh 50-mL conical tube and wash two to three times in HBSS.
Avoid picking up any loose connective tissue or blood vessels.

7. Wash again in a 50-mL conical tube two to three times by gentle shaking and
inverting of the tubes with HBSS.

8. Carefully place the tissue chunks into another sterile Petri dish, cover with HBSS,
and cut into approx 1.5 cm3 pieces.

9. Place tissue in a fresh 50-mL conical tube and wash two to three times in HBSS.
Avoid picking up any loose connective tissue or blood vessels.

10. Place tissue into another sterile Petri dish, cover in HBSS. Change into Kevlar
gloves covered with sterile surgical gloves and chop tissue into approx 0.2 cm3

pieces (see Note 11).
11. Gently wash this tissue a few times in the Petri dish with HBSS by adding and

removing liquid with a 25-mL pipet. Be careful not to lose any of the tissue dur-
ing the washes.
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12. Transfer the tissue pieces into the 250-mL flask with the strainer spoon. Use a
25-mL pipet to rinse the Petri dish and transfer any tissue pieces stuck to the dish.

13. Tilt the 250-mL flask at an angle and allow the tissue to settle; remove as much of
the HBSS as possible without losing any tissue.

3.2.2.2. ENZYMATIC DISSOCIATION WITH TRYPSIN

1. Refer to Table 1 and add the appropriate volumes of HBSS, trypsin and DNase to
the flask. These are dependent on the original weight that was recorded in Sub-
heading 3.2.2.1., step 1.

2. Put on the cap, seal with parafilm, and swirl the contents gently to mix. Put in a
rotary shaker water bath at 37°C and 150 rpm for 1 h.

3.2.2.3. DECONTAMINATION OF INSTRUMENTS, DISPOSABLES, AND WORKING SURFACE

1. Nondisposable, metal instruments (forceps and strainer spoons) should be cov-
ered in 10% SDS for a minimum of 1 h and then rinsed thoroughly before being
resterilized.

2. Disposable plasticware (Petri dishes and 50-mL conical tubes) should be rinsed
with bleach and thrown into biohazard trash. Any debris, connective tissue, or
blood vessels should be incubated in 10% bleach water before disposal.

3. Sharps should be rinsed in bleach and then disposed of in a biohazard sharps
container.

4. The entire working surface should be rinsed with 95% alcohol.
5. The materials for the next section should be placed in the hood before turning on

the ultraviolet (UV) light for the remaining incubation time. This step further
sterilizes the reagents, materials, and working surface for the next step.

3.2.3. Mechanical Dissociation of Tissue

The trypsin digestion breaks many of the bonds holding the tissue together.
However, there are still intact tissue pieces in the creamy trypsin-DNase mix-
ture. With repetitive mechanical agitation these pieces will disassociate further
into a more homogenous mixture. After straining to remove large pieces, con-
nective tissue, and blood vessels, the single-cell suspension will be ready for
the Percoll gradient.

Table 1
Volume of Reagents Required for Trypsination Dependent on Tissue Weight

Tissue (g) HBSS (mL) Trypsin 2.5% (mL) DNAse 2mg/mL (mL)

10 20 2 1.5
20 50 3 2
30 80 5 3.5
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3.2.3.1. REPETITIVE AGITATION WITH PIPETS AND SPINAL NEEDLE

1. After digestion, turn off UV light and remove flasks from the water bath. Clean
the exterior with alcohol to keep the working surface sterile.

2. Add 2.0 mL of FBS to each flask and swirl gently.
3. Divide contents of each flask evenly into two or three 50-mL conical tubes
4. Centrifuge tubes for 10 min at room temperature and 500g.
5. Record the volume of the pellet. Remove the supernatant, being careful not to

disturb the tissue pellet, as it is not solid and will move down the length of the tube.
6. Resuspend the tissue pellet in an equal amount of HBSS. For example: with 7 mL

tissue, add 7 mL HBSS for a final total volume of 14 mL.
7. Triturate through a 25-mL pipet aggressively to break up tissue chunks until the

tissue passes freely through the 25-mL pipet three times. Be careful not to aero-
solize (create bubbles in) the solution.

8. Triturate through a 10-mL pipet. Do this until the tissue passes freely through the
10-mL pipet three times. Be careful not to aerosolize the solution.

9. Triturate though a spinal needle using a 60-mL syringe. Do this until the tissue
passes freely through the spinal needle three times. When expelling the solution
from the syringe run it down the tube’s side to avoid aerosolizing the solution
(see Note 12).

3.2.3.2. STRAINING

1. Filter cell solution through a 60-µm mesh into a sterile 250-mL beaker. The solu-
tion will not flow through the mesh easily. It must be constantly agitated by run-
ning it over the mesh with a 10-mL pipet. Furthermore, it will need to be rinsed
with small amounts of HBSS until all tissue but connective tissue and blood ves-
sels has gone through the mesh (see Note 13).

2. Take the 60-µm filtered cell solution and filter it again though a 100-µm mesh
into another 250-mL beaker.

3. Take this 100-µm filtered cell solution and filter it again though a 200-µm mesh
into another 250-mL beaker.

3.2.4. Purification Through Percoll Gradient

The Percoll separates the different cell types and debris in the cell solution
into distinct layers that can then be harvested separately, leading to a pure mi-
croglia culture.

3.2.4.1. ESTABLISHING THE PERCOLL GRADIENT

1. Refer to Table 2 for the appropriate final volume for the cell suspension (volume
= grams tissue × 10.5 mL) and add enough HBSS to the filtered cell solution to
adjust it to that volume. Again, the volumes are dependent on the tissue weight
recorded in Subheading 3.2.1., step 1.

2. Divide the cell suspension between the appropriate number of tubes (10 g = 1
tube, 11–20 g = 2 tubes, 21–29 g = 3 tubes, 30–35 g = 4 tubes).
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3. Add the appropriate volume of Percoll (volume = grams tissue × 4.5 mL) to each
tube, cap, and agitate gently.

4. Weigh the centrifuge tubes, along with the adaptors, and balance to within 0.01 g
(see Note 14).

5. Centrifuge for 45 min at 10,000g and 4°C. The brake should not be used to slow
the centrifugation, as it will disturb the gradient.

3.2.4.2. DECONTAMINATION OF INSTRUMENTS, DISPOSABLES, AND WORKING SURFACE

1. Nondisposable, metal instruments (strainer cups and meshes) should be covered
in 10% SDS for a minimum of 1 h and then rinsed thoroughly before being
resterilized.

2. Nondisposable glassware (250-mL flasks and 250-mL beakers) should be cov-
ered with 2 N NaOH for a minimum of 2 h and then rinsed thoroughly before
being resterilized.

3. Disposable plasticware (50-mL conical tubes and 60-mL syringe) should be
rinsed with bleach and thrown into biohazard trash. Any debris, connective tis-
sue, or blood vessels should be incubated in 10% bleach water before disposal.

4. Sharps (spinal needles) should be rinsed in bleach and then disposed of in a bio-
hazard sharps container.

5. The entire working surface should be rinsed with 95% alcohol.
6. The materials for the next section should be placed in the hood before turning on

the UV light for the remaining centrifugation time. This step further sterilizes the
reagents, materials, and working surface for the isolation step.

3.2.4.3. HARVESTING THE PERCOLL GRADIENT

During centrifugation the Percoll gradient separates the cell suspension into
five layers: the debris layer, a hazy interface between the debris and cellular
layer, the cellular layer, the red blood cell layer, and HBSS at the very bottom.
The microglia settle in the middle of the cellular layer.

1. After spin completes, gently remove the tubes. You should see distinct layers in
the tube.

2. Turn off the UV light, alcohol the exterior of the centrifuge tubes, and place them
in the hood.

Table 2
Volumes of Reagents for Percoll Gradient Dependent on Original Tissue Weight

Grams Total Percoll Total cell mL mL cell # of
tissue (mL) suspension (mL) Percoll/tube susp./ tube  tubes
example = tissue (g) = tissue (g) = total Percoll/ = total cell susp/

× 4.5 (mL) × 10.5 (mL) # tubes # tubes

15 67.5 157.5 33.75 78.75 2
25 112.5 262.5 37.5 87.5 3
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3. Refer to Fig. 2 to visualize the layers of the Percoll gradient. Remove the debris
layer using a 10-mL pipet. It is thick and will move into the pipet in a continuous
section as long as the pipet is kept in contact with the surface of the debris layer.
Be careful not to drip debris from the pipet back into the tube, as this will disturb
the gradient. Discard the debris into the bleach bucket. Use a clean pipet each
time you return to remove debris.

4. Once the thick debris layer is removed, pinpoint as much of the white debris
chunks that may be floating loosely in the upper hazy cellular layer with a 10-mL
pipet and discard them into the bleach.

5. Collect the cellular layer containing the microglia. It lies between the hazy re-
mains of the debris layer and the red blood cell layer. Divide it equally into six
50-mL conical tubes with no more than 15 mL per tube. Do not drip during this
removal and be very careful not to include any of the red blood cell layer (see
Note 15).

6. To each 50-mL conical tube containing cell suspension, resuspend in a total vol-
ume of 45 mL with HBSS.

7. Spin for 10 min at room temperature at 500g.
8. Remove and discard supernatant. At this point the pellets are small and firm;

thus, the supernatant can easily be removed (see Note 16).
9. Resuspend each pellet in about 5 mL of HBSS and triturate well, as the pellet is

firm and good washes remove dead cells and debris. Combine three tubes into
one tube and add HBSS up to 45 mL in each tube.

10. Repeat steps 7–9 until all tubes are combined into one.

Fig. 2. Percoll gradient. This is a schematic representation of the gradient as ob-
served after human adult dissociated tissue is centrifuged. Respective layers are la-
beled in the drawing. The viable cell layer is harvested as the source of viable glial cells.
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11. Spin one final time at room temperate at 500g for 10 min.
12. Resuspend the single pellet in 5 mL adult microglia media and triturate gently

but thoroughly, as a single cell suspension is necessary for an accurate cell num-
ber count. Avoid aerosolizing the solution as cells will become entrapped in the
bubbles and the cellular count will be affected.

13. Count cells with standard method using a four-cell hemocytometer. Record the
concentration.

14. Discard the red blood cell layer and remaining contents in the ultra centrifuge
tube and decontaminate empty tube and cap by covering them with 10% SDS for
at least 1 h.

3.2.5. Plating, Care, and Use of Adult Microglia Culture

The adult microglia can be plated into a variety of culture plates and flasks.
However, the final experimental use should be considered in the plating of
these cells, as they are very difficult to passage. The cells become firmly at-
tached to the culture surface and many, if not all, cells are lost in trypsination.

3.2.5.1. INITIAL PLATING OF ADULT MICROGLIA CULTURES

1. Microglia should be plated in tissue culture-coated plates at a density of between
0.5 and 0.6 × 106 cells/cm2, initially in a small amount of adult microglia media
(100 µL media per 100,000 cells).

2. Cultures should be left for a few days without being disturbed to allow the cells
to attach and begin differentiation. The media should be doubled after 2 d for
proper nourishment, but none should be removed.

3.2.5.2. PURIFICATION OF ADULT MICROGLIA CULTURES THROUGH PREFERENTIAL ADHESION

1. After 1 wk, the cells should begin to grow processes and should be fairly well
attached. There will be debris and floating cells in the well that should be re-
moved by a couple of complete media exchanges. The wash media removed from
the well should be collected in a 50-mL conical tube.

2. The wash media can be centrifuged at room temperature, 500g for 10 min, and
then resuspended in new media. A hemocytometer count may reveal sufficient
cell numbers to replate these cells (see Note 17).

3. Following purification, adherent cultures should receive a half-medium exchange
twice a week with adult microglia media.

3.2.5.3. DIFFERENTIATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

The cells exhibit ameboid morphology earlier in culture and differentiate
normally into small bipolar cells with finite processes extending to 0.0–2-fold
of the cell length on either side. This bipolar phenotype lasts from 3 d to about
2 wk in culture; however, individual preparations can vary in the time frame.
After 3 wk in culture, microglial cells appeared well differentiated, and mul-
tiple fibrous extensions in addition to the polar processes can be visualized
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under phase-contrast. Some preparations appear granulated and retain these
granules throughout the period of cultivation despite the differentiation of cells
from ameboid into bipolar cells. On average, pure microglia preparations are
differentiated and ready for experimental use 10 to 15 d postcultivation, or 3 to
10 d postpurification. Figure 3 demonstrates live cell views of microglial cells
prior to purification and after the removal of debris and contaminating populations.

All microglial preparations should be checked with immunocytochemical
labeling with standard markers (see Note 18). At a mean time period of 2 to 3
wk, cells are fixed with a 1:1 mixture of ice-cold acetone:methanol for 20 min
and allowed to dry. Cells are incubated with antibodies to CD68 (MP marker),
GFAP (astrocyte marker), factor VIII (endothelial cells marker), fibronectin
(fibroblast marker), galactocerebroside (gal-C, oligodendrocyte marker),
mouse IgG (nonspecific control) and 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dilactate
(DAPI [nucleic marker]) according to manufacturer’s specifications. Reactiv-
ity to cell-specific markers is detected with appropriate secondary antibodies
conjugated to fluorescent markers. A typical culture shows a majority of cells
positive for CD68. Occasionally, a cluster of GFAP-positive astrocytes is ob-
served; however, this event is very rare. Adherent microglial preparations are
consistently <99% devoid of factor VIII and fibronectin, indicating a lack of
contaminating endothelial cells and fibroblasts. Preliminary immunocy-
tochemical characterization of pure adult microglial cells is shown in Fig. 4.

3.3. Infection of HIV on Microglia

All procedures handling infectious HIV or HIV-infected specimens should
be carried out in a BSL-3 facility or a BSL-2 facility with BSL-3 practices.

3.3.1. Infection With HIV-1
1. Culture microglia in an appropriate dish for experimental purposes as described

in Subheadings 3.1.4. (fetal) and 3.2.5.1. (adult).
2. When microglia are sufficiently differentiated (see Subheadings 3.1.4.6. [fetal]

and 3.2.5.3. [adult]), remove all media from the culture and infect with HIV stock
diluted in appropriate media at 300,000 cpm (as measured by RT assay [see Sub-
heading 3.3.2]) per 0.5–1 × 106 cells in a sufficient volume to cover and nourish
the cells, 50 µL/100,000 cells (see Note 19). If multiple HIV-1 isolates are used
in an experiment, it is important to normalize the infection levels by RT measure-
ments in the same assay to avoid variable levels of HIV-1 particles for different
strains.

3. Incubate at 37°C with 5% CO2 and 95% humidity overnight.
4. The following morning, remove all infection medium from the culture and add

the required amount of the appropriate medium for chosen plating method.
5. Monitor the infection every 2–3 d by looking for cytopathic effects (Fig. 5) and/

or by performing a RT assay on reserved media (30–50 µL) from postinfection
medium exchanges (see Note 20).
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Fig. 3. Live cell views of adult microglia. The original viable cell population contains not only microglia but also other debris
and contaminating populations. A–C demonstrate this mixed culture with increasing magnification. A demonstrates the granular
debris and other smaller ameboid cells that can be withdrawn in the wash. B and C demonstrate, with higher magnification, that
under the debris and contaminating cells, microglial cells begin to differentiate within 4 to 5 d after cultivation. Cells are washed
on d 4 or 5 depending on the morphological differentiation of microglial cells in the adherent population. C–D demonstrate with
increasing magnification the purified, differentiated microglial cells. Under high power and phase-contrast numerous fine pro-
cesses can be visualized (shown by arrows in F). Original magnifications, X100 for A and C; ×200 for B and D and ×400 for C and E.

64
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Fig. 4. Immunocytochemical characterization of primary human adult microglia.
Adherent monolayers of microglia were fixed with acetone/methanol as described pre-
viously and immunostained for mononuclear phagocyte-specific marker (CD68), as-
trocyte-specific marker (GFAP), endothelial cells (fibronectin and factor VIII).
Immunoreactivity was visualized with appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated to
flourescein isothiocyanate conjugate (FITC) or rhodamine. DAPI was used to visual-
ize cellular nuclei. (A) CD68/GFAP; (B) CD68/GFAP/DAPI (nuclear); (C)
Fibronectin/DAPI (nuclear); (D) Factor VIII /DAPI (nuclear). Original magnifica-
tions ×200.

6. Microglia can be used in experiments once cytopathic effects are visualized or
when a rise in RT is noticed, usually about 7 d post infection (Fig. 5). Typical
cytopathic effects, such as formation of multinucleated giant cells, are demon-
strated in Fig. 5. If the experimental plan involves further incubation of the mi-
croglia, the experiment should be started with the initial signs of infection, so the
microglia survive through the entire experiment.
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3.3.2. Reverse Transcriptase Assay

1. Pipet 10 µL of solution A into an appropriate number of wells in a 96-well round-
bottomed plate. Assay is done in quadruplicate. A blank (medium), standards,
and unknown samples are included in the assay. Use different dilutions of the
standard, ranging from 0.1 to 10 U/10 µL. Dilute the standards immediately be-
fore use.

2. Add 10 µL of each sample to appropriate wells and mix by swirling the plate.
3. Incubate the plate for 15 min at 37°C with 95% humidity.
4. Add 25 µL of solution B to each well. Solution B contains radioactive thymidine,

so take appropriate cautions while handling the radioactive material.
5. Incubate the reaction plate for 18–24 h at 37°C with 95% humidity.
6. After the incubation, add 50 µL of ice-cold 10% TCA to each well and keep the

plate at 4°C for at least 15 min.
7. Collect the precipitate by harvesting the plate using a Skatron Harvester or any

cell harvester.
8. Place the filter paper disks separately into scintillation vials containing the scin-

tillation fluid and count the radioactivity using a liquid scintillation counter.

Calculate the amount of RT activity in counts per minute (cpm) of the un-
known samples from the standard curve made by using different dilutions of
commercial standard RT enzyme.

Fig. 5. HIV-1-infection and cytopathic effects in human microglia. Human fetal
and adult microglial cells are infected with HIV-1ADA with very little variation from
the human monocyte-derived macrophage infection procedure. (A) Uninfected, bipo-
lar, well-differentiated control cells. Upon viral infection, cells demonstrate balloon-
ing and other cytopathic effects, formation of multinucleated giant cells, and halo
around the giant cells as demonstrated in B. Original magnification ×200.
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4. Notes
1. Human fetal brain tissue can be used for the preparation of microglia as well as

astrocytes and neurons (23,24). Because neurogenesis precedes gliogenesis dur-
ing development, early to mid-first trimester specimens yield better purity of
neuronal cells with relatively less glial cell contamination. Microglia and astro-
cytes can be successfully prepared from late first-trimester or second-trimester
gestational age specimens.

2. At the end of the digestion, tissue should form a tight pellet. If this does not
happen, and it continues to float halfway through the conical tube, it is recom-
mended that trituration be repeated until it can form a well-defined pellet.

3. The single-cell suspension, at this point, will still harbor minute tissue remnants.
It is important to filter these out; otherwise, the mixed culture may have a high
number of astrocytes mixed with microglial cells after 14 d of culture. In this
case, it is very difficult to obtain highly pure preparations of microglia.

4. Do not change the media, and do not take the cells out to look under the inverted
scope for at least 4 d.

5. Obviously, the days of collection are not definitively defined; for example, if
medium starts to turn yellow sooner you may need to collect earlier, i.e., d 12
post explantation. The caveat is that you need to check the cultures to make sure
the microglia are not consuming the growth medium and causing a pH change.

6. We prefer the adhesion properties of Co-Star and Nunc tissue culture plates.
7. Allow the tube to stand for a few minutes. Some medium will still be left in the

tube that would accumulate at the bottom. Resuspend the cells in the same me-
dium that has pooled at the bottom.

8. The time is not definitively defined. If the preparation is highly enriched with
microglia (>95% pure), 3–4 h is acceptable. If the preparation is not highly pure,
and contains >20% other cells, washing at 1–2 h is recommended or purify cells
using CD45 microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA, cat. no. 130-045-801,
per manufacturer’s instructions).

9. At this point, the solutions needed later in the methods protocol should be thawed
in a 37°C water bath to avoid unnecessary delays. The solutions are: DNase,
trypsin, FBS, HBSS, Percoll, and culture media.

10. The lid of the Petri dish can be used to keep the instruments sterile as one switches
from washing to cleaning and cutting and back. The lid also serves as a discard
area for blood vessels, connective tissue, and meninges removed during clean-
ing. This keeps the debris associated with the waste away from the tissue and
helps one to avoid putting it in the new 50-mL conical tube for the following wash.

11. During the razor blade chopping step, both the Kevlar and the sterile surgical
gloves need to be tight against the fingertips. If there are bubbles at the fingertips
they can be submerged into the tissue and are a potential source of contamina-
tion. Other types of blades and multiple types of handles have been tried and this
method remains the fastest and most effective way of finely chopping the tissue
before trypsination.
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12. The spinal needle often becomes clogged with unremoved portions of meninges.
The easiest way to remove the clog is to remove it with sterile forceps. The needle
may also be changed but the tissue suspension inside the needle will be lost.

13. If a significant portion of the tissue will not pass through the mesh after multiple
washes, a sterile glass pestle may be used to manually break up the small pieces
with circular moves and gentle pressure. Attention must be paid to avoid pushing
the mesh through the cup holder, especially with the fine 200-µm mesh. Often,
the mesh catches minute blood vessels and connective tissue. The forcing of these
types of tissue through the mesh should be avoided. Preform Percoll gradient
calculations prior to straining to avoid rinsing too much HBSS and over-diluting
the cell suspension.

14. Once the Percoll and cell suspension have been combined, a delicate ratio has
been established that allows for the in situ formation of the gradient during cen-
trifugation. During balancing, solution should be moved from one centrifuge tube
to another rather than adding small amounts of HBSS that would offset this nec-
essary ratio.

15. When collecting the cellular layer, no more than 15 mL of the Percoll gradient
should be put into each 50-mL conical tube. The gradient must be diluted suffi-
ciently (1:3) with HBSS to allow the microglia to pellet. Furthermore, it is not
beneficial to try to collect too close to the debris and red blood cell layers. Al-
though one may see a small increase in the number of microglia collected, a large
amount of debris and red blood cell contamination will be observed.

16. The color and size of the pellet observed at this point can be very misleading.
Many pellets may have a sight red color and show little red blood cell contamina-
tion, and large pellets may have debris. The only sure way of knowing the cellu-
lar make of the pellet is to count them.

17. The cells recovered from washes often have different cellular properties from
pure microglia cultures. Astrocyte and endothelial cells have been observed in
these cultures when not present in the initial plating.

18. In planning the experimental layout in plates and/or flasks, an additional plate
with four to eight wells can be cultured solely for the purpose of cell character-
ization. This way the composition of each donor is recorded, as differences do
exist owing to large donor variation.

19. A typical viral stock has a cpm measured by RT assay of 30,000 to 60,000 cpm.
Thus, some variability exists in the infection range as a ratio to cell number. The
specific cpm may need to be adjusted for viral strains and stock infectability.

20. Two consecutive media exchanges showing RT activity indicates successful vi-
ral infection.
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Isolation of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1
From Semen and Vaginal Fluids

Ann A. Kiessling

Summary
Semen and vaginal fluids transmit HIV infection. The virus is present as cell-free

particles and as infected cells. Isolation of infectious virus from both genital tract fluids
poses unique problems. Vaginal fluids are heavily contaminated with normal bacterial
flora, and seminal plasma is cytotoxic to peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Adapta-
tions of routine laboratory procedures have been developed to largely overcome these
problems, allowing the culture and characterization of genital-tract HIV.

Key Words: Semen; vaginal fluids; PBMCs; RT activity; HIV.

1. Introduction
Semen and vaginal fluids present unique challenges to the recovery of infec-

tious HIV. Vaginal fluids are heavily contaminated with bacterial flora and
seminal fluid is remarkably toxic to peripheral blood mononuclear cells (1).
Methods to at least partially overcome these limitations have been developed.

Each genital fluid can be divided into a cellular fraction and a fluid fraction.
Semen is formed at ejaculation and is a mixture of components from several
organs and glands of the male genitourinary tract. Spermatozoa develop within
the seminiferous tubules of the testis and are highly immunogenic because they
are not produced until after puberty. They are protected from the male immune
system by a combination of anatomic and immunologic barriers provided prin-
cipally by the Sertoli cells, which line the basement membrane surrounding the
tubules (2,3). Leukocytes are absent from the seminiferous tubules, of an im-
mune-competent male, but are present in the interstitial areas surrounding the
seminiferous tubules, which also contain lymphatic ducts and blood capillar-
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ies. Sperm exit the seminiferous tubules by way of a series of short ducts termed
the rete testis, which join the initial segment of the epididymis. The epididymis
is a specialized sperm storage organ consisiting of long, coiled tubules that
carry sperm to the ductus (vas) deferens. The epididymis is replete with leuko-
cytes in the interstitial areas surrounding the tubules, which are lined internally
by a single layer of unique, ciliated, columnar epithelial cells that actively se-
crete and absorb proteins and other molecules (4). Leukocytes are present in
the epithelium of the epididymal lumen, and appear to contribute to tissue or-
ganization during development (5). The ductus (vas) deferens is a more mus-
cular tubule that connects the epididymis in the scrotum with the ejaculatory
ducts in the region of the prostate near the base of the penis. An outpouching of
the ductus deferens near the ejaculatory ducts forms a small sperm storage
area, the ampulla. Leukocytes are found within the epithelial cell layer that
lines the lumen of the ductus deferens and the ampulla. Should interstitial leu-
kocytes in the testis or epididymis be HIV-infected, nascent virus could enter
the tubules with the sperm, but only in the epididymis and ductus deferens
could infected leukocytes enter the tubular lumen.

At ejaculation, sperm are squeezed from the epididymis, ductus deferens,
and ampulla into the ejaculatory ducts, immediately followed by contractions
of the prostate and seminal vesicles, forcing their glandular secretions (semi-
nal plasma) into the ejaculatory ducts with the sperm. Little is known about
leukocyte populations within the secretory lumen of the prostate and seminal
vesicles, although it is clear that prostatitis, a common affliction in men, may
be accompanied by an increase in leukocytes in prostatic secretions (6). An
average semen specimen contains on the order of 108 spermatozoa, 106 to 107

nonsperm cells, including leukocytes and immature spermatozoa, and 2 to 5
mL of seminal plasma. Density gradient centrifugation can separate semen into
seminal plasma, nonsperm cells, and sperm themselves.

Vaginal fluids are constitutively expressed by cervical and vaginal mucosal
cells. The exact composition of the fluids is influenced by the menstrual cycle,
but they contain a mixture of mucosal secretions, leukocytes, and epithelial
cells, plus normal vaginal bacterial flora. Regionalized sampling studies have
indicated that HIV may be more highly expressed in the upper vagina, includ-
ing the cervix, than in the lower vagina (7). It is difficult to obtain infectious
virus from small, regional samples of vaginal secretions. Installation of 10 mL
of isotonic solution in a circular motion around the vaginal vault, followed by
gentle aspiration, yields a cervicovaginal lavage (CVL) that can be separated
into fluids and cells by centrifugation.
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2. Materials and Reagents
2.1. Virus Culture

1. Fresh, heparinized human blood, 40 to 100 cc.
2. Ficoll-Hypaque, density 1.077 gm/mL.
3. Nycodenz.
4. Hemocytometer.
5. Standardized suspension of glass beads.
6. Microscope with 20× objective.
7. Centrifuge equipped with aerosol-safe swinging bucket rotor.
8. 50-mL sterile, conical tubes.
9. 15-mL sterile, conical tubes.

10. RPMI-1640 culture medium.
11. Glutamine solution.
12. Fetal bovine serum (FBS).
13. Sterile tissue culture pipets.
14. Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in 1-mL sealed glass ampules.
15. Cryotubes for liquid nitrogen storage (e.g., Nunc).
16. Phytohemagglutinin solution.
17. Interleukin (IL)-2 solution (recombinant human, R&D Systems).
18. Trypan blue solution, 0.25% (Sigma).
19. Sterile phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Mg2+ and Ca2+-free).
20. T-25 tissue-culture flasks.
21. 24-well tissue-culture plates.
22. Humidified CO2 incubator.
23. Sterile plugged tissue culture pipets.
24. Sterile bulbed disposable pipets.
25. Pipettor, manual or electric.
26. Small tubes or welled plates.
27. Laminar flow hood (minimum class 2, type A biosafety hood).
28. Gloves (latex, vinyl, or nitrile).
29. Lab coat with cuffed sleeves.
30. Bleach (1% household bleach) in a spray bottle and a beaker.
31. 70% isopropanol or ethanol in a spray bottle.
32. Sterile culture-tested deionized water.
33. 0.45-µm, sterile syringe filters.
34. 10-cc syringes.
35. Penicillin.
36. Streptomycin.
37. Tube racks.
38. Sharps biohazard container.
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39. Biohazard bag.
40. Freezing canister for –70 to –80°C freezer that will provide cooling at approx 1°/

min in the cryovials. May be fashioned from insulating materials such as
styrofoam, or purchased commercially.

41. Liquid nitrogen storage tank.

2.2. Reverse Transcriptase Assay

1. Prepare the following:
a. 10X assay buffer.
b. Embryo-tested water (sterile, Sigma).
c. Ethylene glycol, enzyme-grade (Fisher).
d. 1 M KCl.
e. 25% NP-40 solution.
f. 50 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA) solution.
g. 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, at 25°C.
h. 0.22-µm filter.
i. Combine components to form a final solution that is: 200 mM Tris-HCl, 200

mM KCl, 1 mg/mL BSA, 0.5% NP-40, and 35% ethylene glycol. Sterile filter
and store at –20°C (will not freeze). Solution is stable for up to 6 mo.

2. PolyA·oligodT12–18 250 µg/mL in sterile water.
3. 0.5 M MgCl2, sterile-filtered.
4. Lysis buffer: 0.25% NP40, 10 mM dithiothreitol, 50% glycerol in sterile water

(stored at –20°C, will not freeze).
5. Whatman GF/C glass fiber filters.
6. Sterile 96-well plates with gummed plate sealers.
7. TCAPE: 10% trichloroacetic acid with 0.1 M KH2PO4, and 0.01 M ethylenedi-

amine tetraacetic acid (EDTA).
8. PPE: 0.1 M KH2PO4, 1% w/v potassium pyrophosphate, and 0.001 M EDTA 0.1

M HCl without and with 0.01 M KH2PO4.
9. Spectophotometry-grade acetone.

10. Polyethylene glycol (MW 8000), 30% w/v in sterile water.
11. 2.5 mL gas-tight Hamilton syringe with pipet tip adapter and repeating dispenser.
12. Liquid scintillation counter and fluor.

3. Methods
3.1. Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cell Culture

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMBC) are recovered in relatively high
yield from freshly drawn anticoagulated venous blood by centrifugation onto a
cushion of density medium that does not support denser leukocytes, such as
granulocytes. Once recovered, the PBMCs can be cultured immediately, or
cryopreserved in liquid nitrogen for future use. On the order of 1 to 2 million
PBMCs are recovered per milliliter of blood. All blood-handling procedures
are carried out with strictly sterile technique within the laminar flow hood, the
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biosafety glass in place and the blower on. Lab coats should have sleeves cuffed
at the wrist. Two gloves should be worn, one under the cuffed sleeve and one
over the cuffed sleeve. All disposable, nonsharp, plastic- and glassware are
discarded in a biohazard bag placed within the hood. All disposable “sharps,”
such as plastic pipets and pipet tips, are discarded in a sharps container within
the hood. No scissors, needles, or glass Pasteur pipets are used in the hood.

3.1.1. Preparation of PBMC Culture Medium

FBS is heat-inactivated at 56°C for 20 min, either by the manufacturer or
following arrival in the laboratory. There is considerable lot-to-lot variation in
the ability of FBS to support PBMC culture. It may be necessary to test more
than one lot to obtain consistent culture results. FBS may be stored frozen in
aliquots at –20 to –80°C for up to 1 yr, or according to the expiration date
provided by the manufacturer. Some lots may be stored successfully at 4°C for
up to 1 mo.

Glutamine, prepared from powder or purchased as a stock solution, is
aliquoted and stored frozen at –20 to –80°C according to the manufacturer’s
instructions and expiration date. A concentrated stock solution (1000X) of peni-
cillin and streptomycin is prepared by dissolving 200,000 U of penicillin pow-
der and 200,000 mg streptomycin powder in 2 mL of sterile, deionized,
tissue-culture-tested water; aliquots of 0.5 mL are stored at –20°C for up to 1
yr, or according to manufacturer’s instructions. HEPES buffer, 1 M solution,
pH 7.4, is prepared from HEPES powder, or purchased as a sterile tissue cul-
ture stock solution. It is stable as a sterile solution at 4°C for up to 1 yr, or
according to manufacturer’s expiration date.

The basic medium for PBMC culture is RPMI-1640 supplemented with 2
mM glutamine, one-fifth volume FBS, (14% v/v final concentration), 25 mM
HEPES, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 mg/mL streptomycin. The basic me-
dium is routinely prepared in 100- to 500-mL batches, sterile-filtered, and
stored at 4°C for up to 1 mo.

Growth medium (GM) for PBMC culture is basic medium supplemented
with 1.0 to 1.5 ng/mL recombinant IL-2. GM is also stable at 4°C for up to 2
wk. IL-2 maintains the viability of the PBMCs as well as supporting division
of some T-cells.

The addition of phytohemagglutinin (3 to 5 µg/mL) for 48 to 72 h to stimu-
late lymphocytes increases the susceptibility of the PBMCs to infection by
HIV-1.

3.1.2. Recovery of PBMC

Carefully remove the rubber stopper from the heparinized blood collection
tube (see Note 1). With either a sterile bulbed disposal pipet or a stoppered
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tissue culture pipet attached to a pipettor, transfer two tubes of blood, 10–12
cc/tube, to a 50-mL conical tube. Dilute with one-half volume of room tem-
perature PBS; mix well. Final volume will be approx 30 to 35 mL of diluted
blood mixture.

Underlay the diluted blood with Ficoll-Hypaque. Draw up 10 to 12 mL of
Ficoll-Hypaque into a plugged tissue culture pipet. Holding the 50-mL conical
tube containing the diluted blood at a slight angle (e.g., 10 to 20 degrees), place
the tip of the pipet near the bottom of the tube and slowly release the Ficoll
solution. The goal is to form a sharp interface between the Ficoll and the blood
mixture by avoiding swirling of the Ficoll solution. Cap the 50-mL tube and
place upright into the centrifuge bucket; cap the bucket. When all buckets are
prepared, move gently into the centrifuge. Centrifuge at 500 to 1000g for 30
min at room temperature with the centrifuge brake off.

Standardize the hemocytometer. Following cleaning with 70% alcohol, dry
the hemocytometer and its cover slip. With the cover slip in place, load both
sides of the hemocytometer with the standardized suspension of glass beads.
Using the ×20 microscope objective, count the beads in the four large corner
squares of the hemocytometer (Fig. 1). Include beads touching two of the four
sides of each square. Determine the average bead count per square. Multiply
the average by 10,000. Repeat with the other side of the hemocytometer. Aver-
age the count for the two sides and compare with the bead suspension
manufacturer’s specifications. Plus or minus 10% variation is acceptable; if

Fig. 1. Hemocytometer. The volume of each corner square containing 16 smaller
squares is 1 × 10–4 mL.
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variation is greater, repeat the glass bead counting procedure. If variation is
still greater, replace either the cover slip or the entire hemocytometer.

Remove the 50-mL conical tube from the centrifuge bucket within the lami-
nar flow hood. The red cells should be in the bottom with a clear interface
below the Ficoll-Hypaque. The denser leukocytes, e.g., granulocytes and neu-
trophils, will be within the clear Ficoll-Hypaque layer. The PBMC layer will
be faintly visible at the top of the Ficoll cushion. If the upper and lower Ficoll
interfaces are not sharp, the tube may need to be centrifuged longer.

Double-gloved and using sterile technique, remove the 50-mL conical tube
cap, and with a sterile, plugged pipet, carefully “vacuum” up the PBMCs with
a steady back-and-forth motion over the top of the Ficoll layer. Avoid collect-
ing the Ficoll. Transfer the PBMC from each centrifuge tube to a fresh 50-mL
conical tube. With practice, the PBMC layer can be collected in a volume of 5
mL or less. Dilute the PBMCs with 1–2 volumes of PBS; centrifuge at 500g for
10 min; repeat two more times. Discard the supernatant blood plasma, Ficoll
solution, and PBS washes in the bleach beaker.

Resuspend the PBMC pellet in 2 to 5 mL of room-temperature basic me-
dium. Add 100 µL of the cell suspension to 100 µL of the trypan blue solution
in a small tube or multiwell plate. Count the trypan blue-cell suspension with
the hemacytometer. Trypan blue is a vital dye; it is not taken up by live cells,
only by dead ones. Therefore, live cells appear colorless, or slightly pink, and
dead cells appear blue. No more than 2% of the PBMC should be dead.

3.1.3. PBMC Cryopreservation

Prepare the cryprotectant solution by adding 1 mL of DMSO dropwise to 9
mL of FBS or 50% FBS in RPMI 1640. The solution may become warm. When
it cools to room temperature, sterile-filter. The FBS-DMSO cryoprotectant may
be stored frozen in l-mL aliquots for up to 1 yr, or according to the expiration
date of the FBS. Label the cryotubes.

PBMC to be cryopreserved should be pelleted, excess PBS removed, and
the cell pellet resuspended by dropwise addition of cryoprotectant that has been
precooled to 4°C. Add sufficient cryoprotectant for a final PBMC concentra-
tion of 15–20 × 106 cells/mL. Use gentle swirling to resuspend the PBMC, and
immediately transfer 0.5 to 0.8 mL of the cell suspension to the prelabeled
cryotubes. Place in a container that will support a cooling rate of –1°C/min at
–70° to –80°C. Exposure to the cryoprotectant for more than a few minutes
before freezing will reduce cell viability. After at least 90 min at –70 to –80°C,
quickly transfer the cryovials to liquid nitrogen for storage. It is important that
the frozen cells not warm up above –60°C during this transfer procedure (see
Note 2).
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3.1.4. PBMC Culture

Fresh PBMC should be resuspended to a concentration of 1 × 106 viable
cells/mL in 1 mL of GM in wells of a 24-well culture plate. Reserve the corner
wells for 2 cc sterile water for humidity control. Add phytohemaggluttinin
(PHA), 3–5 µg/mL, to each well, and culture at 37°C, 8% CO2 in air for 48–72 h.

Cryopreserved PBMC should be thawed in a 37°C water bath and added
immediately to five volumes of GM, centrifuged at 500g for 10 min to remove
the DMSO, and resuspended at 2 × 106 cells/mL of fresh GM for cell viability
count in the hemacytometer. Adjust cell concentration to 1 × 106 viable cells/
mL for plating in the 24-well culture plate. Stimulate with phytohemagglutinin
and culture as for fresh PBMC.

3.2. Infectious HIV From Semen
Semen specimens can be collected by a variety of methods, including (1)

masturbation into a sterile container, such as a urine container; (2) at inter-
course using double condoms, the inner one designed to maintain cell viability,
such as Male Factor Pak, or the Milex condom; or (3) by masturbation into the
viability condom. Several studies have shown that sperm counts are higher
when semen specimens are collected at intercourse, suggesting that such speci-
mens may be more “complete” and more representative of sexually transmitted
HIV burden. There are several advantages to transporting specimens in a fertil-
ity condom, such as ease of temperature control, keeping the specimen intact,
and the ability of the study participant to collect the specimen in private.

Infertility clinics require cleansing of the penis, foreskin (if present), and
urethral meatus with soap and water prior to collecting semen specimens to
avoid contamination of the sperm; such cleansing procedures may, however,
actually remove sources of HIV transmissible during sexual intercourse. Infer-
tility clinics also advise men to abstain from ejaculation for 3 d, but no more
than 10 d, before producing a semen specimen for fertility treatment. The rel-
evance of this to sexual transmission of HIV is entirely unknown, and frequent
ejaculation, known to stress the prostate and sometimes release “pockets” of
infection, may lead to higher HIV burden in semen. For studies of infectious
HIV, semen specimens should be produced under the most “usual” circum-
stances possible, with information about length of abstinence provided with
the specimen. Circumcision, evidence of genitourinary tract inflammation, and
history of genitourinary tract disease are obtained by questionnaire and uro-
logic exam performed near the time of specimen collection.

Several lines of investigation have revealed that HIV in seminal plasma is
not produced by the infected cells in semen (8–10), observations that explain
the discordance observed between detection of cell-free and cell-associated
semen virus (7).
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3.2.1. Semen Fractionation
1. High-molecular-weight seminal vesicle proteins confer viscosity on the ejacu-

late; they are cleaved by prostatic proteases, including prostate-specific antigen,
which leads to thinning (“liquefaction”) of the specimen. Semen specimens from
some men fail to liquefy, thought to be due to abnormalities in prostate enzymes.
Following 30–60 min at room temperature in a laminar flow hood, the specimen
is transferred to a 15-mL sterile polypropylene conical tube with a wide-mouth
plastic transfer pipet and diluted with an equal volume of PBS containing peni-
cillin (100 U/mL) and streptomycin (100 µg/mL). An aliquot of the diluted speci-
men (approx 10%) is fixed with semen fixative for the determination of
leukocytes (11).

2. Sperm and nonsperm cells in the diluted specimen are counted with a hemacy-
tometer. Focusing on the center square that is gridded and subdivided into 25
smaller squares (Fig. 1), both motile and nonmotile sperm are counted in five of
the smaller squares, the sum of which is multiplied by 5 × 104 to obtain the sperm
concentration/mL in the diluted specimen. Nonsperm cells (NSC) are counted in
the four squares used to count PBMC (Fig. 1); the average cell count is multi-
plied by 104 to calculate the concentration of NSC in the diluted specimen. Mul-
tiplying the concentration by the total volume of the diluted specimen provides
an estimate of the number of NSC available for co-culture with PBMC to recover
infectious, cell-associated HIV. Because the morphology of lymphocytes is simi-
lar to some immature sperm forms (see Note 3), such as round spermatids, it is
not possible to accurately distinguish leukocytes and monocytes from immature
sperm without staining for a leukocyte antigen, usually CD45 (11).

3. The diluted semen specimen is underlaid with a 19% cushion of Nycodenz in
PBS with penicillin and streptomycin. Two mL of Nycodenz solution is pulled
into a sterile stoppered pipet. Holding the conical tube at a slight angle, the pipet
tip is advanced to the bottom of the tube and the Nycodenz solution slowly dis-
pensed. The goal is to create a sharp interface between the diluted semen and the
Nycodenz cushion. The tube is capped, placed into a centrifuge bucket with a
cap, and centrifuged at 1000g for 20 min. NSC layer atop the cushion, the sperm
pellet to the bottom of the tube.

4. With sterile technique and double-gloved, supernatant seminal plasma is removed
to within approx 1 cm of the NSC layer, filter-sterilized through a 0.8-µm filter,
and divided into 0.5-mL aliquots for culture or for storage at –80°C.

5. The NSC layer is removed with a wide-bore, bulbed, transfer pipet, transferred to
a fresh 15-mL conical tube, and diluted with 4 to 5 vol of PBS with penicillin,
streptomycin and nystatin (100 to 200 U/mL). NSC are recovered by centrifuga-
tion at 500g for 10 min, the supernatant removed and discarded in the bleach
beaker, and the process repeated twice more.

6. Washed NSC are resuspended in GM at approx 2 × 106 cells/mL, diluted with
trypan blue, and counted as described for PBMC (see Subheading 3.1.2.). Those
not used immediately for culture of infectious virus may be cryopreserved as
described for PBMC (see Subheading 3.1.3.).
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3.2.2. Seminal Plasma Virus

The profound cell-killing effect of seminal plasma on cultured PBMC* has
severely hampered recovery of infectious cell-free semen HIV (see Note 4).
The following protocol partially, but not completely, alleviates this problem.

Day 1. Sterile-filtered, diluted seminal plasma is added to PHA-stimulated
PBMCs at concentrations of 10% and 20% in triplicate wells of a 24-well plate.
Thus, 0.9 mL of the seminal plasma preparation (see Subheading 3.2.1.) is spread
among 6 wells, each containing 1.0 mL with 2 × 106 PBMC. Following 6 h of
culture, cells from each well are transferred into sterile, 15-mL conical tubes,
diluted with 1 mL fresh, warm GM, centrifuged at 500g for 10 min and the cul-
ture medium discarded in the bleach beaker. The cell pellets are resuspended in
fresh, warm GM and re-plated in a 24-well plate (see Note 5).
Day 2. Following an additional 24 h of culture, 0.5 mL of the culture medium is
removed from each well and replaced with 0.5 mL of fresh, PHA-stimulated
PBMC containing 1 × 106 cells. The culture is fed and/or replenished with fresh
PHA-stimulated PBMC every 3 to 4 d, for up to 6 wk (see Note 6).
Day 5 or 6; Day 12–14; Day 19–22. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without
disturbing the cells, freeze at –80°C for assay of HIV RT. Replace with 0.5 mL
fresh GM.
Day 8–10; Day 15–18. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze for HIV RT assay, replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 ×
106 PHA-stimulated PBMC. Assay the collected cell culture supernatants for RT
following 3 wk of culture; if positive, prepare stocks of supernatant virus and
infected cells. If not positive, continue culture for an additional 3 wk before de-
claring the culture negative for virus.
Day 22–26; Day 30–34. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze for HIV RT, replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC on d 17 or 18. Carefully remove 0.5 mL culture medium,
freeze at –80°C for RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC.
Day 26–30; Day 34–38. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze at –80°C for assay of HIV RT. Replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM.
Day 41 or 42. Terminate the culture and assay the collected culture supernatants
for reverse transcriptase activity (see Note 7).

3.2.3. Semen Cell Virus
Day 1. Washed NSC, 1 × 106 in 0.5 mL, are added to 0.5-mL cultures of 1 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC, resulting in a final cell culture of 2 × 106 cells in 1 mL of
GM fortified with 100–200 U/mL nystatin. The co-cultures are fed and/or replen-
ished with fresh PHA-stimulated PBMC every 3–4 d for up to 6 wk.
Day 4 or 5; Day 11–13; Day 18–21. Remove 0.5 mL of culture medium without
disturbing the cell layer; freeze at –80°C for HIV RT assay; replace with fresh
GM without the nystatin.
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Day 7–9; Day 14–17. Remove 0.5 mL of culture medium, freeze at –80°C for
HIV RT assay; replace with fresh GM containing 1 × 106 PHA-stimulated PBMC.
Assay the collected cell culture supernatants for RT following 3 wk of culture; if
positive, prepare stocks of supernatant virus and infected cells. If not positive,
continue culture for an additional 3 wk before declaring the culture negative for
virus.
Day 21–25; Day 29–33. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze for HIV RT, replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC on d 17 or 18. Carefully remove 0.5 mL culture medium,
freeze at –80°C for RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC.
Day 25–29; Day 33–37. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze at –80°C for assay of HIV RT. Replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM.
Day 41 or 42. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the cells, freeze
at –80°C for RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM.
Day 43 or 44. Terminate the culture and assay the collected culture supernatants
for RT activity (see Note 8).

3.3. Infectious HIV in Cervicovaginal Lavage Fluids

Women should not be menstruating and need to refrain from douching and
unprotected sex (assumed, but reminded) for 48 h prior to collection of
cervicovaginal lavage (CVL) fluids.

Women recline on an exam table with feet in stirrups and undergo a routine
gynecologic exam. A speculum is inserted into the vagina and the vagina and
cervix are inspected for signs of menstruation, inflammation, and other irregu-
larities, all of which are noted. If the speculum occupies more than one third of
the depth of the vaginal vault, it is withdrawn slightly.

A 14–18-gage angiocath (without the stylet) is fitted to a 10-mL sterile plas-
tic syringe filled with sterile PBS. The PBS is directed in a gentle stream all
around the vaginal vault, including the cervix and the cervical os. The buffer
will pool in the posterior fornix; it is reaspirated into the syringe and the pro-
cess repeated twice more. The volume of the final CVL is measured. Amounts
above 10 mL are assumed to be vaginal fluids; if less than 10 mL is recovered,
it is assumed that there are negligible starting fluids in the vagina.

3.3.1. Fractionation of CVL Fluids

Fluids are fractionated within 1 h of collection.

1. First, a 0.5-mL aliquot of the CVL is added to semen fixative to immunostain for
leukocytes. Penicillin (100 U/mL), streptomycin (100 µg/mL), and nystatin (100
U/mL) are added to the CVL.

2. The CVL is separated into supernatant fluid and cell pellet by centrifugation at
500g for 10 min. The supernatant is withdrawn to within 1 cm of the pellet, ster-
ile-filtered through 0.8-µm filters, and
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3. The cell pellet is washed by suspension in 5 vol of fresh PBS with antibiotics
followed by centrifugation twice more. The final pellet is resuspended in 2 mL of
GM, 20 µL of which is diluted with trypan blue and counted as for PBMC (see
Subheading 3.1.2.); the percentage of dead cells is noted. Those cells not used
for cell culture may be cryopreserved, as described for PBMC (see Subheading
3.1.2.).

3.3.2. CVL Fluid Virus

Day 1. Sterile-filtered CVL fluid is added to PHA-stimulated PBMC in GM at
concentrations of 10% and 20% in triplicate wells of a 24-well plate. Thus, 0.9
mL of CVL fluids (Subheading 3.3.1.) is spread among 6 wells each containing
1.0 mL GM with 2 × 106 PBMC supplemented with 50 µg/mL nystatin.
Day 3 or 4; Day 10–12; Day 17–20. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without
disturbing the cells; freeze at –80°C for assay of HIV RT. Replace with 0.5 mL
fresh GM.
Day 7–8; Day 14–17. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze for HIV RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 ×
106 PHA-stimulated PBMC. Assay the collected cell culture supernatants for RT
following 3 wk of culture; if positive, prepare stocks of supernatant virus and
infected cells. If not positive, continue culture for an additional 3 wk before de-
claring the culture negative for virus.
Day 22–26; Day 30–34. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells, freeze for HIV RT; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC on d 17 or 18. Carefully remove 0.5 mL culture medium,
freeze at –80°C for RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM containing 0.5 × 106

PHA-stimulated PBMC.
Day 26–30; Day 34–38. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the
cells; freeze at –80°C for assay of HIV RT. Replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM on d
41 or 42. Remove 0.5 mL culture medium without disturbing the cells, freeze at
–80°C for RT assay; replace with 0.5 mL fresh GM.
Day 41 or 42. Terminate the culture and assay the collected culture supernatants
for RT activity.

3.4. HIV Reverse Transcriptase Assay

The synthetic template-primer, PolyA·oligodT12–18, directs the incorpora-
tion of 3H-thymidine by HIV RT. Using high specific activity tritiated thymi-
dine triphosphate, and overnight incubation, assay conditions (12–15) can be
adjusted to detect on the order of 104 virus particles.

1. Culture supernatant, 1.1 mL, is centrifuged at 800g for 10 min to remove cellular
debris. Taking care not to disturb the pellet, 1.0 mL of the supernatant is trans-
ferred to fresh microfuge tubes, and 0.5 mL of PEG solution is added. Tubes are
capped and stored at 4°C overnight (see Note 9).
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2. PEG-precipitated virus is pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000g in a
microcentrifuge for 10 min. Taking care to not disturb the pellet, the supernatant
is carefully decanted off and the rim of the tube blotted on a Kimwipe. Add 50 µL
lysis buffer. Keep cold for 20 to 30 min.

3. Prepare assay mix with a final concentration of: 1.1X assay buffer, 30 µg/mL
PolyA·oligodT12–18, 0.2 to 0.5 nmol 3HTTP, and 6 mM MgCl2. Add the MgCl2

just before use
4. Transfer 10 µL of the virus lysate (agitate the pellet by pulling up and down in

the pipet three to five times before transferring the 10 µL) into one well of a 96-
well, round-bottom, sterile plate. Add 50 µL of assay mix to each well with the
repeating Hamilton syringe, taking care to not touch the virus lysate in the bot-
tom of each well.

5. Seal the plate and incubate at 37°C for at least 2 h, or overnight.
6. Prepare filters to collect reaction products: saturate the Whatman glass fiber fil-

ters with PPE and dry thoroughly. Cut trapezoids approx 2 cm long, 1.5 cm at the
wide end, and 0.5–0.7 cm at the narrow end. Treated filters may be stored at
room temperature for at least 1 yr. Number filters with India ink.

7. Carefully remove the plate sealer. Place each numbered assay filter upright, nar-
row end down, in the corresponding well of the 96-well plate, taking care to
advance the filter to the bottom of the well, and allow the assay solution to wick
into the filter (12,13). When the wells appear dry, transfer the filters to a beaker
with cold TCAPE in an ice bucket. Use approximately 5 mL of TCAPE/filter.
After 15 min, carefully decant the TCAPE into the radioactive waste. Replace
with fresh, cold TCAPE; repeat once more.

8. Cover the bottom of a Buchner funnel with two layers of filter paper (e.g.,
Whatman no. 1); dampen with cold 0.1 M HCl. Attach to gentle vacuum, or water
aspirater, according to radioactive disposal practices. Arrange the filter papers
around the Buchner funnel so none are overlapping. Overlay with one more filter
paper. Rinse the filters twice with cold 0.1 M HCl plus phosphate by filling the
Buchner funnel and allowing it to drain to dryness. Repeat with two washes of
cold 0.1 M HCl, followed by acetone if desired. There is almost no residual ra-
dioactivity at the Buchner funnel wash step; the washes are designed to reduce
background.

9. Oven dry the filters to dryness (approx 15 min in a 65°C oven). Place them in
numbered order into scintillation vials, add fluor appropriate for tritium, and
count in a scintillation counter.

10. Background radioactivity for assays with only lysis buffer (varies from 200 to
600 counts per minute) is subtracted from samples (see Note 10).

3.5. Preparation of Virus Stocks

Cultures that yield two successive rising titers of virus are deemed produc-
tively infected and suitable for deriving a virus stock. Because each round of
infection produces virus with new mutations, virus stocks derived as early in
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the culture process as possible will be the most representative of the virus
quasispecies in the patient.

Nascent virus may stay associated with the plasma membrane of the host
cell for several hours, or even days. For this reason, cells need to be shaken to
release the virus into the culture supernatant.

At d 3 or 4 of culture after replacement of fresh medium (longer culture
times are associated with an increasing percentage of noninfectious virus in the
culture medium), the entire culture, including cells stuck to the bottom of the
plate, is removed to a sterile 15-mL conical tube, and shaken by rotating end to
end and in a circle. Mild frothing may occur.

Following approx 10 min of agitation, the cells are pelleted at 1000g for 15
min and the supernatant removed. An aliquot is saved for RT measurement;
the remainder is adjusted to 40 to 50% FCS, sterile-filtered through a 0.45-µm
filter, and stored in 0.5- to 1.0-mL aliquots. Infectivity is more stable if the
stocks are stored in liquid nitrogen, but infectious virus can usually be recov-
ered from stocks stored at –80°C for at least 1 yr.

4. Notes
1. Blood may be anticoagulated by other common anticoagulants, such as EDTA

and acid citrate dextrose (ACD). Blood-bank blood may also be used, but PBMC
isolated from blood more than 3 d old do not stimulate as well as fresh PBMC.

2. Several methods and devices for cryopreservation of cells are available. Con-
trolled-rate freezers, using either liquid nitrogen or alcohol, may result in more
reliable and reproducible numbers of live cells following thawing. Other, far less
expensive, devices, e.g., “Mr. Frosty,” are commercially available. If vials are to
be stored on canes in liquid nitrogen refrigerators, a device that provides for a –
1°C cooling rate that accommodates vials already loaded onto canes can be fash-
ioned from insulating materials such as Styrofoam. The probe of an electronic
thermometer inserted into a cryovial with freezing medium only can be used to
check, and adjust, the freezing rate.

3. Distinguishing mononuclear cells from immature sperm cells in semen is more
difficult than distinguishing granulocytes and other peroxidase-positive leuko-
cytes. A common test to distinguish leukocytes from immature sperm cells is the
Endtz test, which employs a solution of benzidine that undergoes a color-reac-
tion in the presence of peroxidase. The advantage of a colorimetric test for leuko-
cytes is that it provides a quick identification of some of the nonsperm cells in
semen specimens. The Endtz test has a number of drawbacks, including the tox-
icity of benzidine, and the subtle color change from pink to pink-brown in the
presence of peroxide. The Endtz test can be replaced by the AEC (aminoethyl
carbazole, a diazo dye) staining kit available from Zymed. It forms a red-brown
precipitate when present in an assay containing peroxide and peroxidase. Dilut-
ing an equal volume of semen into a 2X concentration of AEC (according to kit
instructions) will result in a readily detectable red-brown precipitate in peroxi-
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dase-positive leukocytes within 2 to 5 min. Although the AEC stain is a more
sensitive and safer test than the Endtz test, it does not distinguish monocytes
from immature sperm, which requires detection of common leukocyte antigen,
CD45. A mixture of mouse monoclonal antibodies against human CD45 that is
commonly used to detect lymphocytic infiltrates in aldehyde-fixed pathology
sections is LCA (Dako), which is more specific for lymphocytes than granulo-
cytes in fixed semen specimens (11). A different mouse monoclonal antibody,
Hle-1 (Becton Dickinson), is used for flow-cytometry detection of leukocytes,
and stains all leukocytes in both fixed blood and fixed semen specimens (11).
Using both immunostaining methods will distinguish lymphocytes/monocytes
from peroxidase-positive leukocytes and immature germ cells in semen.

4. Eliminating fetal calf serum from the culture medium has been reported to elimi-
nate the toxicity of seminal plasma to PBMC, but in agreement with other stud-
ies, we have found that it only delays the toxicity (16), and in the case of some
specimens, there is no benefit to eliminating the serum.

5. Seminal plasma at concentrations up to 10% v/v of culture medium is not toxic to
H9 cells (17). This provides an opportunity to more easily recover HIV species
from seminal plasma that is infectious to T lymphocytes.

6. Some investigators have reported that depleting the CD8 cells from the PBMC
populations recovered from donor blood markedly decreases the cytotoxic ef-
fects of seminal plasma (18). In our experience this step is somewhat useful in
some cases, but not in all.

7. Detection of HIV p24 protein was commonly used to assay culture fluids for HIV
release. Several kits were developed by Abbott Laboratories, but all have now
been discontinued. Kits are still available from PerkinElmer.

8. RT-polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assays for HIV RNA are more sensitive
than reverse transcriptase assays, but far more expensive. If the RT step is al-
lowed to proceed overnight, bracket-nested PCR of the resulting cDNAs can de-
tect 10–100 RNA copies with ethidium bromide gel staining.

9. An alternate method of concentrating virus from cell supernatants is centrifuga-
tion at 100,000g for 90 min. This provides more reproducible results and a cleaner
virus pellet, but is less practical for screening large numbers of samples.

10. The 96-well plate, batch filter washing method described here minimizes liquid
radioactive waste and the time involved in washing assay filters; but it can be
replaced by more conventional arrays of individual assay tubes and individual
filters on a vacuum manifold.
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Isolation and Quantification of HIV From Lymph Nodes

Catherine Tamalet

Summary
This chapter describes a standardized microculture technique adapted from a periph-

eral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) microculture assay to isolate and quantify HIV
from lymph nodes. This quantitative lymph node microculture estimates the number of
infectious cells per million lymph node mononuclear cells. The assay, as described be-
low, is performed in two 24-well tissue culture plates using six fivefold dilutions. Each
sample of patient cells is cocultivated with phytohemagglutinin-stimulated normal do-
nor PBMC for 21 d. The supernatant from each well is assayed for HIV p24 antigen
production by the standard HIV p24 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). HIV-
1 infectious titers are expressed as tissue culture infective dose (TCID50/106 cells) ac-
cording to Reed and Muench.

Key Words: HIV isolation; viral burden; infectious HIV titer; lymph node mono-
nuclear cells; lymph node cell co-culture; quantitative microculture.

1. Introduction
The major role of lymphoid tissue as tissue reservoir during the entire course

of HIV-1 infection has been recognized since the onset of the HIV epidemic
(1–3). Higher virus titers are usually found in the lymph nodes than in the
peripheral blood. Therefore the detection of infectious viruses from the lymph
nodes can provide useful information for evaluating the efficiency of new
antiretroviral drugs aimed at suppressing viral replication. The feasibility of a
lymph node cell culture method has been established (4–6): it is derived from
the semiquantitative blood lymphocyte co-culture procedure (7) that is a more
successful method for HIV-1 isolation than the primary culture. The lymph
node mononuclear cells (LNMC) are isolated from lymph nodes using a Ficoll-
Hypaque gradient (see Note 1). The semiquantitative assay includes co-culture
and identification of the 50% endpoint dilution on the basis of HIV-1 p24 anti-
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gen production. Of course, the absence of palpable lymph nodes is a limiting
factor. Moreover, the indication of the lymph node cell co-culture should be
extremely restricted because lymph node sampling requires an invasive proce-
dure (see Note 2).

2. Materials
1. RPMI-1640 medium with 5% L-glutamine (GibcoBRL, Scotland) at 4°C.
2. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) (GibcoBRL, Grand Island, NY) at –20°C; should be

heat-inactivated before use.
3. Interleukin (IL)-2 human (h IL-2) 200 U/mL (Bohringer Mannheim Gmbh,

Mannheim Germany) at –20°C.
4. Penicillin-streptomycin (10,000 IU/mL–10.000 µg/mL) (GibcoBRL, Grand Is-

land, NY) at –20°C.
5. Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (M form) lyophilized (GibcoBRL, Grand Island, NY)

at 4°C.
6. Complete (growth) RPMI 1640 medium: RPMI-1640 with L-glutamine supple-

mented with 20% FBS, 20 IU/mL IL-2, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL
streptomycin.

7. Stimulation RPMI-1640 medium: complete RPMI-1640 containing 2 µg/mL PHA.
8. Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) without Ca2+ and Mg2+.
9. Ficoll-Hypaque: Ficoll-Paque solution or other commercially available lympho-

cytic separation medium (LSM).
10. HIV-1 p24 antigen enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kits

(Innogenetics, N.V., Ghent, Belgium).

3. Methods
The methods described below outline the different steps of the lymph node

cells co-culture. These include (1) preparation of donor peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC); (2) preparation of patient lymph node cells; (3)
semiquantitative HIV-1 co-culture assay; and (4) determination of the infec-
tious titer.

3.1. Donor Cells

Donor-cell processing is described in Subheadings 3.1.1. and 3.1.2., in-
cluding sampling and preparation of lymphocytes from a seronegative donor,
then stimulation of these cells before carrying out the co-culture.

3.1.1. Preparation of Donor Cells
1. Collect 80 mL of blood from a seronegative healthy donor and place in heparin,

ACD, or CPD anticoagulated vacutainers.
2. Dilute each blood tube (1:1) with RPMI within 6 h of blood collection.
3. Carefully layer two volumes of diluted blood over one volume of LSM or Ficoll-

Hypaque into a 50-mL centrifuge tube. Do not mix the sample with the LSM.
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4. Centrifuge at 400g for 30–40 min at room temperature.
5. Draw off the upper layer of plasma using a Pasteur pipet.
6. Collect the band of lymphocytes at the plasma/LSM interface with a fresh Pas-

teur pipet.
7. Transfer the cells from each gradient to centrifuge tubes and wash in 15 mL of

RPMI at 250g for 10 min.
8. Pool the cells harvested from each tube and transfer them to a fresh 50-mL centri-

fuge tube. Wash twice in 45 mL of RPMI at 200g for 10 min. Prior to each wash,
resuspend the cells in a small volume (5 mL) before filling up with RPMI.

9. After washing, resuspend the pellet in a small volume of stimulation medium
containing PHA and count the cells with a hemocytometer.

10. Bring the cell suspension to a concentration of 1.0 × 106 cells/mL with stimula-
tion medium and divide the volume obtained among several tissue culture flasks.

3.1.2. Stimulation of Donor Cells

1. Incubate the flasks at 37°C in a humidifed 5% CO2 incubator for 2 or 3 d.
2. Prior to addition to co-culture, sediment PHA-stimulated donor cells at 400g for

10 min at room temperature and enumerate them after resuspending in a small
volume of growth medium.

3. Add growth medium to obtain a donor-cell suspension at a concentration of 2 ×
106 cells/mL. Approximately 6 × 107 donor lymphocytes are required for this
semiquantitative co-culture assay.

3.2. Patient Lymph Node Cells

The lymph node is obtained from surgical excision (see Note 3) and is
minced inside the safety laboratory. The steps described below outline the pro-
cedure used for preparing the lymph node cell suspension (see Note 4).

1. Centrifuge the cell suspension at 400g for 30–40 min at room temperature.
2. Resuspend the pellet in 6 mL of RPMI.
3. Layer the lymphoid cell suspension over 1:2 vol of lymphocyte separation me-

dium into a centrifuge tube.
4. Centrifuge at 400g for 30–40 min at room temperature.
5. Draw off the upper layer using a Pasteur pipet.
6. Collect the whitish band of mononuclear cells using a fresh Pasteur pipet.
7. Transfer the cells to a centrifuge tube and wash three times in 15 mL of RPMI at

400g for 10 min.
8. Either co-cultivate the cells immediately or store the pellet in liquid nitrogen.
9. If co-cultivated, re-suspend the pellet in 3 mL of growth medium and count the

cells with a hemocytometer.
10. Bring the cell suspension to a concentration of 1.0 × 106 cells/mL with growth

medium. A minimal amount of 4.0 × 106 cells is required for semiquantitative co-
culture.
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3.3. Semiquantitative Co-Culture

The next steps in this process involve the preparation of co-culture plates,
the maintaining of co-culture and the reading of the plates.

3.3.1. Preparation of Co-Culture Plates

1. Using seven sterile tubes (Fig. 1), prepare fivefold dilutions from the cell suspen-
sion at a starting concentration of 1.0 ×106 lymph node cells/mL. Add 3.0 mL of
cell suspension at a concentration of 1.0 × 106 cells/mL to tube A.

2. Add 2.4 mL of growth medium to each of the tubes B–G.
3. Transfer 0.6 mL from tube A to tube B. Mix thoroughly. Change pipet and trans-

fer 0.6 mL from tube B to tube C. Continue making fivefold dilutions to obtain
concentrations from 1.0 × 106 cells to 6.4 × 101 cells/mL from tube A to tube G.

4. Using two 24-well tissue culture plates (Fig. 1), add 1.0 mL of the PHA-stimu-
lated donor cell suspension to the concentration of 2.0 × 106 cells in the four
wells of rows A–G and 1.5 mL in each well of row H (donor lymphocyte control).

5. Add 0.5 mL of lymph node cell suspension to the consecutive dilutions of 1.0 ×
106, 2.0 × 105, 40 × 104, 8.0 ×103, 3.2 × 102, and 6.4 × 101 cells/mL, each dilution
in quadruplicate (see Note 5), from wells of row A to wells of row G, respec-
tively. Change pipets at each dilution. The final volume in each well is 1.5 mL
(see Note 6).

Fig. 1. Quantitative microculture plate.
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3.3.2. Maintaining Cultures

1. Incubate the two plates at 37°C in a humidified 5% CO2 incubator. Keep the
plates covered to avoid evaporation and contamination.

2. Carefully remove 0.75 mL of the supernatant from each well and replenish with
0.75 mL of fresh growth medium twice a week. Change pipet tips for each well
(see Note 7).

3. Add 3.0 × 105 PHA-stimulated donor cells to each well on d 7 and 14.
4. Maintain the cultures as long as the number of antigen-positive wells is increas-

ing within 21 d.

3.3.3. Reading Plates

1. Three times per week, detect the cytopathic effects (ballooning cytoplasm, giant
cells, syncytia), which are generally preceded by p24 antigen production (see
Note 8).

2. Once a week, collect culture supernatant from each well and store at –70°C for
HIV-1 p24 antigen production assay. A well is considered positive if the result
exceeds the cutoff on two consecutive determinations.

3. Carry out the decontamination procedure adequate for working with HIV-1-in-
fected cells.

3.4. Measurement of Infectious Titer

The Reed and Muench method can be used to quantify the infectivity of the
lymph node cells suspension (8) (see Note 9). At the peak of HIV-1 p24 anti-
gen, the dilution at which 50% of the wells are found antigen-positive can be
assessed as shown in the following example:

LNC suspension

P24 Ag 50 5–1 5–2 5–3 5–4 5–5 5–6

1 + + + + + – –
2 + + + + – – –
3 + + + + – – –
4 + + + – – – –

None of these dilutions gives a 50% dose; this dose lies between dilutions
5–3 and 5–4. An interpolated value is calculated from the cumulative numbers
of wells that are antigen-positive or -negative. This interpolated value is given
in the following formula:

% wells antigen positive at dilution just abbove 50% – 50%

% wells antigen positive justt above 50% – % wells antigen-positive at ddilution just below 50%
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The cumulative values are calculated as shown in Table 1.
The TCID50 titer lying between 5–3 and 5–4 is 53.5/5.105 cells, i.e., 560

TCID50/1.106 cells. If converting the result in log 10, the titer is expressed as
102.75 TCID50/1.106 cells (see Note 10).

4. Notes
1. An alternative method has been reported in which it is not necessary to subject

the cells to a Ficoll-Hypaque gradient (9).
2. All patients must be informed of the aims of the study and the side effects of the

surgical procedure, and sign a written consent form approved by the institutional
ethics committee before biopsy. Few postoperative side effects have been ob-
served. The complication rate (local infections) is approx 3%.

3. An alternative noninvasive technique is lymph node aspiration (10) using a 21-
or 23-gage needle with a 10-mL syringe. However, this attractive procedure did
not make it possible to achieve a successful semiquantitative co-culture in all the
patients in whom it was attempted.

4. It is highly desirable that the patient presents a palpable lymph node with a mean
surface of approx 0.6–0.8 cm in diameter. The lymph node is surgically excised
under local anesthesia and in most cases is in the axillary or cervical region. The
lymph node is placed into a flask and covered by RPMI-1640 medium. It must be
carried out within 3 h. Bring the flask to a laminar flow hood of the laboratory in
a biological safety cabinet. The lymph node is potentially infectious and there-
fore must be handled with care. Transfer it to a 100-mm Petri dish. Using scalpel
and small scissors, finely mince the tissue. Add drops of RPMI during mincing to
keep it moist. Separate and discard all clotted blood and connective tissue. Bring
the volume of RPMI to 8 mL. Pipet several times to disperse cell clumps and
make a cell suspension that can easily pass through the opening of a 10-mL ster-
ile pipet.

Table 1
Cumulative Values

Wells Wells
positive negative

Dilution for p24 for p24 Total Total Infection
rate antigen antigen positive negative ratio %

5–2 4 0 8 0 8/8 100
5–3 3 1 4 1 4/5 80
5–4 1 3 1 4 1/5 20
5–5 0 4 0 8 0/8 0

In this example, the interpolated value is =

 80 – 50

80 – 20

 30

60
= = 0.5
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5. Using from five to eight replicates at each dilution is more accurate, but truly
consuming in lymph node cells.

6. Take care not to touch the edge of the well or the medium in order to avoid
contaminating the tip.

7. Each well must be considered as a culture dish in itself. It is mandatory to change
the pipet tips for each well whenever one removes the medium even for the same
wells of the same dilution step.

8. In the positive co-culture, p24 antigen production is detected first and precedes
the cytopathic effect.

9. The virus titer and estimation of 50% endpoints can also be calculated according
to the Spearman-Kärber formula.

10. The TCID50/mL titer may vary between different intra assays up to 0.7 log 10 on
an identical lymph node cell stock. In order to reach a significant difference be-
tween two samples, �1 log is required.
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Isolation of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 2
Biological Clones From Peripheral Blood Lymphocytes

Hetty Blaak

Summary
Infectious variants of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) can be isolated from

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) of infected individuals by propagating the
virus in co-cultures with healthy donor PBMC. Standardized culture protocols have been
designed specifically for the isolation of HIV type 1 (HIV-1) and proven effective for the
isolation of virus from virtually all HIV-1-infected individuals. For the isolation of HIV-
2, however, standard HIV-1 culture protocols have been only partially effective. While
suitable for the isolation of HIV-2 from PBMC of individuals in advanced stages of
disease, they appeared largely inadequate for the isolation of HIV-2 from
asymptomatically HIV-2-infected individuals.

This chapter describes a variant HIV isolation procedure with culture conditions
adapted to the isolation of HIV-2 from PBMC of “healthy” HIV-2-infected individuals,
i.e., individuals with high CD4+ T-cell numbers and no detectable viral RNA in plasma.
By using a limiting dilution format, several biological clones representing individual
HIV variants can be obtained from the PBMC of an infected individual. In addition, the
frequency of PBMC infected with HIV-2 variants capable of propagating in vitro can be
estimated.

Key Words: HIV-2; PBMC; virus isolation; co-culture; biological clone; virus stock;
infectious unit.

1. Introduction
Isolation of HIV from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) is

achieved by co-culturing (pro)virus-containing patient cells with healthy do-
nor PBMC, previously stimulated with phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (1,2). The
co-culture is carried out in the presence of interleukin (IL)-2 to stimulate both
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donor and patient cells, and HIV is released from the patient cells and propa-
gated in the healthy donor cells. Standardized HIV-1 isolation protocols take
into account the influence on virus propagation of several culture conditions,
e.g., the patient PBMC to negative PBMC ratio, the total cell concentration,
the cell density at the bottom surface of culture vessels and the age and fresh-
ness of the PHA-stimulated cells (1,3–7). CD8+ T-cells of HIV-infected indi-
viduals, especially of so-called long-term nonprogressors, produce virus-
inhibitory factors that may interfere with virus-production in vitro (e.g., CAF,

-chemokines, -defensins) (8–10). Removal of the CD8+ T-cells prior to co-
culture enhances the success rate of virus isolation in these cases (5,11,12).

To determine the frequency of patient PBMC carrying infectious virus (or
virus able to propagate in vitro), replicates of a number of dilutions of patient
cells are cultured in quantitative microculture assays (6,13–15). From the num-
ber of patient cells per well and the proportion of negative wells, the frequency
of cells carrying infectious virus can be estimated (16,17). Generally, this fre-
quency is indicated as infectious units per million PBMC, or IUPM. Besides
the possibility of quantifying the cellular infectious load, the microculture as-
say also enables the generation of so-called biological clones, virus variants
propagated from one single infected cell. Thus this technique offers the oppor-
tunity to study properties of different virus variants isolated from the PBMC of
one infected individual. Moreover, it enables isolation of HIV variants with
relatively low fitness, which might not be detected in cultures where they have
to compete with other, more fit variants.

Standard HIV-1-isolating techniques appeared not adequate for isolating
HIV-2 from PBMC of asymptomatically infected individuals with high CD4+

T-cell numbers (18–20). This may be related to the fact that these individuals
have very low, often undetectable, plasma viremia (20–22). The low plasma
viremia may reflect a low frequency of cells with replication-competent virus,
and/or an overall low replication capacity of HIV-2, and/or a more adequate
immune response, e.g., the presence of more efficient cytotoxic T lymphocytes
or a higher production of viral inhibitory factors. Based on these possibilities,
an enhanced variant of standard HIV-1 microculture procedures has been de-
signed to isolate HIV-2 from PBMC of individuals with undetectable plasma
RNA load (23). The enhanced culture conditions include (1) use of high num-
bers of patient cells, (2) use of freshly isolated patient cells, (3) use of freshly
isolated and freshly stimulated healthy donor cells, (4) depletion of CD8+ T-
cells from patient cells, and (5) depletion of CD8+ T-cells from healthy donor
cells. As it may be preferred to use the same protocol also for isolation of HIV-
2 from individuals in more advanced stages of disease, the chapter additionally
describes how to adapt the culture format to make the protocol suitable for
isolation of HIV-2 from individuals in all stages of disease.
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2. Materials

All used materials should be sterile.

1. Buffy coats from healthy blood donors. Use within 24 h.
2. Patient blood. Use without delay.
3. Ficoll-Paque PLUS (Amersham Biosciences).
4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
5. 0.13 M Trisodium citrate (TSC), adjust to pH 7.0 with 4 N HCl. Once opened,

store at 4°C.
6. Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM) (Biowhittaker).
7. Fetal calf serum (FCS) (Fetalclone; Hyclone). Heat-inactivate at 56°C for 30 min.
8. PHA (Murex). Reconstitute in IMDM (0.2 mg/mL) and store aliquots of 0.5 mL

at –20°C. Prevent multiple rounds of freezing and thawing.
9. Polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich). Reconstitute in IMDM (800 µg/mL) and store

aliquots of 0.5 mL at –20°C.
10. Recombinant interleukin-2 (rIL-2) (Proleukin; Chiron). Reconstitute in IMDM

(4000 U/mL; see Note 1) and store aliquots at –20°C. Prevent multiple rounds of
freezing and thawing.

11. Constituted media
a. Complete IMDM: IMDM, 10% FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 µg/mL strep-

tomycin. Can be stored up to 1 mo at 4°C.
b. PHA medium: complete IMDM, 1 µg/mL PHA. Can be stored up to 1 wk at 4°C.
c. Culture medium: complete IMDM, 20 U rIL-2, 4 µg/mL polybrene (see Note

2). Can be stored up to 1 wk at 4°C.
d. Freeze medium: IMDM, 20% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 30% FCS. Can be

stored up to 1 wk at 4°C.
12. “Mr. Frosty” (1°C freezing container; Nalgene).
13. Isopropanol.
14. CD8 magnetic beads + Dynal magnetic particle concentrator (Dynal MPC)

(Dynal Biotech).
15. HIV-2 detection assay (e.g., SIV core antigen enzyme-linked immunosorbent as-

say [ELISA] [Coulter Beckman]; Lenti-RT activity kit [Cavidi Tech AB]).

3. Methods

The isolation of HIV-2 biological clones from patient PBMC is a multistep
procedure altogether taking 7–9 wk. First, the size and the format of the assay
are determined (Subheading 3.1.). Two to three days prior to the start of co-
culture, target cells are isolated from HIV-negative healthy blood donors and
stimulated with PHA (Subheadings 3.2.–3.4.). When the target cells are prop-
erly activated, patient PBMC are prepared (Subheading 3.5.), both patient
PBMC and PHA-blasts depleted of CD8+ T-cells (Subheading 3.6), and the
co-culture is initiated (Subheadings 3.7 and 3.8.). The co-culture is maintained
for 5 wk, during which cultures are refreshed every seventh day and virus pro-
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Table 1
Summary of Day-to-Day Actions in Co-Culture Procedure

Day Action Subheading(s)

–2 or –3 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
0 Initiatiate virus isolation co-culture 3.5.–3.8.
3 or 4 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
7 Refresh virus isolation co-culture 3.6., 3.9.
11 or 12 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
14 Refresh virus isolation co-culture 3.6., 3.9.
18 or 19 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
21 Refresh virus isolation co-culture 3.6., 3.9.

Start growth of virus stocks from wells 3.6., 3.11.
positive at d 7/14

25 or 26 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
28 Refresh virus isolation co-culture 3.6., 3.9.

Refresh virus stock cultures from wells 3.6., 3.11.
positive at d 7/14

Start growth of virus stocks from wells 3.6., 3.11.
positive at d 21

33 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
35 Terminate virus isolation co-culture 3.9.

Freeze virus stocks from wells positive 3.11.
at d 7/14

Refresh virus stock cultures from wells 3.6., 3.11.
positive at d 21

36 Start growth of virus stocks from wells  3.6., 3.11.
positive at d 28/35

40 or 41 Prepare PHA-blasts 3.2. (3.3.3.–4.), 3.4.
43 Freeze virus stocks from wells positive 3.11.

at d 21
Refresh virus stock cultures from wells 3.6., 3.11.

positive at d 28/35
50 Freeze virus stocks from wells positive 3.11.

at d 28/35

In addition, monitor virus production in wells every week starting on d 7. PHA, phytohemag-
glutinin.

duction is monitored (Subheading 3.9.). The frequency of patient cells carry-
ing infectious virus can be estimated based on the proportion of negative wells
(Subheading 3.10.). A selection of positive wells is further propagated to grow
virus stocks (Subheading 3.11.). A schematic summary of the day-to-day ac-
tions involved in the complete isolation and propagation procedure as shown
in Table 1.
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3.1. Choosing Format of Assay
To obtain biological HIV-2 clones and to estimate the frequency of PBMC

containing infectious virus, several dilutions of patient cells are cultured in
multiple replicates. The total number of patient cells cultured should at least be
high enough to contain one infectious unit (resulting in one biological clone),
but preferably more, e.g., 5–10. At the same time, in at least some of the tested
dilutions, the proportion of negative wells should be high enough to maximize
the probability that viruses in positive wells are indeed clones. To increase the
chance of success at the first isolation attempt, prior knowledge of infectious
virus load is useful. As a guideline for the infectious PBMC load, viral RNA
load in plasma can be used (see Table 2) (see Note 3). Using plasma RNA as a
guideline, testing four to six PBMC twofold dilutions is generally sufficient.
The less that is known about the patient’s disease status, however, the higher
the number of dilutions needed. A minimum of 24 replicates per cell dilution is
sufficient to reliably estimate the frequency of infected cells (16), but because
only one or two dilutions will result in “highly probable” biological virus
clones, 32 or 48 replicates are preferable.

3.2. Target Cells: Isolation of PBMC of Healthy Donors From Buffy Coats
Two to three days prior to start of co-culture, PBMC from healthy donors

are isolated from buffy coats and freshly stimulated with PHA (Subheading
3.4.). If necessary, however, PBMC can be frozen and stored for later use (Sub-
heading 3.3.) (see Note 4). PBMC from two different healthy donors are
needed for each co-culture, which are kept separate throughout the procedure
(see Note 5).

3.2.1. Preparations
1. Prepare a solution containing 10% of 0.13 M TSC in PBS (PBS/10% TSC).
2. Prepare complete IMDM.
3. Prewarm solutions (PBS/10% TSC, complete IMDM, Ficoll) to room temperature.

Table 2
Guidelines to Determine Culture Format Based on Plasma RNA Load

RNA load “Expected” IUPM Total patient cells Microculture plates
(copies/mL)  rangea  needed for culture

<500 0.01–1 50–100 × 106 24-well
500–1000 0.1–5 10–50 × 106 24-well/96-well
1000–10,000 1–50 2–10 × 106 96-well
10,000–100,000 10–500 0.5–2 × 106 96-well
>100,000 100–>1000 0.1–0.5 × 106 96-well

aThe values are estimates based on the author’s experience; deviations may occur. IUPM,
infectious units per million.
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4. For each buffy coat fill six 50-mL tubes with 12.5 mL Ficoll.
5. Pour 50 mL PBS/10% TSC into a sterile 75-cm2 culture flask.

3.2.2. Isolation of PBMC

1. Transfer each buffy coat (50 mL) from the bag to a flask containing PBS/10%
TSC.

2. Mix blood and PBS/10% TSC.
3. Adjust the volume to 150 mL with PBS/10% TSC.
4. Carefully layer 25 mL of diluted blood on top of every 12.5-mL Ficoll-Paque

layer.
5. Spin 20 min at 700g with the brake off.
6. Collect layers of white blood cells in fresh 50-mL tubes. Pool two layers per tube

but keep blood donors separate.
7. Adjust volume to 50 mL with PBS/10% TSC.
8. Spin 10 min at 400g.
9. Carefully decant the supernatant (cell pellet is loose).

10. Resuspend the cells in 5 mL of PBS/10% TSC.
11. Adjust the volume to 50 mL with PBS/10% TSC.
12. Spin 10 min at 250g (see Note 6).
13. Carefully decant the supernatant.
14. Resuspend the cells in 3 mL complete IMDM.
15. Pool the contents of three tubes. Keep blood donors separate.
16. Count the cells.
17. If cells are directly used, proceed with Subheading 3.4.

3.3. Target Cells: Freezing and Thawing of Cells

3.3.1. Freezing—Preparations

1. Fill Mr. Frosty to the fill line with isopropanol.
2. Prechill Mr. Frosty at 4°C.
3. Prepare freeze medium. Keep on ice.

3.3.2. Freezing and Storage of PBMC

1. Adjust cell concentration to 20–100 × 106 cells/mL with complete IMDM.
2. Place the cells on ice for 30 min.
3. Add an equal volume of ice-cold freeze medium to the cells drop by drop while

gently mixing.
4. Aliquot the cells in freeze vials (10–50 × 106/mL).
5. Place the vials containing cells immediately in a Mr. Frosty and place at –70°C

(see Note 7).
6. After 1 to 3 d, transfer vials for long-term storage in liquid nitrogen or –135°C

freezer.
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3.3.3. Thawing—Preparations

It is important to be well prepared so that every action can be performed as
quickly as possible, thereby minimizing the time cells are warmed up in 10%
DMSO.

1. Prepare ice-cold complete IMDM.
2. Prepare one 50-mL tube for each (or maximally two) vial(s). Keep donors separate.

3.3.4. Thawing of Cryopreserved PBMC

1. Thaw vials containing PBMC in a 37°C water bath, until only a small ice clump
remains.

2. Transfer the contents of the vial to a 50-mL tube.
3. Add ice-cold complete IMDM, at first drop by drop with a gradually increasing

rate, and shake tube while adding the medium. Dilute cells in DMSO at least
10 times.

4. Spin cells 10 min at 400g.
5. Discard supernatant.
6. Resuspend cells in 1–5 mL complete IMDM.
7. If applicable, pool contents of tubes containing cells from the same donor.
8. Count the cells.
9. Proceed with Subheading 3.4.

3.4. Target Cells: PHA Stimulation of Healthy Donor PBMC

1. Prepare PHA medium and prewarm to room temperature.
2. Determine how many cells are to be stimulated (see Note 8).
3. If only a proportion of the donor PBMC is used, transfer the appropriate number

of cells to fresh tubes. Keep donors separate.
4. Spin cells 10 min at 400g.
5. Discard the supernatant.
6. Resuspend the cells in 2–5 mL PHA medium.
7. Adjust the cell concentration to 5 × 106/mL with PHA medium.
8. Transfer the cells of each donor to an appropriately sized culture flask at a cell

surface density of 2 to 2.5 × 106 cells/cm2.
9. Place flasks horizontally in incubator at 37°C/5% CO2 for 2 or 3 d.

10. Optional (only when fresh PBMC were used): Freeze and store surplus cells for
backup purposes.

3.5. Preparing Patient PBMC

On the day the co-culture is initiated, patient PBMC are prepared. Virus can
be isolated from freshly isolated or from cryopreserved PBMC (see Note 9).
The isolation of patient PBMC from blood (see Subheading 3.5.1.) follows
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basically the same procedure as for buffy coats from healthy donors with the
exception that the starting material is whole blood, generally collected in so-
dium heparin vacutainers. If cryopreserved patient PBMC are used, proceed
with Subheading 3.5.2.

3.5.1. Isolation of PBMC From Patient Blood
1. For each 10–12.5 mL of blood that has been collected, fill one 50-mL tube with

12.5 mL Ficoll.
2. Fill an appropriately sized tube or culture flask with PBS/10% TSC in a volume

half that of the collected blood.
3. Transfer the patient blood from vacutainer(s) to tube or culture flask containing

PBS/10% TSC. If applicable, pool vacutainers from one patient.
4. Rinse vacutainers with PBS/10% TSC and add to the blood suspension.
5. Adjust the volume so that the blood to PBS/10%TSC ratio is at least 1:1 and the

end volume is a multiple of 25.
6. Carefully layer 25 mL of blood suspension on top of 12.5 mL Ficoll in 50-mL tubes.
7. Spin 20 min at 700g, brake off.
8. Collect the PBMC layers in a fresh 50-mL tube. If applicable, pool two layers (of

the same patient) per tube.
9. Adjust the volume to 50 mL with PBS/10% TSC.

10. Spin 10 min at 400g.
11. Carefully discard the supernatant.
12. Resuspend the cells in 3 mL PBS/10% TSC.
13. Adjust volume to 50 mL with PBS/10% TSC.
14. Spin 15 min at 250g.
15. Carefully discard the supernatant.
16. Resuspend cells in 3 mL PBS.
17. Count the cells.
18. Proceed with Subheading 3.6.

3.5.2. Thawing of Cryopreserved Patient PBMC

1. Follow the procedures as described in Subheadings 3.3.3. and 3.3.4., steps 1–5.
2. Resuspend the cells in 3 mL PBS.
3. Count the cells.
4. Proceed with Subheading 3.6.

3.6. CD8 Depletion of Patient PBMC and PHA-Blasts

Prior to co-culture the CD8+ T-cells are removed from patient cells and
PHA-blasts to increase the chance of successful virus isolation (see Note 10).

3.6.1. Preparations

1. Prepare culture medium. Prewarm to 37°C.
2. Prepare a sterile, ice-cold PBS/2% FCS solution.
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3. Transfer to a 15-mL tube 75 µL sterile “Dynabeads CD8” (approx 10 ×106 beads)
for every 20 × 106 PBMC to be depleted (see Note 11).

4. Wash beads three times with PBS/2% FCS using a Dynal magnetic device (Dynal
MPC).

5. Resuspend the beads to the original volume in ice-cold PBS/2% FCS.

3.6.2. Harvest of PHA-Stimulated Healthy Donor Cells

1. Analyze the cell culture both macro- and microscopically (see Note 12).
2. Transfer cells to 50-mL tubes. Keep cells from different donors separated.
3. Spin 10 min at 250g.
4. Discard the supernatant.
5. Resuspend the cells in PBS.
6. Pool cells from the same donor in one tube.
7. Count the cells.
8. Determine how many PHA-blasts are to be depleted of CD8+ T-cells (see Note 8).
9. Take half the number of total required cells from one donor and transfer to a

fresh tube.
10. Take half the number of total required cells from the other donor and add to the tube.

3.6.3. Depletion of CD8+ Cells

1. Spin PHA-blasts and patient PBMC (from Subheading 3.5.) 10 min at 400g.
2. Discard supernatants.
3. Resuspend cells in ice-cold PBS/2% FCS and adjust cell concentration to 20 ×

106/mL (but minimal volume of 1 mL).
4. Add the washed beads to the cells.
5. Incubate at 4°C for 30 min while rotating (see Note 13).
6. Adjust volume to 5 to 10 mL with PBS/2% FCS.
7. Place the tube in the Dynal MPC for 1–2 min.
8. Transfer the supernatant to a new tube, being careful not to transfer any of the beads.
9. Spin the cells 10 min at 400g.

10. Resuspend the cells in culture medium.
11. Count the cells.
12. Proceed with Subheading 3.7. (for patients with undetectable RNA load) and/or

Subheading 3.8. (for patients with >1000 copies/mL).

3.7. Co-Culture: Isolation of HIV-2 From Individuals
With Undetectable Plasma RNA Load

When patients have undetectable plasma load, 50–100 × 106 CD8-depleted
cells are expected to yield several biological clones (see Table 2). The next
protocol is based on a situation where 50 × 106 are available. Tested are four
twofold dilutions, each in 24-plo, in 24-well plates. The protocol needs to be
adjusted based on the amount of cells truly available (see Note 14).
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3.7.1. PHA-Blasts

1. Adjust the CD8-depleted PHA-blast cell suspension to 2 × 106/mL with culture
medium. For this specific format the total amount of cells needed is 100 × 106.

2. Fill each well with 0.5 mL (i.e., 1 × 106 cells) PHA-blast suspension.
3. Wrap the plates in foil and place in 37°C/5% CO2 incubator until patient cells are

prepared.
4. Immediately proceed with Subheading 3.7.2.

3.7.2. Patient Cells

For each patient cell concentration, a cell suspension of 25 mL is prepared.

1. Fill 3 fresh 50-mL tubes with 25 mL of culture medium.
2. Adjust the CD8-depleted patient cell suspension to 50 mL with culture medium.

This tube contains the maximum cell concentration, in this case 1.0 ×106 cells/mL.
3. Transfer 25 mL of the cell suspension to the next tube containing 25 mL culture

medium.
4. Resuspend and transfer 25 mL to the next and so on to the fourth tube. The four

resulting concentrations are 1 million, 500,000, 250,000, and 125,000 cells/mL.
5. Take the culture plates containing PHA-blasts from the incubator.
6. Add 1 mL of patient cell dilution per well containing PHA-blasts. Fill up one 24-

well plate with each cell dilution.
7. Wrap the plates in foil and place them in a 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.
8. Optional: Use remaining cells (in this case approx 3 × 106) for fluorescence-

activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis to assess the results of the CD8-depletion
procedure.

3.8. Co-Culture: Isolation of HIV-2 From Individuals
With More Than 1000 Copies RNA/mL

The total amount of patient cells required depends on the viral load of the
patient (see Table 2). The next protocol is an example for individuals with
1000–10,000 RNA copies per mL of plasma, where 2 to 10 × 106 CD8-de-
pleted cells are sufficient. In this example, 3 × 106 CD8-depleted PBMC are
cultured in six twofold dilutions, 32 replicates per dilution (see Note 15). A 96-
well format is preferred when fewer than 10 × 106 patient cells are cultured.

3.8.1. PHA-Blasts

1. Adjust the CD8-depleted PHA-blast cell suspension to 1.5 × 106/mL culture me-
dium. For this specific format the total amount of cells needed is 30 × 106.

2. Fill each well of flat-bottom 96-well plates with 100 µL PHA-blast suspension.
3. Wrap the plates in foil and place in 37°C/5% CO2 incubator until patient cells are

prepared.
4. Immediately proceed with Subheading 3.8.
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3.8.2. Patient Cells

1. Fill five tubes with 3.5 mL of culture medium.
2. Adjust the CD8-depleted patient cells to 7 mL with culture medium. The maxi-

mum cell concentration is now 428,000 cells/mL.
3. Transfer 3.5 mL of the cell suspension to the next tube, containing 3.5 mL culture

medium.
4. Resuspend, and transfer 3.5 mL to the third tube, and so on until 6 cell concentra-

tions are prepared.
5. Take the two plates containing PHA-blasts from the incubator.
6. Add 100 µL of the patient cell suspensions to the wells, two cell concentrations

per plate.
7. The resulting cell concentrations are 42,800–21,400–10,700–5350–2675–1340

cells per well.
8. Wrap the plates in foil and place in 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.

3.9. Prolongation of Co-Cultures

Co-cultures are maintained for 5 wk and refreshed and tested for virus pro-
duction every seventh day, at which time points fresh CD8-depleted PHA-
blasts must be ready. The procedures for 24-well and 96-well cultures are
described separately for d 7 in Subheadings 3.9.2. and 3.9.3., respectively.

3.9.1. Preparations: Days 4/5, 11/12, 18/19, 25/26, and 33

1. Isolate PBMC from buffy coats from two donors, as described in Subheading 3.2.
2. Stimulate healthy donor PBMC with PHA, as described in Subheading 3.4.

3.9.2. 24-Well Cultures: Day 7

1. Prepare the PHA-blasts (deplete CD8+ T-cells) as described in Subheading 3.6.
2. Make a PHA-blast suspension of 1.5 × 106/mL of culture medium.
3. Add 1 mL PHA-blast suspension to each well of fresh 24-well plates.
4. Take the 7-d-old co-cultures from the incubator.
5. Remove 500 µL of the culture supernatants (try not to remove cells).
6. Transfer 100–150 µL to fresh 96-well plates and discard the remainder.
7. Store the supernatant at –20°C for virus detection assays (see Note 16).
8. Resuspend the cells and transfer 500 µL to the plates containing fresh PHA-blasts.
9. Wrap the plates in foil and place them in the 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.

10. Discard the old culture plates.
11. Test the cultures supernatants to identify the HIV-2-producing wells.

3.9.3. 96-Wells Cultures: Day 7

1. Prepare the PHA-blasts (deplete CD8+ T-cells) as described in Subheading 3.6.
2. Make a PHA-blast suspension of 1 × 106/mL culture medium.
3. Add 135 µL of PHA-blast suspension per well in fresh flat-bottom 96-well plates.
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4. Take the 7-d-old co-cultures from the incubator.
5. Remove 65 µL of culture supernatants and transfer to fresh 96-well plates.
6. Store supernatants at –20°C for virus detection assays (see Note 16).
7. Resuspend the cells and transfer 65 µL of cell suspension to the plates containing

PHA-blasts.
8. Wrap the plates in foil and place them in the 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.
9. Discard the “old” plates.

10. Test the culture supernatants to identify the HIV-2-producing wells.

3.9.4. Day 14
1. Repeat the procedure of Subheading 3.9.2., steps 1–10 (24-well cultures) or

Subheading 3.9.3., steps 1–9 (96-wells cultures).
2. Test supernatants for virus production to confirm earlier results and to identify

new positive wells.

3.9.5. Days 21 and 28
1. Repeat the procedure of Subheading 3.9.2., steps 1–9 (24-well cultures) or Sub-

heading 3.9.3., steps 1–8 (96-well cultures). Do not discard “old plates.”
2. Positive wells in the “old” plates are used to generate virus stocks (see Subhead-

ing 3.11.).
3. Test supernatants for virus production to confirm earlier results and to identify

new positive wells.

3.9.6. Day 35
1. Take the 35-d-old cultures from the incubator.
2. Transfer 100–150 µL (24-well cultures) or 65 µL culture (96-well cultures) su-

pernatants to 96-well plates.
3. Determine whether new wells are HIV-2-positive.
4. If so, transfer the well(s) to a larger vessel as described in Subheading 3.11. If

not, discard plates.

3.10. Calculation of Infectious Units Per Million (IUPM)

The number of virus-positive wells depends on the number of patient PBMC
added to the wells and the frequency of infectious units (i.e., cells carrying
virus capable of replicating in vitro). The probability for a well to acquire an
“infectious unit” is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Using a maxi-
mum likelihood method the frequency of infectious units in a patient PBMC
sample can be estimated from the proportion of wells that remain negative (see
Note 17).

3.11. Co-Culture: Propagation of Virus Stocks From Positive Wells

Starting from d 21, surplus cultures in the “old” plates are used to propagate
virus stocks (see Note 18). Selecting wells from cultures with the lowest pa-
tient cell concentrations maximizes the probability that wells contain “true”
biological clones (see Note 19).
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3.11.1. Transfer Positive Wells to Larger Culture Vessels

1. Add 3 × 106 fresh 2- or 3-d-old CD8-depleted PHA-blasts in 3 mL of culture
medium to T25 flasks, one flask for each HIV-2-positive well to be propagated.

2. Transfer the cell suspensions remaining in the “old” culture plates (500 µL for
24-well cultures and 65 µL for 96-well cultures) to the T25 flasks (see Note 20).

3. Place the flasks slanted in a 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.

3.11.2. Refreshment of Virus Stock Cultures (d 7)

1. Add 5 × 106 2- or 3-d-old CD8-depleted PHA blasts in 5 mL of culture medium
to the cultures in flasks.

2. Return flasks (this time upright) to a 37°C/5% CO2 incubator.

3.11.3. Storage of Virus Stocks (d 14)

Cultures now contain 7–8 mL of virus stock and can be stored.
1. Determine virus content in culture supernatants (see Note 21).
2. Transfer contents of culture flasks to a 15-mL tube.
3. Spin 10 min at 400g.
4. Aliquot the culture supernatant and store at –70°C.
5. Optional: Store viable co-cultured cells for backup purposes (as in Subheading

3.4.3.).
6. Optional: Store dry cell pellet for DNA isolation procedures.
7. Determine the infectious titer of the virus stocks.

4. Notes

1. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, one vial contains 18 × 106 IU (in-
ternational units) rIL-2 per mL after reconstitution in 1.2 mL; in other words, one
vial contains 21.6 × 106 IU. In our hands, this amount agrees with 1 × 106 “true”
units. It is advisable to test the amount of rIL-2 inducing half-maximal prolifera-
tion of PBMC in one’s own culture system.

2. The effect of polybrene has been described to be either positive or neutral (2,5).
Because there is no deleterious effect and polybrene might especially make a
difference for variants with relatively low replication capacity, polybrene is
added.

3. If RNA load is not known, CD4 numbers may serve as a crude indicator. Roughly,
when CD4 counts are above 500/µL, the infectious load is likely to be lower than
10 IU/106 CD4 cells, and when CD4 counts are below 200/µL, the infectious
load is often higher than 100 IU/106 CD4 cells.

4. Both fresh and frozen healthy donor PBMC can be used for HIV isolation, but
use of fresh cells has been described to increase HIV-1 isolation success rate and
virus yields, especially for PBMC from asymptomatically infected individuals
(3,4). The use of fresh cells is therefore recommended for isolation of HIV-2
from infected individuals with undetectable viremia, even though it is time-con-
suming. Frozen material may sometimes be preferred, however, because it cre-
ates the possibility of characterizing PBMC (e.g., CCR5 genotype, susceptibility
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to HIV infection) prior to use and the possibility of using the same (character-
ized) cells throughout the virus isolation procedure and/or in virus isolations to
be carried out at a later time.

5. To minimize the risk of failure of virus isolation owing to (relative) insuscepti-
bility of the target cells (for instance, because of a CCR5 32/ 32 genotype), al-
ways use PBMC from two individual healthy donors. Blood and isolated PBMC
from the different donors are kept separate until after the PHA stimulation proce-
dure. This way, a safety net is created in case (one of the) PBMC are found to be
unusable (e.g., because of failed stimulation or contamination with bacteria/fungi)
and alloactivation is prevented. Alloactivation should be kept at a minimum, as it
induces an upregulation of -chemokines and may have a net negative effect on
production of HIV variants sensitive to -chemokines (24,25). For the same rea-
son, target cell mixtures never contain PBMC from more than two donors.

6. Thrombocytes do not appear to interfere with virus production and, to minimize
the loss of lymphocytes, further washing is not recommended. If, however,
PBMC are to be stored, one or two additional washes (repeat steps 10–13) may
be considered to reduce clumping of PBMC after the process of thawing.

7. Alternatively, a controlled-rate freezing apparatus can be used or, less accurate
but adequate, vials can be wrapped in tissues, placed in a Styrofoam box, which
is then sealed with tape and placed at –70°C.

8. About 30% of the cells will be lost as a result of thawing and/or toxic effects of
PHA. A further 10–30% (the proportion of CD8+ T-cells in healthy donor PBMC)
is expected to be lost after depletion of CD8+ T-cells. To be on the safe side,
stimulate at least four times the total amount of cells needed for co-culture and
start the CD8-depletion procedure with two times the total amount of cells
needed. (If PBMC from two donors are used, take into account that both will
constitute only half of the total cells needed.)

9. In limiting diluting cultures, the minimum number of patient cells resulting in a
positive HIV-1 culture have been described to be 5–500 times lower for fresh
cells compared to cryopreserved cells (13), suggesting a reduction in infectious
PBMC load upon cryopreservation. When optional, use fresh PBMC for the iso-
lation of HIV-2 from individuals with undetectable viremia.

10. Depletion of CD8+ T-cells from patient PBMC has been shown to enhance isola-
tion success rate and virus yield for asymptomatically infected HIV-1 (2,5), and
may therefore be essential in the isolation of HIV-2 from aviremic individuals.
For isolation of HIV-2 from individuals with advanced-stage disease, depletion
of CD8+ T-cells might be omitted; however, for comparison of aviremic and
viremic individuals use of the same protocol is preferable.
CD8+ T-cells are removed from the PHA-blasts to reduce possible and variable
production of inhibitory factors and to increase the number of target cells without
increasing the cell concentration and cell surface density.

11. According to the manufacturer’s instructions, 75 µL of beads can efficiently de-
plete CD8+ T-cells from 10 × 106 PBMC assuming that maximally 25% of the
PBMC are CD8+. For the present purpose, complete elimination of CD8+ T-cells
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is not required and 75 µL beads per 20 × 106 PBMC is sufficient. This way, often
less than 1% CD8+ cells will remain, even though less complete depletion may be
achieved when blood donors have high percentages of CD8+ T-cells (and for
depletion of CD8+ T-cells from AIDS patients a higher bead:PBMC ratio may be
needed).

12. The medium should be yellowish orange and large clumps of cells visible by eye.
Microscopic inspection will show that the majority of cells are enlarged, repre-
senting stimulated T-cells (blasts). Make sure that there are no contaminating
fungi, bacteria, or yeast present in the culture.

13. When no rotating apparatus is available, gently mix tubes by hand every few
minutes.

14. When fewer cells than in the example are available, the same protocol is used,
resulting in lower cell concentrations being tested. It may be considered to in-
crease the number of target cells so that the total cell concentration remains 0.8–
1.3 × 106 cells/mL. Do not reduce the number of replicates per concentration, as
24 is already minimal. If more cells than in the example are available, increase
the number of replicates per cell concentration and/or the number of concentra-
tions, rather than the cell concentrations. Addition of too many patient cells per
well (in our experience, between 1 × 106 and 1.3 × 106) will not result in a propor-
tional increase in positive wells. Explanations for a relatively lower yield com-
pared to lower cell inputs may be crowding and/or or a less optimal target
cell:patient cell ratio. For patients with RNA load between 500 and 1000 copies
the same protocol can be used with fewer cells and lower tested cell concentra-
tions. Alternatively, a 96-well format (Subheading 3.8.) may be favored depend-
ing on the amount of cells available (e.g., 10 × 106 cells).

15. When fewer cells are available the same protocol can be used, resulting in lower
cell concentrations. Alternatively, fewer cell concentrations (e.g., 4 or 5) and/or
fewer replicates (minimally 24) per concentration can be tested. When more cells
are available, increase the number of replicates per concentration (e.g., 48) and/
or test higher cell concentrations (though not more than 100,000 cells/well).
When isolating virus from individuals with a higher load, the same protocol can
be used with fewer patient cells and lower cell concentrations per well. If RNA
load is not known, test more concentrations.

16. Suitable commercially available HIV-2-detecting kits are a p26 SIV core antigen
ELISA kit from Coulter Beckman and an RT-activity detection kit from Cavidi
Tech. Both assays are very sensitive but expensive and “in-house” alternatives
may be preferred. However, high sensitivity may be essential for the detection of
variants with impaired replication kinetics. To reduce costs, samples are first
tested in pools after which wells from positive pools are tested individually. At d
14–35, take care not to include wells already known to be positive into the pools.
Positivity is to be confirmed in the samples of the subsequent week.

17. At a given frequency of infectious units in PBMC ( ), a fixed number of patient
cells added to a well (x) will contain on average  infectious units (  = · x). The
probability for a well to acquire k infectious units depends on  and is described
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by the following formula: P(X = k) = e– . k/k! (Poisson distribution). The prob-
ability for a well to remain negative is therefore described by P(X = 0) = e– . For
example, a patient has an infectious load of 50 IUPM (  = 50/106). When 20,000
cells are added per well (x = 20,000), the average number of infectious units per
well, or , is 1. The probability of receiving no infectious unit is, in this situation,
e–1 or 0.37 for each well. In other words, the average proportion of negative wells
in cultures with = 1 (or  = 1/x) is 37%. Based on the proportions of negative
wells in the different tested patient PBMC dilutions (each with its own ), the
frequency of infectious units in PBMC ( ) can be estimated using the (jackknifed
version of the) maximum likelihood method (16). In this method, the frequency
of infectious units with the highest likelihood to result in the observed proportion
of negative wells is calculated and represents an estimate of the true frequency (17).

18. The majority of positive wells will be positive between d 7 and 14 of co-culture.
Starting growth of virus stocks as soon as possible will minimize the time in
culture and thereby the chance to acquire mutations.

19. Positive wells can be considered clonal when the probability of receiving two or
more infectious units is negligible. The chance that a positive well will not con-
tain more than 1 IU increases with decreasing . However, the number of posi-
tive wells will decrease with decreasing , which is not desirable from the virus
isolation point of view. As a compromise viruses are selected from cultures of
patient cell dilutions where at least 70% of the wells are negative. An average of
70% of wells is expected to be negative when  = 0.36 (  = –ln[0.7]). In that
same situation, the probability of 1 infectious unit per well = P(X = 1) = e–0.36 ×

0.361/1! = 0.25 (the probability of 2 IU per well = P(X = 2) = e–0.36 × 0.362/2! =
0.045) or, when 30/100 wells are positive, an average of 25/30 may be expected
to be clonal.

20. For slow growing viruses, the cell suspensions of 96-well cultures (65 µL) may
also be first transferred to 1 mL culture medium containing 1 × 106 PHA-blasts in
a 24-well well. Using this protocol, stocks are maintained for a minimum of 21 d:
at d 7 transfer cells to a 25-cm2 flask and add 2 × 106 PHA-blasts in 2 mL culture
medium, at d 14 add 5 × 106 cells in 5 mL, and at d 21 freeze and store supernatants.

21. When virus production in one or more stocks is relatively low, refresh one extra
time instead of freezing: remove 5 mL of cell suspension and add 5 × 106 fresh
CD8-depleted PHA-blasts in 5 mL culture medium. If larger stocks than 7–8 mL
are desired, propagate the culture by transferring to a 75-cm2 flask and add 12 ×
106/12 mL PHA blasts, and so on.
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Isolation and Confirmation of Human T-Cell Leukemia
Virus Type 2 From Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells

Michael D. Lairmore and Andy Montgomery

Summary
Human T-cell leukemia virus type 2 (HTLV-2) was first isolated from leukemia pa-

tients, but has been found to be endemic among asymptomatic groups worldwide, in-
cluding certain American Indian tribes (1). The virus infection is associated with a low
incidence of disease among infected subjects, but has been found in patients with neuro-
logic disorders and contributes to bacterial sepsis in AIDS patients (2,3). Polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and virus isolation techniques revealed that a high percentage of
HTLV seroreactivity among intravenous drug users and blood donors in the United States
is caused by HTLV-2 (4). Among serologic methods, enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assays (ELISA) using whole virus preparations or in combination with recombinant and
synthetic peptides are used as a primary screen for the infection. Antigen-capture sys-
tems have increased the sensitivity and accuracy in verification of HTLV-2 culture sys-
tems. The verification of HTLV-2 infection and detection of new strains of related viruses
has been enhanced by employing virus-isolation methods using primary lymphocytes.
Lymphocyte culture methods have also been used to test transformation properties of the
virus and create stably expressing cell lines. This chapter briefly summarizes the biology
of HTLV-2 infection and disease and details methods to isolate and verify the virus in
lymphocyte cultures.

Key Words: Human T-cell leukemia virus type 2; HTLV-2; human T-cell leukemia
virus type 1; HTLV-1; lymphoma; retrovirus; cell culture; antigen; replication; isola-
tion; detection.

1. Introduction
The first human retrovirus described, human T-cell leukemia virus type 1

(HTLV-1), is considered the cause of adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL)
and is associated with chronic inflammatory diseases such as HTLV-1 myel-
opathy/tropical spastic paraparesis (HAM/TSP) (5). Human T-cell leukemia
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virus type 2 (HTLV-2) was later isolated from a patient with hairy cell leuke-
mia (6) and has subsequently been determined to be endemic among persons
sharing many of the same risk factors as those with HTLV-1 infection (7–12).
The virus infection is also endemic among certain American Indian groups in
North and South America and among at-risk groups worldwide (3,7). Detailed
studies of the pathogenesis of HTLV-2 infection have not been reported, in
part, due to the low incidence of disease among infected subjects. However, the
infection is associated with neurologic disorders and contributes to bacterial
sepsis in AIDS patients. With the development of polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) techniques it was discovered that a high percentage of HTLV
seroreactivity among intravenous (IV) drug users and blood donors in the United
States is caused by HTLV-2 (14–16). However, gaps remain in the literature
regarding disease associations, transmission routes, and epidemiologic features
of HTLV-2 infections.

Serologic surveys to detect antibodies against HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 remain
a primary tool for virologists and epidemiologists interested in population-based
studies of HTLV infection. The most widely used system of antibody detection
is the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), using whole-virus prepa-
rations for antigen preparations or in combination with recombinant and syn-
thetic peptide-based immunoassay systems. The development of ELISA-based
antigen-capture systems to detect small quantities of HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 core
antigens has increased the sensitivity and accuracy of HTLV culture systems
and largely replaced measurement of reverse transcriptase activity to verify
cultures that express these highly cell-associated viruses. The use of PCR-based
methods has dramatically enhanced the ability to detect HTLV-2 proviral DNA
and has allowed significant improvements in virus detection compared to the
labor-intensive procedures of virus isolation. The verification of HTLV-2 in-
fection and detection of new strains of related viruses, however, has also been
through virus isolation (11,17,18). Long-term culture of lymphocytes has been
employed to test transformation properties and antigen expression of HTLV-2.
This is owing, in part, to the fact that leukocytes derived directly from infected
subjects are often negative when tested by conventional methods (e.g., immun-
ofluorescence). This chapter briefly summarizes the biology and clinical fea-
tures of HTLV-2 infection and disease. Virus isolation methods to detect
HTLV-2 infection, to isolate new stains of the virus, and for basic comparative
studies have expanded the knowledge base of this important human retrovirus.

The HTLV family shares structural features in common with all retroviruses,
including the viral genes for group-specific antigens (gag), reverse transcriptase
(pol), and envelope (env) proteins. However, HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 contain
unique pX region genes, which code for important regulatory (i.e., Tax and
Rex) and accessory proteins (e.g., p28 of pX ORF II of HTLV-2) at the 3' end of
the provirus (Table 1). HTLV-2 shares 60% amino acid identity with HTLV-1
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and shares genome structures and in vitro biological properties. As a result,
HTLV-2 remains an important comparative model for the study of the
deltraretroviruses. Examination of the genome sequence of the deltaretrovirus
family of retroviruses that includes HTLV-1, HTLV-2, simian T-lymphotropic
virus (STLV), and bovine leukemia virus (BLV) reveals conserved organiza-
tion of genes within the 3' end of these viruses. Like HTLV-1, proteins en-
coded in the pX region of HTLV-2 are likely to be essential for viral replication
during the natural infection (19).

Retroviruses initiate their replication by binding to specific host cellular re-
ceptors through complementary viral envelope components. Following pen-
etration of the host cell, single-stranded viral RNA with associated
nucleoproteins and reverse transcriptase is released to allow synthesis of a DNA
copy of the viral RNA. The resulting DNA copy (provirus) typically integrates
into the host genome and initiates synthesis of viral RNA synthesis including
copies of the genome. Repeated nucleotide sequences (terminal repeat seg-
ments) at either end of the viral genome, in concert with viral and host genes,
control viral replication. During productive phases of retrovirus replication,

Table 1
Human T-Lymphotropic Virus Type 2 (HTLV-2) Genomic Organization

Gene Function Protein product (kD)

Long terminal repeat (LTR) Regulation Noncoding
Group-specific antigen (gag) Core proteins p53 precursor

p19 matrix
p24 capsid
p15 nucleocapsid

Protease (pro) gag cleavage p14 proteasea

Polymerase (pol) Replication p62 transcriptasea

p32 integrasea

Envelope (env) Envelope p61-68 precursor
gp46 surface
gp21 transmembrane

pX ORF IV Regulation p37 Tax (transactivation)
pX ORF III RNA regulation p24, p26b Rex (regulator of splicing)

pX ORF II a p28c,d

pX ORF I a p10c

pX ORF V a p 11c

aDefined for HTLV-1, not defined for HTLV-2.
bRex phosphorylation determines size.
cPredicted protein product.
dMay regulate viral RNA through posttranscriptional mechanism (P. Green, personal communications).
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progeny viruses bud from host cell membranes (often obtaining host proteins
in the process) and are released to infect other cells. Transcriptional blocks of
virus replications, defective viral genomes, and highly regulated viral encoded
proteins regulate the degree of virus expression within the host cell.

This ability of this group of retroviruses to activate cellular genes allows
HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 to overcome cellular controls and cause inappropriate
expression of particular genes (e.g., host transcriptional factors), which con-
tribute to lymphocyte proliferation and eventual transformation of the cell (20).
These viruses are difficult to detect by conventional methods (e.g., in situ hy-
bridization, immunofluorescence) within infected tissues. The predominant cell
target of HTLV-1 appears to be the CD4+ lymphocyte, while CD8+ lympho-
cytes appear to be preferentially transformed by HTLV-2. The basis for the
differential cell tropism is not understood, but may be related to post entry
mechanisms (21).

HTLV-2, like HTLV-1 is highly cell associated and is transmitted from in-
fected mothers to their offspring, primarily via breast milk. Virus culture and
PCR studies of cord blood samples suggest that HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 are not
transmitted in utero. Injection of infected blood is a common means of trans-
mission of both viruses. In blood, the virus is associated with the cellular frac-
tions that account for virtually all transmission of the infection. Parenteral
exposure to the virus from needle sharing is a predominant mode of transmis-
sion of the virus among drug abusers (1,22–25). Procedures used for virus iso-
lation and subsequent confirmation of viral antigens of HTLV-2 need to take
into account the cell-associated nature of this group of viruses. Particular at-
tention is also required in cell target preparation and in methods to test for viral
antigen or nucleic acid in lymphocyte cultures.

2. Materials

1. Complete RPMI-1640 supplemented with 15% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1%
streptomycin/penicillin, and 1% glutamine (complete RPMI, cRPMI).

2. Human interleukin (hIL)-2 added at 10 U/mL as either purified or recombinant
IL-2.

3. Normal uninfected human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtained
and maintained in complete RPMI-1640 media.

4. PBMC used for co-culture; prestimulated for 4 d with hIL-2 (10 U/mL) and phy-
tohemagglutinin (PHA, 2 µg/mL) to activate for optimal infectivity prior to co-
culture with test subject cells.

5. Viral core antigen production to test cell culture supernatants by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Zeptomatrix, Buffalo, NY) .

6. Western blot lysis buffer: 1% deoxycholic acid, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS), 1% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 20 µg/mL leupeptin,
20 µg/mL aprotinin, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, 1 mM PMSF.
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7. HTLV-2 polyclonal antiserum.
8. Genomic DNA extracted from cell cultures obtained by commercial affinity column.
9. HTLV-2 specific oligonucleotide primers.

3. Methods
3.1. Isolation of HTLV-2

The detection of HTLV-2 by virus isolation is dependent on activation of T
lymphocytes and cell culture conditions that allow for the long-term growth of
lymphocytes. The virus is transmitted by cell-to-cell transfer, and successful
infection of cell cultures with cell-free virus preparations have generally been
unsuccessful. Because of these biologic factors, virus isolation procedures re-
quire that test subjects’ PBMC or tumor material be stimulated (e.g., by mito-
gens) and monitored for the presence of viral reverse transcriptase, antigens, or
nucleic acids. In addition, coculturing with appropriate uninfected target cells
(e.g., mitogen-stimulated PBMC) will enhance the ability of detection of
HTLV-2 from infected persons.

The development of sensitive and specific antigen capture assays has greatly
improved the ability to detect HTLV-2 from infected cell cultures. These as-
says detect soluble antigens (primarily major core antigens) in cell culture su-
pernatants using specific antibodies to capture antigen. The bound
antigen–antibody complex is detected colorimetrically. By comparison of the
optical density readings of test samples with standard preparations, the
quantitity of viral antigen within the culture can be estimated. Alternate proce-
dures to detect the presence of HTLV-2 in cell cultures include immunofluo-
rescence assay (IFA) and avidin–biotin complex methods that allow
visualization of viral antigens from the surface of infected cells (Table 2).

Infection of uninfected, but mitogen activated human PBMC is an effective
method to amplify the number of HTLV-2 infected cells.

1. This is performed by co-culture with test subjects PBMC or lymphocytes with
target unifected PBMC prestimulated for 4 d with hIL-2 (10 U/mL) and phytohe-
magglutinin (PHA, 2 µg/mL) (“activated”) in cRPMI at a 1:1 ratio (see Notes 1
and 2).

2. Co-culture is performed in 24-well plates or 25-cm2 flasks in complete RPMI.
Care must be taken not to cross-contaminate 24-well plates; separation of indi-
vidual subject cultures in separate plates is recommended.

3. Supernatants are then tested for viral core antigen by antigen capture assay at 3–
4 d intervals through 14 d of culture. Samples may be frozen in 1-mL aliquots
and tested in batches.

4. Typically, positive cultures are detected by antigen capture assay within 2–3 d,
but may not become positive until 7–14 d postculture. Cell clumping is common
in early cell cultures due to mitogen stimulation and cell outgrowth of trans-
formed cells (see Note 3).
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5. Cultures negative for viral antigen or by PCR after 2 wk are generally considered
negative and rarely produce positive results. Cells should be monitored for viable
cell counts by standard dye procedures and split when cell growth exceeds 1.5 ×
106 cells/mL. Cell splitting should result in cell concentrations of no less than 5 ×
105 cells/mL to maintain cell-to-cell contact in the culture.

3.2. Antigen Capture Assay to Confirm HTLV-2 Core Antigen in Cultures

Viral core antigen production is used to test cell culture supernatants by
ELISA (Zeptomatrix) according to the manufacturer’s protocol (see Notes 4
and 5).

1. Collect cell supernatant after centrifugation at 1200 rpm for 10 min to remove
cell debris. Samples (1 mL) may be tested directly or frozen at –20°C at tested
when multiple samples are to be tested to reduce costs.

2. Virus antigen production may be detected as early as 2–3 d in culture. Cultures
with low numbers of infected cells may take 7–14 d to rule out as negative.

3. Serial passage of the cells with supernatant samples are taken at each split (every
3–4 d) using fresh complete RPMI media.

3.3. Western Blot Assay for Confirmation
of HTLV-2 Proteins From Cell Cultures

Western blot analysis is an alternative to evaluate the expression of cell-
associated viral proteins and to confirm antigen capture or PCR results.

1. 5 × 106 HTLV-2-infected cells are lysed in standard Western blot buffer and 20
µg total protein separated by 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-
PAGE).

2. After transfer to nitrocellulose, viral proteins are detected by an anti-HTLV-1 or
-2 human antiserum using commercially available secondary antibodies and de-
tection systems.

Table 2
Methods to Detect Human T-Lymphotropic Virus Type 2 (HTLV-2)
Antigens in Cell Culture

Methods Comments

Immunofluorescence assay Simple to perform for detection of HTLV from
infected cells. Cost-effective, labile signal.

Avidin-biotin complex assay Easily performed for detection of HTLV from in
fected cells. Stable signal; allows slide record.

Antigen capture assay Excellent sensitivity for HTLV-2 core antigen in
cell culture supernatants. Will cross-react with
HTLV-1 core antigen. Microtiter plate to test mul-
tiple samples.
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3. HTLV-2 proteins are visualized with appropriate secondary antibodies conju-
gated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) using chemiluminescence. Control posi-
tive (e.g., Mo-T-cell line) and negative cell lysates (e.g., Jurkat T-cells) should
be included to rule out nonspecific bands.

3.4. Polymerase Chain Reaction for Detection
for HTLV-2 From Cell Cultures

HTLV-2 antigen expression is limited from freshly isolated subject cells as
a result of an active immune response and perhaps transcriptional silencing of
the provirus in vivo. As a result the direct detection of viral proteins from cells
or tissues is difficult. Therefore, methods used to detect viral nucleic acids
have been employed to detect the presence of HTLV from infected cells (Table 3).

Techniques to detect relatively large copy numbers of viral nucleic acid in-
clude both Southern blot assays and in situ hybridization. Each assay is depen-
dent on the sensitivity and specificity of the probe used to detect proviral DNA,
as well as the methods and tissues used in the preparations. In situ hybridiza-
tion uses radiolabeled probes that consist of portions of the viral genome (e.g.,
single-stranded DNA), which are applied to specifically treated slides of cells
or tissues. This technique has the major advantage of morphological identifica-
tion of infected cells; however, it is technically difficult and less sensitive than
gene amplification methods (e.g., PCR). Southern blot procedures are similar
to in situ hybridization in preparation of labeled probes; however, the detection
is based on identification of viral nucleic acids from blotted membranes. Re-
striction enzymes with unique cutting sites are used to allow predictions of the
integration of HTLV from lymphoma cells or cell cultures. The ability of
Southern blot to detect monoclonal integration of HTLV-I in tumor cells has
been employed diagnostically to predict the status of ATLL patients. Direct
Southern blot of HTLV, like in situ hybridization, is technically difficult and is
not sensitive to detect HTLV in low numbers of infected cells (e.g., seroposi-
tive but asymptomatic patients). Thus, PCR has become the method of choice
to confirm the presence of HTLV-2 nucleic acid from cell cultures.

The application of PCR for the detection of HTLV-2 has allowed more sen-
sitive and specific detection of the virus. The use of specific primers and probes
have allowed investigators to discriminate the nucleic acids of HTLV-1 from
closely related retroviruses like HTLV-2. The procedure has the major advan-
tage of amplification of the viral signal. However, because of the sensitivity of
the assay, strict adherence to control procedures is necessary to avoid cross-
contamination. The development of PCR procedures for HTLV-1 and HTLV-
2 has allowed investigations to determine the prevalence and potential disease
associations of HTLV-2 (1,8,26,27). In addition, PCR can be used to directly
diagnose individuals with HTLV-2 infection without the need for virus isolation.
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1. DNA for PCR can be prepared from cells simply by lysing in the presence of
detergents or by using more rigorous methods of phenol extraction.

2. Primer sequences for HTLV-2 are readily available (1,8,26,28,29) and can be
purchased as oligonucleotides from commercial sources. Amplified products are
detected after separation in agarose or acrylamide gels followed by transfer and
probing by hybridization with labeled probes. Specific detection of HTLV-2 can
be based on primer or probe design depending on preference of detection (see
Notes 6–8).

3. Appropriate controls should include both negative and positive cell controls, mo-
lecular weight standards, sensitivity controls (serially diluted positive controls),
and specificity controls (related but different viral cell lines) (see Note 6).

4. Controls and test samples should be prepared in a consistent manner to prevent
variability in the methods of cell preparation and to avoid contamination of test
samples.

4. Notes
1. Cultures derived from human PBMC must be handled with universal biosafety

precautions, i.e., assumed to carry blood-borne pathogens. In addition, long-term
cell cultures used to produce HTLV-2 antigen should also be tested for the pres-
ence of other human viruses including the herpes viruses, Epstein-Barr virus, and
the like, which may contaminate PBMC-derived cultures. Pretesting of blood

Table 3
Diagnostic Methods For Detection of Human T-Lymphotropic Virus (HTLV)
Nucleic Acids in Cell Cultures

Method Procedure Comment

Southern blot assay DNA from HTLV-2 cells Sensitivity determined by
used with labeled comple- probes and conditions of
mentary probes typically assay. Method to estimate
of long terminal repeats    copy number in cell lines

In situ hybridization HTLV-2 DNA or RNA in Excellent to determine cell
tissues, complementary type expressing virus.
probes Less sensitive directly

from patient for RNA in
situ owing to low level of
transcriptionally active
cells

Polymerase chain reaction DNA or RNA from Excellent sensitivity, useful
HTLV-2 cells to differentiate from

HTLV-1, contamination a
potential problem
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samples from donors is recommended to eliminate common blood-borne patho-
gens, but this does not preclude the use of universal precautions.

2. Cultures that become rapidly (within 24 h) acidic or basic should be considered
suspicious for the presence of bacterial, mycoplasma, or fungal contamination
and appropriately tested. Cultures should be observed daily to check for cell
growth and to monitor potential contamination.

3. Standard viable cell counts are useful to monitor the growth of HTLV-2 infected
cell cultures. Cell clumping may occur and is expected until mitogenic stimula-
tion and following transformation by HTLV-2. Cultures should be maintained
between 1 × 106 and 1.5 × 106 cells/mL for optimal cell-to-cell contact and
growth.

4. The viral antigen capture assay used to measure cell culture supernatants by
ELISA can be used to test for HTLV-1 antigen production, but will not differen-
tiate these viruses. Monitoring cultures for the presence of reverse transcriptase
is of limited value because of the low levels produced by this class of retrovirus.
In addition, the measurement of this retrovirus enzyme is not specific for HTLV-
2 and will also detect the presence of other retroviruses (e.g., HIV) and poten-
tially detect endogenous host polymerases.

5. Unlike the situation for HIV-infected persons, these HTLV-2 antigen capture
assays have not been useful to detect viral antigen directly from patients’ bodily
fluids (e.g., serum). This limitation of antigen detection directly from patients is
caused by several factors, including complexing of antigens with patients’ anti-
bodies, but is principally due to the low levels of HTLV-2 antigens because of
the cell-associated nature of the viral infection.

6. Laboratory space used for all procedures involving DNA extraction should be
separated physically from rooms used for amplification of the target DNA to
prevent contamination of primer pairs and probes.

7. Several important caveats must be kept in mind in the application of PCR to
detect HTLV-2 infection. The procedure detects the DNA of HTLV-2 and does
not provide information concerning the replication capacity or infectious nature
of the virus infection. Because of potential cross-contamination problems and
detection of endogenous retrovirus sequences, the criteria of a positive PCR test
should ideally include detection of HTLV-2 using primers from at least two sepa-
rate portions of the genome.

8. A variety of alternative PCR methods (e.g., real-time PCR) have been developed
to test for HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 from patient samples and cell cultures (27).
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Isolation of Foamy Viruses From Peripheral
Blood Lymphocytes

Joëlle Tobaly-Tapiero, Patricia Bittoun, and Ali Saïb

Summary
The isolation of a retrovirus from peripheral blood lymphocytes/monocytes can be a

difficult task, requiring the fulfillment of three essential parameters. First, this viral agent
must infect such cells in vivo. Second, these circulating cells should harbor wild-type
proviruses. Finally, the viral agent has to express, at least when these cells are cultured in
vitro, the structural proteins necessary for the production of viral particles. Foamy vi-
ruses (FVs), also known as spumaviruses, are complex retroviruses whose genomic or-
ganization has been known since the cloning of the prototypic primate foamy virus type
1. These retroviruses infect most cell lines in culture, but circulating lymphocytes seem
to represent their major reservoir in vivo. FV infection leads to the formation of multi-
nucleated giant cells, resulting from the fusion of adjacent infected cells, which present
multiple vacuoles giving the monolayer culture a foam aspect. These two features, com-
bined with electron microscopy studies, have helped investigators in their attempt to
isolate new FVs. These viruses were described and isolated from different animal spe-
cies, mostly in nonhuman primates. Here we present the successive steps leading to the
isolation of the equine foamy virus from peripheral blood lymphocytes of infected horses.

Key Words: Spumavirus; PBMC; cytopathic effect; syncytia;  phage; zoonosis.

1. Introduction
Foamy viruses (FVs), also called spumaviruses, were described for the first

time in the early 1950s in cell cultures derived from monkey kidneys (1). Us-
ing electron microscopy, they appear as spheres of 100–140 nm diameter,
coated with 10/15 nm protuberant spikes (Fig. 1B,C). Similar to type B/D
retroviruses, the viral capsid is preassembled in the cytoplasm of infected cells
before budding (2). Studies on the genomic organization of the prototypic PFV-
1 (primate foamy virus type 1, also called HFV for human foamy virus) isolate
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Fig. 1. (A) Cytopathic effects observed on co-cultures between horse peripheral blood mononuclear cells and human U373-MG
cells. Note the formation of syncytia (arrows) presenting numerous vacuoles. (B) and (C) Electron microscopy of ultrathin sections
from infected cells. The viral particle has the typical foamy virus appearance, enveloped particles surrounded by spikes and a clear
central core. Preassembled viral capsids are present in the cytoplasm of infected cells similar to type B/D retroviruses.
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revealed that FVs are complex retroviruses because in addition to the structural
and enzymatic gag, pol, and env genes, they harbor two additional open read-
ing frames (ORF1 and ORF2) at the 3' end of their genome. At the replication
level, FVs share several characteristics with pararetroviruses, exemplified by
the hepatitis B virus where there is a production of a specific mRNA for the
synthesis of Pol and a late-occurring reverse transcription (3).

In vitro, FV infection induces the formation of multinucleated giant cells,
which result from the fusion of adjacent infected cells, which present multiple
vacuoles giving the monolayer culture a foam aspect (Fig. 1A). These cyto-
pathic effects rapidly lead to cell lysis. Despite these dramatic phenotypic
changes in vitro, FVs seem to be harmless in naturally or experimentally in-
fected animals in which they induce a life-long persistent infection (4) with
circulating lymphocytes that represent their major reservoir (5). Interestingly,
these specific cytopathic effects (CPE), together with electron microscopy stud-
ies, have helped investigators in their attempt to isolate new FVs.

Foamy viruses are widely represented in nature, mostly among nonhuman
primates; although several accidental zoonotic infections have been reported,
FVs are not prevalent in humans (6). Nonprimate FVs have also been charac-
terized (7), namely the bovine foamy virus (BFV), the feline foamy virus
(FFV), and more recently the equine foamy virus (EFV) (8). We describe in
this chapter the main steps leading to the isolation and molecular cloning of
EFV from peripheral blood cells of infected horses.

2. Materials
1. FITC-coupled anti-horse immunoglobulin (Ig)G antibodies.
2. Tween-20.
3. Phosphate-buffered saline.
4. Mowiol 4-88 (Calbiochem).
5. Paraformaldehyde.
6. Methanol.
7. RPMI and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM), antibiotics, sodium

pyruvate, fetal calf serum (FCS).
8. Phytohemagglutinin P (PHA-P).
9. Heparin-coated tubes.

10. Ficoll-Hypaque preparation (Pharmacia).
11. Oligonucleotide adaptors (Biolabs).
12. Gigapack III Gold cloning kit (Stratagene).
13. T4 DNA ligase, T4 polynucleotide kinase, restriction enzymes.
14. Pancreatic RNase, proteinase K.
15. Glyoxal 30% (w/v) in H2O (Fluka).
16. Formamide.
17. 32PATP and 32PdCTP.
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18. Prime a Gene labeling kit (Promega).
19. Wizard Lambda Preps DNA Purification System (Promega).
20. Sephacryl S-300 DNA spun columns (Pharmacia).

3. Methods
3.1. Virus Isolation From Whole Blood Samples

3.1.1. Presence of Anti-PFV-1 Antibodies in Blood Plasma From Horses

Interestingly, the distribution of FVs among animal species mirrors that of
lentiviruses, except in the case of horses, for which no data were available (7).
Thus, the presence of a foamy virus was investigated in domestic horses. Be-
cause (1) natural or experimental infection with FVs leads to a strong antibody
response and (2) several structural domains are conserved among known FV
proteins, the presence of antibodies directed against FV antigens in the plasma
of horses was initially determined to assess the presence of a FV in this animal
species. Blood samples from 36 horses were collected and serum was sepa-
rated from whole blood cells by centrifugation at 425g for 15 min at 4°C. Sera
were tested for the presence of anti-FV antibodies by indirect immunofluores-
cence (IF) on PFV-1-infected adherent U373-MG cells, 3 d postinfection (see
Note 1). For this purpose:

1. Perform cell fixation with a 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution for 10 min at
4°C and cell permeabilization with methanol for 5 min at 4°C.

2. Following a rapid wash with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-Tween 0.1%, di-
lute horse sera at 1/100 in PBS-Tween 0.1% and incubate with infected cells for
1 h at 37°C.

3. After three washes with PBS-Tween 0.1%, incubate cells with anti-horse IgG,
coupled with fluorescein (Biosys), at 1/500 dilution in PBS-Tween 0.1%, for 30
min at 37°C.

4. After three washes with PBS-Tween 0.1%, mount slides with Mowiol.

By confocal microscopy (MRC-600, Bio-Rad), a strong fluorescent staining
was detected for 9 sera among 36 tested, whereas mock-infected cells were
strictly negative under these settings (Fig. 2).

3.1.2. Cell Culture and Virus Isolation

Blood samples from two positive horses were collected in heparin-coated
tubes. Peripheral blood cells were isolated by standard density gradient cen-
trifugation. For this purpose:

1. Dilute each blood sample in 3 vol of sterile PBS.
2. Delicately load 30 mL on 20 mL of Ficoll-Hypaque solution in a 50-mL Falcon tube.
3. After a centrifugation step at 840g at 20°C for 30 min, collect peripheral blood

mononuclear cells (PBMC) from the interphase, wash twice in sterile PBS by
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centrifugation (840g, 10 min) and harvest in RPMI medium containing 20% FCS,
antibiotics (100 µg/mL streptomycin and 100 U/mL penicillin) and the mitoge-
nic lectin PHA-P (3 mg/mL).

4. Two days later, wash the culture in sterile PBS and co-cultivate for 48 h with a
highly FV-permissive adherent cell line (either human U373-MG or hamster
BHK21 cells [see Note 2]), in a ratio of 1:1.

5. Remove the nonadherent cells, split the adherent culture twice a week at 1/20,
and observe daily for the appearance of cytopathic effects such as syncytia and
vacuolization, two features of FV infection.

These culture conditions lead to giant multinucleated cells with numerous
vacuoles, which will be observed in infected cell cultures only after 4 wk of
cultivation (Fig. 1A). These CPE will expand to the entire culture in 2 d, fol-
lowed by a drastic cell lysis. Meanwhile, cell-free supernatant can be collected,
filtered (0.45-µm pore diameter, Nalgene), and used to infect naïve permissive
cells for further analysis (see Note 3).

3.2. Detection of Virus

To directly visualize the presence of a foamy virus in these cultures, ul-
trathin sections obtained from cells presenting extensive CPE were analyzed
by electron microscopy (EM). For that purpose, co-cultures of horse PBMC
and human U373MG cells were fixed in situ with 1.6% glutaraldehyde (Taab
Laboratory Equipment Ltd, Reading, UK) in 0.1 M Sörensen phosphate buffer

Fig. 2. Reactivity of horse sera on PFV-1 antigens tested by indirect immunofluores-
cence assay on infected human U373MG cells.
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(pH 7.3–7.4) for 1 h at 4°C. Cells were scraped from the plastic substratum and
centrifuged at 840g for 15 min. The resulting pellet was postfixed with 2%
aqueous osmium tetroxide for 1 h at room temperature, dehydrated in ethanol,
and embedded in Epon. Ultrathin sections were collected on 200-mesh copper
grids coated with Formvar and carbon and stained with uranyl acetate and lead
citrate prior to being observed with a Philips 400 transmission electron micro-
scope (80 kV) at a magnification of ×28,000 to ×36,000 (9).

These sections reveal the presence of viral particles of about 100 nm in di-
ameter, coated with multiple spikes and harboring a clear central core, the ul-
trastructural features of known FVs (Fig. 1B,C). Moreover, assembled viral
capsids are present in the cytoplasm, reminiscent of other FVs and type B/D
retroviruses. Interestingly, budding images were only observed at the plasma
membrane, in contrast to what has been reported for primate FVs, which bud
mainly from internal cellular membranes (8,10).

3.3. Molecular Cloning of the Complete Provirus

After the confirmation of the presence of an FV in cell culture by EM, the
next step is to isolate the entire provirus for further genomic analysis. For that
purpose, two procedures can be followed. The first one generates a genomic
DNA bank from partial fragmentation of total DNA of infected cells with inte-
grated proviruses (11). An alternative method takes advantage of the presence
of multiple copies of unintegrated viral DNA following infection with FVs, as
is the case for lentiviruses. In the case of PFV-1, unintegrated viral DNA rep-
resents up to 50% of total viral DNA depending on the phases of infection (12).
Therefore, this later approach may be preferred (see Note 4).

3.3.1. DNA Extraction From Infected Cells

Although this approach could be performed using total DNA, preliminary
Hirt extraction of DNA was performed to enrich the preparation with
unintegrated viral DNA (13). For this purpose:

1. Wash the monolayer of co-cultures presenting extensive CPE from a 25-cm2 flask
with PBS.

2. Add 2.5 mL of lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4; 10 mM ethylenediamine
tetraacetic acid (EDTA), pH 8.0; 0.6% SDS) and gently swirl for a few seconds.

3. Transfer the cell lysate to 2-mL Eppendorf tubes and add NaCl to 1 M. After at
least 8 h at 4°C, spin the lysate for 30 min at 14,000g at 4°C. The supernatant
collected is enriched with unintegrated DNA.

4. Treat the supernatant with pancreatic RNAse (20 µg/mL) for 1 h at 37°C, and
digest with proteinase K (100 µg/mL) for 3 h at 50°C.

5. Purify the DNA by phenol/chloroform extractions, ethanol precipitation, and cen-
trifugation according to standard methods (14). Dissolve the pellet in 60 µL of
TE (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0).
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3.3.2. Analysis of Viral DNA
In a preliminary experiment, native Hirt supernatant DNA extracted from

infected co-cultures was analyzed by Southern blotting following electrophore-
sis in a 1.1% agarose gel and transfer onto a nitrocellulose membrane follow-
ing standard procedures (14). Membrane hybridization was performed at low
stringency in standard buffer with 50% formamide at 37°C, and washes were
done in a solution containing 0.1% SSC, 0.1% SDS, at room temperature. The
full-length PFV-1 genome was used as a probe labeled with 32PdCTP (3000
Ci/mmol) using the Prime a Gene labeling kit. Autoradiography revealed a
weak band at 12 kb, whereas no signal was visualized in uninfected U373-MG
cells (data not shown).

In all FVs sequenced so far, the primer binding site (pbs) is complementary
to the 3' end of the cellular tRNA1,2 Lys, which is used as a primer for minus-
strand DNA synthesis during reverse transcription (see Note 5) (4). One im-
portant feature of FVs (shared with lentiviruses) is the dual initiation of
plus-strand DNA synthesis being primed at the conventional 3' long terminal
repeat (LTR) polypurine tract (PPT) and also at a central PPT sequence located
at the 3' end of pol. This mode of replication results in the formation of gapped
linear DNA duplex intermediates (15). To determine the structure of the viral
genome present in horse PBMC and human U373MG co-cultures, Hirt super-
natant DNA was first denatured in 1 M glyoxal, 50% (v/v) DMSO, 10 mM
sodium phosphate, pH 7.0 at 50°C for 1 h (for a final volume of 50 µL) (16),
electrophoretically separated on a 1.1% agarose gel and analyzed by Southern
blotting. Following membrane transfer, hybridization was performed with
strand-specific oligonucleotide probes of the 18-nt pbs sequence, either in a
direct (pbs +, [5'-TGGCGCCCAACGTGGGGC-3']) or reverse (pbs -, [5'-
GCCCCACGTTGGGCGCCA-3']) orientation. Radio-labeling of the probes
was performed using the T4 polynucleotide kinase in the presence of 32PATP
(3000 Ci/mmol) following standard procedures (14). For control, glyoxal de-
natured PFV-1 DNA was run in parallel. As shown in Fig. 3, profiles are simi-
lar in both samples: the pbs(+) probe revealed a single band at 12 kb; with the
pbs(–) probe, two bands of 7 and 1.4 kb were detected. By analogy to PFV-1,
these three bands correspond to the full-length strand, the 5' half part of the
viral genome, and the LTR, respectively as shown in the schematic representa-
tion of the unintegrated proviral DNA (Fig. 3). These results indicate that both
viral genomes are comparable in size and that the positive strand of the
unintegrated viral genome found in horse PBMC is gapped as previously shown
for PFV-1.

Altogether, immunological cross-reactivity with PFV-1, electron micros-
copy observations, and structural analysis of the viral genome demonstrated
that the virus isolated from seropositive horses belongs to the Spumavirinae
subfamily and was therefore named equine foamy virus, EFV.
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3.3.3. Cloning of Viral DNA in EMBL3

To gain insight into the genomic structure of EFV, viral DNA from Hirt
supernatants of acutely infected U373-MG cells was cloned in the EMBL3
phage after addition of BamHI-XmnI adaptors, using the Gigapack III Gold
cloning kit (Stratagene). For this purpose,

1. Anneal nonpalindromic single-stranded adaptors (50 µM), XmnI
[d(CGAACCCTTGG)] and BamHI-XmnI [d(GATCCGAAGGGGTTCG)] v/v by
heating in a 95°C water bath for 5 min and slowly cooling to room temperature
for 1 h.

2. Ligate 5 µL of the annealed product to 30 µL of Hirt supernatant DNA using 3 U
of T4 DNA ligase in a 100 µL final volume (adjust with water). After overnight
incubation at 12°C, inactivate the enzyme at 65°C for 10 min (see Note 6).

Fig. 3. Analysis of glyoxal denatured viral DNA by Southern blotting. The con-
served pbs (+) and pbs (–) sequences were used as probes and revealed that the viral
genome found in horse peripheral blood mononuclear cells is also gapped on the posi-
tive strand. Schematic representation of the viral unintegrated double-strand DNA
harboring a gap on the positive strand.
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3. Pass the entire mixture over a Sephacryl 300 spin column (Pharmacia) to remove
excess nonligated adaptors as described by the manufacturer. Reduce the effluent
elution collected to 3 µL using speed vacuum.

4. Perform the ligation of 3 µL of adapted DNA with 1 µg of EMBL3 vector arms
using 1.5 U of T4 DNA ligase at 4°C for 48–72 h. All the subsequent steps are
strictly performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Use the Gigapack
III packaging extract to package the ligation mixture and titer on E. coli LE 392
(P2).

5. Plate the library onto large 220-mm agar plates and lift duplicate nitrocellulose
filters from each plate.

6. Following the preparation of the membranes for hybridization, perform hybrid-
ization, probe preparation and washes for the pbs+ oligonucleotide probe, then
expose the membranes to film. Perform secondary and tertiary screenings also
outlined in the standard methodology texts (14).

By this method, 10 positive clones were isolated from a total of approx
10,000 phage plaques. -Recombinant DNAs were purified using the Wizard
Lambda Preps Kit (Promega).

Digestion with BamHI was performed to excise the insert between the ph-
age arms as advised by the manufacturer. The presence of a 7-kb fragment,
which can be detected in Hirt supernantant DNA from EFV-infected cells, at-
tests that at least part of a provirus is cloned. Clones 1 and 2 harbor this band,
whereas only clone 1 contains apparently a full-length viral genome since the
summation of the fragments generated by the BamHI digestion leads to an in-
sert of approx 12 kb (Fig. 4), a size comparable to that of other cloned FV
proviruses. Clone 1 was entirely sequenced in both strand directions and criti-
cal regions were sequenced on both strands of another full-length clone, lead-
ing to the schematic representation of the provirus (Fig. 5) (8).

Because sequence homologies were reported between FVs and human en-
dogenous retroviruses (17), a supplementary experiment was performed to
verify that the viral products detected were not of endogenous origin. For that
purpose, genomic DNA (which can be obtained by different methods using
commercial kits) from uninfected horse ED adherent fibroblastic cells and from
EFV-infected equine dermal cells digested with several enzymes (BamHI,
BlgII, XmnI, HindIII, SalI) was analyzed by Southern blotting using a probe
specific to EFV (for example, the viral LTR generated by PCR (8). Only ge-
nomic DNA extracted from infected cells gave rise to positive signals; those
sizes are in agreement with sequence analysis of the EFV provirus (Fig. 6).

4. Notes
1. Other methods can be used to assess the presence of specific antibodies in horse

sera, such as radio immunoprecipitation assay or Western blot, as already de-
scribed (8).
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Fig. 4. Ethidium bromide stained 0.7% agarose gel of six recombinant EMBL3
clones digested with BamHI. The numbers indicate the numerical designation of each
clone. Lane C: -recombinant clone of a 12-kb test insert provided by the manufac-
turer and used as internal markers of EMBL3 arms. Lanes M2, M7, and M16 repre-
sent DNA molecular weight markers (Roche). Clones 1 and 2 contain a 7-kb BamHI
fragment, while clone 1 alone contains a full-length provirus with the 7-kb band, a
doublet at 1.7 kb, and a 1.4-kb fragment. This leads to an insert of approx 12 kb, which
is the average size of known foamy virus provirus.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of predicted open reading frames (ORFs) of the
equine foamy virus provirus. Orf1 encodes the viral transactivator also called Tas.

2. While little is known about the tropism of FVs in their natural hosts, at least
circulating lymphocytes harbor the provirus (5). In contrast, in vitro these
retroviruses infect a very wide range of cell lines, demonstrating the ubiquity of
the receptor. Generally, two permissive cell lines are used to produce viral stocks,
the human U373-MG glioblastoma cell line and the hamster BHK21 cells. Avoid
the use of HeLa or COS6 cells, which are not good producers of viruses (18).

3. Most primate FV particles bud from intracellular membranes (although infec-
tious viruses can also be recovered from the supernatant to a lesser extent), which
derive either from cell lysis or a few budding events occurring at the plasma
membrane. Therefore, viral stocks are produced following three cycles of freez-
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ing and thawing of infected cells together with the corresponding supernatant, to
free trapped infectious virions from cells. In contrast, in the case of EFV, virus
budding mainly occurs at the plasma membrane (10). This is owing to the lack of
a dilysine motif present in the C-terminus of the primate Env glycoprotein, which
allows the recycling of this viral protein between the Golgi network and the en-
doplasmic reticulum and is likely responsible for the budding of primate FVs
from intracellular membranes (19,20). In that case, only the supernatant can be
collected to produce virus stocks.

4. As already reported, acute infection by FVs or lentiviruses leads to the produc-
tion of high amounts of unintegrated viral DNA. A Hirt extraction will allow the
enrichment of the DNA preparation with viral DNA (12). This approach was
successfully employed to clone the bovine foamy virus (21).

5. The detection of viral DNA in these preparations was initially performed using
the entire PFV-1 genome as a probe. However, the use of the 18-bp pbs probe
instead of the entire PFV-1 genome gives strong and specific signals on DNA

Fig. 6. Southern blot analysis of total DNA or Hirt supernatant DNA from mock-
infected (N.I) or equine foamy virus (EFV)-infected equine dermal cells. The EFV
long terminal repeat, used as a probe, revealed that the viral genome is absent from
uninfected horse cells, thus demonstrating that EFV is an exogenous virus.
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from infected cells.
6. Direct cloning of unintegrated viral DNA without a preliminary step of enzy-

matic blunting suggests that a sizeable proportion of the linear EFV DNA har-
bors blunt ends as already reported (21). Note that only 9–20 kb insert will give
rise to viable phage.
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Alu-LTR Real-Time Nested PCR Assay
for Quantifying Integrated HIV-1 DNA

Audrey Brussel, Olivier Delelis, and Pierre Sonigo

Summary
An improved Alu-long terminal repeat (LTR) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay

is described for the quantification of integrated HIV-1 DNA in infected cells. The method
includes generation of an infected cell line containing numerous randomly distributed
HIV-1 integrated DNA for the construction of the DNA standard and a two-step real-
time PCR assay in which the first-round PCR amplifies the DNA sequence between the
HIV-1 LTR and the nearest chromosomal Alu element, and the nested PCR specifically
amplifies PCR products from the first-round PCR. This assay allows us to quantify provi-
ral DNA with both accuracy and high sensitivity (six proviruses within 50,000 cell
equivalents) and exhibits a broad range of quantification spanning 5 log10 provirus cop-
ies. This Alu-LTR-based real-time nested PCR assay may be particularly useful to quan-
tify integrated HIV-1 DNA in patients. It may also allow for the precise study of
integration of HIV-1 DNA or HIV-1 based lentiviral vectors and may be a valuable tool
to test future inhibitors of integration.

Key Words: HIV-1; viral DNA integration; provirus; Alu element; Alu-LTR PCR;
real-time PCR.

1. Introduction
Quantitative and sensitive analysis of integrated HIV-1 DNA has long been

hampered by the lack of a reliable assay, especially because the sequence of
the integrated HIV-1 DNA is indistinguishable from its unintegrated linear
form. Previous studies have attempted to develop methods for quantifying in-
tegrated viral DNA by exploiting the occurrence of Alu sequences that are in-
terspersed and highly repeated within the human genome (1,2). These methods
relied on a two-step polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay named Alu-long
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terminal repeat (LTR) PCR (3–7). These Alu-LTR PCR assays comprise a first
round of PCR in which the DNA sequence between the HIV-1 LTR and the
nearest chromosomal Alu element is amplified and a second round of PCR
consisting of the nested amplification of the LTR region to increase detection
sensitivity. However, these Alu-LTR PCR assays still had limited sensitivity
and were not fully quantitative. In particular, they used DNA standards pre-
pared from infected cell lines in which proviruses are integrated at specific,
fixed distances from the Alu repeats whereas, in the context of a natural HIV-1
infection, the distance between HIV-1 integration site and Alu sequences is
variable. In a setting where the development of antiretroviral treatments target-
ing the HIV-1 proviral latent reservoir in patients is needed, a new quantitative
and sensitive integrated HIV-1 DNA assay would be particularly useful.
Herein, some improvements of the Alu-LTR PCR strategy are described, in-
cluding (1) the generation of an infected cell line containing numerous ran-
domly distributed HIV-1 proviruses to construct the DNA standard and (2)
modifications of the amplification procedures in order to prevent amplification
of nonpreamplified DNA during the second round of PCR and to allow the
real-time fluorescence-based detection of PCR products using the LightCycler
thermal cycler (8). This Alu-LTR-based real-time nested PCR assay allows us
to quantify integrated HIV-1 DNA with high sensitivity (six proviruses within
50,000 cell equivalents) and displays a wide range of quantification that spans
5 log10 provirus copies.

2. Materials
1. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf

serum (FCS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin.
2. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
3. HEK 293 cell line (ATCC number: CRL-1573) (9). Material classified in

biosafety level 2 that should be handled under biosafety level 2 guidelines.
4. pR7 Neo env vector (see Subheading 3.1.1.). Material classified in biosafety

level 2 that should be handled under biosafety level 2 guidelines.
5. pVSV-G vector (see Subheading 3.1.1.).
6. 1X HEPES-buffered saline (HBS).
7. 2 M CaCl2.
8. 0.45-µm pore-size filter.
9. HeLa cell line (ATCC number: CCL-2) (10). Material classified in biosafety level

2 that should be handled under biosafety level 2 guidelines.
10. Trypsin.
11. G418.
12. Paraformaldehyde (PAF).
13. Giemsa.
14. Aerosol-barrier tips.
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15. 20 µM stock solutions of fluorescent oligonucleotide probes (store at 4°C for
months or at –20°C for longer storage period; protect from light).

16. 50 µM stock solutions of oligonucleotide primers (store at 4°C for months or at
–20°C for longer storage period).

17. LightCycler instrument (Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, France).
18. LightCycler capillaries (Roche Diagnostics).
19. LightCycler cooling block (Roche Diagnostics).
20. LightCycler FastStart DNA hybridization probes (Roche Diagnostics).
21. Optional: QIAamp blood DNA minikit (Qiagen, Courtaboeuf, France).
22. Optional: Control kit DNA (Roche Diagnostics).

3. Methods

The methods described below outline (1) the construction of the integrated
HIV-1 DNA standard and (2) the Alu-LTR-based real-time nested PCR assay.

3.1. Construction of Integrated HIV-1 DNA Standard

To generate a proper integrated HIV-1 DNA standard containing integration
sites with a wide distribution of distances between the provirus LTR and the
nearest Alu sequence, we report the preparation of DNA from an infected cell
line containing numerous proviruses as a result of a viral infection by a replica-
tion-incompetent virus carrying an antibiotic resistance gene.The steps required
for the generation of an accurate integrated HIV-1 DNA standard and its
characterization are described in Subheadings 3.1.1.–3.1.6. (Fig. 1). This in-
cludes (1) the description of the pR7 Neo env and pVSV-G vectors, (2) the
production of VSV-G pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo virus stocks by calcium
phosphate cotransfection assay, (3) the infection of HeLa cells with the VSV-
G pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo virus, (4) the selection of neomycin-resistant
cell clones, (5) the preparation of cell DNA from the neomycin-resistant cell
line, and (6) the determination of integrated HIV-1 DNA copy number within
the DNA standard.

Note that steps described in Subheadings 3.1.2.–3.1.5. must be carried out
under biosafety level-3 guidelines.

3.1.1. pR7 Neo env and pVSV-G Vectors

The pR7 Neo env and pVSV-G vectors were kindly provided by Professor
U. Hazan (11). The pR7 Neo env vector is derived from the pR7 Neo vector
(12) and carries an envelope-deleted HIV-1 R7 genome. The pR7 Neo env
vector also contains a neomycin-resistance gene that replaces the nef coding
sequence so that the neomycin-resistance gene expression is driven by the viral
promoter within the 5' LTR. The pVSV-G vector encodes the G glycoprotein
from the vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV-G), whose expression is driven by the
cytomegalovirus immediate-early promoter.
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3.1.2. Production of VSV-G Pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo Virus
Stocks by Calcium Phosphate Cotransfection Assay

1. Plate HEK 293 cells in a 10-cm2 Petri culture dish in DMEM supplemented with
10% FCS, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. Culture cells at
37°C in an incubator with a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. Use
cells that are 50% confluent on the day of the experiment.

2. Replace the medium approx 8 h prior to the transfection assay using 37°C
prewarmed medium.

3. Prepare the transfection mixture. Mix 500 µL of 1X HBS with 10 µL of pVSV-G
vector (1 µg/µL) and 10 µL of pR7 Neo env vector (1 µg/µL). Add 32 µL of 2 M
CaCl2 drop by drop while gently vortexing the mixture. Incubate at room tem-
perature for 20–30 min.

4. Add the transfection mixture to HEK 293 cells and swirl the dishes to ensure
dispersal. Quickly return the cells to the incubator. Incubate cells overnight.

5. Remove medium and add 5 mL of 37°C prewarmed medium to the cells and
return the cells to the incubator for 1 d.

6. Collect supernatant containing VSV-G pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo viruses and
filter the supernatant through a 0.45-µm pore-size filter. Freeze viral superna-
tants at –80°C until use.

Fig. 1. Steps required for the generation of an integrated HIV-1 DNA standard.
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3.1.3. Infection of HeLa Cells With VSV-G
Pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo Virus

1. Plate HeLa cells into four T-75 flasks in 10 mL DMEM supplemented with 10%
fetal calf serum, 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin. Culture cells
at 37°C in an incubator with a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO2. On the
day of the experiment, infect cells that are 60% confluent.

2. Thaw VSV-G pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo virus stock in a 37°C water bath.
3. Dilute 25-fold, 125-fold, and 625-fold the VSV-G pseudotyped HIV-1 R7 Neo

virus stock in 2 mL of medium (see Note 1).
4. Add 2 mL of diluted viral supernatant to the cells and return the cells to the

incubator for 4 h. Then add 8 mL of medium and return the cells to the incubator
for 24 h to allow for G418 resistance gene expression. As a control, perform the
same experiment without viral supernatant.

3.1.4. Neomycin-Resistant Cell Clone Selection

1. Trypsinize infected and uninfected HeLa cells and replate them into T-162 flasks
in 20 mL medium supplemented with 500 µg/mL G418 to select cells that con-
tain integrated viral DNA.

2. Replace medium every 2 d using fresh medium supplemented with 500 µg/mL
G418. Culture the cells as long as viable adherent cells are present within the
control flask containing uninfected cells (10 to 14 d are necessary). Trypsinize
and split the cells when needed (do not split cells more than one-fifth to preserve
cell population heterogeneity).

3. Determine the number of independent cell clones that carry at least one provirus
by counting G418 resistant cell clones when G418 selection is achieved. Select a
flask that has not been trypsinized since step 2 and that contains well-separated
cell clones. Fix cells with 4% PAF in PBS for 10 min and stain them with 10%
Giemsa in PBS for 15 min at room temperature before rinsing in tap water and
then perform counting. Determine the number of neomycin-resistant indepen-
dent cell clones within the HeLa cell population infected by the 25-fold dilution
of viral supernatant by multiplying the number of counted clones by the appro-
priate dilution factor. Neomycin-resistant cell clones within the whole cell popu-
lation should number at least 1000 clones.

4. Culture the HeLa cell population infected by the 25-fold dilution of viral super-
natant again for at least 3 wk in the presence of G418 to dilute away all
unintegrated forms of viral DNA. The obtained cell line will be used to generate
the integrated HIV-1 DNA standard.

3.1.5. Preparation of Cell DNA From Neomycin-Resistant Cell Line

DNA from 5 × 106 cells of the neomycin-resistant cell line can be prepared
using standard isolation techniques (see Note 2) (13). Store DNA in aliquots at
–20°C until use (avoid repeated thawing and freezing).
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Nevertheless, we recommend the purification of cellular DNA by absorp-
tion onto a silica-gel membrane to avoid use of phenol/chloroform that may
inhibit subsequent PCR reactions. For instance, prepare cell DNA using the
QIAamp DNA blood mini kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. Elute DNA with 100 µL buffer AE following a 5-min incubation
step onto the silica-gel membrane.

3.1.6. Determination of Integrated HIV-1 DNA
Copy Number Within Standard DNA

When all unintegrated forms of viral DNA are lost, the neomycin-resistant
cell line contains a number of integrated viral DNA that matched with the total
HIV-1 DNA copy number. Thus, based on total HIV-1 DNA quantification, it
is possible to estimate the proviral DNA content per cell. Total HIV-1 DNA
copy number is determined by quantification of viral DNA molecules by real-
time PCR using primers annealing in the R and in the U5 regions of the LTR
(Fig. 2). Herein we present a protocol using the LightCycler instrument and
the hybridization probe format (14) for the real-time detection of PCR prod-
ucts (see Note 3).

1. Prepare fresh 10-fold serial dilutions of the pR7 Neo env vector to obtain final
concentrations ranging from 5 × 100 to 5 × 105 copies/mL.

2. Thaw an aliquot of the integrated HIV-1 DNA standard at room temperature.
3. Place 10 LightCycler capillaries in a 4°C precooled LightCycler cooling block.
4. Prepare a quantity of PCR master mix corresponding to 11 reactions (protect the

master mix from prolonged exposure to light). Primer and probe sequences are
given in Table 1. Add items from Table 2 in the order shown for one 20-µL
amplification reaction (see Note 4).

5. Mix gently.

Fig. 2. HIV-1 genome and location of primers and probes to quantify integrated
HIV-1 DNA within the DNA standard. Based on total HIV-1 DNA quantification, it is
possible to estimate the proviral DNA content of the neomycin-resistant cell line. To-
tal HIV-1 DNA copy number is determined by quantification of viral DNA molecules
by real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using primers annealing in the R and in
the U5 regions of the long terminal repeat (LTR). Thin black arrows indicate primers
and large black arrows indicate probes.
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Table 1
Primer and Probe Sequences

Primer or probe name Sequence

AA55M 5'-GCT AGA GAT TTT CCA CAC TGA CTA A-3'
M667 5'-GGC TAA CTA GGG AAC CCA CTG-3'
LTR FL* 5'-CAC AAC AGA CGG GCA CAC ACT ACT TGA-3'
LTR LC* 5'-CAC TCA AGG CAA GCT TTA TTG AGG C-3'
M667–L 5'-ATG CCA CGT AAG CGA AAC TCT GGC TAA

CTA GGG AAC CCA CTG-3'
Alu 1 5'-TCC CAG CTA CTG GGG AGG CTG AGG-3'
Alu 2 5'-GCC TCC CAA AGT GCT GGG ATT ACA G-3'
Lambda T 5'-ATG CCA CGT AAG CGA AAC T-3'

*Indicates a probe sequence. The long terminal repeat (LTR) FL probe is modified with fluo-
rescein at the 3' end and the LTR LC probe is phosphorylated at the 3' end and modified with
LCred640 dye at the 5' end. The lambda phage specific heel sequence of the L-M667 primer is
underlined.

Table 2
Add in the Following Order for One 20-µL Amplification Reaction (see Note 4)

Volume Component (initial concentration) Final concentration

12.96 µL H2O sterile, PCR grade*
2.4 µL MgCl2* 4 mM
0.12 µL Primer AA55M (50 µM) 300 nM
0.12 µL Primer M667 (50 µM) 300 nM
2 µL Reconstituted LightCycler Fast Start DNA Master 1X

Hybridization probes (10X)*
0.2 µL Fluorogenic hybridization probe LTR FL (20 µM) 200 nM
0.2 µL Fluorogenic hybridization probe LTR LC (20 µM) 200 nM

18 µL Total volume

*Supplied with the LightCycler Fast Start DNA Master Hybridization probe kit (Roche Diag-
nostics).

6. Pipet 18 µL of master mix into the precooled LightCycler capillaries.
7. Add 2 µL of each dilution of the pR7 Neo env vector into the capillaries.
8. Add 2 µL of the integrated HIV-1 DNA standard in triplicate into the capillaries.
9. Add 2 µL of sterile H2O as a negative control into one capillary.

10. Seal each capillary with a stopper and place the adapters containing the capillary
into a standard benchtop microcentrifuge.

11. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
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12. Place the capillaries into the rotor of the LightCycler instrument.
13. Program the LightCycler instrument using the parameters given below:

a. 95°C for 8 min to denature DNA and activate the FastStart DNA polymerase.
b. Amplify target DNA by performing 50 cycles as follows:

• 95°C for 10 s to denature DNA.
• 60°C for 10 s to anneal the primers and probes. Fluorescence acquisition

must be performed at the end of this step.
• 72°C for 6 s to extend the annealed primers.

c. 40°C for 30 s to cool the thermal chamber.
14. Cycle standards and samples.
15. Use the LightCycler quantification software supplied with the LightCycler in-

strument to display fluorescence signals corresponding to the quotient of the
channel F2 over channel F1 (Fig. 3A). Generate a linear standard curve by plot-
ting the crossing cycle number versus the logarithm of the initial copy number
for each dilution of the pR7 Neo env vector (Fig. 3B). This standard curve
allows us to interpolate the proviral copy number in each integrated DNA stan-
dard replicate from its own crossing cycle number. Calculate the actual copy
number of integrated HIV-1 DNA in 2 µL of the DNA standard by averaging the
copy numbers of the replicates.

16. Calculate cell equivalents in HIV-1 integrated DNA standard to estimate the
proviral DNA content per cell. This could be performed by optical density at 260
nm or, to obtain a more reliable quantification, by real-time quantitative PCR
using primers annealing in a chromosomal gene of known copy number within
the human genome. For instance, cell equivalents can be calculated based on the
amplification of the  globin gene (two copies per diploid cell) using the Control
kit DNA (Roche Diagnostics) with the LightCycler Instrument according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.

3.2. Alu-LTR-Based Real-Time Nested PCR Assay

The assay for quantifying integrated HIV-1 DNA relies on a two-step PCR
protocol (Fig. 4). The first-round PCR uses primers annealing in the 3' LTR
and in conserved regions of the Alu element. To increase assay sensitivity, a
nested PCR is then performed to specifically amplify PCR products from the
first-round PCR. In contrast to the first-round PCR that generates fragments of
varying lengths, the nested amplification results in discrete DNA fragments
that are detected using the hybridization probe format. Subheadings 3.2.1.–
3.2.2. describe the procedures for performing (1) the first-round PCR and (2)
the second-round PCR.

3.2.1. First-Round PCR Amplification

1. Prepare DNA from infected cells as described in Subheading 3.1.5. Note that no
more than six DNA samples can be quantified simultaneously due to limitation in
the number of PCR reactions that can be cycled at once by the LightCycler in-
strument.
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Fig. 3. Generation of a linear standard curve to quantify integrated HIV-1 DNA
copy number within the DNA standard. (A) Fluorescence curves corresponding to the
quotient of the channel F2 over channel F1 generated by amplification of the inte-
grated HIV-1 DNA standard together with serial dilutions of the pR7 Neo env vector.
The known copy number of each dilution of the pR7 Neo env vector is shown over
the corresponding fluorescence curve. (B) Linear standard curve obtained by plotting
the crossing cycle number versus the logarithm of the initial copy number for each
dilution of the pR7 Neo env vector.

2. Prepare DNA from uninfected cells as described in Subheading 3.1.5.
3. Prepare fresh 10-fold serial dilutions of the integrated DNA standard in uninfected

cell DNA to obtain final concentrations ranging from 3 × 100 to 3 × 104 integrated
DNA copies/µL.

4. Place LightCycler capillaries in a 4°C precooled LightCycler cooling block.
5. Prepare a first PCR master mix containing two Alu primers (see Note 5) and an

LTR primer extended at its 5' end with a lambda phage-specific heel sequence
(see Note 6) (Table 1). Assemble enough master mix to amplify each dilution of
the standard DNA, each DNA sample in duplicate, one negative control plus one
extra reaction. Add in the following order for each 20-µL amplification reaction:
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Fig. 4. Assay for quantifying integrated HIV-1 DNA using an Alu-long terminal repeat (LTR)-based real-time nested polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) strategy. The first-round PCR uses an LTR primer extended at its 5' end with a lambda phage specific heel sequence
and two outward-facing Alu primers annealing in conserved regions of the Alu element. The second-round PCR is carried out with the
heel-specific primer and a reverse LTR-primer to prevent amplification of nonpreamplified DNA. In contrast with the first-round PCR
that generates fragments of varying lengths, the nested amplification results in discrete DNA fragments that are detected using hybridiza-
tion probes. Thin black arrows indicate primers and large black arrows indicate probes.
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Volume Component (initial concentration) Final concentration

13.32 µL Sterile H2O, PCR gradea

2.4 µL MgCl2
a 4 mM

0.04 µL Primer L-M667 (50 mM) 100 nM
0.12 µL Primer Alu 1 (50 mM) 300 nM
0.12 µL Primer Alu 2 (50 mM) 300 nM
2 µL Reconstituted LightCycler FastStart DNA Master 1X

Hybridization probes (10×)a

18 µL Total volume

aSupplied with the Light-Cycler FastStart DNA Master Hybridization probe kit (Roche Diag-
nostics).

6. Prepare a second PCR master mix that does not comprise Alu primers (see Note
7). Assemble enough master mix to amplify each DNA sample in duplicate, one
negative control plus one extra reaction. Add in the following order for each 20
µL amplification reaction:

Volume Component (initial concentration) Final concentration

13.56 µL Sterile H2O, PCR gradea

2.4 µL MgCl2
a 4 mM

0.04 µL Primer L-M667 (50 µM) 100 nM
2 µL Reconstituted LightCycler FastStart DNA Master 1X

Hybridization probes (10×)a

18 µL Total volume

aSupplied with the Light-Cycler FastStart DNA Master Hybridization probe kit (Roche Diag-
nostics).

7. Mix each master mix gently.
8. Pipet 18 µL of the first master mix into the required number of precooled

LightCycler capillaries.
9. Pipet 18 µL of the second master mix into the required number of precooled

LightCycler capillaries.
10. Add 2 µL of the serial dilutions of the DNA standard into capillaries containing

the first master mix.
11. Add 2 µL of each DNA sample in duplicate into capillaries containing the first

master mix.
12. Add 2 µL of each DNA sample in duplicate into capillaries containing the second

master mix.
13. Add 2 µL of uninfected cell DNA as negative controls into one capillary contain-

ing the first master mix and into one capillary containing the second master mix.
14. Seal each capillary with a stopper and place the adapters containing the capillary

into a standard benchtop microcentrifuge.
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15. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
16. Place the capillaries into the rotor of the LightCycler instrument.
17. Program the LightCycler instrument using the parameters given below:

a. 95°C for 8 min to denature DNA and activate the FastStart DNA polymerase.
b. Amplify target DNA by performing 12 cycles as follows (see Note 8):
• 95°C for 10 s to denature DNA.
• 60°C for 10 s to anneal the primers (no fluorescence acquisition is required).
• 72°C for 170 s to extend the annealed primers.

c. 40°C for 30 s to cool the thermal chamber.
18. Cycle standards and samples.
19. Remove rotor from the thermal chamber and collect capillaries in an empty

LightCycler capillary box (be careful to preserve order).
20. Remove stopper and turn each capillary inside out in a sterile 1.5-mL tube (take

care not to cross-contaminate samples with each other; change gloves as often as
necessary).

21. Place tubes into a standard benchtop microcentrifuge.
22. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
23. Discard capillaries from the 1.5-mL tubes that now contain PCR products.
24. Prepare a 10-fold dilution of PCR products by adding 180 µL of sterile H2O to

each 1.5-µL tube.

3.2.2. Second-Round PCR Amplification

1. Place a number of LightCycler capillaries in a 4°C precooled LightCycler cool-
ing block corresponding to the number of 10-fold diluted first-round PCR prod-
ucts.

2. Prepare a PCR master mix containing the heel specific primer (Table 1), the
reverse LTR-primer AA55M, and the fluorogenic hybridization probes LTR FL
and LTR LC. Assemble an amount of master mix corresponding to the number of
10-fold diluted first-round PCR products plus one extra reaction (protect the
master mix from prolonged exposure to light). Add in the following order for
each 20-µL PCR reaction:

Volume Component (initial concentration) Final concentration

12.96 µL Sterile H2O, PCR gradea

2.4 µL MgCl2
a 4 mM

0.12 µL Primer AA55M (50 µM) 300 nM
0.12 µL Primer Lambda T (50 µM) 300 nM
2 µL LightCycler FastStart DNA Master 1X

Hybridization probes (10×)a

0.2 µL Fluorogenic hybridization probe LTR FL (20 µM) 200 nM
0.2 µL Fluorogenic hybridization probe LTR LC (20 µM) 200 nM

18 µL Total volume
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3. Mix gently.
4. Pipet 18 µL of master mix into the precooled LightCycler capillaries.
5. Add 2 µL of the 10-fold diluted PCR products from the first-round PCR into the

capillaries.
6. Seal each capillary with a stopper and place the adapters containing the capillar-

ies into a standard benchtop microcentrifuge.
7. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
8. Place the capillaries into the rotor of the LightCycler instrument.
9. Program the LightCycler instrument using the parameters given below:

a. 95°C for 8 min to denature DNA and activate the FastStart DNA polymerase.
b. Amplify target DNA by performing 50 cycles as follows:
• 95°C for 10 s to denature DNA.
• 60°C for 10 s to anneal primers and probes. Fluorescence measurement must

be performed at the end of this step.
• 72°C for 9 s to extend the annealed primers.

c. 40°C for 30 s to cool the thermal chamber.
10. Cycle PCR reactions.
11. Use the LightCycler quantification software to display fluorescence signals cor-

responding to the quotient of the channel F2 over channel F1 (Fig. 5A). Generate
a linear standard curve by plotting the crossing cycle number vs the logarithm of
the initial copy number for each dilution of the integrated DNA standard (Fig.
5B). This standard curve provides by interpolation a DNA copy number for all
PCR reactions from their own crossing cycle number. Average copy numbers of
the replicates.

12. Calculate the actual proviral copy number for each sample by subtracting the
DNA copy number obtained in the absence of Alu primers from that obtained in
the presence of Alu primers. Note that this correction should always be performed
especially at early times following infection (11).

13. Calculate cell equivalents in sample DNA to estimate the proviral DNA content
per cell as described in Subheading 3.1.6., step 16.

4. Notes
1. The dilution factors may be adjusted to yield well-separated neomycin-resistant

independent clones in Subheading 3.1.4., step 3. The dilution factors will de-
pend on the infection efficiency and so mostly on the quantity of infectious vi-
ruses within the viral stock.

2. Use aerosol-barrier tips and wear fresh gloves when preparing and handling DNA
to minimize contamination from extraneous DNA templates and to prevent
sample cross-contamination. Set up cell DNA preparation in a physically sepa-
rated working place from that used for plasmid DNA isolation.

3. The protocol may be adapted for other fluorimeter-coupled thermal cyclers. Sev-
eral modifications may be necessary—probe sequence and fluorescence detec-
tion format, PCR buffer composition, and cycling parameters—depending on the
instrument used. Contact your fluorimeter-coupled thermal cycler supplier for
more information.
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4. Contamination of the PCR reaction mixture is the major expected problem when
performing the Alu-LTR-based real-time nested PCR procedure. Several precau-
tions can be followed to minimize contamination during preparation of the PCR
master mix: always wear gloves and change them regularly; use dedicated pipets
with aerosol-barrier tips and set up physically separated working areas for DNA
and PCR master mix preparation. In a preferred embodiment, PCR mixture is
prepared under a fume hood equipped with ultraviolet light.

Fig. 5. Generation of a linear standard curve to quantify integrated HIV-1 DNA
copy number within samples. (A) Fluorescence curves corresponding to the quotient
of the channel F2 over channel F1 generated by the two-step amplification of serial
dilutions of the integrated HIV-1 DNA standard. The known copy number of each
standard dilution is shown over the corresponding fluorescence curve. (B) Linear stan-
dard curve obtained by plotting the crossing cycle number vs the logarithm of the
initial copy number for each dilution of the integrated DNA standard.
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5. As previously proposed (6), the use of two outward-facing Alu primers should
increase the probability to amplify an LTR sequence, as Alu elements are present
in either orientation relative to the integrated provirus (Fig. 4). Given the high
number of Alu sequences within the human genome (at least 900,000 Alu ele-
ments per haploid genome [2]), the greatest distance between the 3' LTR and its
nearest Alu element averages only 4 kb, whatever the Alu orientation, which is a
suitable length for PCR amplification.

6. The use of an LTR primer extended at its 5' end with a lambda phage-specific
heel sequence that does not hybridize with the human genome will allow us to
prevent second-round amplification of non-preamplified DNA. In the second
round of PCR, using the heel-specific primer and a reverse LTR-primer, only
products from the first-round PCR will be amplified (Fig. 4).

7. At each cycle during the first-round amplification, the LTR primer primes the
formation of single-stranded DNA from all LTR, even coming from unintegrated
HIV-1 DNA. To prevent overestimation of the actual integrated HIV-1 DNA
copy number in samples, these linear amplifications are quantified in parallel by
performing a PCR procedure in the absence of Alu primers. The true copy num-
ber of HIV-1 integrated DNA would be obtained by subtracting the DNA copy
number quantified in the absence of Alu primers from that quantified in the pres-
ence of Alu primers.

8. Because abundant amplifications of inter-Alu sequences occur simultaneously
with the amplification of Alu-LTR sequences, only 12 PCR cycles are performed
so that all the dilutions of the integrated HIV-1 DNA standard remain within the
exponential phase of amplification. However, PCR cycle number may be modi-
fied according to individual requirements. To increase assay sensitivity, a greater
PCR cycle number may be carried out; nevertheless, the assay dynamic range
will be narrower since the upper quantification limit will decrease. On the other
hand, if PCR cycle number is decreased, the upper quantification limit should be
higher but the assay sensitivity will be lower.
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Quantification of HFV-Integrated DNA in Human
Cells by Alu-LTR Real-Time PCR

Olivier Delelis, Audrey Brussel, and Pierre Sonigo

Summary
Integration is described as a key step in viral replication of all retroviruses. A sensi-

tive and quantitative measure of an integrated molecule is a good way to examine the
importance of the integration step and to evaluate efficiency of retroviral vectors for
gene transfer or anti-integrase drugs. Here, we report a sensitive and quantitative real-
time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique to measure integrated viral DNA in
human cells during a foamy virus (HFV) infection. This technique is based on two steps
of PCR. The first round amplifies Alu-LTR (long terminal repeat) sequences resulting
from viral integration. The second round of PCR is performed to quantify these events of
integration. Quantification is monitored by the comparison of the amplification curve of
the sample against a standard scale constituted of viral DNA from chronically infected
cells. Sensitivity of this technique allows us to detect as few as 25 copies of HFV-inte-
grated DNA in 50,000 cells.

Key Words: Spumavirus; provirus; integration; Alu-LTR real-time PCR.

1. Introduction
Viral DNA integration is a key step in retroviruses’ life cycle (1,2). During

infection, unintegrated viral DNA is synthesized and accumulates into the in-
fected cell. Only a small proportion is integrated randomly into the host ge-
nome. Consequently, detection and precise quantification of such a molecule
is hampered by its weak representation and the difficulty to distinguish an inte-
grated molecule from an unintegrated one. Three main strategies have been
developed to measure viral integration: inverse polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) (3), linker-primer PCR (4), and Alu PCR (5–10). However, these tech-
niques have limited sensitivity and are not strictly quantitative, as they lack
real-time monitoring and polyclonal standards.
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In this chapter, we report a real-time PCR method to quantify human foamy
virus (HFV) viral-integrated DNA in human cells.

2. Materials
1. pHSRV13 (11).
2. Human U373-MG glioblastoma cell line; BHK-21 (baby hamster kidney) cells.
3. AZT (3'-azido-3'-deoxythymidine) (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Quentin Fallavier,

France).
4. Transfection reagents: 2X HEPES-buffered saline (HBS); 2.5 M CaCl2.
5. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
6. Qiamp DNA blood extraction kit (Qiagen, France).
7. NucleoSpin extract (Macherey-Nagel, Düren, Germany).
8. Agarose gel and Southern blot equipment.
9. Nona primer kit (Stratagene).

10. ( -32P) dCTP (Amersham Biosciences, Saclay, France).
11. Nick column (Pharmacia Biotech).
12. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM); fetal calf serum (FCS); penicil-

lin; streptomycin.
13. Oligonucleotide primers and probes (TIB MOLBIOL, Berlin, Germany).
14. PCR hood.
15. Filtered tips.
16. LightCycler instrument (Roche Diagnostics, Meylan, Germany).
17. LightCycler capillaries (Roche Diagnostics).
18. LightCycler cooling block (Roche Diagnostics).
19. FastStart DNA hybridization probes (Roche Diagnostics).
20. FastStart DNA Syber green (Roche Diagnostics).
21. LightCycler control kit DNA (Roche Diagnostics).

3. Methods
The method described below outlines (1) the construction of the standard

for quantification of human foamy virus (HFV)-integrated DNA in human cells
and (2) a description of a real-time PCR protocol.

3.1. Construction of Standard Scale for Calibration
of HFV-Integrated DNA Quantification

To quantify HFV-integrated DNA a polyclonal standard, constituted of vi-
ral DNA integrated randomly into the cell genome that mimics a wild-type
infection, must be constructed. In this section, we describe construction of hu-
man chronically infected cells for calibration of the technique.

3.1.1. Transfection of pHSRV13

Plasmid pHSRV13 was transfected in BHK-21 (baby hamster kidney cells)
by standard protocol using a calcium phosphate method (12):
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1. The day before transfection, plate BHK-21 cells in a T-75 flask (see Note 1) and
incubate at 37°C, 5% CO2. When cells are approx 60% confluent, mix 10 µg of
pHSRV13 with 50 µL of 2.5 M CaCl2 in a final volume of 500 µL; and add drop
by drop to 500 µL of 2X HBS.

2. Incubate 30 min at room temperature.
3. Put the mix drop by drop on BHK-21 cells.
4. 16 h posttransfection, wash the cells abundantly with PBS.
5. Add prewarmed medium to transfected cells.
6. Collect the supernatant 48 h posttransfection.
7. Filter with a 0.45-µm filter and make aliquots frozen at –80°C.

3.1.2 Infection of U373-MG Cells

1. Use one aliquot to infect 105 U373-MG cells (see Note 1).
Several weeks postinfection, after the occurrence of intense cytopathic effect and
cell lysis owing to the spread of infection, some cells resistant to infection can be
obtained. Integration can occur up to 20 provirus copies per cell in chronically
infected cells (13,14). These cells, coming from different clones, can be main-
tained in culture in the same conditions as uninfected cells.

2. To eliminate unintegrated viral DNA (1,15), add and maintain AZT into the me-
dium at a final concentration of 100 µM during 1 wk (16). Amplify chronically
infected cells under AZT pressure.

3. Trypsinize and count cells. Make aliquots by centrifugation of 5 × 106 cells
(1500g) for 5 min and freeze at –80°C until DNA extraction. These aliquots are
further used to quantify HFV-integrated DNA.

3.1.3. Verification of Viral DNA Integration

3.1.3.1. DNA EXTRACTION

DNA was extracted according to the manufacturer’s protocol (QIAamp
DNA blood mini kit, Qiagen) (see Note 2).

1. Perform as described by the manufacturer. Don’t forget to proceed with optional
steps (second centrifugation step at full speed after washing the silica-gel mem-
brane with AW2) to prevent any ethanol contamination, which would inhibit sub-
sequent reactions.

2. Elute DNA with 200 µL of buffer AE following incubation for 2 min at room
temperature.

3. Make aliquots of eluted DNA; store at –20°C.

3.1.3.2. SOUTHERN BLOTTING

Genomic DNA from chronically infected cells (20 mg), treated or not with
AZT, were loaded on 0.8% agarose gel.

1. Transfer DNA by capillarity in a 20X SSC buffer on a Hybond-N+ membrane
(Amersham Biosciences) and fix DNA with UV.
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2. Prehybridize the Hybond-N+ membrane for 4 h at 65°C in a 15-mL
prehybridization buffer (5X SSPE, 5X Denhardt’s, 0.5% SDS, 100 µg/mL dena-
tured salmon sperm).

3. Construct a DNA probe with the full-length pHSRV13 and radiolabel with a
Prime-It II kit (Stratagene) in the presence of 32PdCTP.

4. Denature DNA probe at 95°C for 5 min, chill immediately at 4°C, and add the
probe to the prehybridization buffer.

5. Wash the membrane four times with 2X SSPE/0.1% SDS for 5 min at room tem-
perature and two times with 0.1X SSPE/0.01% SDS for 15 min at 50°C. Put an x-
ray film on the radiolabeled membrane for 24 h. Results are represented in Fig. 1.
In the presence of AZT in the medium, autoradiography revealed that viral DNA
is present only in an integrated form as shown by the arrow.

3.1.4. Quantification of Proviral DNA in Infected U3MG Cells

After DNA extraction from chronically infected cells, viral integrated DNA
was quantified by real-time PCR using Syber Green procedure and primers
annealing in the env gene.

3.1.4.1. QUANTIFICATION OF VIRAL DNA (SEE NOTE 3)

Briefly centrifuge one vial 1a (colorless cap) containing the LightCycler
FastStart Enzyme and one vial 1a (green cap) containing the LightCycler
FastStart Reaction Mix Syber Green I. One vial 1a contains enzyme concen-
trate for three vials PCR master mix.

1. Pipet a total volume of 10 µL from vial 1a into vial 1b. Mix gently by pipetting
up and down but do not vortex. The resulting “Hot Start” master mix (10X) in
one vial is sufficient for 32 reactions. When the master mix is reconstituted, pro-
tect from light and avoid repeated freezing and thawing. After the first thaw-
ing, store master mix at 2–8°C for a maximum of 1 wk.

2. Depending on the total number of reactions, place LightCycler capillaries in
precooled centrifuge adapters. Mix is prepared by multiplying the number of re-
actions by the quantity of each component necessary for one reaction.

3. In a 1.5-mL reaction tube, add the following components in the order mentioned
below:

Final concentration

3H2O, PCR grade : 11.6 mL
MgCl2 : 2.4 mL 4 mM
SpuIn F (10 mM) : 1 mL 0.5 mM
Spu R (10 mM) : 1 mL 0.5 mM
LightCycler FastStart : 2 mL 1X
DNA master Syber green
Total volume : 18 mL
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For the primer stocks (see Note 4), MgCl2 was supplied by the manufacturer.
4. Pipet 18 µL master mix into the precooled LightCycler capillary on a cooling

block under a PCR hood to prevent any DNA contamination. Note that DNA
must not be introduced into the PCR hood.

Fig. 1. (A) Primers and probe sequences used for quantification of viral DNA. (B)
Southern blot of chronically infected U373-MG cells with or without 100 µM AZT.
Linear unintegrated and integrated viral DNA are represented by an arrow.
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5. Transfer the cooling block to a culture hood. A standard scale is made by fresh
10-fold dilution series of plasmid pHSRV13. Aliquots of pHSRV13 plasmid are
made at 5 × 109 copies/µL and stored at –20°C. For each viral DNA quantifica-
tion, one aliquot is thawed and dilutions down to 5 × 100 copies/µL are prepared.

6. Complete the first capillary with 2 µL of sterile water and seal immediately with
a stopper. This is the negative control of the PCR reaction.

7. Complete the other capillaries with 2 µL of DNA sample. After each deposit,
each capillary is sealed with a stopper.

8. Perform the PCR with 2 µL of each plasmid dilution of the standard scale from 1
× 101 copies to 1 × 106 copies. To prevent plasmid contamination, add dilutions
of weak concentration first and continue with dilutions of higher concentration.

9. Seal each capillary with a stopper and place the adapters, containing the capil-
lary, into a standard benchtop microcentrifuge.

10. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s and place the capillaries in the rotor of the LightCycler
instrument.

All real-time PCR protocols are composed of three programs:

Program 1: Preincubation and denaturation of the template DNA.
Program 2: Amplification of the target DNA.
Program 3: Cooling the rotor and thermal chamber.

Set the values for the preincubation and denaturation of the template DNA
as follows:

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 1
Target temperature (°C) 95
Incubation time (s) 480
Temperature transition rate (°C/s) 20

Set the values for amplifying the target DNA as follows:

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 45
Analysis mode Quantification

Temperature targets segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

Target temperature (°C) 95 58 72
Incubation time (s) 10 10 20
Temperature fusion rate (°C/s) 20 20 20
Acquisition mode none none single
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Set the values for cooling the rotor and thermal chamber at the end of the
protocol as follows:

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 1
Analysis mode none

Temperature targets segment 1

Target temperature (°C) 40
Incubation time (s) 30
Temperature fusion rate (°C/s) 20
Acquisition mode none

Quantification are performed with the LightCycler software Version 3.5
according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 5).

3.1.4.2. QUANTIFICATION OF HUMAN -GLOBIN

The quanitification of human -globin DNA in 2 µL of DNA from U3MG
cells is performed using the commercially available material (control kit DNA;
Roche Diagnostics combined with the LightCycler FastStart DNA Master Hy-
bridization Probes) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Amplifica-
tion of -globin DNA is monitored using hybridization probes labeled with LC
Red 640 that hybridize to an internal sequence of the amplified fragment.

1. In a 1.5-mL reaction tube, add the following components in the order mentioned
below:

Final concentration

H2O, PCR grade : 3.8 µL
MgCl2 : 1.2 µL 4 mM

-globin primer mix : 1 µL 0.5 µM
-globin hybridization probe
mix, LC-red 640 labeled : 1 µL probe 1: 0.2 µM

probe 2: 0.4 µM
LightCycler FastStart DNA

master hybridization probes mix : 1 µL 1X
Total volume : 8 µL

2. Proceed with the same precautions described previously for viral quantification.
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Two µL of sample DNA are quantified by real-time PCR.
3. The standard scale is made by fresh dilutions of human genomic DNA (purple

cap) (15 ng/µL). Two mL of these dilutions are used to quantify DNA sample.
Thirty ng of genomic DNA represents 10,000 genome equivalents.

As described previously, the -globin protocol consists of three programs:

• Denaturation program (same as described for viral DNA).
• Amplification program.

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 45
Analysis mode Quantification

Temperature targets segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

Target temperature (°C) 95 55 72
Incubation time (s) 0 10 5
Temperature fusion rate (°C/s) 20 20 20
Acquisition mode none none single

• Cooling program (same as described for viral DNA).

Quantifications are performed with the LightCycler software Version 3.5
according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 5). If the U373-MG cells
are diploid, then the number of cells in a 2-µL sample is equal to half human -
globin gene quantification of the analyzed sample. Make aliquots of this DNA;
it represents the standard scale for integrated viral DNA quantification.

3.2. Principle of Integrated HFV DNA Quantification (see Note 6)

To measure integrated DNA, a two-round PCR protocol was developed.
Viral DNA integration occurs randomly into the host cell genome. Conse-
quently, the distance between a determined sequence and viral genome is dif-
ferent for all integration sites. To measure all integration events, we focus on
Alu elements, which are the most numerous repetitive elements in primate ge-
nomic DNA, with more than 1 million copies per diploid genome (17,18). Alu
elements are randomly distributed, roughly 5000 bp apart, and are randomly
oriented. Thus, in a statistical manner, one event of viral DNA integration is
5000 bp from an Alu sequence.

3.2.1. First Round of PCR: Pre-Amplification

As shown in Fig. 2, the first round of PCR is performed with two Alu prim-
ers and an anchored primer named LambdaSpA:
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Fig. 2. (A) Principle of integrated DNA measure. The first round of polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) consists of a preamplification of Alu-long termimal repeat (LTR)
sequences of human foamy virus (HFV)-integrated DNA. The second round of PCR
allows to quantify viral integrated DNA by comparison to a standard scale. (B) Ampli-
fication of a standard scale. Serial dilutions of U373-MG chronically infected cells
from 25 copies to 2.5 million copies of integrated DNA were amplified with (bold) or
without Alu primers.
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ALU1: (5'-TCC CAG CTA CTG GGG AGG CTG AGG-3')
ALU2: (5'-GCC TCC CAA AGT GCT GGG ATT ACA G-3')
LambdaSpA: (5'-ATG CCA CGT AAG CGA AAC TTA GTA TAA TCA

TTT CCG CTT TCG-3')
The sequence in bold type does not hybridize on viral LTR and is absent

from all mammalian databanks. Amplification is performed with 500 nM of
the two Alu primers and 300 nM of the anchored primer in a 20-µL reaction
volume containing 1X LightCycler FastStart DNA Master Probe technique
mixture (Roche Diagnostics) and 4 mM MgCl2. Heterogeneous amplicons of
variable length are produced with the Lambda sequence at one extremity when
integrated DNA is present (see Note 7).

3.2.2. First Round of PCR

1. Prepare two mixtures:

MIX 1: with Alu primers
Final concentration

H2O, PCR grade : 11 µL
MgCl2 : 2.4 µL 4 mM
ALU1 (10 µM) : 1 µL 0.5 µM
ALU2 (10 µM) : 1 µL 0.5 µM
LambdaSpA : 0.6 µL 0.3 µM
LightCycler FastStart DNA

master hybridization probes : 2 µL 1X
Total volume : 18 µL

MIX 2: without Alu primers
Final concentration

H2O, PCR grade : 13 µL
MgCl2 : 2.4 µL 4 mM
ALU1 (10 µM) : 0 µL 0 µM
ALU2 (10 µM) : 0 µL 0 µM
LambdaSpA : 0.6 µL 0.3 µM
LightCycler FastStart DNA

master hybridization probes : 2 µL 1X
Total volume : 18 µL
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2. The second mix is then identical to the first one but does not contain ALU1 and
ALU2 primers. Two microliters of DNA sample is then tested in duplicate with
the first mixture and in simplicate with the second one.

3. For the first round of PCR, set the values of PCR protocol:
• Denaturation program (as described previously).
• Set the values for amplifying the target DNA as follows:

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 12
Analysis mode Quantification

Temperature targets segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

Target temperature (°C) 95 60 72
Incubation time (s) 10 10 170
Temperature fusion rate (°C/s) 20 20 20
Acquisition mode none none none

• Then a cooling protocol is executed as described previously.
4. Pipet 2 µL of each DNA sample in two capillaries containing the first mixture

(with Alu primers).
5. Pipet 2 µL of each DNA sample in one capillary containing the second mixture

(with no Alu primers). Use at least four serial dilutions of the standard scale
(DNA extracted for U373-MG cells) for quantification.

6. Pipet 2 µL of each dilution of standard scale into capillaries containing mixture
with Alu primers.

7. After the PCR, recover all capillaries, put on the stopper, and put the top of each
capillary into a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube.

8. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
9. Recover the 20 µL content of each capillary and add 180 µL of water under a

culture hood.

These dilutions constitute the template of the second round of PCR. The
second round of PCR is performed to detect and quantify in a specific manner
amplicons of the first PCR, testifying to integration events.

3.2.3. Second Round of PCR

The second-round real-time PCR was performed using 2 µL from the first PCR.
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1. In a 1.5-mL reaction tube, add the following components in the order mentioned
below:

Final concentration

H2O, PCR grade : 11.2 µL
MgCl2 : 2.4 µL 4 mM
Lambda (10 µM) : 1 µL 0.5 µM
Nested R (10 µM) : 1 µL 0.5 µM
Sp FL* (20 µM) : 0.2 µL 0.2 µM
Sp LC* (20 µM) : 0.2 µL 0.2 µM
LightCycler FastStart : 2 µL 1X
DNA master hybridization probe
Total volume : 18 µL

Sequences of primers and probes are given in Fig. 1.
2. Pipet 18 µL of the mixture under a PCR hood.
3. Add 2 µL of diluted DNA under a culture hood and seal each capillary with a

stopper immediately after each addition.
4. Centrifuge at 700g for 5 s.
5. Set the parameters of the PCR protocol.

• Denaturation program (as described previously)
• Amplifying program:

Cycle program data Value

Cycles 45
Analysis mode Quantification

Temperature targets segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

Target temperature (°C) 95 60 72
Incubation time (s) 0 10 8
Temperature fusion rate (°C/s) 20 20 20
Acquisition mode none none single

Cool the thermal chamber at 40°C for 30 s.
Values of integrated DNA of each sample are monitored by the LightCycler

software Version 3.5 according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 5).
Even when the mixture does not contain Alu primers, nonintegrated DNA

can be amplified linearly by lambdaSpA primer during the first PCR. To con-
trol for such linear amplification, a measure without Alu primers is realized in
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parallel. As a correction, the background signal contributed from unintegrated
DNA (i.e., without Alu primers) is then subtracted from the value obtained
with Alu primers (see Note 8).

4. Notes
1. All cells: BHK-21 and U373-MG cells were grown in DMEM with 10% fetal

bovine serum (FBS) and antibiotics (penicillin, streptavidine) at 37°C with 5% CO2.
2. With the rapid advancement in molecular biology techniques, multiple methods

can be used for DNA extraction. However, take care that when ethanol is used
preferentially in wash buffer, it is eliminated. When some drops are still present
in the eluate, they can inhibit subsequent reactions as real-time PCRs.

3. Alternative methods of quantification can be used with the LightCycler instru-
ment. To quantify viral DNA in U3MG chronically infected cells, Syber green
technique can be used, but hybridization probes methods may also be used. All
primers and probes used in these techniques were designed by Olfert Landt (TIB
MOLBIOL, Germany)

4. All primers and probes are resuspended in PCR-grade H2O and stored at 4°C.
Primers are stocked at a final concentration of 100 µM and probes at 20 µM. For
better conservation, protect DNA probes from light.

5. Sigmoidal amplification can be observed between 10 and 1 million HFV copies
per reaction. The regression line, calculated with LightCycler Software Version
3.5, usually has a y intercept of 40 cycles and a negative slope near –3.4 per 10-
fold increase of a standard curve concentration. For DNA quantification, check
the baseline adjustment “Arithmetic” and channel F1 when Syber green is used.
Check adjustment “Proportional” and channel F2 over F1 when hybridization
probes are used. Then move the noise band up or down to define which data
points will be excluded in the analysis. All data points that fall below the noise
band will be excluded. Once background fluorescence has been defined, the
LCDA software uses the intersection between each fluorescence curve and a
crossing line, set to the level of the noise band to give a value for a crossing point.
The crossing points values for a set of standards, expressed as fractional cycle
number can be plotted against log concentration to give a standard curve and to
determine values of the unknown samples.

6. A general consideration: PCR parameters (the number of cycles and more par-
ticularly the number of cycles of the first integrated PCR, temperature hybridiza-
tion, and so on) have been determined empirically by trial and error.
a. Set up physically separated working places for template preparation and set-

ting up the PCR reactions.
b. To prevent any contamination, always prepare PCR mix under a fume hood

with filter tips and dedicated (PCR use only) pipets, microcentrifuges, and
disposable gloves. Wear a “PCR coat” for preparation of PCR mixtures. Al-
ways use fresh gloves and change them regularly.

c. Have your own set of PCR reagents and solutions and use them only for PCR
reactions.
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Fig. 3. (A) Parameters of the second polymerase chain reaction (PCR). After re-
moving the background noise, log-lines are calculated for each curve and extrapolated
to the threshold line. Slope of this PCR: –3.340 and intercept, 41.14, are determined
by LightCycler Software Version 3.5. (B) Quantification of the standard scale with
and without Alu primers. Results demonstrate that values with no Alu primers repre-
sent a maximum of 6.7% of integrated viral DNA with Alu primers.

d. Store these reagents in aliquots.
e. Do not introduce any DNA under the PCR hood. Samples must be pre-

pared under a culture hood.
f. If negative control samples of any PCR show positive amplification curves,

exchange all critical solutions.
7. Even without viral integrated DNA in the sample, primer LambdaSpA can hy-

bridize on LTR of unintegrated DNA and amplify viral DNA in a linear manner.
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To quantify this phenomenon, which might overestimate viral integrated mea-
sure, a second mixture is realized without Alu primers.

8. For standard curve, amplification without Alu primers represent only 6% of the
value determined with Alu primers (Fig. 3B). However, it can reach 25% of the
value during acute infection when integrated DNA represent a minor form. In
this latter case, correction is required.
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Detection of HIV-1 Provirus and RNA
by In Situ Amplification

Alcina Nicol and Gerard J. Nuovo

Summary
The detection of the HIV-1 provirus that can integrate into a host cell nucleus and

remain latent for years is problematic. The threshold of in situ hybridization, which is
about 10 copies per cell, is too high to detect one integrated copy of the provirus. Al-
though polymerase chain reaction (PCR) can detect 1 provirus per 100,000 cells, it can-
not determine the specific cellular localization of the virus. These problems can be
resolved with PCR in situ hybridization. Adapting this method to RNA detection (re-
verse transcriptase [RT] in situ PCR) allows one to determine whether viral infection is
latent or productive as well as to detect the host response in the form of cytokine mRNA
expression. These methodologies have demonstrated that (1) there is massive infection
of CD4 cells by HIV-1 prior to AIDS-defining symptomatology, (2) progression of AIDS
is marked by the progressive destruction of CD4 cells, as evidenced by an increased ratio
of productively to latently infected cells, (3) the primary target of the virus in the uterine
cervix, lung, central nervous system, and skeletal muscle is the macrophage and its de-
rivatives, and (4) AIDS-related diseases such as AIDS dementia are marked by both
many viral-infected cells and upregulation of a wide variety of cytokines, primarily in
the neighboring noninfected cells. This chapter will describe the methodologies for de-
tecting HIV-1 DNA and RNA in paraffin-embedded tissue sections as well as the
colabeling experiments needed to define the host response to the viral invasion.

Key Words: In situ hybridization; PCR; in situ PCR; reverse transcriptase; HIV-1;
TNF- .

1. Introduction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has become the most important and com-

monly used technique in such diverse fields as basic research, forensic pathol-
ogy, and the study of infectious disease. However, unless one does
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microdissection experiments, it cannot determine what specific cell type(s)
contains the DNA or RNA sequence of interest. Even with tissue microdissec-
tion, one loses important information such as the molecular interactions be-
tween neighboring cells and the histologic distribution of a given target. There
are many experimental questions where this information would be of obvious
interest (1–14). This chapter will focus on how this information can provide
much insight into HIV-1 pathogenesis.

Although useful for targets with high copy numbers (such as productive
DNA viral infections), standard in situ hybridization requires that at least 10
target sequences be present in an intact cell in order for one to see the signal
(1). In many instances only one or a few targets may be present in a given cell.
HIV-1 is a classic example, where one copy of the DNA provirus of HIV-1 can
integrate into the nucleus of the host cell, and remain latent for many years. By
combining the cell-localizing ability of in situ hybridization with the high sen-
sitivity of PCR, one can readily and routinely detect one to a few target se-
quences in a cell and—by either using its cytologic features or colocalizing
experiments—determine the exact nature of that cell. Thus, PCR in situ hy-
bridization (for DNA) and reverse transcriptase (RT) in situ PCR (for RNA)
are the methods of choice for detecting low copy sequences in intact tissue
samples.

2. Materials
2.1. Pretreatment of Tissue or Cell Preparations
Prior to PCR Amplification of DNA or cDNA

1. Fresh xylene.
2. Fresh 100% ethanol.
3. Protease (pepsin—DAKO, cat. no. S3002) (10 mL of pepsin prepared by adding

10 mg of pepsin to 9.5 mL of RNAse-free water and 0.5 mL of 2 N HCl) (see
Note 1).

4. RNAse-free DNAse (Applied Biosystems, cat. no. 776 785).
5. Silane-coated glass slides.

2.2. PCR Amplification of DNA or cDNA

1. EZ buffer (buffer, nucleotides, and rTth are part of the EZ RT-PCR kit from
Applied Biosystems, cat. no. N808-0179).

2. dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP.
3. Bovine serum albumin (BSA).
4. Digoxigenin dUTP (Enzo Biochemicals, 0.5 mM cat. no. 42822).
5. Primers (20 mM each; see Note 2) (Sigma Genosys).
6. RNase inhibitor (Applied Biosystems, cat. no. 799 017).
7. rTth polymerase (Applied Biosystems, cat. no. N808-0097).
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2.3. In Situ Detection of Digoxigenin-Labeled Amplicons

1. High-stringency wash (0.2X SSC, 2% BSA).
2. Antidigoxigenin-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (see Note 3) (Boehringer

Mannheim cat. no. 1093274).
3. Nitroblue tetrazolium and bromochloroindolyl phosphate (NBT/BCIP) (see Note 4).
4. Nuclear fast red counterstain.
5. Xylene, 100% ethanol, permount, and glass cover slips.

3. Methods

The RT in situ PCR assay requires (1) the pretreatment of the tissue with
protease and DNase, (2) the RT and PCR step with direct incorporation of the
reporter nucleotide into the amplicon, and (3) detection of the reporter nucle-
otide by a colorimetric method, followed by routine cover slipping of the slide.

3.1. Pretreatment of Tissue With Protease and DNAse

It is important to stress that coated slides must be used for either standard in
situ hybridization or any method in which cDNA/DNA is being amplified in
situ. Coating the slides with silane will allow the tissue to remain firmly ad-
hered to the slide during the multiple steps of the in situ procedure. Silane-
coated slides are readily available from many commercial sources and have a
variety of trade names, such as PLUS coated slides (Fisher Scientific). Another
useful tip to remember is to place two (for large tissue sections) or three (for
surgical biopsy material) tissue sections (of the usual thickness, typically 4
µm) on a given silane-coated glass slide. This allows one to perform the essen-
tial controls (see Note 5) on the same glass slide as the test reaction. Finally,
recall that formalin fixation (10% buffered formalin is the standard in laborato-
ries in the United States) is the optimal fixative for any in situ assay, with or
without in situ amplification.

The most important variable for success with RT in situ PCR is the protease
digestion step. To understand why, one may recall that formalin fixation
crosslinks the DNA and RNA in the cell with the abundant cellular proteins.
Thus, for the reagents used during the RT in situ PCR process to access the
target RNA, the protein-RNA crosslinks must be much reduced. More impor-
tantly, the high temperatures invariably used during paraffin-embedding of
formalin-fixed tissue induces nicks in the genomic DNA. These nicks can in-
duce DNA synthesis in a process that is analogous to the generation of labeled
probes using nick translation. The areas of DNA with nicks are protected from
DNAse digestion by the protein-DNA crosslinks formed during formalin fixa-
tion. Unless these crosslinks are removed, the DNAse cannot degrade the ge-
nomic DNA to prevent nonspecific DNA repair/synthesis during the PCR step
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of RT in situ PCR. This is the key given that a reporter nucleotide (digoxigenin
dUTP) will be incorporated into any newly made DNA during RT in situ PCR,
be it the target cDNA or nonspecific DNA repair-based synthesis (see Note 5).
Thus, after one removes the paraffin using a wash in fresh xylene (2–5 min),
100% ethanol (2–5 min), then air-drying the slide, the tissue sections must be
incubated in a protease for the optimal digestion time. As described in Note 5,
the optimal protease digestion time is defined as a strong primer-independent
nuclear-based signal in at least 50% of the cells, which is totally eliminated by
overnight pretreatment with DNase digestion (Fig. 1).

After optimal protease digestion, one needs to treat the tissue in DNase so-
lution overnight at 37°C. It is important to stress that, with three tissue sections
per slide, one can leave one tissue without DNase (this will be the positive
PCR control—at least 50% of the nuclei should turn dark blue after the assay is
done), DNase another tissue followed by RT and PCR with an irrelevant primer
set (this is the negative PCR control; the signal noted with the positive control
should be eliminated), and DNAse another tissue followed by RT and PCR
with the primer set of interest (test run). Given that one is using glass slides, it
is very simple to remove the protease and DNase: wash the slides for 1 min in
RNase-free water followed by a 1-min rinse in 100% ethanol, which facilitates
the air-drying of the slide.

3.2. RT and PCR Step With Direct Incorporation
of Reporter Nucleotide Into the Amplicon

After the slide is air-dried, one is ready to add the RT and PCR reagents to
the tissues. Prepare the following solution (most are part of the EZ rTth RNA
PCR kit, Applied Biosystems cat. no. N808-0179):

• 10 µL of rTth buffer
• 1.6 µL each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP
• 1.6 µL 2% BSA
• 2 µL of rTth
• 12.4 µL of 10 mM Mn acetate
• 0.6 mL of 1 mM digoxigenin dUTP
• 15.0 µL of sterile RNase-free water
• 2.0 µL of primers (stock solution, 200 µM; see Note 2).

Add enough of the solution to cover the tissue. There are several alterna-
tives for preventing evaporation of the amplifying solution. The simplest way
is to use polypropylene plastic cover slips cut to size. They can be anchored
with a small drop of glue or nail polish. Another alternative is Ampliclips and
Amplicovers from Applied Biosystems (cat. nos. N804-0501 and N804-0600).
Finally, a reagent called SelfSeal (MJ Research) can be added to the amplify-
ing solution to prevent evaporation.
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Fig. 1. Determining optimal protease digestion with the start-up protocol. This section of placenta tissue was digested in pepsin
for 60 min (A) and 10 min (C) and treated per the start-up protocol. Note the lack of detectable DNA synthesis in C and the strong
nuclear-based signal in A, denoting that 60 min of digestion is the optimal time. With the optimal protease digestion, the signal is
completely lost with overnight digestion with RNase-free DNase (negative control, B). However, as expected, background is still
evident after DNase digestion if 10 min of protease digestion is used (D).

175
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The RT step is done for 30 min at 65°C. This is followed by PCR amplifica-
tion of the cDNA, which, after an initial denaturation of 95°C for 3 min, is
achieved by cycling at 60°C for 1 min, 30 s, followed by denaturation at 95°C
for 45 s, for 20 cycles. If one uses the polypropylene cover slip/mineral oil
overlay method, then the slides need to be washed in fresh xylene for 3–5 min,
followed by 100% ethanol for 3–5 min, followed by air-drying.

3.3. Hot-Start PCR Step Followed by In Situ Hybridization
for Detection of HIV-1 Proviral DNA

There are two fundamental differences between PCR in situ hybridization
for DNA and RT in situ PCR for RNA. First, one does not use direct incorpo-
ration of a reporter nucleotide with paraffin-embedded tissue because the non-
specific DNA repair pathway would render the results useless; thus, a
hybridization step is needed. Second, one must use the hot-start maneuver,
which inhibits mispriming and primer dimerization (although the latter does
not appear to occur in the milieu of the cell) since, of course, one cannot use
DNase digestion to eliminate these unwanted pathways.

One may use the same reagents with PCR in situ hybridization as with RT in
situ PCR with the importance exception that the labeled reporter nucleotide
(digoxigenin dUTP) is omitted. Also, it is recommended to use the hot-start
maneuver. One has several options. There is manual hot-start, where the poly-
merase is withheld until the temperature of the cycler reaches 50°C. Alterna-
tively, one can use AmpliGold (with the appropriate buffer and magnesium
concentrations, Applied Biosystems, cat. no. N808-0241).

After the PCR step, perform standard in situ hybridization. It is strongly
recommended that one use as large a probe as possible (80–120 base pairs
[bp]), even if it includes the region of the primers, as primer oligomerization
does not appear to occur with in situ PCR amplification. With these larger
probes, one can use the same stringent wash and detection system as with RT
in situ PCR, as described in Subheading 3.4.

3.4. Detection of Reporter Nucleotide by Colorimetric Method

The key step here is the stringency wash. It is important to remember that
the amplifying solution most likely will contained labeled DNA that is gener-
ated from primer-dimerization and, perhaps (with too strong a protease step),
target-specific amplicons that diffused out of the cells. This leads to a situation
analogous to standard in situ hybridization, where the labeled probe in the hy-
bridization cocktail can nonspecifically bind to cellular proteins and nucleic
acids. These complexes are weakly held, and easily removed by a stringent
wash. Thus, incubate the slides at 60°C for 10 min in a solution of 0.1X SSC
that contains 2% BSA. Then remove the slide from the stringent wash, dry the
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back of the slide, and place over the tissue the antidigoxigenin-alkaline phos-
phatase conjugate and incubate at 37°C for 30 min. The slides can then be
placed directly in the NBT/BCIP solution (see Note 4). The slides should be
monitored under the microscope to determine the amount of time for which the
reaction should proceed. After the signal is determined to be optimal and, of
course, background is minimal, the slides should be washed in tap water for 1
min, counterstained in nuclear fast red for 3 min, and cover slipped with
Permount.

3.5. Examples of Use of In Situ Amplification
for Study of HIV-1-Related Pathogenesis

Cytokines are soluble molecules, secreted by white blood cells and other
cells in response to certain types of stimuli. The major producers of cytokines
are monocytes/macrophages and T-helper cells, but most immune cells are ca-
pable of some cytokine secretion following stimulation (15). A cytokine and
its cytokine receptor are complementary in shape and, when bound together,
initiate an intracellular biochemical cascade that leads to the expression of new
genes by the cell (16).

HIV-1 infection can affect the function of the immune system. There is both
immunodeficiency due to the loss of CD4+ T-helper cells and hyperactivity as
a result of B-cell activation; therefore, both increases and decreases are seen in
the production and/or activity of cytokines. Several cytokines are responsible
for the progression of HIV-associated disease, although there is disagreement
about the role of some cytokines known as regulatory molecules such as Th1
(interleukin [IL]-2, interferon [IFN]- ) or Th2 (IL-4, IL-10, IL-6) as prognos-
tic to AIDS evolution during HIV-1 infection (17). The patterns of innate
cytokine production have been postulated to switch from TH1- to TH2-type
cytokines with the progression of HIV-associated disease owing to the cellular
activation and consequently the increase of HIV-1 viral replication. A recent
study that utilized RT in situ PCR and immunohistochemistry (18) showed in
vitro that epithelial cells and keratinocytes containing human papillomavirus
(HPV) were clearly more potent positive regulators for HIV activation than
HPV-negative cells in human macrophages. This upregulation is mainly the
result of induction of pro-inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-6 and tumor ne-
crosis factor (TNF)- . In vitro studies also suggest that IL-6 may contribute to
HIV burden and to immunological abnormalities in HIV-infected patients (19).
We also demonstrated that cervical biopsies from HIV/HPV coinfected woman
showing high-grade cervical intraepithelial neoplasia had high statistical sig-
nificance and correlation with IL-4, IL-10, IL-8, and IFN-  expression. Fur-
ther, there was a significant correlation between IL-4 and IL-10 production in
the HIV-positive patients, suggesting a switch to a TH2 cytokine profile even
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in the presence of significant levels of IFN-  (Th1 response). The HIV-nega-
tive patients with HPV infection showed high expression of IL-6 and TNF- ,
compared with HIV/HPV coinfected women.

There are mechanisms involved to controlling the regulation of TH1 or TH2
responses. Recently, a novel class of suppressors belonging to the cytokine
signaling (SOCS/SSI) family of proteins have been implicated in the negative
feedback regulation of cytokine receptor signaling and cytoplasmic signaling
adaptor molecules. We have recently shown (Nicol and Nuovo, unpublished
data) using RT in situ PCR for SOCS and HIV-1 gag RNA in serial sections,
that there was a strong inverse correlation between HIV-1 RNA expression
and SOCS expression, suggesting that the former may be modulating SOCS
expression, which, of course, could dramatically impact cytokine expression
(Fig. 2).

Clearly, cytokine expression in HIV-1 patients is a complex, multifactorial
process. RT in situ PCR done on serial sections and with colabeling will aid
greatly in better defining the complex interplay between viral infection and the
host response.

4. Notes
1. There are a wide variety of proteases that one can use with either in situ hybrid-

ization or RT in situ PCR. The two most commonly used proteases are proteinase
K and pepsin. Pepsin has the advantage that it rarely overdigests tissue and, thus,
tends to give excellent histologic detail. Also, it is easy to inactivate by simply
flooding the slide with water. We prefer pepsin and use it at a high concentration
(2 to 10 mg/mL). For most tissues, 30–60 min of digestion in this protease will
give good results. However, for tissues that have been fixed for long periods of
time in 10% buffered formalin, such as autopsy material, proteinase K digestion
may be necessary. Proteinase K gives excellent digestion but it is more likely to
overdigest the tissue, which, of course, defeats the purpose of any in situ method-
ology. For proteinase K, it is recommended that one use a concentration of 250
µg/mL. For most tissues, 10–30 min of digestion will give good results.

2. It has been our experience that primers that are acceptable for solution phase RT
PCR will also be yield good results with RT in situ PCR. The size of the amplicon
is typically 100–300 bp. We have used amplified cDNAs as long as 1000 bp with
RT in situ PCR with good results.

3. We recommend the antidigoxigenin-alkaline phosphatase conjugate. However, it
is important to realize that there are many choices that are also acceptable. For
example, we at times use the antidigoxigenin-peroxidase conjugate with DAB as
the chromogen. Alternatively, one may use biotin as the reporter nucleotide with
the streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase as the conjugate. If one uses biotin, it is
important to realize that the ratio of unlabeled (dTTP) to labeled (biotin dUTP)
needs to be about 1:1; the window of optimal labeled to unlabeled is narrow.
However, with digoxigenin, there is a broad window of unlabeled (dTTP) to la-
beled (digoxigenin dUTP); the range is from 1:50 to 1:1.
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Fig. 2. Correlation of HIV-1 RNA detection with tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-  and SOCS mRNA in cervical biopsies from women
with AIDS. A represents a section of cervical tissue near the transformation zone in a woman with AIDS; note the many HIV-1 infected
cells (gag transcript detected by reverse transcriptase [RT] in situ polymerase chain reaction [PCR]) in cells with the cytologic features
of macrophages. Analysis for TNF-  expression showed an equivalent histologic pattern (B); however, SOCS mRNA was not detected
in this area (C). However, in another area where neither HIV-1 RNA or TNF-  mRNA was evident, many cells expressed SOCS mRNA
as determined by RT in situ PCR (D).

179
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4. There are many sources of NBT/BCIP commercially available. We have noted
that the concentration of the reagents is critical; too much can yield a blue-green
background signal that is primarily cytoplasmic. As a starting point, it is recom-
mended that one use 45 µL of each to 15 mL of the pH 9.5 Tris-HCl solution
(Biogenex, cat. no. HK097-5K). If the signal-to-background ratio is not optimal,
consider increasing the amounts of NBT and BCIP to 65 µL per 15 mL of the
Tris-HCl buffer.

5. It cannot be overstressed that one cannot interpret RT in situ PCR without the
proper controls. The negative control section (which has been treated with DNase)
gets the RT in situ PCR solution either without the primers or (as we prefer) with
irrelevant primers. The definition of irrelevant primers is that the target they rep-
resent could not possibly be present in the tissue being analyzed. Viral-specific
primers work well in this regard. We routinely use either rabies or hantavirus
specific primers, as—obviously—these viruses are not going to be present in
most samples. We prefer to use irrelevant primers as this also serves as a check
for nonspecific DNA synthesis from mispriming, though adequate DNase diges-
tion will not allow this to occur. The positive control section has not been treated
in DNase and, thus, there will be robust nonspecific DNA synthesis regardless of
the primers. Thus, one can use the RT in situ PCR solution with the specific
primers of interest (realizing that the latter are not necessary but we use them for
the convenience of making the same solution for the positive control and for the
test slide). The test control section has been treated with DNase and is incubated
with the RT in situ PCR solution that contains the target specific primers of interest.
The importance of having a basic knowledge of surgical pathology for the inter-
pretation of RT in situ PCR data cannot be stressed enough. Of course, this is just
as true for the interpretation of immunohistochemistry, in situ hybridization, and
in situ PCR. For simplicity’s sake, let us describe target-specific signal using the
word “signal” and the word “background” for any blue coloration owing to any
nonspecific pathway. Background is just as common with in situ hybridization
and immunohistochemistry as it is with RT in situ PCR. The key to recognizing
involves using two different tools:
Correct interpretation of the controls. This is simple if one does the controls
recommended above on the same glass slide as the test was done. A successful
RT in situ PCR run is defined by no background with the negative control (DNAse
with irrelevant primers) and an intense nuclear-based signal in at least 50% of
the cells with the positive control (no DNAse) in different cell types. It follows
that the definition of an unsuccessful RT in situ PCR run is also simple: back-
ground, nuclear-based colorization is evident with the negative control (DNAse
with irrelevant primers). When this occurs, one typically sees either weak or no
“signal” with the positive control (no DNase) but, for ease of interpretation, it is
simpler to focus one’s attention on the negative control (DNase with irrelevant
primers). When this occurs, one must increase the time of protease digestion, as
there is inadequate protease digestion to remove the DNA-protein crosslinks and
allow the DNase to digest the template DNA. Of course, another possible result
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is no signal with the negative and positive controls. If this occurs, and the tissue
morphology is poor, the obvious solution is to reduce the protease digestion time.
If one sees no signal, and the morphology is good, then either the antidigoxigenin-
alkaline phosphatase conjugate has expired (or was left in the freezer), the poly-
merase did not work, or the NBT/BCIP was no longer active. This is very
unlikely; if no signal is evident, we recommend that one test the detection re-
agents with standard in situ hybridization and a high copy target, such as HPV in
genital warts. The absence of a signal would document that one of the reagents is
not effective.
Correct interpretation of the histologic pattern of the signal. A good surgical
pathologist will appreciate the value of this tool. If one is looking for a lympho-
cyte marker and does immunohistochemistry for such, and then sees a strong
“signal” in lymphocytes and squamous cells, then by definition there is back-
ground, and the experiment must be redone. This is particularly useful when
studying viruses, as their specific cell tropism is usually well known. Of course,
there will be instances where the specific histologic distribution of a given target
will not be known and one must rely more on the correct interpretation of the
controls as detailed above. Still, one should always be suspect when a “signal” is
seen in many diverse cell types with a given probe, primer set, or antibody, and
suspect background.
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Detection of HTLV-1 Gene on Cytologic Smear Slides

Kenji Kashima, Tsutomu Daa, and Shigeo Yokoyama

Summary
In this chapter we describe a method for the detection of human T-cell leukemia virus

type 1 (HTLV-1) genes in cytologic smears by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). First,
already-stained and covered slides should be immersed in xylene for removal of cover
slips. After passage through a descending ethanol series, slides are ready for DNA ex-
traction. If the neoplastic cells on slides are mixed with nonneoplastic lymphocytes, cells
of interest are isolated by microdissection. Two easy methods to dissect the samples
using hydrophobic and hydrophilic mounting media are detailed. Second, microdissected
cells are collected in microtubes and digested with proteinase K. The cells that did not
undergo the microdissection are digested and dissolve in the proteinase K solution on the
slides. Last, the template DNA is extracted from the solution and provided to PCR. We
use two sets of primers for detection of HTLV-1 genes, and the products of amplification
by PCR that correspond to the pX and tax regions are expected to be 127 and 159 base
pairs long, respectively. Although this method does not provide proof of the monoclonal
integration of HTLV-1 genes, it can be applied when adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma is
suspected cytologically but fresh samples for Southern blotting are unavailable.

Key Words: Cytologic samples; HTLV-1 gene; pX region; tax region; polymerase
chain reaction; microdissection.

1. Introduction
Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) is a very aggressive neoplasm

that is caused by human T-cell leukemia virus type-1 (HTLV-1). Clinically,
ATLL is classified into four types: acute, chronic, smoldering, and lymphoma.
Cytologic smears that include neoplastic cells are usually obtained from the
peripheral blood of patients with acute ATLL and from the pleural effusions or
cerebrospinal fluid of patients with advanced acute or lymphoma-type ATLL.
Cytologic examination reveals that neoplastic cells have hyperlobulated nu-
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clei; cells with this peculiar morphologic feature are known as “cloverleaf
cells” (Fig. 1). ATLL is defined as a peripheral T-cell neoplasm resulting from
infection by human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1). Thus, by them-
selves, the morphologic features of the neoplastic cells are insufficient for an
unequivocal diagnosis of ATLL. An accurate diagnosis of ATLL requires proof
of the monoclonal integration of HTLV-1 into the neoplastic cells, which is
usually obtained by Southern blotting analysis of fresh samples, such as lym-
phoma tissue or peripheral blood.

We describe here a method for the detection of HTLV-1 genes in cytologic
smears by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). This method can be applied when
ATLL is suspected cytologically but fresh samples for Southern blotting are
unavailable (see Note 1).

2. Materials
1. Proteinase K.
2. Tris-buffered saline (pH 8.0): 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl.
3. TE buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, 10 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic

acid (EDTA), 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS).
4. Humid chamber designed for immunohistochemistry.
5. PCR buffer: 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, 0.2 mM dNTPs, and 1

mM MgCl2 in sterile H2O.
6. Taq polymerase (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT).

Fig. 1. Atypical lymphocytes with hyperlobulated nuclei from a patient with adult
T-cell leukemia/lymphoma.
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7. Oligonucleotide primers (see Subheading 3.3.) for HTLV-1 pX and tax genes
(TLV-1019/1020; Maxim Biotech Inc., South San Francisco, CA).

8. PCR thermal cycler (GeneAmp™ PCR System 2400, Perkin-Elmer).
9. Equipment for polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PhastSystem™; Pharmacia

Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden).
10. Polyacrylamide gel (Homogeneous 12.5™; Pharmacia Biotech).
11. DNA silver-staining kit for polyacrylamide gels (Pharmacia Biotech).
12. Equipment for agarose gel electrophoresis, agarose and ethidium bromide as sub-

stitutes for items 9–11.

3. Methods
The method can be divided into four steps: (1) pretreatment of cytologic

smears; (2) extraction of DNA from cytologic smears; (3) preparation of prim-
ers for amplification of HTLV-1 genes; and (4) amplification by PCR.

3.1. Pretreatment of Cytologic Smears

3.1.1. Removal of Cover Slips

Both ethanol-fixed/Papanicolaou-stained slides and air-dried/May-Giemsa-
stained slides can be used (1). Covered slides should be immersed in xylene for
removal of cover slips. If cover slips cannot be removed easily, slides can be
incubated in xylene at 37°C for several days. Slides without the cover slips are
rinsed several times in fresh xylene, and in 100% ethanol for 5 min to remove
xylene. After passage through a descending ethanol series (95%, 90%, and
80%; 5 min each), slides are washed in sterile H2O. The cells on slides are now
ready for the extraction of DNA (see Subheading 3.2.1.)

3.1.2. Microdissection

Omit this step if it is not necessary, and proceed to the next step, namely,
extraction of DNA.

If the neoplastic cells on slides are mixed with nonneoplastic lymphocytes,
cells of interest are isolated by microdissection. Laser-capture microdissection
equipment allows microdissection at the single-cell level, but we recommend
two easier and less expensive methods (2,3).

3.1.2.1. TRANSFER OF CELLS USING HYDROPHOBIC MOUNTING MEDIUM (SEE NOTE 2)

After removal of cover slips with xylene and rinsing of slides in fresh xy-
lene, hydrophobic mounting medium (Mount-Quick™; Daido Sangyo Co.,
Tokyo, Japan) is dropped on the target areas on the slides, which are then heated
at 60°C for 2 h until the medium hardens. The slides with hardened media are
dipped in water at 37°C, and the medium becomes soft enough to be peeled off.
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The blade of a scalpel is used to remove the medium plus target cells from each
slide. Unwanted cells can be removed by cutting the solidified medium with a
knife. The trimmed solidified medium with the target cells is placed in a
microtube and treated with xylene, a graded ethanol series, and H2O, as de-
scribed above.

3.1.2.2. TRANSFER OF CELLS USING HYDROPHILIC MOUNTING MEDIUM (SEE NOTE 3)

After removal of cover slips with xylene and passage through the descend-
ing ethanol series and sterile H2O, hydrophilic mounting medium (Crystal
Mount™; Biomeda, Foster City, CA) is dropped on the slides. After 20–60
min at 37°C, the medium becomes hard enough to be cut with a knife. Under
the light microscope, a small piece of solidified medium, containing target
cells, can be isolated with a surgical knife. The small piece of solidified me-
dium is transferred to a microtube with forceps and washed several times with
sterile H2O to remove the medium.

3.2. Extraction of DNA
3.2.1. Digestion of Cells on Slides or in Tubes

The re-hydrated smears on slides are washed in 10 mM Tris-buffered saline,
pH 8.0, and placed in a humid chamber for immunocytochemical staining. Pro-
teinase K, diluted at 200 µg/mL in TE buffer, is applied to the glass slides and
then incubated at 37°C for 24 h. The cells are digested and dissolve in the
solution on the slides. The solution on each slide is collected with a micropipet
and transferred to a microtube (see Note 4).

Microdissected cells in microtubes, as described in Subheading 3.1.2., are
also digested with proteinase K under the same conditions but, in this case a
more concentrated solution of proteinase K (400 µg/mL) is added to an equal
volume of cell suspension.

3.2.2. Extraction of DNA

The samples, after digestion on slides or in tubes, are boiled for 5 min to
inactivate proteinase K. Then an equal volume of phenol is added to each
sample, with a brief mixing on a vortex mixer. After centrifugation at 10,000g
for 30 min, 3.3 µL of 3 M sodium acetate, 1 µL of Ethacinmate (Nippon Gene,
Toyama, Japan), and 250 µL of 100% ethanol are added to 100 µL of each
supernatant. The mixture is mixed thoroughly on a vortex mixer and centri-
fuged at 10,000g for 5 min. The pellet is washed with 70% ethanol, air-dried,
and resuspended in 50 µL of sterile H2O.

3.3. Primers for Amplification of HTLV-1 Genes

We use two sets of primers for detection of HTLV-1 genes: one for detec-
tion of the pX region, designed by Hall et al. (4), and one for detection of the
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tax region, which was designed by and can be obtained from Maxim Biotech.
The sequences of primers for the pX region are as follows: forward, CCA ATC
ACT CAT ACA ACC CCC A; and reverse, CTG GAA AAG ACA GGG TTG
GGA G. The products of amplification by PCR that correspond to pX and tax
are expected to be 127 base pairs (bp) and 159 bp long, respectively.

3.4. Amplification by PCR (see Note 5)

The reaction mixture (total volume, 50 µL) contains 20 pmol of each primer,
2.5 U of Taq polymerase, 1 µL of the solution of template DNA, and 35 µL of
PCR buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 0.2 mM dNTPs, and 1 mM
MgCl2). The conditions for amplification are as follows: for the pX region,
denaturation at 94°C for 1 min, annealing at 56°C for 1.5 min, and primer
extension at 72°C for 2 min; and for the tax region, denaturation at 94°C for 1
min, annealing at 58°C for 1 min, and primer extension at 72°C for 1 min. The
final extension is allowed to proceed for an additional 10 min. Amplification is
allowed to proceed for 30 cycles in a thermal cycler (GeneAmp PCR System
2400). The products of PCR are analyzed by electrophoresis on a polyacryla-
mide gel (Homogeneous 12.5) and staining with a DNA silver-staining kit
(PhastSystem) or on a 1% agarose gel supplemented with 0.1% ethidium bro-
mide and a subsequent examination on an ultraviolet (UV) illuminator.

Products of approx 130 bp and 160 bp are obtained for pX and tax, respec-
tively (Fig. 2).

4. Notes
1. This method does not provide proof of the monoclonal integration of HTLV-1

genes. Furthermore, contaminating nonneoplastic T-cells that have been infected
by HTLV-1 can interfere with the results. To solve this problem, we need a
method that demonstrates the existence of the virus at the single-cell level. In our
hands, nonradioactive in situ hybridization using biotin-labeled probes did not
work well, probably because of the low number of copies of HTLV-1 genes in
infected cells. It has been reported that a technique involving PCR and in situ
hybridization allows confirmation of the presence of HTLV-1 genes at the single-
cell level with a high degree of sensitivity (5).

2. The cell-transfer method using hydrophobic mounting medium can be used for
the transfer of cytologic samples from one slide to another. Samples that have
been peeled off slides with hardened medium can be divided with scissors or a
knife and can be transferred to several separate slides for immunocytochemical
analysis with multiple antibodies.

3. The most critical issue when hydrophilic mounting medium is used is the dura-
tion of heating. When the medium is heated too long and becomes too hard, it is
difficult to remove from slides and to cut. Optimal conditions vary from case to
case, depending on the amount of residual water on each slide, and it is recom-
mended that a shorter heating period (20–30 min) be tested initially.
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4. Contamination of one sample by others must be avoided after cover slips have
been removed. The inside of the humid chamber must be cleaned for each trial.
The microdissection methods described in this chapter should help to prevent
contamination by other samples.

5. When the results of PCR are negative, the integrity of the extracted DNA should
be examined. We routinely amplify the gene for nucleophosmin or exon 3 of the
gene for -catenin by PCR since the products of amplification of these sequences
are longer than the products expected after the amplification of the pX or tax
region. The respective primers and conditions for PCR have been described by
Wood et al. (6) and Kitaeva et al. (7), respectively. The product of amplification
of the gene for nucleophosmin is 185 bp long and that of exon 3 of the gene for -
catenin is 228 bp long.
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Detection of HIV-2 by PCR

Feng Gao

Summary
Genomes of human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2), like those of HIV-1 or

other retroviruses, are highly variable. These genetic variants have been classified into
seven genetic subtypes (1–4). The average genetic divergence between different sub-
types is about 20% in the gag gene, which is higher than those among HIV-1 group M
subtypes (1). The current serological tests cannot distinguish the different subtypes from
one another. To understand genetic variation, evolution, and subtype distribution of HIV-
2, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology has been widely used. The PCR products
that are amplified from highly conserved regions among all subtypes can be either cloned
into plasmid vectors for sequence analysis or directly sequenced without a cloning step.
Phylogenetic analysis of newly obtained sequences with reference sequences can deter-
mine the subtype classification or identify new subtypes if the sequences do not belong
to any known subtypes.

Key Words: HIV-2; PCR; detection; subtype; genome; infection; amplification.

1. Introduction
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has become a powerful tool for detection

of viral infection. DNA or RNA molecules can be extracted from blood or
tissue samples and used as templates for PCR amplification. Although the high
level of genetic variation among HIV-2 subtypes makes it difficult to detect all
genetic variants, some regions within viral genes are conserved possibly owing
to biological function constraints. By comparing known HIV-2 sequences and
designing primers at these highly conserved regions, it has been possible to
amplify multiple HIV-2 subtypes with broadly reactive PCR primer sets (1–4).
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2. Materials
1. Genomic DNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
2. Viral RNA extraction kit (Qiagen).
3. Agarose.
4. DNA marker: X174 DNA/Hae III markers (Promega, Madison, WI).
5. Platinum Taq High Fidelity polymerase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
6. dNTP mix: 10 mM each dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and dTTP.
7. TBE buffer: 90 mM Tris-borate and 2 mM EDTA.
8. Oligonucleotide primers.
9. Ethanol (96–100%).

10. Microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL).
11. RNase-free pipet tips with aerosol barrier.
12. Random hexamers.
13. Dithiothreitol (DTT).
14. SuperScript III RT (Invitrogen).
15. Diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-treated water.
16. MgCl2.

3. Methods
3.1. PCR Amplification of DNA Templates

Although many tissues from HIV-2-infected patients can be used to detect
integrated HIV-2 genomes, blood samples can be obtained easily for DNA
extraction and used as a template for PCR amplification. With development of
new methods for DNA extraction from whole blood or peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC), only small amounts of samples are needed for sample
preparation and HIV-2 proviral DNA can be routinely obtained at high quality
for PCR amplification (1–4).

3.1.1. DNA Extraction
Many methods can be used for DNA extraction from HIV-2-infected cells.

They include the traditional phenol:chloroform method and a number of com-
mercial DNA extraction kits. Because the phenol:chloroform method requires
separation of white blood cells from patient whole blood samples and the
chemicals are toxic to human health, it has not been used as frequently as be-
fore. Instead, the commercial kits can be used to extract DNA from whole
blood samples or PBMC without any pretreatment. This has made DNA sample
preparation much easier. Among these kits, the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit
has been widely used and is used as an example for DNA extraction (see Note
1). The detailed protocol can be obtained from the manufacturer (Qiagen). A
brief protocol for the QIAampSpin Column is described below (see Note 2):

1. Add 20 µL Qiagen Protease to the bottom of a 1.5-mL tube.
2. Add 200 µL whole blood or 5 × 106 PBMC (or cultured cells) in 200 µL PBS (see

Note 3).
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3. Add 200 µL buffer AL to the sample and mix by pulse-vortexing for 15 s.
4. Incubate at 56°C for 10 min.
5. Briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL tube to remove drops from the inside of the lid.
6. Add 200 µL ethanol (96–100%) to the sample, and mix again by pulse-vortexing

for 15 s. After mixing, briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL tube to remove drops from
the inside of the lid.

7. Carefully apply the mixture from step 6 to the QIAamp Spin Column (in a 2-mL
collection tube) without wetting the rim, close the cap, and centrifuge at 6000g
for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 2-mL collection tube, and
discard the tube containing the filtrate.

8. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL buffer AW1 without
wetting the rim. Close the cap and centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min. Place the
QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 2-mL collection tube, and discard the tube con-
taining the filtrate.

9. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL buffer AW2 without
wetting the rim. Close the cap and centrifuge at 20,000g for 3 min.

10. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 1.5-mL tube and discard the collection
tube containing the filtrate. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin column and add
200 µL distilled water. Incubate at room temperature (15–25°C) for 1 min, and
then centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min.

11. Determination of DNA concentration: Add 20 µL of DNA samples from step 10
to 80 µL water (1:5 dilution) and measure the absorbance at 260 nm. The concen-
tration of the DNA samples (µg/mL) equals OD value × 50 × 5 (dilution factor).
Normally, the preparation will yield a total of 3–18 µg genomic DNA (see Note 4).

12. The DNA samples are ready to be used for PCR amplification or stored at –20°C
for later use.

3.1.2. PCR Amplification
HIV-2 genomes are widely variable; however, some regions are highly con-

served possibly owing to functional constraints. Therefore, these regions be-
come attractive targets for designing broadly reactive primers to amplify
diverse HIV-2 genetic variants. Two highly cross-reactive and sensitive prim-
ers will be used to amplify partial HIV-2 genomes in this protocol. Because the
number of proviral copies in infected patient cells is generally low, one round
of PCR amplification usually will not yield enough products to be detected by
the ethidium bromide (EB) staining method. A second round of PCR (nested
PCR) needs to be carried out to obtain enough PCR products for detection.
Because nested PCR can be sensitive enough to detect as low as one copy
template, a clean working environment is required to avoid false-positive re-
sults resulting from sample contamination.

3.1.2.1. AMPLIFICATION OF THE GAG GENE

1. Prepare the master PCR reaction mix in an autoclaved tube at ambient tempera-
ture or on ice. The following recipe is for one reaction. Always prepare one extra
reaction to have enough master mix for all tested samples.
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Component Volume Final concentration

10X high fidelity buffer 5 µL 1X
10 mM dNTP mixture 1 µL 0.2 mM each
50 mM MgCl2 2 µL 2 mM
Primer gagA 1 µL 20 pmol
Primer gagB 1 µL 20 pmol
Platinum Taq High Fidelity 0.2 µL 1 U (see Note 5)
Autoclaved distilled water to 45 µL (see Note 6)

2. Vortex the mixture and transfer 45 µL master mix to each 200-µL thin-wall PCR
tube.

3. Add 5 µL DNA sample (0.1–1 µg) to each tube.
4. Cap the tubes, mix, and centrifuge briefly to collect the contents to the bottom of

the tubes.
5. Put tubes into the heat blocks in the thermocycler (with the heating block on the

top).
6. Denature the templates for 2 min at 94°C. Then perform 30 cycles of PCR ampli-

fication as follows:
Denature: 94°C for 15 s
Anneal: 40°C for 30 s (see Note 7)
Extend: 68°C for 2 min

7. Extend for additional 5 min at 68°C after the last cycle of PCR amplification.
8. Maintain the reaction at 4°C after cycling. Samples can be stored at –20°C for

later use.
9. Prepare master PCR reaction mix as in step 1 with nested primers gagC and gagF

(20 pmol).
10. Follow steps 2–8 for second-round PCR amplification using 5 µL of first-round

PCR products as templates (see Note 8).
11. Load 5 µL PCR products on a 0.7% agarose gel with 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bro-

mide. In a separate well, load DNA marker for estimation of the size of the PCR
products. The expected size of PCR product is 839 bp.

12. Take photos or digital images for record (see Note 9).
13. Primer sequences:

First-round PCR primers:
gagA: 5'-AGGTTACGGCCCGGCGGAAAGAAAA-3' (nt 603–627 according to
the positions in the HIV-2ROD genome)
gagB: 5'-CCTACTCCCTGACAGGCCGTCAGCATTTCTTC-3' (nt 1581–1612)
The length of PCR products is 1010 bp.
Second-round PCR primers:
gagC: 5'-AGTACATGTTAAAACATGTAGTATGGGC-3' (nt 628–655)
gagF: 5'-CCTTAAGCTTTTGTAGAATCTATCTACATA-3' (nt 1437–1466)
The length of PCR products is 839 bp.
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3.1.2.2. AMPLIFICATION OF PBS REGION

As a result of the high level of genetic variation, some mutations may even
occur in the highly conserved regions. This may cause PCR amplification to
fail even with the PCR primers that are designed at these regions. Therefore, if
the above PCR amplification fails, HIV-2 genomes of multiple subtypes can be
amplified using another set of PCR primers that are designed based on a highly
conserved nontranslation region in the HIV-2 genome. The following are the
primers for the PCR amplification of the nontranslation region:

First-round PCR primers:
PBS2A: 5'-GAGGTTCTCTCCAGCACTAGCAGGT-3' (nt 38–62)
PBS2B: 5'-TTTTCTAATTCATCTGCTTTTTTCCCT-3' (nt 572–598)
The length of PCR products is 563 bp.
Second-round PCR primers:
PBS2C: 5'-TCCCATCTCTCCTAGTCGCCGCCTGGT-3' (nt 188–214)
PBS2D: 5'-CAAGACGGAGTTTCTCGCGCCCAT-3' (nt 546–569)
The length of PCR products is 383 bp.

The same DNA templates and PCR conditions for the amplification of the
gag gene can be used for the amplification of the nontranslation region in HIV-
2 genomes. Since the PCR fragments are smaller with this set of primers, the
extension time can be reduced to 1 min.

3.1.3. Amplification of HIV-2 Genomes From Cultured Cells

If HIV-2 isolates have been successfully adapted to grow in either normal
donor PBMC or T-cell lines, the viral genome copy numbers in the infected
cells are much higher than those in uncultured patient PBMC samples. There-
fore, it often needs only a single round of PCR amplification to obtain enough
PCR products to be detected on an agarose gel with EB staining. The same
DNA templates, PCR conditions, and PCR primers for the amplification of the
gag gene and the nontranslation region can be used for the PCR amplification
of HIV-2 genomes in the infected cell culture.

3.2. PCR Amplification of RNA Templates

HIV-2 genomes can also be amplified from patient plasma samples using
the reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR method. Plasma samples are more easily
collected, transported, and stored than patient PBMC samples. Patient plasmas
are occasionally the only materials for genetic detection and subtype classifi-
cation because patient PBMC or virus isolates are not available for DNA ex-
traction. It is important to note that plasma samples can also be used to
determine the viral load in patient blood for predicting disease outcomes and to
monitor efficacy of antiretroviral therapy.
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3.2.1. RNA Extraction

RNA is extremely sensitive to RNases and should be prepared with great
care. RNases are very active enzymes and difficult to inactivate. Only minimal
amounts of RNase are sufficient to destroy RNA. The most common sources of
RNase contamination are from hands and dust particles. Therefore, extra cau-
tion is needed during preparation and storage of RNA samples. The tubes, tips,
and water used for RNA preparation and storage should be RNase-free. Gloves
should be worn at all times when working with RNA. RNA samples should be
stored at –80°C; avoid freezing and thawing cycles. Many commercial kits
have been used to extract viral RNA from plasma samples. Among these kits,
the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit has been widely used and is used as an ex-
ample for RNA extraction in this protocol (see Note 10) The detailed protocol
can be obtained from the manufacturer. A brief protocol for QIAamp Spin
Procedure is described as follows:

1. Pipet 560 µL of buffer AVL containing carrier RNA into a 1.5-mL tube.
2. Add 140 µL plasma to the buffer AVL/carrier RNA and mix by pulse-vortexing

for 15 s (see Note 3).
3. Incubate at room temperature (15–25°C) for 10 min.
4. Briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL tube to remove drops from the inside of the lid.
5. Add 560 µL ethanol (96–100%) to the sample, and mix again by pulse-vortexing

for 15 s. After mixing, briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL tube to remove drops from
the inside of the lid.

6. Carefully apply the mixture from step 5 to the QIAamp Spin Column (in a 2-mL
collection tube) without wetting the rim, close the cap, and centrifuge at 6000g
for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 2-mL collection tube and
discard the tube containing the filtrate.

7. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL buffer AW1. Close the
cap and centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean
2-mL collection tube and discard the tube containing the filtrate.

8. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL buffer AW2. Close the
cap and centrifuge at 22,000g for 3 min.

9. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a new 2-mL collection tube and discard the
tube containing the filtrate. Centrifuge at full speed for 1 min.

10. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 1.5-mL RNase-free tube. Discard the
old collection tube containing the filtrate. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Col-
umn and add 60 µL of buffer AVE equilibrated to room temperature. Close the
cap, and incubate at room temperature for 1 min. Centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min.

11. The RNA samples are ready to be used for reverse transcription or stored at –
80°C for later use.
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3.2.2. Reverse Transcription and cDNA Synthesis

1. Combine the following in a 0.5-mL tube:

Component Amount

RNA template 6 µL
Primers 1 µL

Random hexamers (50 ng/µL) or
gagB (10 pmol) or
PBS2B (10 pmol)

10 mM dNTP mix 1 µL
DEPC-treated water 2 µL

2. Incubate at 65°C for 5 min, then place on ice for at least 1 min.
3. Prepare the master cDNA synthesis mix in an RNase-free tube at ambient tem-

perature. The following formula is for one reaction. Always prepare one extra
reaction to have enough master mix for all tested samples.

Component Amount

10X RT buffer 2 µL
25 mM MgCl2 4 µL
0.1 M DTT 2 µL
RNaseOUT (40 U/ µL) 1 µL
SuperScript III RT (200 U/µL) 1 µL

4. Add 10 µL of cDNA synthesis mix to each RNA/primer mix (step 2), mix gently,
and collect by brief centrifugation. Incubate as follows:

At 50°C for 50 min for gagB or PBS2B primers.
At 25°C for 10 min and then at 50°C for 50 min for random hexamers.

5. Terminate the reaction at 85°C for 5 min.
6. The cDNA synthesis reaction can be stored at –20°C or used for PCR amplifica-

tion immediately.

3.2.3. Nested PCR Amplification

Four microliters of cDNA synthesis reaction is used for each PCR reaction
using HIV-2 gag or PBS primers sets as described in Subheading 3.1.2. (For
troubleshooting and precautions of PCR amplification, see Notes 11 and 12).
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3.2.4. Reaction Setup

Because many steps are involved in the RT-PCR procedure, it is critical to
include a number of controls to ensure that the final PCR amplification is spe-
cific for the target genes. For each RT-PCR experiment, the following controls
should be included:

Sample No RT No sample Negative PCR Positive
control  control  control  control

RNA template + + – – known RNA
RT + – + – +
PCR + + + + +

4. Notes
1. Although the DNA extraction kit made by Qiagen has been widely used, the

following similar kits from other manufacturers can also be used to obtain the
same quality of DNA samples: GenElute Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep
kit from Sigma, St. Louis, MO; Easy-DNA™ Kit from Invitrogen; and Wizard®

Genomic DNA Purification Kit from Promega, Madison, WI.
2. The buffers used in this protocol come with the kits. There is no need to prepare them.
3. All infectious materials (whole blood, plasma, or infected cells) that contain live

HIVs should be prepared under biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) laminar flow hoods.
Extreme cautions should be taken to avoid any direct contacts to the infectious
materials.

4. When more DNA samples are needed, DNA extraction kits for larger amounts of
samples are available from the manufacturer.

5. The supplied Platinum Taq High Fidelity enzyme binds to the specific Platinum
Taq antibody and is inactive. After heating at 94°C for 2 min, the polymerase
activity will be restored. This will provide an automatic hot-start and increase
specificity, sensitivity, and yield. Up to 2.5 U can be used for each reaction.
Buffers and reagents needed for the PCR amplification come with the kit. Other
Taq polymerases can also be used.

6. The total volume of the PCR reaction is 50 µL. Five microliters of each sample
were subtracted from the master mix.

7. Annealing temperature is critical for successful PCR amplification. Since the
genetic variation of HIV-2 genomes is very high, it is difficult to design primers
that can perfectly match the templates of all subtypes. The primers generally
have some mismatches with the template. Therefore, the annealing temperature
is relatively low to ensure the binding between primers and templates. The an-
nealing temperature should be adjusted for any particular PCR reaction for opti-
mal amplification.
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8. In general, 5 µL of the first-round PCR reaction is a good starting point for the
second round PCR amplification. However, depending on the DNA sample qual-
ity and the copy numbers of target molecules, more or less of the first round PCR
reaction may be needed for the optimal second round PCR reaction.

9. The PCR products can also be detected by other more sensitive methods if the
final PCR products do not need to be visualized or recovered for direct sequenc-
ing or cloning. The most common methods will be the use of radioactive com-
pound-labeled PCR products, hybridization, or enzyme-linked assays.

10. Although the viral RNA extraction kit made by Qiagen has been widely used, the
following similar kits from other manufactures can also be used to obtain RNA
templates: Tri Reagent RNA Isolation Reagent from Sigma and Micro-to-Midi
Total RNA Purification System from Invitrogen.

11. Troubleshooting for PCR amplification:

Problem Solution

No band Lower annealing temperature
Increase amounts of DNA and/or RNA templates
Increase MgCl2 concentration
Increase cycle number
RNA degraded; use new RNA samples

Too many bands Increase annealing temperature
Decrease MgCl2 concentration
Decrease amount of template
Decrease primer concentration

Wrong size bands Increase annealing temperature
Primer-dimer Decrease primer concentration

Increase annealing temperature
Band in negative control Contamination; prepare new reagents, buffers, and water

12. Precautions:
a. Never use PCR products or work with molecular clones in PCR reaction

preparation areas or rooms.
b. Always use the following controls:

• Low copy positive control.
• Negative control (normal genomic DNA).

c. Always use aerosol-resistant tips.
d. Always wear new gloves.
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Quantitation of HIV-1 Viral RNA in Blood Plasma
and Genital Secretions

Susan A. Fiscus

Summary
Quantitation of HIV RNA in blood is commonly used to monitor progression of the

disease and to assess the effect of antiretroviral therapy in individuals. Although not
approved in the US for diagnosis of HIV infection, the finding of a positive HIV RNA
with a negative HIV enzyme immunoassay and Western blot (or evolving Western blot)
is an indication of primary HIV infection and should be followed up closely. Large clini-
cal trials and cohort studies have demonstrated the importance of HIV RNA as an indica-
tor of drug efficacy and as a factor in HIV transmission.

Sexual intercourse is the most common method of transmission of HIV-1. Several
studies have demonstrated that blood plasma viral load is significantly correlated with
the risk of sexual HIV transmission. Additional investigations have found a significant
correlation between the viral load in blood plasma and in the genital tract. This chapter
describes methods of collection, processing, and testing in blood, plasma, and male and
female genital secretions for quantifying HIV RNA.

Key Words: HIV RNA; viral load; seminal plasma; cervicovaginal secretions; geni-
tal tract viral load.

1. Introduction
The ability to measure the concentration of HIV RNA in blood and genital

fluids accurately and sensitively has provided insights into the transmission
and pathogenesis of HIV infection. For instance, Ho et al. (1) and Wei et al. (2)
have demonstrated the staggering dynamics of HIV virion production daily in
infected individuals. Several studies have demonstrated that blood plasma vi-
ral load is significantly correlated with the risk of sexual and perinatal HIV
transmission (3–7).
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Additional investigations have found a significant correlation between blood
plasma viral load and the viral burden in the genital tract (8–12). This has led
to speculation that one could reduce HIV transmission by treating infected in-
dividuals with highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART). Certainly this
has been demonstrated in perinatal HIV, where transmission has been reduced
from approx 25% in the absence of therapy to less than 2% in women who
receive combination antiretroviral treatment (13).

Cross-sectional studies have demonstrated that approx 60–70% of HIV-in-
fected men and women shed HIV in the genital tract (8–12). Longitudinal stud-
ies have shown that HIV RNA in the genital tract increases with time in
individuals who progress to AIDS and decreases with effective antiretroviral
therapy (14–17).

Quantitating HIV RNA in the male genital tract is relatively straightfor-
ward. There is, after all, only one major male genital secretion—semen—and
we have developed ways to measure the viral load in it. One impediment to
determining viral load in seminal plasma was the frequent occurrence of inhi-
bition of PCR (18). This has been obviated by use of the Boom silica extraction
method (19) as described by Dyer et al. (18) and Coombs et al. (9).

Female genital secretions are somewhat more complicated. First, there is
the question of whether to sample the vagina or the cervix. Second, if one uses
lavage to collect the specimen, one is left with the issue of how to correct for
dilution. Third, the menstrual cycle complicates collection and possibly inter-
pretation of the data. Some of these questions have been studied in detail
(11,20–22).

We have chosen to use commercially available viral load assays for several
reasons: they are readily available and there are considerable published data
both for measuring HIV in the genital tract (9,11,12,14–18) as well as a wealth
of papers comparing the two most commonly used assays, Roche Amplicor
Monitor and the bioMerieux NucliSens assays (23–27). Commercial kits have
a good record of quality control of all kit components, both of these assays
contain internal standards that are particularly important when dealing with
specimens that may contain inhibitors such as seminal plasma, and they allow
cross-study comparisons.

2. Materials
2.1. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Blood (see Notes 1 and 2)

2.1.1. Collection of Blood

Plasma for HIV RNA quantitation should be collected in ethylenediamine
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) or acid-citrate-dextrose (ACD) anticoagulated blood
collection tubes, not heparin-containing tubes (see Note 3).
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2.1.2. Processing of Blood

1. 2.0-mL cryovials.
2. Pipets.

2.1.3. Quantitation of HIV RNA in Blood Plasma

One of the three US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved HIV
RNA licensed kits—Roche Amplicor Monitor, bioMerieux NucliSens, or
Bayer Versant assay (see Note 4).

2.2. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Seminal Plasma

2.2.1. Collection of Semen

1. Sterile urine container.
2. Antiseptic towelette.

2.2.2. Processing of Semen

1. 15-mL conical centrifuge tube.
2. 2.0-mL cryovials.
3. Pipets.

2.2.3. Quantitation of HIV RNA in Seminal Plasma

Seminal plasma contains inhibitors of RT-PCR that can be removed during
RNA isolation using the Boom extraction technique (19). After RNA isolation
either the bioMerieux NucliSens HIV QT or the Roche Amplicor Monitor as-
says can be used for HIV RNA quantitation.

2.2.3.1. BIOMERIEUX NUCLI-SENS HIV QT ASSAY

Use bioMerieux’s NucliSens Assay following instructions found in the pack-
age insert. The Boom silica bead nucleic acid purification method is part of the
NucliSens assay so the seminal plasma can be tested directly with the kit with
no need to make additional reagents.

2.2.3.2. ROCHE AMPLICOR MONITOR ASSAY (BOOM SILICA BEAD EXTRACTION REQUIRED)

1. Reagents
a. Diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC) distilled water.
b. Trizma base.
c. Concentrated HCl.
d. Guanidinium thiocyanate.
e. Triton-X 100.
f. Silicon dioxide (Sigma).
g. 70% Ethanol (Prepare fresh: 11 mL 95% ETOH plus 4 mL dH2O for six

specimens).
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h. Acetone (reagent grade >99% pure).
i. 0.2 M EDTA, pH 8.0.
j. Roche Monitor Kit.

2. Equipment and supplies
a. 2.0-mL Sarstedt tubes.
b. Vortex mixer.
c. Microcentrifuge (12,000g).
d. Transfer pipets with thin tips.
e. Dry heating block.
f. Water bath.
g. Aspiration device or transfer pipets.
h. pH meter.
i. P1000 and P200 pipettors.
j. Aerosol barrier pipet tips.

2.3. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Cervical Fluids

2.3.1. Collection of Cervical Fluid

Various genital fluids can be used to measure HIV RNA in the female geni-
tal tract. Among the most sensitive are cervical fluid collected in Sno-Strip™
wicks (Akorn, Decatur, IL). However, these are sometimes difficult to obtain.
As an alternative, a Dacron swab can be used to collect the specimen (see Note
5). Both of these methods, however, require placing a woman in stirrups for the
collection. Webber et al., have described a methods of self-collection using a
tampon (28,29).

1. Vaginal speculum.
2. Sno-Strips (Akorn).
3. Cotton swabs for removing mucus clot, if necessary.
4. Dacron swabs if Sno-Strips are not available.
5. Ring or sponge forceps.
6. NASBA lysis buffer (bioMerieux, Durham, NC) or 4 M guanidine isothiocyanate.
7. 1.5-mL cryovials.

2.3.2. Processing of Cervicovaginal Fluid

No reagents or equipment necessary.

2.3.3. Quantitation of HIV-1 RNA in Cervicovaginal Fluid

Either the NucliSens or the Roche Monitor assays can be used following the
package inserts. Cervical fluids do not appear to have the inhibitors commonly
found in seminal plasma (30–32).
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3. Methods
3.1. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Blood

3.1.1. Collection of Blood

Anticoagulated blood should be collected in EDTA or ACD tubes, not in
heparin (see Notes 1 and 3).

3.1.2. Processing of Blood

Blood tubes should be centrifuged at 800–1600g for 20 min or more at room
temperature. Alternatively, the EDTA tubes should be centrifuged at 800g for
10 min at room temperature. Plasma should be carefully removed from each
tube, placed in a sterile polypropylene conical centrifuge tube and centrifuged
again (at 800g) at room temperature (21–26°C) for 10 min to completely re-
move platelets and cell debris (see Note 6).

Aliquots of 1 mL should be stored at –70°C until needed (see Note 7).

3.1.3. Quantitation of HIV RNA in Blood Plasma

Follow the directions found in the manufacturer’s package insert.

3.2. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Seminal Plasma
3.2.1. Collection of Semen

1. The subject should refrain from sexual activity for at least 48 h prior to donation.
2. The subject should wash his hands and penis and then use an antiseptic towelette

to wipe the head of the penis including the opening. If the subject is uncircum-
cised, the foreskin should be pulled back before cleaning the head and opening.

3. The subject should masturbate and collect the specimen in a sterile container,
such as a sterile urine collection cup.

4. The container should be placed in a zip-lock bag and then in an appropriate trans-
port carrier. The mode of transport will determine the type of carrier required.
For example, specimens transported by cab must comply with Department of
Transportation regulations for infectious substances. Efforts should be made to
keep the specimen container upright.

5. The specimen should be rapidly transported at room temperature to the clinic or
directly to the lab. The laboratory should receive the specimen within 2 h if possible.

3.2.2. Processing of Seminal Plasma

1. Allow liquefaction of the semen to occur. This typically occurs within 20–45 min
of specimen collection.

2. Transfer the sample to a conical centrifuge tube using a pipet, then measure and
record the volume of semen.
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3. Centrifuge at 600–800g for 10 min.
4. Remove supernatant, divide into 0.25-mL aliquots, and freeze at –70°C (see Note

7). Seminal cells may be used for HIV-1 culture (see Chapters 5 and 6).

3.2.3. Quantitation of HIV-1 RNA in Seminal Plasma

One of the following two assay options may be used:

3.2.3.1. BIOMERIEUX NUCLISENS HIV QT ASSAY

Use bioMerieux’s NucliSens HIV QT assay following instructions found in
the package insert.

3.2.3.2. ROCHE AMPLICOR MONITOR ASSAY

(BOOM SILICA BEAD EXTRACTION REQUIRED)

1. 0.2 M EDTA, pH 8.0: Add 9 g EDTA to 121 mL DEPC distilled water and check pH.
2. L2 buffer (2 L).

a. Dissolve 24.22 g Trizma base in 1600 mL DEPC distilled water.
b. Adjust pH to 6.4 with concentrated HCl (approx 15.5 mL).
c. Cool to room temperature.
d. Check pH and readjust to pH 6.4.
e. Add DEPC water to make a total volume of 2000 mL.
f. Store at room temperature in the dark up to 6 months.

3. Washing buffer (approx 2 L).
a. Dissolve 1200 g guanidinium thiocyanate (GuSCN) in 1000 mL L2 buffer.

Heating to 60–65°C with shaking facilitates this process.
b. Store at room temperature in the dark for up to 6 mo.

4. Lysis buffer (about 800 mL).
a. Dissolve 660 g GuSCN in 550 mL L2 buffer (not washing buffer). Heating to

60–65°C with shaking facilitates the process.
b. Add 121 mL 0.2 M EDTA, pH 8.0.
c. Add 14.3 g Triton-X 100.
d. Mix and store at room temperature in the dark up to 6 mo.

5. Silica reagent
a. Place 60 g silicon dioxide in a 500-mL glass cylinder.
b. Add dH2O to 500 mL and allow to stand overnight at room temperature.
c. Remove supernatant (approx 430 mL) by suction.
d. Add dH2O to 500 mL and shake vigorously to resuspend silica.
e. Let stand 5 h at room temperature.
f. Remove supernatant (approx 440 mL) by suction.
g. Adjust pH to 2.0 with approx 400 µL of concentrated HCl.
h. Dispense in glass containers and autoclave for 15 min.
i. Store at room temperature in the dark for up to 1 yr.

6. Roche monitor HIV RNA assay.
a. Add 100 µL of Roche QS to 12 mL of lysis buffer. Use the QS from the kit
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you intend to use to assay the specimens. Do not mix QS lots. If the specimen
is already in lysis buffer, add 6.9 µL of the Roche QS to each sample in lysis
buffer.

b. Mix well by vortexing for 5 s and tilting the tube several times.
c. Aliquot 900 µL into each labeled 2.0-mL Sarstedt tube.
d. Add 200 µL of seminal plasma or kit controls. Roche Monitor kit controls

should be processed per Roche package insert instructions (50 µL control
mixed with 200 µL negative human plasma).

e. Cap and invert tube three to five times, then microfuge briefly (quick spin-
down).

f. Resuspend silica solution by vigorous mixing.
g. Add 50 µL to each tube of Lysis buffer.
h. Cap the tubes and vortex immediately until solution is homogeneous (5–10 s).
i. Incubate at room temperature for 10 min.
j. Vortex for 5 s.
k. Centrifuge for 15 s at 12,000g. Aspirate supernatant with fine-tipped transfer

pipet and discard.
l. Add 1 mL of washing buffer and vortex until pellet is completely resuspended.

m. Centrifuge for 15 s at 12,000g.
n. Use a fine-tipped transfer pipet to aspirate supernatant.
o. Repeat steps l–n.
p. Add 1.0 mL 70% ethanol and vortex until pellet is completely resuspended.

This may be somewhat difficult—shaking the vial may help.
q. Centrifuge for 15 s at 12,000g.
r. Use fine-tipped transfer pipet to aspirate supernatant.
s. Repeat steps p–r.
t. Add 1.0 mL acetone and vortex thoroughly.
u. Centrifuge for 15 s at 12,000g.
v. Use fine-tipped transfer pipet to aspirate supernatant. Pellet may be slick.

Recentrifuge if pellet is accidentally aspirated.
w. With a 200-µL ART tip, aspirate any remaining acetone.
x. Evaporate acetone by incubating open vials in 56°C heating.block for 10–15

min. Pellet must be dry.
y. Add 400 µL of Roche elution buffer.
z. Recap vials and vortex until pellet is resuspended.

aa. Incubate 10 min at 56°C, vortexing once after 5 min.
bb. Centrifuge at 12,000g for 2 min to pellet silica. The supernatant contains the RNA.
cc. Amplify immediately or store frozen at –20°C until ready to proceed with the

HIV Monitor Assay for up to 1 wk. If samples are frozen prior to amplifica-
tion, thaw them, vortex to resuspend the silica, heat to 56°C for 10 min and
centrifuge at 12,000g for 2 min before adding 50 µL of the supernatant con-
taining RNA to the Roche PCR tubes.

dd. Proceed with the Roche Monitor Assay following the package insert.
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3.3. Collection, Processing, and Testing of Cervical Fluid

3.3.1. Collection of Cervical Fluid

Endocervical wicking (Sno-strips) for HIV-1 RNA quanitition: Sno-strips
can be used as wicks to collect cell-free virions from the endocervix. If excess
mucus or menses clot has accumulated near the cervix, a large-tipped cotton
swab may be used to gently remove this material before inserting the Sno-strips.

1. Align three Sno-strips. Using forceps (ring or sponge forceps work well), gently
insert the three Sno-strips into the vagina, place through the cervical os into the
distal endocervical canal, and hold to adsorb sample. (Each Sno-strip adsorbs
approx 8 µL of specimen. Adsorption usually takes approx 1 min, but may take
longer.)

2. Hold the narrow end of the three strips over and slightly inside one labeled plas-
tic transport tube (1.5-mL cryovial) containing 500 µL of 4 M guanidinium solu-
tion or 500 µL NASBA lysis buffer. Cut the strips at the junction of the “shoulder
and neck” with scissors, allowing the narrow end to fall into the tube. Send the
sealed transport vial to the local laboratory for microcentrifugation.

Alternatively, an endocervical swab can be used for HIV RNA quantitation.

1. The swabs for HIV RNA quantitation collection should be made from 100% syn-
thetic materials. Puritan Sterile Dacron Polyester Tip Applicator 25-806-1PD is
recommended.

2. Gently insert a Dacron-tipped swab with a plastic shaft into the vagina until it
reaches the cervix. Rotate the swab at least 360° on the os, and, if possible, rotate
720°. A smaller swab may also be used if a woman’s cervical anatomy or per-
sonal comfort level warrants it (Harwood Products Co., cat. no. 25-800D or 25-
801D).

3. Place the swab for HIV RNA PCR immediately in a plastic vial containing 500
µL of 4 M guanidine isothiocyanate or 500 µL NASBA lysis buffer. Seal swabs
in the appropriate vials before drying occurs. Swabs can be stored at 4°C for up
to 72 h. Long-term storage should be at or below –70°C.

3.3.2. Processing of Cervicovaginal Fluid

The specimens are ready for testing and require no more processing.

3.3.3. Quantitation of HIV-1 RNA in Cervicovaginal Fluid

HIV RNA can be quantitated from the Sno-Strips using either the Roche
Amplicor assay following the procedure outlined above in Subheading 3.2.3.2.
for seminal plasma or the bioMerieux NucliSens HIV QT assay following the
manufacturer’s package insert.
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4. Notes
1. Universal precautions should be observed when handling blood or other poten-

tially infectious specimens, including genital secretions. Essential precautions
include adequate hand-washing facilities and appropriate work practice policies,
as well as the proper use of warning labels and protective equipment and cloth-
ing, such as gloves and lab coats, the routine decontamination of work areas, and
the proper disposal of waste material. All workers should be trained on an annual
basis regarding blood-borne pathogens.

2. As with all nucleic acid amplification techniques, contamination and subsequent
false-positive results must be avoided. Because of the exquisite sensitivity of the
amplification techniques, meticulous care must be taken to avoid contamination.
Separate rooms, hoods, or designated lab areas should be used for each of the
following steps: sample processing, preamplification, amplification, and detec-
tion. Dedicated supplies, reagents, and pipettors should be used before and after
amplification and should never be used interchangeably. Reagents should be
aliquoted and used only once. Positive displacement pipets or aerosol-resistant
pipet tips should be used. Aerosols should be carefully avoided and gloves
changed frequently.

3. EDTA is the preferred anticoagulant for several reasons. Heparin has been shown
to inhibit PCR reactions and can be used only if one performs the Boom silica
RNA isolation procedure. Acid citrate dextrose dilutes the plasma to a certain
degree depending on how full the tube of blood was and can, hence, lead to vari-
able results. EDTA has none of these problems and has the additional benefit of
HIV RNA stability up to at least 30 h prior to centrifugation (33).

4. There are three FDA-approved assays for the quantitation of HIV RNA in blood
plasma: the Roche Amplicor Monitor, bioMerieux’s NucliSens QT, and Bayer’s
Versant assay. The Roche assay appears to be somewhat more sensitive than the
other two assays (Brambilla and Bremer, personal communication). The Roche
(version 1.5) and Versant assays are better at detecting HIV RNA in nonsubtype
B specimens (34,35). The NucliSens assay works best with specimens that may
have inhibitors such as seminal plasma and saliva (18,24,30). If following a pa-
tient it is advisable to use the same assay throughout, although one may safely
use one assay for blood and another assay for the genital tract.

5. Data from the WIHS study suggest that cervical wicking with Sno-Strips is a
much more sensitive method of obtaining viral loads from the female genital
tract than cervical swabs or cervicovaginal lavages (11).

6. Cells and platelets can interfere with accurate and reproducible testing and must
be removed by adequate centrifugation. Cellular proviral DNA or mRNA might
be co-isolated and amplified if not removed from the preparation. Platelets can
bind HIV RNA and confound quantitation.

7. Data from several studies have demonstrated that HIV RNA is stable after up to
three to four freeze–thaw cycles (33,34).
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Quantification of Proviral DNA Load
of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 2
Subtypes A and B Using Real-Time PCR

Marie Gueudin, Florence Damond, and François Simon

Summary
HIV-2 infection is confined mostly to West Africa. Seven HIV-2 subtypes have so far

been described; only HIV-2 subtypes A and B are prevalent, the others being considered
self-limiting infections at the epidemiological level. The main limitation for the HIV-2
DNA proviral quantification is the lack of HIV-2 DNA standard. We designed and tested
a new HIV-2 primer couple that amplifies both the HIV-2 ROD strain and HIV-1
LAV/BRU strain. These HIV-2 primers were used to quantified an HIV-2 standard com-
paratively to a standard widely used in proviral DNA HIV-1 quantification, i.e., the 8E5
cell line transfected by a single defective integrated provirus of HIV-1 BRU/LAV by
cell. The primers and probe used to quantify HIV-2 DNA are located in a long terminal
repeat (LTR) region with low variability. These primers amplify both HIV-2 subtypes A
and B. The relevance of the follow-up of the infected patients by the quantification of the
proviral DNA HIV-2 is currently studied.

Key Words: HIV-2; proviral DNA; real-time PCR; quantification.

1. Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2) was first isolated in 1986

from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) from patients in the Cape
Verde Islands and Guinea-Bissau (1). Seven HIV-2 subtypes have so far been
described (2–4). Only HIV-2 subtypes A and B are prevalent, the others being
considered self-limiting infections at the epidemiological level. HIV-2 infec-
tion is confined mostly to West Africa (5).

For HIV-1 infection, it has been demonstrated that proviral load correlates
with disease progression (6). For HIV-2, certain studies that assessed the quan-
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titative proviral load have proposed, as for HIV-1, an inverse correlation with
the CD4+ cell count and clinical outcome (7–9). However, other reports have
suggested that HIV-2 proviral load does not correlate with the CD4+ cell
count (10,11).

HIV-2 is much less pathogenic than HIV-1 (12,13). HIV-2 infection is asso-
ciated with plasma viral loads that are significantly lower than those found in
HIV-1 infection (14,15). Proviral load does not correlate with plasma HIV-2
RNA load (16).

The main limitation for the HIV-2 DNA proviral quantification is the lack
of an HIV-2 DNA standard. Here, we designed and tested a new HIV-2 primer
couple that amplifies both the HIV-2 ROD and the HIV-1 LAV/BRU strains.
These HIV-2 primers were used to quantify and compare an HIV-2 standard
with a standard widely used in proviral DNA HIV-1 quantification, i.e., the
8E5 cells line transfected by a single defective integrated provirus of HIV-1
BRU/LAV by cell.

2. Materials

1. QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Germany).
2. Purified oligonucleotide primers and probe (Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium).
3. 8E5 cell line (ATCC, Manassas, VA).
4. Ficoll-Hypaque.
5. LC—Faststart DNA master hybridization probes (Roche Diagnostics, Basel,

Switzerland).
6. LC—FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I (Roche Diagnostics).

3. Methods
DNA was extracted (see Subheading 3.1.) from the 8E5 cells line trans-

fected with HIV-1 and from a pellet of cells of the HIV-2 ROD strain to deter-
mine the value of the standard. The cellular extract of HIV-2 ROD strain was
quantified by report of a range of DNA coming from 8E5 cells (see Subhead-
ing 3.2.). DNA was extracted similarly from patients’ peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells (PBMC). The DNA concentration in these patients’ extracts was
determined in order to standardize the DNA amount used in each vial for PCR
HIV-2. The HIV-2 standard was serially diluted to establish the reference curve
for the quantification of the HIV-2 proviral load by real-time PCR (see Sub-
heading 3.3.).

3.1. DNA Extraction

To quantify the standard, two extracts were necessary: one from a pellet of
the 8E5 cell line and one from a pellet of cells obtained starting from a culture
of the HIV-2 ROD strain. Samples of blood were collected onto ethylenedi-
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amine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) or acid-citrate-dextrose (ACD). The PBMC
were isolated by Ficoll-Hypaque density gradient centrifugation and were
stored at –80°C (17). DNA was extracted from 5 × 106 cells (or less, with at
least 1 × 106) with the QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations. The elution volume was 50 µL when one to
1–3 × 106 cells were extracted and 100 µL when 3–5 × 106 cells were extracted
(see Note 1). The DNA concentration of each extract was determined by mea-
surement of the optic density at 260 nm (see Note 2).

3.2. Standard

3.2.1. Quantification of Standard

The HIV-2 DNA standard was a cellular extract of the HIV-2 ROD strain
(Genbank accession no. X05291) quantified using primers defined specifically
to amplify both HIV-2 ROD and HIV-1 BRU strains (Genbank accession no.
K02013). The cell line 8E5 contains a single provirus of HIV-1 per cell. With
these primers, we quantified the extracted DNA of HIV-2 ROD with a range of
DNA extract from the 8E5 cell line (see Note 3). The DNA extracted from the
8E5 cell line was quantified four times spectrophotometrically and the average
of the measurements was selected. The number of copies was calculated using
the equivalence 1 µg of DNA = 150,000 cells = 150,000 copies.

3.2.2. Primers and Amplification

The primers used for the quantification of the cellular extract of the HIV-2
ROD strain were:

BRU ROD U: 5' AATGAGGAAGCWGCAGAAT 3' at position 951
on HIV-1 BRU/LAV

BRU ROD L: 5' GCTATGTCASWTCCCCTTG 3' at position 1027

The primers generate a product of 95 bp with a melting temperature (Tm) of
84.7°C. The LightCycler instrument (LC, Roche Diagnostics) was used to am-
plify and quantify the PCR product at each PCR cycle. PCR was performed
with LC—FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I (Roche Diagnostics). The LC
master mix (2 µL) was mixed with 3 mM MgCl2, 0.5 µM each primer. The
volume of 10 µL was reached by supplementing with water. A range of the
8E5 extract was diluted from 10 to 10,000 copies/reaction in nuclease-free
water, the HIV-2 ROD extract was diluted at 1/10, and 10 µL of each extract
was added to the mix. The amplification was carried out as follows:

• 95°C for 10 min (one cycle).
• Denaturation at 95°C for 10 s, annealing at 62°C for 15 s (45 cycles).
• Melting curve 95°C—10 s, 65°C—30 s, and 95°C—0 s with a slope of tempera-

ture of 0.1°C/s.
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The melting curve analysis allowed us to confirm that the expected PCR
product presents the right Tm. The sensitivity and the range of standard linear-
ity were determined. The quantification threshold was considered to be 5 cop-
ies/reaction and the PCR reaction is linear between 10,000 and 5 copies/
reaction.

3.3. Quantification of Proviral DNA HIV-2
3.3.1. Primers and Probe

The primers and probe (Table 1) were synthesized by Eurogentec (Seraing,
Belgium). These primers generate a PCR product of 181 bp in an LTR region
with low variability. These genomic regions are perfectly conserved between
the HIV-2 subtypes and these primers amplify both HIV-2 subtypes A and B.
A highly HIV-2-specific probe was also selected and synthesized with a re-
porter fluorescent dye (FAM) attached to the 5' end and the TAMRA linked to
the 3' end for detection (see Note 4).

3.3.2. Real-Time PCR HIV-2

PCR was performed with LC—FastStart DNA master hybridization probes.
The LC master mix (2 µL) was mixed with 4 mM MgCl2, 0.25 µM each primer,
and 0.25 µM probe. A variable volume of extract, containing 500 ng of DNA,
was added. The final volume of 20 µL was reached by supplementing with water.

The amplification was carried out as follows: 95°C for 10 min (one cycle),
followed by denaturation at 95°C for 10 s, and annealing at 60°C for 30 s (45
cycles).

The sensitivity and the range of standard for which the reaction is linear
were determined. The quantification threshold is five copies/reaction and the
PCR reaction is linear between 100,000 and five copies/reaction.

4. Notes
1. An automation of the extraction procedure has been tested. DNA was extracted

using the automat Magna Pure LC® (Roche Diagnostics) with the DNA Isolation
Kit Large Volume according to the manufacturer’s recommendations but with an

Table 1
Primer and Probe Positions Defined From GenBank

Primers and Sequence from 5' 3' Position on HIV-2 BEN
probe (Accession no. NC001722)

HIV-2 U TAG TCG CCG CCT GGT CA 756
HIV-2 L TTC CTG CCG CCC TTA CT 920
Probe HIV-2 TGG TCT GTT AGG ACC CTT CTT GCT TTG 801
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external lysis. A pellet of 1–5 × 106 cells was suspended in 200 µL of PBS. 300
µL of lysis/binding buffer were added. Fifteen min later, the 500 µL were placed
in the sample cartridge. In the reagent rack the lysis/binding buffer was replaced
by PBS; the protocol used was the LV Blood 300–500 µL with an elution volume
of 100 µL. We obtained good results with this kit but other extraction procedures
may be used.

2. To quantify the DNA concentration in the patients’ extracts, a spectrophotometer
could be used. Another way is to quantify the albumin gene in a range of human
genomic DNA (18).

3. The use of an extract of 8E5 cells is usual in the techniques of quantification of
the proviral DNA of HIV-1. Our approach makes it possible to obtain compa-
rable results between HIV-1 and HIV-2. Another way is to synthesize a plasmid
containing the amplified sequence. This type of standard is completely usable
with our technique of quantification.

4. The probe is particularly unstable. It is necessary to avoid freeze–thaw cycles.
The probe is reconstituted in nuclease-free water at 100 µM and must be
aliquoted.
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Plasma RNA Viral Load in HIV-1 Group O
Infection by Real-Time PCR

Marie Gueudin and François Simon

Summary
HIV-1 group O strains are highly divergent, and are found mainly in central Africa.

The clinical course of group O infection is identical to that of HIV-1 group M infection,
with rapid onset of immunodeficiency. The important divergence of the HIV-1 group O
strains lead to high limitations of the commercial tests. We describe here a method based
on real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to quantify plasma HIV-1 group O RNA.
Primers amplify both HIV-1 group O and HIV-1 group M strains. Conversely, the probe
is HIV-1 group O-specific. The standard used to quantify the clinical samples is an RNA
solution resulting from the transcription of a plasmid including the amplified fragment
of PCR. Our technique is capable of amplifying a wide range of HIV-1 group O strains
belonging to the three current clades. This technique can be used to monitor HIV-1 group
O viral load, which has previously been difficult.

Key Words: HIV-1 group O; real-time PCR; RNA viral load; quantification.

1. Introduction
In the early 1990s, HIV-1 group O strains (O for outlier) were identified (1–

4). This new group of HIV corresponds to highly divergent strains, found
mainly in central Africa with relatively low prevalence (5). Sporadic cases have
been reported in Europe and the United States (1,6–9), but Cameroon remains
the epicenter where most documented cases have so far occurred (5,10–14).
The clinical course of group O infection is identical to that of HIV-1 group M
infection, with rapid onset of immunodeficiency (15). Cases of vertical trans-
mission have also been reported (16).

The important divergence of the HIV-1 group O strains leads to high limita-
tions of the commercial tests, which either do not detect or underquantify these
strains (17–20). Recently, using the LCx® HIV RNA QT kit (Abbott, Chicago,
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IL), satisfactory results were obtained with a limited number of samples
(21,22), but the group O major variability remains a limitation for a standard-
ized group O quantitative assay (23). This approach based on manufactured
assays requires costly reagents, making it unsuitable for use in most develop-
ing countries.

Real-time PCR is less costly and can encompass a wide range of genome
diversity. It may thus represent an alternative for the management of patients
infected by rare variant strains. We have developed such a method to quantify
plasma HIV-1 group O RNA. The assay is sensitive and specific, and over-
comes the problems posed by the high genomic variability of group O strains (24).

2. Materials
1. QIAamp Viral RNA minikit (Qiagen GmbH, Germany).
2. Purified oligonucleotidic primers and probe (Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium).
3. Omniscript™ reverse transcriptase (RT) kit (Qiagen).
4. LC–FastStart DNA master hybridization probes (Roche Diagnostics, Basel, Swit-

zerland).
5. TOPO TA® cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
6. Restriction enzymes HindIII and SpeI.
7. QIAprep Spin Miniprep® (Qiagen).
8. Riboprobe® in vitro transcription system (Promega, Madison, WI).
9. DNA-free™ system (Ambion Inc., Austin, TX).

10. Diethylpyrocarbonate-treated water.

3. Methods
With the primer and probe selection (see Subheading 3.1.), the main steps

of this technique are the RNA extraction procedure, the reverse transcription,
and the amplification (see Subheading 3.2.). For the external standard used to
quantify the clinical samples, a plasmid including the fragment of HIV-1 group
O genome amplified in the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was constructed,
linearized, and transcripted (see Subheading 3.3.).

3.1. Primers and Probe

Primers were selected to amplify both HIV-1 group O and HIV-1 group M
strains (see Note 1). Conversely the probe is HIV-1 group O-specific. The prim-
ers and probe were synthesized by Eurogentec:

• P1: 5' CTC AAT AAA GCT TGC CTT GA 3' at position 524 on HXB2 K03455
• P2: 5' CGC CAC TGC TAG AGA TTT T 3' at position 622

These primers generate a product of 112 bp in a long terminal repeat (LTR)
region with lower variability.
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A highly specific probe for group O identification was also selected at posi-
tion 551 of HXB2/position 584 of Ant 70: 5' AAG CAG TGT GTG CTC ATC
TGT TG 3'.

The HIV-1 group O probe was synthesized with a reporter fluorescein dye
(FAM) attached to the 5' end and the Eclipse® Dark Quencher (Eurogentec)
linked to the 3' end for detection. Eclipse® Dark Quencher is a nonfluorescent
molecule quenching effective fluorescence over a broad wavelength range from
about 400 nm to 650 nm (see Note 2).

The specificity of this technique was evaluated. A limited number of HIV-1
group M could be amplified (24) and the diagnosis of group O must not be
determined with the results of this PCR. Sequence of the small fragment of
PCR and the analysis of the result by Blast is sufficient to determine if the virus
is belongs to HIV-1 group O or not.

3.2. Construction of an HIV-1 Group O Clone

3.2.1. Cloning

The plasmid (Fig. 1) is carried out by using the TOPO TA Cloning kit by
Invitrogen according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The plasmid
vector (pCR®2.1-TOPO®) supplied is linearized.

1. Generate the DNA fragment of interest with the primers used for real-time PCR
from a positive sample.

2. Mix the PCR product together with the vector. The fragment is inserted down-
stream of the T7 RNA polymerase promoter.

3. Do the transformation step with cells of Escherichia coli (strain TOP10) pro-
vided competent.

4. Put the transformed bacteria in culture on Luria-Bartani (LB) plates containing
ampicillin as the antibiotic of selection. A solution of X-Gal should be spread out
over these LB plates beforehand. Only the bacteria having integrated the plasmid
will be able to multiply. Only the white colonies contain the plasmid in which the
fragment of PCR is integrated.

5. Analyze the clones by PCR by using primers M13R and M13 F-20 of the kit,
which generate a fragment of 313 bp. The direction of insertion of the fragment is
checked by enzymatic restriction of this PCR product by the HindIII enzyme.
When the fragment is inserted in the good direction the cut by HindIII generates
three fragments of 30,118, and 165 bp.

6. Put the clone selected in culture in LB medium + ampicillin and the following
day extract the plasmid DNA with the QIAprep Spin Miniprep® kit.

7. Determine the concentration of the plasmid by a measurement on spectropho-
tometer at 260 nm. The selected clone of E. coli is frozen with sterile glycerol for
long-term storage.
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3.2.2. Linearization and Transcription of Plasmid

In order to obtain transcripts of equal length, 5 µg of plasmid is cut, down-
stream of the introduced fragment, using the restriction enzyme SpeI. We then
transcribed 5 µL of the linearized plasmid using T7 RNA polymerase from the
Riboprobe in vitro transcription system according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions. The transcript corresponds to a 219-bp length.

3.2.3. DNAse Treatment

A treatment by DNase was performed to eliminate DNA and the sample
tested to be DNA-free.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of pCR 2.1 TOPO plasmid adapted from Invitrogen. The
transcripted sequence is drawn in gray.
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1. Treat the RNA collected after the transcription step with the DNA-free system
(Ambion).

2. Remove the DNase with the provided system that does not require phenol/chlo-
roform extraction or heating.

3. Check if RNA is still contaminated with DNA by performing PCR without the
RT step on RNA. No amplification must be observed. If any amplification oc-
curs, a new DNase treatment must be performed (see Note 3).

4. Calculate the mean of four measurements of RNA concentration assessed by
spectrophotometry.

5. Aliquot and store the standard at a known concentration at –80°C. Thawed
aliquots must never be re-frozen. For each quantification run, an aliquot of the
standard is serially diluted 10-fold, in duplicate, in diethylpyrocarbonate-treated
water (see Note 4).

3.3. RT-PCR HIV-1 Group O LTR

3.3.1. RNA Extraction

The extraction is performed on 500 µL of plasma obtained after centrifuga-
tion at 3000g of a sample of blood collected onto ethylenediamine tetraacetic
acid (EDTA) or acid-citrate-dextrose (ACD). The 500 µL of plasma is centri-
fuged at high speed for 1 h at 24,000g. 360 µL of supernatant are eliminated
and the extraction is performed on 140 µL. The QIAamp Viral RNA minikit is
used according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (see Note 5).

• The optional step of centrifugation, proposed by the manufacturer between the
washing step AW2 and the step of elution, is performed.

• The volume of elution is 40 µL.
• Perform a second elution: the first eluate is passed one time again on the column.

The standard is not extracted. It is simply serially diluted 10-fold, in dupli-
cates, from 2 × 106 to 200 copies/mL.

3.3.2. Reverse Transcription

Five µL of the serially diluted standard and 5 µL of the clinical samples are
reverse-transcribed in parallel. The Omniscript reverse transcriptase kit is used
as recommended by the manufacturer at 37°C for 1 h and 93°C for 5 min.
Primer P2 (1 µM) is then added to the RT mix.

3.3.3. Measurement of HIV-1 Group O cDNA by Real-Time PCR

The LightCycler instrument (Roche Diagnostics) was used to amplify and
quantify the PCR product after each cycle. PCR was performed with LC–
FastStart DNA master hybridization probes. The LC master mix (2 µL) was
mixed with 4 mM MgCl2, 0.5 µM of each primer, and 0.5 µM probe. cDNA (5
µL) was added to 15 µL of this mixture and amplification was carried out as
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follows: 95°C for 10 min (one cycle), followed by denaturation at 95°C for 10
s, and annealing at 58°C for 30 s (45 cycles).

4. Notes
1. Primers and probe are delivered lyophilized. They must be reconstituted with

nuclease-free water. Bidistilled water is not recommended.
2. The probe is particularly unstable. It is necessary to avoid cycles of freezing and

thawing. The probe is reconstituted at 100 µM and must be aliquoted.
3. It is often difficult to completely eliminate the DNA after the transcription. How-

ever, if the control PCR is negative on the dilution of RNA used as standard, an
amplification in the solution of transcript not diluted can be tolerated.

4. It is possible to use a supernatant of a culture as a standard. In this case, an ali-
quot of supernatant diluted in negative human plasma is extracted like the other
patients’ and this extract is serially diluted in water to obtain a range of standard.

5. An automation of the extraction procedure has been tested. RNA was extracted
using the automat Magna Pure LC® (Roche Diagnostics) with the total nucleic
acid isolation kit according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. The initial
volume of plasma was 200 µL and the elution volume was 50 µL. We obtained
reproducible results with this kit but other extraction procedures may probably
be used.
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A New Combined HIV p24 Antigen
and Anti-HIV-1/2/O Screening Assay
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Summary
It is important to shorten the window period after acute HIV infection in which in-

fected individuals are still antibody-negative, especially in blood donors. Newly devel-
oped fourth-generation assays detect antibodies to HIV-1, including subtype O, and to
HIV-2 and, simultaneously, p24 antigen of HIV-1. To evaluate this assay for daily rou-
tine work we compared it with different third-generation assays using sera from
uninfected patients and patients with known HIV infection. The most interesting sera are
those drawn during seroconversion from freshly infected patients. Whenever we encoun-
ter such a patient with acute HIV infection we store the serum in aliquots at –20°C. Thus,
we were able to establish our own seroconversion panel and use it in our laboratory for
evaluation of new assays. The new test was shown to be able to detect all chronically
HIV-infected individuals and four of six patients during seroconversion although in two
of these patients conventional assays for HIV antibodies were still negative. The rate of
unspecific reactivities was slightly higher as compared with third-generation assays.

Key Words: HIV; combined antigen/antibody test; early detection of HIV infection;
seroconversion; p24.

1. Introduction
The most efficient way of acquiring infection with the human immunodefi-

ciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) or type 2 (HIV-2) is by transfusion of contami-
nated blood or blood products. The inclusion of serologic screening for
antibodies to HIV-1 or HIV-2 in Western countries has led to a dramatic de-
crease of this risk. However, in the early phase of HIV infection, the virus is
already replicating while specific antibodies are still lacking. Newly infected
individuals would not be shown to be infectious during this window period of
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6 to 12 wk after infection while their blood donations would be highly infec-
tious. Thus, by testing only for HIV antibodies the estimated risk of acquiring
HIV by blood donations in the United States was 1/493,000/U (1).

To minimize this antibody-negative phase, attempts were made to improve
both specificity and sensitivity of the assays. This was hampered by the fact
that different species and subtypes of the virus exist containing antigens that
lead to only weakly cross-reactive antibodies. The first available enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) for detection of HIV-specific antibod-
ies used HIV-1 lysate from infected cell lines as an antigen. The introduction
of recombinant HIV proteins and synthetic peptides in ELISAs of the second
generation considerably improved the specificity of reactions. Tests of the third
generation were additionally able to detect antibodies to HIV-1 group O. They
used HIV-1 and HIV-2 antigens both on the solid phase and in the conjugate;
thus, antibodies of the immunoglobulin (Ig)G as well as of the IgM type could
be detected. This development shortened the seronegative window period by 1
to 2 wk (2), but HIV infected individuals were still false-negative for 4 to 6 wk
after infection. To shorten this period and to exclude seronegative viremic in-
dividuals from blood donations, testing for HIV RNA was introduced in trans-
fusion institutes, leading to an earlier detection of infection by approx 1 wk
(3). To reduce costs for blood products, most transfusion centers pool sera
from many donors for the reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-
PCR) procedure; therefore, false-negative results are observed in patients with
only a few copies of HIV-1 RNA (4). The risk of acquiring HIV by blood
transfusion in Germany has been reduced to approx 1 in 18 million (5).

Another approach to reduce the time after infection during which an in-
fected individual appears to be seronegative is to test for HIV-specific anti-
gens. In newly infected individuals, high levels of p24 antigen can be detected
before the onset of production of specific antibodies. The testing of blood
samples for both HIV-1 and HIV-2 antibodies and for p24 antigen would allow
for an earlier detection of HIV-infected individuals but would increase the
costs. The introduction of assays capable of detecting both antibodies and p24
antigen would have the advantage of being less expensive than PCR testing of
single donations or conduction of several serological assays. Previous studies
evaluating these fourth-generation assays showed promising results (2,6–11).
However, to establish a new assay in routine laboratory work, this assay must
be carefully evaluated for its sensitivity, specificity, and reproducibility. We
describe here how we achieved this for a new fourth-generation assay.

2. Materials
2.1. Combined HIV p24 Antigen and Anti-HIV-1/2/O Screening Assay

A fourth-generation enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay based on the de-
termination of HIV p24 antigen and antibodies to HIV-1 and HIV-2 including
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HIV-1 group O (Enzygnost® HIV Integral, Dade Behring Marburg GmbH,
Marburg, Germany).

2.2. Conventional Assays for Detection
of Antibodies to HIV-1 and/or HIV-2

Two assays for sole detection of HIV-1 antibodies including group O and
HIV-2, as well as two assays for the separate detection of antibodies to HIV-1
and HIV-2, respectively; two Western blots as confirmatory assays for HIV-1
and HIV-2, respectively:

1. Enzygnost Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus (Dade Behring Marburg GmbH).
2. AxSYM® HIV-1/2 gO (Abbott GmbH Diagnostika, Wiesbaden-Delkenheim,

Germany).
3. ELAVIA® Ac-Ab-Ak I (Sanofi Diagnostics Pasteur, Marnes-la-Coquette,

France).
4. ELAVIA® Ac-Ab-Ak II (Sanofi Diagnostics Pasteur).
5. NovaPath™ HIV-1 Immunoblot (Bio-Rad Laboratories, München, Germany).
6. New LAV Blot II Ac-Ab-Ak (Sanofi Diagnostics Pasteur).

2.3. Assay for Detection and Quantitation of p24

HIVAG™-1 Monoclonal (Abbott GmbH Diagnostika).

2.4. Detection of HIV-1 RNA

Amplicor HIV-1 Monitor™ Test 1.5 (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim,
Germany).

2.5. Sera Used for Evaluation of Fourth-Generation Assay

A variety of stored sera are used to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of
a new assay:

1. Sera drawn from HIV-negative patients (see Note 1).
2. Sera drawn from HIV-infected patients (see Note 2).
3. Stored sera taken during seroconversion (see Notes 3 and 4).

3. Methods
3.1. Fourth-Generation Assay

The fourth-generation assay uses microtiter plates coated with recombinant
proteins (HIV-1 gp41, HIV-1 group O gp41, and HIV-2 gp36) expressed in
Escherichia coli and synthetic peptides (HIV-1 gp41) as well as a polyclonal
p24 antibody.

For the Enzygnost HIV Integral assay, introduce 25 µL of sample buffer
into each well. Add 100 µL of control sera or sample. Cover the test plate with
adhesive foil and incubate at 37°C for 30 min. During this step HIV antibodies
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in the test samples or control react with the recombinant proteins or synthetic
peptides that coat the wells of the microtiter plate. Simultaneously, any p24
antigens present in the test sample bind to the polyclonal p24 antibodies at-
tached to the wells. After this incubation step, wash the wells four times with
300 µL washing solution per well to remove unbound constituents of the
samples or controls. Then add 100 µL conjugate 1 to each well containing six
different biotin-conjugated antigens or antibodies (one recombinant HIV-1
group M gp41 antigen; three different synthetic peptides: HIV-1 group M gp41,
HIV-1 group O gp 41, HIV-2 gp36; two monoclonal anti-p24 antibodies) and
incubate the microtiter plate for 30 min at 37°C. During this step, the labeled
antigens and antibodies react with the specifically bound antibodies or p24
antigens, respectively. Wash each well four times with 300 µL washing solu-
tion to remove unbound biotin conjugates. After this, add 100 µL of conjugate
2 consisting of a streptavidin-peroxidase complex to each well. During the in-
cubation for 30 min at 37°C, this conjugate binds to the biotin-labeled antigen
or antibodies fixed to the solid phase. Remove the excess conjugate by wash-
ing the plate as mentioned before. Add 75 µL of the chromogen
tetramethylbenzidine dihydrochloride (TMB) to each well to determine the
solid-phase-bound enzyme activity and incubate at 15–25°C for 30 min. The
peroxide bound to the solid phase reacts with TMB and the chromogen turns
blue. Stop the enzymatic reaction of this step by adding 75 µL of sulfuric acid
to each well; this leads to conversion of the blue color of the chromogen to
yellow. The color intensity, which is roughly proportional to the concentration
of HIV antibodies and/or p24 antigen in the sample, is measured at 450 nm
against 650 nm. Samples are considered reactive if their absorbances exceed
those of the mean values of three negative controls plus 0.450.

3.2. Third-Generation Assays
Perform conventional assays according to the manufacturers’ instructions.

The Enzygnost Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus assay uses microtiter plates coated with a
mixture of recombinant HIV proteins (HIV-1 gp41, HIV-1 group O gp41, and
HIV-2 gp36) expressed in E. coli. HIV-specific Ig contained in the test sample
or control bind to the recombinant HIV-1, HIV-2, or HIV-1 group O proteins
bound to the surface of the microtiter plate. Unbound components are removed
by washing. Conjugate consisting of peroxidase-labeled recombinant HIV pro-
teins and synthetic peptides similar to those coated on the surface is added and
binds to the HIV-specific antibodies on the microtiter plate. The excess conju-
gate is removed by washing and TMB is added. The peroxidase of the bound
conjugate turns the TMB blue. The reaction is stopped by 0.5 N sulfuric acid
and the plate is measured at a wavelength of 450 nm and 650 nm as reference.
The color intensity is proportional to the concentration of antibody present in
the sample or control.
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The AxSYM HIV-1/2gO assay based on the microparticle enzyme immu-
noassay (MEIA) technique utilizes recombinant HIV proteins corresponding
to four viral proteins (HIV-1 envelope, HIV-1 group O envelope, HIV-1 core,
and HIV-2 envelope) expressed in E. coli or Bacillus megaterium and two syn-
thetic peptides corresponding to HIV-1 and HIV-2 envelope. These proteins
and peptides are coated on a solid phase to capture antibodies to HIV-1 or
HIV-2 from the test sample or control. A portion of the reaction mixture is
transferred to the matrix cell. Microparticles bind irreversibly to the glass fiber
matrix. The matrix cell is washed to remove materials not bound to the
microparticles. Biotinylated recombinant antigens and synthetic peptides are
dispensed onto the matrix cell, forming an antigen–antibody–antigen complex.
Unbound biotinylated antigens are removed by washing. The
antibiotin:alkaline phosphatase conjugate is dispensed onto the matrix cell and
binds with the antigen–antibody–antigen complex. Unbound conjugate is re-
moved by washing. The substrate, 4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate (MUP), is
added. The alkaline phosphatase-labeled conjugate catalyzes the removal of a
phosphate group from the substrate, yielding the fluorescent product, 4-
methylumbelliferone, which is measured by the MEIA optical assembly.

3.3. Tests for Separate Detection of Antibodies to HIV-1 or HIV-2

The ELAVIA Ac-Ab-Ak I and the ELAVIA AV-Ab-Ak II have identical
procedures and use cell-culture-derived inactivated virus and uninfected cells
as controls. The test is based on the use of two solid supports; the first one is
coated with purified and inactivated virus antigens of HIV-1 and HIV-2, re-
spectively (Ag-positive), and the other one is coated with cellular and serum
antigens (Ag-negative). Samples and controls are added to both the Ag-posi-
tive and the Ag-negative wells. Antibodies to HIV-1 or HIV-2 bind to the im-
mobilized virus antigens. The wells are washed to remove unbound parts of the
sample or control. Peroxidase-labeled anti-human IgG antibody is added and
binds to the solid-phase-retained HIV antibodies. The microtiter plate is washed
to remove excess conjugate and the substrate o-phenylenediamine containing
hydrogen peroxide is added. The peroxidase of the bound conjugate reacts with
hydrogen peroxide group of the substrate, leading to a yellow-orange color.
The reaction is stopped by the addition of 4 N sulfuric acid. The absorbance is
read by a spectrophotometer at 492 nm to 620 nm. The observed absorbance
difference for the same sample (Ag-positive minus Ag-negative) indicates the
presence or absence of antibodies to HIV-1 and HIV-2, respectively.

3.4. Confirmatory Assays

Every positive result of an HIV screening assay was confirmed by
immunoblot. Both blots for the confirmation of reactivities in HIV antibody
screening assays, New LAV Blot I and New LAV Blot II, have the identical
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principle. They use the indirect ELISA technique on a nitrocellulose strip con-
taining all constitutive proteins of the HIV-1 or HIV-2 virus and an internal
anti-IgG control. The latter is located at the bottom of the strip below the p17
(HIV-1) and p16 (HIV-2) protein and is used to validate the addition of sample
and reagents as well as the correct execution of the test protocol. Inactivated
proteins of HIV-1 or HIV-2 are separated according to their molecular weights
by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in dissociating and reducing medium
and subsequently transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane sheet. The strips
are rehydrated in washing solution. Afterward, sample or control is added. If
anti-HIV-1 or anti-HIV-2 antibodies are present, they will bind to the viral
proteins on the strip. After washing, the alkaline phosphatase-labeled anti-hu-
man IgG conjugate is added and incubated to allow the binding to the anti-HIV
antibodies captured on the solid phase. Excess conjugate is removed by wash-
ing the substrate, 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP), is added. If
the conjugate is bound to an HIV-specific antibody, the substrate’s color
changes to gray-blue. To confirm the reactivity of a screening assay at least
one band of the env-region (gp41, gp120, gp160) or two bands of the pol- (p31,
p66) and gag-region (p17, p24, p55) of HIV must be positive. Indeterminate
reactivities are those restricted to one or more bands of only one region of HIV-1.

3.5. Assay for Detection of p24 Antigen

In the evaluation of the fourth-generation assay’s sensitivity during
seroconversion, an ELISA is used for the separate detection of p24 antigen. In
this assay HIV-1 virions are disrupted by the addition of Triton X-100 contain-
ing specimen diluent. Beads coated with monoclonal antibody to HIV-1 p24
are incubated with the pretreated sample and HIV-1 p24 present in it binds to
the monoclonal antibody on the bead. Unbound material is removed by wash-
ing. The bead is then incubated with rabbit antibody to HIV-1, which binds to
the p24 antigen on the bead. Excess material is again removed by washing. A
conjugate of goat antibody to rabbit IgG and horseradish peroxidase is added.
During the next incubation the conjugate binds rabbit IgG on the bead. Un-
bound conjugate is removed by another washing step and the beads are subse-
quently incubated with o-phenylenediamine (OPD) containing hydrogen
peroxide. The reaction of the substrate with peroxidase yields a yellow-orange
color. The intensity of the color is proportional to the amount of uncomplexed
HIV-1 p24 antigen present in the sample. The reaction is stopped by the addi-
tion of 1 N sulfuric acid and the intensity of color is read using a spectropho-
tometer set at 492 nm. Repeatedly reactive samples are tested again with
HIVAG-1 monoclonal blocking antibody. This procedure uses a specific anti-
body-neutralizing step followed by testing for p24 antigen as described above.
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By adding the neutralizing antibody, the amount of free binding sites on the
p24 antigen is reduced so that the rabbit antibody to p24 cannot bind to it. This
leads to a reduction of the optical density measured. To confirm a positive
result as specific the OD signal has to be reduced by at least 50% compared to
the sample without blocking antibodies.

3.6. Detection of HIV-1 RNA by PCR

In all confirmed reactive sera, the viral load is determinded by RT-PCR.
The AMPLICOR HIV-1 Monitor test v1.5 is based on five major processes:
specimen preparation; reverse transcription of target RNA to generate comple-
mentary DNA (cDNA); PCR amplification of target cDNA using HIV-1-spe-
cific complementary primers; hybridization of the amplified DNA to
oligonucleotide probes specific to the target; and detection of the probe-bound
amplified DNA by colorimetric determination. HIV-1 RNA is isolated either
directly from plasma by lysis of virus particles with a chaotropic agent fol-
lowed by precipitation with alcohol, or, in the case of low viremia, by concen-
trating viral particles in plasma by high-speed centrifugation followed by lysis
and alcohol precipitation. A known number of quantitation-standard RNA
molecules is introduced into each specimen with the lysis buffer and is used for
the quantitation of HIV-1 RNA in the sample. The reverse transcription and
PCR amplification reactions are performed with the thermostable recombinant
enzyme Thermus thermophilus DNA polymerase (rTth pol). In the presence of
manganese, rTth pol has both reverse transcriptase and DNA polymerase ac-
tivity. This allows both reverse transcription and PCR amplification to occur in
the same reaction mixture. Processed specimens are added to the amplification
mixture. The downstream or antisense primer and the upstream or sense primer
are biotinylated at the 5' ends. The reaction mixture is heated to allow the down-
stream primer to anneal specifically to the HIV-1 target RNA. In the presence
of Mn2+ and excess deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), rTth pol extends
the annealed primer to a DNA strand (cDNA) complementary to the RNA tar-
get. The reaction mixture is heated to denature the RNA:cDNA hybrid and
expose the primer target sequences. As the mixture cools, the upstream primer
anneals specifically to the cDNA strand, the rTth pol extends the primer, and a
second DNA strand is synthesized. This completes the first cycle, yielding a
double-stranded copy of the target region. To separate the double-stranded
DNA and to expose the primer target sequences, the mixture is heated again.
During the next cycle, both sense and antisense primers anneal to the target
DNA and are extended along the target templates to produce a 155-base-pair
double-stranded DNA molecule termed the amplicon. This process is repeated
for a designated number of cycles, with each cycle effectively doubling the
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amount of amplicon DNA. After the last cycle, the amplicon is chemically
denatured to form single-stranded DNA by the addition of denaturation solu-
tion. Aliquots of denatured amplicon are added to separate wells of a microwell
plate coated with HIV-1-specific oligonucleotide probes. The amplicon is
bound to the wells by hybridization to the oligonucleotide probes on the solid
phase. To achieve quantitative results over a large dynamic range, serial dilu-
tions of the denatured amplicon are analyzed in the microwell plate. After hy-
bridization, the plate is washed to remove any unbound material and
avidin-horseradish peroxidase conjugate is added to each well. The conjugate
binds to the biotin-labeled amplicon hybridized to the target-specific oligo-
nucleotide probes on the solid phase. The microwell plate is washed again to
remove unbound conjugate and a substrate solution containing hydrogen per-
oxide and 3,3' 5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) is added to the wells. In the
presence of hydrogen peroxide the horseradish peroxidase catalyzes the oxida-
tion of TMB to form a colored complex. The reaction is stopped by the addi-
tion of a weak acid and the optical density is measured at 450 nm. The
probe-binding region of the HIV-1 quantitation standard amplicon has been
modified to differentiate it from the sample amplicon. The amount of HIV-1
RNA in each specimen is calculated from the ratio of the total HIV-1 OD to the
total HIV-1 quantitation standard OD and the input number of RNA molecules
contained in the latter.

3.7. Algorithm for Retests

If discrepant results with the fourth-generation and any conventional assay
appear, repeat the test twice. To consider any reactivity as specific, use confir-
matory assays according to the algorithm shown in Fig. 1.

4. Notes
1. To evaluate the fourth-generation assay’s specificity, use a number of sera drawn

from HIV-negative patients. These can be sera drawn from patients who have
been previously tested and shown to be negative or you can use sera that are
currently tested in your laboratory and have negative results in your reference
assay. In our study we included 546 sera from noninfected patients. Of these, 537
sera were negative in all three screening assays (that is, the fourth-generation
assays, the Enzygnost Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus, and the AxSYM HIV-1/2 gO assay).
Nine patients had positive results in at least one assay, but due to retests and
additional tests such as the Western blot they could be classified as uninfected.
Overall, the rate of unspecific reactivities was slightly higher in the fourth gen-
eration assay (1.1%) as compared to conventional screening assays (Enzygnost
Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus: 0.4%; AxSYM HIV-1/2 gO: 0.4%). The results of the HIV-
negative patients are shown in Table 1. Note that in one of them an unspecific
p24 band was found in the Western blot, and the ELAVIA Ac-Ab-Ak I was also
unspecifically reactive.
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Fig. 1. Retest algorithm for Enzygnost® HIV Integral. *High-risk persons with sus-
pected HIV infection should give a second sample within the next 2–4 wk.

2. Sensitivity of the test is evaluated by a number of sera drawn from patients known
to be HIV-infected. Because the fourth-generation assay should detect HIV-1
infections as well as HIV-2 infections, it would be best to use sera from both
HIV-1- and HIV-2-infected patients. The results of the new assay and the refer-
ence assay(s) should not only be reported as “positive” or “negative” but the
intensity of the OD values should also be considered.
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Table 1
Results of 546 HIV-Negative Patients

N sera Enzygnost HIV Enzygnost anti- AxSYM HIV-1/2 ELAVIA Western blot HIVAG
Integral HIV-1/2 Plus gO (MEIA) Ac-Ab-Ak I (p24 antigen)

537 negative negative n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d.
3 3 × reactive 3 × negative 2 × negative negative n.d. negative
1 3 × reactive 3 × negative 2 × negative HIV-1 reactive p24.000 negative
1 1 × borderline, negative negative n.d. n.d. n.d.

2 × negative
1 1 × reactive, 3 × negative 2 × negative n.d. n.d. n.d.

1 × borderline,
1 × negative

1 3 × negative 3 × reactive 2 × reactive negative negative negative
1 3 × negative 1 × reactive, negative n.d. n.d. n.d.

2 × negative
1 3 × negative 3 × negative 2 × reactive, n.d. n.d. negative

1 × borderline

n.d., not done.
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The prevalence of HIV-2 in Germany is very low and largely restricted to pa-
tients coming from endemic areas. Thus, in our study we did not include any
serum from HIV-2-infected individuals. In total we used sera from 121 patients
with documented HIV-1 infections who had already been tested in our laboratory
before. All these sera were reactive in the fourth generation, the reference assays
(Enzygnost Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus and AxSYM HIV-1/2 gO), the ELAVIA Ac-Ab-
Ak I, and the Western blot. We found no difference in the reactivities in the
fourth-generation assay between sera positive or negative for p24 antigen. Over-
all, 7 of the 121 patients had antigenemia (13–504 pg/mL; median, 19 pg/mL).
Thirty-eight patients were also positive by PCR with viral loads varying between
54 copies/mL and >750,000 copies/mL (median, 1000 copies/mL). In the com-
bined antigen-antibody assay, all sample to cut-off (S/CO) ratios of confirmed
HIV-1 positive sera exceeded those of the six falsely reactive sera shown in Table
1. Thus, in most cases it is possible to distinguish between specific and unspe-
cific reactivities by evaluating the intensity of the reactivity, but in every reactive
serum however weakly positive it may be, confirmatory assays are mandatory.
Figure 2 compares the S/CO values of falsely reactive and confirmed positive sera.

3. The most interesting point in testing the sensitivity of a combined assay for the
detection of HIV antibodies and p24 antigen is to use it in patients with acute
HIV infections. This is especially important since a test like this is declared to
shorten the period in HIV seroconversion. There are commercially available

Fig. 2. Distribution of sample-to-cutoff ratio (S/CO) values of falsely reactive (n =
6) and confirmed HIV-1-positive (n = 121) sera in the Enzygnost® HIV Integral assay.
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seroconversion kits but these are expensive. Freshly infected patients are encoun-
tered only occasionally in our laboratory, but when they are found, we store these
sera apart from normal routine sera in aliquots at –20°C to prevent them from
repeated freezing and thawing. Over the years we have established our own
seroconversion panel to use for evaluations like this. Of these sera, we have pro-
tocols with the results of every assay ever run.
We tested sera from six freshly infected patients; for one of them three sera were
available, drawn 6 and 21 d after the first sample. In the other five patients, HIV
seroconversion was confirmed 7–17 d later (data not shown). In two patients
(patient 2 and patient 5; see Table 2) the fourth-generation assay was already
reactive while conventional screening assays were not, confirming the higher
sensitivity during seroconversion. These patients had high amounts of p24 anti-
gen (976 pg/dL and 410 pg/dL, respectively). In patient 2, the immunoblot also
confirmed a positive antibody reactivity, but only after prolonged incubation for
16 h instead of 30 min. In sera obtained 6 and 21 d later, the conventional ELISAs
also became positive. In contrast to this, the immunoblot of patient 5 revealed
only an indeterminate reactivity restricted to antibodies against proteins of the
gag region. In patient 3, all antibody assays were reactive, including the Western
blot. In patient 4 only the fourth-generation and the conventional ELISA of the
same manufacturer were positive. The ELISA for the sole detection of HIV-1
antibodies failed to react and the immunoblot was also indeterminate with visible
bands only with gag proteins after prolonged incubation overnight. In two other
patients with low amounts of p24 antigen (patient 1 and patient 6), the combined
antibody/antigen assay was negative; in the latter case, the conventional ELISA
from the same manufacturer was weakly reactive. In both cases, the immunoblot
assay showed bands only after prolonged incubation.

4. Sera of our own seroconversion panel were also tested for p24 antigen when they
were first sent to us so we could also evaluate the sensitivity of the new assay for
the detection of p24 antigen. The lower detection limit of p24 antigen with the
Enzygnost HIV Integral assay is approximately 110 pg/mL (12). Our study con-
firmed that the assay failed to detect patients during seroconversion with antigen
concentrations of 38 and 88 pg/mL (patients 1 and 6). In patient 4 the antigen
concentration was even lower (14 pg/mL) but the fourth generation nevertheless
was weakly reactive. In this case, part of the p24 antigen might have been
complexed by specific antibodies. The fact that even the conventional Enzygnost
Anti-HIV-1/2 Plus assay as well as the blot after prolonged incubation were posi-
tive supports the assumption that low amounts of antibodies were already present.
However, it remains unclear why in patient 6 only the conventional Anti-HIV-1/
2 Plus assay was reactive while the fourth-generation assay was not. In patient 2,
from whom three sera were available, the S/CO value declined from 8.17 to 5.64
and afterward rose again to a value of 7.31. This course probably reflects the
decrease in antigen concentration while only small amounts of antibodies were
present. Interestingly, in another study the authors described a second diagnostic
window with fourth-generation assays during which these tests become negative
again as a result of the absence of HIV antibodies and the decrease of antigen
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Table 2
Comparison of Reactivities in Six Patients During Seroconversion

Patient No.a Enzygnost® Enzygnost Anti- ELAVIA Western blot (reactive PCR p24 antigen
Integral (S/CO) HIV-1/2 Plus (S/CO)  I (S/CO)  bands in kD)  (copies/mL)  (pg/mL)

1 0.49 0.30 0.29 17, 24, 31, 55, 66b n.d. 38
2 d 1 8.17 0.04 0.03 17, 24, 31, 41, 160b n.d. 976

d 7 5.64 1.37 8.33 17, 24, 31, 41, 120, 160b n.d. 176
d 22 7.31 4.71 2.21 24, 55, 160 positive negative

3 7.82 8.43 4.55 17, 24, 31, 55, 66, 160 1000 36
4 1.67 1.12 0.61 17, 24, 55b,c 100 14
5 7.38 0.19 0.67 17, 24, 55c 10,000 410
6 0.82 1.75 0.48 17, 24, 55, 66b 100 88

aIn patient 2, the data of the three tested samples are shown (d 1, d 7, and d 22).
bVisible bands only after modified incubation overnight.
cPattern considered as indeterminate.
S/CO, sample to cutoff ratio; positive results with the individual assays are underlined; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; n.d., not done.
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concentration below the detection limit (13). Therefore, it is important to further
enhance the sensitivity of fourth-generation assays for p24 antigen. This can be
achieved, for example, by modifying the arrangement of antigens and antibodies
on the solid phase to enlarge the number of binding sites. Also, using a mono-
clonal antibody instead of a polyclonal to p24 antigen might improve sensitivity
as well as specificity of the assay. However, even when an assay has been opti-
mized, it must be re-evaluated carefully on a regular basis to avoid failure of new
mutants of the virus imported from endemic areas.
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A New Automated Fourth-Generation HIV Screening
Assay With Sensitive Antigen Detection Module
and High Specificity

Bernard Weber

Summary
New screening enzyme immunoassays, which permit the simultaneous detection of

HIV antigens reduce the diagnostic window period between the time of immunodefi-
ciency virus (HIV) infection and seroconversion. The VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra is an
enzyme-linked fluorescent assay (ELFA) for the screening of HIV infection. It is per-
formed with the fully automated VIDAS or mini-VIDAS instruments, which are so-called
walk away systems. The detection limit is 3 pg of HIV-1 p24 Ag/mL serum. HIV anti-
body is detected with the same sensitivity as stand-alone third-generation antibody tests.
The total incubation time is about 2 h. Results are calculated, interpreted, and printed by
the VIDAS instrument. Usually, fourth-generation assays demand a special algorithm
for the analysis of reactive samples. For the anti-HIV part of the assay, confirmation of
reactivity should be done with an assay that lacks the p24-antigen detection module and
when reactivity persists subsequently by immunoblot. For the p24-antigen part, confir-
mation of reactivity should be analyzed in an assay that lacks the anti-HIV detection part.

Key Words: Primary infection; enzyme immunoassay (EIA); automated assay; HIV
screening.

1. Introduction
In order to reduce the diagnostic window period between the time of human

immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and seroconversion, new screening
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA), which permit the simultaneous
detection of HIV antigen and antibody, have been available on the interna-
tional market since 1997 (1–4). On average, the diagnostic window is 4 to 5 d
less for these new, so-called fourth-generation HIV assays compared with an-
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tibody ELISAs (third-generation) (1–4) (Fig. 1). The most recently launched
commercial fourth-generation test kits have a detection threshold of 3–10 pg of
p24 Ag/mL, which is within the range of single HIV p24 Ag assays (3,4). HIV-
1 non-B subtypes are detected with a comparable sensitivity, in dilutions of
virus lysates and in HIV-1 subtype E (CRFO1_AE) primary infection, to p24
Ag assays (5). An important issue is the role that the new combination assays
should play in blood donor screening. Combination assays are of particular
interest for lower-income nations that may not be able to afford nucleic acid
amplification technology (NAT) since these assays are easy to use, show a
high stability and cost-effectiveness (list price in the same range than anti-
body-alone assays), and have low false-positive rates (comparable to that of
third-generation assays). In high-income countries, NAT will probably replace
the need for HIV-1 Ag testing in blood donor screening (6). In Europe, fouth-
generation assays are used for screening and diagnosis of HIV infection in the
clinical laboratory and have proven their efficiency for the detection of pri-
mary infection in risk populations in urban centers (7).

Fig. 1. Kinetics of HIV markers during primary infection and diagnostic window.
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VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra is an enzyme-linked fluorescent assay (ELFA),
which permits the simultaneous detection of the p24 antigen and antibodies
against HIV-1 (including group O) and HIV-2. The upper part of the solid
phase receptacle (SPR) coated with three different anti-p24 monoclonal anti-
bodies is used for p24 Ag detection (Fig. 2). The lower part of the SPR serves
for immunoglobulin (Ig)G, IgM, and IgA antibody detection and is sensitized
with gp160 of HIV-1 and peptides representing immunodominant epitopes of
gp41 from HIV-1 group O and gp36 from HIV-2.

During the first incubation step, the sample and biotinylated rabbit anti-p24
antibody are aspirated into the SPR. p24 antigen is released through virus lysis
and binds to the monoclonal antibodies on the SRP and also to the biotinylated
anti-p24 antibody. Simultaneously, anti-HIV-1 and anti-HIV-2 antibodies bind
to gp160 and/or gp36/gp41 peptides on the lower part of the SPR. The second
incubation with biotinylated antigens (identical to those coated to the solid
phase) is performed only on the lower part of the SPR.

The third reaction step is performed with the entire SPR. Alkaline phos-
phatase labeled streptavidine is added and binds to biotinylated anti-p24 anti-
body on the upper part of the SPR, if present, and to biotinylated antigens in
the lower part, if present. The substrate (4-methylumbelliferyl phosphate) first
reacts with the lower part of the SPR and fluorescence is measured at a wave-
length of 450 nm. The intensity of fluorescence is proportional to anti-HIV
antibody activity. Afterward, the substrate is incubated with the entire SPR and
the fluorescence is measured a second time. The intensity of the reaction is
proportional to the p24 Ag concentration.

At the end of the assay, results are automatically calculated by VIDAS in
relation to standards and printed. A separate test value for p24 antigen and HIV
antibody is calculated by dividing the patient relative fluorescence value (RFV)
by the RFV of the respective standard.

2. Materials
1. Specimen

Serum or plasma (EDTA, citrate, thrombin, lithium heparinate, lithium heparinate
gel) (see Note 1). Decanted EDTA plasma must be centrifuged at 1000 to 1300g
for 10 to 15 min in order to avoid false-positive results. Samples containing par-
ticles must be centrifuged. Samples can be stored at 2–8°C for a maximum of 48
h; if longer storage is required, they should be frozen. Specimens should not be
inactivated.

2. Reagents (supplied)
Indicate the first day of use of the kit on the test package or in the dedicated
laboratory files.
Store reagents at 2–8°C. Shelf life is approx 9 mo (see Note 2).



Fig. 2. Test principle of the VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra assay.
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a. Antibody-positive control (C1) (inactivated anti-HIV-1 IgG positive human
serum, Tris-HCl [0.1 mol/L, pH 7.4], protein and chemical stabilizers and
preservative); for reconstitution see Subheading 3.3.1.

b. Negative control (C2) (human HIV negative serum with sodium azide as pre-
servative), ready to use.

c. Antigen-positive control (C3) (human serum with inactivated HIV-1 viral ly-
sate, Tris-HCl [0.1 mol/L, pH 7.4], protein and chemical stabilizers and pre-
servative); for reconstitution see Subheading 3.3.1.

d. Antibody standard (S1) (inactivated anti-HIV-1 IgG positive human serum,
Tris-HCl [0.1 mol/L, pH 7.4], protein and chemical stabilizers and preserva-
tive); for reconstitution see Subheading 3.3.1.

e. Antigen standard (S2) (human serum with inactivated HIV-1 viral lysate, Tris-
HCl [0.1 mol/L, pH 7.4], protein and chemical stabilizers and preservative);
for reconstitution see Subheading 3.3.1.

f. Polypropylene reagent strips consisting of 10 wells (1–10) covered with a
labeled foil seal (Table 1). The foil of the first sample well is perforated to
facilitate the introduction of the sample. The last well of each strip is a cuvet
in which the fluorometric reading is performed. The eight wells in the center
section of the strip contain the various reagents required for the assay.

Table 1
Description of Reagent Strip

Well Reagents

1 Sample well
2 HEPES buffer (20 mmol/L, pH 6.6) + biotin-labeled rabbit anti-24

antibody + Triton X-100 (2%) + goat serum 10% + protein and
chemical stabilizers + gentamicin sulfate 0.2 g/L + sodium azide
0.9 g/L (300 µL). Conjugate 1 (alkaline phosphatase labeled mono
clonal mouse anti-human IgG antibody)

3–5–6–8–9 Washing buffer (Tris-HCl [0.2 mol/L, pH 7.8], protein and chemical
stabilizers, sodium azide 0.9 g/L [600 µL])

4 HEPES buffer (20 mmol/L, pH 7.2) + gp160 protein and gp41
and gp36 peptides biotin labeled + defatted milk protein and
chemical stabilizers + gentamicin sulfate 0.2 g/L + sodium azide
0.9 g/L (300 µL)

7 Tracer (alkaline phosphatase labelled streptavidin, Tris-HCl (0.1
mol/L, pH 7.4), defatted milk + bovine albumin 2.5 g/L + Triton
X100 (0.25%) + protein and chemical stabilizers, sodium azide
0.9 g/L (400 µL)

10 Substrate 4-methyl-umbelliferyl phosphate (0.6 mmol/L),
diethanolamine (DEA) (0.62 mol/L, pH 9.2), sodium azide
1 g/L (300 µL)
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3. Supplies
a. Pipet with disposable tip calibrated to dispense 200 µL.
b. Powderless, disposable latex gloves.

4. Equipment
a. VIDAS or mini-VIDAS analyzer (see Note 4).
b. Vortex mixer.

3. Methods
3.1. Master Lot Data Entry

Before each new lot of reagents is used, specifications (or factory master
calibration curve data) must be entered into the instrument (VIDAS or mini-
VIDAS) using the master lot entry (MLE) card (specifications sheet) included
in each kit. If this operation is not performed before initiating tests, the proto-
col will not run. The master lot data need to be entered only once for each lot.

It is possible to enter data automatically, using the MLE card, or manually.
For complete instructions, see the VIDAS or mini-VIDAS operator’s manual.
The instrument will be able to check the control value only if the positive con-
trols are identified by C1 and C3, the negative control by C2, and the standards
by S1 and S2.

3.2. Calibration

Calibration, using the standard provided in the kit, must be performed upon
reception of a new lot of reagents after the master lot data have been entered.
Recalibration should be performed every 14 d. This operation provides instru-
ment-specific calibration curves and compensates for possible minor variations
in assay signal throughout the shelf life of the kit.

The standards identified by S1 and S2 must be tested in duplicate (see the
VIDAS user manual) and their values must be within the set RFV range or the
mean value will not be stored in the memory. If this is not the case, recalibrate.

3.3. Test Procedure

3.3.1. Before Testing

1. Remove the test kit from the refrigerator and allow it to come to room tempera-
ture for at least 30 min (see Notes 4–7).

2. Place powder-free disposable gloves on both hands (see Note 8).
3. Reconstitution of reagents C1, C3, S1, and S2: Add 2 mL of distilled water (see

Note 9). Wait 5–10 min and homogenize with the vortex. The reconstituted stan-
dards and controls are stable for 2 mo. Write the date of reconstitution on the
control and standard recipient labels.

4. Remove one HIV5 strip and one HIV5 SPR for each sample, control, or standard
to be tested. Make sure the storage pouch has been resealed after the required
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SPRs have been removed.
5. Place the HIV5 strip and HIV5 SPR on the VIDAS preparation/loading tray.
6. Enter the appropriate assay and patient data using the keyboard to create a work

list (code HIV5). Type “HIV5” to enter the code, and indicate the number of tests
to be run. If calibrators need to be tested, enter “S1”and “S2” for the sample
identification. If the positive controls are to be tested, they will be identified by
“C1” and “C3.” If the negative controls need to be tested, they should be identi-
fied by “C2.”

7. If necessary, centrifuge the samples prior to testing.
8. Mix the sample standards and/or controls using a vortex.

3.3.2. Testing

1. Pipet exactly 200 µL of sample standards or controls into the sample well (see
Note 9).

2. Insert the VIDAS SPRs and strips into the positions indicated on the screen.
3. Initiate the analysis as directed in the VIDAS User Manual. All the assay steps

are automatically controlled by the instrument. Results are obtained within approx
120 min.

4. After the assay is completed, dispose of the used SPRs and strips into an appro-
priate receptacle (see Notes 10 and 11).

3.3.3. Results

Once the assay is completed, results are analyzed automatically by the com-
puter. Fluorescence is measured twice in each reagent strip’s reading cuvet for
each sample tested. The first reading is a background reading of the cuvet and
substrate before the SPR is introduced into the substrate. The second reading is
taken for HIV antibody detection after incubation of the substrate with the
enzyme present on the lower part of the SPR. The third reading is performed
for the detection of HIV p24 antigen after incubation of the substrate with the
enzyme present on the total surface of the SPR. The RFVs are printed on the
result report. The tests results are calculated for each antibody response (AB
on the result report) and antigen (AG on the result report) by the VIDAS instru-
ment as follows:

Test value = specific patient RFV/specific standard RFV

The interpretation for each sample (HIV5 on the result report) is calculated
according to the value of the antigen and antibody test (Table 2). High RFV
values for antibody detection may mask the antigen response or vice versa. For
the masked response, test value is not indicated, and the message N.D. for “Not
Determinable” appears instead. In these cases, the interpretation is valid. The
message “incorrect” for the sample interpretation invalidates all the results for
that sample, which needs to be retested. Samples with a negative interpretation
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are considered to be negative, within the performance limitations of the re-
agent. In cases of suspected primary infection, values  0.25 must be inter-
preted with caution.

Samples with a positive interpretation must be retested in duplicate.

• Nonrepeatable initially positive samples (two negative reactions for three tests)
are considered to be negative, within the performance limitations of the reagent.

• Repeatedly positive samples (at least two of three positive tests) must be con-
firmed with complementary tests, in accordance with the algorithm shown in Fig. 3.

A positive result for one of the two tests (antibody or antigen) may help to
orientate the choice of the complementary assays:

• If the value for the antibody detection is �0.25, the complementary (and confir-
matory) assay can be the Western blot and/or another antibody screening assay.

• If the value for the antigen detection is �0.25, the complementary assay can be
the HIV p24 stand-alone test or HIV-1 RNA NAT (see Notes 12 and 13).

The interpretation of test results should consider the clinical background
and eventually the results of other tests. Figure 3 shows the algorithm for the
interpretation of fourth-generation test results.

3.3.4. Quality Control

One antibody-positive control (C1), one antigen-positive control (C3), and
one negative control (C2) are included in each VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra kit.
These controls must be performed immediately after opening a new kit to en-
sure that reagent performance has not been altered. Each recalibration must
also be checked using these controls. Controls must be identified with C1, C2,
and C3 in order to permit a verification of their values by the instrument. Re-
sults cannot be validated if the control values deviate from the expected values
(see Note 14).

3.3.5. Limitations of Procedure

VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra is a screening assay for HIV infection and should
not be used as a specific HIV-1 p24 antigen test.

Table 2
Interpretation of Test Results

Test value Interpretation

<0.25 (for antigen and antibody detection) Negative
�0.25 (for antigen or antibody detection) Positive
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The assay has been validated on serum and plasma samples. The test has not
been validated for other biological fluids including urine and cerebrospinal
fluid. Pooling of samples is proscribed.

Interferences may be observed with certain serum samples, which contain
antibody against kit components (see Note 15). Results should therefore be
interpreted in consideration of the clinical context and eventually the results of
other assays.

4. Notes
1. Universal precautions should be used when collecting and manipulating any

blood specimen, and all blood products should be considered potentially infec-
tious in this testing procedure.

2. Do not freeze reagents. Do not use reagents after their expiration date. Do not
mix reagents and disposables from different kit lots. The kit contains human blood
products and products of animal origin. No known analysis method can guaran-
tee the absence of transmissible pathogenic agents. It is therefore recommended
that these products be treated as potentially infectious and handled observing the
usual safety precautions (8).

3. Kit reagents contain sodium azide, which can react with lead or copper sink
plumbing to form explosive metal azides. If any liquid containing sodium azide
is disposed of in the plumbing system, drains should be flushed with water to
avoid buildup.

4. Room temperature needs to be under 25°C in order to avoid instrument failure. It
is recommended to place the instrument on a 10-cm-high support, which permits
appropriate airflow since the cooling fans are on the bottom of the analyzer.

5. After opening the kit, check that the SPR pouch is correctly sealed and undam-
aged. If not, do not use the SPRs.

6. Carefully reseal the pouch with the desiccant inside after use to maintain stability
of the SPRs and return the complete kit to 2–8°C.

7. If stored according to the recommended conditions, all components are stable
until the expiration date indicated on the label.

8. Use powderless gloves, as powder has been reported to cause false results for
certain enzyme immunoassay tests.

9. Spills should be wiped thoroughly after treatment with liquid detergent and a
solution of household bleach containing at least 0.5% sodium hypochlorite. See
the VIDAS user manual for cleaning spills on or in the VIDAS instrument. Do
not autoclave solutions containing bleach.

10. When the analysis is completed, remove the used SPRs and strips, and dispose of
them appropriately (i.e., autoclaving). All other contaminated material, such as
disposable gloves and pipet tips, should be disposed of in a similar manner.

11. The VIDAS instrument should be regularly cleaned and decontaminated (see
VIDAS user manual).
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12. NAT do not amplify HIV-2 RNA; the VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra, however, can
detect HIV-2 antigen (3,5). In case of a confirmed HIV Ag positive result but
negative NAT, a follow-up sample after 1 wk needs to be tested.

13. National mandatory regulations should be considered, if available.
14. The user is responsible for the implementation of quality control in accordance

with the local legislation.
15. The specificity of VIDAS DUO Ultra is 99.5 in 2660 low- and high-risk indi-

viduals when compared to Food and Drug Administration licensed tests (9).
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Detection of Antiviral Antibodies Using Enzyme-Linked
Immunosorbent Assay

Ingrid G. Winkler

Summary
Following retroviral infection, specific antibodies against viral proteins may be de-

tected in the blood, urine, milk, or saliva of an infected animal. Enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the most commonly used method to screen for
antiviral antibodies, as the technique is sensitive, reproducible, relatively inexpensive,
and easily adapted to large-scale screening. This chapter describes two independent
ELISA techniques. The first uses a recombinant biotinylated viral protein antigen ex-
pressed in E. coli that is purified directly on streptavidin-coated plastic wells. The sec-
ond uses fixed “virus-infected” cultured cells and can be used either as a second
confirmatory assay or initially in a small-scale screening to identify potentially infected
individuals for further study.

Key Words: ELISA; anti-viral antibodies; foamy virus; immunodeficiency virus;
diagnostic; screening assay.

1. Introduction
Following retroviral infection, specific antibodies against viral proteins may

be detected in an infected animal. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(ELISA) is the most commonly used method to screen for antiviral antibodies,
as the technique is sensitive, reproducible, relatively inexpensive, and easily
adapted to large-scale screening. A positive ELISA result (if confirmed using a
second independent test method) can be used as a presumptive diagnosis of
viral infection.

ELISA involves plastic wells coated with either “fixed whole” virus or puri-
fied viral proteins. Samples (such as serum, saliva, milk, or urine) from in-
fected animals are added and any antibodies in these samples will bind to viral
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antigens attached to the plastic. Following washing, another reagent labeled
with enzyme is added. This second reagent is specific to immunoglobulin (Ig)G
or IgM and binds to the first antibody already bound to the viral peptide. After
a wash step, the presence of enzyme is detected by addition of a substrate that
changes color.

Critical to the development of any ELISA is the selection of a “good” puri-
fied viral antigen to use as target. Ideally, viral proteins that elicit strong and
specific antibody responses are used. In practice, most ELISA methods rely on
either preparations from whole virus or (especially if the antibody response has
been well characterized) selected viral antigens produced as recombinant pro-
teins or synthetic peptides. Considerations involved in the choice of target vi-
ral antigens in ELISA are sensitivity (whether enough viral epitopes are present
for the detection of immune antibodies in the majority of infected animals) and
specificity (are these viral epitopes also detected by antibodies that occur in
noninfected animals).

Low specificity may occur if animals have previously been infected with
related viruses and have antibodies that cross-react. For this reason viral pro-
teins that are highly homologous between related viruses (such as most of the
retroviral Pol protein) are best avoided. For diagnosis of foamy virus
(spumaretrovirus) infection, recombinant viral peptides based on regions within
the viral Gag (particularly the C-terminal domain) generally provide the best
combination of sensitivity and specificity.

Below are described two independent ELISA techniques. The first uses a
recombinant biotinylated viral protein antigen expressed in E. coli and purified
directly on streptavidin-coated plastic wells. The second uses fixed “virus-in-
fected” cultured cells and can be used either as a second confirmatory assay or
initially in a small-scale screening to identify potentially infected individuals
for further study. To set up and optimize these ELISAs one will require (1) a
known positive serum sample and (2) viral DNA (either in infected cells or
cloned into a plasmid).

2. Materials
2.1. Culture of Virus-Infected Cells

1. Cell culture media. Cells are cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum and antibiotics (60 µg/mL
penicillin, 40 µg/mL gentamicin). May also include 10 µg/mL fungazone.

2. 0.25% trypsin and 1 mM ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) in phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) is used to detach cells.

3. PBS: For 10X PBS stock solution, mix 80 g NaCl, 2 g KCl, 11.5 g Na2HPO4 ·
7H2O, 2 g KH2PO4 in 1 L water. Autoclave and store at room temperature, dilute
to 1X for use.

4. Virus: “stock virus” stored at –70°C (see Note 1) or an “infectious” (complete)
retroviral genome cloned into a plasmid (see Note 2).
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2.2. Viral DNA Extraction (Salting-Out Method)
1. DNA lysis buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 2 mM EDTA; 400 mM NaCl. Store

at room temperature.
2. Additional reagents required include: 10% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS);

6 M (saturated) NaCl; 100% ethanol; 70% ethanol; and 20 mg/mL proteinase K.
All reagents are stored at room temperature with the exception of the proteinase
K, which is stored at –20°C.

2.3. Polymerase Chain Reaction Amplification of Viral Gene
1. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers: For the detection of FeFV infection,

use the sense primer (FUV2662s) 5'-ACC TCC TCG TGG AAG TGG 3' and the
antisense primer (FUV3065a) 5'-TTG CTG CCT AAC AGG TTC TTC TCC 3',
which amplify the nucleocapsid domain of the gag gene (see Note 3).

2. Reagents for PCR reaction: pooled dNTPs at 25 mM each; Taq DNA polymerase
and reaction buffer provided by the manufacturer; 25 mM MgCl2. Store frozen.

3. Agarose suitable for DNA gels and 5 mg/mL ethidium bromide stock. Store at
room temperature protected from light.

4. 5X TAE buffer: 200 mM Tris-acetate (24.2 g Tris base, 5.7 mL glacial acetic acid
in 1 L water) with 10 mM Na2EDTA (3.7 g/L). Store at room temperature; dilute
to 1X concentration for use.

5. 10X DNA loading solution: 60% glycerol, 0.2% SDS in 1X TAE. Add a small
crystal of bromophenol blue to give a dark blue color.

6. DNA markers (such as “Kb ladder” 250–12 kB, Stratagene cat. no. 201115, La
Jolla, CA), which can be used both to determine the size of PCR product to esti-
mate DNA concentration.

2.4. T-Vector Cloning of PCR Product
1. PinPoint Xa-1 T-Vector System plus competent cells (Promega cat. no. V2850,

Madison, WI). Contains vector, T4 DNA ligase buffer, and host strain E. coli
(JM109) with a competency of >108 cfu/µg DNA.

2. SOC media: 2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM
MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, 20 mM glucose. Autoclave, then add the (filter-steril-
ized) glucose later.

3. Luria broth (LB amp) agar plates with ampicillin: 2% agar, 1% tryptone, 0.5%
yeast extract, 20 mM NaCl. Autoclave. While still liquid at 50°C, add 100 µg/mL
ampicillin mix and pour 10 mL per Petri dish. Allow to solidify.

2.5. Identification of Recombinant Clones
1. Luria broth (LB amp): 1% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 20 mM NaCl. Autoclave.

Before use add 100 µg/mL ampicillin.
2. Plasmid preparation buffer: 0.1 M NaOH; 0.5% SDS; 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 1

mM EDTA. Make fresh from stock solutions on day of use. Also require stocks
of 3 M NaAc, pH 5.2; precooled 100% ethanol; and room-temperature 70% ethanol.

3. Restriction enzymes to check plasmid identity. EcoRI and BglII with reaction
buffer. Also 1 mg/mL RNAse stock. Store all reagents at –20°C.
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4. PinPoint sequencing primer: 5'-CGT GAC GCG GTG CAG GGC G (see Note 4).

2.6. Production of Recombinant Biotinylated Fusion Protein
1. 4 mM D-Biotin stock in PBS and 100 mM isopropylthio- -D-galactoside stock

(1.2 g IPTG in 50 mL water). Sterilize by filtration; store at 4°C.
2. Protein buffer: 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 200 mM NaCl; 1 mM EDTA; 5%

glycerol. Optional is the addition of protease inhibitors such as
phenylmethylsulfonylfluoride (PMSF); use at 1:1000 dilution of a 200 µM stock
(stored at –20°C).

3. Tip sonicator (such as 13-mm tip on a Vibra Cell 600W, Sonics and Materials
Inc., Danbury, CT).

2.7. Immunoblotting
1. Necessary only if confirmation of recombinant protein expression is required.
2. Two 12% SDS-PAGE mini-gels.
3. Minigel apparatus with transfer system (such as Hoefer miniVE with blotter;

Amersham, Little Chalfont, UK).
4. 2X protein loading buffer: 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8; 20% glycerol; 4% SDS; add

small crystal of bromophenol blue to give dark blue color. Store at –20°C.
5. Running buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl; 150 mM glycine; 0.1% (w/v) SDS.
6. Transfer buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl; 150 mM glycine; 0.1% (w/v) SDS; 20% (v/v)

methanol.
7. Membrane to bind proteins, such as Hybond-C super membrane (Amersham).
8. PBST: to 1X PBS (described in Subheading 2.1.) add 0.05% Tween-20 detergent.
9. Blocking buffer: PBST with 5% dried skim milk.

10. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated Protein A/G (Pierce, Rockford, IL).
Dissolve powder at 0.5 mg/mL in PBS with 50% glycerol. Store at –20°C (see
Note 5).

11. Optional: HRP-conjugated streptavidin (such as from Vector, Burlingame, CA).
Dissolve powder at 0.5 mg/mL in PBS with 50% glycerol. Store at –20°C.

12. Westen blotting detection system (such as ECL, Amersham).
13. X-ray medical film (such as SuperRX, Fujifilm, Dusseldorf, Germany), X-ray

film cassette, and film processor.

2.8. Streptavidin Capture ELISA
1. 96-well flat-bottom plates for ELISA. Nunc polysorb cat. no. 4442404, Roskilde,

Denmark (made from polystyrene plastic) (see Note 6).
2. Streptavidin (purified, such as cat. no. S4762, Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO).

Resuspend powder at 2 mg/mL in water and store frozen in 100-µL aliquots.
3. PBST: to 1X PBS (described in Subheading 2.1.) add 0.05% Tween-20 detergent.
4. Dried skim milk for blocking (or other blocking agent if preferred; see Note 7).
5. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated protein A/G (described in Subhead-

ing 2.7. and see Note 5).
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6. K Blue chromogenic substrate (a stable mixture of 3,3',5,5' tetramethylbenzidine
[TMB] and H2O2, made by ELISA Technologies, Neogen, Lexington, KY). Pro-
tect from air and light. Store at 4°C.

7. 1 M H2SO4 stock (approx 1:4 dilution of concentrated H2SO4).
8. ELISA 96-well plate reader able to read at 450 nm (yellow) wavelength and op-

tionally at 650 nm (blue) wavelength (such as Titretek, Multiskan, Eflab Oy,
Helsinki, Finland) with correct filters.

2.9. ELISA Based on Fixed Virus-Infected Cells for Detection
of Antibodies to Feline Immunodeficiency Virus
and Feline Foamy Virus

1. Tissue culture flat-bottom 96-well plates.
2. Precooled ethanol:acetone (95:5) for fixation of cells.
3. Optional: solution containing 0.4% sulfurhodamine B dye solubilized in 1% ace-

tic acid.

3. Methods
3.1. Culture of Virus-Infected Cells

1. Passage Crandell feline kidney (CRFK) cells when approaching confluence.
Wash cells with PBS then add trypsin/EDTA to detach cells (usually requires a
twice-weekly 1:4 cell split).

2. CRFK cells can be infected by stock virus from primary cat tissues (see Note 1)
or using infectious retroviral clones (see Note 2). Cells containing a lytic
retroviral infection are recognized by the formation of multinucleated syncytia
(see Fig. 1).

3.2. Viral DNA Extraction (Salting-Out Method)

1. Viral DNA can be extracted from virus-infected cells or directly from an infected
animal (from blood leukocytes or from the cell pellet of an oropharyngeal swab).
To approx 5 × 106 cells pelleted in a microfuge tube, add 360 µL DNA lysis
buffer, 17 µL SDS, and 7 µL protease K. Mix and incubate at 55°C from 2 to 16
h for cell lysis.

2. Add 125 µL saturated NaCl solution, mix, and centrifuge 15 min at 10,000g to
pellet proteins.

3. Transfer supernatant by tipping quickly into a new microfuge tube (do not trans-
fer any white protein precipitate). To precipitate DNA, add 1000 µL absolute
ethanol, invert tube five times, and centrifuge 30 s at 10,000g.

4. Wash the DNA pellet once with 1 mL room-temperature 70% ethanol to remove
excess salt.

5. Dry DNA pellet for 5 min at 55°C, then resuspend in 25 µL water. Use 1–5 µL
per PCR reaction.
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3.3. PCR Amplification of Viral Gene

1. Use 1–5 µL of DNA (approx 0.1–1 µg) in a standard 50-µL PCR reaction mix
containing 250 µM dNTPs, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 140 pM of sense and antisense prim-
ers (see Note 3), and 1 unit of DNA polymerase with reaction buffer provided by
the manufacturer. Cycle 35 times at 94°C for 30 s, 52°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 60
s with a final extension of 72°C for 5 min.

2. Microwave 1.5% agarose gel in 1X TAE buffer until it boils (to dissolve the
agarose). Allow to cool to 50°C, then add ethidium bromide at 1:5000 dilution.
Mix well, pour into an agarose gel holder, add combs, and allow to cool.

3. Mix 10 µL of neat PCR product with 1 µL of DNA loading solution and pipet
into the agarose wells. Repeat with a 1:10 and 1:100 dilution of the PCR product
and load beside 0.5 µg of the DNA marker (this is to estimate DNA concentra-
tion). Fill the tank surrounding the agarose with 1X TAE and apply 100 V (should
run at <200 mA). The PCR product will move toward the cathode. Stop the volt-
age when the blue line has moved halfway along the agarose.

4. Visualize bands using ultraviolet light. Wear goggles to protect eyes.
5. The PCR product should be a single band at 404 bp in size when compared to the

DNA marker. Estimate concentration of the PCR product by comparison with the
500-bp band of the Kb ladder DNA marker (14 ng of DNA).

3.4. T-Vector Cloning of PCR Product

1. In a microfuge tube aliquot 1 µL (50 ng) of the PinPoint Xa1 vector, l µL ligase,
1 µL ligation buffer and 150–200 ng of PCR product (do not use more than 5µL).

Fig. 1. CRFK cells were incubated with the supernatant derived from an oropharyn-
geal swab taken from a cat (as described in Note 1). The formation of multinucleated
syncytia (indicative of feline foamy virus infection) were visible 5 d postinfection.
Syncytia form as a result of the retroviral envelope protein “fusing” adjacent cells.
Syncytia are typically defined as a single enlarged cell containing three or more nuclei.
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Add water to make a final volume of 10 µL. Also prepare a second ligation mix
where no PCR product has been added (vector control). Mix and incubate the
tubes overnight at 14°C for ligation to occur.

2. For tranformation of E.coli, thaw a vial of competent JM109 cells on ice. Trans-
fer 50 µL to sterile microfuge tubes and add 2 µL of the ligation mix. Mix gently
and leave on ice for 30 min.

3. Heat-shock cells by immersing tubes in a prewarmed water bath at exactly 42°C
for 45 s, then return cells to ice for 5 min.

4. Add 950 µL SOC medium, and shake the tubes for 1 h at 37°C.
5. Spread 100 µL of transfected cells evenly over LB amp agar plates and incubate

plates overnight at 37°C. As a backup, store the remaining transformation mix in
SOC in the refrigerator overnight.

6. Next morning expect about 10–100 colonies per LB amp plate and 10-fold less in
the vector control. Select a dozen of these recombinant clones for further charac-
terization.

3.5. Identification of Recombinant Clones
by Plasmid Purification and PCR

1. To determine both the identity and orientation of the insert (the PCR product in
T-vector clones can be in both sense and antisense orientation), transfer a small
amount of selected colonies into 2 mL of LB containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin
and incubate at 37°C overnight in 10-mL tubes with shaking (for aeration).

2. Transfer 1 mL to a microfuge tube and pellet bacteria with 15 s centrifugation at
10,000g.

3. Remove and discard supernatant by inverting tubes and resuspend bacterial pel-
let completely by vortexing (ensure that no clumps remain).

4. Add 300 µL plasmid preparation buffer (to lyse bacteria); vortex for 1 s.
5. Add 150 µL NaAc (to precipitate bacterial genomic DNA); vortex for 1 s only.
6. Centrifuge at 10,000g for 5 min. Quickly tip supernatant into a new microfuge

tube (do not transfer any white precipitate).
7. Add 900 µL of precooled ethanol, vortex 2 s, and centrifuge again at 10,000g for

2 min.
8. Remove all supernatant, then wash the plasmid pellet with 1 mL room-tempera-

ture 70% ethanol.
9. Centrifuge again for 2 min, remove supernatant, and dry the pellet at 55°C (about

5 min).
10. Resuspend the plasmid in 50 µL water.
11. Set up a restriction digestion using 10 µL of plasmid preparation, 1 µL EcoRI, 1

µL Bgl II, 2 µL EcoRI 10X buffer, 0.1 µL RNAse. Make up to 20 µL with water.
Incubate at 37ºC for 2 h, then run on an agarose gel (as described in Subheading
3.3.). Clones with the correct insert will contain an 880-bp band (404 bp of PCR
product and 476 bp of vector sequence). Select only clones with an insert of the
correct size for further confirmation by PCR.

12. In a PCR reaction (similar to that described in Subheading 3.3.) use 0.1 µL of
plasmid and a combination of the original antisense primer (FUV3065a) with the
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PinPoint sequencing primer (located within the vector 5' of the cloned insert).
This will amplify only recombinant inserts that are in the sense orientation.

13. Also perform the converse PCR, that is using the original sense primer
(FUV2662s) together with the PinPoint sequencing primer. This will amplify
inserts that are in the antisense orientation.

14. Select several bacterial clones that contain the insert in the sense orientation, as
well as one that contains the insert in the antisense orientation to be used as a
negative control. To store selected clones see Note 8.

3.6. Production of Recombinant Biotinylated Fusion Protein

1. Culture sense and antisense clones at 37°C overnight in 1 mL LB amp with shaking.
2. Dilute the overnight colonies 1:100 in a large conical flask containing 50 mL

fresh LB amp and 50 µL D-biotin.
3. Shake for 3 h at room temperature (20–25°C), then induce the expression of the

recombinant protein by adding 50 µL IPTG and reincubate at room temperature
for a further 17 h with shaking.

4. Pellet bacteria by centrifuging at 8000g for 10 min at 4°C in preweighed tubes
and remove all supernatant.

5. Resuspend the bacterial pellet at 10% (w/v) in protein buffer (expect approx 0.5
g bacterial pellet resuspended in 5 mL protein buffer). Mix well until no clumps
remain.

6. To lyse bacteria, place the tube in a beaker of ice and immerse the step tip in the
protein buffer. Sonicate at high intensity four times, 15 s each, with pauses to
allow samples to cool. Try not to “foam” samples (this will denature the pro-
teins). Wear ear protection.

7. Bacterial debris is pelleted by centrifugation at 10,000g for 20 min at 4°C. Apply
the supernatant fraction either directly to streptavidin-coated ELISA plates (10
µL each well), in wells of SDS-PAGE for immunoblotting, or store frozen, after
mixing with an equal volume of glycerol (bacterial pellet may also be used; see
Note 9).

3.7. Immunoblotting

Immunoblotting can be used to check that the recombinant protein is cor-
rectly expressed and is recognized by known positive antisera. Immunoblotting
may also be used subsequently to confirm the “true” antibody status of sera
that react nonspecifically in ELISA.

1. Mix 10 µL of recombinant biotinylated fusion protein with 10 µL of protein-
loading buffer, boil tubes for 3 min, then load 10 µL onto two identical 12%
SDS-PAGE mini-gels along with molecular weight markers. Assemble mini-gel
running apparatus, fill tank with running buffer, and run samples at 60 V until the
blue band is at the bottom of the gel.

2. Transfer mini-gels to blotting apparatus, place each mini-gel against (Hybond C)
membrane, assemble blotting apparatus, and fill with transfer buffer. Fill the sur-
rounding tank with cold water. Electrotransfer at 28 V for 2 h.
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3. Following transfer, block membranes by incubating with blocking buffer at room
temperature for 2 h.

4. For the first membrane (to determine if a known positive antiserum will detect
the recombinant viral protein): Incubate with blocking buffer containing the anti-
serum diluted 1:100 for 2 h. Wash the membrane three times with PBST over 10
min. Then add HRP-conjugated Protein A/G at 1:10,000 dilution in blocking
buffer for another 1 h incubation at room temperature before a final series of
washes in PBST.

5. For the second membrane (to see all biotinylated proteins present in the bacterial
lysate): Incubate with blocking buffer containing 1:5000 HRP-conjugated
streptavidin (SA) for 1 h, then wash in PBST for 1–3 h.

6. Detect HRP activity on both membranes using ECL (mix 500 µL each of reagent
A and B together, and wet membranes with this mixture for 5 min). Place mem-
branes in an X-ray cassette and expose to film for 2–15 min. Develop film.

Expected results: Second membrane: The SA-HRP will detect a 22.5-kDa
band in all lanes. This is a biotinylated protein that is native to all E. coli.
Recombinant clones with insert in the sense orientation will have an additional
band at 31 kDa, corresponding to the predicted molecular weight of the cloned
viral protein and N-terminal vector sequence.

First membrane: The specific antisera should recognize the same recombi-
nant viral protein band at 31 kDa in the bacterial lysates derived from sense
clones but not from antisense clones. If no bands are detected see Note 10.

3.8. Streptavidin Capture ELISA

Each sample to be tested by ELISA will require duplicate “plus” and “mi-
nus” antigen wells (for more details on controls see Note 11).

1. The ELISA plate wells are first coated with streptavidin. For each 96-well plate,
dilute 25 µL of streptavidin stock in 5 mL water and add 50 µL per well. Leave
the plates in a dry incubator at 37°C overnight to allow complete evaporation.
Dried plates are sealed and stored at 4°C for up to 1 mo. Before use in ELISA,
wash the streptavidin-coated wells three times for 10 min each with PBST (see
Note 12).

2. On the day of the ELISA, dilute recombinant biotinylated fusion protein (made
in Subheading 3.6. from either supernatant or the bacterial pellet) 1:20 in PBST
with 0.5% dried skim milk and add 200 µL to each well (i.e., 10 µL final of the
bacterial extract per well). Incubate for 45 min at room temperature with occa-
sional shaking.

3. Remove unbound proteins by washing the ELISA plate thoroughly four times
with PBST.

4. Dilute test sera 1:100 in PBST with 0.5% dried skim milk and add 100 µL to each
of the duplicate wells (for optimal dilutions of test samples see Note 13).

5. Cover ELISA plates (with a lid or with sticky tape) and incubate at room tem-
perature with shaking for 60 min to allow antibody binding before washing four
times in PBST.
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6. Dilute HRP-conjugated protein A/G 1:50,000 in PBST with 0.5% dried skim
milk and add 100 µL to each well (see Note 14). Cover wells and incubate an
additional 45 min at room temperature to allow binding of conjugate.

7. Finally, wash wells six times with PBST.
8. Add 100 µL K Blue chromogenic substrate to wells (note the time). Positive

wells will change color from clear to sky blue. Stop the reaction when the nega-
tive control wells (minus antigen) remain clear and the positive control wells
(plus antigen) have changed color. Optimal development time should be 10 min
and largely depends on the dilution of HRP-protein A/G used. All wells will
slowly turn blue with longer incubation (see Note 15).

9. Stop the reaction by addition of 50 µL 1 M H2SO4 per well (the positive wells
will now turn yellow).

10. Record the absorbance of the wells at 450 nm (yellow) in an ELISA plate reader.

Analysis of results:

1. Examine the duplicate wells. If the duplicates are similar, average the absorbance.
2. Subtract the absorbance of the “background” control well from the average ab-

sorbance of the test wells.
3. Eliminate nonspecific (false-positive) reactions. These are identified by high ab-

sorbance in both the wells containing extract from antisense clones (minus anti-
gen) as well as the wells containing extract from sense clones (plus antigen). The
antiviral status of these sera cannot be determined using this method (see Note 16).

4. For each test serum, divide the average absorbance for the “plus” wells (contain-
ing recombinant viral antigen expressed from the sense clone) by the absorbance
of the “minus” wells (with no viral antigen).
a. A positive ELISA result is when this value is greater than 2.5.
b. A negative ELISA result is when this value is less than 1.5.
c. An intermediate result (values between 1.5 and 2.5) could be due to either a

low titer of antiviral antibodies or nonspecific binding. The true antiviral an-
tibody status of these sera can be resolved by (1) repeating with a different
ELISA technique, such as the fixed virus-infected cell method described be-
low, or (2) by immunoblotting.

3.9. ELISA Based on Fixed Virus-Infected Cells for Detection
of Antibodies to Feline Immunodeficiency Virus
and Feline Foamy Virus

1. For each serum sample to be analyzed, set up duplicate wells of virus-infected
cells as well as duplicate “mock-infected” cell wells (minus antigen). Grow virus
such as FIV or FeFV in Crandell feline kidney (CRFK) cells (see Notes 1 and 2).
When lytic infection (with multinucleated syncytia) begins (Fig. 1), detach cells
with trypsin/EDTA, resuspend at 100,000 cells/mL in fresh cell culture medium
and transfer 100 µL to the wells of a tissue-culture flat-bottom 96-well plate.
Repeat in parallel wells with mock-infected CRFK cells (as negative control).
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2. Incubate the 96-well plate at 37°C in 5% CO2 for 3–5 d, observing daily, until the
cell layer is approaching confluency and numerous multinucleated syncytia are
observed in the virus-infected wells.

3. Wash wells once with PBS and block with 100 µL PBS containing 0.5% dried
skim milk per well for 30 min. Remove the contents of the wells and “fix” the
cells with precooled ethanol:acetone (95:5) for 20 min at –20°C. After fixation,
remove the ethanol. Plates can be sealed and stored at –70°C for up to 1 mo, or
alternatively wash wells three times with PBST and proceed directly to ELISA.

4. Add diluted serum to the wells and perform the ELISA as described above, start-
ing at Subheading 3.8.4., with the following exception: incubation time with the
diluted serum is extended to 2–4 h at room temperature (or overnight at 4°C)
before washing and proceeding to the HRP-conjugate step.

Analysis of results: Similar to the previous ELISA above, however, sensi-
tivity may be reduced. The absorbance in the “plus” (virus-infected) wells from
a positive serum may be only twice that of the “minus” control well.

For this second ELISA method, it is important that each well be initially
coated with a similar number of cells (especially difficult if the virus-infected
cells grow poorly compared with noninfected cells). If large differences in cell
confluency between the “plus” and “minus” wells is observed, the absorbance
values taken with this ELISA may need to be normalized against cell number
(see Note 17).

4. Notes
1. More than 50% of mature cats are infected with feline foamy virus (FeFV) and

most secrete virus in the saliva (1). Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) infec-
tion is less common (about 10% of mature male cats are infected; [2]) and the
virus is shed in the saliva only for a short time after initial infection. Use the
following method to isolate and culture virus. Oropharyngeal swabs are collected
from cats and vortexed in 2 mL cell cuture media containing 10 µg/mL fungazone
to inhibit fungal growth. After centrifugation (8000g for 10 min), replace the
media on a flask of 50% confluent CRFK cells with the supernatant and incubate
2 h at 37°C in 5% CO2 for virus absorption. Replace with fresh cell culture media
containing 10 µg/mL fungazone and passage cells as required (usually twice
weekly). Cells with a lytic viral infection exhibit multinucleated syncytia within
2 wk (Fig. 1). To collect virus, freeze-thaw the flask, centrifuge the contents
(400g for 5 min), and store the supernatant in aliquots at –70°C as stock virus
(caution: this “stock” virus has not been clonally selected, so may contain other
viruses as well).

2. Retroviral genomes can be cloned into bacterial plasmids to create “infectious
clones,” for example, F31 feline immunodeficiency viruspetaluma (AIDs Research
Reagent Program, NIH, USA) or pHSRV13 human spumaretrovirus (3). These
infectious clones are much easier to transport between laboratories, are well-
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characterized, and will not be contaminated with other unwanted viruses.
There are several methods of introducing the purified plasmid of an infectious
retroviral clone into cells. The easiest is lipofection techniques, such as using
Fugene (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Mix 3 µL Fugene with 100 µL DMEM (with-
out serum); add 1 µg viral plasmid. Mix gently, incubate 60 min at room tem-
perature, then add dropwise to 50% confluent CRFK cells in a 35-mm dish.
Multinucleated syncytia (indicative of lytic viral infection; see Fig. 1) should be
evident within 2 wk.

3. Proteins expressed from any region of the viral gene can be cloned and used as
the basis for this ELISA. Design PCR primers to encompass the portion of the
gene required. As the expression vector adds an N-terminal consensus
biotinylation site, make sure that the 5' nucleotide of the sense primer encodes a
protein that is in the same reading frame as the PinPoint Xa-1 vector sequence.

4. Identification of cloned inserts should be confirmed by DNA sequencing using
the PinPoint sequencing primer that is located in the vector 5' of the insert. This is
to ensure that the cloned insert is in the correct reading frame to produce a re-
combinant protein, that it is in the sense orientation, and to identify any errors
that may have been incorporated in the sequence due to the PCR amplification.

5. A recombinant protein containing the Fc-binding domains of both protein A and
protein G, conjugated to HRP, is used in the two ELISA methods and
immunoblot. This reagent works well in ELISA and detects most IgG isotypes
from most animal species. If desired, HRP-conjugated antifeline antibodies may
be substituted for the proteinA/G-HRP.

6. The amount of protein that will absorb to plastic wells depends on the type of
plastic used and the surface charge. Generally polystyrene plates absorb proteins
well. We have also found that polyvinyl plates (Flat-bottom cat. no. 2595; Costar,
Cambridge, MA) give good results. Sensitivity will be decreased if proteins do
not absorb well to the plastic; however, too much absorption results in ELISA
reactions with high background.

7. The purpose of a blocking agent is to prevent antibodies and other reagents from
sticking nonspecifically to the plastic of the test wells. Blocking agents are added
to the PBST and used in all incubation steps of the ELISA. Generally 0.5% dried
skim milk is most effective (several brands of dried skim milk may need to be
tested; avoid baby formula milk). Alternative blocking agents that can be used
include 0.5% casein (a purified milk protein), 0.2% gelatin (first dissolve by boil-
ing), and 1.0% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Note that the detergent, Tween-20,
which is in the PBST, will also limit proteins from sticking nonspecifically to
plastic wells.

8. Bacteria containing the selected clones can be stored for many years at –70°C in
50–80% glycerol. Incubate the E. coli containing the clone in LB with ampicillin
at 37°C overnight with shaking until turbid. Mix with 1.5 vol of (sterile) glycerol
(make sure the mixture is homogenous) and store at –70°C. The plasmid prepara-
tions can also be stored frozen.
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9. Some recombinant proteins are predominantely expressed in an insoluble form
and are found in the bacterial pellet fraction (this can be minimized by using low
incubation temperatures, such as 25°C, during expression). Attempt to
resolubilize these proteins by resuspending the bacterial pellet at 10% (w/v) in 50
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 6 M urea, 1 mM EDTA, and gently agitate for 2 h at 4°C.
They can now be applied directly to streptavidin-coated ELISA plates (use 10 µL
per well), to SDS-PAGE wells for immunoblotting, or alternatively stored fro-
zen.

10. If the 31-kDa band is not detected, do not proceed with ELISA. Either:
a. Incorrect sequence was amplified (incorrect primer sequences or PCR ampli-

fication errors or the expressed protein is not in correct reading frame with
vector; check by DNA sequencing).

b. Insert is correct but the recombinant protein is not being expressed (either no
induction of the tac promoter with IPTG [try more IPTG or change host strain
of E. coli], recombinant protein is expressed but is being degraded [sonicate
more gently, add more protease inhibitors to protein buffer, try protease-defi-
cient E. coli host strain such as BL21], or protein is being expressed in an
insoluble form [check bacterial pellet]).

c. The antiserum does not react with the cloned portion of the virus. If the se-
quencing is correct and a recombinant biotinylated protein of the correct mo-
lecular weight can be seen in the second blot with the streptavidin-HRP, then
perhaps the known positive antiserum does not work (from improper storage,
frequent freeze-thawing, or bacterial contamination). Alternatively an im-
mune animal simply does not make antibodies to this portion of the virus.
Before setting up the ELISA, it is essential to have a biotinylated recombinant
protein that can be detected by the sera of an infected animal.

11. “Plus” antigen wells contain recombinant proteins from sense clones, while “mi-
nus” antigen wells contain recombinant protein from antisense clones (and should
be negative after ELISA reactions). An additional control required for each
ELISA plate is duplicate wells that receive no test serum. These will be used to
measure “background absorbance.”

12. Two different manual methods are commonly used to wash 96-well ELISA plates.
Either immerse the upright plate completely in a lunchbox-type container full of
PBST (which can be reused for several washes). Once the wells are full, hold the
plate over a sink and flick the PBST out of the wells. Gently tap the upside-down
plate against clean paper toweling. Work fast enough to ensure that the wells do
not have time to completely dry out (drying will denature the antigen and may
lead to nonspecific reactions). An alternative washing method utilizes a squeeze
bottle of PBST. Simply squirt the PBST along the rows of wells, ensuring that
each well is full. Then flick the PBST from the wells as described above.

13. To detect antibodies by ELISA, sera or plasma must be diluted >1:25 in PBST
with blocking agent before applying to wells; a 1:100 dilution generally works
well. With less dilution, nonspecific binding to the wells may occur, leading to
false-positive ELISA results. Urine and milk samples give less nonspecific bind-
ing and can be used at a 1:2 dilution or less.
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The antiviral titer of a serum is the highest dilution still able to give a positive
result in ELISA. The titer of a serum can be measured using serial twofold dilu-
tions until the ELISA reaction becomes negative.

14. HRP-conjugate will steadily deteriorate with age even if stored at –20°C in 50%
glycerol. Typically, a fresh HRP-conjugate may need to be diluted 1:100,000 for
ELISA, whereas older batches may require 1:10,000 dilution. It is simplest to
start with a 1:50,000 dilution and vary this depending on the time it takes for
positive control samples to change color (if reactions are developing too fast, a
greater dilution of HRP-protein A/G should be used in the future).

15. To rescue a reaction that has developed too rapidly (all wells turn blue within
seconds), wash wells again in PBST and repeat with K blue reagent diluted 1:4 in
water. Alternatively, if no color develops after 10 min, reincubate the plate in the
dark and let the reaction proceed for up to 1 h. Absorbance of wells can be taken
at 650 nm (blue) while the color is still developing; however, the difference in
absorbance between wells will not be as large as that taken using the yellow (450
nm) filter after the reaction has been stopped with acid.

16. “Minus” antigen wells will detect nonspecific binding of test sample to the plas-
tic plate (known as false-positive reactions). Up to 5% of samples may give false-
positive reactions in ELISA. Repeated freeze-thawing of serum/plasma,
hemolysis, bacterial contamination, old or otherwise poorly stored samples are
more likely to give nonspecific reactions. If a result for these samples is abso-
lutely required, try using either a different ELISA (such as the virus-infected cell
ELISA, see Subheading 3.9.) or immunoblotting (see Subheading 3.7.).

17. To normalize ELISA absorbance values against number of cells in each well,
after the final absorbance readings of the ELISA:
a. Wash wells again with PBS.
b. Add 100 µL diluted sulfurhodamine B dye to each well (will stain cells pink).

Shake for 30 min at room temperature.
c. Wash wells twice with water (to remove unbound dye).
d. Add 100 µL 1% acetic acid per well. Shake for 30 min at room temperature to

resolubilize dye from cells.
e. Read absorbance at 550 nm on an ELISA plate reader. Higher absorbances

indicate higher cell densities in that well.
Interpretation of results:
a. Average absorbances (at 550 nm) for the duplicate wells.
b. Choose the highest absorbance for each plate and divide this number by the

average absorbances of the other wells.
c. Multiply these values with the average absorbances obtained during the

ELISA (at 450 nm) for the identical wells. This will give a value that has been
normalized to cell number.

d. Now divide the normalized absorbance values of the “plus” wells by the “mi-
nus” wells as described previously. A value greater than 2 is considered positive.
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Plaque-Reduction Assays for Human and Simian
Immunodeficiency Virus Neutralization

Anna Nordqvist and Eva Maria Fenyö

Summary
Research on HIV vaccines, as well as studies on HIV pathogenesis in human and SIV

in the macaque model, require the availability of simple and standardized assays for
quantification of neutralizing antibodies to primary virus isolates. We have recently de-
veloped and standardized assays using human cell lines engineered to express CD4 and
co-receptors for HIV and SIV entry. One cell line originated from a glioma (U87) and
the other from an osteosarcoma (HOS). Both cell lines and their derivatives form mono-
layer cultures, a prerequisite for counting plaques. HIV-infected U87.CD4-CCR5 or
-CXCR4 cells form syncytia, that is, plaques that can be stained with hematoxylin and
enumerated by light microscopy. In addition to CD4 and co-receptors (most often used
CCR5 and CXCR6 by SIV), GHOST(3) cells have been engineered to express the green
fluorescent protein following virus infection. Infected cells show green fluorescence and
can be enumerated by fluorescence microscopy. Neutralization is determined by the abil-
ity of a serum to reduce the number of plaque-forming units (PFU) relative to controls
exposed to medium or negative serum. Both assays are run in microtiter format and
neutralization is evaluated after 3 d. Intra-assay variation has been used for estimation of
the cutoff for neutralization. Testing 15 serum-virus combinations in the U87.CD4 assay
and four serum-virus combinations in the GHOST(3) assay revealed that standard devia-
tion of differences ranged from 9.1% to 9.9% in the two assays. This allowed the use of
a cutoff >3 SD; that is, 30% neutralization. Virus titration experiments showed that neu-
tralization results were dependent on virus dose and therefore the neutralization assays
should be performed with a virus dose of 10–100 PFU/well. The assays have high speci-
ficity and reproducibility, and are simple and sensitive high-throughput assays.

Key Words: HIV; SIV; plaque assays; neutralization assays; co-receptor use; engi-
neered cell lines.

1. Introduction
In general, viral infections elicit neutralizing antibody responses and persis-

tence of such antibodies has been interpreted as a sign of protection. Thus,
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when testing for vaccine efficacy, large seroepidemiological studies are im-
portant tools. A major conceptual problem in HIV vaccine development is the
lack of information on correlates of immune protection against infection or
disease, and HIV neutralization has long been a controversial issue. Primary
HIV-1 isolates seem to be more resistant to the effect of neutralizing antibod-
ies than T-cell line adapted strains. Also, not more than 50% of sera from HIV-
1 infected individuals show any neutralizing activity, and only half of these
have neutralizing titers higher than 1:80 (1). Emergence of virus variants resis-
tant to neutralization by autologous sera is a main feature of progressive HIV
disease (reviewed in ref. 2). The reason for evasion of antibody-mediated neu-
tralization by HIV-1 seems to occur through conformational masking of recep-
tor binding (3). It has been shown that, indeed, conformational masking of
neutralizing epitopes may occur through mutations at glycosylation sites (4).
This would explain why most antibodies in the HIV-1-infected individual have
no access to the receptor-binding site on the virus envelope and cannot inhibit
infection of new cells. In contrast, long-term nonprogression has been associ-
ated with a broadly cross-reactive, high-titer serum-neutralizing activity (5),
suggesting that neutralizing antibodies may have an important role in patho-
genesis and their protective role has to be considered in vaccine studies. Simi-
larly, the low-pathogenic HIV-2 infection in humans or experimentally infected
macaques seem to elicit broadly cross-reactive neutralizing antibodies (6). In
the monkey model, SIVsm infection causes immunodeficiency that is associ-
ated with emergence of neutralization resistant viruses, similar to HIV-1 infec-
tion in humans (2,7).

One way to learn more about protective immunity and try to resolve the gap
in our knowledge is through vaccine trials. There is, however, a need for a
strategy to elicit broadly cross-reactive immune responses in vaccinees. Since
the form of immunogen affects the type of immune response, to stimulate hu-
moral immunity, antigens in native form must be available outside of cells to
the surface immunoglobulin receptor of B-cells. Evaluation of vaccine effi-
cacy will be necessary in large seroepidemiological studies. For this purpose it
is feasible to use neutralization assays, since measurement of neutralizing anti-
body responses is much less difficult than measurement of cytotoxic T-lym-
phocyte (CTL), where epitope recognition is further complicated by human
lymphocyte antigen (HLA) type. Assuming that neutralization is an indicator
for protection (from infection or disease), neutralizing antibodies may provide
important clues for vaccine efficacy.

The assays for HIV neutralization to be described in this chapter have been
developed with the aim to provide simple and standardized methods to test
primary HIV and SIV isolates with improved sensitivity and reproducibility.
The recognition that HIV-1 requires CD4 and a co-receptor to enter cells and,
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furthermore, with the identification of the co-receptors as seven-transmem-
brane G protein-coupled chemokine receptors, opened up new avenues, not
only in studies of pathogenic processes, but also in quantitative measurement
of HIV and SIV (8–10). The two most well-defined HIV-1 co-receptors are
CXCR4 and CCR5, members of the CXC ( ) and CC ( ) chemokine receptor
subfamilies, respectively. CXCR4 was the first HIV-1 co-receptor to be char-
acterized, and was shown to be required for the fusion of T-cell line-adapted
viruses with nonhuman cells expressing human CD4 (8). It is expressed on
many cell types including transformed T-cells, fibroblasts, primary T-cells,
and macrophages. Subsequently, CCR5 was shown to be the principal co-re-
ceptor for primary HIV-1 isolates with the nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI) phe-
notype (11,12), whereas the syncytium-inducing (SI) phenotype was associated
with the use of CXCR4 alone or in combination with CCR5 (13). Other mem-
bers of the CC chemokine receptor family, such as CCR2b and CCR3, may
also function as co-receptors for HIV entry, although generally in a less effi-
cient manner than CCR5, as assayed in tissue culture. The co-receptor usage
patterns of HIV laid the ground for a new classification system (see Table 1).
Thus, viruses previously termed NSI or slow/low viruses are defined by their
use of members of the CC-chemokine receptor family, principally CCR5, and
are termed R5. Viruses previously termed SI or rapid/high are defined by their
use of the CXC-chemokine receptor CXCR4 and are termed X4. Some of the
SI viruses use both CXCR4 and CCR5 (and/or CCR3) receptors; these are
termed R5X4 (R3R5X4 or R3X4) viruses (9).

2. Materials
1. U87.CD4 cells with (CCR1, CCR2B, CCR3, CCR5, or CXCR4-expressing cells

available) or without co-receptor expression (U87.CD4 parental cells) (12,13).
2. GHOST(3) cells with (CCR3, CCR5, CXCR4, CXCR6, or BOB-expressing cells

available) or without co-receptor expression (GHOST[3] parental cells).

Table 1
HIV Phenotypes

Replication capacity Syncytium induction Co-receptor use Phenotype
in PBMC  in PBMC/MT-2

Rapid/high SI CXCR4 X4
CCR5,CXCR4 R5X4

CCR3,CCR5,CXCR4 R3R5X4
Slow/low NSI CCR5 R5

CCR3,CCR5 R3R5
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GHOST(3) cells also carry the HIV-2 LTR-driven green fluorescent protein
(GFP) marker, which becomes activated upon infection with HIV-1 (HIV-2 or
SIV) (14,15). The cell lines are available from the repositories in the United States
and United Kingdom (16,17).

3. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% or 7.5%
(for U87.CD4 or GHOST[3] cells, respectively) fetal calf serum (FCS, FDA-
approved) and antibiotics (final concentration: penicillin 50 U/mL and strepto-
mycin 50 µg/mL).

4. DMEM (high-glucose) supplemented as in Subheading 3.
5. 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0.
6. Polybrene, 2 µg/mL final concentration.
7. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
8. Hematoxylin.
9. 48-well or 96-well (for U87.CD4 or GHOST[3] cells, respectively) flat-bottom

microtiter plates with lid.
10. Light microscope, inverted, for observation of monolayer cultures in microtiter

plates.
11. Fluorescence microscope, inverted.
12. Virus stocks of HIV or SIV isolates produced in peripheral blood mononuclear

cells (PBMC) (18).
13. Sera, plasma, or the IgG derivative, and/or monoclonal antibodies.

3. Methods

The methods described herein outline (1) two plaque assays for quantitative
measurement of HIV or SIV infectivity and (2) plaque-reduction assays by
antibodies. Both assays utilize human cell lines engineered to stably express
CD4 and co-receptors for HIV and SIV entry (12,14). Since the indicator cell
lines are derived from human glioma (U87) or osteosarcoma (HOS) cells they
form monolayers and can be easily observed by the microscope. Plaques are
composed of virus-infected cells and are scored as syncytia by light (U87 se-
ries) or fluorescence microscope (GHOST[3] series).

3.1. Maintenance of Indicator Cell Lines (see also ref. 18)

3.1.1. Culturing of U87.CD4 Cells

1. Thaw cryotube rapidly in lukewarm water.
2. Transfer cells to a 10-mL centrifuge tube. Add 8 mL DMEM 10% (high glucose),

prewarmed to 18–22°C.
3. Centrifuge at 156g for 10 min.
4. Resuspend cells in 10 mL 10% DMEM and seed cells in a 25-cm2 flask. Place

flasks horizontally in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37°C.
5. Observe cultures; change medium or subculture as necessary (approximately

twice weekly). If cultures grow very slowly, use medium containing L-alanyl-L-
glutamine (Glutamax) rather than L-glutamine (less stable).
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6. Subculture:
a. Remove medium and rinse the monolayer with 5 mL sterile PBS.
b. Add 0.5 mL 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, and place flasks horizontally (preferably at

37°C) for 5 min.
c. When cells detach add 5 mL 10% DMEM, resuspend, and split cultures 1:3 (1:5).
d. Add 10 mL 10% DMEM and return flask to the incubator (humidified 5%

CO2 atmosphere at 37°C).

3.1.2. Culturing of GHOST(3) Cells
1. Thaw cryotube rapidly in lukewarm water.
2. Transfer cells to a 10-mL centrifuge tube. Add 8 mL 7.5% DMEM, prewarmed to

18–22°C.
3. Centrifuge at 156g for 10 min.
4. Resuspend cells in 8 mL 7.5% DMEM and seed cells in a 25-cm2 flask. Place

flasks horizontally in a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37°C.
5. Observe cultures; change medium and subculture twice weekly.
6. Subculture:

a. Remove medium and rinse the monolayer with 5 mL sterile PBS.
b. Add 0.5 mL 5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, and place flasks horizontally (preferably at

37°C) for 2–3 min.
c. When cells become detached add 5 mL DMEM 7.5%, resuspend cells, and

split cultures 1:10–1:20, as necessary.
d. Add 8 mL 7.5% DMEM and return flask to the incubator (humidified 5% CO2

atmosphere at 37°C).

It is essential that these indicator cell lines not be carried in culture for longer
than 2 mo, because they may lose expression of different receptors. The faster
a cell line grows the higher the risk for the loss of the markers. For example,
GHOST(3) cells, a derivative of HOS cells carrying CD4, grow faster and are
more prone to change than U87.CD4 cells. It is important that even during the
2-mo periods in culture, the cell lines be subjected to regular control of the
different markers. Details of control and reselection of the different markers
are described in Note 1.

3.2. Plaque Assays for Quantifying HIV/SIV Infectivity

With both cell lines, the assays are single-cycle assays and measure input
virus. By adding protease inhibitors (PIs) simultaneously with virus (HIV-1) to
the U87.CD4 cells it has been proven that virus spread does not influence the
measurements of plaques (19). PIs (we used nelfinavir and indinavir in these
experiments) act at a late step of the HIV-1 life cycle and do not affect synthe-
sis of envelope protein. Accordingly, addition of PIs to the cultures had no
effect on the number of plaques within the limited time frame of the assay (3–4 d).

Readout is by light microscopy (U87.CD4 cells) or fluorescence micros-
copy (GHOST[3] cells). In both cases, distinct groupings of syncytial cells are
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counted as plaques and infectious virus titers expressed as plaque-forming units
(PFU). Syncytial cells have been verified as virus-infected cells in HIV-1-in-
fected U87.CD4-CCR5 cultures by staining with a mouse anti-HIV-1 p24
monoclonal antibody in the blue cell assay (see Note 2).

3.2.1. Plaque Assay on U87.CD4 Cells (see also ref. 19)

Seed cells in 48-well plates at a concentration of 1 × 105 cells per well in 1
mL DMEM (10% FCS and antibiotics). Incubate plates at 37°C with 5% CO2

in a humidified incubator, until cultures reach half confluence (usually 24 h).

Day 1:
1. Virus stocks (the supernatant culture fluids from primary or expanded PBMC

cultures) are stored below –70°C. Select the virus to be used for infection and
allow it to thaw in the working hood or, more quickly, by placing tubes in cold
water.

2. Prepare serial virus dilutions in 10% DMEM (containing 2 µg polybrene/mL)
using sterile capped tubes or a 24-well plate. Make six fivefold dilutions in the
ranges 1/5 to 1/15,625 (range sufficient for primary isolates) in the following
way:
a. Add 800 µL of medium to six wells.
b. Add 200 µL of virus stock to the first well (1/5 dilution).
c. Change tip, mix, and transfer 200 µL to the adjacent well containing 800 µL

of medium (a 1/25 dilution), and so on. Ensure thorough and consistent mix-
ing of each well and replace tips between dilutions.

3. Prior to adding virus, rinse the U87.CD4 monolayer cells once with PBS and add
fivefold virus dilutions in 200 µL vol/well to triplicate wells. Care must be taken
that the U87.CD4 monolayers do not dry out during this procedure. Remove
medium from one row at the time and add virus immediately. Alternatively, im-
mediately replace old medium with 50 µL fresh medium (containing 2 µg
polybrene/mL) and add virus dilutions in 150 µL vol/well.

4. Incubate overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.

Day 2:
1. Wash plates by rinsing two times with PBS (500 µL/well).
2. Add 1 mL of fresh 10% DMEM and incubate plates as above.

Day 4 (or 5):
1. Wash plates by rinsing two times with PBS (500 µL/well).
2. Fix with methanol:acetone (1:1) for 3–5 min.
3. Stain with hematoxylin for 2–3 min, wash with tap water, and air-dry. Hema-

toxylin stains cell nuclei, which turn dark blue after contact with tap water.
4. Count syncytial cells under a light microscope. The number of plaques (distinct

grouping of syncytial cells) is counted in wells infected with the lowest virus
dilution that allows identification of individual plaques, that is, in a dilution that
produces 20–30 plaques per well. Virus titers are calculated as PFU per milliliter =
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average number of plaques in triplicate wells × virus dilution

volume in the well*

*Refers to the volume of the virus added, either 200 µL or 150 µL (see day 1 step above).

3.2.2. Plaque Assay on GHOST(3) Cells

Seed cells in 96-well plates at a concentration of 1 × 104 cells/well (or 5 ×
103 cells/well) in 200 µL DMEM (7.5% FCS and antibiotics). Incubate plates
at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator, until cultures reach half
confluence (usually 24 h).

Day 1:
1. Thaw virus stocks (see Subheading 3.2.1. for details).
2. Prepare serial virus dilutions in 7.5% DMEM, as described in Subheading 3.2.1.
3. Prior to adding virus, rinse the monolayer of GHOST(3) cells once with PBS and

add the fivefold virus dilutions in 200 µL vol/well to triplicate wells. Care must
be taken that the GHOST(3) monolayers do not dry out during this procedure.
Remove medium from one row at the time and add virus immediately. Alterna-
tively, replace old medium immediately with 50 µL fresh medium (containing 2
µg polybrene/mL) and add virus dilutions in 150 µL vol/well.

4. Incubate overnight at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.

Day 2:
1. Wash plates by rinsing two times with PBS (200 µL/well).
2. Add 200 µL of fresh 7.5% DMEM and incubate plates as above.

Day 4:
Count fluorescent cells in a fluorescence microscope. Fluorescence can be ob-
served 48 h after infection, peaks at 72 h, and decays thereafter. The number of
plaques (distinct grouping of syncytial cells or single cells that show green fluo-
rescence) is counted in wells infected with the lowest virus dilution that allows
identification of individual plaques—that is, in a dilution that produces 20–30
plaques per well. For calculation of PFUs per milliliter (see above). For quantify-
ing fluorescence by flow cytometry see Note 3.

3.3. Plaque-Reduction Assays for HIV/SIV Neutralization

Virus must be titrated prior to performing the assay, as neutralization is de-
pendent on the dose of input virus (19). A high virus dose can mask neutraliza-
tion of weakly neutralizing sera, as exemplified in Fig. 1B; a 1:20 dilution of
the HIV-1-positive patient serum neutralized all doses of the isolate TZ97002,
but the same serum at a 1:160 dilution neutralized only the lowest virus dose
(88 PFU/well). Based on these data it is recommended that the neutralization
assay be performed with a virus dose of 10–100 PFU/well. A final dilution of
1/10 (or 1/20) is appropriate for most HIV-1 primary isolates.
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Fig 1. Influence of virus titer and serum dilution on the result of neutralization. The neutralizing capacity of different dilutions
of serum S652 (from an HIV-1-infected individual) was tested against three different doses of viruses ZA97010 and TZ97002 on
U87.CD4-CCR5 cells and three different doses of viruses ZA97010 and TZ98010 on U87.CD4-CXCR4 cells. Reproduced with
permission of AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses (19).
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The neutralization assay is similar in the two indicator cell lines and there-
fore it will be described once. It must be remembered, however, that there are
differences in the handling of U87.CD4 and GHOST(3) cells. These differ-
ences are highlighted in Table 2.

Day 0:
Seed cells as described in Subheading 3.2.1. or 3.2.2.

Day 1:
1. Mix serum or plasma (45 µL) and virus stock (usually 90 µL) in a sterile capped

tube or 24-well (alternatively, 48-well) microtiter plate and dilute with DMEM
to a total volume of 900 µL. This results in a final dilution factor of 1/20 for the
serum and 1/10 for the virus.

2. Incubate the serum-virus mixture at 37°C for 1 h.
3. Dilute further in two or three fivefold dilution steps, as described in Subheading

3.2.1.
4. Distribute 200 µL of each dilution into triplicate wells containing the cells. Alter-

natively, to prevent drying out of monolayers, immediately replace old medium
with 50 µL fresh medium (containing 2 µg polybrene/mL) and add dilutions of
serum-virus mixtures in 150 µL vol/well.

5. Control wells in triplicate:
a. Positive virus controls consist of wells with cells and virus but no serum and/

or HIV/SIV negative serum.
b. Cell controls consist of wells with cells only.
c. Positive serum control consists of wells with cells + virus + serum with known

neutralizing activity.

Day 2:
1. Wash plates by rinsing two times with PBS (500 µL /well for 48-well plates and

200 µL /well for 96-well plates).

Table 2
Overview of Methodology of Two Assays

Cells U87.CD4 and co-receptors GHOST(3) and co-receptors

Format 48-well platea 96-well plate
Number of cells/well 1 × 105 4 × 103
Readout Plaques: Syncytial cells Plaques: Green cells

Counted by light microscopy Counted by UV microscopy
after staining with (fluorescence can be
hematoxylin quantified by flow

cytometry)

aThe wells of 48-well plates provide a larger area than 96-well plates and allow convenient
scoring for syncytial cells in the microscope.
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2. Add 500 µL or 200 µL, respectively, of fresh DMEM and incubate plates further.

Day 4:
Readout as detailed above for U87.CD4 and GHOST(3) cells, in Subheadings
3.2.1. and 3.2.2., respectively. Calculate the neutralizing capacity of the serum
by the formula 1– (PFU with serum/PFU without serum) × 100. The neutralizing
capacity of a serum is thus expressed as the degree of reduction in plaque-form-
ing units in the presence of serum relative to wells with no serum.

3.4. Calculation of Cutoff Value for Neutralization (see also ref. 19)

A major concern was the reproducibility of the virus titer and its implication
for the cutoff value of neutralization. Because both neutralization assays are
based on plaque reduction in the presence of serum, the intraassay variation is
important. To establish the accuracy of the intraassay variation of virus titer
determinations, three assays were performed on the same day. Fifteen serum-
virus combinations were tested on U87.CD4-CCR5 cells and four serum-virus
combinations on GHOST(3)-CCR5 cells. We calculated the percent difference
for each individual determination relative to the mean of the three repeat deter-
minations. The range of differences was –19 to +27% on the U87.CD4-CCR5
cells, giving an SD ± 9.1%. On GHOST(3)-CCR5 the range of differences was
–12.3 to +11% for the negative sera or +48.8 to +73.4% for the positive sera,
giving SD ± 9.66% or SD ± 9.89%, respectively. On the basis of these data we
chose a cutoff for neutralization (i.e., plaque reduction) of 30%, which repre-
sents 3.3 or 3.1 standard deviations in assays performed in the two different
indicator cell systems. By using this cutoff the risk of falsely calling a serum
neutralizing should be less than 1%.

4. Notes
1. U87.CD4 and GHOST(3) cell lines have been engineered to stably express CD4,

co-receptors for HIV and, in the case of GHOST(3) cells, also the green fluores-
cent protein (GFP) (12,14). The cell lines are available from the repositories in
the United States and United Kingdom (16,17). Stability of the different markers
is, however, highly variable. It is therefore mandatory that upon receipt of the
indicator cell lines, each laboratory freezes a large stock of cells (at least 10 tubes
each). Continuous passage of any of the U87.CD4 cell series should not exceed 2
mo. After this time the cultures have to be discarded and a new tube from the
stock thawed out. GHOST(3) cells grow faster than U87.CD4 cells and may be
even more prone to lose markers. It is therefore advisable to thaw out the cells
shortly (2–3 d) before use for experiments. The cell lines may then be used for a
maximum of 8 wk.
It is important to include control viruses with defined co-receptor usage in each
experiment. Using the same virus stock, co-receptor usage patterns (also time to
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syncytium induction in U87.CD4 cells and the proportion of cells showing fluo-
rescence in GHOST(3) cells) should be highly repeatable between experiments.
Another way of testing receptor expression is by flow cytometry using mono-
clonal antibodies to CD4 or the chemokine receptors (anti-CCR3, -CCR5,
-CXCR4, and -CXCR6 are commercially available) (20).
Should the proportion of receptor-positive cells decrease with time the cell lines
may be reselected by culturing in selective medium for two weeks. Expression of
the different markers can be selected according to the following scheme:
a. CD4: 300 µg/mL of G418 for U87.CD4 and 500 µg/mL for GHOST(3).
b. CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, CCR5, CXCR4, BOB, Bonzo: 1 µg/mL puromycin.
c. GFP: 100 µg/mL hygromycin for GHOST(3) (reduce to 50 µg/mL if cells

appear too sensitive).
Following selection, passage cells at least once in 10% DMEM (or 7.5% DMEM
for GHOST(3) cells), then freeze stocks and use for experiments.
GHOST(3) cells show a background expression of CXCR4. Virus isolates able to
use this receptor show a background expression at various levels more or less
across the entire panel of GHOST(3) cells. Use of a specific receptor need some-
times be verified by using the CXCR4 antagonist, AMD3100 (see Chapter 26).

2. Blue cell assay (for staining of intracellular HIV-1 p24 antigen [19]): cell mono-
layers fixed with methanol:acetone (1:1) are washed three times with wash buffer
(WB) and exposed for 1 h at 37°C to 150 µL of a mouse anti-HIV-1 p24 mono-
clonal antibody (EF-7, 1:600 dilution). Subsequently, plates are washed three
times in WB, followed by further incubation with 150 µL of -galactosidase-
conjugated anti-mouse IgG (diluted 1:400). The washing procedure is then re-
peated and 100 µL substrate added (5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl- -
D-galactopyranoside, X-gal). After 1–2 h incubation the substrate is removed and
PBS added for storage. Infected cells stain blue and can be enumerated under the
light microscope.

3. Preparation of GHOST(3) cells for flow cytometry (20).
Infection of GHOST(3) cells: see Subheading 3.2.2.

Day 4:
Check cultures in the fluorescence microscope. If there is an increase in fluores-
cence from the day before, cultures are ready for testing by flow cytometry.
a. Wash wells with 200 µL PBS.
b. Add 200 µL 5 mM EDTA, place trays at 37°C and wait a few minutes until

cells detach.
c. Add 200 µL 4% paraformaldehyde to the FACS tube (5 mL polystyrene tubes,

sterile).
d. Resuspend cells and transfer into the FACS tube. Mix well. The final concen-

tration of paraformaldehyde is 2%.
e. Keep samples in the dark at 4°C for at least 1 h before FACS analysis. Samples

can be kept up to 2–3 d before reading.
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Detection of Drug-Resistant HIV-1 Strains

Ann A. Kiessling, S. J. Eyre, and B. D. Desmarais

Summary
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) encodes proteins essential to its replication

cycle. Reverse transcriptase, protease, and viral envelope gp120 are three proteins that
have been targeted for antiviral drug development. Eleven inhibitors of reverse tran-
scriptase, seven inhibitors of protease, and one inhibitor of viral envelope binding have
been approved for use. Antiretroviral therapy has reversed the mortality rate of HIV-
infected persons, but over time, therapy-resistant virus variants may outgrow. A large
body of information is now available to relate specific amino acid sequences in the resis-
tant variants to specific drug regimens. Designing therapy to compensate for virus resis-
tance results in improved patient outcomes. The advent of microsequencing technologies
paved the way for direct sequencing of DNA products generated by polymerase chain
reactions, thus dramatically lowering the cost of HIV gene sequencing. Designing
therapy according to genetic analysis of HIV variants will not only also improve clinical
outcome, but will also deter the transmission of drug-resistant strains.

Key Words: HIV-1; drug resistance; protease; reverse transcriptase; gene
sequences; PCR.

1. Introduction
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) is characterized by genetic diver-

sity. This has historically been attributed to base substitutions introduced dur-
ing the synthesis of the DNA copy of the viral RNA genome by the viral DNA
polymerase, reverse transcriptase, which has no error-proofing activity. The
more recent elegant experiments that identified the deaminases, CEM15
(APOBEC3G), that comprise an innate cellular defense mechanism against
retrovirus infection have, however, revealed another important cause of HIV
genetic diversity, and also explained the relentless accumulation of G-to-A
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transitions within HIV quasispecies in an infected individual (1,2). The muta-
tions in the viral genome that result from these processes may weaken it, but
they also provide an opportunity for the virus to escape immunological and
pharmacological controls.

The complex nature of the HIV life cycle has provided multiple opportuni-
ties for drug intervention. HIV reverse transcriptase is sufficiently different in
its nucleotide-binding characteristics from cellular DNA replicating and repair
enzymes, that nucleotide analogs, such as the adenosine derivative, zidovudine,
effectively inhibit reverse transcriptase activity without blocking normal cell
replication. Such inhibition prevents synthesis of a proviral DNA copy of the
infecting virus RNA genome, thus blocking successful infection. As described
in the following section, eight nucleotide-based reverse transcriptase inhibi-
tors have been approved for therapeutic use, in addition to three non-nucle-
otide reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Fig. 1).

The virus-encoded protease converts polypeptide precursors to the proteins
required for packaging the virus RNA into infectious particles. The uniqueness
of the viral protease has allowed the development of seven protease inhibitors
approved for therapeutic use (Fig. 2), including the most recent, atazanavir, a
prodrug of amprenavir. Two new protease inhibitors that are at the most ad-
vanced stage of clinical development are tipranavir and TMC114. Protease in-
hibitors provide a powerful blockade to infectious virus particle production by
otherwise infectious provirus. Viral dynamics studies have shown that blood
viral burden is dependent on continual new infections. Hence, the production
of defective particles results in a rapid and dramatic drop in plasma viral bur-
den. Importantly, other compartments, such as semen-producing organs, ex-
hibit a marked delay in viral clearance.

In addition to reverse transcriptase and protease inhibitors, polypeptide in-
hibitors of the process of virus fusion with cell receptors have been developed,
including the recently approved Fuseon, which is the first antiretroviral to in-
hibit new infection cycles.

Mutations within the drug-targeted viral genes can lead to resistance to the
inhibitory effects of the drug, either by influencing binding or by lessening the
inhibitory effects of the bound drug. Importantly, mutations arise only as a
result of new virus infection events. Although lack of strict adherence to a drug
regimen is commonly touted as the cause for the development of resistance
mutations, this may not be the only cause. Analyses of the kinetics of emer-
gence of resistance mutations indicate the existence of two separate compart-
ments of infection, one smaller with lower concentrations of antiviral drugs,
not sufficient to completely inhibit replication, and the other larger with higher
concentrations of antiviral drugs, sufficient to suppress replication (3). Over
time, resistant virus arising in the smaller compartment migrates to the larger
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Fig. 2. Chemical structure of approved protease inhibitors.
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compartment, leading to re-emergence of circulating virus resistant to antiviral
therapy. The larger compartment in this model is undoubtedly the blood/lym-
phatic system. There are several candidates for the smaller compartment, in-
cluding the genital tract, particularly semen-producing organs.

Drug regimens that target more than one viral function have obvious advan-
tages because of the unlikelihood that any one virus particle will contain mul-
tiple drug-resistant mutations. Nonetheless, over time, mutations conferring
resistance to one or more drugs do accumulate, leading to re-emergence of
clinically significant levels of virus replication. The resistance mutations are
not caused by the drug therapy per se, and have not been found to increase viral
pathogenicity over wild-type, but they represent genetic changes that are con-
sistent with successful viral infection (most mutations are probably lethal to
the virus) in the presence of inhibitory drugs.

Identifying viral resistance mutations is highly beneficial in guiding the de-
sign of new drug regimens following treatment failure, as well as designing
new treatment regimens for individuals at risk for infection by resistant virus.
For this reason, several strategies for determining drug resistance have
emerged. An early strategy involved phenotypic characterization of infectious
virus by measuring the reduction in virus production in cultured cells in the
presence of a drug. Although laborious, this strategy laid the groundwork for
identifying specific amino acid substitutions associated with resistance to
each drug.

Once the resistance-conferring amino acid substitutions were known, less
cumbersome methods of detecting drug resistance by direct assay for muta-
tions in the DNA sequence were developed commercially.

Alternatively, sequencing polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-amplified DNA
products is available to most clinicians in developed countries and the costs of
such analyses have decreased dramatically in the past few years. PCR products
can be sequenced directly or following ligation and cloning. There are advan-
tages and disadvantages to each method, as described in the following sections.

2. Materials
2.1. Specimen Collection

1. Laminar flow hood (minimum class 2, type A biosafety hood).
2. Biohazard containers.
3. Centrifuge with capped, swinging bucket rotor.
4. Sterile, bulbed disposable pipets.
5. Bleach (1% household bleach) in a spray bottle and a beaker.
6. 70% Isopropanol or ethanol in a spray bottle.
7. 15-mL sterile, conical tubes.
8. 1.5 mL microfuge tubes.
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9. Dulbecco’s modified phosphate-buffered saline (Sigma, St. Louis, MO).
10. Guanidium-isothiocyanate solution: 6 M guanidium-isothiocyanate (Sigma),

0.5% NP40, 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).
11. Sterile, bulbed, plastic transfer pipets.

2.2. Isolation of Nucleic Acids

1. QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Carlsbad, CA).
2. QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit (Qiagen).
3. Sterile, embryo culture tested, deionized water (Sigma).
4. Micropipettor.
5. 200 µL aerosol-resistant pipet tips (Molecular BioProducts).
6. 1000 µL aerosol-resistant pipet tips (Molecular BioProducts).
7. 1.5-mL micro test tubes—sterilized with O-ring screwcaps installed.
8. 0.5-mL micro test tubes—sterilized with O-ring screwcaps installed.
9. Fluorometer (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

10. DNA quantitation kit (Bio-Rad).
11. 3 M sodium acetate.
12. Absolute ethanol.

2.3. Reverse Transcription
1. 10X assay buffer: embryo-tested water (sterile, Sigma); Ethylene glycol, enzyme-

grade (Fisher); 1 M KCl; 25% (v/v) NP40 solution in embryo-tested water; 50
mg/mL (w/v) BSA (Fraction V, Sigma) solution; 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, at 25°C;
0.22-µm filter.
In a sterile laminar flow hood never used for PCR, combine components to form
a final solution of 200 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM KCl, 1 mg/mL BSA, 0.5% NP40,
and 35% ethylene glycol. Sterile-filter and store at –20°C (will not freeze). Solu-
tion is stable for up to 6 mo.

2. 75 mM MgCl2 (Sigma).
3. Avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) reverse transcriptase, 20 U/µL (R-9376,

Sigma).
4. RNAse Inhibitor, 50 U/µL (RNAse-In, N-2511, Promega, Madison, WI).
5. Random hexamer primers, 2 µg/µL (C-1181, Promega).
6. 1–10 µL glass, disposable capillary pipets (Drummond).
7. Cold block at 0 to 5°C, or ice bath.

2.4. Polymerase Chain Reaction
1. 10X assay buffer (see Subheading 2.3.).
2. 25 mM MgCl2 (Roche).
3. AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase with GeneAmp® (Roche).
4. Oligonucleotide primers, aliquoted for single use.
5. Thermal cycler with heated lid (GTC-2, iCycler, or MJ).
6. 200-µL thin-wall tubes, DNase- and RNase-free (Bio-Rad).
7. 500-µL PCR tubes.
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8. DEAE (diethylaminoethane) chromatography paper (Whatman).
9. PCR primers.

2.5. Gel Electrophoresis

1. Gel electrophoresis bath (Bio-Rad).
2. Adjustable power supply (Bio-Rad).
3. Gel trays (Bio-Rad).
4. Gel combs (Bio-Rad).
5. Agarose (Invitrogen)
6. 10X TBE buffer; 108 g Tris-HCL base, 55 g boric acid, 2 mM EDTA.
7. Self-sticking tape (Fisher).
8. Microwave or hot plate.
9. 6X sample loading buffer: 0.25% (w/v) bromophenol blue in sterile, deionized

water; 30% (v/v) glycerol.
10. 50-base-pair DNA ladder for molecular weight determination (Sigma).
11. Ethidium bromide solution, 50 µg/mL (w/v) (GibcoBRL).
12. Ultraviolet variable intensity transilluminator.
13. Photodocumentation handheld Polaroid camera with hood (Fisher).
14. Polaroid 667, black-and-white film (Fisher).

2.6. Ligation and Cloning

1. TOPO TA Cloning Kit (containing pCR2.1-TOPO®) (Invitrogen).
2. Bacteriologic plate (1029, Falcon).
3. LB agar (Sigma).
4. Ampicillin (Sigma).
5. Bacterial cell spreader (Fisher).
6. X-gal (Promega).

2.7. PCR Product Clean-Up, Screening

1. Qiagen QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen).
2. 1.5-mL flip-top tubes (Fisher).

2.8. Sequencing and Sequence Editing

1. ABI Prism 377XL automated sequencer.
2. Sequencher 4.2 (Gene Codes Corporation).

3. Methods
3.1. Specimen Collection

3.1.1. Blood

Blood plasma virus is considered the most clinically relevant virus popula-
tion for the detection of resistance-conferring mutations, although such muta-
tions may first appear in semen in HIV-infected men (4). Five to 10 mL of
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blood is collected in EDTA (purple-top tubes, 5 mM EDTA) using universal
precautions (see Note 1). All blood-handling procedures are carried out within
a laminar flow hood, biosafety level 2 certified, with the biosafety glass in
place and the blower on. Lab coats should have sleeves cuffed at the wrist.
Two gloves should be worn, one under the cuffed sleeve and one over the
cuffed sleeve. All disposable plastic- and glassware is discarded in a biohazard
container located within the hood. No scissors, needles, or glass Pasteur pipets
are used in the hood.

The rubber stoppers are removed from the vacutainer blood tubes, and the
blood transferred to 15-mL conical tubes. One mL is aliquoted to at least 5 vol
of hypotonic fixative (5) to lyse red blood cells and stabilize leukocytes for
quantitation. The conical tubes are then capped and the remaining blood cen-
trifuged at approx 500 to 800g for 15 min to separate plasma from cells. Plasma
is removed to within 1 cm of the buffy coat and at least 1 mL aliquoted for
storage at –80°C, or in liquid nitrogen. The remainder is aliquoted into AVL
buffer, according to Qiagen kit instructions, and stored at –80°C until assayed,
up to 3 yr.

Blood leukocytes layered above the red blood cells, termed the buffy coat,
should also be saved in case genotyping the DNA provirus is of clinical inter-
est. Several studies have demonstrated significant genetic differences between
DNA provirus in peripheral blood cells and circulating plasma virus. The evi-
dence indicates that the blood cell virus represents an earlier infection event
than the infection focus (presumably lymph nodes) releasing contemporary
virus into blood plasma. For this reason, it may be of interest to identify resis-
tance-conferring mutations in blood provirus, as well as blood plasma virus, in
patients experiencing multiple therapy failures.

The buffy coat is collected by gentle aspiration of the uppermost 2 to 3 mm
of the red blood cell layer and transferred to five equal volumes of the
guanidium-isothiocyanate solution to lyse the cells and release the DNA. The
buffy coat-guanidium solution may be stored at 4°C for a few weeks, or at –
80°C for up to a few years.

3.1.2. Semen

Although it is of less overall clinical importance than the resistance-confer-
ring mutations in blood, determining resistance-conferring mutations in semen
may be valuable to guide therapy in men with poor clinical improvement on
existing therapy or with a history of multiple drug regimen failures. Statistical
modeling approaches to understanding therapy failure point out the need for
persistent, low-level virus replication in a relatively small, isolated virus reser-
voir to give rise to mutant virus (3). Semen-producing organs are such a reser-
voir and resistance-conferring mutations have been shown to arise first in
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semen (4). Not only are such resistance-conferring mutations of potential im-
portance to the clinical status of the patient, but the mutated virus is also a
potential candidate for sexual transmission.

A semen specimen is collected either in a condom or by masturbation into a
sterile urine container, and allowed to liquefy for no more than 90 min. It is
transferred to a 15-mL conical tube, diluted with one equal volume of phos-
phate-buffered saline, and underlayered with a 19% cushion of Nycodenz in
PBS. Following centrifugation at 1000g for 20 min, the seminal plasma is re-
moved to within 1 cm of the interface, at least 1 mL transferred to a cryotube
for storage at –80°C or in liquid nitrogen, and the remainder aliquoted into
Qiagen AVL tubes according to manufacturer’s directions, as described for
blood plasma.

3.2. Nucleic Acid Isolation

3.2.1. Viral RNA

The Qiagen kit developed for RNA isolation from blood plasma can also be
used with seminal plasma and takes advantage of the affinity of RNA for sub-
strates such as silica in the presence of high concentrations of a chaotropic salt,
such as guanidium-isothiocyanate (see Note 2). Proteins and lipids are ex-
tracted by high-salt washes containing ethanol. The purified RNA is eluted in
sterile buffers, or water, ready for reverse transcription. Unused portions may
be stored at –20°C for several weeks, or combined with one-tenth volume of 3
M sodium acetate plus two volumes of absolute ethanol and placed at –80°C
for longer-term storage. Alcohol-precipitated RNA is recovered by removing
an aliquot containing the desired number of RNA copies and centrifuging at
12,000g in a cold rotor, and the pellet is washed twice with cold 70% ethanol,
dried, and resuspended in sterile water or in the Qiagen kit elution buffer. Al-
ternatively, the RNA in an aliquot of the alcohol precipitate is recovered by
reabsorption to the Qiagen viral RNA column following adjustment of salt and
alcohol concentrations according to manufacturer’s instructions (see Note 3).

3.2.2. Proviral DNA

The Qiagen kit developed for blood DNA extraction can also be used for
semen cell DNA, according to manufacturer’s instructions. Eluted DNA is
ready for PCR amplification; storage considerations for unused portions are
the same as for RNA. DNA concentration in the eluate is determined by fluo-
rometry readings of bound Hoechst fluorescent dye; the Bio-Rad kit contains
necessary controls and is reasonably priced. DNA concentration is expressed
either in weight/volume (e.g., ng/mL) or in cell equivalents per volume, as-
suming 5 pg of DNA per diploid cell (see Note 2).
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3.3. Reverse Transcription

3.3.1. Template Copy Number

Several considerations determine the input number of RNA copies for gene
sequencing determinations. Although theoretically one RNA copy should be
detectable by RT-PCR, input of 10 to 100 RNA copies generally ensures suffi-
cient PCR products for gene sequencing. Under ideal conditions, in which the
PCR amplifies each virus species uniformly, all species will be equally repre-
sented in the final reaction products. In general, however, PCR amplification is
not uniform, and random PCR bias selects species early in the reaction that
become overrepresented in the final product mixture. For this reason, it is im-
portant to run the reactions at least in duplicate. If only the most abundant viral
species are of interest, which is generally the case for clinical decision-mak-
ing, a higher input of RNA copies, up to 50,000, will not unduly bias the out-
come. If the number of input RNA copies cannot be estimated from recent
clinical lab measurements of RNA copy number per milliliter of plasma, the
reactions should be run at two or three 5- to 10-fold dilutions of the RNA
column elutant.

3.3.2. Reverse Transcription Reaction

The reverse transcription (RT) reaction is carried out in the same tube as the
first round of the PCR. The total volume is 20 µL. In a PCR tube maintained at
0 to 5°C, 1 to 13 µL of target RNAs are combined with 0.8 µg of random
hexamer primers, 50 U of RNase inhibitor, 2 µL of 10X buffer, 2 µL of 75 mM
MgCl2, and sterile, embryo-tested water to a total volume of 19 µL. The ran-
dom primers are annealed to the template RNA by heating the tube to 72°C for
five min, followed by cooling to room temperature (see Note 4). Ten to 20 U of
AMV RT (see Note 5) are added, followed by incubation at 37–42°C over-
night (see Note 6).

3.4. Polymerase Chain Reaction

3.4.1. Template Copy Number

One round of PCR under usual conditions can amplify 1000 targets to the
1010 to 1011 copies needed for ethidium bromide visualization of PCR products
following electrophoresis through agarose or acrylamide gels (5). Therefore, a
minimum of 500 HIV particles, or 1000 infected cells, is needed to detect pro-
tease amplification by standard techniques with one round of PCR (see Note 7).

Alternatively, two rounds of PCR employing bracket-nested primers can
theoretically amplify a single target to the detectable level of 1010 to 1011 cop-
ies. Two rounds of PCR introduce bias for amplification of the most abundant
species, but this usually does not pose a problem for identification of clinically
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significant levels of virus with resistance mutations. A bracket-nested strategy
has several advantages: (1) two to three orders of magnitude greater sensitiv-
ity, (2) the bracket PCR conditions employ a lower primer concentration, thus
reducing nonspecific PCR background, and (3) increased tolerance to muta-
tions within primer binding regions because the greater sensitivity compen-
sates for reduced amplification efficiency secondary to primer mismatch.

Endpoint dilution of cells provides an estimate of the frequency of HIV-
infected cells in circulation in the blood, or in an ejaculated semen specimen.
Cells stabilized in aldehyde fixative offer many cytologic advantages (6,7), but
the fixation process crosslinks proteins, making it difficult to isolate purified
nucleic acids for PCR amplification. To improve the reliability of detection of
small numbers (fewer than 10) HIV templates, a triple-bracket nested PCR
strategy has been employed (5) with primers to the gag region. Cross-contami-
nation with PCR products is controlled by liberal use of positively charged
DEAE paper during all product transfer steps (5), and the use of disposable,
positive displacement glass capillary tubes in place of handheld micropipettors
for PCR product transfer (see Note 8).

3.4.2. PCR Conditions
To estimate viral burden, either viral RNA or proviral DNA, specimens un-

dergo an initial triple bracket-nested analysis for gag. Endpoint dilution of cells
provides an estimate of proviral burden; endpoint dilution of cDNA products
provides an estimate of RNA burden. Table 1 lists the gag primers, amplifying
product sizes of 341, 144, and 105 base pairs, respectively.

3.4.2.1. BRACKET PCR
The first round of PCR amplification of cDNAs is added directly to the RT

reaction. The PCR mix contains 8 µL 10X buffer, 10 pmol each of forward and
reverse bracket primers, 0.5 U Taq polymerase, sterile, embryo-tested water to
total volume of 80 µL, and no magnesium. Sufficient magnesium for the PCR
reaction is contained in the RT reaction. If a single-copy gene, such as -globin,
is co-amplified in the first round of PCR as an internal control, 10 pmol each of
forward and reverse -globin primers are included in the assay mix. If
endpoint dilution with the RT reaction products is being carried out, the mag-
nesium concentration in the PCR tubes must be adjusted to 1.5 mM.

The first round of PCR amplication of DNA is carried out essentially the
same way, but the PCR mix is modified to a total volume of 100 µL including
sample DNA volume; the mix contains 10 µL of 10X buffer, 10 pmol each of
forward and reverse bracket primers (see Note 9), 1.25 U Taq polymerase, 6
µL 25 mM MgCl2, and water to 100 µL, compensating for the volume of DNA
sample, which is added last in a location separate from the PCR mix setup
location.
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Table 1
Primers for PCR Amplification of HIV-1 Genes

Primer Orientation Target Gene Primer Sequence (5' to 3') Location
(HXB2 numbering)

H341-1 Forward GAG ttatcagaaggagccacccc 1312-1331
H341-2 Reverse ccttgtcttatgtccagaatgc 1652-1631
H144-1 Forward agtggggggacatcaagcagccatgcaaat 1359-1388
H144-2 Reverse cctgctatgtcacttcccct 1502-1483
H105-1 Forward gagactatcaatgaggaagc 1396-1415
H105-2 Reverse tgctatgtcagttccccttggt 1500-1480
PRA-F Forward PROTEASE cctaggaaaaagggctgttggaaatgtgg 2011-2039
RTA-R Reverse aacttctgtatgtcattgacagtcca 3328-3303
PRB-F Forward actgagagacaggctaattttttaggga 2068-2095
RTB-R Reverse catttatcaggatggagttcata 3265-3243
POL-1 Forward attttcttcagagcagaccagag 2129-2151
NEW PF Forward gagcttcaggtctggggtagagac 2172-2195
NEW PR Reverse ctgtcaatggccattgtttaacttttgggc 2631-2602
PNY441-1 Forward gagacaacaactccctctcag 2191-2211
P368-1 Forward gaagcaggagccgatagacaaggaactg 2211-2238
P368-2 Reverse actggtacagtctcaatagggctaatg 2578-2552
P365-1B Forward agacaaggaactgtatcctttagc 2326-2349
P365-2 Reverse ggctttaattttactggtacag 2590-2569
MP-F Forward ccaaaaatgatagggggaattggagg 2382-2407
MP-R Reverse PROTEASE/REVERSE cctccaattccccctatcatttttgg 2407-2382

   TRANSCRIPTASE
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RT NEST-1 Forward REVERSE ggacataaagctataggtacag 2454-2474
TRANSCRIPTASE

RT NEST-2 Reverse ctgccagttctagctctgcttc 3462-3441
GRANT RT-1 Forward ttgggcctgaaaatccatacaatac 2698-2721
GRANT RT-2 Reverse ctgtatgtcattgacagtccagc 3323-3301
P66-1 Forward aaaattagtagatttcag 2765-2782
P66-2 Reverse ccccatattactatgctttc 3699-3681
B268-1 Forward BETA-GLOBIN caacttcatccacgttcacc N/A
B268-2 Reverse gaagagccaaggacaggtac N/A
B172-1 Forward gtcatcacttagacctcacc N/A
B172-2 Reverse tggtgtctgtttgaggttgc N/A

Primer sequence listed is the sequence ordered; reverse primers are the reverse complement of the sequence listed in italics.
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To limit amplification of competing, nonspecific product, the first bracket
PCR is limited to 20 heating-cooling cycles. The strategy is: two cycles at
98°C (2 min)/55°C (30 s)/72°C (30 s), followed by 18 cycles of 95°C (30 s)/
55°C (30 s)/72°C (30 s).

3.4.2.2. FIRST NESTED PCR

The PCR assay mix contains 10 pmol of nested PCR primers in 1 µL, 5 µL
of 10X assay buffer, 0.5 µL (2.5 U) of Taq polymerase, 1 µL of 25 mM MgCl2,
37.5 µL sterile, embryo-tested water, and 2 µL of bracket PCR products trans-
ferred directly from the bracket PCR assay tube. The heating–cooling cycling
strategy is 29 cycles of: 95°C (30 s)/55°C (30 s)/72°C (30 s), followed by 1
cycle of 95°C (30 s)/55°C (30 s)/72°C (7 min).

3.4.2.3. SECOND NESTED PCR

The PCR assay mix contains 50 pmol of nested PCR primers in 5 µL, 5 µL
of 10X assay buffer, 0.5 µL (2.5 U) of Taq polymerase, 1 µL of 25 mM MgCl2,
29.5 µL sterile, embryo-tested water, and 2 µL of bracket PCR products trans-
ferred directly from the first nested PCR (see Note 10). The heating–cooling
cycling strategy is the same as the first nested PCR.

3.4.3. Primer Strategies

Table 1 lists sets of bracket-nested primers employed for amplifying gag
and pol regions. The gag primers are the triple bracket-nested strategy found to
reliably amplify a conserved region of gag from all patients tested for over a
decade. It should be noted that one primer in the second nested set (H105-2)
substantially overlaps one of the primers in the first nested set (H144-2). This
is a form of what is sometimes referred to as “PCR-anchoring” because the
product formed will contain a sequence certain to be recognized by the subse-
quent set of primers.

Table 1 also lists sets of bracket-nested primers for amplification of reverse
transcriptase and protease gene sequences. Multiple strategies are listed be-
cause patients with highly mutated virus may require testing with multiple sets
of primers to achieve gene sequence amplification.

One strategy involves amplification of a region of pol that spans all of pro-
tease and the first two thirds of reverse transcriptase in which the known resis-
tance-conferring mutations occur. One primer set used for this strategy is Pol-1
and P66-2 for the bracket PCR; this amplifies a 1870-base-pair region. To fur-
ther amplify protease, primers P368-1 with P365-2 in the first nest, followed
by p365-1B with P368-2 for the second nest. Each of the second nested prim-
ers overlaps slightly with the first nested set, thus providing the PCR anchor
(see Note 11).
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The initial portion of reverse transcriptase can also be amplified from the
Pol-1/P66-2 bracket amplicon with primers PNY441-1, Nest RT-2 for the first
nested reaction, and GRANT RT-1, GRANT RT-2 for the second nested reac-
tion. Other combinations are possible if these fail to yield sufficient PCR prod-
ucts for sequencing.

To provide an internal control for the PCR and template conditions, a por-
tion of a single copy gene, such as -globin, may be coamplified. Some primer
sets can be used together in a single, multiplex reaction. An example of such a
reaction is combining -globin primers B268-1 and B268-2 with H341-1 and
H341-2 in the bracket reaction, followed by B172-1 and B172-2 with H144-1
and H144-2 in the first nested set. Two rounds of amplification of a single copy
gene will yield sufficient PCR product for visualization on a gel.

3.5. Gel Electrophoresis

In this procedure, 2.3% (w/v) agarose is dissolved in 1X TBE buffer by
heating in a microwave oven or on a hot plate. The dissolved agarose is poured
into a gel tray fitted with a well-forming comb approximately one-half the
depth of the gel thickness. The wells of the cooled gel are loaded with 10 µL
PCR products combined with 3 µL of 6X sample loading buffer in individual
wells of a 96-well plate. Electrophoretic resolution of PCR products is carried
out in a gel bath filled with 1X TBE buffer attached to a power supply set at 50
mA, 120 V. The bromophenol blue dye migrates toward the anode slightly in
front of leftover PCR primers (see Note 12).

DNA bands are visualized on an ultraviolet light gel box following ethidium
bromide staining (10 min) in a bath containing 50 ng/mL ethidium bromide,
followed by 20 min destaining in sterile, deionized water (see Note 13). The
gel is photodocumented with a Polaroid camera attached to a fixed-distance
hood; the resulting photo is scanned into a computer file (see Note 14).

3.6. Ligation and Cloning

PCR products are ligated directly into the vector supplied in the TOPO TA
cloning kit. The kit vector takes advantage of the fact that Taq polymerase
terminates DNA strands by adding thymidine-adenosine residues that over-
hang the opposite strand. Transformation of E. coli is performed according to
kit instructions. The transformed bacteria are plated onto LB agar plates pre-
pared with with ampicillin, 50 µg/mL. Just before plating the bacteria, the
plates are coated with 10 µL of X-gal, a chromophore-substituted -galactose
that is hydrolyzed only by -galactosidase, an enzyme encoded in the TOPO
TA vector (see Note 15).

PCR products are ligated to the cloning vector according to kit instructions.
Competent E. coli for the transformation reaction is also supplied in the kit.
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The transformed E. coli cells are spread onto the ampicillin-X-gal plates and
incubated overnight at 37°C (see Note 16).

Blue colonies contain the vector with ampicillin-resistance gene, but not
integrated DNA products; white colonies contain the vector with ampicillin-
resistance gene, and ligated PCR products that have interrupted the -galac-
tosidase-encoding sequences. Twenty white colonies are screened for HIV
DNA sequences by adding a partial scraping of individual colonies with a ster-
ile pipet tip to PCR assays set up as for the nested products that were ligated.

3.7. PCR Product Cleanup and Sequencing

PCR DNA products are prepared for sequencing by treating positive PCR
assay mixtures with the Qiagen PCR cleanup column, according to
manufacturer’s directions. The ABI Prism 377XL automated sequencer is an
example of recent-generation microsequencers that yield reliable sequence data
from only 50 to 150 ng template. Approximately 4 ng of PCR amplicons of 400
base pairs is the threshold required for visualization by ethidium bromide; 40
to 400 ng yield a bright ethidium bromide band under most conditions, al-
though staining intensity is not linear. Microsequencing technology employs
Taq polymerase and generates reliable sequence data from 50 to 150 ng of
template plus 2 to 5 pmol of one primer. Sequences derived from sequencing in
both directions are more reliable than one-directional sequencing.

3.8. Sequence Editing

Routine gene sequencing requires a well thought-out strategy for storing
and retrieving the sequences. Raw, unedited sequences should be stored in two
ways, such as on the computer and on Zip or CD disks. Raw sequences are
imported into Sequencher, sequence-manipulating software that supports edit-
ing of multiple sequences at the same time. Sequences with more than 3%
ambiguous bases are not used for the determination of resustance-conferring
mutations. Sequences are trimmed to the reading frame of the protein of inter-
est and translated to identify amino acid substitutions.

3.9. Resistance Mutations to Inhibitors of HIV Protease

HIV-1 protease is a 99-amino-acid protein encoded by 297 bases at the 5'
end of the pol gene (Table 2a). The reading frame begins at base 2354 accord-
ing to the hxb2 numbering system. It can readily be sequenced in its entirety
following PCR amplification.

Elegant crystallographic studies have determined the three-dimensional
structure of wild-type HIV-1 protease (8,9). It is an aspartic protease, the func-
tional unit of which is a dimer, folded in mirror-image fashion to form an ac-
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Table 2a
HIV-1 Protease Amino Sequence (Consensus B)a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
P Q I T L W Q R P L V T I K I

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
G G Q L K E A L L D T G A D D
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
T V L E E M N L P G R W K P K
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
M I G G I G G F I K V R Q Y D
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75
Q I L I E I C G H K A I G T V
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
L V G P T P V N I I G R N L L
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99
T Q I G C T L N F

aBold items are high- or intermediate-level resistance; non-bold are low level

tive site, Asp-Thr-Gly, at positions 25–27. The substrate cleft is located just
above the active site, and a flexible flap region formed by amino acids 33–62
closes down upon substrate binding. The substrate cleft itself is formed by a
loop-back of amino acid residues 78 to 90, stabilized by dimer crossover near
residues 97 and 98 (see Note 17).

HIV-1 protease cleaves both gag and gag-pol polyproteins to produce
capsid, nucleocapsid, protease itself, reverse transcriptase, and integrase, pro-
teins essential to the infectivity of new virions. The seven FDA-approved pro-
tease inhibitors block binding of the polyproteins to the active site of protease,
resulting in immature virions with uncleaved polyproteins that are incapable of
carrying out successful infection.

Mutations that decrease the affinity of protease for drugs, but do not render
the enzyme completely inactive, can escape pharmacologic control and pro-
duce infectious virions. Such mutated virions are less infectious than wild-type
virus, but do promote HIV disease progression. Several approaches have been
used to catalog resistance mutations and determine the degree of resistance
they confer, including culturing virus with known mutations in the presence of
drug, and characterizing protease gene sequences in patients who have failed
protease inhibitor therapy (10,11). Taken together, the data are most consistent
with Table 2b, which lists resistance mutations to the protease inhibitors.

Mutation at four amino acid residues—54, 82, 84, and 90—confers signifi-
cant resistance to all inhibitors. Residue 54 is part of the flap, residues 82 and
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Table 2b
Resistance-Conferring Mutations to Protease Inhibitorsa

HIV-1 Protease Amino Acids (Consensus B)

24 30 32 46 47 48 50 53 54 73 82 84 88 90

Protease Inhibitor  L D V M I G I F I G V I N L

Amprenavir – – I I,L V V,L V – V,L,M,T,A – A,I,T,F,S,L V – M
Atazanavir – – I I,L – V,L L – V,L,M,T,A – A,I,T,F,S,L V D,S M
Indinavir I – I I,L V V,L – L,Y,I V,L,M,T,A S,C,T,A A,I,T,F,S,L V D,S M
Lopinavir (w/Ritonavir) – – I I,L V V,L V – V,L,M,T,A – A,I,T,F,S,L V – M
Nelfinavir – N – I,L – V,L – – V,L,M,T,A S,C,T,A A,I,T,F,S,L V D,S M
Ritonavir – – I I,L V V,L V L,Y,I V,L,M,T,A – A,I,T,F,S,L V – M
Saquinavir – – – – – V,L – L,Y,I V,L,M,T,A S,C,T,A A,I,T,F,S,L V – M

Letters indicate amino acid substitutions relative to wild-type reference virus, Consensus B.
aBolded items represent high- or intermediate-level resistance.
Unshaded boxes represent low-level resistance.
Dots represent no resistance/no mutation reported.
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84 are part of the substrate cleft, and residue 90 stabilizes the cleft. These mu-
tations weaken affinity for the drug, while allowing binding and cleavage of
the polyproteins, albeit with either slower kinetics, or less precision. Not sur-
prising, in addition to these four, other mutations are more drug-specific, and
multiple mutations are additive, leading to increased levels of drug resistance.

As indicated in Table 2, the mutation at amino acid 30 occurs only in pa-
tients taking indinavir and it does not confer resistance to any other protease
inhibitor.

A more recent approach to detecting possible resistance-conferring muta-
tions has been analysis of large databases of protease gene sequences from
treated and untreated persons. Those analyses have agreed with the known re-
sistance-conferring mutations and have identified additional amino acid sub-
stitutions at residues 11, 22, 23, 45, 58, 66, 74, 75, 76, 79, 83, and 85 that were
highly conserved in persons not receiving protease inhibitor therapy. The im-
pact of these 13 amino acid substitutions on overall drug resistance and disease
progression has not been determined.

3.10. Resistance Mutations to Inhibitors
of HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase

The active form of HIV reverse transcriptase is a heterodimer of two pro-
teins, the p51 subunit, 440 amino acids encoded at the start of pol, and the p66
subunit, the 560 amino acids encoded by the entire pol gene. The heterodimer
catalyzes RNA-templated DNA synthesis and DNA-templated DNA synthe-
sis, and also carries out degradation of the RNA strand of the RNA–DNA hy-
brid, an activity termed RNase H.

3.10.1. Nucleotide Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors

In contrast to protease inhibitors that primarily block binding of the enzyme
to its polypeptide substrate, one class of reverse transcriptase inhibitors do not
actually inhibit the enzyme at all, but serve to terminate the nascent DNA chain
being synthesized from the RNA template. The chain termination feature is
accomplished by removing both alcohol groups from the ribose residue of
nucleotide triphosphates, thus preventing the addition of the incoming nucle-
otide. The goal of the design of HIV RT inhibitors has been to design nucle-
otide triphosphates that are recognized and incorporated by HIV RT, but not
by cellular DNA replicating enzymes.

Resistance mutations to the nucleotide RT inhibitors (NRTIs) result from
two mechanisms: one is the removal of the inhibitor from the end of the na-
scent DNA strand to allow the strand to continue growing and the other lessens
the affinity of RT for the drug, allowing the enzyme to rely on cellular stores of
unmutated nucleotides for DNA strand synthesis. Either class of mutations
leads to slower rates of DNA polymerization.
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Amino acid substitutions at positions 41, 67, 70, 210, 215, and 219 promote
removal of the dideoxynucleotide, thus allowing chain elongation to continue.
Interestingly, the T215Y/F mutation has been shown to increase RT affinity
for adenosine triphosphate, which is required for excision of the chain-termi-
nating dideoxynucleotide. The other positions are more directly involved in
binding the incoming nucleotide, and their mutation selects against the
dideoxy-drug, resulting in the incorporation of more nucleotide triphosphates
from cellular stores.

Amino acids 65, 69, 74, and 75 make important contacts with the incoming
deoxynucleotide triphosphate during polymerization. Amino acid substitutions
at these positions generally reduce the affinity for the dideoxy-drug and im-
prove selection for nucleotide triphosphates from cellular stores. An insertion
of either one or two amino acids at residue 69 is also found in treated patients,
and also leads to discrimination against the drug.

Q151M substitution results from a two-base-pair change in a region associ-
ated with binding to the RNA template; interestingly, virus variants with
Q151M rarely have the mutations that promote removal of the
dideoxynucleotide. This substitution is also common in drug-resistant HIV-2.

A comparison of mutations from a number of patients failing nucleoside
reverse transcriptase inhibitor therapy have revealed four patterns that result in
resistance to most of the dideoxy-drugs: one is M184V in combination with
substitutions at 44, 69, 75, and 118; a second is a dipeptide insertion at residue
69; a third is K65R, alone or in combination; and a fourth is Q151M in com-
bination with V75I, F77L, and F116Y.

3.10.2. Non-Nucleotide Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitors

The three FDA-approved reverse transcriptase inhibitors sit in the hydro-
phobic polymerase binding groove. This groove is structurally less demanding
than the nucleotide binding site and naturally occuring mutations in these loca-
tions are common among wild-type virus. HIV-2 virus isolates appear intrinsi-
cally resistant to this class of drugs.

K103N is the most common mutation in patients receiving NNRTIs, and it
alone can cause significant resistance to all three, resulting in therapy failure.
Other amino acid substitutions at K103, K103S, and K103R cause resistance,
but not always therapy failure. The location of this amino acid at the entrance
to the template binding pocket appears essential to how relaxed, or tightly
closed, the pocket is. Tightly closed, the drug cannot gain access once the tem-
plate is bound.

As listed in Table 3, mutations at residues 98, 100, 101, 108, 179, 181, 188,
190, 225, and 238 cause varying degrees of resistance to each of the NNRTIs,
but not to all three together.
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4. Notes
1. Blood can also be collected in a syringe and transferred directly to the centrifuge

tubes into which EDTA has been added to equal a final concentration of 5 mM.
Blood serum can also be used, but considerable loss of virus occurs during the
clotting process. Heparinized blood is not recommended owing to the inhibitory
effect of heparin on DNA polymerase activity.

2. Several methods for isolation of RNA and DNA for amplification and sequenc-
ing are appropriate for reverse transcription and PCR amplification. Storage up
to several months of purified nucleic acids is possible in dilute buffers or sterile
water; longer-term storage should include precipitation with one tenth volume of
3 M sodium acetate plus two volumes absolute ethanol and storage at –80°C.

3. The Qiagen Viral RNA isolation kit does not select against concomitant DNA
isolation; DNA, including genomic DNA, is recovered with approximately the
same efficiency as viral RNA.

4. 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-PCR (AMV) (Roche) also has all the
components for the RT step.

5. Many types and forms of reverse transcriptase are commercially available. Higher
concentrations of enzyme (20 U or more per reaction) are needed for shorter
reaction times, e.g., 1 h or less; lower concentrations of enzyme (5 U) require
longer reaction times, e.g., overnight, and may be more reproducible.

6. Longer RT reaction times (3–4 h) at lower enzyme concentrations (10–20 U)
may yield a higher percentage of longer cDNA products; the overnight incuba-
tion described here works well for collecting and processing specimens and viral
RNA purification on the same day.

7. The number of molecules of Taq polymerase (approx 109 per unit) is rate-limit-
ing for PCR because the number of enzyme molecules available determines the
number of DNA copies synthesized with each round of heating and elongation.

8. Several companies manufacture micropipettors for use with disposable, filtered
(aerosol resistant) pipet tips; Hamilton pipettors have a self-calibration feature.

9. Oligonucleotide primers have a long shelf-life if stored in water at –80°C, but do
not tolerate multiple cycles of freezing and thawing. Aliquoting primers for single
use before freezing eliminates problems introduced by freezing and thawing.

10. PCR product cross-contamination is a major problem for HIV gene sequencing.
The cationic properties of DEAE chromatography paper allow for immediate
adsorption of aerosolized PCR products. The DEAE paper is used as a mat dur-
ing the transfer of bracket PCR products to nested reaction tubes, and small,
single-use swatches of DEAE paper are used to open the caps of PCR product
tubes. These precautions can reduce to zero PCR product crossover from bracket
to nested reactions.

11. “PCR anchoring” ensures that nested PCR primers have a sequence identity to
previously amplified product. One method is primer overlap, as described here;
another method is to introduce an unrelated sequence of 10 or 11 bases at the 5'
end of the primer. The unrelated sequences will be incorporated into PCR
amplicons and can subsequently be recognized by either primers, or probes.
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Table 3a
Reverse Transcriptase Amino Acid Sequence (Consensus B)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
P I S P I E T V P V K L K P G M D G P K V K Q

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46
W P L T E E K I K A L V E I C T E M E K E G K

47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
I S K I G P E N P Y N T P V F A I K K K D S T

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92
K W R K L V D F R E L N K R T Q D F W E V Q L

93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115
G I P H P A G L K K K K S V T V L D V G D A Y

116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138
F S V P L D K D F R K Y T A F T I P S I N N E

139 140 141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161
T P G I R Y Q Y N V L P Q G W K G S P A I F Q

162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184
S M T K I L E P F R K Q N P D I V I Y Q Y M D

185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207
D D L Y V G S D L E I G Q H R T K I E E L R Q

208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230
H L L R W G F T T P D K K H Q K E P P F L W M

231 232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244 245 246 247 248 249 250 251 252 253
G Y E L H P D K W T V Q P I V L P E K D S W T

254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276
V N D I Q K L V G K L N W A S Q I Y A G I K V
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277 278 279 280 281 282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 298 299
K Q L C K L L R G T K A L T E V I P L T E E A

300 301 302 303 304 305 306 307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318 319 320 321 322
E L E L A E N R E I L K E P V H G V Y Y D P S

323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343 344 345
K D L I A E I Q K Q G Q G Q W T Y Q I Y Q E P

346 347 348 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368
F K N L K T G K Y A R M R G A H T N D V K Q L

369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391
T E A V Q K I A T E S I V I W G K T P K F K L

392 393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414
P I Q K E T W E A W W T E Y W Q A T W I P E W

415 416 417 418 419 420 421 422 423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437
E F V N T P P L V K L W Y Q L E K E P I V G A

438 439 440
E T F
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Table 3b
Resistance-Conferring Mutations to Nucleotide Analog RT Inhibitorsa

HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase Amino Acids (Consensus B)

# 65 67 69 70 74 75 ## 151 ## 210 215 219
NRTI M K D T K L V Y Q M L T K

Abacavir L R,N,E – D,N,S,ins,I,A – V,I – F M,K – W,F,V Y,F,S,I,V,C,D,N –
Azidothymidine L – N,G,E D,N,S,ins,I,A R,I – – – M,K – W,F,V Y,F,S,I,V,C,D,N Q,E,N,R
Emtricitabine (FTC) – R,N,E – D,N,S,ins,I,A – – – – M,K V,I – – –
Dideoxyinosine L R,N,E – D,N,S,ins,I,A – V,I I,M,T,A – M,K – W,F,V Y,F,S,I,V,C,D,N –
Lamivudine (3TC) – R,N,E – D,N,S,ins,I,A – – – – M,K V,I – – –
Stavudine (D4T) L – N,G,E D,N,S,ins,I,A – – I,M,T,A – M,K – W,F,V Y,F,S,I,V,C,D,N Q,E,N,R
Tenofovir Disoproxil L R,N,E – D,N,S,ins,I,A – – – – M,K – W,F,V Y,F,S,I,V,C,D,N –

Letters indicate amino acid substitutions relative to wild-type reference virus, Consensus B.
aBolded items represent high- or intermediate-level resistance.
Unshaded boxes represent low-level resistance. Lines represent no resistance/no mutation reported.
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Table 3c
Resistance-Conferring Mutations to Non-Nucleotide Reverse Transcriptase Inhibitorsa

HIV-1 Reverse Transcriptase Amino Acids (Consensus B)

98 # 100 101 103 106 ## ## ## 188 190 225 ## ## 236 238 318
Inhibitor A G L K K V V V Y Y G P F M P K Y

Delavirdine G – I E,Q,P,R N,S,Q A,M I D,A C L A,S,E – – L L R,T,N F
Efavirenz G – I E,Q,P,R N,S,Q A,M I D,A C L A,S,E H – L – R,T,N F
Nevirapine G – I E,Q,P,R N,S,Q A,M I D,A C L A,S,E H L L – R,T,N F

Letters indicate amino acid substitutions relative to wild-type reference virus, consensus B.
aBolded items represent high- or intermediate-level resistance.
Unshaded boxes represent low-level resistance. Lines represent no resistance/no mutation reported.
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12. Many reliable gel electrophoresis systems are available. Tris-borate-EDTA buff-
ers are standard because the borate and EDTA inhibit bacterial growth, promot-
ing stability of electrophoresis baths. Other buffers in the pH range of 8.2 to 8.6
also reliably resolve PCR products.

13. Ethidium bromide intercalated into DNA products fluoresces when exposed to
ultraviolet light. Approximately 1010 to 1011 copies of DNA are the threshold of
detection by ethidium-bromide-stained gels exposed to a standard UV light-box.
Ethidium bromide is a mutagen and should be handled with extreme caution.
Incorporating it into the agarose gel allows the detection of DNA products during
the process of electrophoresis, but is accompanied by a markedly increased back-
ground that may mask faint bands. Staining the DNA bands by submerging the
gel in a bath of ethidium bromide at the end of the electrophoresis, followed by a
destaining step in sterile distilled water, is more sensitive.

14. Several gel photodocumentation systems have been developed to provide auto-
matic computerized gel records for archiving and editing purposes. Neither the
video-camera nor digital-camera systems has the resolution of Polaroid film. The
availability of low-cost optical scanners has streamlined computer archiving and
editing of high resolution black-and-white photos developed from low-cost
Polaroid cameras fitted to fixed-distance shields.

15. The TOPO TA cloning kit takes advantage of the fact that Taq polymerase adds
thymidine and adenosine residues to the ends of PCR products that overhang the
opposite strand. T-A residues are not stable, however, so the ligation reactions
needs to occur within a few hours of the PCR reaction. Ligation products are
stable at –20°C for up to 24 h.

16. Bacterial plates with transformants should be removed from 37°C within 18 h to
keep the colonies from overgrowing and touching each other. Following a brief
equilibration at 37°C, the plates can be incubated at 32°C for up to 24 h, or at
room temperature for 2 d.

17. Schematics of the crystallographic structure of HIV-1 protease are available at
the University of San Francisco HIV website.
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Determination of Cell Tropism of HIV-1

Neeltje A. Kootstra and Hanneke Schuitemaker

Summary
With the discovery that changes in the biological properties of HIV-1 correlate with

the progression to disease, it became more and more important to develop assays to
distinguish between the viral phenotypes. In this chapter, it is described how the biologi-
cal phenotype of HIV-1 with regard to cellular tropism can be determined on primary
monocyte-derived macrophages, established T-cell lines: MT2, SupT1, and H9, and
promonocytic cell lines: U937, HL-60, and THP-1.

Key Words: HIV-1 tropism; monocyte; macrophage; cell line; T-cell; promonocytic.

1. Introduction
The relevance of changes in the cellular tropism of primary HIV-1 variants

during the course of infection has long been demonstrated (1,2).
Macrophage-tropic (M-tropic) HIV-1 variants can be found in all stages of

HIV-1 infection but predominate in the asymptomatic phase (3). These virus
variants use CCR5 as a coreceptor and are unable to replicate in T-cell lines
and promonocytic cell lines.

During the course of infection, HIV-1 variants become more T-cell tropic
and lose the ability to replicate in macrophages (3). Some of these viruses are
still able to enter macrophages efficiently; however, virus replication is re-
stricted at an early step in reverse transcription (4). In 50% of the HIV-1-in-
fected individuals that progress to AIDS, HIV-1 variants appear that are able to
use the alternative coreceptor CXCR4 (5). CXCR4-using HIV-1 variants (X4
HIV-1) are able to replicate efficiently in T-cell lines and promonocytic cell
lines, whereas M-tropism is rarely observed among these variants.

This chapter will focus on how the cellular tropism of primary HIV-1 can be
determined on primary macrophages and established cell lines.
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2. Materials
1. MDM medium: Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM; BioWhittaker)

supplemented with 10% of human pooled serum (see Note 1), 100 U/mL penicil-
lin and 100 U/mL streptomycin (GibcoBRL).

2. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS; BioWhittaker).
3. EDTA: 10 mM EDTA in PBS.
4. Elutriation medium: PBS supplemented with 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA)

and 1.3 mM sodium citrate.
5. Avanti J25 centrifuge (Beckman Coulter).
6. JE-6B elutriation rotor (Beckman).
7. 70% Ethanol.
8. Granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF).
9. Macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-CSF).

10. Recombinant interleukin (IL)-3.
11. 175-cm2 tissue culture flask.
12. 24-well tissue culture plates.
13. DNase (Promega).
14. 3' azido-3' deoxythimymidine (AZT; Sigma).
15. L6-lysis buffer: 120 g guanidine isothiocyanate dissolved in 100 mL 0.1 M

Tris-HCl, pH 6.4, supplemented with 22 mL 0.2 M EDTA, pH 8.0, and 2.6 g
Triton X-100.

16. Isopropanol.
17. LightCycler (Roche Diagnostics GmbH).
18. LightCycler FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I kit (Roche Diagnostics GmbH).
19. Sterile 50-mL tubes.
20. Sterile pipets.
21. T-cell lines: Sup T1, MT2, and H9.
22. Promonocytic cell lines: U937, HL-60 and THP-1.
23. Cell-line medium: IMDM supplemented with 10% of fetal calf serum (FCS;

Hyclone), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 U/mL streptomycin (GibcoBrL).
24. 25-cm2 tissue culture flasks.

3. Methods
The methods here describe how the cellular tropism of primary HIV-1 for

monocyte derived macrophages, established T-cell lines, and promonocytic cell
lines can be determined.

3.1. Macrophage Tropism of HIV-1

Here we describe monocyte isolation, culturing monocyte-derived macroph-
ages (MDM), and how M-tropism of HIV-1 can be determined (see Note 2).

3.1.1. Isolation of Monocytes From Peripheral Blood

Monocytes can be isolated from the peripheral blood mononuclear cell
(PBMC) fraction by different methods. Two methods of isolation are described:
adherence to plastic and centrifugal elutriation.
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3.1.1.1. MONOCYTE ISOLATION BY ADHERENCE

Prepare PBMC from buffy coats as described in Chapter 1 and resuspend
the PBMC after the final wash in MDM medium at a final concentration of 10
× 106 cells/mL. Transfer the cells to a tissue culture flask (35–50 mL in a 175-
cm2 flask) and place the cells in an incubator at 37°C for 1–2 h. Remove the
nonadherent cells and wash the adherent cell layer two times with PBS. To
detach the monocytes from the flask, add 10 mM EDTA in PBS to the cells and
incubate for 10 min at room temperature. Detach the monocytes from the sur-
face using a disposable cell scraper. Wash the cells and resuspend them in
MDM medium, at a density of 0.5–1 × 106/mL. Culture the monocytes in 24-
well tissue culture plates at 1 mL per well in an incubator with a humidified
atmosphere and 5% CO2.

3.1.1.2. CENTRIFUGAL ELUTRIATION

Isolate PBMC from a buffy coat as described in Chapter 1 (see Note 3) and
resuspend the cells in elutriation medium at a density of 20–50 × 106 cells/mL.
Assemble the elutriation rotor according to the manufacturer’s instructions and
sterilize the rotor by rinsing with 70% ethanol. Subsequently, rinse the rotor
with PBS and elutriation medium for 5 min at maximum flow rate (40 mL/
min). Run the elutriator at 1200g at 20°C at a constant flow rate of 20 mL/min.
Inject the PBMC suspension into the system and let the cells run into the sepa-
ration chamber at 1200g. At this speed all the cells will remain in the chamber
and only thrombocytes will flow out of the elutriator. To remove all thromb-
ocytes from the cell suspension in the chamber, lower the centrifugation speed
to 1100g and let it run for 5 min. For collection of the lymphocyte fraction,
lower the centrifugation speed slowly to 800g (no brake) and collect the cells
for 10 min. For isolation of an ultrapure monocyte fraction, a good separation
between the lymphocyte and monocyte cell fractions should be obtained. Lower
the centrifugation speed gradually with steps of 50g and analyze the lympho-
cyte/monocyte ratio in the flow-through by a cell counter. When the ratio is
around 1:2 in favor of the monocytes, the monocyte fraction can be harvested.
The shift in the lymphocyte/monocyte ratio occurs usually at a centrifugation
speed between 700 and 500g, depending on the donor. Lower the centrifuga-
tion speed to 100g and collect the monocyte fraction for 5 min. Check the
purity of the monocyte fraction by a cell counter. In general this fraction will
contain more than 95% monocytes. Clean the elutriator by rinsing with water
for 15 min and disassemble the rotor.

Pellet the monocytes by centrifugation (10 min at 425g) and resuspend the
cells in MDM medium at a density of 0.5–1 × 106/mL. Plate the cells in 24-
well tissue culture plates at 1 mL per well and place them in an incubator with
a humidified atmosphere and 5% CO2.
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3.1.2. Culturing of Monocyte-Derived Macrophages
In the first 2 d after the onset of the culture, the monocytes will spontane-

ously adhere to the culture plates and differentiation into MDM is initiated.
During differentiation, the cells expand in size and multinucleated giant cells
are observed after 2 wk of culture.

3.1.2.1. CULTURE CONDITIONS

During the first 2 wk of the cultures, the medium will acidify rapidly. MDM
are relatively resistant to the low pH, but depend on factors secreted into the
medium. Therefore, it is recommended to replace the medium only once a week
or to replace only part of the medium. MDM cultures can be maintained under
these conditions for 4–6 wk.

3.1.2.2. CYTOKINE TREATMENT

Although cytokine treatment is not essential to obtain MDM, addition of
GM-CSF, M-CSF, or IL-3 has a beneficial effect on cell survival and enhances
HIV-1 infection (see Note 4). Add the cytokines either alone or in combination
at the onset of the culture at the following concentrations: 100 U/mL GM-CSF;
100 ng/mL M-CSF; 10 ng/mL IL-3. Cytokines should be present during the
first week of culture. Addition after differentiation into MDM has no effect on
cell survival and HIV-1 infection.

3.1.3. Determining Macrophage Tropism of HIV-1

M-tropism can be analyzed by two different methods: (1) analysis of the
process of reverse transcription or (2) analysis of virus replication. In the first
method, M-tropism of HIV-1 variants is analyzed by real-time polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) detecting different steps in the reverse transcription pro-
cess. The advantage of this method is that it allows screening of large panels of
HIV-1 variants on multiple MDM donors in a relatively short time. In the sec-
ond method, M-tropism of HIV-1 is determined by analysis of virus replication
in MDM by p24 enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). This method
is less accurate and more time-consuming, but it will allow selection and isola-
tion of highly M-tropic HIV-1 variants.

3.1.3.1. INFECTION OF MONOCYTE-DERIVED MACROPHAGES

For infection of MDM, high-titer virus stocks should be generated in PHA-
stimulated PBMC and titers should be determined by TCID50 as described in
Chapter 1. Treat the virus stocks with DNase (200 ng/mL) for 45 min and filter
it through a 0.22-µm filter, to remove any cell debris and contaminating provi-
ral DNA. Inoculate the MDM at d 5 after the onset of the cultures with an
inoculum of 1 × 103 to 1 × 104 TCID50.
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When PCR is used to analyze M-tropism of HIV-1, it is important to ensure
that the inoculum is free of contaminating proviral DNA. Therefore it is rec-
ommended to inoculate a duplicate culture in the presence of 3'azido-
3'deoxythymidine (AZT; 10 µM). Add the AZT 30 min prior to inoculation.

3.1.3.2. ANALYSIS OF VIRUS ENTRY AND REVERSE TRANSCRIPTION OF HIV-1
IN MONOCYTE-DERIVED MACROPHAGES BY REAL-TIME PCR

3.1.3.2.1. DNA Extraction

Remove the culture medium 48 h after inoculation and lyse the cells in 0.9
mL L6 lysis buffer. Transfer the lysate into 2-mL Eppendorf tubes and precipi-
tate the DNA with 1 mL isopropanol. Pellet the DNA by centrifugation (20
min at 14,000g) and wash twice with 70% ethanol. Air-dry the DNA for 30
min at room temperature and dissolve the pellet in 100 µL aqua dest.

3.1.3.2.2. Real-Time PCR

To analyze the process of reverse transcription, a real-time PCR utilizing
the LightCycler and the LightCycler FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I kit
is used. The primer pairs used to detect early, intermediate, and late products
of the reverse transcription process are described in Table 1.

Prepare the LightCycler SYBR Green master mix as follows: 2 µL
LightCycler FastStart DNA Master SYBR Green I, 0.2 µM of each primer, 3–
4 mM MgCl2, and add H2O to a final volume of 18 µL. Pipet 18 µL of the
master mix in precooled LightCycler capillaries and add 2 µL DNA (100–300
ng). Close the capillaries and place them in the LightCycler. Run the following
programs: (1) preincubation and denaturation: 10 min at 95°C; (2) amplifica-
tion and quantification: 45 cycles of 10 s at 95°C, 5 s at 55°C, 10 s at 72°C,
with the acquisition mode set on single; (3) melting curves: 0 s at 95°C, 15 min
at 65°C, 0 s at 95°C with a temperature transition rate of 0.1°C/s and the acqui-
sition mode set on continuous; (4) cool-down: 30 s at 40°C. It is essential to
run the melting curve analysis to assess the specificity of the PCR product.

As a standard curve for the HIV-1 proviral DNA content, a serial dilution of
the 8E5 cell line, which contains 1 HIV-1 proviral DNA copy per cell in carrier
DNA, can be used.

3.1.3.3. HIV-1 REPLICATION IN MONOCYTE-DERIVED MACROPHAGES

Remove the unabsorbed virus 48 h after inoculation and add 1 mL fresh
culture medium. Maintain the cultures for 3 wk and replace the medium once a
week as described previously. Twice a week, 100 µL of culture supernatant
should be taken and placed at –20°C. Analyze the culture supernatant for the
presence of p24 by a p24 antigen capture ELISA.
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Table 1
Primers for Analysis of Process of Reverse Transcription by Real-Time PCR

RT Primer Sequence (5'–3') Target sequence Reference MgCl2 Product
product (HxB2) size (bp)

Early M667 GGCTAACTAGGGAACCCACTG 42–63 6 4 mM 140
AA55 CTGCTAGAGATTTTCCACACTGAC 182–159 6

Intermediate Pol-E GATTTAACCTGCCACCTGTAGTAGC 3848–3957 7 3 mM 129
Pol-B ATGTGTACAATCTAGTTGCC 3977–3957 7

Late M667 GGCTAACTAGGGAACCCACTG 42–63 6 3 mM 204
M532 GAGTCCTGCGTCGAGAGAGC 246–176 8
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3.2. HIV-1 Infection of Permanent Cell Lines

This section describes HIV-1 infection of the T-cell lines MT2, supT1, and
H9, and promonocytic cell lines U937, HL60, and THP-1.

3.2.1. MT2 Cell Line

All X4 HIV-1 variants are able to infect the MT2 cell line efficiently (see
Note 5); therefore this cell line is used frequently to screen for these variants.

3.2.1.1. INFECTION OF MT2 CELLS

The MT2 cell line can be inoculated either by a cell-free virus stock or by
cocultivation with HIV-1-infected PHA-PBL. Dilute MT2 cells with cell line
medium to a density of 6 × 106 cells/mL. Add 0.5 mL of MT2 cells to 1 mL
virus stock or 1 × 106 HIV-1-infected PHA-PBL. Incubate the cells for 2 h at
37°C in a shaking water bath. Add 4 mL cell line medium and transfer the cells
into 25-cm2 tissue culture flasks. Place the cultures in an incubator at 37°C.
Replace 4 mL of cell culture with fresh cell line medium twice a week, and
maintain the cultures for 3 wk.

3.2.1.2. VIRUS REPLICATION AND SYNCYTIA FORMATION

HIV-1 replication in the MT2 cell line is accompanied by formation of large
syncytia, which will result in rapid cell death. Analyze the MT2 cultures for the
presence of syncytia, and take culture supernatant samples for p24 capture
ELISA twice a week.

3.2.2. Other T-Cell Lines

Other T-cell lines used to determine the tropism of HIV-1 are SupT1 and
H9. The procedures for infection of these cell lines are similar to infection of
the MT2 cell line (see Subheading 3.2.1.). SupT1 cells are susceptible to all X4
HIV-1 variants, and some R5 variants are able to replicate in this cell line as
well. Infection of H9 cells is more stringent as compared to SupT1 and MT2,
although the majority of the X4 variants are able to replicate in these cells.

3.2.3. Promonocytic Cell Lines

X4 HIV-1 variants that are able to replicate in established T-cell lines, also
replicate in promonocytic cell lines like U937, HL-60, and THP-1. Notably,
M-tropic HIV-1 variants do not replicate in these cell lines. The procedure to
determine the tropism for promonocytic cell lines is identical to the protocol
for HIV-1 infection of the MT2 cell line (see Subheading 3.2.1.).
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4. Notes
1. Human pooled serum: MDM are cultured in medium supplemented with HPS.

Batches of HPS are made by pooling serum from at least six donors and batch-to-
batch variation has been observed. Some HPS batches only allow very low HIV-
1 replication in MDM; therefore, batches should be tested before use.
Alternatively, medium supplemented with 10% FCS and 100 ng/mL M-CSF can
be used to culture MDM.

2. Donor variability: MDM obtained from different donors differ in their suscepti-
bility to HIV-1 infection. Culture conditions and cellular factors that account for
these differences are yet unknown. Therefore it is recommended to determine M-
tropism of HIV-1 variants on at least three different donors.

3. Prevention of cell loss during monocyte isolation: Monocytes adhere easily to
plastic and this might lead to cell loss during isolation and purification. This can
be prevented by the use of polypropylene tubes instead of polystyrene tubes.
Furthermore, it is recommended to use cold PBS supplemented with 0.13 M so-
dium citrate to wash the cells.

4. Cytokine treatment and HIV-1 infection of MDM: MDM are susceptible only
during a certain differentiation stage. The optimal time point of infection is do-
nor-dependent and is usually between day 5 and day 10 after the onset of the
culture. Addition of cytokines to the cultures will influence differentiation and
therefore the susceptibility to HIV-1 infections. GM-CSF, M-CSF, and IL-3 treat-
ment will enhance HIV-1 infection, whereas IL-4 and IL-10 treatment reduces
the susceptibility to HIV-1.

5. HIV-1 replication in T-cell lines and cytokine treatment: T-cell lines described in
this chapter are differentially susceptible to HIV-1 infection. The SupT1 cell line
supports replication of all X4 variants and some of the R5 variants, whereas the
MT2 cell line can be infected only by X4 variants. The H9 cell line, however,
supports replication of only a fraction of the X4 variants. Virus replication in this
cell line is sometimes hard to determine. To support virus replication in the H9
cell line, virus replication can be stimulated by the addition of cytokines such as
IL-2, IL-6, and/or TNF .
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Determination of Co-Receptor Usage of HIV-1

Hanneke Schuitemaker and Neeltje A. Kootstra

Summary
In addition to CD4, HIV-1 uses chemokine receptors for entry in their target cells.

The most important chemokine receptors in this respect are -chemokine receptor 5
(CCR5) and -chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4). Coreceptor usage is an important feature
of the biological phenotype of HIV-1 variants. In this chapter, methods are described to
determine the co-receptor usage of HIV-1 variants.

Key Words: Co-receptor; U87 cell line; CCR5; CXCR4; MT2 cell line.

1. Introduction
Already in the early days of HIV-1 research, the existence of HIV-1 variants

with different biological properties was recognized (1–3). HIV variants that
lacked the capacity to induce syncytia, and that were unable to replicate in
permanent T-cell lines were called nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI). The pres-
ence of these virus variants in an individual was associated with a slow decline
of CD4+ T cells (4). HIV-1 variants with the capacity to induce syncytia could
infect permanent T-cell lines (5). These virus variants were called syncytium-
inducing (SI). The NSI/SI nomenclature almost completely overlapped with
the slow/low and rapid/high nomenclature. The underlying mechanism for the
differential T-cell line tropism was resolved when the coreceptors for HIV were
identified that form the cellular entry complex for HIV-1 in addition to CD4
(6–9). -Chemokine receptor 5 is the co-receptor for NSI, slow/low HIV-1
variants; these variants are now indicated as R5 HIV-1 (10). -Chemokine
receptor 4 (CXCR4) is the coreceptor for SI, rapid/high HIV-1 variants; these
are now named X4 variants. Here, the currently used methods to determine
coreceptor usage of HIV-1 variants are provided.
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2. Materials

1. Cell line medium: Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM), supplemented
with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 U/mL streptomycin.

2. 96-Well tissue culture microtiter plates.
3. 24-Well tissue culture microtiter plates.
4. 25-cm2 Tissue culture flasks.
5. Sterile 10-mL pipets.
6. 0.2% Triton X-100 solution in PBS.
7. U87 cells transfected with human CD4.
8. U87-CD4 selection medium (cell line medium supplemented with G418 200

µg/mL).
9. U87 cells transfected with human CCR2.

10. U87 cells transfected with human CCR3.
11. U87 cells transfected with human CCR5.
12. U87 cells transfected with human CXCR4.
13. U87-co-receptor selection medium (cell line medium supplemented with 1 µg/

mL puromycin).
14. Antibody 12G5 directed against CXCR4.
15. Antibody 2D7 directed against CCR5.
16. Antibody 7B11 directed against CCR3.
17. Fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG.
18. PE conjugated anti-CD4 antibody.
19. MT2 cells.
20. PBMC from a donor with a CCR5 32 homozygous genotype.
21. P24 antigen capture enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
22. Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS).
23. FACS staining buffer (PBS supplemented with 1% BSA).

3. Methods

The capacity of HIV-1 variants to replicate in cell lines that specifically
express a certain coreceptor reflects the capacity of the virus variant to use that
coreceptor. For this purpose, U87 cells have been transfected with different
coreceptor genes. In addition, permanent T-cell lines express CXCR4 and not
CCR5. Replication in these T-cell lines reflects the ability to use CXCR4 (see
Note 1). Conversely, the capacity of an HIV variant to replicate in PBMC from
a donor who is homozygous for a 32-base-pair deletion in the CCR5 gene indi-
cates that HIV-1 variant replicates independent of CCR5.

3.1. Determination of Co-Receptor Usage
on Stably Transfected U87 Cell Lines

For the determination of coreceptor usage, a panel of transfected U87 cell
lines is available from the National Institutes of Health AIDS reagent program.
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These U87 cell lines are transfected with human CD4, alone or in combination
with human CCR2, CCR3, CCR5, or CXCR4. Selection pressure for maintain-
ing the co-receptor-encoding gene in the U87 cells is provided by the presence
of puromycin (1 µg/mL) in the culture medium. Selection for CD4 expression
is regularly performed by selection with G418 (200 µg/mL). Cell surface ex-
pression of coreceptors and CD4 should be routinely controlled by FACS
analysis. For this purpose, a CD4 directed PerCP conjugated antibody is avail-
able (BD). In addition, CCR5 directed FITC conjugated antibody 2D7 and
CXCR4-directed PE-conjugated antibody 12G5 are available (Pharmingen).
For FACS analysis, 2 × 105 U87 cells are incubated with saturating amounts of
the relevant antibody for 20 min at 4°C. Cells are then washed with FACS
staining buffer and finally resuspended in 200 µL of the same buffer. For each
sample, 104 cells should be analyzed on the FACS. As a negative control for
co-receptor expression, the U87 cell line transfected with only CD4 can be
used. As a negative control for the FACS analysis of CD4 expression, the
untransfected U87 cell line can be used.

The capacity of an HIV variant to use a co-receptor can be determined by
cell-free inoculation of the U87 cell lines with that variant and subsequent
monitoring of virus production. U87 cells are seeded in 96-well plates, 104

cells per well. After 24 h, medium is removed and cells are inoculated with a
minimal inoculum of 102 tissue culture infectious dose as established on phy-
tohemagglutinin (PHA)-activated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC),
in a maximum volume of 200 µL. After 24 h, the inoculum is removed and
cells are washed with PBS, which is prewarmed to 37°C. Subsequently, 200
mL fresh U87-CD4-coreceptor medium is added. At day 7 after inoculation,
50 µL of culture supernatant is harvested for analysis of HIV production in a
p24 antigen capture ELISA. U87 cells are detached by trypsinization and cells
from a single well of the original 96-well plates are transferred to a single well
of a 24-well plate. At days 10 and 14 after inoculation, 50 µL culture superna-
tant is harvested for monitoring of virus production.

3.2. Determination of CXCR4 Usage on the MT2 Cell Line

Already before the discovery of CXCR4 as a coreceptor for SI HIV-1 vari-
ants, the MT2 cell line was used for the identification of SI HIV-1 variants.
When an HIV-1 variant has the capacity to replicate in the MT2 cell line, large
syncytia are formed, and ultimately the cells in the culture die as a consequence
of the HIV-induced cytopathic effect. We now know that MT2 cells express
CD4 and CXCR4 and only X4 HIV-1 variants replicate in MT2 cells. Co-culti-
vation with MT2 is much less laborious than the U87 infection assays and MT2

cell infection is often used for the rapid screening of X4 HIV-1 variants. De-
tails on the method of MT2 infection are described in Chapter 11.
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3.3. Determination of CCR5 Dependence on PBMC of a Donor
With a CCR5 32 Homozygous Genotype

To measure the capacity of HIV-1 variants to use CXCR4 on primary cells
or the incapacity of HIV-1 to use CCR5 on primary cells, PHA-stimulated
PBMC from a donor who is homozygous for the previously described 32-base-
pair deletion in the CCR5 gene can be used. This deletion results in a frame-
shift and a premature stop codon. Consequently, functional CCR5 molecules
are absent from the cell membrane and R5 HIV-1 variants cannot infect PBMC
from donors with this genotype. Kinetics of X4 HIV-1 variant replication are
indifferent from replication on cells of a homozygous CCR5 WT donor. PBMC
activation, inoculation, and monitoring of virus replication are identical to that
described for HIV infection in CCR5 WT PBMC as described in Chapter 1.

3.4. Determination of Co-Receptor Dependence
Using Co-Receptor Antagonists

A panel of CCR5 and CXCR4 directed antagonists is currently available.
These agents can be used to inhibit replication of HIV-1 variants. The suscep-
tibility of HIV-1 variants to inhibition by these agents reflects their depen-
dence on the co-receptor that is blocked for their replication. Examples of
CXCR4 antagonists are bicyclam AMD3100 (11) and T22 peptide (12). Ex-
amples of CCR5 antagonists are SCH-C (13) and TAK779 (14).

To test the susceptibility of HIV-1 variants for co-receptor antagonist-medi-
ated inhibition, 105 PHA-stimulated PBMC or 2.5 × 104 MT2 cells should be
incubated with fivefold serial dilutions of the specific antagonists in a volume
of 50 µL for 2 h at 37°C in flat-bottom 96-well plates. To each virus clone, 10
TCID50 must be added in a total volume of 100 µL medium (IL-2 medium for
PBMC cultures and cell line medium for MT2 cultures). Every 3 to 4 d, one-
third of the MT2 cultures must be replaced with fresh cell line medium. PBMC
cultures can be maintained for 14 d and should be transferred to fresh medium
at day 7 after inoculation. Production of p24 in the culture supernatant can be
measured by ELISA at days 7 and 14 after inoculation. Each dilution of co-
receptor antagonist should be tested at least in triplicate, to allow reliable cal-
culation of inhibitory concentrations. Percent inhibition relative to control
infections should be calculated.

4. Note
1. Co-receptor usage as determined on U87 cell lines do not necessarily reflect co-

receptor usage on primary cells. HIV-1 variants that are able to use both CCR5
and CXCR4 and/or additionally CCR3 and/or CCR2 on U87 cells in general can
only use CXCR4 on primary PBMC, as was demonstrated by 100% inhibition of
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replication on primary PBMC when a CXCR4 antagonist was present. These
observations also exclude an important role for unidentified co-receptors in HIV-
1 infection of primary PBMC.
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Quantitative Evaluation of HIV and SIV Co-Receptor
Use With GHOST(3) Cell Assay

Dalma Vödrös and Eva Maria Fenyö

Summary
An assay has been established for quantitative evaluation of lentivirus coreceptor use

with the help of GHOST(3) cells. GHOST(3) cells were derived from the human os-
teosarcoma cell line, HOS, and have been engineered to stably express CD4 and one or
another of the chemokine receptors CCR3, CCR5, CXCR4, CXCR6/STRL33/Bonzo, or
the orphan receptor GPR15/BOB. The indicator cell line carries the HIV-2 long terminal
repeat-driven green fluorescence protein (GFP) gene, which becomes activated upon
infection with HIV or SIV. Viral entry is followed by Tat activation of transcription and
GFP becomes expressed. Infected cells can be detected as early as 2 or 3 d after infection
by simple fluorescence microscopic observation. The simplicity of the GHOST(3) cell
system makes it particularly suitable for screening of a large number of isolates. In addi-
tion, the efficiency of co-receptor use can be accurately quantitated with flow cytometric
analysis. Thus, the most efficiently used co-receptor of multitropic isolates can be deter-
mined. It is also possible to sensitively determine co-receptor switch of sequential iso-
lates from the same individual.

Key Words: GHOST(3); GFP; co-receptor use; quantitative assay; HIV; SIV.

1. Introduction
1.1. Co-Receptor Use of Primate Lentiviruses

The target cells of HIV and SIV are T lymphocytes. Initial events in the
entry into target cells require interactions between the viral envelope glycopro-
tein and two cellular receptors. The primary cell surface receptor for HIV and
SIV is CD4, but CD4 alone is not sufficient for infection. Secondary receptors,
called co-receptors, are also involved in virus entry (1–15). The co-receptors
belong to the G protein-coupled seven-transmembrane chemokine receptor
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family. CC- and CXC-chemokine receptors are involved in HIV and SIV en-
try. Some orphan receptors can also serve as co-receptors for virus entry.

First the virus binds to CD4. This leads to conformational changes in the
surface envelope glycoprotein (gp120) of the virus, making possible the inter-
action between the viral envelope and the coreceptor on the cell surface (16–
19). This tight binding reveals the hydrophobic fusion protein (gp41), making
it possible to reach the cell surface. Finally, the viral and the cell membrane
fuse, releasing the viral core particles in the cytoplasm. With this, the entry is
complete, and postentry steps can take place.

Co-receptor use of lentiviruses shows specific characteristics and can be
related to viral pathogenesis. CD4-independent co-receptor use of HIV and
SIV has also been observed (13,20–24).

1.2. GHOST(3) Cell Assay

GHOST(3) cells, derived from the human osteosarcoma cell line (HOS),
contain the gene of the GFP driven by the HIV-2ROD long terminal repeat (LTR)
(25). The cells have been engineered to stably express CD4, the primary recep-
tor used by HIV and SIV, and one of the chemokine receptors, CCR3, CCR5,
CXCR4, CXCR6 (formerly Bonzo/strl33/TYMSTRL), or the orphan receptor
gpr15/BOB. The parental cell line expresses CD4 but none of the co-receptors.
In case of infection, when the virus enters the cells by using CD4 and the ap-
propriate co-receptor, the viral Tat protein becomes expressed and
transactivates transcription of the GFP gene by the LTR (Fig. 1). GFP expres-
sion of infected cells is easily detected by fluorescence microscope as early as
2 or 3 d after infection. In addition, the proportion of fluorescent cells and their
fluorescence intensity can be quantitated by flow cytometry (FACS). It is also
possible to monitor productive infection by measuring the viral antigen con-
tent of culture supernatants.

1.3. Advantages of the Assay

Advantages of the GHOST(3) cell assay include the following:

• Fast screening of a large material by UV microscopic reading 2–3 d after infection.
• Quantitative evaluation of co-receptor use of multitropic isolates and determina-

tion of the most efficiently used co-receptor.
• Sensitive determination of co-receptor switch of sequential isolates (26).

2. Materials
1. Culture medium: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Life Tech-

nologies) complemented with 7.5% fetal calf serum (FCS) (Life Technologies)
and penicillin/streptomycin (25 U/mL penicillin and 25 mg/mL streptomycin;
Life Technologies) (see Note 1).
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Fig. 1. The GHOST(3) cell system.

2. To enhance infection, polybrene is added to the culture medium (2 µg/mL final
concentration) during and after infection.

3. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Life Technologies).
4. 5 mM EDTA (dissolved in PBS).
5. 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA).
6. Equipment: fluorescence microscope, flow cytometer (FACS).

3. Methods
3.1. Maintenance of Cells

The GHOST(3) cell lines are maintained in T25 flasks (see Note 2) in cul-
ture medium and incubated in a humified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37oC.
Cells are split 1:15 (1:10–1:25, depending on confluency of cells) twice a week.
First remove old culture medium from the flask, wash the cells with 2 mL PBS
and then add 0.5 mL 5 mM EDTA to the cultures. After 2–3 min treatment at
37°C detach the cells from the bottom of the flask with fresh medium and
remove to a centrifuge tube. Refill flask with 7–8 mL fresh culture medium
and add an appropriate amount of cells from the centrifuge tube (depending on
what rate the cells are split).

3.2. Infection Assay

1. Day –1: Prepare 24-well plates with 2–3 × 104 cells/well in 1 mL medium 1 d
before infection (see Note 3).

2. Day 0 (afternoon): On the day of infection replace medium with 200 µL of fresh
medium (from this step on, medium must contain polybrene) and add virus to
duplicate wells in a volume of 300 µL/well (see Note 3). Incubate plates in a
humified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37°C for 2 h. After 2 h add culture medium
up to 1 mL/well and incubate plates further at 37°C humified atmosphere with
5% CO2.
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3. Day 1 (morning): After an overnight incubation remove medium, wash cells
with 400 µL of PBS, add 1 mL of fresh medium to each well, and incubate the
plates further (humified atmosphere, 37°C, 5% CO2).

4. Day 3: Three days after infection check cultures for
• Confluence, syncytium, and cytopathicity in normal light microscope.
• Fluorescence induction in fluorescence microscope.

After observation, prepare cells from one of the parallel wells for flow
cytometry and split the remaining wells (see Note 4). Remove supernatants,
wash cells with 400 µL of PBS and add 200 µL of 5 mM EDTA to each well.
Incubate plates at 37°C for a few minutes. During this incubation period pre-
pare FACS tubes with 200 µL of 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in each tube.

When the cells detached from the plate, first split those wells that will be
kept for further incubation. For this add 800 µL of culture medium to the wells
(the wells now contain 1 mL medium altogether) and detach cells from the
wells by pipetting the medium up and down several times. Remove appropriate
amount of liquid containing cells. For example: If cells are split 1:5 in a given
well, keep 200 µL medium in the well and remove 800 µL. Finally replace the
removed medium with fresh medium. All the wells should contain 1 mL me-
dium after split. Incubate plates in humified atmosphere with 5% CO2 at 37°C.

Next, remove cells for FACS analysis from the appropriate wells. For this
use 1 mL blue tip and carefully detach the cells from the wells by pipetting
them up and down several times. Move detached cells into tubes containing
200 µL of 4% PFA (this will result 400 µL cell suspension in each tube, with
the final concentration of 2% PFA). Check the emptied wells with microscope
and make sure that all the cells are removed from the wells. Incubate samples
at 4°C in dark for at least 1 h before FACS analysis. (The cells can be analyzed
the next day.) Note 5 details safety precautions for preparing and handling
HIV infected cells on FACS.

5. Day 6: 3 d after split, check cultures again in both normal and UV light and take
supernatants from each well to determine the viral antigen content of each culture.

3.3. FACS Analysis
3.3.1. Running FACS

Select the GHOST cell population on the side scatter-forward scatter dia-
gram (step I in Fig. 2), and measure the fluorescence intensity of 1–1.5 × 104

GHOST cells (step II).

3.3.2. Calculation

The quadrant location must be adjusted for each cell line in each experiment
such that about 0.1% (0.09–0.11%) of the mock-infected cells can be found in
the upper right quadrant (region of positive cells) (see Note 6).
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Fig. 2. Steps during FACS analysis.
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Determine the proportion of fluorescence-positive cells and their fluores-
cence intensity (FI) for each infected culture (step III). Multiply these two
parameters with each other and determine fold difference from mock-infected
control cells expressing the same coreceptors (step IV):

RTCN = (FI*%)virus/(FI*%)neg.

This characteristic number, RTCN (ratio to cell negative), gives a quantita-
tive measure of the efficiency of infection.

3.3.3. Evaluation

RTCN above 10 indicates that the tested virus used the tested coreceptor.
RTCN below 5 gives a negative result.
RTCN between 5 and 10 is an indeterminate result (see Notes 7 and 8).

4. Notes
1. Antibiotics can be used for selection of stably transfected cells. CD4 gene can be

selected with gentamicin (G418), the co-receptors with puromycin, and the gene
of GFP with hygromycin. If large stock of cells is frozen and cells are not grown
for more than 4–6 wk, selection of cells with antibiotics is not necessary.

2. Cells can easily be cultured in larger volume (T75 flask) if needed.
3. The amount of infectious virus can influence the RTCN values: the more virus is

used for infection, the higher the RTCN (27). On the contrary, if the virus is too
weak or diluted too much, the most efficiently used co-receptor(s) can be identi-
fied but the use of additional (less efficiently used) co-receptor(s) may be over-
looked. The use of at least 50 TCID50 is recommended. There is no upper limit
for the amount of virus used. If strong virus is tested, however, it is recommended
to plate more cells for infection (4–5 × 104 cells/well) of those that express the
co-receptor used by the virus.

4. At d 3, when cells are split, do not treat cells with EDTA if strong cytopathic
effect is observed in any of the wells and the confluence of the cells in that well is
less than 40%. In this case, wash cells twice with 400 µL of PBS and then add 1
mL of fresh culture medium to the well. Cells that are going to be FACSed must
be treated with EDTA as in any other well.

5. Special care must be taken since HIV-infected cells for FACS analysis are pre-
pared in the safety laboratory (BL-3) and most often FACS machines are outside
the safety laboratory. For this reason please follow the following precautions:
• Change gloves in the safety laboratory before touching the FACS tubes.
• Incubate HIV-infected cells with PFA for at least 1 h before running cells on

FACS.
• Spray FACS tubes with 70% ethanol before moving them from the safety

laboratory for FACS analysis.
• Try not to touch the keyboard of the FACS machine with the same hand that

touches the FACS tubes and loads samples for analysis. Once the machine is
set one can change the samples with the left hand and handle the keyboard
with the right hand.
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• After running samples in FACS machine clean the machine: run FACSclean
(contains 1% active Cl) for 5 min at high speed, then run FACSrinse for 5
min; finally, run destilled water for 1 min. Leave the tube with water on and
close the machine.

6. The calculated RTCN value depends very much on the cutoff level of fluores-
cence intensity (the x-value of the quadrant location, Fig. 2). Therefore it is im-
portant to adjust the quadrant carefully for each cell line in each experiment.

7. Indeterminate RTCNs may result when
• Very low amount of virus (TCID50 < 10) is tested in cells expressing the

coreceptor used by the virus tested, or
• CXCR4 using viruses are tested on the parental cell line or cells expressing

receptors other than CXCR4: background level of the endogenously expressed
CXCR4 receptor on GHOST(3) cells may result in the weak induction of GFP
production in all cell lines.

8. When CXCR4 using virus is tested for coreceptor use, all cell lines can give
positive results since the GHOST(3) cells express endogenous CXCR4 on their
cell surface. There are several ways to eliminate the effect of endogenously ex-
pressed CXCR4 receptor on the GHOST(3) cell lines:
a. Isolates can be tested in the presence and absence of specific CXCR4 antago-

nists or inhibitors such as AMD3100. AMD3100 does not affect positive re-
sults obtained with coreceptors other than CXCR4 but inhibits infection via
CXCR4 thus eliminates background level of GFP induction by the endog-
enously expressed CXCR4 receptor on all cell lines (27).

b. Dilution of CXCR4-using viruses can also decrease CXCR4-background. If
virus is used in a TCID50 of about 50 in the experiments to infect the
GHOST(3) cells the background becomes negligible (27).

c. Positive RTCN valuess could also be compared with RTCN on the parental
cells: if there is at least one log difference between the RTCN on the tested
coreceptor expressing cells and the RTCN on parental cells, one can accept
that the result is positive.

9. Calculated RTCN values correlate very well with the readout of UV microscopic
observations (27).

10. Coreceptor expression: Receptor expression of all GHOST(3) cell lines was ex-
amined. CXCR4 expression was similar on each cell line, i.e., with the 12G5
monoclonal antibody. There was no difference in the level of CXCR4 expression
between the GHOST(3).CXCR4 cell line engineered to express CXCR4 and the
endogenously expressed CXCR4 on all other GHOST(3) cell lines (27). How-
ever, GHOST(3).CXCR4 cells, engineered to express CXCR4, were clearly more
efficient in supporting replication of CXCR4-using viruses than any other cell
line. It is possible that:
• There might be differences in the expression level of CXCR4 but the 12G5

antibody—which we used to determine the CXCR4 expression on the
GHOST(3) cell lines—cannot distinguish between the conformation of the
endogenous and the engineered CXCR4 on the surface of the GHOST(3) cells
(28) or
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• Even if the same level of receptors are expressed on the different cell lines,
the receptors on the GHOST(3).CXCR4 cells are functioning better than those
on the other cell lines.

Interestingly, the CCR3, CCR5, and CXCR6 levels on the
GHOST(3).CCR3, GHOST(3).CCR5, and GHOST(3).CXCR6 cell lines, re-
spectively, were comparable to the level of endogenous CXCR4 on the same
cell lines (27). However, as mentioned above, endogenous CXCR4 can be in-
hibited on these cells without any effect on the results obtained with the engi-
neered coreceptors other than CXCR4.
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Phenotypic Characterization of Blood Monocytes
From HIV-Infected Individuals

Philip J. Ellery and Suzanne M. Crowe

Summary
Monocytes play an important, yet only partly understood, role in HIV-1 pathogen-

esis. Two main subsets of peripheral blood monocytes have been described; the major
subset of monocytes are phenotypically characterized as being CD14hi/CD16–, and a
minor subset (5–15% of total monocytes in healthy individuals), which are CD14lo/
CD16hi, have been reported to be expanded in HIV-infected individuals. These
CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes differ from the majority of monocytes in a number of ways,
including the molecules expressed on their surface and how they function. Here we de-
scribe a flow-cytometric assay to identify and compare the expression of a representative
surface molecule (CCR5) on CD14hi/CD16– and CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes in small
volumes of whole blood, and methods to isolate monocyte subsets by both fluorescence-
activated cell sorting (FACS) and magnetic bead sorting.

Key Words: Flow cytometry; monocyte subsets; CD14; CD16; CCR5; whole blood
assay; FACS sorting; magnetic bead sorting.

1. Introduction
Cells of the macrophage lineage at their various stages of differentiation

play an important, yet relatively poorly understood, role in the pathogenesis of
HIV-1 infection. Monocytes are derived from myelomonocytic stem cells of
the bone marrow. They spend up to 3 d circulating in the peripheral blood
before they are recruited to tissues where they differentiate predominantly into
macrophages (1).

It is also becoming increasingly apparent that monocytes are a heteroge-
neous population of cells that may represent varying stages of differentiation
(2) or activation (3,4) and may include peripheral blood precursors of dendritic
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cells (5–9). Two main subsets of monocytes have been described based on
surface receptor expression. The majority of monocytes express high levels of
CD14 (a component of the lipopolysachharide recognition complex on mono-
cytes) on their surface, but express little or no CD16 (Fc -receptor III) (CD14hi/
CD16–). A minor subpopulation of monocytes (5–15% of total monocytes in
healthy individuals) that downregulates surface expression of CD14 and
upregulates CD16, and are therefore phenotypically described as being CD14lo/
CD16hi, was first described in 1988 (10). More recently, the CD14lo/CD16hi

monocyte subset has been shown to be expanded in individuals with sepsis
(11,12), arthritis (13), atherosclerosis (4), pulmonary alveolar proteinosis (14),
and those undergoing hemodialysis (15). Expansion of this subset to represent
up to 50% of total monocytes has also been described in HIV-infected indi-
viduals (16–18). They differ from the majority of monocytes in a number of
ways: they are slightly smaller (19); they are less phagocytically active (19);
cytokine production such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF) may be increased
(3,16,20); they are more likely to traffic through endothelial layers in vitro
(5,21,23); and they differ in surface receptor phenotype (4,6,19). The CD14lo/
CD16hi monocytes express significantly more CCR5 than the majority of
monocytes (13,22,24), and as a possibly related finding, they are more permis-
sive to HIV-1 infection in vitro (25). Furthermore, HIV-infected CD14lo/
CD16hi monocytes have been shown to infiltrate the perivascular space of
brains of patients with HIV dementia (23), suggesting a potential role in the
pathogenesis of HIV-dementia and in the development of tissue reservoirs of HIV.

In this chapter we describe a surface expression assay to identify CD14hi/
CD16– and CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes in small volumes of whole blood ob-
tained from individuals infected with HIV. This method allows further pheno-
typic characterization of the subsets (as an example, we compare the expression
of CCR5 between the two subsets using three-color flow cytometry). We de-
scribe the use of a fluorescence quantitative standards kit to determine the mean
number of CCR5 molecules on the cell surface of monocyte subsets. We also
describe a method to isolate viable CD14hi/CD16– and CD14lo/CD16hi mono-
cytes from larger volumes of blood by fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS) and from smaller volumes of blood by sorting using magnetic bead
technology.

2. Materials (see Note 1)
1. Phosphate-buffered saline without calcium and magnesium (PBS–): sterile, pH

7.0–7.5, at 4°C.
2. Ficoll-Paque Plus (Amersham Biosciences; Uppsala, Sweden, cat. no. 17-1440-

03), at room temperature.
3. FACS wash buffer: PBS– with 1% v/v fetal bovine serum (FBS) or 0.1% w/v

bovine serum albumin (BSA), at 4°C.
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4. 6-mL polypropylene round-bottom tubes with caps (FACS tubes; Becton
Dickinson Labware, Franklin Lakes, NJ, cat. no. 2063).

5. Fluorochrome conjugated monoclonal antibodies (see Table 1), stored at 4°C,
away from light.

6. FACS lysing solution (Becton Dickinson, cat. no. 349202), made fresh to 1X
solution according to manufacturer’s instructions, at room temperature.

7. Fixing solution: 3% (v/v) ultrapure formaldehyde in PBS–, made fresh, at 4°C
away from light.

8. Quantum FITC MESF kit—low level (Bangs Laboratories Inc., Fishers, IN, cat.
no. 824).

9. MACS Monocyte Isolation Kit II (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany,
cat. no. 130-091-153).

10. MACS CD16 microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec, cat. no. 130-045-701).
11. MACS LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec, cat. no. 130-042-401).
12. MidiMACS magnetic separator system (Miltenyi Biotec, cat. no. 130-042-102).

3. Methods
The methods below outline (1) the staining of monocytes within patient

whole blood to identify monocyte subsets using fluorochrome-conjugated
monoclonal antibodies, (2) flow-cytometric analysis of stained monocyte sub-
sets, (3) the isolation of viable monocyte subsets for culture in vitro by flow-
cytometric sorting, and (4) the isolation of monocyte subsets from small
volumes of blood using magnetic bead sorting.

3.1. Surface Receptor Staining of Monocytes Within Whole
Blood to Identify Monocyte Subsets (see Note 2)

Whole blood (200 µL) was transferred to four FACS tubes and cells were
washed with FACS wash and pelletted by centrifugation at 500g for 5 min at
10°C; the supernatant was removed to 1 mm above the cell pellet (leaving

Table 1
Fluorochrome-Conjugated Monoclonal Antibodies Used

Name Clone Antibody isotype Catalog no.

CD14-PE M5E2 IgG2a 555398
IgG2a-PE G155-178 IgG2a 555574
CD16-Cy 3G8 IgG1 555408
IgG1-Cy MOPC-21 IgG1 555750
CCR5(CD195)-FITC 2D7 IgG2a 555592
IgG2a-FITC G155-178 IgG2a 555573

PE: phycoerythrin; Cy: Cy-Chrome; FITC: fluoroscein isothiocyanate (all from
Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA).
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approx 200 µL of buffer). Cells in duplicate tubes were incubated with 20 µL
of CD14-PE, CD16-Cy, and CCR5-FITC; 20 µL of the isotype control anti-
bodies IgG2a-PE, IgG1-Cy, and IgG2a-FITC were added to the third tube; and
the fourth tube contained only cells without antibody. Tubes were incubated
on ice away from light for 30 min, before unbound antibodies were washed
from the cell surface using FACS wash, as above. Erythrocytes were lysed for
10 min at room temperature with 2 mL of FACS lysis buffer. Erythrocyte de-
bris and hemoglobin were removed by washing the cells three times with FACS
wash, as above. Cells were fixed with 200 µL of fixing solution at 4°C away
from light for 2–24 h before flow-cytometric analysis.

3.2. Flow-Cytometric Acquisition and Analysis

Basic principles of flow cytometry are detailed in ref. 26. We used a three-
color FACSCalibur and accompanying CELLQuest computer software (Becton
Dickinson) (see Note 3).

Using unstained cells (tube 4; see Subheading 3.1.), a putative monocyte
gate (G1) was set based on forward (size) and side (granularity) scatter charac-
teristics (Fig. 1). Background fluorescence and nonspecific staining of mono-
cytes in G1 was then assessed using cells from the same donor stained with the
isotype control antibodies (tube 3; see Subheading 3.1.). A single-parameter
histogram, gated on G1, was set on FITC (FL-1) and a “positive cell” marker
(M1) was set to include ~5% of cells (Fig. 3A). CCR5 expression on monocyte
subsets was analysed in duplicate using cells stained with CD14-PE, CD16-

Fig. 1. Major cell populations of blood after erythrocyte lysis. Three distinct cell
populations are clearly resolved by flow cytometry based on cell size (forward scatter;
FSC) and granularity (side scatter; SSC); lymphocytes (Ly), monocytes (Mo), and
granulocytes (Gr). For analysis, the putative monocyte population is gated (R1).
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Cy, and CCR5-FITC (tubes 1 and 2; see Subheading 3.1.). CD14hi/CD16– (G2)
and CD14lo/CD16hi (G3) monocytes were gated using a CD14-PE/CD16-Cy
dot-plot gated on G1 (Fig. 2). Two single-parameter histograms, gated on G2
or G3, were set on FITC (FL-1). A “positive cell” marker (M1) was set at the
same level as was set on the isotype control to calculate the net percent positive
cells for both of these histograms (Fig. 3B,C). Net mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of CCR5-FITC and net percent CCR5-positive cells was derived from
these histograms by subtracting background values of the isotype control-
stained cells.

A standard curve between 3000 and 50,000 MESF (molecules of equivalent
soluble fluorochrome) values was generated using FITC MESF beads (Quan-
tum) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. CCR5 MFI values of
CD14hi/CD16– (G2) and CD14lo/CD16hi (G3) monocytes were converted to
MESF values using the regression line generated from the standard curve (see
Note 4).

3.3. Isolation of Monocyte Subsets by FACS Sorting

Flow cytometric cell sorting may be used to isolate monocyte subsets from
blood. In this example we describe the use of a high-speed FACS sorter
(MoFlo; DakoCytomation) to isolate large numbers of CD14hi/CD16– and
CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes from HIV-seronegative buffy coats acquired from
a blood bank.

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated from buffy coats
by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (27), which generally yields 5–10 ×
108 PBMC per buffy coat. Briefly, 50 mL of blood was diluted 1:2 with PBS–

Fig. 2. Gating of monocyte subsets. Gates are set around CD14hi/CD16– (R2), and
CD14lo/CD16hi (R3) monocyte populations.
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at room temperature. Diluted blood (25 mL) was layered over 15 mL of Ficoll
and centrifuged at 914g for 20 min at room temperature. PBMC were collected
from the interface of the Ficoll and transferred to a 50-mL conical tube. PBMC
were washed with PBS– (4°C) and centrifuged once at 500g for 10 min, then
twice at 200g for 10 min, at 4°C.

Monocytes were further enriched by countercurrent elutriation to yield 5–10
× 107 enriched monocytes. Briefly, PBMC were resuspended in 10 mL FACS
wash and elutriated by loading cell into a standard chamber in a Beckman J-
Gm/E Centrifuge and JE-5-O RDTOR set at 1550g at 4°C with a pump speed

Fig. 3. Comparison of CCR5 expression on monocyte subsets. (A) Level of back-
ground fluorescence of monocytes (R1) stained with the isotype control antibody. (B)
CD14hi/CD16– monocytes (R2) show lower CCR5 expression compared to (C)
CD14lo/CD16hi (R3) monocytes.
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calibrated to 28 mL/min. Lymphocytes were depleted by allowing 1 L of PBS–
to flow through the chamber and slowly increasing the pump flow rate to 30
mL/min. Monocytes were eluted into six 50-mL tubes coated with 5 mL of
fetal bovine serum at 35 mL/min. Cells were combined and washed with FACS
wash as above, resuspended in 450 µL FACS wash, and transferred to a FACS
tube.

To identify monocyte subsets, elutriated cells were incubated with 25 µL
CD14-PE and CD16-Cy for 30 min on ice away from light. Unbound antibody
was washed from cells with FACS wash as in Subheading 3.1. and cells were
resuspended in FACS wash for sorting. A putative monocyte gate (G1) was set
based on forward and side scatter characteristics as previously shown (Fig. 1).
Typically, 90% of cells fell in this gate after the enrichment steps above.
CD14hi/CD16– and CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes were gated, as described (Fig.
2) and were sorted into FACS tubes on ice which are coated with 500 µL of
fetal bovine serum.

This process typically yields 1–4 × 106 CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes. Sorted
monocytes using this method were more than 95% viable as judged by Trypan
blue exclusion, and remained adherent to plastic tissue culture plates for at
least 14 d when cultured in Iscove’s modified Dulbecco medium supplemented
with 10% (v/v) heat-inactivated AB+ human serum (see Note 5), 2 mM L-
glutamine, and 50 µg/mL gentamicin on plastic tissue culture plates at 37°C in
a humidified CO2 incubator.

3.4. Isolation of Monocyte Subsets by Magnetic Bead Sorting (see Note 6)

Here we describe a method to isolate monocyte subsets from small volumes
of blood using MACS magnetic bead technology. The MACS Monocyte Isola-
tion Kit II (Miltenyi Biotec) is a negative isolation kit that consists of a
biotinylated antibody cocktail against CD3, CD7, CD16, CD19, CD56, CD123,
and CD235a to deplete T cells, B cells, granulocytes, NK cells, dendritic cells,
platelets, and erythrocytes. Antibody-bound cells are depleted with antibiotin-
coated magnetic beads by placing bead-coated cells through a magnetic col-
umn assembly. CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes are then positively selected from
the total monocyte fraction using directly conjugated CD16 microbeads
(Miltenyi Biotec), leaving the CD14hi/CD16– in the negative fraction.

PBMC (typically 1.5–2.5 × 107) were isolated from 9 mL of EDTA antico-
agulated whole blood by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (see Subhead-
ing 3.3.). Monocytes were negatively selected using the MACS Monocyte
Isolation Kit II (Miltenyi Biotec) according to the manufacturer’s directions. A
typical yield was 1–4 × 106 monocytes.

CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes were positively selected from whole monocytes
using the CD16 microbeads according to the manufacturer’s directions to yield
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typically 1–4 × 105 CD14lo/CD16hi monocytes. Monocyte subsets were shown
to be more than 95% pure as judged by flow-cytometric analysis using CD14-
PE and CD16-Cy antibodies.

4. Notes
1. Sodium azide (0.1% w/v) may be added to the FACS wash buffer as a preserva-

tive and an inhibitor of nonspecific internalization of antibody. Monocytes are
highly adherent to plastics; therefore it is important to keep buffers, tubes, and
cells cold where possible. Monocytes are less adherent to polypropylene FACS
tubes compared with polystyrene tubes and the former is therefore preferable.
Fluorochrome-conjugated monoclonal antibodies should be stored at 4°C away
from light. Methanol/ethanol-free formaldehyde should be used for fixation to
avoid dehydration of cells. Caution: formaldehyde is carcinogenic, highly toxic,
and an irritant.

2. We suggest collecting blood in tubes containing EDTA as the anticoagulant for
surface expression assays of monocyte subsets, as we have found CD16 expres-
sion on monocytes is upregulated over 24 h at room temperature if blood is col-
lected in lithium heparin or ACD. As, EDTA has also been shown to inhibit
phagocytosis by monocytes (28), the anticoagulant must be chosen to suit the
specific requirements of the experiment.

3. Multiparameter flow cytometry using fluorochrome-conjugated monoclonal an-
tibodies, which stain monocyte populations within whole blood, has many ad-
vantages over preenrichment steps such as density gradient centrifugation: the
assay is quicker, it is cheaper, and it avoids changes that may occur to surface
molecule expression by preenrichment steps. Whole-blood analysis of rare cell
populations typically generates large data files and investigators should ensure
that analysis computers are able to support such files. Flow cytometers may be
calibrated and compensated using commercially available fluorescently labeled
beads (e.g., CALIBRITE beads; Becton Dickinson), but settings should be
checked using single-color-stained cells, as fluorescence characteristics of mono-
cytes, especially from HIV-infected individuals, differs significantly from beads.

4. MFI is a useful tool to compare relative levels of expression of a given molecule
between two cell populations, but does not determine the precise number of mol-
ecules that are expressed. MESF values may be generated comparing fluores-
cence levels on cells to beads conjugated with known dilutions of fluorochrome.

5. Alternatively, RPMI-1640 medium and FBS may be used to culture monocytes.
6. The disadvantages of FACS sorting when only a small volume of blood is avail-

able are significantly reduced yield due to coincidence/abortion rates associated
with all FACS sorting, and only one sample may be sorted at a time. Magnetic
bead sorting provides a simple, rapid method in which multiple samples may be
processed simultaneously with a yield nearing 100%. The disadvantage of mag-
netic bead technology is that it is expensive for the isolation of a large numbers of
cells, beads cannot be removed from the surface of monocytes once bound, and
monocytes may be activated upon contact with beads. The MACS beads have the
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advantage over other beads such as Dynabeads (Dynal) as they are small enough
(50 nm) to not interfere with downstream applications such as flowcytometry or
light microscopy. Despite containing an antibody against CD16, CD14lo/CD16hi

monocytes are not depleted by the Monocyte Isolation Kit II. It is presumed that
CD16 receptor density on monocytes is too low to be effectively depleted with
this kit. CD14hi/CD16– monocytes may still contaminate the CD14lo/CD16hi

monocyte fraction. This may be due to a difference in the sensitivity of CD16-
binding with MACS beads versus CD16-detection by flow cytometry, or may be
due to blocking of CD16 antibody binding due to the binding of the CD16
microbeads.
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Methods to Determine HIV-1 Ex Vivo Fitness

Awet Abraha, Ryan M. Troyer, Miguel E. Quiñones-Mateu, and Eric J. Arts

Summary
The fitness of human immunodeficiency virus type-1 (HIV-1) appears to be an im-

portant piece of the puzzle in understanding the global HIV-1 epidemic and disease pro-
gression in infected individuals. We have developed a dual infection/competition assay
followed by a sensitive heteroduplex tracking assay (HTA) to measure the relative fit-
ness of any HIV-1 isolate. Differences in fitness between wild-type and drug-resistant
HIV-1 isolates can also be used as indicators of the emergence of drug-resistant isolates.
This chapter describes the methods utilized to measure viral fitness (relative replicative
capacity) during growth competition experiments. HTA is used to evaluate the produc-
tion of HIV-1 variants in a competition, which can then be used to estimate ex vivo viral
fitness.

Key Words: HIV-1; ex vivo fitness; quasispecies; HTA; PBMC.

1. Introduction
Many RNA viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-

1), have the ability of evading host immune response and antiviral therapy due
to rapid turnover (1010 viral particles/day in an HIV-infected individual), high
mutation rate, and high frequency of recombination. This rapid change in HIV-
1 evolution will undoubtedly affect the replication kinetics or “fitness” of the
virus. Fitness, defined as an organism’s replicative capacity/adaptability in a
given environment (1), is a multilayered parameter when applied to the impact
of this virus on disease or the epidemic. The most rigorous tests of relative
viral fitness involve competitions between two or more viral strains in tissue
culture and were initially utilized to study fitness/evolution of various RNA
viruses (e.g., vesicular stomatitis virus [VSV]) (1,2). It was recently discov-
ered with HIV-1 that drug-resistant mutations reduced replication efficiency
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(3–5) and that ex vivo HIV-1 fitness was directly related to disease progression
(6). Based on these studies it appears that HIV-1 fitness varies in different
environments; however, the fitness in micro- and macroenvironments may be
interrelated but not necessarily consequential (5). For example, the ability of
virus to replicate in human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (de-
fined as ex vivo fitness [5,6]) may be related to virus production by these same
cells in the blood of an infected human host. However, other factors such as
immune response and host genetics will influence viral loads, select for differ-
ent HIV-1 clones, and thus, alter fitness during disease. Nonetheless it appears
that HIV-1 fitness is one of the strongest predictors of disease progression (6,7).

In the context of HIV-1 evolution and distribution in the epidemic, it ap-
pears that HIV-1 subtype C isolates are less fit than any other group M strain in
PBMC cultures (6). However, HIV-1 subtype C has emerged as the predomi-
nant subtype in the world. HIV can be classified into three groups, M, N, and
O, of which group M is further subdivided into at least nine subtypes (A through
J) and 15 circulating recombinant forms (CRF01–CRF15). Based on early re-
ports, it is important to study the role of HIV fitness and evolution in the AIDS
epidemic.

This chapter describes and illustrates the competition assay for PBMCs used
to measure the ex vivo fitness of any HIV-1 isolates. PBMC can also be substi-
tuted for other primary cells (e.g., Langerhans cells, macrophages, T cells) (8)
or cell lines (e.g., MT2) (6). Production of two HIV-1 isolates in a competition
is analyzed by a heteroduplex tracking assay (HTA) and compared to initial
inocula to calculate the relative fitness value for each isolate in a competition.
Figure 1 illustrates the strategies employed for the growth competition, poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR), and HTA analysis. The techniques have been
optimized to provide reliable and accurate estimates of ex vivo fitness for
nearly any primary or laboratory HIV strain that is classified as group M strain.

Fig. 1. (opposite page) Illustrations of HIV-1 competition experiments and HTA
method for dual virus detection and fitness calculations. (A) Demonstrates growth
competition assay, in which virus is added alone or in pairs to phytohemagglutinin
(PHA) and interleukin-2-treated peripheral blood mononuclear cells at the desired
multiplicity of infection (MOI). (B) Extracted DNA polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
amplified from dual or mono-infections with conserved HIV-1 env primers. (C) DNA
heteroduplexes derived from the monoinfections are resolved on a nondenaturing poly-
acrylamide gel and used to identify isolates found in the HTA derived from the dual
infection. Phosphor-imager analysis is used to quantify each heteroduplex and deter-
mine the relative production of each virus in the dual infection. Formulas for calculat-
ing relative production of each virus in a dual competition and for measuring the fitness
difference between the two isolates are also provided.
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Techniques to study the fitness of more diverse HIV and simian immunodefi-
ciency viruses (SIV) are available on request.

2. Materials
2.1. PMBC Stimulation

1. Biohazard level 2 safety facility.
2. HIV-seronegative whole blood donor (preferably same donor for the entire ex-

periment).
3. Ficoll-Paque.
4. RPMI-1640–2 mM L-glutamine supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(FBS), 10 mM HEPES buffer, 100 U of penicillin/mL, 100 µg of streptomycin/
mL, and 2 µg of phytohemagglutinin (PHA; Invitrogen)/mL (complete medium I).

5. 37°C incubator supplemented with 5% CO2.

2.2. Virus Titration and Growth Competition Assay
1. Virus supernatant to be used for titration.
2. PHA-stimulated PBMCs (need approx 2.4 × 106 cells per virus titration).
3. RMPI-1640–2 mM L-Glutamine (medium I).
4. RPMI-1640–2 mM L-glutamine supplemented with 10% FBS, 10 mM HEPES

buffer, 1 ng of recombinant interleukin-2 (IL-2; Invitrogen)/mL, 100 U of peni-
cillin/mL, 100 µg of streptomycin/mL, and 2 µg of PHA (Invitrogen)/mL com-
plete medium II).

5. Phosphate-buffered saline sterile for tissue culture.
6. 48- and 96-well flat-bottom microtiter plates.
7. Multichannel pipet.
8. RT master mix: 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 75 mM KCl, 2 mM dithiothreitol

(DTT), 5 mM MgCl2, 5 µg/mL of poly(rA), 6.25 µg/mL oligo(dT), 0.5%(v/v)
NP40; make 1-mL aliquots and store at –20°C to –70°C indefinitely.

9. 10 mCi/mL -32P dTTP (Perkin Elmer, cat. no. NEG-505A (>400 Ci/mmol).
10. DEAE Filtermat for use with 1450 MicroBeta (96-well format) (Perkin Elmer,

cat. no. 1450-522).
11. 1X saline-sodium citrate (SSC).

2.3. PCR of HIV-1 env Gene (C2–V3 Region 0.48 kb)
1. QIAamp DNA blood kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 51106).
2. Primers:

a. External ENVB AGAAAGAGCAGAAGACAGTGGCAATGA
ED14 TCTTGCCTGGAGCTGTTTGATGCCCCAGAC

b. Nested E80 CCAATTCCCATACATTATTGTG
E125 CAATTTCTGGGTCCCCTCCTGAGG

3. 10 mM dNTP mix (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP).
4. Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL) and buffer.
5. RNase/DNase-free H2O.
6. Agarose.
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7. QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, cat. no. 28104).

2.4. Primer Labeling and PCR Amplifying env Gene (C2–V3 Region,
0.48 kb) of HIV-1 Strains to Make Probes

1. Preferably use up to three specific HIV-1 strain probe DNA for each competition.
2. 10 mCi/mL -32P dATP (3000 Ci/mmol) (Perkin Elmer, cat. no. NEG-002A).
3. T4 polynucleotide kinase and 5X forward reaction buffer.
4. Phenol/chloroform/isoamylalcohol.
5. G-25 spin columns (Pharmacia, cat. no. 27-5325-01).

2.5. HTA for Detection of env Fragments

1. DNA annealing buffer: 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.8), 100 mM NaCl, and 2 mM
EDTA.

2. 10X nondenaturing gel shift buffer: 0.25 M Tris-HCl, 1.9 M electrophoresis-grade
glycine (Bio-Rad, cat. no. 161-0718), 10 mM EDTA. Make 1 L solution and
store at 4°C.

3. 30% Acrylamide/bis solution 29:1 (3.3%C) (Bio-Rad cat. no. 161-0156).
4. TEMED (Bio-Rad, cat. no. 161-0800).
5. 10% (w/v) Ammonium persulfate (APS). Make 50-mL aliquots and store at 4°C

up to 2 mo.
6. PROTEAN II XI electrophoresis system (Bio-Rad).
7. Gel shift HTA loading buffer: 5 mL glycerol, 0.03 g Tris-HCl, 5 µL 1 M DTT,

0.25% bromophenol blue, 0.25% xylene cyanol in a final volume of 10 mL. Make
1-mL aliquots and store at –20°C.

8. Whatman chromatography paper (Fisher, cat. no. 05-716-3F).

3. Methods

All incubations are done at 37°C with 5% CO2 unless stated otherwise.

3.1. PMBC Isolation and Stimulation

Isolate PMBC from heparin-treated venous blood of HIV-seronegative do-
nor by Ficoll-Paque grade centrifugation. Expected yield of PBMC is 1–2 
106 cells/mL of whole blood (see Note 1).

1. Resuspend pelleted PBMC in the appropriate volume of complete medium II to
yield a final cell concentration of approx 1 × 106 cells/mL and incubate for 48 h.

2. 48 h poststimulation; evaluate cell number and viability of cells by trypan blue
exclusion.

3. Centrifuge the cells for 5 min at 1200g at room temperature. Discard the superna-
tant and save the pellet

4. Resuspend the cell pellet with freeze medium (10% DMSO, 70% fetal bovine
serum, 20% RMPI-1640–2 mM L-glutamine) to achieve a final cell concentration
of 2 × 106 cells/mL.
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5. Make a 1-mL aliquot of resuspended cells in cryovials.
6. Freeze cells at –80°C for short-term storage and in liquid nitrogen freezer for

long-term storage (see Note 2).

3.2. Virus Titration

Tissue culture dose for 50% infectivity (TCID50) of propagated viruses or
patient plasma is calculated by utilizing the accumulative Reed and Muench
method (Fig. 2).

The following steps should be performed in a biohazard level 2 safety facility.

3.2.1. TCID50 Infections (see Note 3)

1. Retrieve the cryovials containing frozen cells and thaw by immersing the bottom
half of the vials in a 37°C water bath and swirl the tube until cells are thawed.

2. In a tissue culture hood, spray the outside of the vials with 70% ethanol. Open
vial and resuspend cells with complete medium II by using a sterile pipet to an
approximate cell concentration of 1 × 106 cells/mL. Transfer the cells to a sterile
conical tube; you may consolidate multiple vials.

3. Centrifuge resuspended cells for 5 min at 1200g at room temperature.
4. Discard the supernatant and resuspend pelleted cells in media to an approximate

cell concentration of 1 × 106 cells/mL. Transfer to a tissue culture flask and incu-
bate for 2–3 d.

5. On day 2 or 3 after stimulation of cells, while the cells are still in a logarithmic
phase of growth, count viable cells by trypan blue exclusion.

6. Using a multichannel pipettor, plate 96-well flat-bottom plates with 100,000 cells
per well in a total volume of 150 µL. 24 Wells are required for each virus to be
titrated (8 dilutions in triplicate; see Fig. 1).

7. Once cells are plated, place into incubator until infection.
8. Thaw and make 10-fold serial dilutions of virus supernatants in medium I (see

Fig. 1 and Note 4).
9. In triplicate: add 100 µL of each serial dilution to the appropriate wells in the 96-

well plate containing PBMC (see Fig. 1). Leave some wells uninfected for nega-
tive controls and incubate.

10. 72 h postinfection, spin down plates and carefully harvest 150 µL off of the cell-
free supernatant and discard appropriately.

11. Add 150 µL of complete medium II and incubate.
12. Using a multichannel pipettor, harvest 25 µL of cell-free supernatant on days 6,

8, 10, and 12 postinfection and store in –80°C freezer to be used for RT activity
assay (see Note 5).

3.2.2. Reverse Transcriptase Activity Measurement
Reverse transcriptase assay measures the activity of the RT enzyme present

in HIV supernatant. The RT mix contains the necessary substrate to drive HIV
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RT activity. This step requires the use of both radioactivity and biological agent
(HIV) at the same time. You must have the proper training and certification to
work with radioactive and biological agents.

1. Thaw harvested virus supernatants at room temperature.
2. Aliquot 10 µL of the 25-µL supernatant into 96-well round-bottom microtiter plates.
3. Aliquot 10 µL of positive control (supernatant previously known to have positive

RT activity) and negative control (supernatant from uninfected PBMC) in duplicate.
4. Add 1 µL of fresh 10-mCi/mL [ -32P]-dTTP per mL of RT mix (see Subheading

2.2.).
5. Using a multichannel pipettor, add 25 µL of the labeled RT mix into each well

containing 10 µL cell-free supernatant and incubate at 37°C incubator overnight.

Caution: Tips used to load radioactive RT mix into wells containing super-
natant may possess two biohazards (HIV and 32P radionucleotide) and must be
discarded properly. Generally it is best to drop the labeled RT mix into the
wells and completely avoid touching the virus. The tips can then be discarded
as solid radioactive waste. If contaminations by both biohazard agents occur,
you must aspirate bleach into the tips and discard the bleach as liquid and the
tips as solid radioactive waste (1).

After more than 2 h incubation with the RT master mix, any HIV will be
rendered noninfectious by the NP40 detergent in the mix. The remaining steps
can be performed on the bench top employing appropriate radiation safety
measures.

6. After the overnight incubation, using the multichannel pipettor, blot 10 µL of the
reaction mixture from each well onto the 96-well format DEAE filtermat (see
Subheading 2.2.1.). It is best to avoid touching the paper with the pipet tips to
prevent tearing of the filtermat.

7. Allow the filtermat to dry (~10 min). Wash the filtermat five times with 1X SSC
solution and twice with 85% ethanol by rocking in a shaker platform for 5 min
each. The SSC wash liquid waste must be discarded as radioactive waste, but the
ethanol washes can be discarded as regular waste.

8. Allow filters to dry, wrap with Saran wrap and expose overnight onto autorad-
iography film (Kodak BioMax MR).

9. Develop the film and use along with quantitative data to calculate TCID50 (see
Note 6).

10. To generate quantitative data, count the filters with a Matrix 96 -counter
(Packard, Meriden, CT) (see Note 7).

11. The 50% tissue culture infective dose values can then be calculated for each virus
using the Reed-Muench technique (1).

12. The Reed-Muench accumulative calculation method yields the TCID50 value as
infectious units per milliliter (IU/mL).
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3.3. Growth Competition Assay

Once the infectious titers of the viruses are determined, the next step is to calculate
the multiplicity of infection (MOI) for the experimental conditions. MOI is the ratio
between the number of infectious units (IU) to the number of cells. Most competi-
tions/dual infections are best performed with an MOI ranging between 0.001 and
0.0001. Recombination between two isolates in a dual infection is lower if the MOI is
at the lower range. This is owing to the low-frequency event of recombination within
the C2–V3 region and is below the limit of detection by the HTA analysis (2).

MOI = IU/cell

TCID50 = IU/mL

1. Stimulate PBMC by following the process described in (see Subheading 3.2.1.,
steps 1–5 and Note 8).

2. Plate 48-well plates with 200,000 cells per well (final volume after infection
with virus is 500 µL).

3. Infect PBMC with virus at the desired MOI for the experiment. Each virus can
be added in pairs for dual infections and alone for monoinfections.

4. Also leave uninfected cultures to be used as HIV-negative control. All infec-
tions should be done in duplicate.

5. Once the infections are performed, add amount needed to bring the final volume
of each well to 500 µL (use complete medium II) and incubate.

6. 48 h postinfection, aspirate supernatant and wash cells with 1X PBS.
7. Resuspend cells in complete medium II to final volume of 500 µL per well.
8. 5 d postinfection, harvest 250 µL from each well (save 25 µL and store at –80°C

and discard the rest). Replenish with 250 µL of complete medium II.
9. Harvest 25 µL of cell-free supernatant from the cultures on days 7, 9, and, if

necessary, 11 and 13 (see Note 9).
10. Screen for reverse transcriptase activity by using the procedure described in Sub-

heading 3.2.2. for each harvest day.
11. Once peak virus production is observed by RT activity assay, harvest cells and

supernatant as indicated below.
12. Transfer supernatant containing cells into 1.5-mL Eppendorf tubes and centri-

fuge in a microcentrifuge at 12,000g for 5 min (see Note 10).
13. Transfer the supernatant into a cryovial and store at –80°C.
14. You may freeze the pelleted cells at –80°C or can proceed to the subsequent

steps right away.

3.4. PCR of HIV-1 env Gene (C2–V3 Region, 0.48 kb)

Store isolated DNA and PCR amplified DNA in –20°C freezer between experi-
ments and for long-term storage.

1. Use QIAamp DNA blood kit to isolate proviral DNA from the pelleted cells of
the competition assay.
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2. Perform external and nested PCR for each dual and mono infected proviral DNA.
See Subheading 2.3. for primer sequences.
a. External PCR: 50 µL PCR reaction

Prepare a master mix containing 5 µL 10X PCR buffer (with 1.5 mM final
MgCl2), 0.75 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 1.5 µL EnvB (10 pmol/µL), 1.5 µL ED14
(10 pmol/µL), 0.25 µL Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL), and 36 µL water. Add
45 µL of master mix to each tube containing 5 µL of proviral DNA. PCR-
amplify with the following conditions: 94°C 4 min, [94°C 30 s, 55°C 30 s,
72°C 1 min] × 35 cycles, and 4°C hold.

b. Nested PCR: 100 µL PCR reaction.
Prepare a master mix containing 10 µL 10X PCR buffer (with 1.5 mM final
MgCl2), 1.5 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 3 µL E80 (10 pmol/µL), 3 µL E125 (10 pmol/
µL), 0.5 µL Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL), and 72 µL water. Add 90 µL of
mastermix to each tube containing 10 µL of external PCR product. Amplify
with the same PCR conditions as in the external PCR.

3. Run 5 µL of each nested PCR product (plus loading dye) on a 1% denaturing
agarose gel alongside a molecular weight marker.

4. Once the correct size PCR product is identified (0.48 kb), purify the remaining
95 µL of nested PCR product by using QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen)
(see Note 11).

3.5. Primer Labeling and PCR Amplifying env Gene (C2–V3 Region,
0.48 kb) of HIV-1 Strains to Make Probes

The next step is radiolabeling the nested sense primer (E80) to make probes
for heteroduplex tracking assay.

1. Prepare a reaction mixture of 20 µL E80 (10 pmol/µL), 10 µL of 5X forward
reaction buffer, 3 µL T4 PNK, 3 µL -32P dATP (3000 Ci/mmol, 10 mCi/mL),
and 14 µL of water. Incubate at 37°C for 60 min.

2. Vortex G-25 column resin, loosen cap, and snap off the bottom.
3. Place column onto 1.5-mL tube and spin at 2000g for 1 minute. Place the column

into a new 1.5-mL tube, being careful not to disturb the resin. Discard the tube
containing the eluted solution from the column.

4. After the 60-min primer labeling incubation, add 100 µL of phenol/chloroform/
isoamylalcohol, vortex, and spin in a microcentrifuge for 5 min at ~12,000g.

5. Harvest aqueous (top) phase and apply onto the prepared G-25 column.
6. Spin column at 2000g for 2 min.
7. Discard column and save the eluted primer reaction. Wave the tube over a Geiger

hand counter to make sure there is labeled primer in the tube.

The next step is the utilization of the labeled primer to make HIV DNA
probes for HTA. It is best to have up to three HIV strain DNA to use as probes.
If possible, use plasmids containing the env region from various HIV strains to
make probes.
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8. Make a 100-µL PCR reaction in a tube for each HIV plasmid or HIV proviral
DNA to be used as probe. Each reaction tube should contain 10 µL 10X PCR
buffer (with 1.5 mM final MgCl2), 1.5 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 7 µL -32P dATP la-
beled E80 (4 pmol/µL), 3 µL E125 (10 pmol/µL), 0.5 µL Taq DNA polymerase
(5 U/µL), and 72 µL water plus 2–10 µL of HIV DNA. (Adjust the volumes
accordingly.) Use same PCR-amplifying conditions used previously.

9. Run radiolabeled PCR-amplified probes (0.48 kb) on 1% denaturing gel and pu-
rify using a QIAquick gel extraction kit (Qiagen). Use a Geiger hand counter to
measure the radioactive probe.

3.6. Heteroduplex Tracking Assay for Detecting env Fragments
1. Before starting the HTA analysis, the amplified nested PCR products from the

competitions must be equalized. Quantitate each band on the agarose gel using a
program such as Kodak 1D. Adjust PCR product concentration with water to be
able to add equal volume per HTA reaction.

2. Using the Protean II xi (Bio-Rad) or similar electrophoresis system, pour a 0.75-
mm-thick 6% gel (8% for higher resolution; see Table 1 for recipe). Use 15-well
comb.

3. Prewarm gel for 2 h at 200 V and make the reactions for HTA during the pre-run.
4. Each HTA reaction should contain 10 µL of nested PCR product, 1 µL of 10X

annealing buffer, 1 µL of probe reaction (~300–400 CPM final or 0.1 pmol per
reaction). You should also have a probe-alone reaction in which you add water
instead of PCR product.

5. Heat samples at 95°C 3 min, 37°C 5 min, 4°C hold.
6. Place the reaction mixtures on wet ice (see Note 12).
7. Add 3 µL of HTA loading dye into each tube, vortex and spin at 12,000g and

place on wet ice until loading.
8. After the gel has prewarmed, pull out the comb and thoroughly clean out the

wells (see Note 13).
9. Load the entire HTA reaction mix into the wells and let the gel settle for about 10

min before running it. For each dual competition, it is best to run the respective
monoinfections alongside to make visualization and analysis simpler.

Table 1
Recipes for Making Nondenaturing Gel Shift Acrylamide Gels for HTAs

Stock solution Final acrylamide concentration in gel (%)a

                                                                                6% 8%

30% Acrylamide/bis solution 29:1 5 mL 6.7 mL
10X nondenaturing gel shift buffer 2.5 mL 2.5 mL
Deionized H2O 17.5 mL 15.8 mL
10% (w/v) APS 500 µL 500 µL
TEMED 30 µL 30 µL

aThis recipe is sufficient for pouring 0.75 mm, 16 × 14 gel plates.
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10. Run gel at 200 V for ~4 h (6% gel) or until the second dye marker (xylene cyanol)
gets to the bottom of the plate.

11. Take down the gels and blot onto Whatman chromatography paper.
12. Wrap it with Saran wrap and dry on a gel dryer at 85°C for 45 min.
13. Expose the gels overnight onto a phosphor imager screen.
14. Scan the screen on a phosphor imager and proceed to analysis (see Note 14).
15. Optional: Expose gel onto autoradiograph (Kodak MR) overnight with an inten-

sifying screen.

3.7. HTA Analysis for Estimation of Viral Fitness (see Note 15)

This method describes how to estimate fitness (replicative capacity) of a
virus based on competition experiments using equal MOIs of each virus. Refer
to Fig. 2 for a representative HTA of one competition and the formula for
calculating relative viral fitness.

Suppose we’re competing virus A with virus B at equal ratio of MOI.
Initial inoculum = 0.5 (this will change if using various ratios of MOI)

Fig. 2. Determining the tissue culture dose for 50% infectivity of HIV-1 culture
supernatants. (A) Schematic illustration of the 10-fold serial dilution step for virus
titration. (B) 100,000 cells/well are plated as illustrated in the figure. Fill the wells
marked X with 250 µL of PBS (to reduce rate of evaporation). Infect cells by adding
100 µL of the serially diluted virus (as well as undiluted) as depicted in the figure.
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1. Determine production of individual HIV isolate in a dual infection, Ws(A) for
virus A and Ws(B) for virus B. This is done by dividing the production of an
isolate in a dual infection by its production in a monoinfection (see Note 16).

2. Calculate total virus production in a dual infection (WT) by adding Ws(A) + Ws(B).
3. Calculate relative fitness for each isolate in a competition as follows.

• Relative fitness of virus A
W(A) = [Ws(A)/(WT)]/initial inoculum.

• Relative fitness of virus B
W(B) = [Ws(B)/(WT)]/initial inoculum

4. To measure the fitness difference between two isolates in a competition (WD),
determine the ratio of relative fitness values of each HIV variant in the competi-
tion as follows.
• WD = WM/WL.

WM and WL correspond to the relative fitness of the more and less fit virus,
respectively.

Refer to Fig. 2 for a demonstration of viral fitness calculation.

4. Notes

1. Before beginning this experiment, it is very important to plan ahead. When iso-
lating PBMC, make sure you estimate total PBMC need for the entire experiment
(i.e., virus titration, subsequent competitions).

2. For successful cryopreservation and recovery of cells, it is best to freeze the cells
by utilizing freezing containers (Fisher cat. no. 15-350-50) that cool cells at
–1°C/min.

3. Prior to performing virus titration, make multiple aliquots of the virus stocks and
freeze at –80°C or in liquid nitrogen. It is generally best to make small-volume
aliquots (200–500 µL) to avoid wasting.

4. For titrating multiple viruses, you may use 48-well plates for making serial dilutions.
5. Harvesting directly into 96-well plates makes it possible to use a multichannel

pipettor when setting up RT activity assay.
6. Visualizing the filter on an X-ray film helps identify any potential irregularities

that may have occurred due to spotting or washing (i.e., background level) as
well as help verify the numerical data that accompanies it.

7. Alternatively, you can cut out the radioactive areas that represent each spot from
the filters and count in a liquid scintillation counter. It’s also possible to read it
on a phosphor imager screen to generate numerical data.

8. It is important to note that the TCID50 assay and competition assays are per-
formed with PBMC from the same donor and blood draw.

9. The competitions may be kept in culture for up to 14 d depending on the type of
viruses used. For example, syncytium-inducing (SI) or X4 tropic viruses may
take shorter duration to replicate than nonsyncytium-inducing (NSI) or R5 tropic
viruses resulting in peak RT activity on days 7–9 postinfection, whereas NSI
viruses may exhibit peak RT activity on days 11–14 postinfection.
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10. Use 1-mL filter tips to aspirate cells and supernatant and you can use the tip to
gently scrape off the cells that may have adhered to the wells.

11. The supernatant may be used for further analysis such as viral RNA purification.
12. It is possible to skip the PCR purification step if the nested PCR products look

clean. If you observe nonspecific bands, QiaQuick gel purification step should be
performed.

13. Rapid cooling facilitates the formation of stable hereroduplexes between highly
divergent env fragments. This aids in the formation of more heteroduplexed frag-
ments compared to the more stable homoduplexes.

14. Excess gel particles in the wells can alter DNA migration and it is important to
level the wells. To clean out excess gels that might have remained in the wells,
cut out a spacer (0.75 mm) into a size that can fit in the wells. You can use this
“gel cleaning tool” to peel off gel particles stuck in the wells and follow with a
syringe and a 21-gage needle to wash off the gel particles.

15. We found it easier to visualize the gels on an X-ray film as supposed to phos-
phor-imager. You can use the X-ray film to aid in the analysis of the phosphor-
imager scan.

16. Evaluate virus production in competition relative to production in the
monoinfection controls for any differences in probe binding.
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A Yeast Recombination-Based Cloning System
to Produce Chimeric HIV-1 Viruses
and Express HIV-1 Genes

Dawn M. Moore, Eric J. Arts, Yong Gao, and Andre J. Marozsan

Summary
Differential phenotypes or properties of HIV-1 gene products in primary virus iso-

lates are difficult to assess due to interference by the high degree of sequence variation
across the entire genome. Thus, chimeric viruses provide a powerful tool to study the
function of single gene products or genetic elements in the context of a neutral viral
genomic backbone. In this chapter, we describe how to produce HIV-1 chimeric viruses
utilizing a yeast-based homologous recombination cloning technique to insert env se-
quences first into a yeast cloning vector and then into the common pNL4-3 virus back-
bone. This technique is not limited to the env gene, but can be used to build chimeric
viruses with any HIV-1 gene or genetic element. This cloning technique involves the use
of a shuttle vector that can replicate in yeast and bacterial cells. Along with acting as a
shuttle vector for subsequent subcloning into pNL4-3, this construct pRec/env can also
be used to express to the env gene product, gp120/gp41, on the surface of mammalian
cells. The chimeric viruses produced by this cloning method are capable of undergoing
multiple rounds of replication and are therefore very useful to study drug sensitivity,
coreceptor usage, and viral fitness as influenced by a single gene or gene fragment of a
primary HIV-1 isolate from any group M subtype.

Key Words: Yeast; recombination; transformation; chimeric virus; HIV-1; shuttle
vector.

1. Introduction
Chimeric viruses provide a powerful tool to study the function of single

gene products or genetic elements in the context of a neutral viral genomic
backbone. HIV-1 isolates can be classified as one of three groups, M, N, and
O, of which M is further subdivided into 10 subtypes (A–J) and at least 15
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stable recombinant forms (CRF01–CRF 15). HIV-1 subtypes differ the most in
the envelope (env) gene that encodes for the glycoproteins and mediates HIV-
1 entry into the host cell. As described here, the yeast recombination/gap repair
technique was adopted by our laboratory to clone diverse genetic elements into
a common HIV-1 backbone, i.e., a technique more amenable to cloning di-
verse genetic elements than restriction endonuclease-based cloning methods.

For HIV-1, utilization of chimeric viruses is often a necessity when trying to
access the effects of specific genetic elements on phenotype, as genomic se-
quence diversity can vary up to 30%. For example, the best way to examine
how the sequence diversity between envelope genes from different isolates
affects HIV-1 entry is to build chimeric viruses containing these diverse env
genes. The chimeric virus, as just mentioned, provides a common viral back-
bone and should eliminate influences of other genomic regions on the pheno-
type of the introduced gene. Unfortunately, HIV-1 sequence heterogeneity
leaves few conserved restriction endonuclease sites that are required for tradi-
tional cloning techniques. Restriction endonuclease sites are also not located
in convenient places for cloning specific genes. Furthermore, the introduction
of restriction endonuclease sites into the genome may also cause problems by
interrupting multiple and often overlapping open reading frames of HIV-1 (1).
Other chimeric virus systems have been developed, but most rely on
pseudotyping the virus with a trans gene product (i.e., on a separate genetic
element and not part of the viral genome) and thus, limit analyses of a particu-
lar phenotype in a single and often incomplete round of replication. Although
single-cycle assays can be useful, studying HIV-1 in the context of multiple
rounds of replication more closely mimics infection in vivo and is often re-
quired to study coreceptor usage, relative or competitive viral fitness, and sen-
sitivity to some inhibitors (e.g., drugs inhibiting viral assembly). The cloning
technique described herein produces chimeric viruses suitable for multiple
rounds of replication using a yeast recombination/gap repair technique. Yeast
recombination is typically much more efficient than recombination in a mam-
malian cell system, permits isolation and purification of the recombined vec-
tor, and thus allows for further manipulation of the introduced gene or genetic
element.

Homologous recombination is a natural mechanism used by yeast to repair
its chromosomal DNA by performing double-stranded gap repair when a break
in the DNA is detected. The yeast will use a homologous gene located in an-
other chromosome as a template to repair the gap in the damaged DNA by
utilizing regions of homology between the damaged DNA and the chromo-
some (2). Manipulation of the yeast cell’s capability to perform homologous
recombination between two double-stranded pieces of DNA has been used for
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many years to modify yeast chromosomes and more recently to clone an insert
into a vector. When a plasmid with a double-stranded gap is transformed into a
yeast cell along with an insert that contains regions of homology flanking the
gap in the plasmid, the yeast will perform homologous recombination to inte-
grate the insert into the plasmid. This method works best when the genes to be
inserted into the plasmid do not match a yeast gene; otherwise, this genetic
element will also be inserted into the yeast chromosome (3). Yeast homolo-
gous recombination is not only extremely efficient at inserting a gene into a
plasmid, but it also accommodates large fragments, maintains correct open
reading frames, and requires only a small amount of insert DNA (200–300 ng).
We have been able to utilize this cloning procedure to produce chimeric vi-
ruses containing different HIV-1 genes, or portions of genes, inserted into a
common HIV-1 lab strain called pNL4-3. This method also allows for easy
bulk cloning of genes representing the entire HIV-1 population (also referred
to as quasispecies) found within an infected patient. Finally, the product of this
cloning method can also be used to express an HIV-1 gene in mammalian cells.

In this chapter we describe how to produce HIV-1 chimeric viruses utilizing
a yeast-based homologous recombination cloning technique to insert env se-
quences into the common pNL4-3 virus backbone. Figure 1 outlines the main
steps of this protocol. The first step is to prepare a shuttle vector with the nec-
essary selectable marker(s) and containing the genes required to replicate in
yeast and bacteria. The selectable marker is generally a gene encoding for
enzyme(s) involved in amino acid biosynthetic pathway that compensates for
this defect in mutated yeasts and permits growth on media lacking the specific
amino acid. Ultimately this vector will contain the gene of interest for subse-
quent subcloning as well as for direct expression in mammalian cells. We have
produced such a shuttle vector, pRec/env, that is designed specifically for the
insertion of the HIV-1 env gene (see Fig. 2). This vector has also been modi-
fied to insert the gag, pol, accessory genes, or subdomains of these genes by
replacing the HXB2 env region of pRec/env with these alternative genes from
the HXB2 HIV-1 strain (see Fig. 2).

The URA3 gene is used for negative selection and in order to select specifi-
cally for the yeast cells containing plasmids with the correct insert following
the correct homologous recombination event. The second step to produce a
chimeric virus is to insert URA3 into pRec/env in place of the HXB2 env gene
by using yeast homologous recombination (see Fig. 1, step 4). Growth on plates
lacking uracil and leucine ensures the correct insertion of URA3 and the main-
tenance of the shuttle vector in the yeast cells containing the leucine gene (see
Fig. 1, step 5). Following the insertion of URA3, the env gene of interest (env
II) can now be inserted in place of URA3 by yeast homologous recombination
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Fig. 1. (opposite page) Schematic representation of yeast recombination technique
to produce chimeric viruses. (1) The first step in the yeast recombination technique is
to create primers that will amplify the URA3 gene from the pRS316 vector and have 40
nucleotides of homology to the regions in the pRec/env vector flanking the HXB2
gene that will be replaced (in this example it is env). The sense primer must also con-
tain the SacII restriction endonuclease site at the 5' end of the primer. (2) PCR-amplify
the URA3 gene with the designed primers. (3) Digest the pRec/env vector with NheI
to create a gap in the vector. (4) Perform a yeast transformation with the URA3 gene
and pRec/env to recombine the URA3 gene into the pRec/env vector. (5) Select for
correct recombinants on C–Leu–Ura plates. (6) Digest the newly created pRec/Env/
Ura vector with SacII to linearize the vector for another yeast transformation. (7) PCR-
amplify the Env II gene from an isolate of interest, making sure to include the region
of the gene with homology to the Env region left in the pRec/env/Ura3 vector follow-
ing the insertion of URA3. (8) Transform env II and the digested pRec/env/URA3 into
yeast and allow yeast recombination by (9) selection on C–Leu 5–FOA plates. (10)
Digest pRec/env II with EcoRI and XhoI to cut out the newly inserted env II gene. (11)
Digest pNL4-3 with EcoRI and XhoI to prepare the vector for ligation with env II
while removing env from the pNL4-3 vector. (12) Ligate env II into pNL4-3. (13)
Transfect the ligated pNL4-3 into 293T cells to produce chimeric virus expressing env
II in the pNL4-3 HIV-1 backbone.

Fig. 2. pRec/env shuttle vector can be used to clone any HIV-1 gene. The Prec/env
vector contains env from HXB2 that is used to recombine an env gene from an HIV-1
isolate of interest. gag, pol, or any HIV-1 gene or subdomain of a gene from HXB2
may be placed into the pRec vector in order to allow the insertion of that gene of
interest from a primary isolate via yeast recombination.

(see Fig. 1, steps 6–8). This recombination is facilitated on yeast plates con-
taining 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA), which is toxic to cells expressing URA3
(see Fig. 1, step 9). Once the env II is inserted into pRec/env/URA3, the plas-
mid is easily extracted from the yeast and shuttled into E. coli to produce many
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copies of the plasmid. The env II gene is now flanked by specific restriction
endonuclease sites in the pRec/env plasmid that permits the shuttling of the
env gene from pRec/env into pNL4-3 (see Fig. 1, steps 10–12). The pNL4-3
containing the exogenous env gene is then transfected into a packaging cell
line to produce chimeric viruses containing env II in a common HIV-1 back-
bone (see Fig. 1, step 13). Alternatively, the shuttle vector pRec/env II can be
modified and transfected into mammalian cells to express env II glycoproteins
on the surface of the cell. This is particularly useful to study the effects of env
II on the fusion and entry steps of the virus.

2. Materials
2.1. Preparation of the Shuttle Vector and Insert

1. pRec/env shuttle vector (see Fig. 2 and Note 1).
2. Primers to amplify the URA3 gene from pRS316 with overhangs homologous to

env (ENV-START-RECOM and ENV-ENV-RECOM) (see Table 1).
3. Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL) and buffer containing a final magnesium concen-

tration of 1.5 mM.
4. 10X dNTP mix (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP).
5. pRS316 plasmid (4).
6. Restriction endonuclease NheI and buffer.
7. Dialysis tubing and clamps (Spectra/Por molecular porous membrane tubing from

Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.).
8. 100% cold ethanol and 70% ethanol at room temperature.
9.  3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.2.

2.2. Yeast Transformation/Recombination

1. Yeast strain SL1463: Saccharomyces cerevesiae MAT  leu2 ura3-52 his3- 200
trp1.

2. YPD media: Dissolve 10 g yeast extract, 20 g peptone, and 20 g dextrose in 1 L
of water. Filter-sterilize. For plates, add 20 g of Difco agar and boil to sterilize.
Plate 25 mL per 100-mm plate.

3. Yeast complete minimal medium (CMM)–Leu–URA: 0.67 g CSM-Leu-Ura (Bio
101 Systems), 1 L water. Filter-sterilize.

4. Yeast complete minimal medium–Leu: 0.67 g CSM-Leu-Ura, 0.024 g uracil (Bio
101 Systems), 1 L water. Filter-sterilize.

5. 10X TE buffer (pH 7.5): 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 0.01 M EDTA (pH 8.0). Filter-
sterilize.

6. 10X lithium acetate: 1 M lithium acetate (pH 7.5). Filter-sterilize.
7. 50% PEG 4000 w/v in water. Filter-sterilize.
8. PEG solution: 8 vol 50% PEG 4000, 1 vol 10X TE buffer (pH 7.5), 1 vol 10X

lithium acetate. Make this solution fresh for each use.
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9. Single-stranded sheared salmon sperm carrier DNA denatured at 88°C for 5 min
(BD Biosciences Clontech, Palo Alto, CA).

10. 30°C incubator suitable for yeast culture.
11. Shaker at 30°C.
12. Water bath at 42°C.
13. Sterile Millipore water.

2.3. Crude Plasmid DNA Extraction From Yeast
1. Glass beads (425–600 µm, acid-washed; Sigma).
2. Breaking buffer: 2% (v/v) Triton X-100, 1% (v/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),

100 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), and 1 mM EDTA (pH 8.0).
3. Phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol.
4. DH10B electrocompetent bacterial cells (Invitrogen), electroporator, and 1-mm

electroporation cuvets.
5. Luria broth (LB): In 1 L of water add 10 g NaCl, 5 g yeast extract, and 10 g

tryptone peptone. Autoclave the broth before use. For ampicillin plates add 15 g
of agar to the other ingredients as well as ampicillin to a final concentration of 50
µg/mL.

6. Means to extract a plasmid out of bacteria (Qiagen Midiprep kit).

Table 1
Primer Sequences, Restriction Enzymes, and Selection Media
Used for Each Stage of Yeast Transformation

Transformation Primer sequence Vector and Selection Step in
to produce inserta digestion medium Fig. 1

Insert URA3 ENV-START-RECOM- pRec/env CMM- Steps
into pRec/env tgtgggtcacagtctattatggggtacctgtgtg Sac II Leu-URA 1–5

gaaggaccgcggagattgtactgagagtgcac
ENV-END-RECOM-

ctttttgaccacttgccacccattttatagcaaag
ccctttcctgtgcggtatttcacaccg

Insert env II ENV-START-
into pRec/env/ tgtgggtcacagtctattatgg
URA3 ENV-END- pRec/env/ CMM-Leu Steps

ctttttgaccacttgccacccat URA3 5-FOA 6–9
Test for correct E80- After
insertion of env ccaattcccatacattattgtg step
II into pRec/ E125- 12
env II caatttctgggtcccctcctgagg

aUnderlined sequence indicates Sac II restriction site.
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2.4. Homologous Recombination to Replace URA3 With Gene of Interest

1. Restriction endonuclease SacII and buffer.
2. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers to amplify the HIV-1 gene of interest

to insert into pRec/env/URA3 (env II in this case). The primers should contain 40
nt of homology to the region in the pRec/env/URA3 vector that flanks the region
where URA3 was inserted (see Note 1). The primers for env II are ENV START
and ENV END (see Table 1).

3. 5-FOA/C–Leu plates (18 plates): 10 g dextrose, 0.85 g yeast nitrogen base, 2.5 g
(NH4)2SO4, 0.335 g CSM-Leu-Ura, 12 mg uracil, 0.5 g 5-fluoroorotic Acid (5-
FOA), 15 g Bacto-Agar (Difco), and 470.5 mL water. All materials used to pro-
duce plates must be sterilized. 5-FOA is heat-sensitive and will be inactivated
when heated above 65°C. Thus, dissolve the Bacto-Agar in 285 mL of water and
either boil in a microwave or autoclave. Dissolve the remaining ingredients in
185.5 mL water and filter-sterilize. The agar must be cooled to below 65°C be-
fore mixing in the solution containing 5-FOA. Pour 25 mL into a standard 100-
mm plate. (Note: 5-FOA is harmful and inhalation and exposure to skin must be
avoided.)

2.5. Ligation of env Into pNL4-3

1. Restriction endonucleases EcoRI and XhoI and buffers. It is useful to obtain both
enzymes from the same company to improve the success of this double digest.

2. Shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas).
3. T4 DNA ligase and buffer (New England Biolabs, Beverly, MA).
4. pNL4-3 plasmid.
5. PCR primers to amplify the C2-V3 loop of the env gene. The primers are E80 and

E125 (see Table 1).
6. Gel purification kit (Qiagen).

2.6. Transfection of pNL4-3 Into 293T Cells to Produce Virus

1. Biohazard level 2 safety facility.
2. 293T packaging cell line (National Institutes of Health [NIH] AIDS Research

and Reference Reagent Program).
3. Cell media: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with

10% fetal calf serum (FCS), 100 U/mL penicillin, and 100 µg/mL streptomycin.
4. Effectene Transfection Kit (Qiagen). Buffer EC and enhancer solution from the kit.
5. Phosphate-buffered saline, sterile for tissue culture.
6. Cell line to passage chimeric viruses: U87 CD4+/CCR5 or U87 CD4+/CXCR4

cells are recommended from the NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent
Program.

2.7. Expression of env in Mammalian Cells Using Shuttle Vector
1. Restriction endonuclease XbaI and buffer.
2. HeLa cell line from NIH AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program to ex-
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press the HIV-1 env gene on the surface of the cell.
3. Cell media to select for transfected cells: DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS,

100 U/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin, and 100 mg/mL zeocin
(Invitrogen).

3. Methods
3.1. Preparation of Shuttle Vector and Insert

This method describes specifically the insertion of env into a pNL4-3 back-
bone. However, the same protocols may be used to insert other genes or even
parts of HIV-1 genes into pNL4-3. This may be done by changing the HIV-1
gene in the shuttle vector and PCR-amplifying the gene of interest with regions
homologous to that gene in the shuttle vector (see Fig. 2). The following proto-
col describes the first step to prepare the pRec/env shuttle vector for the inser-
tion of a particular env gene-of-interest (env II), which involves replacing the
HXB2 env gene in pRec/env with the URA3 gene via yeast homologous re-
combination (see Fig. 1, steps 1–5). This will allow for selection of the inser-
tion of env II later.

1. PCR-amplify the URA3 gene from the pRS316 vector with primers that contain
20 nucleotides homologous to URA3 for PCR amplification and 40 nucleotides
homologous to the flanking region of env in the pRec/env vector (ENV-START-
RECOM and ENV-END-RECOM) (see Note 2 and Fig. 1, step 1). For primer
sequences, see Table 1. Make a master mix containing the following reagents/
PCR reaction: 5 µL 10X PCR buffer, 1 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 1 µL ENV-START-
RECOM primer (20 pmol/µL), 1 µL ENV-END-RECOM primer (20 pmol/µL),
0.25 µL Taq DNA polymerase, and 41.75 µL water. PCR-amplify with the fol-
lowing program: 95°C 4 min, 95°C 30 s, 63°C 1 min, 72°C 1 min 30 s, 4°C hold.
Amplify for 35 cycles.

2. Create a gap in the pRec/env shuttle vector by digesting the plasmid with Nhe I
(see Fig. 1, step 3).

3. Separate the digestion products on an agarose gel and obtain the digested vector
by cutting out the 9652-base-pair region from the gel and purifying the DNA (see
Note 3).

3.2. Yeast Transformation/Recombination
This protocol describes how to transform yeast using the lithium acetate-

based approach. This is a general method that can be used for the insertion of
any PCR product into a vector that contains the machinery and selection mark-
ers to grow as an episome in yeast cells (see Note 4). The following protocol
describes the insertion of URA3 into pRec/env.

1. Streak a YEPD plate with SL1463 and grow the yeast for 2–4 d at 30°C (see Note 5).
2. Pick a single colony from the yeast plate and inoculate cells into 5 mL of YPD

medium and grow overnight to stationary phase on a shaker at 30°C.
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3. Add 500 µL of the overnight culture to 50 mL of YPD medium. Grow the cells on
a shaker at 30°C for 4.5–6 h. This is the time frame in which the yeast cells will
be in log-phase growth.

4. Pellet the cells by centrifugation for 5 min at 4000g at room temperature.
5. Resuspend the cells in 1.0 mL of sterile water and transfer the cells to a 1.5-mL

microfuge tube.
6. Centrifuge the cells for 5 min at 5000–6000g at room temperature and resuspend

the cells in 1.0 mL of freshly prepared TE/LiAc solution (1 vol of 10X TE, 1 vol
of 10X LiAc, 8 vol of sterile water). The yeast cells are now competent for trans-
formation and may be incubated for up to 1 h at 30°C before the next step.

7. Mix 50 µL of competent yeast cells with 1 µg of the digested transforming pRec/
env vector, 3 µg of the insert PCR product (URA3 or env), and 50 µg of denatured
salmon sperm carrier DNA in a 1.5-mL tube. For efficient yeast transformation
the DNA cannot dilute the LiAc by more than 10%. Thus, if the volume of DNA
exceeds 20 µL, appropriate levels of 10X TE and 10X LiAc should be added to
the transformation reaction.

8. Add 300 µL of sterile PEG solution containing TE and LiAc to the transforma-
tion reaction and mix thoroughly.

9. Incubate the yeast cells on a shaker at 30°C for 30 min to allow the DNA to enter
the competent cells.

10. Heat-shock the cells in a water bath at 42°C for 15 min to close the competent
cells. This step is very important to retain the plasmid in the yeast cells.

11. Spin down the cells in a microfuge for 10 s at full speed (~16,000g).
12. Resuspend the cell pellet in 500 µL of sterile water and plate 50 µL, 200 µL, and

250 µL onto plates containing the correct selection medium. In the case of the
insertion of URA3 into the pRec/env vector, CMM–Leu–URA must be used to
select for the correct insertion of the URA3 gene into the plasmid and the mainte-
nance of pRec/env in the yeast cells. Plates should be warmed to 25–30°C before
plating the yeast cells.

13. Incubate the plates at 30°C for 2–5 d until colonies form on the plate. Colonies
should be ~1–2 mm in diameter.

3.3. Crude Plasmid DNA Extraction From Yeast
1. Screen the yeast colonies for cells containing the plasmid with the URA3 inser-

tion. The same primers used to amplify URA3 for the insertion can be used to
screen for the presence of the URA3 gene in the yeast cells (see Note 6).

2. Inoculate 2 mL of selective media with a yeast colony verified to contain the
URA3 insert and grow the culture overnight to stationary phase in a shaking incu-
bator at 30°C. The selective medium used in this step contains the same selection
drugs as the plates used for the yeast transformation in Subheading 3.2., step 12
(CMM–Leu–URA in this case). The selection medium varies depending on what
gene is being inserted (URA3 or env) via yeast homologous recombination (see
Table 1).

3. Spin 1.5 mL of the overnight culture for 5 s at high speed in a microfuge.
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4. Resuspend the cell pellet in 200 µL of breaking buffer.
5. Add 0.3 g of glass beads to break up the yeast cells and 200 µL of phenol/chloro-

form/isoamyl alcohol and vortex for 2 min at the highest speed.
6. Microfuge the cells for 5 min at room temperature at the highest speed. Remove

approximately 50 µL of the top aqueous layer containing the plasmid DNA.
7. Transform competent bacterial cells with 1–2 µL of the aqueous layer and store

the remaining aqueous layer at –20°C for later use. Plate the competent bacteria
on LB ampicillin plates and let the bacteria grow overnight until colonies form at
37°C.

8. Pick several bacterial colonies and inoculate LB media to expand the plasmid
population. pRec/env/URA3 is a very low copy number plasmid and enough bac-
teria must be grown up to produce at least 10 µg of DNA for a restriction digest,
purification, and another yeast transformation event. Extract the plasmid from
the bacteria using a plasmid DNA extraction kit (Qiagen).

3.4. Homologous Recombination to Replace URA3 With Gene of Interest
Following the insertion of the URA3 gene into the shuttle vector pRec/env

in place of the HXB2 env, the env II gene from an individual isolate that will be
cloned into pNL4-3 must be PCR-amplified from the isolate of interest. This
gene must be amplified with primers that contain about 40 nucleotides of ho-
mology to the pRec/env region that flanks the URA3 gene that is now inserted
into that vector. Generally, there will be regions of HXB2 env left in the plas-
mid flanking URA3 after its insertion that can be used to insert this second env
gene without creating primers with specific regions of homology. In the sys-
tem that we have established, we have sequenced the env II gene and compared
the sequence to HXB2 env to ensure that the 40 nt of env flanking the URA3
gene are homologous between the two sequences. Again, a gap must be created
in the pRec/env/URA3 vector first and then the new env II PCR product can be
inserted by homologous recombination.

1. Digest the pRec/env/URA3 plasmid with SacII to create a gap for yeast homolo-
gous recombination (see Fig. 1, step 6 and Note 7).

2. PCR-amplify the env gene from an isolate of interest to study (see Fig. 1, step 7).
The primers used to amplify this region need to contain 40 nucleotides of homol-
ogy to the pRec/env/URA3 vector region that flanks the URA3 gene to promote
recombination of the URA3 gene out of the vector with the insertion of the env II
gene. An example of the primers for env II are ENV-START and ENV-END (see
Table 1 for sequences), but homology between these primers and your env gene
needs to be verified. Prepare a master mix containing 5 µL 10X PCR buffer, 1 µL
10 mM dNTPs, 1 µL ENV-START primer (20 pmol/ul), 1 µL ENV-END primer
(20 pmol/µL), 0.25 µL Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL), and 36.75 µL water. Add
45 µL of master mix to each tube containing 5 µL of DNA containing env II. PCR
amplify with the following program: 95°C 4 min, 95°C 30 s, 55°C 45 s, 72°C 3
min, 70°C for 10 min, and 4°C hold. Amplify 35 cycles (see Note 8).
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3. Complete a yeast transformation as described in Subheadings 3.2. and 3.3. with
the newly created and digested pRec/env/URA3 plasmid and new env II gene.
Select for the correct recombination by plating the transformation on C–Leu 5–
FOA plates (see Fig. 1, steps 8 and 9 and Note 9).

4. Obtain at least 15 µg of pRec/env II plasmid DNA from a plasmid midiprep for
very low copy number plasmids.

3.5. Ligation of env Into pNL4-3

The ligation step of env II into pNL4-3 requires the introduction of two
restriction endonuclease sites flanking the env gene that will be compatible
with the restriction endonuclease sites used to cut the env gene out of pNL4-3.
These compatible restriction sites are introduced to env II when this gene is
inserted into pRec/env that contains these sites. Once compatible restriction
endonuclease sites exist between the env gene and pNL4-3, the gene can be
inserted into pNL4-3 such that the open reading frame of the gene will not be
disrupted. The following protocol is optimized for this difficult ligation step of
a 3-kb product into a 14-kb vector.

1. Digest pRec/env II with EcoR I and Xho I and obtain the 3154 base pair env II
insert by gel purification (see Fig. 1, step 10). A Qiagen gel purification kit may
be used for this purification.

2. Digest pNL4-3 with EcoR I and Xho I followed directly by dephosphorylation of
the plasmid with shrimp alkaline phosphate. Dephosphorylation prevents the
plasmid from ligating back together with itself. Dephosphorylation can be per-
formed in the restriction endonuclease buffer following inactivation of the re-
striction enzymes. Obtain the 11,680-bp vector with the native env gene cut out
by gel purification. To obtain a sufficient amount of digested product after puri-
fication, digest 15 µg of DNA (see Note 2 and Fig. 1, step 11).

3. Ligate env II into the digested pNL4-3 in a ligation reaction using ~100 ng of
pNL4-3 and 300 ng of the env II insert cut out of the pRec/env II vector. Use T4
DNA ligase from New England Biolabs and ligate in a 30 µL reaction at 16°C
overnight followed by inactivation of the enzyme at 65°C for 10 min (see Fig. 1,
step 12 and Note 10).

4. Purify the ligated plasmid from the ligation reaction in chloroform/isoamyl alco-
hol followed by an ethanol precipitation. Add 50 µL of chloroform/isoamyl alco-
hol to the ligation reaction and vortex on high speed for 2 min. Centrifuge the
reaction for 5 min at about 16,000g. Remove the top aqueous layer containing the
DNA and add sodium acetate at 10% of the volume of the aqueous layer followed
by 100% ethanol at 2.5× the total volume. Precipitate the DNA overnight at
–20°C. Centrifuge the DNA for 30 min at approx 16,000g and remove the 100%
ethanol. Wash the DNA in 1 mL of 70% ethanol, centrifuge for 10 min at about
16,000g, remove all the liquid from the DNA pellet, dry the pellet and resuspend
the DNA in 20–50 µL of water.
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5. Transform 1–2 µL of the purified ligated pNL4-3 plasmid into electrocompetent
bacterial cells (Invitrogen) and plate the transformed bacteria onto LB ampicillin
plates. Make sure to plate a positive control and negative control for the transfor-
mation step. Generally the competent cells will be provided with a positive con-
trol and the negative control is competent cells that have undergone
electroporation without a plasmid.

6. Screen the bacterial colonies for colonies that contain a plasmid with the env II
gene by amplifying the V3 loop of the env gene. PCR can be done directly from
the colonies or may be done on plasmids purified from individual colonies. PCR
master mix/colony: 5 µL 10X PCR buffer, 1 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 1 µL E80 (20
pmol/µL) (see Table 1 for primer sequences), 1 µL E125 (20 pmol/µL), 0.25 µL
Taq DNA polymerase (5 U/µL), 21.75 µL of water. Pick a single bacterial colony
into 20 µL of water and denature at 95°C for 10 min. Add 30 µL of master mix to
each tube containing a denatured colony. PCR with the following conditions:
95°C for 4 min, 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, 72°C for 40 s, 4°C hold. Complete
35 cycles.

7. Grow colonies that are positive for pNL4-3 containing an env gene and extract
the plasmid from the bacteria using a plasmid DNA midiprep kit and the very low
copy number protocol (Qiagen) (see Note 11).

3.6. Transfection of pNL4-3 Into 293T Cells to Produce Virus

1. This protocol utilizes Effectene (Qiagen) for the transfection of pNL4-3 into 293T
packaging cells (primary human embryonic kidney cells) to produce chimeric
viruses. Other transfection methods may be utilized as well.

2. Culture adherent 293T cells in complete DMEM media containing penicillin/
streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum. After the cells have been split at least
twice and are at confluency again, split the cells to 20–40% confluency in 10 mL
of media in a 60-mm plate 24 h before the cells will be used for transfection. The
cells need to be 40–80% confluent the day of the transfection. Cells should be
incubated under normal growth conditions at 37°C and 5% CO2.

3. Add 2 µg of pNL4-3 containing env II to 300 µL of buffer EC and 16 µL of
enhancer from the Effectene kit. Vortex for 1 s and incubate the reaction for 5
min at room temperature.

4. Briefly spin down the reaction and add 60 µL of Effectene transfection reagent.
Mix by pipetting up and down five times. Incubate the reaction for 10 min at
room temperature.

5. While the reaction is incubating, rinse the 293T cells with PBS. Be careful during
this wash step because 293T cells are loosely adherent. After the wash, add 7 mL
of complete DMEM medium to the dish.

6. Add 3 mL of medium to the transfection reaction and add that mixture dropwise
to the 293T cells swirling after each addition to distribute the transfection mix
evenly over the cells. Incubate the cells with the transfection reaction for 12–24 h
at 37°C and 5% CO2.
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7. The day after transfection remove the media containing the transfection reagents
from the cells and replace with 10 mL of fresh complete DMEM.

8. To harvest the virus, collect the supernatant from the cells 48 h post transfection.
Replace the media removed with fresh complete DMEM. Harvest the virus by
centrifuging the cells for 15 min at 3000g. Aliquot the supernatant into 1.5-mL
tubes and store at –140°C, on liquid nitrogen, or at –80°C.

9. At 48 h after harvesting the first round of virus, make a second collection of virus
by repeating step 7. 24 h after the second harvest, a third harvest can be made,
but is not often necessary.

10. The virus harvested from the 293T cells may be up to 60% noninfectious and
therefore need to be propagated through one round of replication in U87 cells or
human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) to select for infectious vi-
rus. Following this passage, the TCID50 of the virus should be determined for
future application with the chimeric virus.

3.7. Expression of env in Mammalian Cells Using Shuttle Vector
1. This protocol utilizes the shuttle vector to express the gene of interest in mamma-

lian cells under the control of the CMV promoter. Basically, the yeast episomal
replication machinery CEN6/ARSH4 along with LEU2 are removed from the
shuttle vector to place the gene of interest directly upstream of the bovine growth
hormone polyadenylation sequence. The shuttle vector also contains exons from
the tat and rev genes. rev interacts with the rev response element (RRE) within
the env open reading frame and aids in the transport of unspliced env RNA out of
the nucleus and enhances the expression of env (1). The pRec/env shuttle vector
also contains a zeocin resistance gene so that transfected cells can be placed un-
der zeocin selection to maintain the transfected plasmid.

2. Digest the pRec/env II shuttle vector with Xba I, which removes CEN6/ARSH4
and LEU2 from the vector. Separate the digestion products on an agarose gel and
gel-purify the 8135-base-pair band by electroelution (see Note 2).

3. Religate the pRec/envII vector back together with the Xba I compatible ends
using NEB T4 DNA ligase. This reaction can be performed at room temperature
for 10 min with 1 µL of the ligase in a total volume of 30 µL. Heat inactivate the
ligase for 10 min at 65°C.

4. Transform electrocompetent bacterial cells with the ligation product using an
electroporator and plate the cells on LB ampicillin plates overnight at 37°C until
colonies form.

5. Screen the bacterial colonies for the correct ligation plasmid product using either
restriction enzyme digest to verify that there is only one Xba I site left, or by
using PCR primers to amplify over the region where the CEN6/ARSH4 sequence
was located.

6. Transform Hela cells (human cervical carcinoma cells) with the plasmid to ex-
press the env II gene using the Effectene reagent (Qiagen) as described in Sub-
heading 3.6., steps 2–5. The pRec/env vector will be transformed in place of
pNL4-3.
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7. 18–24 h after transfection of the cells, passage the cells 1:5 to 1:10 into selective
complete DMEM medium containing 100 mg/mL of zeocin (see Note 12).

8. Maintain cells under zeocin selection until it is evident that cells that do not con-
tain the pRec/env plasmid have died. At this point the cells should be ready to use
and must be maintained under zeocin selection at all times. Verification of the
surface expression of the env gene by flow cytometry or Western blot analysis is
recommended before using these cells in experiments.

4. Notes

1. Each gene in the pRec/env shuttle vector plays an important role in the different
cells in which it can replicate (see Fig. 2 for a representation of the vector). The
CEN6/ARSH4 provides a yeast centromere and autonomously replicating se-
quence to replicate in yeast cells and the leucine gene provides a selectable marker
for yeast cells containing this plasmid. The ampicillin resistance gene allows for
selection in bacterial cells and the pcDNA3.1 Zeo backbone used to contstruct
pRec/env provides the bacterial origin of replication. The CMV promoter and
bovine growth hormone polyadenylation sequence allow expression of env in
mammalian cells and the zeocin gene provides a selectable marker for mamma-
lian cells maintaining the expression plasmid.

2.  The longer the region of homology between the PCR product and the pRec/env
vector, the more efficient the homologous recombination will be. A study by
Fusco et al. found that 30 nucleotides was the minimal amount of homology nec-
essary for yeast recombination and that 40 homologous nucleotides followed by
50 homologous nucleotides yielded even more efficient recombination (5). If a
gene other than env or a subdomain of a gene has been placed into the pRec
vector, the region of homology flanking the URA3 gene must correspond to the
gene that is in the pRec vector.

3.  The best method to gel-purify large pieces of DNA following a restriction diges-
tion and subsequent separation of the digestion products on an agarose gel is to
electroelute the DNA from the gel. This is done by placing the gel slice contain-
ing the plasmid DNA into a small piece of Spectra/Por molecularporous mem-
brane tubing (aka dialysis tubing) (Spectrum Laboratories, Inc.) that is clamped
at one end and has been boiled in the buffer used to make the gel (TAE). Place
400 µL of cold gel buffer (TAE) and 3 µL of dilute ethidium bromide into the
tubing with the gel slice, remove all bubbles, and clamp the other end of the
tubing. Elute the DNA by placing the tubing in an electrophoresis gel box con-
taining buffer such that the gel slices closest to the negative pole to allow the
DNA to move out of the gel towards the positive pole. Run the gel box at 70 V for
~30 min and then reverse the poles for 10 s to push the DNA away from the tube
wall at the positive end of the tubing. The ethidium bromide allows for visualiza-
tion of the DNA moving out of the gel under UV light. Once the DNA has elec-
trophoresed out of the gel, it must be ethanol-precipitated to complete the
purification. When 400 µL of buffer is used with the gel slice, ethanol precipita-
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tion can be done by adding 40 µL of sodium acetate (3 M, pH 5.2) (10% of the
volume of DNA) and 1 mL of cold 100% ethanol (2.5 × the volume of DNA).
Precipitate the DNA overnight at –20°C and spin down the DNA at approx
16,000g for 30 min. Wash the DNA with 1 mL of 70% ethanol at room tempera-
ture and centrifuge at approx 16,000g for 10 min. Dry the DNA and resuspend in
20–50 µL of water.

4. To help troubleshoot potential problems with the yeast transformation/recombi-
nation, both a positive and negative control transformation should be performed.
The best negative control is to transform the digested shuttle vector along with
the salmon sperm DNA but no insert and plate on the same selection plates as the
samples. The best positive control is derived from the successful insertion of
URA3 into pRec/env that has been verified by sequence analysis or any plasmid
containing both the leucine and uracil genes along with yeast replication machinery.

5. This yeast starter culture can be stored at 4°C for 1 mo and used for subsequent
transformations. Longer storage times result in less efficient yeast transformation.

6. Yeast colony PCR can determine if URA3 was inserted into pRec/env. Make a
master mix containing the following reagents/colony to be tested: 5 µL 10X PCR
buffer, 1 µL 10 mM dNTPs, 1 µL ENV START RECOM primer (20 pmol/µL), 1
µL ENV-END RECOM primer (20 pmol/µL), 0.5 µL Taq DNA polymerase (5
U/µL), and 21.75 µL water. Pick a yeast colony and place it into 20 µL of water
and denature at 95°C for 10 min. Add 30 µL of master mix to each tube contain-
ing a colony. PCR-amplify with the following program: 95°C 4 min, 95°C 30 s,
55°C 40 s, 72°C 40 s, 4°C hold. Amplify for 35 cycles.

7. Sac II is a unique restriction enzyme site that is introduced into pRec/env as part
of the primer used to amplify URA3 (see Table 1). Sac II is not found in pNL4-3
or in most HIV-1 genomes and is therefore a reasonable site to use for the inser-
tion of any HIV-1 gene into pRec/env to be included as part of the primer to
amplify URA3.

8. Because the envelope gene is a very large product to PCR-amplify, it is often
necessary to perform nested PCR. The ENV-START and ENV-END primers may
be used as the nested PCR product and primers that lie outside this region in a
given HIV-1 genome may be used to perform the external PCR. These primers
may be specific for the isolate to be inserted into pRec/env.

9. The gene product of URA3 (orotidine-5'-phosphate decarboxylase) converts FOA
into the toxic substrate 5-fluorouracil, which will kill any yeast cell expressing
URA3. This allows for robust selection for the insertion of env II and the subse-
quent removal of the URA3 gene from pRec/env/URA3.

10. It is best to ligate the env into pNL4-3 as soon after purification as possible. Long
storage times at –20°C may disrupt the integrity of the sticky ends on the insert
and vector and hinder ligation.

11. pNL4-3 plasmids should be sequenced in the env gene region to verify that env II
has indeed been ligated into the plasmid and that the env gene from pNL4-3 has
been removed.

12. Zeocin is sensitive to light and should be protected from light during usage.
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HIV-1 Genomes
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Summary
The development of mixtures of highly processive and high-fidelity thermostable

DNA polymerases has enabled the routine recovery of DNA sequences in excess of 25
kb generated by polymerase chain reaction. This powerful tool has been instrumental in
the ability to recover virtually full-length HIV-1 proviral DNA as a single, contiguous
fragment. Such fragments allow for the clean interpretation of the genomic organization
of HIV-1 provirus, as they are not confounded by molecular mosaicism that accrues to
overlapping subgenomic amplification strategies. We detail here a robust procedure to
produce virtually full-length, single contiguous 9.2-kb HIV-1 amplimers whose full-
length infectious potential is reconstituted upon cloning into long terminal repeat-re-
placement vectors. Large numbers of HIV-1 proviral clones can now be quickly
generated and screened to identify the fraction of the viral quasispecies with the highest
capacity for viral replication. The methods used to construct long terminal repeat-re-
placement vectors, amplify HIV-1 provirus, reconstitute full-length provirus, and re-
cover viral stocks will be illustrated using a circulating recombinant form 1 (CRF01_AE,
formerly known as subtype E) primary isolate.

Key Words: Polymerase chain reaction; provirus; HIV-1; culture; long terminal re-
peat (LTR); molecular cloning.

1. Introduction
The importance of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infec-

tious molecular clones as tools in dissecting the mechanisms of viral replica-
tion and pathogenesis cannot be overstated. They have provided a means to
systematically study the extraordinary genetic diversity of HIV-1, as well as
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the biological and immunological characteristics of the virus as a whole and its
component genes. Previous approaches to recovering infectious molecular
clones have included both genomic library construction and reconstitution into
full-length virus using amplified subgenomic sequences (1). These approaches
are laborious and inefficient, and susceptible to production of mosaic proviral
genomes, respectively. These drawbacks, together with the development of
stable DNA polymerase cocktails (2,3), have enabled the design of a more
versatile cloning and screening strategy. By introducing a unique Bgl I restric-
tion site into an amplifying primer, virtually full-length, single contiguous 9.2-
kb HIV-1 amplimers can be generated whose full-length infectious potential is
reconstituted upon cloning into long terminal repeat (LTR)-replacement vec-
tors (4,5). Large numbers of HIV-1 proviral clones can now be quickly gener-
ated and screened. This is important as a high proportion of defective viral
genomes are produced during HIV-1 infection (6–8). The methods used to con-
struct LTR replacement vectors, amplify HIV-1 provirus, reconstitute full-
length provirus, and recover viral stocks will be illustrated using a circulating
recombinant form 1 (CRF01_AE, formerly known as subtype E) primary isolate.

2. Materials
1. pLTR(E)1/2  replacement vector (see Subheading 3.1.).
2. pBC KS+ (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA).
3. Competent DH5  cells.
4. Oligonucleotide primers.
5. Expand Long Template PCR Kit, Random Prime Labeling Kit, Gel Extraction

Kit, Mini-Prep Processing Kit, p24 antigen capture kit.
6. Enzymes T4 DNA ligase, Bbe I (Takara Mirus Bio., Madison, WI), Bgl I.
7. 9600 thermocycler (Perkin-Elmer, Wellesley, MA).
8. Luria-Bertani (LB) medium and plates.
9. SOC medium.

10. Chloramphenicol.
11. 150-mm nitrocellulose disks.
12. 96-prong plate stamper.
13. Toothpicks.
14. Phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) (toxic; light- and oxygen-sensitive).
15. Chloroform (toxic).
16. Denaturing solution (pH 13.0–14.0): 1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 M NaOH.
17. Neutralizing solution (pH 7.5): 1.5 M NaCl, 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5.
18. E. coli Pulser (Bior-Rad. Hercules, CA).
19. UV cross-linker (Stratalinker Model 1800, Stratagene).
20. 100X Denhardt’s solution.
21. Herring sperm DNA.
22. Formamide (toxic).
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23. Electroporation cuvets, 0.1 and 0.4 cm.
24. Fine- and medium-tip plastic Pasteur pipets.
25. Sealable pouches, various sizes.
26. Pouch sealer.
27. Falcon 2059 tubes.
28. 96-well and 6-well plates.
29. 16 × 125 mm TC-treated culture tubes (Corning Life Sciences, Acton, MA).

3. Methods
The following methods describe (1) the construction of the LTR replace-

ment vector, (2) the preparation of virtually full-length HIV-1 sequences, (3)
the reconstitution of full-length HIV-1 proviral sequences, and (4) the recov-
ery of viral stocks.

3.1. LTR Replacement Vector

Construction of the CRF01_AE LTR replacement vector is outlined here.
For a more detailed description refer to Salminen et al. (5).

The pLTR(E)1/2  replacement vector is a modified chloramphenicol-resis-
tant pBC KS+ vector (Stratagene) containing a CRF01_AE (HIV-1CM235) LTR-
cloning cassette (Fig. 1). A complete 670-bp 5' LTR (LTR1) is amplified with
E-f13 (GCATGCCCTAGGTGGAWGGGCTARTTYACTCCAAGA) and E-
r7 (GCATGCGGATCCGTTCGGGCGCCACTGCTAGAGATT) primers
containing Avr II and Bam HI restriction site clamps, respectively (underlined). E-r7
also contains a natural Bbe I site (boldface). A 122-bp 3' U5 region (LTR2 ) is ampli-
fied using E-f15 (GCATGCGGATCCGCCTTGAGgGCTTAAAGTGGTGTG) and
E-r8 (GCATGCGAATTCCTGCTAGAGATTTTTACTCAGT) primers containing
Bam HI and Eco RI restriction site clamps, respectively (underlined). E-f15 also con-
tains a unique Bgl I restriction site owing to an introduced T  G transversion
(lowercase). After deleting a Bgl I site in pBC KS+ by digestion with Nae I
plus Pvu I, blunting the ends, and religating, the resulting vector was linearized
with Xba I plus Eco RI digestion. Transcriptionally robust LTR1 and LTR2
were digested with Avr II plus Bam HI, and Bam HI plus Eco RI, respectively,
ligated, and cloned into the linearized vector. The Avr II and Xba I sites are
ligation-compatible and result in the loss of both sites. This vector design en-
ables directional cloning and reconstitution of potentially infectious molecular
clones of HIV-1. Finally, this pLTR(E)1/2  construct is confirmed by sequencing.

3.2. Preparation of Virtually Full-Length HIV-1 Sequences

The steps involved in the preparation of virtually full-length HIV-1 se-
quences are described in Subheadings 3.2.1.–3.2.3. These include (1) amplifi-
cation of a virtually full-length 9.2-kb portion of the provirus, (2) purifying the
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amplimer via extraction and precipitation, and (3) restricting the amplimer with
Bbe I plus Bgl I and gel purifying.

3.2.1. Amplification

1. Using the Expand Long Template PCR Kit and the MSF12
(AAATCTCTAGCAGTGGCGCCCGAACAG) and MSR5R
(ACGTGCcCTCAAGGCAAGCTTTATTGAGGCT) primers titrate the genomic
DNA template in 0.2-mL reaction tubes with dNTP, MgCl2, and each primer
having final concentrations of 1.4 mM, 1.75 mM, and 0.5 µM, respectively (see
Note 1). These primers contain Bbe I and Bgl I sites (underlined), respectively.
The Bgl I site is introduced via an A  C mutation (lowercase).

2. Amplify in a 9600 thermocycler using the following parameters:
a. 94°C, 2 min.
b. 94°C, 10 s; 60°C, 30 s; 68°C, 8 min (10 cycles).
c. 94°C, 10 s; 55°C, 30 s; 68°C, 8 min (20 cycles).
d. 68°C, 7 min.
e. 4°C soak.

3. Mix 3 mL of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product with 5 mL of dH2O
and 2 mL of 5X loading buffer.

4. Resolve through a 0.8% TBE gel to confirm the presence of the 9.2-kb amplimer.

3.2.2. Extraction and Precipitation

1. Into a 0.6-mL tube add the 9.2-kb reaction product and an equal volume of phe-
nol/chlorophorm/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) (see Note 2).

2. Vigorously vortex for 20 s.
3. Centrifuge at 14,000g at room temperature (RT) for 5 min.
4. Remove the upper aqueous phase to a fresh 0.6-mL tube and repeat steps 1–3.
5. Extract once with an equal volume of chloroform (as in steps 2 and 3).
6. Transfer the upper aqueous phase to a fresh 0.6-mL tube.
7. Add 0.1 vol of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 2 vol of ice-cold 100% ethanol.
8. Gently mix and incubate on dry ice for 20 min (see Note 3).
9. Centrifuge at 14,000g at 4°C for 15 min.

10. Discard the supernatant and wash the pellet with 400 µL of ice-cold 70% ethanol.
11. Centrifuge as in step 9 for 10 min.
12. Without disturbing the pellet, remove all of the supernatant.
13. Respin for approx 10 s and remove the residual supernatant.
14. Suspend the pellet in dH2O to a final concentration of about 200–900 ng/µL.

Fig. 1. (opposite page) Construction of the long terminal repeat (LTR) replacement
vector pLTR(E)1/2  is described in Subheading 3.1. This cloning strategy enables
directional cloning and reconstitution of potentially infectious molecular clones of
HIV-1. Finally, this pLTR(E)1/2  construct is confirmed by sequencing.
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3.2.3. Digestion and Gel Purification
1. In a total volume of 10 µL, digest 1 µg of the amplimer (from Subheading 3.2.2.,

step 14) with 5 to 10 units of Bbe I at 37°C for 5–8 h. Digest the pLTR(E)1/2
vector the same way (see Note 4).

2. Add 0.7 µL of 10X concentrated Bgl I reaction buffer and 5 to 10 units of Bgl I
and BbeI to 12 µL total volume with dH2O (see Note 5).

3. Digest overnight at 37°C.
4. Add 68 µL of dH2O to bring the total volume to 80 µL.
5. Extract once each with phenol/chlorophorm/isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and chlo-

roform alone (as in Subheading 3.2.2., steps 1–6).
6. Add 5X loading buffer to a final concentration of 1X.
7. Resolve this digested amplimer through a 0.8% TAE gel at 80 V for ~2 h (see

Note 6).
8. Use a gel extraction kit to purify this amplimer away from the agarose.

3.3. Reconstitution of Full-Length HIV-1 Sequences

The steps in Subheadings 3.3.1. and 3.3.2. outline the procedures involved
in cloning the 9.2-kb HIV-1 amplimer into the LTR replacement vector, and
isolating and preparing the resultant colonies for insert screening.

3.3.1. Cloning and E. coli Transformation
1. On ice add the following reagents in order to a 0.6-mL tube (see Note 7):

dH2O (QS to 12 µL total volume)
10X ligation buffer 1.2 µL
pLTR(E)1/2  (BbeI/BglI) 75 ng
9.2 kb HIV-1 amplimer (Bbe I/Bgl I) 200 ng
T4 ligase 1 µL

2. Mix, spin down to collect reagent at bottom of the tube, and incubate overnight at
14°C.

3. Dilute the ligation product 1:1 with dH2O.
4. On ice, add 2 µL of this diluted product to 45 µL of ice-thawed competent DH5

cells in a 0.6-mL tube.
5. Gently tap tube to mix, and incubate for on ice for at least 1 min.
6. Transfer 40 µL of this vector/cell mixture into an ice-cooled 0.1-cm

electroporation cuvet.
7. Electroporate with an E. coli pulser at 1.8 kV.
8. Immediately add 1 mL of SOC medium directly into the cuvet at room temperature.
9. Transfer this mixture to a Falcon 2059 tube using a fine-tip plastic Pasteur pipet.

10. In an orbital shaker/incubator shake at 225 rpm at 32°C for 1.5 h.
11. Spread 350 µL of this culture over a 150-mm LB plate containing 20 µg/mL of

chloramphenicol (LB/chloramphenicol plate). The balance of the culture can be
stored at 4°C for ~2 wk (see Note 8).
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12. Allow the culture to soak into the plate completely.
13. Invert and incubate plate at 30–32°C, overnight (see Note 9).

3.3.2. Isolation and Preparation of Clones for Screening

1. Add 200 µL of LB/chloramphenicol medium to wells of 96-well plates.
2. Pick single colonies with sterile toothpicks and inoculate such that each well

contains a single colony. Multiple 96-well plates will likely need to be inoculated.
3. Incubate the plates at 32°C for 4 h.
4. Overlay 150 mm LB/chloramphenicol plates with dry 150-mm-diameter nitro-

cellulose disks.
5. Dip a 96-well plate stamper into the cultures, swirl to mix, and stamp a nitrocel-

lulose-topped plate gently yet firmly to facilitate culture transfer. The 96-well
plates can be stored at 4°C for approx 2 wk.

6. Allow cultures to soak in at RT.
7. Invert and incubate the plates at 32°C, overnight.
8. Using forceps remove the colony-bearing disk from the LB plate and place,

growth-side up, on the following sequence of buffer-soaked 3MM papers for 5
min each:
• 10% SDS
• Denaturing solution
• Neutralizing solution
• 2X SSC

9. Lay disks growth-side up on dry 3MM paper for approx 2 min. Do not dry com-
pletely; leave somewhat moist.

10. With a pencil draw a pea-sized circle on the disks away from the 96 stamped
clones to mark the location of a positive control.

11. Within these circles add 1 mL (~30 ng) of the 9.2-kb HIV-1 amplimer after dena-
turing at 95°C for 2 min and immediately snap-cooling on ice for about 5 min.

12. UV crosslink the filters, growth-side up, using 1200 mJ. These filters can subse-
quently be stored at 4°C if they are carefully wrapped in plastic wrap.

3.4. Recovery of Viral Stocks
The final series of steps are outlined in Subheadings 3.4.1.–3.4.3. These

include sequential screens for (1) reconstituted HIV-1 proviral clones, (2) p24
antigen production, and (3) finally, infectious molecular clones.

3.4.1. Screen for LTR-Reconstituted Proviral Clones
1. Use a Random Prime Labeling Kit to produce a 32P-labeled PCR-amplified 9.2-

kb double-strand HIV-1 probe (see Note 10).
2. Prewet the UV crosslinked disks in dH2O for about 5 min.
3. Allow excess dH2O to drip off the disk and insert, back to back, into a 1-pint

pouch. Cut the pouch so that it is slightly larger then the disk. Larger pouches can
accommodate additional disks.
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4. Denature herring sperm (HS) DNA and 32P-labeled probe at 95°C for 2 min and
directly snap-cool on ice for at least 5 min.

5. Add 4 mL of the following hybridization solution, prewarmed to 42°C, to a 1-
pint pouch:

Formamide 5 mL
20X SSC 2.5 mL
100X Denhardt’s solution 0.5 mL
10% SDS 0.5 mL
HS DNA, denatured (10 mg/mL) 0.1 mL
dH2O 1.4 mL

6. Remove air bubbles and seal the pouch.
7. Prehybridize in a 42°C water bath for at least 1 h.
8. Cut a corner of the pouch and add the denatured probe from step 4 into the

hybridization solution (not directly onto the disk) to a final concentration of
1.5 × 105 cpm/mL of hybridization solution.

9. Remove air bubbles and reseal the pouch.
10. Incubate in a 42°C water bath overnight.
11. Wash the disk twice with gentle rocking in 300 mL of 2X SSC/0.1% SDS at RT

for 15 min. Dispose of radioactive waste in an appropriate manner.
12. Wash the disk twice with gentle rocking in 300 mL of 0.1X SSC/0.1% SDS at

56°C for 15 min.
13. Dry the disk growth-side up on 3MM paper.
14. Transfer the disk growth-side up to a new precut piece of 3MM paper, wrap both

together in Saran wrap, and expose to a Phosphorimage plate or X-ray film.
15. For hybridization-positive spots (in addition to the positive control) streak-out

cultures from the well on the 96-well plate corresponding to these “hits” onto
LB/chloramphenicol plates.

16. Allow the culture streaks to soak into the plates for approx 30 min.
17. Invert and incubate the plates at 32°C overnight.
18. Pick two to three colonies from each clone and inoculate corresponding 50-mL

conical tubes containing 10 mL LB/chloramphenicol.
19. Grow in an orbital shaker/incubator at 32°C while shaking ~300 rpm overnight.
20. Use a Mini-Prep Processing Kit to purify plasmid clones from these mini-preps.
21. Digest approx 300 ng of each plasmid with Bbe I plus Bgl I (see Subheading

3.2.3., steps 1–3).
22. Add 3 µL of 5X loading buffer to each reaction and resolve on a 0.8% TBE gel

run at 80 V for about 2 h. Potential HIV-1 infectious molecular clones are present
if 9.2- and 4.1-kb bands are present. These bands represent the virtually full-
length HIV-1 provirus and the pLTR(E)1/2  vector, respectively.

3.4.2. Screen for p24 Antigen Production

1. Pellet 15 × 106 COS-1 cells for each reaction at 300g, at RT, for 8 min.
2. Dispose of the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 300 µL of fresh, prewarmed
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DMEM supplemented with 20% FCS, 100 U/ml of penicillin, 100 µg/mL of strep-
tomycin, and 2 mM of L-glutamine per 15 × 106 cells.

3. Into a 1.6-mL Eppendorf tube, add 300 µL of resuspended cells followed by 20–
25 µg of an LTR-reconstituted proviral clone.

4. Tap to mix and incubate on ice for 20 min.
5. Pipet gently with a 1-mL tip to mix, and transfer the DNA/cell mixture to an ice-

cooled, 0.4-cm electroporation cuvet.
6. Electroporate at 0.22 kV, 960 µF.
7. Incubate on ice for 20 min.
8. Add 3 mL of fresh, prewarmed DMEM (see step 2) to each well of a 6-well plate,

corresponding to the numbering of transfected samples.
9. Using medium-tip plastic Pasteur pipets gently mix the electroporation products

and transfer to cognate wells from step 8. Rinse the cuvet to maximize product
transfer.

10. Maintain these 6-well plates in a 37°C, humidified, 5% CO2 environment.
11. At 48 and 72 h posttransfection transfer all the supernatant from each well to 15-

mL conical tubes. After the 48-h transfer, add back 3 ml of fresh, prewarmed
DMEM (see step 2) to each well and return the plate to the incubator. Terminate
cells after the 72-h transfer.

12. Clear the supernatants by centrifugation at 300g followed by filtration through a
0.22-µm syringe filter system.

13. To minimize freeze–thaw cycles, subaliquot approx 200 µL of each supernatant
to a screw-capped tube prior to storing at –80°C. This fraction will be used to
determine p24 antigen concentration.

14. Perform p24 assay per manufacturer’s instructions on samples from step 13.

3.4.3. Screen for Infectious Molecular Clones
1. In a 16 × 125 mm culture tube, pellet 2 × 106 PHA/IL-2-stimulated seronegative

donor PBMCs at 300g at RT for 8 min.
2. Remove the supernatant and resuspend the pellet in 1 mL of p24 antigen-positive

COS-1 cell supernatant.
3. Maintain at 37°C overnight in a humidified, 5% CO2 environment.
4. Centrifuge at 300g for 8 min.
5. Resuspend and maintain cells in 2 mL of fresh prewarmed RPMI-1640 medium

supplemented with 15% fetal calf serum, 100 U/mL of penicillin, 100 µg/mL of
streptomycin, 2 mM of L-glutamine, and 20 U/mL of human recombinant IL-2.

6. Every 2–3 d over a span of about 30 d centrifuge the culture and transfer the
supernatant to a fresh 15-mL conical tube. Resuspend the pellet in 2 mL of fresh,
prewarmed medium as in step 5.

7. Clear and store supernatants as described in Subheading 3.4.2., steps 12 and 13.
8. After supernatant collection over a span of about 30 d, perform a p24 antigen

assay to determine if virus is replication competent. Typically, p24 antigen
concentration increases rapidly over time, peaks, then slowly decreases (see
Note 11).
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4. Notes
1. The amplification product yield can vary widely between gDNA sources. These

differences can often be attributed to the quality and purity of the gDNA. Extract
gDNA from fresh cells, when possible, and always use sterile technique. Titrat-
ing the gDNA template over a range of 50 ng to 1 µg will increase the likelihood
of at least one high-yield amplification.

2. The products from two or more amplification reactions can be pooled together
prior to extraction to increase the final yield. A 1.6-mL tube can be used.

3. This is a good stopping point as the precipitating product can be stored at –20°C
for several days, if necessary.

4. Bbe I and Bgl I are tricky restriction enzymes requiring close attention to the
possibility of incomplete digestion. This is particularly relevant to the pLTR(E)1/
2  vector, as its incomplete digestion will result in intramolecular ligation and,
ultimately, isolation of clones with no 9.2-kb insert. Thus is important to set up
single-enzyme digestion controls. Even better is to subclone an approx 800–1500-
bp control insert into the Bbe I/Bgl I restriction site of pLTR(E)1/2  to ensure
that only the completely digested fraction will be extracted from the gel.

5. The buffer requirements of Bbe I and Bgl I are distinct enough to preclude simul-
taneous double-digestion. However, successive BbeI and BglI digestion works
well when performed as described.

6. To prevent gel overloading, multiple wells of a comb may be taped together to
create a larger contiguous well. Do not create seams by overlapping pieces of
tape. The hot prepolymerized gel will cause separation. Instead, cut the tape to a
length defined by the midpoints of the comb teeth to be taped. It is important to
use white tape, as coloring agents can diffuse into the gel. Similarly it is neces-
sary to wipe the tape with 70% EtOH and a tissue to prevent diffusion of the
tape’s coating into the gel. These impurities absorb UV light and thus can ob-
scure visualization of the bands. They will also coextract with these bands.

7. The most efficient ligation reactions theoretically occur when the insert and vec-
tor are present in stoichiometrically equivalent ratios. However, as this is not
always easy to control for, varying the insert to vector ratio may result in in-
creased colony yield. Thus, in addition to a ligation reaction containing a 1:1
ratio of 200 ng insert plus 75 ng vector, set up a parallel reaction containing a 3:1
ratio (600 ng plus 75 ng). It is essential to have a 0:1 insert:vector ligation control
reaction to establish the proportion of colonies attributable to contaminating un-
digested or self-ligated vector.

8. To increase the total number of colonies, two other plates can be spread with 325
µL of the culture. Alternatively, by concentrating the remaining 650 µL of cul-
ture and plating, the colony yield per plate can be almost doubled.

9. Some insert/vector combinations are inherently unstable. Instability can be mani-
fested by recombination, insert disposal, and translation of proteins toxic to the
cell. One way to increase the stability of a vector containing a very large 9.2-kb
insert is to decrease the incubation temperature to 30–32°C. This will, of course,
require additional growth time (usually about 18 h).
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10. There are many nonradioactive labeling options with comparable sensitivity to
32P. This protocol could be easily modified to substitute the use of such labeling
techniques for 32P.

11. The growth kinetics of viral stocks prepared from HIV-1 infectious molecular
clones can be variable. The time to, and levels of, peak supernatant p24 antigen
production will differ between viral isolates.
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Amplification and Cloning of Near
Full-Length HIV-2 Genomes

Feng Gao

Summary
The genomes of human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2), like those of HIV-1,

are not only extremely variable but are also highly recombinogenic (1–5). Determination
of subtypes based on partial genomes cannot predict the subtype classification of other
regions of the genome owing to the frequent occurrence of recombinant genomes among
subtypes. To fully understand the genetic variation and evolution of HIV-2s, full-length
viral genomes need to be obtained for genetic analysis. Full-length HIV-2 genomes can
also be used as infectious clones to study viral biological characteristics and as reference
sequences for phylogenetic analysis. More important, all genes in the obtained genomes
can be cloned into expression vectors to produce proteins that can be used as antigens for
diagnostic reagents or as immunogens for vaccine development. The long-range poly-
merase chain reaction technique has recently become a more preferred method than the 
phage cloning method to obtain near-full-length HIV-2 genomes.

Key Words: Polymerase chain reaction (PCR); full-length genome; HIV-2; amplifi-
cation; cloning; subtype.

1. Introduction
Previously, full-length HIV genomes were obtained exclusively by cloning

the complete or partial viral genomes into  phage vectors (6,7). The advan-
tage of this method is the generation of infectious full-length clones that can be
used to study the viral biological characteristics. However, this method is very
time-consuming and labor-intensive. It also requires successful isolation of
HIV strains in T-cell lines or normal donor peripheral mononuclear cells
(PBMCs) to obtain a high copy number of viral genomes. Since the long-range
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique was developed (8), it has been
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quickly adapted to amplify near full-length HIV genomes (9–11). The method
is much faster than the  phage cloning method and does not require isolation
of viruses in vitro. Since its use in obtaining near-full-length HIV genomes, the
number of full-length genomes has significantly increased. The templates for
long-range PCR are mainly DNA samples from either patient PBMC or HIV-
infected cell cultures. Using RNA as templates to obtain full-length HIV ge-
nomes has not been very successful. Because of the nature of two identical
long terminal repeats (LTRs) at each end of the integrated HIV genome or two
identical R regions in the RNA genome, it is impossible to design primers to
amplify full-length HIV genomes. As a result, the amplified products miss a
part of the genome (about 100–200 bp). However, the near full-length HIV
genomes contain coding regions for all HIV genes and infectious clones can be
reconstructed by adding the missing LTR region at the 5' end (11,12).

2. Materials
1. Genomic DNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
2. Agarose.
3. DNA marker:  DNA/HindIII markers (Promega, Madison, WI).
4. dNTP mix: 10 mM dATP, dGTP, dCTP, and dTTP each.
5. TBE buffer: 90 mM Tris-borate and 2 mM EDTA.
6. Oligonucleotide primers.
7. Ethanol (96–100%).
8. Microcentrifuge tubes (1.5-mL).
9. DTT.

10. MgCl2.
11. E. coli strains: TOP10 or Mach1™-T1®.
12. Restriction enzyme.
13. Kanamycin.
14. Expand Long Template PCR system (Roche Applied Science, Indianapo-

lis, IN).
15. TOPO XL PCR cloning kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).
16. SOC medium: 2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM

KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, and 20 mM glucose.

3. Methods
3.1. DNA Extraction

DNA quality is critical for success of amplification of near full-length HIV-
2 genomes. DNA samples should not be sheared and should be free of proteins.
Although the traditional phenol:chloroform method can yield high-quality
DNA, the use of toxic chemicals has made it not preferred. Many new methods
are available for preparation of high molecular weight genomic DNA without
using toxic chemicals. Among these kits, the Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture
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DNA Kit routinely yields high-quality genomic DNA (see Note 1). The de-
tailed protocol can be obtained from the manufacturer. A brief protocol for the
Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Kit is described as follows:

1. Prepare the reagents as suggested in the Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Kit
protocol (see Note 2).

2. Mix 0.5 mL of fresh whole blood, patient PBMC (5 × 106) or cultured cells (5 ×
106) with 0.5 mL of ice-cold buffer C1 and 3 vol of ice-cold distilled water (1.5
mL). Invert the tube several times until the suspension becomes translucent. In-
cubate on ice for 10 min (see Note 3).

3. Centrifuge the lysed cells at 4°C for 15 min at 1300g. Discard the supernatant.
4. Add 0.25 mL of ice-cold buffer C1 and 0.75 mL of ice-cold distilled water. Re-

suspend the pelleted nuclei by vortexing. Centrifuge again at 4°C for 15 min at
1300g. Discard the supernatant.

5. Add 1 mL of buffer G2, and completely resuspend the nuclei by vortexing for
10–30 s at maximum speed.

6. Add 25 mL of Qiagen protease and incubate at 50°C for 30–60 min.
7. Equilibrate a Qiagen Genomic-tip 20/G with 1 mL of Buffer QGT, and allow the

Qiagen Genomic-tip to empty by gravity flow (see Note 4).
8. Vortex the samples (step 6) for 10 s at maximum speed and apply it to the equili-

brated Qiagen Genomic-tip. Allow it to enter the resin by gravity flow.
9. Wash the Qiagen Genomic-tip with 3 × 1 mL of buffer QC.

10. Elute the genomic DNA with 2 × 1 mL of buffer QF into a 10-mL centrifuge tube.
11. Precipitate the DNA by adding 1.4 mL room-temperature isopropanol to the

eluted DNA.
12. Mix and centrifuge immediately at >5000g for at least 15 min at 4°C. Carefully

remove the supernatant.
13. Wash the DNA pellet with 1 mL of cold 70% ethanol. Vortex briefly and centri-

fuge at >5000g for 10 min at 4°C. Carefully remove the supernatant without
disturbing the pellet. Air-dry for 5–10 min, and resuspend the DNA pellet in 200
µL of Tris-HCl buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5) or water. Dissolve the DNA
overnight on a shaker.

14. Determination of DNA concentration: Add 20 mL of DNA samples from step 13
to 80 µL water (1:5 dilution) and measure the absorbance at 260 nm. The concen-
tration of the DNA samples (µg/mL) equals OD value × 50 × 5 (dilution factor).
Normally, the preparation will yield a total of 20–30 µg genomic DNA (see Note 5).

15. Determination of DNA length: Load 1 µg extracted genomic DNA and DNA
marker to a 0.5% agarose gel. Run the gel with Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer
at 40 V until the bromophenol blue reaches the bottom of the gel (about 6 cm)
and stain the gel with ethidium bromide solution (0.5 µg/mL) for 10 min. The
eluted genomic DNA should be 50–100 kb long on average (up to 150 kb; see
Note 6).

16. The DNA samples are ready to be used for PCR amplification or stored at –20°C
for later use.
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3.2. PCR Amplification

To amplify near full-length genomes of diverse genetic variants, the primers
are designed at the highly conserved nontranslation region. If DNA is extracted
from HIV-2-infected cell cultures, a single round of PCR is sufficient to obtain
enough PCR products for cloning, and the successful rate of amplification of
near full-length HIV-2 genomes will be much higher. It is highly recommended
to establish short-term cultures of primary HIV-2 isolates in vitro for long-
range PCR amplification. If the DNA is extracted directly from patient PBMC
samples without cell culture, the number of proviral copies in the samples is
low and one round of PCR amplification usually does not yield enough prod-
ucts to be cloned. Therefore, a second round of PCR (nested PCR) needs to be
carried out to obtain sufficient PCR products. Because nested PCRs are often
supersensitive (detection level as low as a few copies of templates in each
reaction), a clean working environment is required to avoid sample contamination.

1. Prepare the master PCR reaction mix in an autoclaved tube at ambient tempera-
ture or on ice. Always prepare one extra reaction to have enough master mix for
all tested samples. The Expand Long Template PCR system from Roche Applied
Science is used for the PCR amplification (see Note 7). The following recipe is
for one reaction:

Component Volume Final concentration

10X PCR buffer with MgCl2 5 µL buffer 2 (2.75 mM MgCl2)
10 mM dNTP mixture 1.75 µL 0.35 mM each
Primer HIV2upA 1 µL 20 pmol
Primer HIV2lowA 1 µL 20 pmol
Expand Long Template 0.75 µL 3.75 units

Enzyme Mix
Autoclaved distilled water to 45 µL (see Note 8)

2. Vortex the mixture and transfer 45 µL master mix to each 200-µL thin-wall
PCR tube.

3. Add 5 µL DNA sample (0.2–1 µg) to each tube.
4. Cap the tubes and centrifuge briefly to collect the contents in the bottom of the tubes.
5. Put tubes into the heat blocks in the thermocycler (with the heating block on the top).
6. Denature the templates for 2 min at 94°C and perform 10 cycles of PCR amplifi-

cation as follows:
Denature: 94°C for 15 s
Anneal: 55°C for 30 s (see Note 9)
Extend: 68°C for 10 min

Then perform 20 cycles of PCR amplification as follows:

Denature: 94°C for 15 s
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Anneal: 55°C for 30 s
Extend: 68°C for 10 min + extra 15 s for each successive cycle

7. Extend for an additional 10 min at 68°C after the last cycle of the PCR amplification.
8. Maintain the reaction at 4°C after cycling. Samples can be stored at –20°C for

later use.
9. Prepare master PCR reaction mixture as in step 1 with nested primers HIV2upA1

and HIV2lowB.
10. Follow steps 2–8 for second-round PCR amplification using 5 µL of first-round

PCR products (see Note 10).
11. Load 5 µL PCR products on a 0.5% agarose gel with ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/

mL). In a separated well, load DNA marker for estimation of the size of the PCR
products. The expected size of PCR products is approx 9 kb.

12. Take photos or digital images for record.
13. Primer sequences:

First-round PCR primers
HIV2upA: 5'-GTAAGGGCGGCAGGAACAAACC-3'
HIV2lowA: 5'-GCGGCGACTAGGAGAGATGGGA-3'
The length of PCR products is approx 9 kb.
Second-round PCR primers
HIV2upA1: 5'-GGCGGCAGGAACAAACCACG-3'
HIV2lowB: 5'-GAGAACCTCCCAGGGCTCAATCT-3'
The length of PCR products is approx 9 kb.

14. For troubleshooting and precautions of PCR amplification see Notes 14 and 15.

3.3. Purification of PCR Products With QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit
1. Load all PCR products on a 0.5% agarose gel containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium

bromide.
2. Run the gel in TBE buffer at 40 V until the blue dye reaches the bottom of the gel

(about 6 cm).
3. Excise the DNA fragment from the gel with a clean scalpel under long-wave-

length UV light (312 nm).
4. Weight the gel slice in a colorless 1.5-mL centrifuge tube. Add 3 vol of buffer

QG to 1 vol of gel (1 mg = 1 µL).
5. Incubate at 50°C for 10 min (or until the gel slice has completely dissolved). Mix

by vortexing the tube every 2–3 min during the incubation.
6. Add one gel volume of isopropanol to the sample and mix.
7. Place a QIAquick spin column in a 2-mL collection tube.
8. Apply the sample to the QIAquick column and centrifuge for 1 min.
9. Discard the flow-through and place QIAquick column back in the same collec-

tion tube.
10. Add 0.5 mL of buffer QG and centrifuge for 1 min.
11. Add 0.75 mL of buffer PE and centrifuge for 1 min.
12. Discard the flow-through and centrifuge for an additional 1 min at ~17,900g.
13. Place the QIAquick column into a clean 1.5-mL tube.
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14. Add 50 µL of buffer EB (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5) or water to the center of the
membrance and centrifuge for 1 min (see Note 11).

15. Load 5 µL PCR products on a 0.5% agarose gel with ethidium bromide (0.5 µg/
mL). Estimate the concentration of recovered DNA fragment by comparing with
known concentration of DNA bands in the DNA marker (see Note 12).

3.4. Cloning of Near Full-Length HIV-2 PCR Products
Using TOPO XL PCR Cloning Kit

1. Combine 4 µL of purified PCR products (Subheading 3.3., step 14) and 1 µL of
pCR-XL-TOPO vector in a sterile 1.5-mL tube.

2. Mix gently and incubate for 5 min at room temperature. Do not leave it at room
temperature for more than 5 min.

3. Add 1 µL of the 6X TOPO Cloning Stop Solution and mix for several seconds at
room temperature.

4. Briefly centrifuge the tube and place on ice.
5. Thaw on ice one vial of One Shot competent cells for each transformation.
6. Add 2 µL of the TOPO Cloning reaction (step 3) to one vial of One Shot compe-

tent cells and mix gently by flipping the end of the tubes with the fingers.
7. Incubate on ice for 30 min.
8. Heat-shock the cells for 30 s at 42°C without shaking.
9. Immediately transfer the tubes to ice and incubate for 2 min.

10. Add 250 mL of room temperature SOC medium.
11. Cap the tube tightly and shake the tube at 37°C for 1 h.
12. Spread 50–150 µL of transformed bacteria on prewarmed plates (37°C) contain-

ing 50 µg/mL kanamycin.
13. Incubate plates overnight at 37°C.

3.5. Analysis of Transformants

pCR-XL-TOPO vector contains an E. coli lethal ccdB gene that is fused to
the C-terminus of the LacZ  fragment. Insertion of a long PCR fragment dis-
rupts the expression of the LacZ -ccdB fusion gene and permits growth of
only positive recombinants upon transformation. Bacteria that contain nonre-
combinant vector are killed upon plating. Therefore, blue-white screening is
not required.

1. Pick up 10 colonies with sterile toothpicks and inoculate them into 15-mL tubes
containing 3 mL LB medium with 50 mg/mL kanamycin.

2. Incubate at 37°C overnight by shaking at 220 rpm.
3. Prepare miniprep DNA using QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit or any other alterna-

tive methods.
4. Digest DNA with EcoR I in a total of 20 µL volume.
5. Run 10 µL of digestion solution in a 0.5% agarose gel. Two bands are expected:

a 3.5-kb band for the vector and a 9-kb band for the insert (see Note 13).
6. After the right size inserts are confirmed by restriction enzyme mapping, the
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recombinant plasmids can be sequenced with M13 forward and/or reverse prim-
ers. The insert sequences then can be used to search against the GenBank se-
quence database to determine if the insert is HIV-2-related genomes.

4. Notes
1. Although the Qiagen Blood and Cell Culture DNA Kit has been widely used for

extraction of high molecular weight DNA, the following kits from other manu-
facturers can also be used: GenElute Mammalian Genomic DNA Miniprep kit
from Sigma, St. Louis, MO; Easy-DNA™ Kit from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA;
and Wizard® Genomic DNA Purification Kit from Promega, Madison, WI.

2. The buffers and protease K are supplied in the kit. There is no need to prepare
them. If needed, however, they can be prepared based on the instructions from
the protocol.

3. All infectious materials (whole blood, plasma, or infected cells) that contain live
HIV should be prepared under biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) laminar flow hoods.
Extreme caution should be taken to avoid any direct contacts with the infectious
materials.

4. It is critical to use the Qiagen Genomic-tips to prepare high molecular weight
genomic DNA (50–100 kb). Other kits that yield only 20–30 kb genomic DNA
should not be used for amplification of 10-kb HIV genomes.

5. When more DNA samples are needed, DNA extraction kits for larger amounts of
samples are available from the manufacturer.

6. If the length of genomic DNA is less than 30 kb, the DNA sample should be
discarded and new DNA should be prepared.

7. A number of long-range PCR kits have been developed to amplify target DNA up
to 20 kb. If the Expand Long Template PCR system is not available, other sys-
tems (AccuTaq LA DNA Polymerase from Sigma and PCR SuperMix High Fi-
delity from Invitrogen) can be used as alternative methods for the amplification
of near full-length HIV-2 genomes.

8. The total volume of the PCR reaction is 50 µL. Five µL of each sample were
subtracted from the master mix.

9. Annealing temperature is critical for successful PCR amplification. The tempera-
ture should be adjusted for each PCR reaction to achieve the optimal amplification.

10. In general, 5 µL of the first-round PCR reaction is a good starting point for the
second-round PCR amplification. However, depending on the DNA sample qual-
ity and the copy numbers of target molecules, more or less of the first-round PCR
reaction may be needed for the optimal second-round PCR reaction.

11. Promega also manufactures a similar plasmid DNA kit (Wizard PCR Preps DNA
Purification System), which can yield the same quality DNA fragments for the
subsequent cloning step.

12. The specificity of the PCR amplification will have a huge impact on the cloning
efficiency of long PCR products. If too many unspecific bands are amplified,
PCR conditions should be adjusted to obtain more specific amplification prod-
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ucts (see Notes 14 and 15).
13. There are two EcoR I sites flanking the cloning site in the pCR-XL-TOPO vec-

tor. After digestion with EcoR I, a 9-kb insert will be released from the vector if
there are no internal EcoR I sites in the amplified HIV-2 near full-length ge-
nomes. Sometimes, the amplified genomes may contain internal EcoR I site(s),
and the inserts will be digested into smaller fragments. However, the sum of the
smaller fragments should be about 9 kb if a correct HIV-2 genome is cloned.

14. Troubleshooting:

Problem Solution

No band Lower annealing temperature
Increase amounts of DNA templates
Increase MgCl2 concentration
Increase cycle number

Too many bands Increase annealing temperature
Decrease MgCl2 concentration
Decrease amount of template
Decrease primer concentration

Wrong size bands Increase annealing temperature
Primer-dimer Decrease primer concentration

Increase annealing temperature
Band in negative control Contaminated; prepare new reagents, buffers, and water

15. Precautions
a. Never use PCR products or work with molecular clones in PCR reaction

preparation areas or rooms.
b. Always use the following controls:

i. Low copy positive control.
ii. Negative control (normal genomic DNA).

c. Always use aerosol-resistant tips.
d. Always wear new gloves.
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Growth and Manipulation of a Human T-Cell Leukemia
Virus Type 2 Full-Length Molecular Clone

Matthew Anderson and Patrick L. Green

Summary
In retrovirus research, the generation of an infectious molecular clone is a landmark

event, opening up new avenues of research using the cloned virus. A full-length proviral
plasmid clone of the human T-cell leukemia virus (HTLV) makes possible reproducible
viral genetic studies. However, the growth of full-length infectious HTLV proviral plas-
mid clones in bacteria, their manipulation using molecular techniques, and further char-
acterization of replication capacity and other biological properties are not trivial. This
chapter describes successful methods used for the preparation and manipulation of the
full-length HTLV-2 proviral plasmid clone pH6neo. The plasmid-borne full-length clone
of HTLV-2 permits the study of the interactions and contributions of viral proteins in
viral replication and cellular transformation in vitro and in animal models in vivo. These
types of studies have provided and will continue to provide critical insight into under-
standing the virus–host interactions and ultimately the contribution of viral genes and
elements to the pathogenesis of HTLV.

Key Words: HTLV-2; pH6neo; immortalization; transformation; human T-lympho-
cytes; HTLV-associated myelopathy; adult T-cell leukemia.

1. Introduction
Human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 (HTLV-1) and type 2 (HTLV-2) are

closely related retroviruses that have been causally associated with a variety of
human diseases. HTLV-1 is associated with adult T-cell leukemia (ATL), an
aggressive CD4+ T-cell malignancy, and a chronic neurodegenerative disorder
termed HTLV-associated myelopathy/tropical spastic paraparesis (HAM/TSP)
(1,2). HTLV-2 is less clearly associated with disease, with only a few cases of
leukemia or neurological disease reported (3–6). The genetic basis for the dif-
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ference in pathobiology of HTLV-1 and HTLV-2 is not yet clear, but likely
resides in the activities of the regulatory and/or accessory proteins, thus high-
lighting the importance of comparative structure/function studies of the viral
elements and gene products.

Initial HTLV experimental studies were restricted to examination of infected
patients, overexpression of individual viral genes using reporter assays in cell
lines, or characterization of infected cell lines or animals using viral isolates
obtained directly from patients. Although these types of studies have been very
informative, the understanding of HTLV biology and pathogenesis has further
benefited from the isolation and manipulation of infectious proviral clones and
development and refinement of methodologies for characterization of these
clones in primary human T-lymphocytes and relevant animal models.

This chapter focuses on the methods used in the preparation of the infec-
tious HTLV-2 proviral plasmid clone, pH6neo; the introduction of pH6neo or
pH6neo variants into cells to generate stably transfected virus producer cell
lines; the use of these viral producer cell lines in cell-to-cell transmission of
virus to primary human T-lymphocytes through co-culture; and the subsequent
care and management of those primary human T-lymphocyte cultures. Several
HTLV-2 studies will be highlighted to illustrate the methods utilized, the ex-
perimental results observed, and the contribution to our understanding of
HTLV.

2. Materials
1. Bio-Rad Genepulser, with capacitance extender (Bio-Rad).
2. Sorvall ultracentrifuge with GSA and HB4 rotors.
3. Beckman G-80 ultracentrifuge with vTi90 and SW55 rotors.
4. Bacterial culture equipment and media.
5. Maxiprep solution I: 50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 10 mM EDTA.
6. Maxiprep solution II: 0.2 M NaOH, 1% SDS.
7. Maxiprep solution III: 3 M sodium acetate, 2 M acetic acid.
8. Rotary shaking incubator, 33°C.
9. Ampicillin, 50 µg/mL stock.

10. Phenol (Tris-buffered)/chloroform solution, 1:1 ratio.
11. Sterile cheesecloth.
12. Dialysis buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 20 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM

dithiothreitol.
13. 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.6.
14. Butanol, 100%.
15. Ethanol, 100%.
16. Isopropanol, 100%.
17. Ethidium bromide, 10 mg/mL stock.
18. Cesium chloride.
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19. TE buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.1 mM EDTA.
20. Agarose and agarose gel electrophoresis equipment.
21. HTLVI/II p19 ELISA kit.
22. Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) equipment.
23. Protein A-Sepharose.
24. Whatman filter paper.
25. Gammacell-40 cesium-source irradiator.
26. 729-6 cell line.
27. BJAB cell line.
28. Primary human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMBCs).
29. Cell culture media and cell culture equipment.
30. Human interleukin-2, 10 U/mL.
31. G418, 100 mg/mL active drug.
32. Ficoll.
33. FITC-conjugated -mouse IgG.
34. -HTLV p19 Gag antibody (murine).
35. Fluorescence microscope.

3. Methods
The methods below describe (1) the structure of the HTLV-2 infectious

proviral clone, pH6neo, (2) expression of pH6neo-encoded virus in stably
transfected cell lines, and (3) the infection and transformation of primary T
lymphocytes by co-culture.

3.1. HTLV-2 Proviral Clone, pH6neo

The pH6neo plasmid contains a complete proviral sequence of HTLV-2 sub-
type A isolate. Its source was a cDNA isolated from CEM cells infected by co-
culture with the HTLV-2 infected Mo cell line. This cDNA, H-6, contained a
complete 8952 base sequence of HTLV-2 and approx 1.3 kb of cellular flank-
ing sequences. A HindIII digest of the H-6 cDNA was end-filled and cloned
into the EcoRI site of the expression vector SV2neo, resulting in a plasmid
with an approximate size of 15.9 kb (Fig. 1A) (7–10). pH6neo encodes ampi-
cillin and kanamycin resistance in bacteria, and G418 resistance in mammalian
cells. It is also a low copy number plasmid; consequently, DNA plasmid yields
from bacterial preparations are lower than would be possible if propagated in a
high copy number plasmid backbone such as pUC or Bluescript. However,
propagation in a low copy number plasmid backbone does provide a strategic
advantage. As with all retrovirus proviral clones, HTLV-2 pH6neo contains
two direct long terminal repeats (LTRs) at each end. These large direct repeats
contribute to increased recombination and sequence deletion facilitated by high
plasmid DNA copy number in bacteria. Low copy number plasmid growth in
Rec– E. coli significantly reduces the generation of deleted clones.
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Fig. 1. (A) pH6neo plasmid and RNA transcripts. The pH6neo plasmid contains a
gene encoding ampicillin resistance and a neomycin-resistance gene that provides
kanamycin resistance in bacteria and G418 resistance in mammalian cells. The provi-
rus itself is flanked by short stretches of cellular genomic DNA (sawtooth lines). Gag,
pro, and pol genes are expressed from the unspliced, full-length RNA. Env is ex-
pressed from an mRNA spliced singly, between a splice donor (SD) at nt449 and a
splice acceptor (SA) at nt5044. There are three potential SA sites within the pX re-
gion, one at nt7214 and two alternates at nt6807 and 6944. Tax and Rex are expressed
from a doubly spliced mRNA created from splicing first between the SD at nt449 and
a SA at nt5044, and a second splice between an SD at nt5183 and the third pX region
SA at nt7214. p28 can be produced from a singly spliced mRNA, bypassing the SA at
5044 and instead utilizing the SA at nt6944. The putative accessory proteins p11 and
p10 are most likely produced from doubly spliced mRNAs using the SA at nt6807.
Other potential transcripts could express truncated forms of these accessory proteins
in the same reading frame using internal methionine codons for initiation 
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Fig. 1. (continued) (14). (B) Unique restriction sites within the pH6neo plasmid. The
majority of cellular flank has been deleted in pH6neo and unique restriction sites
(HindIII and SalI) have been introduced. EcoRV, XbaI, and MluI are naturally
occuring unique restriction sites within the provirus genome. (C) Schematic represen-
tation of the HTLV-2 LTR showing the locations of the U3, R, and U5 regions. The
three hatched boxes in the U3 region represent the three imperfectly conserved 21-bp
repeats contained within the TRE. The enhancer for the cytomegalovirus immediate
early gene (C-enh, -598, and -218 relative to the start of transcription) is depicted
above (black box). Numbers below the long terminal repeat (LTR) represent bases
(hundreds). wtLTRs containing the three 21-bp repeats (hatched boxes) are also indi-
cated. The proviral clone HTLVC-enh contains both a 5' and a 3' chimeric LTRC-enh (10).

The pH6neo plasmid has been modified throughout the years to facilitate
numerous experimental studies. Most notable modifications include deletion
of the majority of the 5' and 3' cellular flanking sequences to the provirus and
introduction of unique restriction enzyme sites immediately 5' and 3' to the
viral proviral genome (Fig. 1B). These modifications reduced the overall size
of the plasmid clone and facilitated DNA fragment exchanges containing spe-
cific gene alterations. In an effort to perform Tax structure-function analyses
in the context of a replicating virus, pH6neo was further modified by exchang-
ing the Tax-response element in the U3 region of both the 5' and 3' LTRs with
the cytomegalovirus immediate early gene enhancer (c-enh) (Fig. 1C). This
chimeric provirus resulted in an HTLV-2 that replicates independently of Tax
(11) (see Note 1).

3.2. Generation of pH6neo DNA

The pH6neo plasmid and its derivatives can be generated in useful quanti-
ties through standard maxi-preparation techniques, with only slight modifica-
tions. Plasmids are best grown after transformation into competent E. coli
(recA–, endA–) overnight at a temperature of 33°C. Plasmid DNA can be iso-
lated using filter columns such as those produced by Qiagen, but cesium chlo-
ride-banded plasmid preparations result in DNA stocks that consistently have
higher transfection efficiency in mammalian cells.

3.2.1. Preparation of pH6neo Plasmid DNA

LB media (400 mL) supplemented with 30 mg/mL of ampicillin is inocu-
lated with a single freshly transformed bacterial colony and grown overnight
approx 16 h at 33°C (see Note 2). Overnight cultures are pelleted at 2600g for
5 min in 250-mL centrifuge bottles in a Sorvall GSA rotor and resuspended in
a 25-mL solution of 50 mM glucose, 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 10 mM
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EDTA (Maxiprep solution I) and kept on ice. Add 50 mL of 0.2 M NaOH, 1%
SDS lysis buffer (Maxiprep solution II) and mix well. Following lysis, 37.5
mL of 3 M sodium acetate: 2 M acetic acid (Maxiprep solution III) is added and
mixed again. The entire mixture is again centrifuged at a speed of 10,000g for
5 min at 4°C. The supernatant is filtered through a few layers of cheesecloth
into 67.5 mL of 100% isopropanol and incubated at room temperature for 30
min. The precipitated DNA is then pelleted for 15 min at 5900g, 15°C, and
resuspended in 3 mL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0)
in a 15-mL Falcon tube. Next, 0.5 mL of ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL stock)
is added, the entire volume is weighed, and an equal weight of cesium chloride
(CsCl) is dissolved in the mixture. The resulting solution (now containing 1 g/
mL CsCl) is then loaded into a 5-mL Optiseal tube (Beckman) and centrifuged
at 450,000g in a Vti90 vertical rotor in a Beckman G80 ultracentrifuge at room
temperature for 4 h, without braking. Plasmid bands are visualized in the
Optiseal tubes by handheld long-wave UV light. Banded plasmid DNA is re-
moved by first uncapping the tube, and then piercing just beneath the band
with an 18-gage needle attached to a 10-mL syringe and removing approx 1–2
mL of solution containing the plasmid band (see Note 3). The plasmid-con-
taining solution is then diluted to 3 mL total volume with TE and extracted
three to four times with 3-mL volumes of H2O-saturated butanol to remove
excess ethidium bromide. The plasmid solution is then dialyzed overnight at
4°C in a large volume (~3 L) of 20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.1 mM EDTA, 10
mM NaCl, and 1 mM DTT (see Note 4). Following dialysis, the DNA is phe-
nol/chloroform (1:1 ratio) extracted in a 30-mL Corex tube and centrifuged for
5 min at 16,000g, the clear fraction (top) is removed, and the DNA is then
precipitated by adding 1/10 vol of 3 M sodium acetate, pH 5.6, and 2.5 vol of
100% ethanol in a 30-mL Corex centrifuge tube. After 30 min at –80°C, the
DNA is pelleted from solution in a HB-4 Sorvall rotor at 16,400g for 30 min at
4°C, and resuspended in 250–500 µL of distilled deionized water. DNA con-
centration is determined by 260/280 spectrophotometry and the integrity of the
plasmid is confirmed by restriction digest analysis on 0.7% agarose gels.

3.2.2. Introduction of Plasmid DNA Into Mammalian Cells

The pH6neo plasmid DNA can be introduced transiently into mammalian
cell lines (729-6, 293, 293T, Jurkat, CEM) using a number of transfection meth-
ods including electroporation, Lipofectamine, and calcium phosphate precipi-
tation allowing the assessment of various viral gene activities (see Note 5).
However, this approach rarely results in efficient expression of virus particles
with the capacity to infect a significant proportion of target cells. We have
found that the B-cell line 729-6 supports transient as well as long-term stable
expression of HTLV. 729-6 is a 6-thioguanine resistant human lymphoblastoid
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B cell line isolated by treating parent WIL-2 cells with 6-thioguanine. 729-6
expresses the Epstein-Barr virus nuclear antigen (EBNA) (12). Stably trans-
fected 729-6 cells are best-isolated following electroporation of pH6neo plas-
mid DNA and growth selection. Ten million 729-6 cells and 5 µg of plasmid
DNA are suspended in 250 µL of growth medium and electroporated in a Bio-
Rad Genepulser (with Capacitance Extender) at settings of 250 V, 950 µF, and
then placed in 5 mL of growth medium in a tissue culture incubator for 2 d.
After 2 d, the cells are centrifuged and resuspended in 25 mL of growth me-
dium supplemented with 1 mg/mL of G418 to select for neomycin-resistant
cells. These cells are then divided into 1-mL volumes in a 24-well plate. After
selection for 3–5 wk, outgrowth of G418-resistant cells are seen in some wells.
Wells are then expanded for further characterization.

3.2.3. Screening for 729 Virus-Producer Cell Lines

Wells containing G418-resistant cells are originally screened for production
of HTLV-2 p24 Gag by metabolic labeling with 35-S methionine/cysteine fol-
lowed by radioimmunoprecipitation with HTLV-2 patient antiserum that de-
tects primarily p24 Gag (Fig. 2A). Currently, a commercial HTLV-1/2 p19
Gag ELISA kit (Zeptometrix) is also available and can be used to screen the
supernatants of stable cell lines for virions containing p19 Gag, allowing a
much larger quantity of wells to be screened at one time, with only slightly less
sensitivity than radioimmunoprecipitation (RIPA) provides (Fig. 2B). Testing
for viral gene activity following selection for G418-resistant cells is important,
as the integration process necessitates a breakage of the plasmid at some point
in its length, much of which is taken up by proviral sequences. An intact inte-
gration of the neomycin-resistance gene does not exclude the possibility of
plasmid breakage at some point within the provirus, which would prevent it
from producing full-length viral RNA. Because the Gag gene products p19 and
p24 are produced from full-length viral RNA, and efficient expression is de-
pendent on both Tax and Rex (3' end of the genome), these proteins are ideal
for use in screening stable HTLV-2 producer cell lines. Following confirma-
tion of Gag production, cells are single-cell cloned by limiting dilution to ob-
tain a cloned virus-producer cell line.

Further confirmation of virus production and the ability of virus to spread
throughout a culture can be quantitated by syncytia-forming assays if neces-
sary. Syncytia-forming assays are performed as follows: 729 producer cells are
irradiated with 10,000 rads, and 10-fold dilutions, starting with 5 × 105 cells,
are cocultivated with 105 BJAB cells in 24-well culture plates. Cells are fed
twice a week with RPMI 1640 supplemented to contain 10% FCS, 100 U/mL
of penicillin and streptomycin, and 2 mM glutamine. Syncytia are scored in
BJAB co-cultures microscopically 3 to 5 d after plating (Fig. 2C). If there is
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Fig. 2. (A) Immunoprecipitation of [35S]methionine-cysteine-labeled 729 producer
cells. 729 producer cells (5 × 106) were metabolically labeled, and cell lysates were
prepared. Stable transfectant cell lysates were immunoprecipitated with human antis-
era directed against the HTLV-2 p24 Gag capsid protein. Lane M contains a 30-kD
marker band. Uninfected 729 cells (–) and 729pH6neo cells (+) are positive and nega-
tive controls, respectively. Six separately isolated neomycin-resistant samples are in
lanes 1–6; lanes 3 and 4 are positive. (B) HTLV p19 Gag ELISA results from superna-
tants of uninfected 729 cells, two clones of the 729pH6neo infected cell line, and one
clone stably transfected with HTLV-2C-enh. p19 Gag levels vary between different cell
clones, even those expressing the same virus. (C) HTLV-II syncytium induction in
BJAB cells. 729 or stable transfectants were irradiated with 10,000 rads and cocultured
with BJAB cells. Syncytia were scored in BJAB cell cocultures microscopically 3 to 5
d postplating. Cells were photographed at 72 h postplating.
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efficient virus infection and spread, syncytia can be induced with as few as 100
irradiated viral producer cells.

Infection of the BJAB or 729 cells can be confirmed by detection of the viral
p19 Gag by immunofluorescence. Cells are washed in PBS, spotted onto slides,
and allowed to air-dry. Cells are fixed for 10 min in acetone-methanol (1:1)
and allowed to air-dry. Following fixing, cells are incubated with anti-p19 Gag
antibody (Zeptometrix) for 30 min at room temperature under a humidified
chamber. Cells are washed with PBS and incubated with fluorescein-conju-
gated rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulin G for 30 min at room temperature in
a humidified chamber. These cells are then washed three times with PBS and
examined immediately under a fluorescence microscope.

3.3. Infection of Primary Human T-Lymphocytes

Once a stable producer line has been generated, it can be irradiated and co-
cultured with freshly isolated PBMCs to produce infected T cells, the natural
targets of HTLV-1 and -2 infection, immortalization, and transformation. Cell-
free HTLV-1 and -2, unlike HIV, is poorly infectious. As a result, it was neces-
sary to develop a reproducible co-culture system to allow direct cell-to-cell
transmission of virus, the natural route of infection in vivo.

3.3.1. Irradiation of Virus-Producer Cells

Producer cells are irradiated in their normal growth medium, using a ce-
sium-source irradiator (Gammacell 40) with 10,000 rads of -radiation (see
Note 6). These cells cannot divide after irradiation, but continue to produce
infectious virus until cell death, which usually occurs in approx 1–2 wk (see
Note 7).

3.3.2. Co-culture of Irradiated Virus-Producer Cells With Human
PBMCs

Irradiated producer cells are co-cultured in a 1:1 or up to a 1:4 ratio with
freshly isolated human PBMCs. The co-cultured cells are plated into 24-well
plates in 1-mL volumes with PBMC total numbers in the range of 1–2 × 106

cells/mL (well). These experiments can be used to study short- or long-term
effects of alterations made within the pH6neo clone (see Note 8). Figure 3
shows representative data of a typical transformation assay. In this particular
experiment the transforming capacity of a chimeric Tax-independent HTLV-2
(HTLVC-enh), and various Tax mutant viruses were compared to wild-type
HTLV-2. The chimeric HTLV-2 had the capacity to transform primary human
T-lymphocytes with an efficiency similar to wild-type HTLV-2. A tax-knock-
out virus, termed HTLVC-enh Tax, was shown to be replication-competent, but
failed to transform primary human T-lymphocytes, therefore providing direct
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evidence that Tax is essential for HTLV-mediated transformation of human T-
lymphocytes (11). The creation of a proviral clone that could replicate effi-
ciently in the absence of Tax provided a unique opportunity to study the effects
of Tax-2 mutants on transformation without concern for those mutations that
affect viral transcription and replication. A series of Tax-2 cDNA mutants were
created and evaluated for their ability to stimulate NF B/Rel and CREB/ATF
activity in T-lymphocytes. These mutants were then cloned into HTLVC-enh

proviral clone to determine the respective roles of the CREB/ATF or NF B/
Rel signaling pathway in viral replication and cellular transformation. Distinct
tax-2 mutant virus phenotypes were identified, but Tax activation of NF B/
Rel and CREB/ATF both contribute to induction of IL-2 independent T-lym-
phocyte transformation (Fig. 3). The activation of NF B/Rel provides a criti-

Fig. 3. Growth curve of HTLVC-enh T-lymphocyte transformation assay. Cell vi-
ability was determined by Trypan blue exclusion staining at 0, 5, 14, 21, 28, 36, 43,
53, and 70 days postcocultivation. Four distinct growth patterns were observed. The
mean and standard deviation was determined from three independent samples of each
coculture: pattern 1 contains PBL/729 negative control (Mock) coculture; pattern 2
contains PBL/729-HTLVC-enhF4Term ( Tax), and PBL/729-HTLVC-enhS130A/L131F
coculture showing the critical importance of NF B/Rel activation; pattern 3 contains
the PBL/729-HTLVC-enhI320R/L320S coculture showing the requirement for activa-
tion of CREB/ATF in addition to NF B/Rel; and pattern 4 contains PBL/729-
wtHTLV-2 and PBL/729-HTLVC-enhwtTax, or fully transformed cells (13).
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cal proliferative signal early in the cellular transformation process, whereas
CREB/ATF activation is required to promote the IL-2 independent transformed
state (8,11,13). This is a major step in the elucidation of the mechanism of T-
lymphocyte transformation.

4. Notes

1. There are a number of useful restriction sites located within the HTLV-2 genome
that are useful for creating mutants or chimeras for experimental study. In addi-
tion to the use of preexisting restriction sites within the proviral genome, it is
sometimes necessary to use site-directed mutagenesis either to add restriction
sites or to create deliberate mutations within viral genes. When adding restriction
sites to assist in cloning, extra care should be taken to avoid introducing muta-
tions in overlapping viral genes. In situations in which it is necessary to create
mutations in coding regions, it is important to minimize disruption of genes with
overlapping reading frames, as is the case in the pX region of the provirus. In
early studies, mutagenesis was carried out using M13-based methods. More re-
cently, mutagenesis has been performed with Stratagene’s PCR-based site di-
rected mutagenesis kits. PCR-based mutagenesis is best carried out on small
templates, so it is advantageous to use a smaller subclone of the provirus to con-
duct the mutagenesis, and then clone that portion back into the full-length plasmid.

2. Large plasmid deletion can be detected at this early stage by first performing a
small-scale plasmid preparation on a small aliquot of the 400-mL culture fol-
lowed by visualization of undigested and diagnostically digested (BamHI or
EcoRI) DNA on a 0.7% agarose gel prior to large-scale plasmid preparation.

3. Extreme care should be taken when piercing the tubes with a syringe needle,
particularly in how the tube is handled. The tube should always be gripped at a
point well away from where the syringe needle will pierce it. It is fairly easy to
pierce completely through the opposite side of the tube if too much pressure is
applied. There are two drawbacks to this. The first and most important is that it
places the health and safety of the handler at risk. The tube at this point of the
experiment contains a concentrated solution of ethidium bromide (a mutagen)
and cesium chloride, as well as proviral DNA plasmid. The consequences of an
accidental needle stick with the mixture are best left unexplored. The risk to the
handler is negligible so long as the handler remains aware of the danger and
handles the tube correctly. Second, when a second hole is made in the barrel of
the tube, the tube will begin to leak as soon as the needle is withdrawn from the
hole, usually causing loss of the sample before it can be collected.

4. RNA and protein contamination of plasmid preparations is occasionally a prob-
lem, and is undesirable when that plasmid is to be used for transfection. RNA
contamination is usually visible after electrophoresis on an ethidium-stained aga-
rose gel as a smear in the lower molecular weight region. Protein contamination
is best indicated by a 260/280 ratio of the preparation that falls outside the ex-
pected range for nucleic acid. In such a case, the following steps should be added
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between collection of the DNA from dialysis and the phenol/chloroform extrac-
tion steps: a 1-h treatment with RNAse A (10 µg/mL) at 37°C followed by pro-
teinase K treatment (20 µg/mL for another hour at the same temperature). This
will minimize RNA and bacterial protein contamination and result in more accu-
rate concentration values when the plasmid DNA is analyzed by UV spectropho-
tometry.

5. Primary cells directly transfected by electroporation have poor survival rates and
often fail to produce detectable infection. Currently we are attempting to achieve
efficient transfection of PBMCs with proviral DNA using nucleofection (Amaxa).
This technique is a modification of standard electroporation that delivers the DNA
into the cell nucleus. It provides much higher transfection efficiency in primary
cells and faster onset of expression of the transfected genes.

6. Producer cells are irradiated before co-culture, damaging their DNA to a point
where they can no longer divide. The producer cell line will survive for a short
time in the co-culture and continue to produce virus that can infect PBMC. The
most common endpoint of an HTLV co-culture experiment is immortalization or
transformation of primary T-cells. If a source of  radiation is not available, it is
possible to use mitomycin C treatment of the producer cells in place of irradia-
tion. Mitomycin C should be applied to the producer cells at a concentration of
100 µg/mL for 30 min at 37°C. Extensive washing of the producer cells with cell
culture medium after treatment is important if this method is to be used, as the
primary cells may be sensitive to residual mitomycin C.

7. At approx 2–3 wk post-co-culture the majority of irradiated 729 cells are dead
and the co-culture can be littered with cell debris. In some cases, depending on
the overall number of viable cells present at this time, it can be beneficial to
remove dead cells and debris by Ficoll treatment and replating only the viable
cells. To limit cell loss, Ficoll treatment is performed in a sterile microfuge tube.

8. The decision on whether or not to provide exogenous IL-2 in co-culture experi-
ments depends on the goal of the experiment. It is more difficult to generate IL-
2-independent transformed cells, but the results are more relevant to the events
that occur in natural infections. Although it is easier to produce immortalized,
IL-2-dependent cells, there are likely to be differences in the processes that lead
to the transformation of these cells in comparison to the normal development of ATL.
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Construction and Analysis of Genomic, Full-Length
Infectious Foamy Virus DNA Clones

Roman Wirtz and Martin Löchelt

Summary
The molecular engineering of recombinant plasmid DNA clones containing the full-

length and replication-competent feline foamy (retro)virus (FFV) proviral genome is
described. The methods used to combine subgenomic FFV DNA fragments can be ap-
plied to other retrovirus genomes, resulting in full-length, bacterially cloned retroviruses.
In addition, techniques used to determine the replication competence of the cloned viral
genomes are described. Alternative technologies (not described here) are also discussed,
together with the application of cloned genomes in modern molecular virology; for ex-
ample, in functional genetic studies or as starting material for retrovirus vector development.

Key Words: Molecular virology; infectious DNA clone; provirus; full-length
genome; retrovirus; feline foamy virus (FFV).

1. Introduction
The introduction of advanced molecular biology methods to study the biol-

ogy of viruses has established the powerful field of molecular virology. This
rapidly developing field provides fundamental new insights into virus replica-
tion and pathogenesis in vitro and in vivo (1). Many of these studies rely on the
use of recombinant bacterial plasmids and phage genomes carrying full-length
viral genomes. These chimeric DNAs encoding all viral functions required for
viral gene expression and morphogenesis often also yield fully infectious prog-
eny virus. Such cloned viral genomes can be easily subjected to random or site-
specific mutagenesis. Upon introduction into permissive cells, the phenotype
produced by genetic changes can be analyzed. In this way, the functions of
individual genes may be subjected to direct experimental investigation.
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In addition, surrogate in vitro replication systems using cloned viral genomes
often provide a measurable experimental system for molecular biology stud-
ies. For instance, permissive cell-culture systems are presently not available
for hepatitis B and C viruses and thus, only cloned viral genomes can be stud-
ied in vitro (1). Full-length replication-competent viral genomes are also the
basis for viral vectors used to specifically transduce therapeutic genes or to
express vaccine antigens (2).

Here, the methods of constructing bacterial plasmid DNA clones of full-
length retrovirus genomes from subgenomic DNA fragments are presented.
The cloning procedure will be described for the feline foamy virus (FFV) ge-
nome (3). This strategy is universal but has to be adapted to the intrinsic and
individual features of each (foamy) retroviral genome.

2. Materials
1. Standard equipment for eukaryotic cell culture.
2. FFV wt stock, Crandell feline kidney cells (CRFK), foamy virus activated -

galactosidase (Fe-FAB) titration cells.
3. Complete CRFK medium: Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), 7%

fetal calf serum (FCS), 1% penicillin/streptomycin.
4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 8 mM Na2HPO4, 1.5 mM KH2PO4/HCl, pH

7.4, 140 mM NaCl, 2.6 mM KCl.
5. Trypsin solution for cell culture purposes.
6. Hirt lysis buffer: 0.6% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4,

and 10 mM EDTA.
7. TE buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 1 mM EDTA.
8. RNase A, 10 mg/mL in TE buffer (Roche).
9. Proteinase K 10 mg/mL in TE buffer (Roche).

10. Equilibrated and buffer-saturated phenol.
11. Chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1, v/v).
12. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) primers.
13. dNTP mix: 0.5 mM of each dNTP in water (Roche).
14. Expanded high-fidelity PCR system (Roche).
15. TOPO TA cloning kit including vectors pCRII and pCR2.1 (Invitrogen).
16. Taq polymerase.
17. Qiagen Plasmid Midi Kit (Qiagen).
18. QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen).
19. QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen).
20. Klenow DNA polymerase (Roche).
21. 10X buffer M: 10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM

dithioerythritol (Roche).
22. T4 DNA ligase and 10X reaction buffer (1 and 5 U/µL, Roche).
23. Restriction enzymes.
24. E. coli strain JM 109 and plasmids pAT 153 and pBluescript KS (Stratagene).
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25. 2-mm-gap electroporation cuvets.
26. -gal staining solution: 4 mM potassium ferrocyanide, 4 mM potassium ferricya-

nide, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.4 mg/mL of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl- -D-galacto-
pyranoside (X-Gal) in PBS.

3. Methods
The full-length cloning strategy described here for a foamy virus (FV) ge-

nome relies on the sequential addition of defined DNA fragments by directed,
asymmetrical cloning. Owing to the size of the FV genomes, single-cutting
restriction enzyme recognition sites required for cloning are rare and not evenly
distributed over the provirus. In addition, the subgenomic DNA fragments gen-
erated under high-fidelity PCR conditions are limited in size. These features
make it necessary to generate partially overlapping FV DNA that share unique
or rare restriction sites with the preexisting DNA clones. This technique is
schematically shown in Fig. 1 (see Note 1). Standard molecular biology tech-
niques are used (4,5). The safety regulations concerning molecular biology
experiments must be strictly followed and permission to perform full-length
cloning of retroviral genomes may need to be granted by state authorities.

3.1. Construction of Full-Length FFV Genome

The nucleotide sequence of the FFV isolate FUV is known and clone 7 (Fig.
2), covering the 5' terminal 5.8 kb of the FFV genome, is available (6). In clone
7, FFV DNA sequences from nt position 17 to 5811 are inserted into the EcoRI
site of the standard cloning vector pBluescript KSII (6). In order to add the
lacking sequences, overlapping subgenomic DNA fragments containing FFV-
sequences from nt position 5118 to the 3' end of the proviral FFV genome were

Fig. 1. Schematic outline of the cloning strategy used. In particular, the sequential
addition of defined proviral DNA fragments (bars) into the plasmid vector (semicircle)
is shown. This strategy results in full-length FFV DNA clones.
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cloned. This was achieved by PCR-mediated amplification of DNA samples
from FFV-infected CRFK cells, and cloning of each of the amplicons into TA
cloning vectors (Invitrogen) as described below (3,6) (see Fig. 2).

3.1.1. Infection of CRFK Cells and Isolation of Proviral FFV DNA

1. Proviral DNA required as a template for PCR-mediated amplification of DNA
was derived from FFV-infected cells. CRFK cells were cultured in DMEM
supplemented with 7% (vol) FCS and 1% (vol) penicillin/streptomycin at 37°C
and 5% CO2 (6).

2. One day before FFV infection, cells were washed once with PBS, resuspended
after trypsin treatment, and plated at 40% confluence on 60-cm2 dishes in 10 mL
of complete medium. At about 80% confluence, 0.4 mL of an FFV stock was
added at a multiplicity of infection of 1.

3. Two days later, nonintegrated FFV DNA was extracted as follows (7): The FFV-
infected cells were lysed in 1 mL of Hirt lysis buffer (0.6% SDS, 10 mM Tris-
HCl, pH 7.4, and 10 mM EDTA) for 20 min at room temperature.

4. The viscous lysate was gently scraped from the dish and poured into 2-mL
Eppendorf tubes while carefully avoiding shearing of the DNA.

5. Next, 5 M NaCl was added to a final concentration of 1 M NaCl, the sample was
carefully but thoroughly mixed by inverting the tube several times, and stored at
0 to 4°C overnight.

6. Chromosomal DNA and the majority of cellular proteins were removed by cen-
trifugation at 12,000g for 30 min at 4°C. High-molecular-weight, cellular DNA
was pelleted, leaving the smaller proviral FFV DNA in solution.

7. The proviral DNA was subsequently precipitated by the addition of three vol-
umes of ethanol, incubated at –20°C for 16 h, and collected by centrifugation at
12,000g for 30 min at 4°C.

8. DNA pellets were washed twice with 70% ethanol/water (v/v), dried, and resus-
pended in 200 µL TE buffer. The samples were sequentially digested with RNase
A (5 µL, 10 mg/mL RNase A in TE buffer) for 30 min at 56°C and with protein-
ase K (5 µL, 10 mg/mL proteinase K in TE buffer) for 30 min, 56°C (Roche).

9. The DNA was twice extracted with equilibrated phenol/chloroform/isoamyl al-
cohol (25:24:1) and finally once with chloroform/isoamyl alcohol (24:1). DNA

Fig. 2. (opposite page) Diagram of the cloning steps required to engineer a full-
length FFV proviral DNA genome into a bacterial plasmid. In the upper part of the
figure, the preexisting clone 7 and the products of the different PCR reactions (and the
primers used) are shown. Below the amplicons, the corresponding molecular clones
and the names of the parental vectors are given. FFV genes are indicated as boxes and
the plasmid vector backbones as solid lines. Restriction enzyme sites, relevant for the
subsequent cloning step (indicated by arrows), are indicated. The length of genes and
plasmid backbones is intimated but not to scale. The full-length provirus in the
pBluescript vector was finally cloned into pAT153 (not shown).
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was precipitated as above except that the solution was adjusted to 0.3 M sodium
acetate, pH 5.2.

10. The Hirt DNA was collected by centrifugation (as above), dried, resuspended in
TE buffer, and stored at –20°C. The DNA concentration was spectrophotometri-
cally determined at 260 nm.

3.1.2. PCR Amplification and Subcloning of FFV Proviral DNA Fragments
1. Each 100 ng of the enriched proviral Hirt DNA served as a template for three

individual PCRs to generate FFV DNA fragments from genomic position 5118–
7431 (PCR 5118–7431), 7163 to 9057 (PCR 7163–9057) and 8636 to the 3' end
of the genome (PCR 8636–11700). The PCRs were performed with the Expand
High Fidelity PCR System (Roche). This PCR system contains an enzyme mix-
ture consisting of the strongly processive Taq DNA polymerase plus Tgo poly-
merase. The latter is a thermostable DNA polymerase with proofreading activity,
thus reducing the level of amplification-dependent errors (see Note 2). Primers
used for the PCR reactions are given in Table 1. The PCR conditions, including
the extension times and annealing temperatures, were adjusted to fragment length
and primer properties. The extension times were calculated to be 2 min per
kilobasepair (kb) of target DNA and annealing temperatures were 58°C.

2. After PCR amplification using proofreading polymerases, A-overhangs are added
to the 3' ends of the PCR products in order to use the highly efficient TA-cloning
strategy (Invitrogen). Thus, 1 unit of Taq polymerase was added to each PCR
tube and the A-addition reaction was performed at 72°C for 10 min.

3. Directly thereafter, the TA cloning reaction including transformation of
electrocompetent E. coli was performed according to the manufacturer’s proto-
col. PCR amplicons 5118–7431 and 7163–9057 were cloned into vector pCRII-
TOPO and fragment 8636–11700 into vector pCR2.1.

4. Bacterial clones were picked and plasmid DNA isolated according to a rapid
lysis protocol (8). The plasmid DNAs were restriction digested and the fragments
oriented according to the expected fragment pattern. For the insert 8636–11700,
three independent clones were obtained.

5. Plasmid DNA was purified using the Qiagen Plasmid Midi Kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen).

3.1.3. Cloning of a Co-Linear, Full-Length
FFV Genome From PCR Fragments

1. FFV plasmid DNA clone 7 (6) was digested with ClaI (in the pBluescript plas-
mid backbone downstream of the FFV insert), extracted with phenol/chloroform,
alcohol-precipitated, and resuspended in 23 µL water.

2. To fill in the recess 3'-ends, 3 µL of 10X buffer M (Roche), 3 µL of a 0.5 mM
dNTP mix, and 1 µL Klenow DNA polymerase (1 U/µL, Roche) were added and
the reaction incubated for 30 min at 37°C. The enzyme was inactivated at 65°C
for 10 min and the DNA digested with NdeI that cuts at FFV position 5179.

3. The DNA fragment of about 8 kb representing the plasmid backbone plus the 5'
half of the FFV genome was isolated by preparative agarose gel electrophoresis.
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Table 1
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) Primers and Reaction Conditions Used to Perform PCRs

Annealing Extension
Primers temperature time

PCR 5118 to 7431 sense: 5'-CCTCATGCTTACGGGAATAATCTGGCTG-3'
antisense: 5'-GAATAGCATACCAGAGCCTACAGGGCTC-3' 58°C 5 min

PCR 7163 to 9057 sense: 5'-CCAATTGGACAAGAGTAGAATCCTATGG-3'
antisense: 5'-TTCTCCAAGGAGCTGCAGCCACTCTGG-3' 58°C 4 min

PCR 8636 to 11700 sense: 5'-GTGGAAATGGAACTGGTTCAGACTGCC-3'
antisense: 5'-GCCATCGATGTCGGTGCCTATACCTGGGATAAG-3' 58°C 6 min

PCR 5775 to 10522 sense: 5'-TTTGCTCAGTGGGCAAAGGAAAGGAATATACAATTGG-3'
antisense: 5'-GTTGACACTGATTTATATGGCACAATAATTCCTCTC-3' 58°C 10 min

429
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The DNA was extracted using a commercially available QIAquick Gel Extrac-
tion Kit according to the manufacturer’s suggestions (Qiagen).

4. The pCRII clones containing FFV sequences 5118–7432 were digested with NdeI
(at FFV position 5179) and the blunt-ending enzyme Ecl136II (in the pCRII se-
quence downstream of the FFV insert). The 2.2-kb FFV DNA fragment was gel-
purified as above and inserted into the correspondingly cleaved clone 7. For
ligation, similar amounts of vector and insert DNA (as judged after gel-electro-
phoresis of an aliquot of the DNA) were used in 20 µL containing 2 µL of 10X
ligation salts and 1 mL T4 DNA ligase (5 U/µL, Roche). Ligations were per-
formed at 15°C overnight and terminated at 65°C for 10 min.

5. Electrocompetent E. coli (strain JM109) was prepared and transformated with
1.5 µL of the ligation reaction as described (4). Ampicillin-resistant colonies
were picked and their DNA extracted and analyzed by restriction enzyme diges-
tion. Several independently correct clones containing FFV DNA from nt position
17 to 7431 were identified.

6. Three pCR2.1 inserts 8636–11700 (6) were subcloned into pBluescript KS using
the common restriction enzymes EcoRV (in the polylinkers) and ClaI introduced
by the antisense primer of the PCR. This subcloning was done to attach the
pBluescipt KS-derived ApaI site to the 3'-end of the FFV genome fragment, as
this restriction enzyme site was required for the subsequent cloning step.

7. In summary, the following FFV DNA clones were identified (Fig. 2):
• FFV nt 17 to 7431 in vector pBluescript, subclones 24 and 28.
• FFV nt 7163 to 9057 in vector pCRII-TOPO, subclone V.
• FFV nt 8636-11700 in vector pBluescript, subclones 5, 7, and 15.

8. Defined sequences of the three plasmids were combined in three-component li-
gations in order to obtain full-length, replication-competent FFV DNA clones. In
a chessboard fashion, subclones 24 and 28 were combined with inserts 5, 7, and
15 and DNA from the unique clone V. This resulted in six different insert combi-
nations.
Therefore, DNAs from clones 17–7431 (24 and 28) were digested with ApaI and
PmlI (FFV position 7291), clone 7163-9057 (V) with PmlI and PstI (FFV posi-
tion 9044) and clones 8636–11700 (5, 7, and 15) with PstI and ApaI. As de-
scribed above, the following DNAs were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis
and purified (see Note 3):
a. Clones 17–7431 ApaI-PmlI-digested: 10.2 kb
b. Clone 7163–9057 PmlI-PstI-digested: 1.75 kb
c. Clones 8636–11700 PstI-ApaI-digested: 2.3 kb

9. The DNA concentrations were determined by gel electrophoresis and equal
amounts of the DNA fragments were ligated for 16 h in a three-component liga-
tion using T4-DNA-ligase (5 U/ µL, see above). The resulting clones contained
the FFV-sequence from position 17 to 11,700 in a pBluescript backbone (Fig. 2).

10. Finally, different FFV proviral DNAs present between the flanking unique re-
striction sites EagI and ClaI were recloned into the correspondingly digested
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plasmid pAT153. This was done since human FV DNA clones were genetically
stable in the simple pAT153 backbone but not in some multipurpose vectors con-
taining complex genetic features (9). By these means, different FFV proviral
clones derived from different insert combinations were obtained.

3.2. Analysis of Full-Length FFV Clones

The clones containing FFV sequence 17 to 11700 were subsequently ana-
lyzed for function by measuring the infectivity of plasmid-derived FFV in par-
allel with the wild-type, uncloned virus. As outlined below, FFV-permissive
CRFK cells were transfected with each of the plasmid DNAs and the amount
of infectious virus released into the cell-culture supernatant was determined by
titration using Fe-FAB cells.

3.2.1. Transfection of CRFK Cells by Electroporation (6)
1. For each transfection, about 5 × 106 subconfluently grown CRFK cells were har-

vested by trypsin digestion, sedimented by low-speed centrifugation, washed with
PBS, and resuspended in 90 µL PBS.

2. 10 µg plasmid DNA in 10 µL PBS were added, and the mixtures preincubated for
10 min at room tempertature in 2-mm cuvets.

3. Electroporation was carried out at 160 V, 975 µF for 20–30 ms, then 1 mL of
complete medium was added and the cells were left at room temperature for an-
other 10 min.

4. Transfected cells were transferred to cell culture dishes, avoiding coagulated and
dead cells. Cultures were incubated for 2 d at 37°C until the typical cytopathic
effect of syncytia formation was clearly visible by light microscopy in fully per-
missive cells (see Note 4).

5. The cell culture medium was collected, cleared by low-speed centrifugation, and
used for virus titration employing Fe-FAB-indicator cells (3). The cells were di-
rectly harvested in protein sample buffer for immunoblot analysis.

3.2.2. FAB-Assay

Fe-FAB cells are genetically engineered FFV-permissive CRFK cells that
carry the FFV long terminal repeat (LTR) promoter directing nuclear expres-
sion of -galactosidase ( -gal) (3). Upon FFV infection, the Bel1 transactivator
is expressed, inducing expression of the FFV genome and the engineered LTR-

-gal construct. -gal expression is detected at the single cell level as a blue
nuclear staining allowing specific and very sensitive identification of FFV-
positive cells by light microscopy (3).

1. Fe-FAB indicator cells were plated at 40% density on 24-well plates in 1 mL
complete medium per well.

2. After 5–16 h of incubation, virus stocks were titrated in 10-fold dilutions. 110 µL
of cell-free supernatant was added into the first well, vigorously mixed by
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pipetting, and 110 µL were given to the next well. By this method, dilutions up to
10–8 were made. Infected cells were incubated for 2 d at 37°C.

3. The cells were washed once with PBS containing 1 mM MgCl2, fixed for 5 min at
RT in 1 mL of PBS containing 1% formaldehyde, 0.2% glutaraldehyde, and sub-
sequently washed three times with PBS.

4. -gal activity was detected in 400 µL of staining solution (PBS with 4 mM potas-
sium ferrocyanide, 4 mM potassium ferricyanide, 1 mM MgCl2, and 0.4 mg/mL
of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl- -D-galactopyranoside [X-Gal]) for 1 h at 37°C.
Reactions were terminated by removing the staining solution and washing the
cells with distilled water. Blue cells were identified by light microscopy. Titers
of FFV infectivity were quantified as number of (blue) focus-forming units (FFU)
per milliliter of virus solution (3).

The titrations revealed that none of the plasmid clones yielded more than
104 FFU/mL progeny virus. As determined by immunoblotting, the overall FFV
gene expression was not altered and all detectable FFV proteins appeared to be
intact (not shown). Because the moderate infectivity obtained did not allow
efficient experimentation with these FFV clones, parts of the present genome
were replaced by sequences directly obtained by long-distance PCR using DNA
from FFV-infected cells. Env sequences were exchanged with the goal of en-
hancing viral infectivity to the level of wild-type virus.

3.3. Enhancement of Infectivity by Exchange of env Sequences

In order to exchange env sequences, we took advantage of the unique env-
flanking BstZ17I (FFV position 5980) and BsaI (FFV position 10137) sites.
PCR fragments covering these sites were generated and following restriction
enzyme digestion, inserted into the correspondingly cleaved FFV clone (infec-
tivity of 104 FFU/mL).

1. CRFK cells were FFV-infected and FFV DNA extracted as described in Sub-
heading 3.1.1. to generate viral DNA as template for PCR.

2. FFV DNA sequences from positions 5775 to 10522 were amplified by long-tem-
plate PCR, as described using the primers shown in Table 1.

3. After PCR amplification, the DNA was purified using the QIAquick PCR Purifi-
cation Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen).

4. The purified PCR product and the FFV full-length clone (in the vector pAT153)
were then digested with BstZ17I (FFV position 5980) and BsaI (FFV position
10137).

5. After gel purification of the 4.2-kb PCR fragment and the plasmid vector frag-
ment, the novel env sequences were used to replace the corresponding sequences
of the original FFV full-length clone.

6. Importantly, the plasmid DNA clone was genetically stable in bacteria.

Among the different full-length DNA clones, clone pFeFV-7 yielded infec-
tivity of more than 106 FFU/mL 3 d after transfection. The infectivity obtained
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could be serially propagated and the pattern of gene expression was
undistinguishable from that of wt FFV-infected cells. Thus, clone pFeFV-7
was fully replication-competent. In addition, virus derived from this plasmid
displayed wild-type growth characteristics in experimentally infected cats (10).

3.4. Application of FFV Plasmid DNA Clone to Molecular Virology of FFV

The FFV DNA clone pFeFV-7 served as the parental clone for the following
recombinant genomes and was used to study several questions:

1. Exchange of FFV-isolate-specific env sequences required for virus neutraliza-
tion (3).

2. Determination of the function of the FFV accessory Bet protein (11).
3. Construction of replication-competent empty and gfp-transducing FFV vectors (10).
4. Construction of replication-competent FFV-based vaccine vectors and success-

ful application in cats (12).
5. Construction of self-inactivating FFV-based replication-deficient vectors (13).
6. Determination of the Gag-Env interaction for particle formation (14,15).

4. Notes

1. For the bovine foamy virus (BFV), full-length genomes were directly cloned into
lambda vectors after linker addition (16).

2. At present, other advanced high-fidelity, long-distance PCR systems are com-
mercially available and fully suited for this purpose.

3. In order to optimize the ligation conditions, the DNA fragments can be addition-
ally purified by organic solvent extraction and ethanol precipitation in the pres-
ence of 2 µg glycogen (Roche) as a carrier.

4. For DNA transfection, alternative methods may be used depending on cell type
and transfection efficiency required. CaCl2 precipitation is often an efficient, in-
expensive, and straightforward alternative but fails in some cases. Transfection
with lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) or other cationic lipids is comparative ex-
pensive but yields good results with a broad range of cells.
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Molecular Characterization of Proteolytic Processing
of the Gag Proteins of Human Spumaretrovirus

Klaus-Ingmar Pfrepper and Rolf M. Flügel

Summary
Molecular characterization of proteolytic processing of the human spumaretrovirus

(HSRV) Gag proteins and the precise determination of cleavage sites was performed.
For in vitro processing of recombinant HSRV Gag proteins, a recombinant enzymati-
cally active HSRV protease was employed. Recombinant Gag proteins and protease were
cloned and expressed as hexa-histidine-tagged proteins in pET-32b and pET-22b vec-
tors, respectively, in the E. coli BL21 expression strain. The recombinant proteins were
purified by affinity chromatography on an immobilized metal ion matrix. To determine
the precise processing sites, recombinant Gag proteins or synthetic peptides derived from
Gag sequences were cleaved in vitro by the recombinant protease. Proteolytic process-
ing reactions were carried out under optimal reaction conditions of HSRV protease in
sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, supplied with 2 M NaCl at 37°C. The cleavage sites
were determined by amino-terminal amino acid sequencing as well as by matrix-assisted
laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry analysis of the reaction products. Fluores-
cence spectrophotometry was used to determine cleavage kinetics of peptides mimick-
ing different cleavage sites within the HSRV Gag proteins.

Key Words: Spumaretrovirus; foamy virus; Gag; aspartic protease.

1. Introduction
Proteolytic processing of the human spumaretrovirus (HSRV) Gag proteins

is one of the uncommon features that distinguish HSRV as well as foamy vi-
ruses in general from other retroviruses (1,2).

In contrast to Gag processing in other retroviruses, spumaretrovirus Gag
processing seems to be delayed or incomplete (3–6). Low amounts of pro-
cessed Gag proteins are found in human cell lines infected with HSRV. With
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the exception of p68Gag, the amounts of processed Gag are insufficient and can
hardly be detected by radioimmunoprecipitation (RIPA), Western blotting, or
protein sequencing techniques and mass spectrometry (MS) (6).

For this reason, a recombinant enzymatically active HSRV protease was
used with recombinant Gag proteins or synthetic peptides derived from HSRV
Gag proteins as substrates in order to determine the precise cleavage sites of
the HSRV protease within the Gag precursor protein p71Gag of HSRV (6–8).
Edman sequencing MS and fluorescence spectrophotometry were utilized to
analyze cleavage products. The resulting cleavage sites found in the HSRV
Gag protein match well with the Gag protein patterns found in human cell lines
infected with HSRV. This shows the suitability of the recombinant approach (6).

2. Materials
Materials applied to perform the techniques are listed only once, in the tech-

nique mentioned first.

2.1. Eukaryotic Cell Culture, Radioimmunoprecipitation
and Western Blotting

1. HEL299 cells.
2. Dulbecco’s modified Eagles’s medium (DMEM) with Glutamax (GibcoBRL,

Eggenstein, Germany).
3. DMEM with Glutamax, methionine and cysteine free (Gibco BRL).
4. Pro-Mix [(35S)-Cys and (35S)-Met], 14.3 µCi/µL (Amersham, Braunschweig,

Germany).
5. RIPA buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton, 0.5%

desoxycholic acid, 0.1% SDS, 2 mM EDTA.
6. Protein A agarose (Boehringer Mannhein, Mannheim, Germany).
7. Protein sample buffer: 4X 125 mM Tris-HCl, pH 6.8, 40% glycerol, 8% SDS, 2%

-mercaptoethanol, 10 µg/mL bromophenol blue.
8. Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) equip-

ment and nitrocellulose membranes (Schleicher & Schuell, Dassel, Germany).
9. Western blot blocking buffer: PBS containing 0.1% Tween-20, 1% skimmed milk.

10. Rabbit anti-HSRV-Gag antisera (3,6).
11. Peroxidase-conjugated protein A (Boehringer Mannheim).
12. ECL Western blot kit (Amersham).

2.2. Expression Cloning and Recombinant Protein Expression

1. JM109 and BL21 E. coli strains.
2. Luria-Bertani (LB) agar supplied with 100 µg/mL ampicillin.
3. LB medium and isopropyl- -D-thiogalactoside (IPTG).
4. pET expression system (pET-22b and pET-32b vectors; Novagen, Madison, WI).
5. Oligonucleotide primers.
6. Pfu-DNA-Polymerase (Stratagene, Heidelberg, Germany).
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7. Restriction enzymes (NEB, Frankfurt, Germany; MBI Fermentas, St. Leon Roth,
Germany).

8. Agarose gel electrophoresis equipment and DNA sequencing equipment.
9. Coomassie Brilliant Blue R250 (0.25% in 5% acetic acid and 6% methanol).

2.3. Cell Disruption and Immobilized Metal Ion
Affinity Chromatography (IMAC)

1. Sonification device.
2. IMAC buffer: 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 10% glycerol, 0.5 M NaCl; IMAC buffer

solutions containing imidazole should be stored at 4°C.
3. Imidazole (light-sensitive).
4. “His-Bind-Resin” (Novagen).
5. “Centricon,” “Centriprep” ultra filtration system (Millipore [Amicon], Eschborn,

Germany).

2.4. Proteolytic Processing and Analysis of Processed Products

1. Processing buffer: 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 6.0, 2 M NaCl.
2. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (ProBlot, Perkin Elmer, Rodgau-

Jügesheim, Germany).
3. Procise 494A Edman-Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Weiterstadt, Germany).
4. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid; trifluoroacetic acid.
5. Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS;

Vison 2000, Finnigan MAT, Bremen, Germany).
6. Sodium borate buffer: 0.2 M sodium borate, pH 8.5.
7. Fluorescamine 0.05% w/v in acetone (Serva, Heidelberg, Germany).
8. Sulfosuccinimidyl-acetate (Sulfo-NHS-Acetate; Pierce, Rockford, IL).
9. F-2000 fluorescence spectrophotometer (Hitachi, Japan).

3. Methods
This section discusses the detection of processed Gag proteins in infected

human cultured cells, the cloning and expression of recombinant HSRV pro-
tease and HSRV Gag proteins, the purification of the recombinant proteins, in
vitro enzymatic cleavage reactions, and the analysis of the reaction products by
Edman degradation, by MALDI-MS, and by fluorescence spectrophotometry.

Cell culture experiments and molecular cloning were performed according
to standard procedures of cellular and molecular biology and are not described
in every detail.

3.1. Detection of Processed HSRV Gag Proteins in Infected
HEL299 Cells and Purified HSRV Particles

3.1.1. Cell Cultures and Radiolabeling

In order to detect the low amounts of processed Gag proteins that can be
found in infected human cell cultures, human embryonic lung fibroblast cells
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(HEL299) were selected by their capacity to produce high HSRV titres as well
as large amounts of HSRV proteins. Cells were cultivated in DMEM with
Glutamax. Please be aware of radiation hazard and protect yourselves by
plexiglass.

1. Infect HEL299 cells with 2 mL of an infectious HSRV cell culture supernatant of
confluent HEL299 cell showing strong syncytia formation.

2. Incubate cells for 2 d at 37°C in 5% CO2.

3. Wash two times with 10 mL PBS.
4. Starve cells for 3 h in 7 mL cysteine- and methionine-free medium.
5. Add 50 µCi radiolabeled (35S) cysteine and (35S) methionine per mL of medium.
6. Incubate cells for 24 h.
7. Remove the supernatant, clear it by centrifugation (300g, 5 min), sediment virus

particles in the remaining supernatant by ultracentrifugation (76,000g, 2 h, 4°C)
through a 20% sucrose cushion in 5 mL PBS (careful overlay the sucrose solu-
tion with the cell culture supernatant) and lyse precipitated virus particles for 5
min in RIPA buffer.

8. Wash the cells two times with PBS and lyse them for 5 min in RIPA buffer.
9. For control reasons, treat mock-infected cells and their supernatants in parallel.

10. For Western blot analyses, nonradiolabeled infected and mock-infected cells and
cell culture supernatants were used; harvest 3 d postinfection as described and
lyse in protein sample buffer instead of RIPA buffer.

3.1.2. Radioimmunoprecipitation and Western Blotting

In order to detect sufficient amounts of processed HSRV Gag proteins in
human cells, RIPA turned out to be the most efficient method; however, it is
easier to detect processed HSRV Gag proteins in virus particles by Western
blotting (6). Please be aware of radiation hazard and protect yourselves by
plexiglass.

3.1.2.1. RADIOIMMUNOPRECIPITATION

1. Wash 40 µL protein A agarose two times with RIPA buffer.
2. Add 50–100 µL of radiolabeled material (see Subheading 3.1.1.).
3. Fill up to 300 µL with RIPA buffer.
4. Add 10 µL of the appropriate preimmune rabbit anti-Gag antiserum (3,6).
5. Overhead-shake for 1 h at room temperature.
6. Centrifuge (11,000g, 5 min, room temperature).
7. Save the supernatant and mix it again with 40 µL prewashed protein A agarose.
8. Add 4 µL of rabbit anti-Gag serum (3,6).
9. Overhead-shake for 16 h at 4°C.

10. Centrifuge (11,000g, 5 min) and remove the supernatant (it can be used for fur-
ther radioimmunoprecipitations with other antisera).

11. Wash protein A agarose five times with RIPA buffer.
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12. Add 25 µL protein sample buffer.
13. Analyze sample by SDS-PAGE, dry the gel, and analyze it by autoradiography.

3.1.2.2. WESTERN BLOTTING

1. Lyse harvested cells and virus particles in protein sample buffer (see Subhead-
ing 3.1.1.).

2. Separate proteins by SDS-PAGE and electrotransfer to nitrocellulose.
3. Block nitrocellulose with Western blot blocking buffer.
4. Add appropriate rabbit anti-Gag antiserum (3,6) in dilutions (made in Western

blot blocking buffer) that must be determined empirically for every single antise-
rum, incubate for 1 h, shaking slightly (longer incubation might be appropriate).

5. Add peroxidase-conjugated protein A (1:10,000 in Western blot blocking buffer
as secondary conjugate), incubate for 1 h, shaking slightly.

6. Visualize the antigen-antibody-reaction by staining with ECL Western blot kit.

3.2. Expression Cloning of Enzymatically
Active Recombinant HSRV Protease

As polymerase chain reaction (PCR) template pHSRV13 (9) was used. The
vector pET-22b was chosen for recombinant protein expression because of its
high expression potential. This vector allows one-step protein purification of
the recombinant expressed protein by immobilized metal ion affinity chroma-
tography owing to the carboxy-terminal fused hexahistidine tag and adds 8
foreign amino acids. For specificity control of downstream cleavage reactions
we additionally cloned, expressed, and purified an enzymatically inactive
HSRV protease mutant in which the catalytic active aspartic acid residue was
mutated to alanine; the corresponding PCR template was pHSRV13/DA (8,10).

1. Perform PCR with primers 5'-CTCCACATATGAATCCTCTTC-3' (NdeI) and 5'-
TCCCTCGAGATTTTCCCAATGTTGCCATAG-3' (XhoI).

2. Ligate PCR product in NdeI and XhoI sites of pET-22b.
3. Transform 40 mL of electrocompetent JM109 by electroporation (200 , 2.5 kV,

25 µF) with 2 µL of ligation mix.
4. Select postitive clones and transform BL21(DE3) (as described above; see Note 1).
5. Inoculate 400 mL LB containing ampicillin with 10 mL of an overnight culture.
6. Shake at 37°C to OD600 of 0.7 (~2 h).
7. Add 400 µL IPTG solution (1 M in H2O).
8. Shake at 37°C for 3 h.
9. Harvest bacteria by centrifugation (4000g, 10 min, 14°C).

3.3. Expression Cloning of Different Recombinant
HSRV Gag Protein Sequences

PCR template pHSRV13 (9) was used. The vector pET-32b was chosen be-
cause of its thioredixin fusion tag. This vector is designed to add thioredoxin
and a hexahistidine tag at the amino-terminus of the expressed protein. The
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thioredoxin fusion enables the isolation of sufficient amounts of soluble HSRV
Gag proteins. The hexahistidine tag allows one-step protein purification of the
expressed recombinant protein by immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography.

1. Perform PCR with sense primers 5'-TCCGAATTCGATGGCTTCAGGAAGTAATG-3'
(EcoRI) to give total HSRV Gag sequence GagT (aa 1–648)
(6), 5'-TCCGAATTCGCCTGGACCCTCTCAACCTC-3' (EcoRI) to give
partial HSRV Gag sequence Gag1 (aa 244–648) (7) or
5'-TCCGAATTCGCCAATGCATCAGCTTGGAA-3' (EcoRI) to give partial
HSRV Gag sequence Gag2 (aa 387–648) (7) and antisense primer
5'-CTTGTCGACGTCCCTTTGATCTCCGCCG-3' (SalI).

2. Ligate PCR products in EcoRI and SalI sites of pET-32b.
3. Continue cloning and express recombinant proteins as described in Subheading 3.2.

3.4. Purification of Recombinant HSRV Gag Proteins by Immobilized
Metal Ion Affinity Chromatography

The recombinant HSRV proteins were purified in a one-step procedure by
immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography enabled by the hexahistidine
tag fused to the recombinant proteins. All recombinant HSRV proteins were
natively purified from the soluble supernatant resulting from cell disruption,
although about 90% of HSRV protease and 50% of HSRV Gag proteins re-
mained insoluble in inclusion bodies (see Note 2).

1. Suspend sedimented bacteria in 10 mL IMAC buffer containing 5 mM imidazole.
2. Disrupt bacteria by sonification while cooling with ice (pulse 30 s with 30 s

interuption to allow recooling until the suspension starts to clear up).
3. Centrifuge (15,000g, 10 min, 4°C) in a precooled rotor.
4. Apply supernatant on a 1-mL His bind resin column sequentially preequilibrated

with 5 mL 100 mM EDTA, 5 mL H2O, 5 mL 50 mM NiSO4, and 5 mL IMAC
containing 5 mM imidazole by gravity flow.

5. Wash column with 10 mL IMAC containing 5 mM imidazole.
6. Wash with 5 mL IMAC buffer each while increasing imidazole concentration

stepwise to 25 mM and 65 mM purifying HSRV Gag proteins or 25 mM and 80
mM purifying HSRV protease.

7. Elute recombinant proteins with 5 mL IMAC buffer containing 200 mM imidazole.
8. Dialyse eluted protein against 250 mL 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0; 10% glycerol

each three times for 15 min to remove imidazole and NaCl (see Note 2).
9. Concentrate protein by ultrafiltration using the Centricon or Centriprep system to

about 1.5 mL and store small aliquots at –20°C.

3.5. In Vitro Processing of Recombinant HSRV Gag Proteins
and Peptides by Recombinant HSRV Protease

Enzymatic activity of HSRV protease is quite poor, so high concentrations
of enzyme are needed for efficient cleavage reactions. To ascertain specific
cleavage by HSRV protease, every reaction was repeated and compared with
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the enzymatically inactive HSRV protease mutant in which the catalytically
active aspartic acid residue was mutated to alanine (8,10). Peptides were syn-
thesized, purified, and characterized as described (11,12).

1. Use 0.2 nmol purified recombinant HSRV protease (see Note 3).
2. Add 1–10 µg of purified recombinant HSRV Gag protein or 1 nmol of synthetic

peptide.
3. Mix into 10 µL reaction buffer (end concentration 50 mM sodium phosphate

buffer, pH 6.0, containing 2 M NaCl).
4. Incubate up to 16 h at 37°C.

3.6. Sequencing of Processed HSRV Gag Proteins by Edman Degradation

Edman sequencing of the blot cartridge device and the Procise 494A protein
sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Weiterstadt, Germany) was applied (11).

1. Separate cleavage products (see Subheading 3.5.) by SDS-PAGE.
2. Electrotransfer cleavage products to PVDF membranes (in order to electrotransfer

proteins completely out of the gel, prolong general blotting time by about 30%).
3. Do not block membrane.
4. Stain PVDF membrane for about 2–5 min with Coomassie Brilliant Blue solution

until the protein band to be sequenced can be seen (see Note 4).
5. Mark protein band.
6. Destain PVDF membrane for about 2–5 min with 5% acetic acid (see Note 4).
7. Cut marked area out of the membrane and sequence by Edman degradation.

3.7. MALDI-MS Analysis of Processed Gag Peptides

MALDI-MS was performed with a reflex II time-of-flight instrument
equiped with a SCOUT multiprobe inlet and a 337 nm nitrogen laser (Vison
2000, Finnigan MAT, Bremen, Germany); ion acceleration voltage was 25 kV
and reflector voltage was 26.5 kV. Mass spectra were yielded by accumulation
of 10 to 50 individual laser shots. Spectra were calibrated using angiotensin I
and insulin -chain (6,7,12).

1. Dilute sample (see Subheading 3.5.) 10-fold with 0.1% aqueous trifluoroacetic acid.
2. Mix 0.5 µL dilution with 0.5 µL matrix (10 mg/mL 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid in

0.1% trifluoroacetic acid).
3. Bring the mixture directly onto the target and let dry at room temperature.
4. Perform MALDI-MS (see Note 5).

3.8. Quantitative Analysis of Enzymatic Turnover
by Fluorescence Spectrophotometry

For fluorescence spectrophotometry the fluorescence spectrophotometer F-
2000 (Hitachi) was used according to the method described by Kotler et al.
(13; see Note 6). Net increase of relative fluorescence intensity was monitored
against zero standards using a calibration curve.
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1. Perform cleavage reaction as described (see Subheading 3.5.).
2. Preincubate HSRV protease in reaction buffer for 10 min before adding the peptide.
3. Start cleavage reaction by adding the peptide.
4. Incubate for 30 min at 37°C.
5. Stop enzymatic cleavage by adding 500 µL 0.2 M sodium borate, pH 8.5.
6. Add 80 µL 0.05% fluorescamine (in acetone) and mix thoroughly.
7. Start fluorescence measurement as soon as possible (see Note 6).
8. Monitor fluorescence at excitation and emission wavelengths of 390 and 485 nm,

respectively (see Note 6).

4. Notes
1. Cloning and expression: It is recommended to use bacterial strains like JM109

that do not allow recombinant protein expression by the T7 RNA polymerase
system for initial transformation, selection of positive clones, and storage of plas-
mid DNA before transformation of BL21(DE3) that allows recombinant protein
expression. The reason is that BL21(DE3) strains transformed with pET vectors
expressing large amounts of recombinant proteins tend to be unstable.

2. Purification of recombinant proteins: Owing to the fact that recombinant proteins
tend to aggregate, purification was continued immediately after cell disruption
and completed the same day, including protein dialysis and concentration if nec-
essary. Dialysis is compulsory to remove imidazole that inhibits enzymatic activ-
ity needed for downstream cleavage reactions. More extended dialysis did not
improve enzymatic activity.

3. In vitro cleavage reactions: In order to exclude side reactions by other proteases
that may contaminate the purified recombinant HSRV proteins and to acertain
specificity of the cleavage reactions, it is compulsory to repeat every single reac-
tion by another one in which just active HSRV protease is replaced by its enzy-
matically inactive mutant (8,10).

4. Edman sequencing: It is important to stain and destain membrane-bound proteins
just for a few minutes to avoid side reactions that may interfere with downstream
Edman sequencing reactions.

5. MALDI-MS: In addition to the original clevage products, the MALDI-MS spec-
tra contain corresponding Na+-adducts that are formed due to the high NaCl con-
centration in the reaction buffer.

6. Fluorescence spectrophotometry:
a. The chemical principle of the fluorescence detection is based on the reaction

of fluorescamine with the released P1' secondary amino group of the cleavage
product (13). Thus, it is indispensable to block the free secondary amino group
at the amino-terminus of every single peptide to be analyzed by an additional
proline residue. The secondary amino group of proline is nonreactive with
fluorescamine.

b. Lysine residues in peptides must be blocked by acetylation because the -
amino group of the lysine side chain reacts with fluorescamine. Acetylate
lysine residues in peptides by sulfosuccinimidyl-acetate according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
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c. Fluorescence measuring should be performed immediately after stopping the
enzymatic reactions.

d. At least four individual sets per single reaction must be performed and aver-
aged to give consistent results.

e. A reaction mix of preincubated enzyme should be used as zero standard.
f. The absolute concentrations of the reaction products can be determined by

comparison to a calibration curve with known concentrations of an uncleaved
non-proline-blocked peptide.
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Assessing the Relative Efficacy of Antiretroviral Activity
of Different Drugs on Macrophages

Stefano Aquaro and Carlo-Federico Perno

Summary
HIV-infected monocyte/macrophage-derived cells are believed to play a major role

in the spread of HIV through the body. Not only are fresh monocytes and more differen-
tiated macrophages relatively insensitive to the cytopathic effect of HIV, but once in-
fected they can efficiently infect T-cells. The protocols in this chapter can be used to
culture HIV in monocytes/macrophages and to study factors such as drugs and
chemokines that influence its replication. Support protocols describe the 6-d-adherence
method for preparing mature monocytes/macrophages, a quick and simple means of ob-
taining mature cells for routine HIV-infection studies, as well as methods for quantitation
of HIV in monocytes/macrophages.

Key Words: Macrophages; antivirals; methods of infection; HIV titer; drug activity;
chemokines; monocytes.

1. Introduction
Cells of macrophage lineage represent a key target of human immunodefi-

ciency virus (HIV) in addition to CD4+ T lymphocytes. The peculiar dynamics
of HIV replication in macrophages, their long-term survival after HIV infec-
tion, and their ability to spread virus particles to bystander cells make evident
their substantial contribution to the pathogenesis of HIV infection (1–4).

In addition, macrophages are able to activate chemotaxis and start produc-
tive HIV replication in latently infected CD4+ T-lymphocytes while inducing
HIV-1 infection in resting non-cell-cycling CD4+ T-lymphocytes through a
cell-to-cell crosstalk (5,6). Moreover, HIV chronically infected macrophages
stimulate apoptotic events in lymphocytes, neurons, and astrocytes (7–12). Fi-
nally, monocytes/macrophages sustain the infection in patients undergoing
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HAART therapy, since they are productively infected (and not latently in-
fected) by HIV (13,14).

For all these reasons, therapeutic strategies aimed to achieve the greatest
and longest control of HIV replication should inhibit HIV not only in CD4+ T
lymphocytes, but also in macrophages (15). Testing new and promising antivi-
ral compounds in such cells may provide crucial hints about their efficacy in
patients infected with HIV.

The protocols described here can be used to culture HIV in monocytes/mac-
rophages and to study drugs and factors such as chemokines (16) that influence
its replication in cultured cells. Support protocols describe the 6-d-adherence
method for preparing mature monocytes/macrophages for routine HIV-infec-
tion studies (see Notes 1 and 2).

2. Materials
2.1. Isolation and HIV Infection of Cultured Monocytes/Macrophages

1. Ficoll-Hypaque-gradient-separated preparation of peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs).

2. RPMI-1640 medium (GibcoBRL).
3. Complete RPMI-1640 medium (hereinafter called complete medium), which con-

tains 20% heat-inactivated, low-endotoxin, mycoplasma-free fetal bovine serum
(FBS; HyClone Laboratories), 4 mM L-glutamine (GibcoBRL), 50 U/mL penicil-
lin, and 50 µg/mL streptomycin (GibcoBRL), both sera endotoxin-free and heat-
inactivated (30 min at 56°C).

4. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.2% EDTA, 4°C.
5. 50-mL conical polypropylene centrifuge tube.
6. 48-well flat-bottom microtiter plate (1 cm2; Costar) or 25- or 75-cm2 flasks (Corn-

ing T-25 or T-75).
7. Reagents and equipment for counting cells (see Note 3).

2.2. Assessment of Antiviral Drug Activity in Acutely
Infected Monocytes/Macrophages

1. Purified macrophages prepared by 6-d-adherence method from PBMCs in either
a 48-well flat-bottom microtiter plate or a 25- or 75-cm2 flasks (see Note 4).

2. Expanded, tirated clinical isolates or laboratory-adapted stock of monocytotropic
strains of HIV.

3. RPMI-1640 medium (see Note 5).
4. Complete medium.
5. Kit for detecting HIV-p24 gag antigen.

2.3. Assessment of Antiviral Drug Activity in Chronically
Infected Monocytes/Macrophages

1. Purified macrophages prepared by 6-d-adherence method from PBMCs in either
a 48-well flat-bottom microtiter plate or a 25- or 75-cm2 flask (see Note 6).
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2. Expanded, titrated clinical isolates or laboratory-adapted stock of monocytotropic
strains of HIV.

3. RPMI-1640 medium.
4. Complete medium.
5. Kit for detecting HIV-p24 gag antigen.

2.4. Quantification of HIV Infectivity

1. HIV sample to be titrated.
2. 50-mL conical polypropylene centrifuge tube.
3. Complete medium 48-well flat-bottom microtiter plate containing macrophage

cultures derived from PBMCs by 5-d adherence (first support protocol).
4. RPMI-1640 medium (GibcoBRL), 37°C.
5. Kit for HIV-p24 gag antigen detection.

Incubations are performed in a humidified 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator unless
noted otherwise. Except where specified, media may be at either room tem-
perature or 37°C.

3. Methods
3.1. Isolation of Monocytes/Macrophages
From PBMC by 6-Day Adherence

This protocol describes the establishment and maintenance of a culture of
HIV-infected monocytes/macrophages in either 48-well microtiter plates or
flasks. This approach is particularly useful for assessing anti-HIV drug activ-
ity. It involves adding various concentrations of each agent being tested to
mature monocyte/macrophage cells at different time points before or after vi-
ral challenge.

1. Count PBMCs and resuspend in a polypropylene tube at 1 × 106 cells/mL (if
using a microtiter plate) or 2.5 × 106 cells/mL (if using a flask) in complete RPMI-
20 supplemented with 10% human AB serum (see Notes 7 and 8).

2. Using a 1000 µL pipettor, place 1 mL of 1 × 106 cells/mL PBMC suspension in
the inner 24 wells of a 48-well microtiter plate (filling the outer 24 wells with
sterile distilled water); or using a plastic pipet, place 10 or 30 mL of 2.5 × 106

cells/mL PBMC suspension in a 25- or 75-cm2 flask, respectively (see Note 9).
3. Incubate plate or flask for 6 d.
4. Remove nonadherent cells by repeated gentle washing with 37°C RPMI 1640

medium (�4 washes). After each wash, aspirate supernatant using a 2-mL plastic
pipet with a sterile yellow tip attached. The pipet’s cotton plug should be re-
moved before it is connected to the vacuum system as described in Subheading
3.2., step 2 of the first basic protocol. After the last aspiration, replenish well or
flask with the same original volume of fresh 37°C complete medium (without
human serum) (see Notes 10–12).
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Estimate the number of macrophages attached to each well as follows.

5. Remove adherent cells from a single representative well by adding cold PBS
containing 0.002% EDTA, incubating 10 min, and scraping off cells with a rub-
ber scraper.

6. Count viable cells in a hemocytometer chamber using the trypan blue exclusion
method.

7. Determine purity of the macrophages by a flow-cytometric analysis using CD14,
CD4, CD8, and CD3 antigen staining (see Note 13).

3.2. Assessment of Antiviral Drug Activity in Acutely
Infected Monocytes/Macrophages

This protocol is important especially for the evaluation of preintegrational
stage inhibitors of the HIV replication cycle (e.g., chemokines, entry inhibi-
tors, reverse transcriptase inhibitors, integrase inhibitors, etc.).

1. Add HIV virus stock to a concentration of 100 to 300 TCID50/mL to a macroph-
age culture using a 48-well microtiter plate or 25- or 75-cm2 flask. Incubate 2 d
(see Notes 14–16).

2. Carefully remove excess virus from the macrophage culture by washing twice
with 37°C serum-free RPMI-1640 as follows: Taking care not to disturb the cells,
aspirate supernatant using a 2-mL pipet (with cotton plug removed) or equivalent
attached to a vacuum system (for 48-well microtiter plate, attach a sterile tip to
the pipet when aspirating) (see Note 17). Add medium (1 mL per microtiter plate
well; 10 or 30 mL per 25- or 75-cm2 flask, respectively). Repeat once.

3. Aspirate RPMI-1640 a third time and add 37°C complete medium (1 mL per
well; 10 or 30 mL per 25- or 75-cm2 flask, respectively).

4. Continue to incubate macrophages, feeding them every 5 d by aspirating old me-
dium and adding fresh complete medium in the amounts described in step 3.

5. Starting from d 7, assess virus production by measuring supernatant viral gag
antigen using a commercial p24-HIV antigen assay kit (see Note 18).

3.3. Assessment of Antiviral Drug Activity in Chronically
Infected Monocytes/Macrophages

This protocol is especially important for the evaluation of late-stage inhibi-
tors of the HIV replication cycle (e.g., protease inhibitors, inhibitors of oxida-
tive stress, etc.).

1. One day after separation (i.e., 7 d after plating), infect macrophages with 300
TCID50/mL of HIV-1BaL.

2. After 24 h, carefully wash all wells with RPMI to remove excess virus and add
fresh complete medium.

3. Feed cells every 5 d with fresh complete medium.
4. Assess HIV-1 p24 released in the supernatants every 3 d starting from d 7 after

infection (see Note 19).
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5. When HIV-1 p24 production reaches a plateau (e.g., at d 12–14 after infection),
carefully wash macrophage cultures with RPMI at least twice to remove any vi-
rus present in the supernatants.

6. Replenish with fresh complete medium containing various concentrations of pro-
tease inhibitors or control drugs when requested.

7. Keep the macrophage cultures under the same conditions as described before.
8. Starting from the day of drug treatment wash all wells daily and replenish with

fresh medium containing the appropriate drug concentration, according to the
experimental protocol (see Note 20).

3.4. Quantification of HIV Infectivity

In this protocol, the number of infectious units of HIV produced by an in-
fected macrophage culture and treated with antiviral compounds is determined
by analyzing serial dilutions of viral culture. Titration of a monocytotropic
strain of HIV should generally be performed using normal, resting macrophages.

This protocol is especially crucial for the evaluation of late-stage inhibitors
of the HIV replication cycle (e.g., protease inhibitors, inhibitors of oxidative
stress, etc.).

1. Remove one vial of each lot of virus from the freezer, place vials in a plastic
container in a laminar flow hood, and allow them to thaw. Open vials inside the
plastic container in the hood after they have thawed, as the contents may be under
pressure.

2. Prepare serial dilutions of the virus using complete medium. A useful set of dilu-
tions is 1:10, 1:30, 1:100, 1:300, and so on. Place 7.2 mL medium in a 50-mL
conical polypropylene centrifuge tube and add 0.8 mL of virus (this will yield 8
mL of a 1:10 dilution of virus). A subsequent 1:3 dilution can be made by adding
2 mL of this preparation to 4 mL medium (final dilution 1:30), and a 1:10 dilution
can be made by adding 1 mL of the preparation to 9 mL medium (final dilution
1:100). Make subsequent 1:3 and 1:10 dilutions in the same way, each time using
the virus that was previously diluted 1:10. Alternatively, the first dilution can be
1:100, prepared by adding 10 µL of the original frozen sample to 990 µL medium
in wells. Then use cryovials to make subsequent dilutions of the stock virus (1:3,
1:10, 1:30, etc.) and add 10 µL of these dilutions in the cryovials to 900 µL
medium to yield final dilutions of 1:300, 1:1000, 1:3000, and so on.

3. Add 1 mL of diluted virus to each cell of a 48-well microtiter plate containing
freshly aspirated macrophage culture with six replicate wells for each dilution.
Incubate plate 2 d. Avoid cells drying out between medium aspiration.

4. Carefully remove excess virus by aspirating supernatant and adding 1 mL of 37°C
RPMI-1640 medium. Repeat wash three times, then add 1 mL of 37°C fresh com-
plete medium to each well.

5. Incubate 14 d, replacing the medium every 5 d.
6. At 14 d after viral challenge, assay supernatants for HIV p24 gag antigen produc-

tion with p24 kit.
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For the purpose of titration, it is sufficient to determine whether HIV p24
gag antigen is present; quantitation of the antigen is not necessary.

4. Notes
1. Procedures described in this chapter involve the use of human blood and HIV

virus. Strict attention to appropriate biosafety procedures is therefore mandatory.
2. All solutions and equipment must be sterile, and proper sterile technique should

be used accordingly.
3. Incubations are performed in a humidified 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator unless noted

otherwise. Except where specified, media may be at either room temperature or
37°C.

4. Incubations are performed in a humidified 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator unless noted
otherwise.

5. Except where specified, media may be at either room temperature or 37°C.
6. Incubations are performed in a humidified 37°C, 5% CO2 incubator unless noted

otherwise. Except where specified, media may be at either room temperature or
37°C.

7. PBMC may be obtained from a blood bank. Leukapheresis represents the best
method for deriving a large number of PBMCs for monocyte/macrophage sepa-
ration. Buffy coat preparations are another potential source, but usually produces
two- to eightfold lower yields. The anticoagulant used should be an endotoxin-
free citrate preparation.

8. Use of human serum increases adherence of monocytes to plastic during long-
term culture. Both this serum and FCS must be strictly endotoxin-free.

9. T-25 and T-75 Corning flasks and 48-well Costar plates permit good adherence
of monocytes/macrophages. However, adherence may vary between lots of flasks
or plates.

10. These 6-d-adherent cells are generally used immediately to culture HIV.
11. Avoid leaving cells uncovered by medium for more than a few seconds during

this process. If using microtiter plates, the pipet tip should be held at the bottom
corner of each well during aspiration to minimize accidental removal of adherent
cells. It is critical that the RPMI-1640 medium be at 37°C.

12. After 6 d of culture, the cells will have matured into macrophages, as indicated
by their fibroblastoid or polymorphic shape and substantial (>10-fold) increase
in volume.

13. If the washing procedure is performed correctly, the number of adherent cells in
each well should be similar (i.e., all wells should produce similar levels of virus).
Generally, about 10% of PBMCs plated (e.g., 105 monocytes/macrophages per
microtiter-plate well, or 2.5 or 7.5 × 106 monocytes/macrophages per flask) are
recovered, which corresponds to �50% of the monocytes/macrophages initially
present in the PBMCs.

14. Frozen virus stock in cryovials should be rapidly thawed to room temperature
just before inoculation, with the vial being placed in a plastic container inside a
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laminar flow hood and thawed before being opened, as the contents may be under
pressure. Cultures should be set up in microtiter plates when a relatively small
number of macrophages per sample is required (e.g., for evaluation of the anti-
HIV activity of antiviral drugs or assessment of cytokine production by HIV-
infected macrophages); flasks should be used when a larger number of
macrophages is required (e.g., for separation of cellular extracts to be used in
molecular or biochemical studies).

15. The HIV titer suggested here generally gives optimal infection and virus produc-
tion, but greater or lesser titers may be appropriate for certain purposes (e.g., a
lower titer may be useful in testing agents for the ability to enhance HIV replica-
tion). Ideally, the macrophage concentration should be approximately the same
as that used in titrating the virus.

16. To study drugs that block infection at the preintegrational steps (entry inhibitors,
reverse transciptase inhibitors, integrase inhibitors), the anti-HIV agents should
be added to cells about 20 min before the virus is added. This may be varied to
accommodate specific properties of each drug. For example, drugs that are slowly
activated in cells are best added more than 20 min before infection. Cultures
without added HIV and without macrophages should be established as controls.
The latter is especially important as a control for residual virus.

17. The vacuum aspiration system should be set up so that aspirated fluid passes into
a 4-L flask containing approx 500 mL of 100% bleach. Air from this flask should
pass through a second flask (to trap any liquid material) and a 0.45-µm gas filter
before entering the vacuum line. Flasks and tubes should be periodically decon-
taminated with bleach.

18. Limited virus production can usually be detected between days 3 and 7; produc-
tion increases to a plateau between days 12 and 30. In some experiments, virus
production may still be detected up to 120 d after viral challenge. Absolute pro-
duction levels vary, partly depending on the strain used. With the HIV-1Ba-L strain
grown in macrophages, a production peak of 50 to 500 ng/mL HIV p24 antigen is
common. Alternatively, other measures of viral production can be monitored
(e.g., reverse transcriptase activity), but the p24 assay is generally preferred be-
cause it is sensitive and easy to perform.

19. Based on our previous experience (2,17), chronic infection is generally estab-
lished about 10–12 d after virus challenge (some variation being detectable
among different donors and/or different virus strains).

20. At each established time point, about 1 mL of each supernatant is harvested and
replaced with new medium with appropriate drugs as before.
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Gene Expression Profiling of HIV-1 Infection
Using cDNA Microarrays

Angélique B. van ’t Wout

Summary
To illustrate the methods employed in gene expression profiling using cDNA

microarrays, infection of CD4+ T cell lines with HIV-1LAI is used to identify expression
changes relevant to in vitro HIV-1 infection. Cell lines are infected at a high multiplicity
of infection to ensure a population of near-synchronously infected cells to be compared
to uninfected cells. Infection status is verified using flow cytometry to determine the
intracellular expression of the viral gag p24 protein before samples are harvested for
total RNA extraction. Total RNA is extracted and amplified using commercially avail-
able kits, and RNA quality is verified using Bioanalyzer technology. To obtain
fluorescently labeled cDNA probes, the amplified RNA is reverse-transcribed to yield
cDNA, using random nonamers in the presence of dye-labeled dCTP. After first-strand
cDNA synthesis, RNA is degraded and the probes are purified. For each infection condi-
tion (LAI and mock), two slides are hybridized with identical probes generated from the
same RNAs, but with fluorescent labels reversed on one of the slides to control for dye-
specific effects. Troubleshooting strategies and issues to consider prior to starting the
experiment are discussed in detail in the notes section.

Key Words: Microarrays; cDNA; HIV-1; RNA.

1. Introduction
Since the advent of microarray technology in 1995 (1), microarrays have

been applied to the gene expression profiling of a wide range of biological
systems (reviewed in ref. 2). Microarrays provide a powerful genomic ap-
proach to the identification of new targets for drug development and diagnostic
screening. These studies involve a complex multistep process (Fig. 1), in which
each step influences the reliability and significance of the results. This chapter
addresses the experimental portion of HIV-1-related microarray analysis using
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cDNA microarrays. Several excellent recent reviews are available that describe
other aspects, including spotting, experiment design, complex vs simple bio-
logical systems, other array formats and array data analysis (3–5).

HIV/SIV-related gene expression profiling has been used to study changes
in response to both in vitro and in vivo infection and upon expression of indi-
vidual virus proteins (Table 1). However, interpretation of the results of these
studies is complicated by experimental protocols that result in heterogeneous

Fig. 1. Workflow of microarray experiment. Gene expression profiling involves a
complex multistep process, from initial biological question, through experimental de-
sign and application, to data analysis and biological interpretation. Each step influ-
ences the reliability and significance of the results. This chapter addresses the
experimental portion (delineated in bold) of HIV-1-related microarray analysis using
cDNA microarrays.
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Table 1
Published HIV/SIV-Related Microarray Studies

First author Experiment Platform

Geiss (6) HIV LAI on CEM cDNA/glass
1500 genes

Corbeil (7) HIV LAI on CEM Affymetrix
6800 genes

Vahey (8) HIV RF on PBMC Affymetrix
5600 genes

Van ’t Wout (9) HIV LAI on CEM, Jurkat, SupT1 cDNA/glass
4600 genes

Mitchell (10) HIV-vector in Nalm6 Affymetrix
12000 genes

Simmons (11) SF2 Nef in Jurkat cDNA/membrane
3500 genes

Shaheduzzaman (12) NL43 Nef in HeLa cDNA/glass
6000 genes

Galey (13) HIV or gp120 on astrocytes Oligo/glass
2300 genes

Cicala (14) JRFL gp120 on PBMC and MDM Affymetrix
12,000 genes

De la Fuente (15) LAI Tat in H9 cDNA/glass
2400 genes

Gibellini (16) Tat in Jurkat cDNA/membrane
1200 genes

Izmailova (17) Tat in immature DC Affymetrix
6800 genes

Patel (18) Vpr in neurons cDNA/membrane
200 genes

Chun (19) Resting CD4+ T cells from Affymetrix
viremics vs aviremics 12,000 genes

Guadalupe (20) Jejunal biopsies HIV-1 Affymetrix
infected patients 10,000 genes

George (21) Jejunal biopsies SIV Affymetrix
infected macaques 6800 genes

Vahey (22) PBMC from SIVmac251 Affymetrix
infected macaques 6800 genes

Roberts (23) Brain tissue SIVmac182 Affymetrix
infected macaques 12,000 genes

Sui (24) Brain from SHIV89.6P cDNA/membrane
infected macaques 277 genes

Miller (25) HIV JD or NL4-3 on SCIDhu cDNA/glass
Thy/Live 10,000 genes
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samples, nonsynchronous infection and/or selection of cells resistant to infec-
tion. This reduces sensitivity and specificity for the detection of changes in
gene expression in infected cells. To increase the likelihood of detecting rel-
evant changes induced by HIV/SIV, comparison between homogeneous
samples (e.g., 100% infected versus uninfected cell lines) is essential (see Note
1). Gene expression profiling of HIV-1LAI-infected CD4+ T-cell lines on cDNA
microarrays will be used to illustrate the methods employed in the identifica-
tion of changes relevant to HIV-1 infection that could serve as new drug tar-
gets (see Note 2).

2. Materials

All reagents should be molecular biology-grade and free of contaminating
nucleases. Use distilled water for the preparation of solutions unless instructed
otherwise and sterilize by filtration with a 0.22-µm filter. Solutions are stable
at room temperature unless otherwise indicated.

2.1. Reagents

1. CD4+ T-cell lines CCRF-CEM, Jurkat Clone E6-1 or SupT1 (American Type
Culture Collection).

2. HIV-1LAI (AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program, Division of AIDS,
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, National Institutes of
Health). Frozen aliquots stored at –70°C are stable for more than 1 yr.

3. Antibody anti-HIV-1 gag p24 KC57-FITC (Beckman-Coulter, Fullerton, CA).
Store at 4°C, protect from light.

4. Antibody FITC-conjugated mouse IgG2a, kappa isotype control (Becton
Dickinson, San Jose, CA). Store at 4°C, protect from light.

5. Fix and Perm kit (CALTAG, Burlingame, CA).
6. RNeasy total RNA isolation kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA).
7. T7 RNA amplification kit (Arcturus, Mountain View, CA).
8. Random nonamers (1 µg/µL). Frozen aliquots stored at –20°C are stable for more

than 1 yr.
9. Superscript II (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Store at –20°C, return to freezer im-

mediately after use.
10. Nucleotides (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ). When combining nucle-

otides, use 10 mM dGTP/dATP/dTTP and 1 mM dCTP (the unlabeled dCTP is
used in a 1:1 ratio with Cy-labeled dCTP). Frozen aliquots stored at –20°C are
stable for approx 1 mo.

11. Cy3-dCTP and Cy5-dCTP (Amersham Biosciences). Protect from light at all
times, dispense into single-use aliquots, and store at –20°C.

12. RNase Inhibitor (Roche, Indianapolis, IN). Store at –20°C, return to freezer im-
mediately after use.
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2.2. Solutions

1. Tissue culture medium: RPMI-1640 supplemented with penicillin (100 IU/mL),
streptomycin (100 µg/mL), L-glutamine (2 mM) and fetal bovine serum (10%).
Store at 4°C, protect from light.

2. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).
3. PBS with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Store at 4°C.
4. Fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) fixation buffer: 1% formaldehyde and

0.025% glutaraldehyde in PBS. Store at 4°C, protect from light.
5. Trypan blue.
6. 3 M NaOAc, pH 5.2.
7. 2.5 M NaOH.
8. 2 M 3-(N-morpholino) propane sulfonic acid (MOPS).
9. Binding buffer: 5.3 M Gua-HCl in 150 mM Kac, pH 4.8; adjust with glacial ace-

tic acid.
10. 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0.
11. Ethanol (80% and 100%).
12. Hybridization solution: 50% formamide, 5X sodium chloride-sodium citrate

(SSC), 5X Denhardt’s, 0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 100 µg/mL poly A72,
100 µg/mL human CotI DNA. Frozen aliquots stored at –20°C are stable for
more than 1 yr.

13. Wash buffers (1X SSC/0.2% SDS, 0.1X SSC/0.2% SDS, 0.1X SSC).

2.3. Disposables

1. 5-mL FACS tubes.
2. Glass fiber filter plates (Millipore, Billerica, MA).
3. 96-well catch plates.
4. ProbeQuant G50 columns (Amersham Biosciences).
5. Human cDNA microarrays (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA).
6. Cover slips.

2.4. Instruments

1. Flow cytometer.
2. 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent).
3. Vacu system (Millipore).
4. SpeedVac concentrator.

3. Methods
The methods described below outline (1) synchronous infection of CD4+ T-

cell lines with HIV-1LAI, (2) determination of infection efficiency by flow
cytometry, (3) extraction, amplification, and quality control of total RNA
samples, (4) generation of fluorescently labeled probes, (5) probe purification
and quantification, and (6) slide hybridization and washing.
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3.1. Synchronous HIV-1LAI Infection

To ensure that the population of cells under study is undergoing a near-
synchronous infection, samples are harvested from CD4+ T-cell lines within
the first 24 h of infection with a high multiplicity of infection (MOI). Cells are
grown in RPMI-1640 supplemented with penicillin, streptomycin, L-glutamine,
and FBS.

1. Generate high-titer HIV-1LAI stock by infecting CCRF-CEM cells at an MOI of
0.01 on day 0, replacing the culture media on day 3 and harvesting the culture
supernatant on day 4. Titer will be approx 107 TCID50/mL. Collect mock super-
natant from uninfected CCRF-CEM cells treated as above, excluding the addi-
tion of virus. Store at –70°C until use.

2. Expand CD4+ T-cell lines (CCRF-CEM, Jurkat or SupT1) until the appropriate
number of cells has been obtained (the cell suspension will be ~106 cells/mL 3–4
d after passage). One million cells per condition (infected and mock-infected) are
needed to yield sufficient total RNA (>1 µg), and another 1 × 106 cells are needed
for flow cytometry. So, 4 × 106 cells (2 × 106 for LAI and 2 × 106 for mock) are
needed for one time point, 8 × 106 cells for two time points, etc.

3. Spin cells down at 250g for 5 min at room temperature (RT).
4. For each condition, aliquot cells at 10 × 106 cells/mL into a 50-mL tube.
5. Add HIV-1LAI stock at a multiplicity of infection of 2 (200 µL stock = 20 × 106

TCID50 for 10 × 106 cells) to one aliquot and the same volume of mock-infected
supernatant to the other aliquot.

6. Incubate at 37°C for 1 h in shaking water bath.
7. Wash cells three times with PBS.
8. Resuspend cells in culture media to yield 1 × 106 cells/mL.
9. Incubate at 37°C, 5% CO2 until harvesting for total RNA extraction.

3.2. Determination of Infection Efficiency

To ensure that the samples are homogeneously infected, the intracellular
expression of viral gag p24 protein is determined by flow cytometry using the
CALTAG Fix and Perm kit.

1. For each sample to be analyzed, use 1 × 106 cells: 5 × 105 for staining with the
specific antibody and 5 × 105 for the isotype control stain. Protect samples from light.

2. Spin cells down in 5-mL FACS tubes at 250g for 5 min at RT.
3. Resuspend in 100 µL of reagent A (fixation medium).
4. Incubate at RT for 15 min.
5. Wash cells with 4 mL of PBS/1% BSA.
6. Remove supernatant and resuspend cell pellet in 100 µL of reagent B

(permeabilization medium) and 1 µL anti-HIV-1 gag p24 KC57-FITC antibody
or 1 µL FITC-labeled isotype control.

7. Vortex at low speed for 1–2 s.
8. Incubate at RT for 15 min.
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9. Wash cells with 4 mL of PBS/1% BSA.
10. Remove supernatant and resuspend cells in 0.5 mL of FACS fixation and store

them at 2–8°C in the dark. Analyze fixed cells within 24 h using standard flow
cytometry procedures (Fig. 2).

3.3. RNA Processing

This section describes total RNA isolation, amplification, and quality con-
trol, using specific kits that have yielded the best results with these sample
types in our experience (see Note 3). Experimental sampling and extraction of
RNA are vitally important components, as successful microarray studies are
dependent upon the consistent extraction of high-quality RNA. The 2100
Bioanalyzer system (Agilent) is a very sensitive and rapid tool now commonly
employed to verify the quality and consistency of RNA samples.

1. Harvest cells from both HIV-1LAI- and mock-infected cultures at the appropriate
time points. Transfer each cell suspension to a separate 50-mL tube.

2. Spin cells down at 250g for 5 min at RT.
3. Wash cells twice with PBS.
4. Remove cell sample for trypan blue cell counting and viability assessment.
5. Wash once more with PBS.
6. Discard the supernatant. Remove any remaining drops of fluid.
7. Use Qiagen RNeasy kit to extract total RNA from the cell pellets according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. It is imperative to thoroughly homogenize the cell
lysates to avoid DNA and/or protein contamination and RNA degradation and to
optimize total RNA yield.

8. Determine RNA quality on a 2100 Bioanalyzer total RNA chip or its equivalent.
Good-quality RNA free of contaminating DNA (see Note 4) has two distinct
ribosomal RNA peaks with a 28S/18S ratio of around 2 and very low background
(Fig. 3A).

9. Total RNA can be stored at –70°C after adding 0.1 vol 3 M NaOAc, pH 5.2, and
2.5 volumes 100% ethanol until it is used for amplification.

10. Amplify mRNA from 1 to 5 µg of total RNA using the Arcturus T7 amplification
kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Five micrograms of total RNA
yields approx 100 µg amplified RNA (aRNA).

11. Determine aRNA quality on a 2100 Bioanalyzer mRNA chip or its equivalent.
The bulk of the aRNA product is 250–1800 bases in length after one round of
amplification (Fig. 3B).

12. Amplified RNA can be stored at –70°C after addition of 0.1 vol 3 M NaOAc, pH
5.2, and 2.5 vol 100% ethanol until it is used for probe synthesis.

3.4. Cy-Dye Probe Synthesis

To obtain fluorescently labeled cDNA probes, the amplified RNA is reverse-
transcribed to yield cDNA using random nonamers in the presence of dye-
labeled dCTP (see Note 5). For each RNA sample, both Cy3- and Cy5-labeled
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Fig. 2. Intracellular HIV-1 gag p24 expression in mock- and HIV-1LAI-infected
cells measured by flow cytometry. Cells were exposed to infectious virus at a multi-
plicity of infection of 2 (black) or mock-infected supernatant (gray). At 24 h
postexposure, cells were fixed and permeabilized for intracellular p24 staining. Only
cells exposed to the infectious stock showed detectable levels of p24.
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Fig. 3. Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer RNA analysis. (A) Electropherogram of total RNA
sample (black) and RNA ladder (gray). Ladder sizes are indicated below each peak.
Note distinct 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA peaks with a 28S/18S ratio around 2 and
very low background in the total RNA sample. Indications for RNA degradation are:
decreasing ratio of ribosomal bands, additional peaks below the ribosomal bands, de-
crease in overall RNA signal and a shift toward shorter fragments. (B) Electrophero-
gram of amplified RNA (black) and RNA ladder (gray). Ladder sizes are indicated
below each peak. The bulk of the aRNA product is 250–1800 bases in length after one
round of amplification.
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probes are generated to control for dye-specific effects (see Subheading 3.6.).
Perform all labeling reactions in amber microcentrifuge tubes and keep light
exposure of Cy-labeled nucleotides and cDNA to a minimum. After addition
of each reagent, mix contents of tube gently and centrifuge briefly.

1. Combine 5 µg aRNA and 2 µg random nonamers. Add water to bring the total
volume to 10.5 µL.

2. Heat at 70°C for 10 min. Chill on ice for 30 s. Spin briefly.
3. Add the following: 4 µL 5X First Strand Buffer, 2 µL DTT (0.1 M), 1 µL nucle-

otide mix (10 mM dGTP/dATP/dTTP, 1 mM dCTP), 1 µL Cy3- or Cy5-dCTP (1
mM) and 0.5 µL RNase inhibitor. When performing multiple reactions, combine
everything excluding Cy-dyes, aliquot 7.5 µL premix to each tube, and then add
Cy-dyes.

4. Mix gently and incubate at RT for 10 min.
5. Add 1 µL SuperScript II (to yield 20 µL total reaction volume).
6. Mix gently and incubate at 42°C for 3 h.
7. Unless proceeding immediately to purification, probes can be stored at –20°C.

3.5. Probe Purification and Quantification

After first-strand cDNA synthesis, RNA is degraded and the probe is puri-
fied. To remove the degraded RNA template, short oligomers and unincorpo-
rated CyDye-nucleotides, two purification steps, glass fiber filter plate and G50
columns, are used to clean up the probes. This greatly reduces background
fluorescence and nonspecific binding.

1. Denature cDNA/mRNA hybrid as follows: Add 2 µL 2.5 M NaOH. Mix gently
(but thoroughly) and incubate at 37°C for 10 min. Add 10 µL 2 M MOPS to
neutralize the reaction.

2. Add 200 µL binding buffer to probe and mix gently.
3. Dispense into glass fiber filter plate.
4. Place filter plate atop vacu-system and apply vacuum.
5. Wash 6 times with 200 µL 80% ethanol.
6. Place filter plate atop catch plate along with centrifuge alignment frame.
7. Spin to remove residual ethanol at 2000g for 5 min at RT.
8. Add 50 µL 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0. Incubate at RT for 1 min.
9. Place filter plate atop a clean catch plate along with centrifuge alignment frame.

10. Spin at 2000g for 5 min at RT.
11. Repeat spin after adding another 50 µL 10 mM Tris-HCl.
12. Measure probe absorbance at 260 nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm (Fig. 4). Use a clean

cuvet for each probe, as even minute amounts of contaminating probes will result
in detectable microarray signals.

13. Calculate probe yield, amount of incorporated dye and specific activity (see Note
6). Probe yield: OD 260 nm × 33 × probe volume (mL) = µg of cDNA. Incorpo-
rated Cy3: OD 550 nm × probe volume (µL)/0.15 = pmol Cy3. Incorporated Cy5:
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OD 650 nm × probe volume (µL)/0.25 = pmol Cy5. Specific activity: (µg cDNA/
324.5)/pmol Cy-dye = number of nucleotides per Cy-labeled nucleotide.

14. Purify probe through a G50 column using standard procedures.
15. Dry purified probe in SpeedVac concentrator (1 h at 50°C).
16. Unless proceeding immediately to slide hybridization, probes can be stored at –20°C.

3.6. Slide Hybridization and Washing

For each infection condition, two slides are hybridized with identical probes
generated from the same RNAs, but with fluorescent labels reversed on one of
the slides to control for dye-specific effects (see Note 7). Protect probes and
slides from light.

1. Rinse slides and cover slips with two quick dips in distilled water and dry with
compressed air.

2. Resuspend dried-down probe in 25 µL of hybridization solution.
3. Boil probe for 3 min. Chill on ice for 30 s. Spin briefly.
4. Combine with appropriate reaction (to yield 50 µL total reaction volume).
5. Apply probe mixture to an area of the slide that does not contain targets and

cover with cover slip.

Fig. 4. Probe quantification. Wavelength scan of Cy3- (gray) and Cy5- (black) la-
beled cDNA probes. The OD values obtained at 260 nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm com-
bined with probe volume are used to calculate probe yield and amount of dye
incorporated (1.9 µg DNA and 152 pmol for Cy3 probe, 1.7 µg and 110 pmol for Cy5
probe). Typical probe yields are 1.5–2 µg cDNA and 100–150 pmol incorporated dye.
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6. Incubate at 42°C overnight (14–16 h) in humid hybridization chamber.
7. Preheat wash buffers to 55°C.
8. Remove cover slip by immersing slide in 1X SSC/0.2% SDS. All subsequent

washing steps are performed on a rocking platform.
9. Wash once in 1X SSC/0.2% SDS at RT for 10 min.

10. Wash twice in 0.1X SSC/0.2% SDS at RT for 10 min.
11. Wash twice in 0.1X SSC at RT for 1 min.
12. Rinse with two quick dips in distilled water and dry with compressed air.
13. Store desiccated in the dark until scanning (Cy3 emits at 532 nm and Cy5 at 633 nm).

4. Notes
1. Some systems are not capable of achieving homogeneous target cell populations

for study; this needs to be taken into account when analyzing the results. For
example, in a heterogeneous collection of cells, the degree of pathway regulation
may be commensurate to the proportion of target cells present. In the case of
primary patient peripheral blood mononuclear cells, the ratio of cell subsets
should be accounted for in order to avoid selecting genes that reflect merely the
changes in subset ratios, rather than actual effects of HIV-1 on the cells.

2. The selection of microarray platforms is rapidly expanding and the breadth of
genes interrogated per array is starting to approach the full genome. Irrespective
of the platform and test system, the general principles and methods described in
this chapter will be applicable up to the amplification step. The Affymetrix
GeneChip platform uses a different labeling strategy involving dye incorporation
during the RNA amplification step and subsequent fragmentation of the probe
(see Note 5). Detailed protocols are available from the manufacturer.

3. Good-quality total RNA upon extraction is essential to all microarray applica-
tions and many excellent methods and kits are available toward that end. Any
RNA extraction and amplification kits can be used provided they yield ample,
high-quality total or amplified RNA. In our experience, the Qiagen RNeasy kit
has given very consistent results when working with CD4+ T-cell lines or pri-
mary white blood cells. When extracting total RNA from more complex samples,
such as tissue blocks, other extraction methods are recommended. In general,
non-column-, but phenol-based extractions such as Trizol work well for tissue
samples. An additional column-based purification is then performed afterward.

4. Total RNA samples should be checked for genomic DNA contamination (e.g., by
polymerase chain reaction). When contaminating DNA is present, DNase treat-
ment after total RNA isolation (e.g., using Ambion DNA-free kit) has proven
superior to on-column DNase treatment. Extreme care should be taken to avoid
RNA degradation during the DNase step.

5. This chapter describes the generation of fluorescent probes using direct Cy-dCTP
labeling of T7 amplified RNA. Many alternatives to this strategy exist. Total
cellular RNA (using anchored oligo(dT) primers), poly(A)+ mRNA, or polysomal
fractions of poly(A)+ mRNA can be used. T7 amplified RNA works especially
well for small samples because as little as 1 µg of total RNA is sufficient. Many
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fluorochromes, such as fluorescein, lissamine, rhodamine, and phycoerythrin,
have been used. The cyanine dyes Cy3 and Cy5 are currently the most popular
due to their brightness, stability, and spectral separation. Fluorescent nucleotides
(either dCTP or dUTP) can be incorporated directly or indirectly, for example,
using incorporation of aminoallyl-conjugated nucleotides followed by reaction
with reactive fluorochromes. Labeled probes for Affymetrix are prepared as
cRNA. Biotinylated nucleotides are incorporated during cRNA transcription, fol-
lowed by staining with streptavidin-fluorochrome conjugates.

6. When probe yields are lower than expected, degraded and/or contaminated RNA
are usually responsible. It is crucial to use standard procedures to protect RNA
from ribonucleases and to test RNA quality before continuing on to probe syn-
thesis. In addition, protect Cy-labeled dNTPs from light at all times and dispense
into single-use aliquots to minimize freeze-thaw cycles.

7. Glass microarrays (whether spotted with cDNA or oligomers) use dual-color hy-
bridization in contrast to Affymetrix GeneChip hybridization, in which each
sample is hybridized on an individual chip. Although many factors influence the
choice of platform, approaches that test treatment versus control samples are es-
pecially amenable to dual color studies, whereas patient studies, in which baseline
samples or reference RNA pools are used, can be performed using either plat-
form. In each case, experimental design is as important as subsequent implemen-
tation and should be given ample consideration.
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Determination of DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR
Repeat Region Variations

Huanliang Liu and Tuofu Zhu

Summary
DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR efficiently bind HIV-1 and other viral as well as nonviral

pathogens and assist either cis or trans infection. Both are type II transmembrane pro-
teins that consist of an N-terminal cytoplasmic domain, a repeat region consisting of
seven 23-amino-acid tandem repeats, and a C-terminal C-type carbohydrate recognition
domain that binds mannose-enriched carbohydrate modifications of host and pathogen
proteins. The normal functions of DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR include binding to ICAM-
2 and ICAM-3. Binding of DC-SIGN to ICAM-2 on endothelial cells facilitates
chemokine-induced dendritic cell extravasation; binding to ICAM-3 on T lymphocytes
provides the initial step for establishing cell-mediated immunity. Based on the number
of tandem repeats, DC-SIGNR is highly polymorphic in the repeat region, while varia-
tions in DC-SIGN repeat region are rare. A change in the number of DC-SIGN and DC-
SIGNR repeats may influence their normal functions as well as their binding capacity to
viral and nonviral pathogens. This chapter describes the methods for detection of DC-
SIGN and DC-SIGNR repeat region variations by polymerase chain reaction.

Key Words: DC-SIGN; DC-SIGNR; allele; genotype; HIV-1; transmission.

1. Introduction
Dendritic cells (DC) are among the first cells encountered by HIV-1 during

sexual transmission and migrate from mucosal sites to the secondary lymphoid
organs upon capturing an antigen (1,2). DC-SIGN (DC-specific ICAM-3 [in-
tercellular adhesion molecular 3]—grabbing nonintegrin), a C-type lectin, is
expressed on the surface of immature and, to a lesser extent, mature DCs (3) as
well as on some types of tissue macrophages, including Hofbauer cells in hu-
man placenta (4,5). Mucosa such as the rectum, vagina, uterus, and cervix also
contain DC-SIGN-expressing DC within the mucosal lamina propria (4,6). The
normal functions of DC-SIGN include binding to ICAM-2 and ICAM-3. The
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DC-SIGN–ICAM-2 interaction facilitates chemokine induced DC
transendothelial migration (3,7,8), whereas the DC-SIGN–ICAM-3 interaction
supports initial antigen-nonspecific contact between DC and T-lymphocytes (3).
DC-SIGN has also been shown to mediate antigen uptake (9,10). DC-SIGN and
its homolog, DC-SIGNR (DC-SIGN-related) or L-SIGN (liver/lymph node-spe-
cific ICAM3 grabbing nonintregrin) can capture HIV-1 at low inoculation and
enhance the viral infection of T-cells in trans (4,11–14). Other viral pathogens,
such as Ebola virus (15–17), hepatitis C virus (HCV) (18,19), human cytome-
galovirus (20), and alphavirus (21), as well as nonviral pathogens such as Leish-
mania amastigotes (22) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis (23,24), can also bind
to DC-SIGN/DC-SIGNR-expressing cells with the interaction facilitating trans
infection of distant permissive cells and/or enhancing cis infection of the lectin-
bearing cells. Both DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR are organized into three domains:
an N-terminal cytoplasmic region, a neck region containing seven repeats of the
23-amino-acid sequence (69 nucleotides), and a C-terminal domain homolo-
gous to C-type lectins—all located on chromosome 19 (14,25,26).

It has been reported that DC-SIGNR is highly polymorphic in the repeat
region based on the number of repeats ranging from three to nine (alleles 3 to 9)
(14,27), whereas no similar polymorphisms in DC-SIGN were found in a study
of 150 Caucasian participants (14). In one of our studies, we demonstrated that
the repeat region of DC-SIGN can also exhibit variation based on numbers of
repeats ranging from six to eight (alleles 6 to 8), although much less frequently
(28). Furthermore, cloning and sequencing of each repeat region allele of both
DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR revealed that the difference among alleles was the
result of a deletion or insertion of 69 nucleotides, which encodes the multiple
23-amino-acid repeats. We also found that individuals with heterozygous DC-
SIGN repeat alleles may have a reduced probability of acquiring HIV-1 infec-
tion (28). We further demonstrated that DC-SIGNR repeat region
polymorphisms may affect the susceptibility to HIV-1 infection (29). It is also
possible that these variations may alter the normal functions of DC-SIGN and
DC-SIGNR.

The protocol described here can be divided into five general steps: (1) ex-
traction of genomic DNA; (2) preparation of the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) reaction mixture; (3) PCR amplification; (4) detection and analysis of
the reaction products; and (5) recording of the genotypes.

2. Materials
2.1. Primers

The primers 1F1/1R (28) and L28/L32 (14) are used to specifically amplify
the DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR repeat regions from genomic DNA, respectively.
Primers are listed in Table 1.
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2.2. Solutions and Reagents

1. Genomic DNA extraction kit.
2. Ethanol (96–100%).
3. PCR buffer: 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3, 500 mM KCl, 15 mM MgCl2.

4. Taq DNA polymerase.
5. dNTP (2.5 mM each).
6. Agarose.
7. Ethidium bromide.
8. Molecular-weight markers.
9. PCR thermal cycler.

10. Centrifuge.
11. Gel electrophoresis equipment.
12. Tubes and tips for DNA extraction and PCR.

3. Methods
3.1. Genomic DNA Extraction

Genomic DNA extracted from traditional methods and commercial kits is
suitable for genotyping. Because most traditional methods of DNA isolation
are time-consuming, labs are increasingly using DNA purification kits for their
speed and convenience. In addition, traditional methods of DNA preparation
involve hazardous materials requiring special disposal protocols; kits gener-
ally use nontoxic reagents and columns that do not require special handling
procedures. Today, nearly all biotech companies sell a genomic DNA isolation
kit and many of today’s kits are designed to provide high-quality PCR-ready
genomic DNA from varied sample sources. The QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA) is one of them. It simplifies isolation of genomic DNA
from whole blood, plasma, serum, buffy coat, body fluids, bone marrow, lym-
phocytes, platelets, cultured cells, tissue, buccal swabs, and dried blood spots
with fast spin-column or vacuum procedures. No phenol–chloroform extrac-
tion is required. DNA binds specifically to the QIAamp silica-gel membrane
while contaminants pass through. PCR inhibitors such as divalent cations and

Table 1
Primers for Amplifying DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR Repeat Regions

Primer Sequence (5'-3') Target GenBank
sequence access no.

1F1 CCACTTTAGGGCAGGAC 1096–1112 AF209479
1R AGCAAACTCACACCACACAA 1948–1929 AF209479
L28 TGTCCAAGGTCCCCAGCTCCC 539–559 AF209481
L32 GAACTCACCAAATGCAGTCTTCAAATC 1116–1090 AF209481
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proteins are completely removed in two efficient wash steps, leaving pure
nucleic acid to be eluted in either water or a buffer provided with the kit. DNA
extraction spin protocol from blood or cells using this kit is taken as an ex-
ample (revised from copyrighted material by Qiagen: QIAamp DNA Mini Kit
and QIAamp DNA Blood Mini Kit Handbook). DNA extraction methods for
the vacuum protocol or from other sample sources are detailed in the handbook
(www.qiagen.com).

1. Equilibrate samples and all the reagents to room temperature (see Note 1).
2. Ensure that buffer AW1, Buffer AW2, and Qiagen protease have been prepared

according to the instructions.
3. Heat a water bath or heating block to 56°C for use in step 7.
4. Pipet 20 µL of Qiagen protease into the bottom of a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube

(see Note 2).
5. Add 200 µL of sample to the microcentrifuge tube. Use up to 200 µL of whole

blood or cells in 200 µL of PBS (see Note 3).
6. Add 200 µL of buffer AL to the sample. Mix by pulse-vortexing for 15 s (see

Note 4).
7. Incubate at 56°C for 10 min (see Note 5).
8. Briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube to remove drops from the

inside of the lid.
9. Add 200 µL of ethanol (96–100%) to the sample, and mix again by pulse-

vortexing for 15 s. After mixing, briefly centrifuge the 1.5-mL microcentrifuge
tube to remove drops from the inside of the lid.

10. Carefully apply the mixture from step 9 to the QIAamp Spin Column (in a 2-mL
collection tube) without wetting the rim, close the cap, and centrifuge at 6000g
for 1 min. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 2-mL collection tube (pro-
vided), and discard the tube containing the filtrate (see Note 6).

11. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL of buffer AW1 with-
out wetting the rim. Close the cap and centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min. Place the
QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 2-mL collection tube (provided) and discard the
collection tube containing the filtrate.

12. Carefully open the QIAamp Spin Column and add 500 µL of buffer AW2 with-
out wetting the rim. Close the cap and centrifuge at 20,000g for 3 min. Continue
directly with step 13, or to eliminate any chance of possible buffer AW2
carryover, perform step 12a, and then continue with step 13 (see Note 7).

12a. (Optional): Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a new 2-mL collection tube (not
provided) and discard the collection tube with the filtrate. Centrifuge at 20,000g
for 1 min.

13. Place the QIAamp Spin Column in a clean 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube (not
provided), and discard the collection tube containing the filtrate. Carefully open
the QIAamp Spin Column and add 200 µL of buffer AE. Incubate at room tem-
perature for 1 min, and then centrifuge at 6000g for 1 min (see Note 8).

14. Determine the concentration and purity of DNA. Add 2 µL of DNA product from
step 13 to 98 µL of water, mix thoroughly, centrifuge gently, and measure the
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absorbance at 260 and 280 nm. The DNA concentration is calculated using the
following formula: DNA concentration (µg/mL) = OD value at 260 nm × 50 (1
OD 260 = 50 µg/mL DNA) × 50 (dilution factor). The DNA purity is determined
by calculating the ratio of absorbance at 260 nm to absorbance at 280 nm (see
Note 9).

15. DNA is ready for PCR or storing at –20°C for future use.

3.2. Reaction Mixture

Master mix containing water, buffer, dNTPs, MgCl2, primers and Taq DNA
polymerase is prepared in a single tube for each pair of primers specific for
each gene (Table 1) and then aliquoted into individual PCR tubes (Table 2).
Genomic DNA solutions are added next (see Note 10); Table 2 shows the
amount of individual reagent solutions and template necessary per PCR reac-
tion. You can increase the quantities accordingly when a large number of par-
allel samples are needed to be genotyped (see Note 11). This method of reaction
mixture setup minimizes the possibility of pipetting errors and saves time by
reducing the number of reagent transfers. A set of water and positive controls
should always accompany each set of PCR to confirm both the absence of
contamination and success of PCR (see Note 12). After setup, place samples in
a thermocycler and perform PCR.

3.3. PCR Reaction

The cycle conditions for DC-SIGN repeat region genotyping are: denatur-
ation at 94°C for 5 min (see Note 13), followed by 40 cycles of 94°C for 15 s,
60°C for 30 s and 72°C for 30 s, then followed by 72°C for 7 min for final
extension. The PCR conditions for DC-SIGNR repeat region genotyping are:

Table 2
PCR Master Mix Reagent Volume and Concentration

Reagent with initial Quantity for 50 mL Final
concentration of reaction mixture concentration

Sterile water 38.5–x µLa –
10X PCR buffer 5 µL 1X
2.5 mM dNTP mix 4 µL 0.2 mM of each
50 µM forward primer 1 µL 1 µM
50 µM reverse primer 1 µL 1 µM
Taq DNA Polymerase 0.5 µL 1 unit
Genomic DNA x µLa 50–300 ng

aThe volume of genomic DNA and sterile water should be adjusted ac-
cording to the DNA concentration. You can also modify the reaction vol-
ume proportionally.
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denaturation at 94°C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles for 94°C for 5 s and
70°C for 1 min, then followed by incubation at 70°C for 10 min (Fig. 1). The
PCR conditions for DC-SIGNR repeat region are modified from Bashirova et
al. (14).

3.4. Analysis of PCR Products

After the PCR reaction, DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR repeat region alleles are
analyzed by 3.0% agarose gel electrophoresis and ethidium bromide staining.
Samples taken from the reaction product, along with appropriate molecular-
weight markers, are loaded onto an agarose gel that contains 3.0% ethidium
bromide. DNA bands on the gel can then be visualized and pictured under
ultraviolet transillumination (Fig. 1).

3.5. Genotype Recording

Recording genotypes relies on the pictures taken from the agarose gel. By
comparing reaction product bands with bands from the known molecular-
weight markers, the alleles and genotypes can be distinguished for each sample
(see Note 14). The difference among alleles is the multiple of 69 nucleotides,
which represents the length of repeats. Numbers after allele indicate the num-
ber of repeats of DC-SIGN or DC-SIGNR. The size of the PCR products of
DC-SIGN repeat region allele 8 is 922 bp, 7 is 853 bp, and 6 is 684 bp. The
fragment length of DC-SIGNR repeat region allele 9 is 715 bp, 8 is 647 bp, 7 is
578 bp, 6 is 509 bp, 5 is 440 bp, 4 is 371 bp, and 3 is 302 bp (Fig. 1) (see Note 15).

4. Notes

1. All centrifugation steps should be carried out at room temperature. If a precipi-
tate has formed in buffer AL, dissolve by incubating at 56°C.

2. It is optional to add Qiagen protease to samples that have already been dispensed
into microcentrifuge tubes. In this case, it is important to ensure proper mixing
after adding the enzyme. However, do not add Qiagen protease directly to buffer AL.

3. If the sample volume is less than 200 µL, add the appropriate volume of PBS.
4. In order to ensure efficient lysis, it is essential that the sample and buffer AL are

mixed thoroughly to yield a homogeneous solution. For some cell pellet samples,
a longer vortex time is needed.

5. Before heating, a gentle centrifugation to remove all trace amounts of mixture
between the microcentrifuge tube cap and wall is highly recommended for reduc-
ing the chance of contamination. Otherwise, solutions remaining between them
may be expelled after heating due to the pressure produced from heat expansion.
Heating at 90°C for another 10 min can inactivate possible infectious pathogens.

6. Close each spin column in order to avoid aerosol formation during centrifuga-
tion. Centrifugation is performed at 6000g in order to reduce noise. Centrifuga-
tion at full speed will not affect the yield or purity of the DNA. If the lysate has
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the method. (A) Genomic organization of DC-
SIGN and DC-SIGNR. DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR are located on chromosome
19p13.2-3 and positioned in a head-to-head orientation (14,25,26). Boxes are exons
and lines between boxes are introns. Roman numerals boxes denote the exons. (B)
PCR primer target region. Primers used for PCR amplification are labeled and their
directions are indicated with arrows. The Arabic numbers in blacked boxes denote the
seven full repeats in exon IV of both DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR. (C) PCR reaction
conditions. (D) Schematic representation of the size of DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR PCR
products. We genotyped 835 individuals for DC-SIGN and 822 for DC-SIGNR repeat
region, respectively. The allele frequencies from these individuals are shown after
each allele.
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not completely passed through the column after centrifugation, centrifuge again
at higher speed until the QIAamp Spin Column is empty.

7. Residual buffer AW2 in the eluate may cause problems in downstream PCR am-
plification. Some centrifuge rotors may vibrate upon deceleration, resulting in
the flowthrough, which contains buffer AW2, coming into contact with the
QIAamp Spin Column. Removing the QIAamp Spin Column and collection tube
from the rotor may also cause flowthrough to come into contact with the QIAamp
Spin Column. In these cases, the optional step 12a should be performed.

8. Incubating the QIAamp Spin Column loaded with buffer AE for 5 min at room
temperature before centrifugation generally increases DNA yield. A second elu-
tion step with a further 200 µL of buffer AE into a second 1.5-mL tube will
increase the total yields by up to 15%. Volumes of more than 200 µL should not
be eluted into a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube because the spin column will come
into contact with the eluate, leading to possible aerosol formation during cen-
trifugation. Elution with volumes of less than 200 µL increases the final DNA
concentration in the eluate significantly, but slightly reduces the overall DNA
yield. For samples containing less than 1 µg of DNA, elution in 50 µL of buffer
AE is recommended. Eluting with 2 × 100 µL instead of 1 × 200 µL does not
increase elution efficiency. For long-term storage of DNA, eluting in buffer AE
and storing at –20°C is recommended, since DNA stored in water is subject to
acid hydrolysis.

9. A 200-µL sample of whole human blood (~5 × 106 leukocytes/mL) typically
yields 6 µg of DNA in 200 µL of buffer AE (30 ng/µL) with an A260/A280 ratio
of 1.7–1.9.

10. Make sure all the reagents and DNA samples are thawed completely before use.
Always briefly centrifuge all solutions and samples before opening the cap. Ge-
nomic DNA can be prepared from any cell and tissue source. Usually the tem-
plate DNA amount is in the range of 50–300 ng of genomic DNA in a total
reaction mixture of 50 µL. Increased genomic DNA quantities may harmfully
affect PCR efficiency and may even inhibit PCR completely. Nearly all routine
methods are suitable for genomic DNA purification. Although even minute
amounts of agents used in DNA purification procedures (phenol, EDTA, protein-
ase K, etc.) strongly inhibit Taq DNA polymerase, ethanol precipitation of DNA
and repetitive treatments of DNA pellets with 70% ethanol is usually effective in
removing traces of contaminants. Periodically, the PCR may not work for certain
samples. In this case, diluting the genomic DNA may resolve the problem.

11. Stock reagents for PCR can be obtained from a variety of companies. Often the
initial concentration of the reagent will differ depending on which company pro-
duced it. The amount of a given stock reagent to be used in the master mixture
can be easily calculated through the following formula: volume needed = [(final
concentration) × (volume per PCR) × (number of PCR reactions)] ÷ (stock con-
centration).

12. Necessary precautions for avoiding PCR contamination should be taken seri-
ously. The PCR reaction mixture should always be set up in a different location
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than where genomic DNA or PCR products are worked with. The following points
should also be considered to avoid the problems of PCR contamination from
sources: cross-contamination among samples, products from previous PCR, labo-
ratory benches, equipment, thermal cycler, and pipetting devices, which could be
contaminated by previous DNA preparation and plasmid DNA. The samples
should be handled and DNA isolated in a hood with filtered airflow, and in an
area not used for the preparation of template DNA and post-PCR analysis.

13. Complete denaturation of the genomic DNA before the start of the amplification
cycle is a key point for PCR success. Incomplete denaturation of DNA results in
the inefficient utilization of template in the first amplification cycle, a poor yield
of PCR product, or even failed PCR.

14. There are a number of things that can disrupt your PCR, causing your gels to turn
up blank after electrophoresis and staining. When you encounter this problem,
the following causes occur more often than others: no or incomplete denaturation
before the start of the PCR amplification cycle (see Note 13); excess, insuffi-
cient, or impure genomic DNA; too much or degraded enzyme or dNTP; MgCl2

not mixing thoroughly before use or wrong MgCl2 concentration; wrong primer
concentration; or simply wrong cycle conditions. If only a small number of
samples fail in a large batch of PCR, the most likely source of error is the ge-
nomic DNA (see Note 10).

15. The DC-SIGN repeat region allele frequencies we found in 835 individuals are
0.24% for allele 8, 99.52% for allele 7, and 0.24% for allele 6 (28). The DC-
SIGNR repeat region allele frequencies we identified among 822 individuals are
1.5% for allele 9, 0.1% for allele 8, 54.1 % for allele 7, 15.2% for allele 6, 26.6%
for allele 5, 2.4% for allele 4, and 0.1% for allele 3. You may find other repeat
region alleles in your investigations. The frequency of these alleles, however, is
likely to be extremely low.
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A

Acrylamide gels,
blotting, drying and exposure, 365
materials and methods, 364–365
non-denaturing gel shift gels, 364

Adherence,
6-d-adherence method, 445–446
5-d-adherence method, 447
6-d-adherence method, 445–446
of monocytes, 450

Adult T-cell leukemia, 409
Alloactivation, 108
Alpha (α) 32P dTTP, see Radioactivity
Alu sequences, 139, 155
AMD3100 (see Co-receptor CXCR4

antagonist), 341
AmpliGold, 176
Annealing buffer, 359
Antibodies,

anti-CD68, 54–56, 63
anti-Fibronectin, 54–56, 63
anti-GFAP, 54–56, 63
anti-HLA-DR, 54–56
anti-Vimentin, 54–56
combined detection with antigen, see

Fourth generation assay
monoclonal, 276, 283

Antidigoxigenin-alkaline, phosphatase
conjugate, 173

Antigen, 335, 338
HIV-p24 gag, 446–447, 449–451

CD3, 448
CD4, 448
CD8, 448
CD14, 448
Gag, 448

Apoptosis,
apoptotic events, 445

macrophage-dependent, 452
of human-cultured astroglial cells,

452
of lymphocytes and prostaglandin

E2,  452
of uninfected astrocytes, 452

Asymptomatically infected individuals,
isolation of HIV, see HIV-2,

isolation
Autoradiography film, 361, 366
AZT (3’azido–3’deoxythymidine), 157

B

BHK-21 cell line (baby hamster
kidney), 156

Biological clones, 95–97, 99, 110
Blunt-ending, 428
BSA, 172, 174
Buffy coats, 97, 99–100

C

Calcium phosphate transfection, 142,
156

Calculation of infectious load, see
Infectious virus units

Carrier DNA, 375, 378
CCRF-CEM, 458, 460
CD4+ T cells, 5, 8, 171, 177, 335–336,

455, 458, 460, 445–446
CD8+ T cells, 7, 96, 102–103, 108
CD14, CD16 and CCR5 on monocytes,

345–347, 349
Cell-lines,

293T packaging cell line, 376, 381–
338

GHOST(3), 275–277, 278, 281–284
H9 317, 323
HeLa cell line, 376, 382–384
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HL-60, 317, 323
indicator, 276–277, 281–282
MT2, 21–22, 317, 323, 329
SupT1, 317, 323
THP-1, 317, 323
U87, 328, 376, 382
U87.CD4, 275–284
U937, 317, 323

Cell-transfer, 185–186
CEN6/ARSH4, see Shuttle vector
Chemokine receptor, 335–336

GPCR, 335
Chemotaxis,

activation, 445
of lymphocytes, 452

Chimeric HIV-1 viruses, 369–374
Chromatography, 437
Cloning, 392, 396, 404–405

complete provirus,
adapted viral DNA, 132–133
ligation to Lambda EMBL3

phage, 133
directed, 425
HIV-1, see Yeast recombinant

cloning
Combination assay, 246
Competent yeast cells, 378, see Yeast

transformation
Constituted media, 97
Control, 249
Co-receptor,

antagonists, 330
CCR2b, 329
CCR3, 329
CCR5, 19, 317
CD-4 independent, 336
CXCR4, 22, 317
switch, 335–336
usage, 335–336, 340

COS-1 cell line, 394
CPE, see Cytopathic effect
Cryopreserved PBMC, 100–102, 107–

108
Culture, 3, 276–277, 283

co-culture, 129, see HIV-2, isoaltion
conditions, 96
enhanced culture assay for latently

infected resting CD4+ T cells,
3–15

Ficoll–Hypaque gradient isolation,
128

format, see HIV-2, isolation
infection, 261
limiting dilution, 3–15
medium/media, 276–279, 281, 283,

see Constituted media
PHA-P stimulation, 129
selection, 283
subculture, 276–277
virus, 96, 101, 104–105, 109
virus-infected cells, 253, 261

Cutoff, 282
CVL fluid virus, 82
Cy-dCTP, 461, 464, 466
Cy-Dye probes, 461, 464–465, 466

purification, 464
quantification, 464–465, 467
synthesis, 461, 466

Cytokines, 177, 320, 324
Cytopathic effect (CPE), 91, 93,

127,129, 340
ballooning cytoplasm, 91
giant cells, 91
syncytia, 91
Cytopathicity, 338

D

DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole,
dilactate), 63

DEAE filtermat, 358
Detection of drug-resistant HIV-1, 289–

291
Diagnostic window, 245
Dialysis tubing for electroelution, 374,

383
Digestion, 392, 396
Digoxigenin dUTP, 172, 174, 178
Dilution, 278–281, 283
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DNA,
clone, 423–433
extraction, 192, 216–217, 362, 400–

401
gel purification, 377, 383
ligation, 430

DNAse, 173–175
Dual competition/infection, see Growth

competition assay
Dye-specific effects, 464–466

E

Edman degradation, 441
EDTA, 446, 448
EDTA plasma, 247
Effectene transfection kit, 376, 381–

382
Efficacy of antiviral drug activity,

materials, 446–447
methods, 447–450

Electrocompetent bacterial cells, 375,
379, 381

Electroelution gel purification method,
383, see DNA gel purification

Electron microscopy, 125–126, 134–
135

Electroporation, 431
ELISA, see Enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay
Endotoxin, 37, 46
Envelope, see Env-region
Env-region, 233–234, see HIV-1

envelope gene
Enzyme-linked fluorescent assay

(ELFA), 245
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

(ELISA), 245, 257–271
analysis, 266
feline immunodeficiency virus and

feline foamy virus, 261, 266
interpretation, 270
streptavidin capture ELISA, 260,

265
Ethanol, 172

Ex vivo viral fitness, 356 see HIV-1
viral fitness

Expression cloning, see Recombinant
proteins

Extraction, 391

F

FACS see Flow cytometry
Ficoll-hypaque-gradient-separated

preparation, 446
Ficoll-paque grade centrifugation, 128,

see PBMC
Five-fluorootic acid (5-FOA), 373

in yeast plates, 376, 380
special handling, 384

Flow cytometry, 276, 278, 281, 335–
336, 338, 340, 345–347, 349,
450, 460–462

Fluorescence, 338, 340–341
DNA probe, 145, 147, 152
microscope, 335–336, 338, 341
spectrometry, 441–442

Foamy virus, 261–262, 267, 423–433
feline, 261, 266, 423–433
human (HFV), 155–156, see

Proteolytic processing
Formalin, 173, 178
Fourth-generation assay, 230–231, 236–

237, 239–240, 245
Fractionnation of CVL fluid, 81
Freezing cells, see Healthy donor cells
Frozen PBMC, see Cryporeserved

PBMC
Fresh PBMC, 96, 107–108
Fusion protein (gp41), 336

G

G-25 spin columns, 359, 363
Gag-region, 234, 240
Gamma (γ) -32P dATP, see

Radioactivity
Gap repair, 370, see Homologous

recombination
Gel electrophoresis, 293, 301
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Gel shift buffer, 359
Gene expression profiling, 455–467

HIV/SIV-related, 456–457
materials, 458–459
methods, 459–466

Genomic DNA,
concentration and purity, 476–477
extraction, 475–477
materials, 475–476
methods, 475–477

Genotype recording, 478
GFP, 335–336

induction, 341
GHOST(3) cells, 335–338, 341

assay, 336
Glass beads, 375, 379, see Yeast crude

prep DNA extraction
gp41, 231
Group M, 232
Group O, 230–233
Growing virus stocks, see Virus stocks
Growth competition assay,

materials, 358
methods, 357, 362

H

HAART therapy, 446
HAART, 3, 26
Half-life, 4
Healthy donor cells,

freezing, 100, 108
isolation from buffy coats, 99–100
mixing, 108
PHA stimulation, 101, 108
depletion of CD8+ T cells, 102–103,

108–109
preparing for co-culture, 104
thawing, 101

HeLa cells, 143
Hematoxylin, 276, 278, 281
Hemocytometer chamber, 448
Heteroduplex Tracking Assay (HTA),

analysis, 365–366
detecting HIV env fragments,

materials, 359
methods, 357, 364–365

HFV, see Human foamy virus
High-stringency wash, 173
HIV,

biological clone, 17, 20–21
bulk isolate, 17
primary, 20, 317
RNA quantition, 201–214
blood, 202–203, 205, 209
Boom RNA extraction, 203–204,

206–207
cervical fluids, 20, 204, 208–209
seminal plasma, 202–207, 209
quasispecies, 17
SI, 329
titration, 18
tropism, 317–324
variant, 17, 317, 323

HIV-1, 35–38, 43–48, 171
acute infection 239
antibody,

anti-p24, 247
anti-gp41, 247
anti-gp160, 247
biotinylated, 247
IgG, IgM and IgA, 247

antigen, 245
cloning, 370
envelope gene, 370
evolution, 356
group O and M,

primers and probes, 222–223
group O clone,

cloning, 223
linearization and transcription of

plasmid, 224
DNAase treatment, 224–225

infection of MDM, 43–45
in genital gluids,

PBMC cryopreservation, 77
peripheral blood mononuclear cell

culture, 74
recovery of PBMC
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reverse transcriptase assay, 74, 82
virus culture, 73–75

integration standard, 141
isolation and propogation,

from brain tissue, 45
from cerebrospinal fluid, 44

propagation of laboratory viral
isolates, 43

protease amino sequence,
consensus B, 303

quasispecies cloning, 371
reverse transcriptase assay, 37, 45,

82–83
sequence diversity and cloning, 370
subtypes, 356

subtype E (CRF01-AE), 246
tissue culture dose for 50%

infectivity (TCID50),
materials, 358
methods, 360
strategy, 365

viral fitness,
analysis, 366
definition, 355–356
estimation ex vivo, 357, 366

HIVLAI, 455, 458, 460
HIV RNA quantition, 201–214

blood, 202–203, 205, 209
RNA extraction, 203–204, 206–207
cervical fluids, 20, 204, 208–209
seminal plasma, 202–207, 209

HIV-2, 95–111, 191, 399
antibody, 247
detection assays, 97, 109
isolation,

choosing the format, 99, 109
co-culture,

initiation, 103–105
prolongation, 105–106

considerations 95–96
from individuals with detectable

plasma load, 104–105
from individuals with

undetectable plasma load, 103–

104
methods, 97–111
preparations, 99–103
summary, 97–98

HIV-1 isolation, 87–94
donor cell sampling and preparation,

89
Phytohemagglutinin (PHA)
quantitative co-culture assay, 90–93
quantitative microculture plate, 90
stimulated donor cells, 89

HIV-1 p24 antigen ELISA, 87, 91, 93
Homoduplexes, 357, 366
Homologous recombination, 370

damaged DNA repair, 370
double-stranded gap repair, 370
materials, 376
region of homology between a vector

and insert, 371, 383
Hot-start, 176
HTA loading dye, 359
HTLV-1,

amplification by PCR, 187
clinical presentation, 113–114
methods of detection, 114
structural proteins, 114–115
transmission and infection, 116

HTLV-2,
clinical presentation, 113–114
co-culture, see Infection of primary

lymphocytes
detection and confirmatory analyses

ELIZA, 118
immunoblotting, 118–119

PCR, 119–120
infection of primary lymphocytes,

417–420
isolation,

materials, 116–117
methods, 117–118

methods of detection, 114
proviral plasmid clone,

manipulation and cloning, 413,
419
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pH6neo clone, 409, 411, 413
propagation in E. coli, 411, 413–

414, 419–420
structural proteins, 114–115
transmission and infection, 116

HTLV-associated myelopathy, 409
Human β-globin, 161
Human foamy virus (HFV), see Foamy

virus, human
Human Immunodeficiency Virus, see

HIV-1 and HIV-2
Human T-cell leukemia virus, see

HTLV-1 and HTLV-2
Hybridization, 393–394

I

IgG, 276, 283
Il-2, see Interleukin-2
Immunoblot, 260, 264

confirmation of status, 264
detection, 439
expression of protein, 264, see

Western blot
Immunodeficiency virus, 267
Immunofluorescence detection of FV-

antigens, 128–129
Immunoprecipitation, 438–439
Infection efficiency, 460–461

determination, 460–461
Infectious HIV,

from semen, 78
in cervicovaginal lavage fluids, 81

Infectious molecular clones (IMC),
construction of, 389–395

Infectious titer measurement, 91
Reed and Muench method, 91
TCID 50 titer calculation, 92

Infectious virus unit, 95–96, 99, 106,
110

Inhibition (HIV-1 inhibitors),
entry inhibitors, 448, 451
in situ hybridization, 171
integrase inhibitors, 448–451
late-stage inhibitors, 448–449

preintegrational stage inhibitors, 448
protease inhibitors, 448–449, 453
oxidative stress, 448
reverse transcriptase inhibitors, 448,

451
Initial inoculum fitness estimation,

365–366
Interleukin-2 (IL-2), 95, 97, 107, 356,

358
Intracellular p24 staining, 283
Isolation of biological clones, see HIV-

2, isolation
Isolation of PBMC from blood, see

Patient blood
Isolation of nucleic acids, 292
IUPM, see Infectious virus units

J

Jurkat clone E6-1, 458, 460

K

Kodak Biomax MR films, 361

L

Lambda EMBL3 library recombinant
clones, 133

Langerhans cells, 356
Large plasmids,

propagation and preparation in E.
coli, 411, 413–414, 419–420

stable transfections, 414–415
Latency, 6
LEU2 (leucine gene), see Shuttle vector
Leukopak, 36–38
Ligation, 376, 380–381, see pNL4-3

used in chimeric virus
production

Ligation and cloning, 293, 301
LightCycler instrument, 144, 156
Limiting dilution, 9–10
Lithium acetate, 374, 378, see Yeast

transformation
LTR, 336
Lymphoblasts, 6
Lymphocytes, 108, see PBMC
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Lymphoid tissue, 87
lymph nodes, 87

lymph node cell coculture, 90
lymph node cell preparation, 80

M

Macrophage, 317–319, 356
colony stimulating factor, 36–37,

42–45, 47
Magnetic beads, 102–103, 109
Mammalian expression vector, see

Shuttle vector
Mangenese acetate, 174
Mass spectrometry, 441
Materials,

methods, 250
calibration, 250
master lot data entry (MLE), 250
reagents, 247

specimen, 247
test procedure, 250

Matrix 96 β-counter, 361
Maximum likelihood method, 106
MCG, see Multinucleated giant cell
MCSF, see Macrophage colony

stimulating factor
MDM, see Monocyte-derived

macrophages
Media, see Constituted media
Microarray, 455–467

platforms, 456, 466–467
Microculture assay, see HIV–2,

isolation
Microdissection, 185–186
Microglia,

HIV-1 infection, 63–66
immunostaining, 54–56, 62–63
isolation, 51–62

dissociation, 53, 57–59
percoll, see Percoll gradient
tissue acquisition, 52–53, 56–57

maintenance, 53–54, 62
morphology, 54–56, 62–63, 65
purification, 54, 62

preferential adhesion, 50, 54
Microscopy, 276–279, 281

fluorescence, 277–279, 281
light, 277–278, 281

Microtiter plates, 276, 446–451
Mispriming, 176
Monocyte/macrophages, 9, 317–320

adherence, 450
CD14, CD16, CCR5, 345–350
countercurrent elutriation, 348–349
culture of HIV, 445–446
derived macrophage (MDM), 35,

43–45, 317–320, 324
detection of HIV-1 by p24 assay, 31
detection of HIV-1 by RT–PCR
establishment and maintenance, 447
flow cytometric analysis, 345–347,

349
infection with HIV-1 in vivo, 26
isolation from PBMC,

by adherence, 41
countercurrent centrifugal

elutriation, 37–38
HIV-1 from co-culture with CD8-

depleted PBMC, 30
Percoll gradient separation, 40

levels of HIV-1 isolated, 26
magnetic bead isolation of, 349–350
materials for isolation, 26–28
method for isolating PBMC, 28–31
use of AB+ human serum to enhance

isolation, 32
preparation, 445
propagation, 42
purity testing by flow cytometry,

29–30
quantitation, 445
subsets in HIV-1 infected

individuals, 343–353
Monoinfection, see Growth competition

assay
Mononuclear phagocytes, 34–35
Multinucleated giant cell, 65
Multiplicity of infection (MOI), 362
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Multitropic isolates, 336
Mycoplasma testing, 37, 46

N

Nested PCR, 300
Neutralization, 273–274, 279–282

assays, 273–283
capacity, 280, 282

Nick translation, 173
NIH AIDS Research and Reference

Reagent Program, 376
Nitroblue tetrazolium and

bromochloroindolyl,
phosphate (NBT/BCIP), 173, 177

Non-denaturing gel shift buffer, 359
Non-nucleotide reverse transcriptase

inhibitors, 306
Nonsyncytium-inducing isolates, 366
Notes, 254
NP40 detergent, 358, 361
Nuclear fast red counterstain, 173
Nucleic acid amplification technology

(NAT), 246
Nucleoside analogs, 289
Nucleotide reverse transcriptase

inhibitors, 305

P

p24 antigen, 11, 231–232, 240
antibody, 231–232, 234
detection, 230, 234, 239

Patient blood, 97, 102
Patient cells, see Patient PBMC
Patient PBMC,

depletion of CD8+ T cells, 102–103,
108–109

isolation from blood, 102
preparing for co–culture, 104–105
thawing, 102

PBMC, 17–24, 446–447, 450
buffy-coat, 18
CD8-depleted,

materials, 27
method, 29–30

cell culture, 74, 75
from patients, see Patient PBMC
from healthy donors, see Healthy

donor cells
HIV-1 growth competition on, 362
HIV-1 infection in vitro, 395
HIV-1 titration on, 360
isolation and stimulation, 359–360

PBS, 446, 448
PCR, see Polymerase chain reaction,

amplification, 193
condition, 402–403
DC-SIGN and DC-SIGNR,

electrophoresis, 478
materials, 475–478
methods, 475–481
primers, 474–475
repeat region, 475–479

gag, 193–194
near full-length genome, 399–404
nested PCR, 194–195, 197
precaution, 406
primer binding site (PBS), 195
product clean-up, 293, 302
purification, 403–404
RT-PCR, 195–198
sample preparation, 192
trouble shooting, 199, 406

Pepsin, 172, 178
Percoll gradient, 59–62
Peripheral blood mononuclear cell, see

PBMC, 275–276, 278
Phenotype, 275
Phosphor imager analysis, 365, 367
Phytohemagglutinin (PHA), 6, 95, 97–

98, 104, 108, 356, 358
Plaque-forming units (PFU), 278–279,

282
Plaque reduction assay, 273–283
Plaques, 276–281
Plasma, 276, 281
Plasma load, 95–96, 99, 103–104, 107
Plasma RNA, see Plasma load
Plasma viremia, see Plasma load
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PLUS slides, 173
PMI, see Pst-mortem interval
pNL4-3 used in chimeric virus

production, 371, 377
ligation of a gene into pNL4–3, 380

dephosphorylation, 380
materials, 376
method, 380–381
T4 DNA ligase, 380

transfection into cell lines for
chimeric virus production, 381

unique restriction endonuclease sites,
EcoRI, 380
XhoI, 380

Poisson distribution, 106
pol-region, 234
Polybrene, 97, 107
Polyethylene glycol (PEG), 374, 378
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), 171,

292, 428, 432
amplification of viral gene, 259, 262
amplification of env gene,

materials, 359
methods, 363–364

conditions, 297
long-template, 391, 432
polymerase proof-reading, 428, 432
purification, 359, 363–364, 367
radioactive PCR of HIV-1 env gene,

materials, 359
methods, 363–364

strategy for HTA, 357
template copy number, 296

Polypropylene, 176
Post-mortem interval, 56
pRec/env, see Shuttle vector
Primary infection, 245–246
Primer,

and amplification, 217
and probe, 218
dimerization, 176
radio-labeling of HIV-1 env gene,

materials, 359
methods, 363

sequences for PCR amplification,
298–299

Propagation of virus stocks, see Virus
stocks

Protease, 173–174
Protease inhibitors (PIs), 277, 290

indinavir, 277
nelfinavir, 277

Proteinase K, 178
Proteolytic processing, 435–444
Provirus, 95, 171–172, 427
pRS, 316, 373–374, 377
Pseudotyping, 370

Q

Quantification of HIV-2 standard, 217
Quantification of proviral DNA HIV-2,

218
Quantitative microculture assay, see

HIV-2, isolation
Quasispecies cloning in HIV-1, 371

R

R5 tropic isolates, see Nonsyncytium-
inducing isolates

Radioactivity,
alpha (α) 32P dTTP for RT assay,

358, 361
cautions and safety for RT assay,

361
gamma (γ)- 32P dATP for primer

labeling, 359, 363
Radioimmunoprecipitation, see

Immunoprecipitation
Readout, 277, 281
Real time PCR HIV-2, 218
Receptor, 274–276, 281–283

chemokine, 275, 283
co-receptor, 274–276, 281–283
expression, 275, 277, 283

Recombinant,
biotinylated fusion protein, 260, 264
clones, 259, 263
determination and identification, 263
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amplification, 264
interleukin-2, see Interleukin-2
proteins, 231–233, 439–444
in yeast, see Yeast recombination

cloning
Reed–Muench technique, 358, 361
Replication,

capacity, see HIV-1 fitness
competent virus, 96
kinetics, see HIV-1 fitness

Reproducibility, 274, 282
Reservoir, 4
Resistance-conferring mutations,

to non-nucleotide analog RT
inhibitors, 311

to nucleotide analog RT inhibitors,
310

to protease inhibitors, 304
Restriction, see Digestion
Results, 251

interpretation, 252
procedure limitations, 252
quality control, 252

Retrovirus, 115–116
Reverse transcriptase,

amino acid sequence (consensus B),
308–309

Reverse transcription, 176, 292, 317,
320–321

assay, 358–361
master mix, 358
PCR, 230–231, 235
reaction, 296
rIl-2, see Interleukin 2
rTth polymerase, 172
sensitivity, 230, 237, 239–240, 242
specificity, 230, 237
template copy number, 296

RNA amplification, 461
RNA degradation, 461, 466
RNA extraction, 195–197
RNA isolation, 461, 466
RNA load, see Plasma load
RNA quality control, 461, 463

agilent 2100 bioanalyzer, 461, 463
genomic DNA contamination, 461,

466
RNase inhibitor, 172
RNAse-free DNAse, 172
RT, see Reverse transcription
RT-PCR HIV-1 group O LTR,

measurement of cDNA by real-time
PCR, 225–226

reverse transcription, 225
RNA extraction, 225

S

SCH-C, see Co-receptor CCR5
antagonist

Screening assay, 257–271
Screening, 336
Selection, 340
Semen fractionation, 79
Seminal plasma virus, 80
Sequence diversity and cloning in HIV-

1, 370
Sequencing and sequence editing, 293,

302
Seroconversion, 229–230, 234, 239–

240
Serum, 274, 276, 279–282

storage, 231
Shuttle vector,

mammalian membrane protein
expression, 382–383

materials, 376–377
methods, 382–383

materials, 374
methods, 377
pRec/env, 371, 377–379
yeast cloning,

bovine growth hormone
polyadenylation sequence,
382–383

CEN6/ARSH4 yeast episomal
replication machinery, 382–
383

CMV promoter, 382–383
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HXB2 HIV-1 CCR5-tropic lab
strain, 377, 379

leucine (LEU 2) selection marker,
382

Silane, 172–173
Simian immunodeficiency viruses

(SIV), 358
Slide hybridization, 465
Slide washing, 466
SOCS, 178
Southern blotting, 157
Specificity, 255
Spumaretrovirus, 155
Standard antigen, 249
Standard deviation, see Reproducibility
Statistical analysis,

limiting dilution assays, 11
Stringency wash, 176
Subcloning, 371
Supernatant,

aspiration, 447–448
aspiration, 449
assay, 449
assessment of HIV, 448
harvest, 451
measuring, 448
oxidative stress induced, 452
removal of virus, 449

SupT1, 458, 460
Syber green, 158
Synchronous HIV-1 infection, 460

relevance, 458, 466
Syncytia, 126, 262, 275–279, 281, 283,

366, 338
Synthetic peptides, 231–233

T

T22, see Co-receptor CXCR4
antagonist

TAK779, see Co-receptor CCR5
antagonist

Target cells, see Healthy donor cells
Tat, 336
T cell, 13, 356

TCID50, see Tissue culture infectivity
dose 50% for HIV-1, 341

Thawing cells, see Healthy donor cells
Thermus thermophilus, 235
Thrombocytes, 108
Tissue culture infectivity dose 50% for

HIV-1, 382
Tissue microdissection, 172
TNF-α, 177
Transfection, 431

materials, 376
methods, 381–382

Transformation, 392, 409, 417–419,
428, see Yeast transformation

Tropical spastic paraparesis, see HTLV-
associated myelopathy

Trypan blue, 359
T-Vector Cloning,

PCR product, 259, 262
transformation and plating, 263

U

U373–MG cell line, 157
URA3 (uracil gene), 371, 377–380, 384

V

Vector, 423–433
development, 423
replication-competent, 433
replication-deficient, 433
self-inactivating, 433
vaccine, 433

VIDAS HIV DUO Ultra, 245
relative fluorescence value (RFV),

247, 251
solid phase receptacle (SPR), 247,

250–251
Viral DNA,

analysis, 131
glyoxaldenaturation, 131
pbs oligonucleotide probes, 131
southern blot hybridization, 131

extraction, 259, 261
unintegrated extraction, 130
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Viral envelope, 335–336
Viral pathogenesis, 336
Virus,

backbone, see pNL4-3
culture, see HIV-2, isolation
detection, see HIV-2 detection
dose, 279, 340
entry, 335–336
fitness, see HIV-1 viral fitness
inhibitory factors, see CD8+ T cells
isolation, see HIV-2, isolation
producing cell lines, 414–415
propagation from co-cultures, 106–

107, 110
refreshing, 107
stock, 276, 278–279, 281–282
production, 134–135
storage, 107
titration, 431–432, see TCID50 virus

stocks
VSG,

pseudotype, 143
vector, 141

W

Western blot, 231, 233, 236, 239–240,
see Immunoblotting

Whatman chromatography paper, 359
Window period, see Seroconversion

X

X4 tropic isolates, see Syncytium-
inducing isolates

Xylene, 172

Y

Yeast colony PCR, 384
Yeast crude prep DNA extraction,

378–379
glass beads, 375, 379

Yeast recombination cloning,
insert DNA, 371

materials, 374
methods, 377

vector (pRec/env), 371, see Shuttle
vector

Yeast transformation, 373–374, 377–378
lithium acetate transformation, 377–

378
competent yeast cells, 378
single stranded sheared salmon

sperm carrier DNA, 375, 378
materials, 374
methods, 377–378
yeast media and yeast plates, 374,

377–378
yeast strains, 374

Z

Zoonosis, 127
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